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PREFAOE.

A REVERED friend, now in heaven, whose counsel and .encouragement

have greatly lightened my labours, was of opinion with me that the

Revelation, 'which is peculiarly a book for the New. Church, was less

studied by New Church people than its great importance demands. We

thought that if the substance of the Apocalypse Revealed and the

Apocalypse Explained were cast in a somewhat different mould, and

presented in an accommodated form, a book might be produced that

would serve as an introduction to the perusal and study of these great

works. The present volume is the result of an attempt to effect this

object. It has been my aim to draw out the practical lessons of the

various incidents of this mysterious book more directly than it was con

sistent with Swedenborg's purpose to do. I have also dwelt at greater

length on the bright. than on the dark side of the magnificent Vision

of the Apocalyptic Seer, as unfolded by the Seer of the New Jerusalem,

without, however, designedly leaving either the meaning obscure or

the lessons uncertain of those parts which have been more briefly

treated. The explanation of the address to the seven churches lowe

to the late Rev. Samtiel Noble, whose discourses on that subject have

been placed at my disposal by the congregation of which he was the

distinguished minister. I have only, in conclusion, to express my

earnest desire· that the work may in some measure serv.e the purpose

which I have had in view in preparing it.



INTRODUCTION.

No part of the Sacred Scripture has been the subject of such deep and
anxious study as the Book of Revelation, and none has received so
many and such various interpretations. This may be accounted for
by the nature of the book itself. At once prophetic and enigmatic, it
gives the greatest stimulus to human curiosity, and affords the widest
scope for human ingenuity. The variety and uncertainty of the
expositions it has received arise from one cause: John has been
to Christians what Moses was to the J ews, a veiled prophet. " Moses
put a veil over his face, that the ·children of Israel could not
steadfastly look to the end of that which is abolished: but their
minds were blinded: for until this day remaineth the same veil
untaken away in the reading of the Old Testament; which veil is
done away in Christ. But even unto this day, when Moses is read, the
veil is upon their heart" (2 Cor. iii. 13-15). That which was abolished,
to the end of which the children of Israel could not steadfastly look,
was the Israelitish dispensation. That which is abolished, to the end
of which Christians cannot look, is the Christian dispensation. By
the Christian dispensation we do not of course mean Christianity.
This will never end, but will continue to increase in strength and
glory from generation to generation; but the first dispensation of the
church passes away, to be succeeded by another and a better. As the
Isruelitiah dispensation was abolished by the First COIning of Christ, the
Christian dispensation is abolished by His Second Coming. Here is the
grand mistake of Christians and of Christian commentators: they have
been looking for the Corning of the Lord as the signal for the destruc
tion of the world. 'I'he end of the age (aiwv) which our Lord's disciples
inquired after, and which He encouraged them to expect, has been
converted by their successors into the end of the world. True, the
Lord's description of the end of the age or dispensation, and of His
Second Coming, might lead the mere literalist to understand Him to
predict the eud of the material world, The sun is to be darkened, the
moon is not to give her light, and the stars are to fall from heaven;
and heaven and earth themselves are to pass away. But how is
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it that men who aresupposed to be acquainted with the figurative
language of Scripture, and who know that similar predictions had

.been previously fulfilled, have understood and continue to understand
allthis .literally 1 It is because their minds were blinded ; for until
this day there remaineth the veil untaken away in the reading of the
·New Testament. This veil is done away in Christ-e-at His Second
.Coming, The event has given the interpretation. Its previous con
cealmen,twas the Lord's permission. No prophecy can be clearly under
stood before the time of its fulfilment. No church can look stead
fastly to its own end. This is no cause of reproach. It is as necessary
as it is natural. The Lord works, out His own wise and beneficent
ends in ways that are .known only to Himself j and which we would
only' 'interfere! with by knowing. The. true interpretation of the
book is now' known, .beeause the Second Coming of the Lord has
already taken place. The event has explained the prediction, and
thus revealed the mystery. The Second Coming of the Lord, as will
be shown in the ex~lanation of the book, is not a personal appearance
in the clouds of our atmosphere, but a spiritual event, effected
by the revelation of the spiritual sense of the Word, in which the
Lord has made Himself visible to the minds of men, in the power and
great glory of His own Divine Humanity. He comes to establish
anew His kingdom upon earth.' The first Christian dispensation is
meant by: the earth and the heaven that fled a,vay from the face of
Him that sat upon the' throne; and the second Christian dispensation
is meant by the new heaven and the new earth that John afterwards
beheld, The New Jerusalem,' which he saw coming down from God
out of heaven, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband, is the
appropriate Scripture emblem of the New Church, as a dispensation
of truth and love.
, Commentators having been in error respecting the leading events of

the prophecy; they could not but be mistaken regarding the nature of
its subordinate parts. The Revelation has been generally supposed to
give :a continuous history of the church from its beginning. This,
however, is a mistake. It describes the state of the church at the time
of its end. But it describes the state of the church, as it appeared, not
in the, natural, but in the spiritual' world. That part of the spiritual
world in which the manifestations of its state took place is the middle
region, or world of spirits, into which all souls enter, and where they
remain, some for a shorter, some for a longer period, before they pass
in~oheaven or hell. There, also, all judgment takes place. There,
andnot ill the natural world, was set a great white throne; and there

the dead, small and great, stood before Him who sat upon it, and
were judged everyone according to his works. .A. general judgment
takes place at the end of every general dispensation. Indeed, the
general judgment brings the dispensation ,to an end. A.nd when the
dispensation is abolished, a new dispensation commences. All that is
related in the Revelation previous to the judgment is .descriptive of
the preparation for it. A.nd all that is related after the judgment is
descriptive of the new order of things which succeeds, when the former
things have passed away. This being the case, it is evident that no
explanation of the vision of St. John could have been given, except
by one who was not only mentally enlightened to understand the
Divine and spiritual subjects of which the Revelation treats, but
whose spiritual sight was opened to behold the things which exist in
the other life. Only by one thus qualified to reveal the secrets con
tained in the vision of St. John could the Apocalypse be laid open, as
it now is in the writings of the Lord's servant, Emanuel Swedenborg,



THE REVELATION.

CHAPTER I.

1. THIS book is announced as The Ileoelation of Jesus qArist. The
word here translated Revelation occurs, in its substantive and verbal
form, in numerous instances in the Now Testament, ~{ld' is variously
rendered: Revelation (Rom. ii. 5); manifestation .Lviii. 9}; appearing
(1 Peter i. 7); coming (1 Cor. i. 7); enlightening (Luke ii. .32). It
literally means, to disclose what is hidden, to discover what is con
cealed. " There is nothing covered that shall not be revealed" (Luke
xii. 2). It is therefore appropriately employed to express the Inalli
festation of iniquity in the last days, and the revelation or appearing
of the Lord at His Second COIning. "The day of Christ shall not
come, except there come a falling a,vay first, and that man of sin be
recealed. For the mystery of iniquity doth already work : only he
,,,110 now letteth will Iet, until he be taken out of the way, And then
shall that Wicked be 'revealed, whom the Lord shall consume with the
spirit of Ilis mouth, and shall destroy with the brightness of His CODling"
(~# T!1~S~.5i. 3, 7, 8), "'fho Loru J esns shall be reocaled from heaven,
with Ilis mighty angels, in flaming fire, taking vengeance on them that
know not God" (i, 7, 8). But lIe who comes as a consuming fire to
the wicked, comes as a refining fire to the righteous. To them it is
said, "that the trial of your faith, being much more precious than gold
that perisheth, though it be tried with fire, might be found unto praise
and honour and glory at the appearing of Jesus Christ. Wherefore;
gird up the loins of your mind, be sober, and hope to the end for the
grace that is to be brought unto you at the 'revelationof J esus Christ"
(1 Peter i. 7, 13). These passages show both the meaning and appli
cation of the 'YOI'd. The Iieoelaiion discloses or reveals the state of
the church, or of religion, as it would be in the-last days, when dark-

A
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ened by error and corrupted by evil, and the corning of tho Lord to
restore it. The Revelation, it is true, requires itself to be revealed.
But all prophecy needs interpretation. Future events are known to
God only. He foretells them, to keep alive faith in His promises and
dependence on His providence j but not until the time of their fulfll
ment is the true import of His prophecies revealed. And lIe who is
the Revelator must also be the Interpreter. The Lord gives His
revelations through His servants; and as th~ revelation comes through
a chosen medium, so does the interpretation. "Gall. is IIis own
in terpreter."

The Revelation of Jesus Christ first of all reveals Himself, " Light
is that which doth make manifest." But that which manifests all else
.manifests itself. This book completes and perfects the revealed 'Vora
of God, and it is eminently the Revelation of Jesus Christ, as the God
and Saviour of men, the Builder and Maker of the city which hath
twelve foundations-the last and best Dispensation of the Church
on earth, the holy city New J erusalem. Tho Gospel reveals Jesus
chiefly as He appeared alllong men in IIis state of humiliation ; tho
A pocalypse reveals Him as He appears amoug angels, and as by tho eye
of faith He is to be seen by men, in His state of exaltation. The
Gospel therefore describes the Lord as manifesbed in the flesh, and to
the church of His First Ad vent; the Apocalypse describes Him as
manifested in the spirit, and to the church of Iris Second Advent.

This book is further announced as the Revelation of Jesus Christ
which God gave unto Hint. Though specified in this one instance, this
mode of revelation is not peculiar to the A pocalypse, but is common to
all the books which constitute The lVord. All are the Revelation of
Jesus Christ, and all were given unto Him by God. This does not
imply that God and Jesus are two Persons. vVe cannot conceive of
one Divine Person giving a revelation to another Divine Person ill all
respects equal with Himself But when we understand God and J eSHS
to be the names of two distinct essentials of the Deity, the statement
is intelligible and clear, and the truth it expresses is seen to be highly
important and beautifully instructive. Jesus, as the Eternal ,,\rord or
Wisdom of God, is' the' immediate Author of Revelation, as He is of
Creation and Redemption. But besides the Divine Wisdom, there is
another essential of the Deity, in which Revelation as well as Creation
hasits origin. That other essential is Divine Love. In all that the
Almighty does His Love is the moving cause and His Wisdom is the
efficient' cause. 'The Love of God is that from which all things exist;
the Wisdom ,of' God: is that by which all things exist. " To us there

is but one God the Father -I"1·01n whom are all things, and one Lord,Jesus
"J' I h·

Christ, by whom are all things" (1 Cor. viii. 6). ".He is befor~ ~l t ll:gs,
and by Him all things consist" (Col. i. 17). 'I'his law of DIVIneaction
our Lord Himself teaches in the Gospel,-" I can of Mine own self do
nothing: as I hear, I judge. The words that I speak unto :rou I speak
not of Myself: but the Father, that dioelleili in Me, He doeth the works It

(John v, 30, xiv, 10). True, the Lord spake this with immediate
reference to His Humanity, as dependent on His indwelling Divinity.
But this makes no real difference; for the Humanity of the Lord was
the lVord made flesh. And whether manifested in flesh or not, the
'Vord could do nothing and say nothing of itself, but from the Divine
Love that dwelt eternally within it. As Love is in Wisdom, and reveals
and manifests itself by Wisdom, so does the Father in the Son, so does
God in Christ. Therefore there is a most sublime and instructive truth
expressed in the declaration, that the revelation that Jesus gave to
John He Himself received from God. The truth is this: The prophecy
which tho Lord Jesus was about to deliver to His chosen servant carne
frorn His Eternal Divinity through His Divine' I-Iumanity, from His
infinite Love through His infinite Wisdom-a prophecy, therefore,
which reveals the Lord's Divinity and Humanity, His Love and Wisdom,
distinctly and unitedly, to His Church, and through the Church to the
whole human race.

The revelation which God gave to Jesus wae to show unto Ilis
servants th'in[J8 that must t~h01·tly C01ne to pass. It appears from this
that the prophecy was intended for the members of the Church, or
rather for those of them who, amidst the general defection, should be
found steadfast in' the faith, serving the Lord in singleness of mind.
According to the spiritual meaning of the term, the servants of the
Lord are the faithful, or those who serve Him in faith. But as there
is no faith without love, and 110 faith and love without works, faith
that worketh by love is that which makes men the Lord's true servants.
These are the servants to whom this revelation is immediately ad
dressed. They only are interested in the subject of which it treats,
and they only are capable of receiving the !ight which enables the mind
to understand it. Untothe faithful servants of the Lord only can
'this revelatio~ ;!low the things which must shortly C01ne to .pties.
The things revealed are -those contained in the book which it is
our aim to understand. It may be sufficient·here to say, that
these things relate to the' Church, or the .religious states of man
kind, as the Lordforesa\v them, and as' this book reveals them.
The Apocalypse presents events which were then 'future. The decline
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of religion and' the end' of the Church, which rendered the Lord's
Second Coming necessary, and .the restoration of religion and the
establishtnent of, a new Church, which the Lord's corning was to
effect, .are the general subjects of the Revelation, The Revelation does
not give a continuous history of the Church, from the time of the First
to the time of the Second 'Advent. Glimpses are opened to the sight
ofthe faithful, in some of the visions presented to the Lord's servant,
to whom the revelation was first made ; but the book as a whole
describes the states of the Church as it would be at the close of the
Dispensation, immediately before the coming of the Lord and the descent
of-the New Jerusalem, as the Church which was to succeed that which
would pass away. TheApocalypse issaid to have been given to show the
things that must shortly come to pass. Eighteen centuries have passed
since the speedy accomplishment of this prophecy was promised; and
all commentators are agreed that some things at least are still unfulfilled,
while none ca~ say with convincing certainty that any part has been
accomplished. The shortly, which is emphasized by repetition, has in
fac~ Ilo relation to the time at which any or all of the events would
~~me to pass. The periods of sacred prophecy are not mcasurea of
time, but of state. Attempts have been made to estimate historical
periods from some of the prophetic times of Scripture, but with little
success'. A seeming coincidence has been discovered in one instance,
in ,one of the 'prophecies of Daniel, by making a day stand for a year;
but no general application of the law has resulted in any consistent
.interpretation. Events occur in time, but the events themselves are
.the results. of states, and acquire all their significance from them.
Times .are therefore symbolical of states, time in the natural life of
man' being what state is in his spiritual life. And as the history of
the states. of the Church is a history of the religious states of those of
whom the Church consists, times are employed in Scripture prophecy
,to describe its states. Prophetical nUIUOel'S do not express measure
oftime, but the character of states. When the present prophecy has
the promise of early fulfilment, the promise has therefore 110 relation
to time~' Shortly means certainly. The states therein described will
certainly arise, for He who is omniscient has declared their coming.
When, at the beginning of the book, it is said of the things predicted
that they shall shortly come to pass, and at the end, that the Lord
will come quickly, the falling away of the Church from its original
'puripy,' and the coming of the Lord to establish it anew upon an im
movable foundation, are declared to be both equally certain. These
events are predicted in other parts of the New Testament, and, though

variously understood, are part of the common belief of Christendom,
All believe in a falling a,vay of the Church; all believe in a Second
COIning of the Lord. The only difference is the manner i~ wl~ich

these are to be understood.
The revelation did not come from Jesus Christ to the apostlo

directly: lIe sent and siqnified. it by His angel unto His seruant J,olin.
The heavenly messenger to 'the prophets of the Old Testament was
called the angel of Jehovah; but he who came to the prophet of the
Now is called the angel of J esus. Jesus and Jehovah are the same,
with this only difference, that Jesus is Jehovah in His Divine
Humanity ; and the angel of Jesus and the angel of Jehovah are tho
same, with this difference, that the Church in heaven being, since the
Incarnation, an image of the Lord's glorious Body-His Divine
Humanity, is in greater power than before the' Lord was manifested
in the flesh: for in Christ are gathered into one all things, both which
are in heaven and which are on earth (Eph. i, 10). As the angel
who came to John represents the Church in heaven, John here repre
sents the Church on earth. And this, the Divine message, carne from
the Lord through the Church in heaven to the Church on earth, Fol
lowed from its Source, through all the degrees of 'its descent, the revela
tion came from God to Jesus, from Jesus to the'angel, from the angel
to John, and from John to the servants of the Lord. It came from the
Lord's Divinity through His Humanity, from His Divine Love through
His Divine Wisdom, and thence through Heaven and the Church; and
thus it is the infinite Wisdom of infinite Love adapted to the appre""
hension both of angels and men. .As John represents the Church on
earth, he represents, abstractly, that which constitutes the Church.
There are three principles which constitute the Church-love, faith,
and works. These were represented by the three disciples who ~vere

nearest to Jesus, and often accompanied Him, without the others, 011

important occasions, as at His transfiguration. Of these, Peter was
the type of faith, J ames of love, and John of works-s-and as good
works are love and faith in act, and therefore include both these graces,
John represents religion as existing in its fulness and perfection in a
life of love and faith. Practical religion is vital religion. Love is the
fulfilling of the law, and the fulfilling of the Iaw is love; for all true
love terminates in action, and thus becomes actual love. " He that
hath My commandments, and keepeth them, he it is that loveth Me"
(John xiv, 21). Practical love is the .last link in the chain which
connects man savingly with his Maker,
. 2. John, to whom this revelation came, says of himself that he bare
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record of the IVord of God, and of the tesiimom) of Jesus Christ, and of
all things that he saui. This may be better understood from w hat John
has said in his Gospel He there bears record, or witness, of tho 1\Tord,
which in the beginning waa with God and was God, and which be
carne manifest in the flesh. The Eternal vVord, and that 1Vord made
flesh in Jesus Christ, is thus the Eternal Wisdom or Divine Truth, in
its relation. to Creation and Redemption. As John represented all whose
inner life of love and faith is manifested in an outer life of holiness,
'his words are to be understood of those who bear witness to the Truth
by the testimony of a holy life. These having the witness in them
selves, they have set to their seal that God is true. They also have
the testimony of Jesus Christ; for those who acknowledge the truth
of the Lord's Word, whether it be the 'whole of Revelation or this
particular portion of it, have the testimony of Jesus Christ, since the
testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy-of this as of all prophecy.
.I'his testimony, whic~_.the ..t.r.lle._Cltur...c..h...has,-£.oIis.is.ts..i.u-.tJJ.is, that.J.£sus

\1 IstIie one only living and true God, the one Object of faith and wor-
'~.. ;joliIialSobeais··'rec·ora·~orarr thIngs wIlich he ;a,v. 'rhes~re

the visions presented before him, which he has recorded. It is not neces
sary here to inquire into the nature of these visions. They were all
symbolical, and describe states of the Church and of the human mind,
John saw them, but those whom John represents understand them ;
for to .see is to understand. They were written that they might be
understood, It does not indeed follow that every ono, or even every
age, should fully understand them. Like other prophetic signs, they
could not be understood till the time of their fulfilment, till the events
themselves, of which they were the symbols, should give the means of
interpretation. It is only because they are now fulfilled that they can
now be explained and understood. Those whom John represents see
spiritually what he saw in vision, or they see inwardly in themselves
what he saw outwardly in the spiritual world.
: 3. After speaking of himself as the recipient of the revelation, J Oh11

speaks of those to whom it is addressed and for whose use it is designed,
Blessed is lte that readetli, and they that hear the 1lJ01'ds oj this p1"ophecy,
and keep those things which are ioritten therein. The importance of the
prophecy is indicated by the greatness of the benefit which results
from reading, hearing, and doing what it contains. Blessedness is
spiritual.and heavenly happiness, and this results from spiritual graces
and' a heavenly state of mind and life. Something more is needed
for this than reading and hearing the contents of the book. We must
read and.hear spiritually. To read and hear spiritually is to receive

the truths of the book into the understanding and the will. What
we read we receive through the eye, and what we hear we receive
through the ear: and these two organs are symbols of the faculties to
which they respectively minister, The eye ministers more directly to
the understanding, the ear to the will, To read and hear is therefore
to understand and to will what is heard and read. As this is to be
attended with keeping the things written in the prophecy, the three
natural acts of reading, hearing, and keeping, are expressive of the
three spiritual acts of understanding, willing, and doing.

'l'his makes the complete or perfect man, and a state which in
itself is blessed or happy for ever, But where does our safety lie in
reading and keeping the things written in this book, in which there
is very little that men can either understand or keep ~ Two important
things it not only contains but plainly teaches-the doctrine of the
Lord and the doctrine of Life. It teaches the sale Divinity of Jesus
Christ, and the absolute necessity of a life according to His Command
ments, There are mallY other truths contained in the book, but they
can only be known by the language and imagery in which they are
veiled being spiritually understood. The prophecy having been
revealed from heaven, it contains heavenly doctrine, and this, like all
that revelation contains, is the doctrine of Truth and Goodness-the
doctrine of truth to direct the mind, and the doctrine of goodness to
guide the life.

A reason is given for revealing, and for the necessity of under
standing, what the prophecy contains: for the time is at hand. ,,,...e
have seen that time means state, and shortly means certainly. To the
Omniscient, with whom a day is as a thousand years and a thousand
years are as one day, the shortest and longest periods are the same.
So is it, in its degree, with all that proceeds from Him, and with all
that relates to Him. Heaven and the church undergo changes of
state; and when these are te be expressed by natural images, state is
expressed by time, for time in the natural world is analogous to
state in the spiritual. Nearness of time, in relation to the Church,
means therefore imminence of state. The time being at hand does not
mean that even the states of the Church, which are described in the
Apocalypse, were imminent at the time the prophecy was written, but
that these states were imminent at the time to whieh it applies. For
we have seen that the prophecy is not, as many have supposed, descrip,
tive of the successive states of the Church from its beginning, but
of its simultaneous states at the time of its end. It is as if the book had
been written immediately before the events: for He 'who is its Author
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had all the future" before' Him ; and he who saw the vision beheld as
present things which, as regards time, were yet in the distant future.
In the' purely spiritual sense near means interior, for what is interior
is in one respect nearer to the Divine Being than what is exterior. And
it is the interior statesof the Church that are laid open in this prophecy.
Every Church thinks itself the purest and the best. But God sees
not as man sees, for man looketh on the outward appearance, but the
Lord looketh on the heart. And only He who sees the interior and
essential state of the Church can reveal it.

, 4; 5. After this exordium respecting the Authorship and object
of the prophecy he was commissioned to deliver, the Seer turns to those
whom he had been instructed to address. John to the seven churches
which are in .Asia. vVehave spoken of John as the receiver of the
message, and as ill that capacity representing the Church. lie is now
to be regarded as the deliverer of the message, and in the capacity of
an ambassador he represents the Lord. John must be regarded as
now employed on a must solemn and important mission, But, like
each, of the apostles, J 01111 had something distinctive in his repre
sentative character. As he represented the church, so docs he repre
sent the Lord. But John comes before us in this instance also as a
Seer and Teacher, and as such signifies one who teaches the doctrine
of truth from the principle of love, which .has goodncss for its end,

John's message is to the seven churches toliich are in .As/a. The
message canhardlybe supposed to have been intended for the seven

, congregations i~ the seven churches in Asia Minor, to whorn they are
nominallyaddressed, or that their members were the only ipersonsfnr
whom this prophecy was intended. They may have understood
something of the "descriptions of their own states, of the admonitiollS,
threatenings, and promises addressed to them. But these congregations
have long ceased to exist, and it cannot be conceived that a prophecy,
luany parts of which they could not understand and did not see fulfilled
can have been intended exclusively or even principally for them. The
seven churches' of ..Asia, like all else in the book, are symbolical. Tho
seven churches on earth, and the seven spirits in heaven, are the
counterparts of each other, the seven churches representing. the whole
Church on earth, and the 'seven spirits around the throne representing
the entire Church in heaven, as well as the Spirit of the Lord, which
pervades'and auatains it. .

Seven 'is generally recognized to' be a mystical and holy number,
Its meaning may be learnt from the first mention of it in Scripture.
God is saidto have completed the work of creation in six. days, and

to have rested on the seventh, which thence was sanctified (Gen. ii. 3).
Hence our six days of labour and Sabbath of rest (Ex. xx. 9-11); and
hence there remaineth a sabbath of rest to the people of God. (Heb. iv.
D). The account of the creation in Genesis is purely allegorical, and
the six days of toil and the seventh of rest, in the J ewish church, were
representative. Both describe the successive states of spiritual labour,
and the resulting state of spiritual rest, in the true' Church. When
the Christian has passed successfully through the states of re-creation,
and has been formed anew in the image and likeness of God, he enters
in to the rest of a sanctified state. This, too, is the rest of the Lord
for it is lIe who works and overcomes in us .and for us, and it is His rest
in us that we enjoy as rest in Him, The number seven in Scripture
involves therefore the idea of holiness and completeness. Having this
meaning, it is appropriately employed in relation to the Church,
of which holiness is a principal characteristic, and which, as the Lord's
mystical body, is complete j as the apostle, addressing the Colossians;
says to them, "And ye are complete in Rim, who is' the head of all
principality and power " (ii. 10). The seven churches-rthoreforo

J.~~,?l"~!.g,~.._H,!.~".:Yi,hDle-JJ~">dy: ...o.f-·,tlte~·ftti-thft1f~~~;11-"'w'ho:'have''''anY'"'af'-tlie'1ove
.and,..tI:uth~lUl.d_l1n.i.ty~..wh:ielrehffi:lOO-tQ.ri~fLLQLq.~e CJ~

The sevenchurches are placed in Asia, which is but one quarter of the
globe, and which, if understood literally, would limit the application
of the prophecy; for the Church has gradually, and has now almost
entirely, passed from Asia to Europe, and to those parts of the globe
peopled by Europeans. But Asia is introduced on the principle of
symbolism. Asia is the cradle of the human race, and the soil of
every church which has existed in the world: the Christian Church
itself, though it has almost died out of it, had its birth there. Asia,
too, is the Orient whence proceeded the light of civilization, the region
whence the Western world derived the beginning at least of its
science fiS well us its religion. It therefore spiritually signifies the light
of truth from the Word, 'rhus understood, the seven churches in
Asia are the w hole Church of Christ, not as it exists ill any
particular place, but as characterized by a particular state. The
Church is only entitled to the name of the Church in virtue of the
principles which constitute religion: for only where there is religion
is there a church. The Church Dlay have an outward or seeming
existence, and may even appear in great splendour and power, after
true and vital religion has departed from it. But where there is no true
and vital religion, there is no true and living church, however much
of the form and the name may remain. Most of the ,s,evenchur-ihes are
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represented as being defective and faulty; but they are all addressed
as having something of the Church in them, and capable of being

, restored by repentance. .And such is to be understood of the Church
in the last times. .And how appropriately do the states of the seven
churches describe the state of the Church at the time of its end, when
it is widely and deeply tainted by errors of doctrine and evils of life;
for, with one exception, serious, and in some instances awful, charges are
brought against them, Yet, whatever its state, the Church is the
object of the Divine care and solicitude; therefore John, as the Lord's
messenger, opens his address to it in the heavenly words, Grace be unto
you, and peace. "I'his beautiful salutation, the combinntion of two
which often occur in the Scriptures, expresses the Lord's love towards
His Church, and Hisreadiness to give what He desires the Church
should receive, the gifts of grace and peace. These are eminently Chris
tian blessings. For" we are saved by the grace of Jesus Christ " (Acts
xv. 11), and it is He who bestows His peace upon us (John xiv, 27).
Divine grace is opposed to human Inerit, and Divine peace to
self-satisfaction.

Like all other spiritual blessings, grace and poace become ours, not
simply by being dispensed to us, but by being wrought in us. The
Lord is ever gracious, and He is the Prince of peace. His grace we
receive in faith, His peace we receive in love. Not f01· believing and
f01· loving, but in believing and in loving, do we actually receive the
Divine salutation, "Grace be unto you, and peace." This salutation
to the churches is from Hirn who is, and 'who 'was, and ioho is to
come j and from the seven spirits tohich. are before Ilis throne, and from
Jesus Christ. In the literal sense it appears as if the Eternal and
Jesus were two different beings, and the seven spirits different from
both. This can be understood as a representative appearance only,
for in the fifth chapter the Lamb is seen in the midst of the throne.

.These different appearances are different aspects of the same truth,
as it presents itself to the Church in heaven and on earth in their
different states. Yet there is this relation and correspondence between
them. . What in the literal sense appears as separation, is seen in the
spiritual sense as distinction. The Eternal and Jesus, God and tho Lamb,
the Father and Son, are not separate, but they are distinct. They
are two, but such a two as are the soul and body of a living man ;
they are two distinct Essentials, but one Person. He who is, and

'was, and is to come, is the Lord's eternal Divinity, and Jesus Christ
iaHis Divine Humanity; the seven spirits are His Holy Spirit, repre
sented as .seven spirits, in reference to the seven churches, and to the

diversity of gifts which are of the same Spirit (1 Cor. xii. -4). Yet
why should the salutation of grace and peace come from the three,
the Eternal, the seven spirits, and Jesus Christ ~ To teach us that
grace and peace came from the whole nature of God-from His love,
His wisdom, and His power-from His Divinity, His Humanity, and
His Holy Spirit. And as they come from the Lord in His triune
nature, they must be so received by the member of the Church. They
must be received in his will, in his understanding, and in his life. God's
love in the human will is love to God, God's wisdom in the understand
ing is faith in God, and God's power in the life is obedience to God.

The distinction between the Eternal and Jesus Christ being that of
Divine .Love and Divine Wisdom, or of the Essential Divinity and the
Divine Humanity, Jesus, as the Divine Wisdom and the Divine
Humanity, is called the faithful Witness, and the first-begotten of the
dead, and the Prince of the khlgS of the earth. Jesus is the Faithful
Witness, as being Wisdom or Truth itself. He is the first-begotten of
the dead, as being Love or Goodness itself; and He. is the Prince of
the kings of the earth, as being the Author of, all t~uth and govern
mont in the Church. 'rheas characters of the Lord have an intimate
relation to each other. When the Lord had made His Humanity
Divine Truth, He became the Faithful Witness, and when He
made His Humanity Divine Good He became the first-begotten from
the dead; and when He had thus made Ilia Humanity Truth itself
and Goodness itself, 110 became the Head of the Church, which He
governs by the truths of His Word.

5, 6. After the salutation of peace, John offers, on behalf of the
Church, an ascription of praise to Him in whose name he had saluted
her, Unto Him that loved us, and washed us front our sins in His
own blood, and hath made us kings and priests unto God and His
Father j to Hiui be glory and dominion for ever and ever. It is a
great and blessed truth,- proclaimed throughout the Scriptures, that
the Lord's lovo wns tho origin of our redemption, "God 80 loved tho
w0rkl." This is tho assigned cause of the Lord's COIning aIH} rodemp..
tiona So great was His love, that He laid down His life for us.
"Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his life
for his friends" (John XY. 13). "But God commendeth His love
towards us, in that, while we were yet sinners, Christ died for us " (Rom.
v, 8). And He died that He might wash us from our sins in His
own blood. There is great efficacy in the blood of Jesus. We have
redemption through His blood (Eph, i. 7), we are justified through His
blood (Rom. v, 9), are sanctified through His blood (Heb. ix. 13), have
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our conscience purged from dead works by His blood (Heb, v. 14), and
have peace and reconciliation through the blood of His cross (Col. i. 20,
21). What is the meaning of this language ~ As the Lord said of Iris
flesh (John vi. 6t),,·-&.~ may we say of His blood:' "It is the spirit that
q~ickeneth, the~loodlprofitethnothing." In its simplest acceptation,
~IS blood means-the passion of the Cross, the last of His sufferings
and temptations, by which He overcame the po\vers of darkness and
made His Humanity Divine. But in its higher sense His blood means
His Divine Truth; for this was, the power which overcame, and this
is the power in which saving efficacy resides. And this po,ver must
operate in us, so as to remove our sin and renew us ill righteousness.
Sin cannot be charmed a,v~y or blotted out by an act of Divine grace, it
must be washed away by the purifying po,ver of Divine Trnth. Nor
can sin be removed by any but the Lord's Truth, the Truth as it is in Him
in His Divine Humanity. It is by purifying us from sin and )'ene,ving
us in righteousness, that the Lord makes us kings and priests unto
God and His Father. There is a theory that righteousness is imputed
to those who believe that Christ died for them, The imputation OJ

righteousness is nowhere taught in Scripture; we lllay therefore
conclude that the idea has no Divine authority. It is founded on th is
one great error, that the death of Christ was vicarious, that He suffered
and died as the penalty or punishment of our sins, and that we are
saved for what He did and suffered. It lllay be admitted that the
Lord's death was vicarious in this sense, that if He had not died, we
all musthave died. Had H~ not effected the work of hurnan redem p-
tion, no flesh could have been saved. 'But redemption did not consist
in purchasi~gourfreedom from God, but in effecting our deliverance
from the powers of darkness. This waa a work purely Divine, and
was effected by infinite Love operating through infinite vVisdonl-by
the Lord's eternal Divinity acting through His assumed Humanity, \'le
are saved by what He did and suffered, not jur',vhat He did and suffered.
He suffered, not that JIe .mighb save us from suffering, but that He
might save us from sin. What He did and suffered ~~~
~, not as our substitute, but as our pattern and leader. As the
Oapiain of our salvation He was made perfect through suffering (lIe1).
ii. 10). He lived a life of righteousness that we rnicht live a richt-

b 0

eous life, He died that we might die to sin, He rose that we micht
conquer death and become new creatures. 'Vhile we must avoid ~hc
error that Jesus was our substitute, we must be equally careful to
avoid the mistake that He was only our example, The Lord's work
in the flesh lay at the very. foundation of His saving work, He Ii ved

and died, not only to show us how to live and die-ho,v to live to
righteousness and die to sin, but to supply us with the liberty and
po.,v.er to do so. What He effected in His own Humanity is the
orIgIn and the pattern of \vhat He effects in us. The whole' virtue of
His .life and death exists now as a living and life-giving power in His
glorified H umanity. The Lord's glorification is both the pattern and
the po,ver of human regeneration. By glorification the Lord made
HisHumanity Divine Truth and Divine Goodness, and thus Himself
became our King and Priest. He can now therefore make us kin us
an~ priests unto Goel and His Father by making us images of I-liulseU;
which He does by making us forms of truth and goodness, It lllay
seem fI~Olll the language ernployed that ~esus makes His people kings
a~d priests to another than. Himself-s-to God and His Father, or, as it
might be rendered, to His God and Father. We do not here enter on
the question of the Lord's Divinity. Accepting the doctrine of His
eternity and infinity as beyond all reasonable doubt, what are we to
ul~dersta~d by the form of expression first employed by the Lord
Himself III the Gospel, and now repeated by John in the Revelation
the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ ~ J esus Himself was
and is b~th God ~nd Lord, both Father and Son. rl'his Scripture
language IS expressive of the Lord's 'I'ruth and Love. The name God
is expressive of the Divine Truth or Wisdotn, and the name Father is
expressive of the Divine Love or Goodness. When therefore John
ascribes glory and dominion to Him that hath made us kinas and
priests unto God and His Father, He glorifies the Lord for l1avil1O'
made us recipients of His Truth and Love. 'As the Lord's Truth and
Love are .t,vo essentials of the Divine Life in Him, they become by
rege:lerat~on two ~ssenti~ls of spiritual life in us. It is by these being
recei ved Into our Inner Iife that the Lord makes us kings and priests
unto God and Ilis Father.

The ki.ngdolll of the Lord is twofold, He has a kingdom in heaven
and a kingdom 011 earth, or a Church in heaven and a Church
on earth. .. His kingdom in the human mind is also twofold. He has
an altar in the human heart, and a throne in the human under
standing. In the heart He rules by love, in the understandinc He
rules by truth. This distinction exists also in heaven and in the
church, Some of their members are n10r8 under the rule of love, S0111e
are more under the rule of truth. It is in reference to these two dis
tinct kingdoms in heaven, in the church, and in the recenerate mind
that the Lord is a Priest and a I{Jng. His priesthood is the (fovern~
ment of His love, His royalty is the government of His truth. b l'h08P
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who serve Him from love belong to His priestly kingdom, and those
who serve-Him from faith belong to His regal kingdom, 13ut as every
one is required to govern himself, not from himself but from the Lord,
therefore not 'only is the Lord Priest and King, but He makes us
priests and kings; when He enables us to rule','our hearts by His love
and our understandings by His truth. As the supreme Ruler of all
rulers, .He is called the High Priest and the Great I{il1g-Priest of
'priests and King of kings. We can therefore heartily and intelligently
join in the universal shouts of the faithful on earth and the spirits of
the just made perfect in heaven,-To Him be glory and dominion for
ever and ever. .A1nen. And in this ascription of praise to the Lord
Jesus we see, the duality that marks the other parts of the glorification
and pervades the whole Word, For glory refers to the Lord's Wisdom
and Truth, and dominion and might to His Love and Goodness. Worldly
glory is the splendour that surrounds exalted stations or great deeds,
and might is the po,ver with which high dignity is invested. 'Ve
have only to seek out the essence of true glory and might to arrive at
the truth. No dignity 01' deed is truly illustrious but that which rests
upon truth and justice; no dominion or migh] is honourable but that
which is exercised for the benefit of those who are the subjects of it.
"The Lord can have no love of glory or dominion for Ilis own sake.
All the praise or service He desires of His people, and all the dominion
He exercises over them, is for their benefit. Ilis purpose is that
we should glorify Him in our lives, and that Ilis dominion should he
exercised over us by our joyful submission to the government of His
Divine Goodness; and this service and. dominion should pervade all
the states and stages of our life-for ever and ever. To this we lUfty
well be disposed to say" Amen." This word, which literally means
truth, is a form of asseveration and confirmation used throughout the
Word, and especially by Him who was and is the Truth itself. It is
the same that occurs so frequently in the Gospels as "verily;" and
means truly. It is the Divine continuation of truth by tho Truth
itself; and such it should be even in us.

.7. After thus ascribing glory and dominion to J esns Christ, John
proceeds to say, Behold, He cometli ioith. clouds j and every eye shall
see Him, and they also who pierced Him. ,. and all Iciudreds of the
earth- shall 'wail because of Him. Even so, A'J1~en. The prophecy
properly begins' here. And the one grand subject of it is here an
nounced-THE SECOND COMING OF' THE LORD. Behold, He cometh!
This is the burdenof the Apocalypse. All other events are but its pre
cursors and its consequences. 'I'he coming of the Lord is to be preceded

by a falling [t1vay, and to be followed by a restitution. His CODling is to
end the dominion of sin and establish the reign of righteousness. No
prediction therefore can be so full of hope for the human race as that
which gives the promise of the Second Coming of the Lord. Those
whose interest is awakened to the importance of this grand subject will
not be unwilling to inquire into the nature of the event, as on a right
apprehension of this the use of the prophecy to them greatly if not en
tirely depends. The general belief is that the Lord's Second Coming,
like His First, is to be a personal manifestation. He is to appear
in the clouds, when every eye shall see Him, 'vhen the dead shall be
raised, and all shall be gathered before Him. to be judged, and after
the judgment, heaven and earth shall be destroyed and a new heaven
and a new earth created. This is an entirely mistaken view both of
the nature and purpose of the Lord's Second Advent. Yet such a
view was perhaps unavoidable. K a prophecy can be clearly under
stood till the time of its fulfilment. And what cannot be understood
is likely to be misunderstood. The Jews afford a striking example of
this in regard to the Lord's First Coming. And Christians should be
warned against adopting, at Ioast against persisting in, n similar error
in regard to His Second COIning. The Lord's Advent and its attendant
circumstances are described in Scripture in purely symbolic language.
nut the church has apprehended that language literally, and has there
fore taken a natural view of that which is to be spiritually understood.
The spiritual sense of the Word, now made known, teaches us the true
nature and purpose of the Lord's Coming. The Lord comes not in
perSall but in spirit. His coming is not attended with the end of the
world, but with the end of the church. And as we have the promise
of new heavens and of a new earth wherein dwelleth righteousness (2
Peter iii. 13), a new church is to succeed that which has waxed old
and fallen into decay. Not destruction but restoration is therefore the
purposo of the Lord's COIning. It is to make the church a more per
fect instrument for carrying on tho grout work of human rogonoration
and salvation. These views we shall have abundant opportunities of'
considering in the course of our comments on this Divinely prophetic.
book. The consideration of the general subject will however be more
proper when we come to treat of the new heaven and the new earth. In
this place we shall speak of the nature and manner of the Lord's Coming.

Many reasons rnigh t be assigned for the Lord's Second Coming
being an impersonal one. His First Advent was necessarily personal.
By no other means than the manifestation of God in the flesh
could the redemption of the world be effected. The Lord assumed
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man's nature, that He might conquer where man had fallen, and
become his defence against overwhelming temptation. He lived a
human life and died a human death, that He might make life holy and
deathtriumphant, Having accomplished His great 'York, there is no
more need of His personal appearance on earth. The immediate
object of His incarnation being accomplished, He is now present with
us by His Spirit and in His V\Tord. By His Spirit and in IIis Word He
Will make all further manifestation of Himself By His Spirit and in
His Word His Second Ad vent is effected. Hie Second Corning is there
fore to be seen, not by eye of the body, but by the eye of the mind,

Nor is. it the Lord's. personal but His spiritual presence that
the Church and the world require. So far as regards space and
place, the Lord is as much present with all men as if they saw
and heard 'Him with their outward senses. It is not His presence
before our eyes; but His presence in our hearts and intellects,
that can give us light and love, and joy and peace. This is the
Lord's Coming that is ,predicted in the Scripture: not a corning
to us, but a, corning into us; a revealing of His truth to our
inner sight, making Him au object of inward perception, not of out
'Yard observation. When demanded 0'£ the Pharisees as to when the
kingdom of God should come, Jesus answered, "'rhe kingdom of God
cometh not with observation: neither shall ye say, Lo here! or La there!
for, behold, the kingdom of God is within you" (Luke xvii. 20). May
this not be said as truly of the ICing as of His kingdom ~ And indeed the
Lord has said as much respecting Himself. Speaking of the time of the
end, He says, "Then, if any man shall say unto you, La, here is Christ,
or there, believe it not.... For as the lightning cometh out of the east,
and shineth even unto the "rest, so shall the coming of the Son of Man
be" (Matt. xxiv. 27). Not only with the rapidity, but with the illu
minuting power of the lightning, does the Lord come, Consistently with
this the Lord cometh with clouds, from which the lightning proceeds.
The clouds with which the Lord comes are not those of the outer but of
inner world. The earth to which the Lord cornea is a SYIllbol of the

. Church; the clouds in which He comes must symbolize something
relating to the Church. As the earth is a figure of the Church, the SUD,

from which the earth derives its heat and light, is a figure of the Lord,
~s the Sun of Righteousness. What are the clouds that are drawn up
by this Sun 'from its earth, and float in its atmosphere ; that form
reservoirs for the rain that descends in fruitful and refreshing showers ;
that treasure up the lightning and the thunder; that temper the
sun's rays, ~hat they scorch not but warm, and weaken not but invigo-

rate 1 What is it that comes between us and the Divine, and that
carries in its bosom so many precious blessings, bestowed for our com
fort, our refreshment, our growth in righteousness ~ It is no other
than the Word of God. But the literal sense of the Word is < espe
cially meant by the cloud. For the literal or natural sense of Scripture
covers its spiritual sense, shading its glory and tempering its rays, so
that they may become accommodated to the capacities and states
of men. It is this of which it is said, His truth, His faithful
ness, reacheth to the clouds, His strength is in the clouds, He
maketh the clouds His chariot; and it is from these clouds that
He rains down righteousness. It was this that was shadowed by
the pillar of the cloud that went before the children of Israel ill
all their wanderings in the desert, t~,.,~,g~e them to the promised land.
This was symbolized by the cloud <in ,vl\ich the Lord descended on
Mount Sinai, aI)d-eu{ of which He spake to Moses j that rested on the
tabernacle, and ~ll yhi,h the Lord appeared upon the mercy-seat; and it
was this of which it is recorded that, at the dedication of Solomon's
temple, when the priests came out of the holy place, the cloud filled
the temple, so that the priests could not stand to minister because of'
the cloud: for the glory of the Lord had filled the house of the Lord.
This was the bright cloud that overshadowed the disciples on the
Mount of Transfiguration, and out of which the voice came, which said,
"This is My beloved Son, Hear ye Him." This is the cloud which, .
when the disciples beheld the Lord ascend into heaven, received Him
out of their sight: and in reference to which the angels said unto
them, "Ye men of Galilee, why stand ye gazing up into heaven ~

This same Jesus, which is taken up from you into heaven, shall so
come ill like manner as ye have seen Him go into heaven" (Acts i.
9, 11). He disappeared in a cloud: He was to appear in like manner
in a cloud. On that occasion, as on all others after His resurrection,
the disciples beheld Jesus, not with the eyes of their body, but with the
eyes of their spirit. Indeed the ,\yhole sconewas spiritual, and belonged to
tho spiritual rather than to the natural world, The place from which the
Lord actually ascended was that part of the spiritual world which is in
immediate connection with the natural world, and, like it, is in the
midst between heaven and hell. I t is called the World of Spirits. It
is the plane on which all spiritual phenomena are exhibited. This. is
the place where the Lord preached to the spirits in prison after His
resurrection, and which "was the scene of His Divine work of redemp
tion during the forty days that intervened between His resurrection
and ascension. It was. from this place that the Lord actually ascended

B
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into heaven, and it was here that the disciples, as to their spirits, were
present, and beheld Him, when the spiritual cloud that floated in its
atmoaphere received Him out of their sight. Into this region of
the spiritual world the Lord made a personal and visible descent at
the time of His Second Coming. He descended as He had ascended, in
a cloud, and there every eye beheld Him, even they that pierced Him,
For in the world of spirits, where space is the effect and appearance of
state, all souls can see the Lord when He is pleased to manifest HiD1
self. When the Coming of the Lord takes place, it is to perform
judgment on the innumerable multitudes assembled in the middle
.state or world of spirits, and by means of judgment to bring the
Dispensation to an end, and to establish a new one in its stead. This
judgment, however, is a subject which will engage our attention when
we come to the twentieth chapter. We introduce it here to explain
how the Lord at His' Second Coming was seen visibly and actually by
every eye, and even by those also that pierced Him; for He was there
beheld alike by the righteous and the wicked.

In the natural world the Lord makes His Second Coming as truly as
in the world of spirits, but here 1-Ie does not COll10 outwardly and
appear visibly to the senses of men's bodies, but comes inwardly and
perceptibly to the faculties of their minds. How then does He come 1
He comes as He only can come, by revealing Himself in the Scriptures
of truth. But it may be said, We have the Scriptures always with
us. V\That new coming can the Lord make to us in them or by them ~

True, we have the Scriptures always with us; but tho Lord is only
present with us in and by the Scriptures so far as we understand
them; If .the Church loses the true understanding of the Scriptures,
she .losee the true and saving presence of the Lord. This the J ewish
church had done before the coming of the Lord in the flesh, and this
necessitated His coming, to bring the J ewish church to an end, and
to establish the Christian Church in its place. 'I'he Christian Church
has also .lost the true understanding of the 'Vord, and this has
necessitated the Lord's corning in the spirit, to end the first Christian

"Dispensation and to establish the second, which is predicted in this
book under the figure and name of the New J erusalem, But the Lord,
while in the world, not only restored the true understanding of the
Scriptures, but showed them to have a deeper meaning than the
J ewish church had ever known them to contain. So at His Second
Coming the Lord has not only re-established the Church on its
original foundation of the prophets and apostles, or on the truth
as they taught it, but He has opened up and displayed hidden

glories in His Word, which in their time could neither be revealed nor
understood. The foundations of the N ew Jerusalem are garnished
with all manner of precious stones, its "valls are of jasper, its gates
of pearl, its streets of gold, and the Lord Himself is its temple and
its light. When we come to treat of it we shall see that all this
shadows forth a glorious state of the Church. vVe shall see further
that this glory of the Church implies a new unfolding of the Scrip
tures; for the Church can never transcend, nos even equal, the nature
and measure of the truth as made known to her in the Word of God.
The "rord is the source and standard of her highest attainable perfec
tion. The Church is capable of rising through ascending dispensations
and into more exalted states, only because true theology, like true
science, has no limit, for the Word of God, like His works, partakes
of the infinity of its Divine Author. The greater glory which
accompanies and may be said to constitute the Second Coming of the
Lord, consists eminently in the spiritual sense of the Word, now dis
closed for the use of the New Dispensation.

Those who pierce Jesus are those who crucify Him the second time
-in more explicit terms, those who falsify His truth. In the natural
sense those who pierced the Lord aro included in tho universal race
who were to behold the Lord at His coming in the clouds. But in
the spiritual sense there is a marked distinction. Every eye relates to
those who see and acknowledge Him, those who pierced Him are those
who see but do not acknowledge Him, It might seem inconsistent to
suppose that such persons can be said in uny sense to soe J osus at all
intellectually. Yet it is evident that they must have been in the number
of those who saw Jesus, otherwise they could not have pierced Him.
Those who falsify, and even those who altogether deny the truth,
must know it in a certain manner. It is remarkable how studious
of the VVord, and how intelligent in a certain sense respecting it,
some of those have been who have striven most to undermine its
authority or show it undeserving of credit, or who have so explained
it as to dopri vo it of its true meaning and po,ver. Paulus and
Strauss have studied the Scriptures more carefully and minutely
than n1any eminent orthodox expositors, and have brought great
scholarship and intelligence to their task; and yet their object has
been to show that the Word has no claim to divinity of character or
orrgm, These and others of such an intellectual quality see Jesus
indeed, but they do not discern His true character. They deny it.
They pierce Him. All their elaborate efforts are directed to the
destruction of the truth, not by open denial, .but by ingenious subver-
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sions of its real meaning and teaching, especially respecting Jesus.
These are the people who, seeing, see not, neither do they understand.

Besides these two there is another class who are affected
by' the Lord's Coming. And all kindred» (or rather tribes) of the
earth .shall 'wail because of Him. Those already spoken of are
such as are more especially of an intellectual character, for they
are spoken of as seeing the Lord: these, of whom we have now to
speak, are such as regard Him more from the moral side of their
character; who feel as well as see the events that are passing before
them. All those who are included in these classes are to be understood
as comprising the professed members of the Church, which is meant
by the earth. The children of Israel were divided into tribes, which
represented all who are in truth derived from good, or in faith from
charity, and who therefore constitute the Church. But here the tribes
belong to the desolated Church, and have shared in the general, and
especially in the moral desolation. They therefore wail or lament
because of Him. The appearing of the Son of Man gives them no
comfort, but fills them with lamentation. The unfaithful and the evil
are often described as being afflicted and tormented by the Lord's pro-:
sence. Not that He desires to afflict or torment them, but tho con
trariety between Him and them does so-their opposition to His purity
and love and light brings their minds into a state of agonized feeling,
produced by an influence in its nature and tendency the opposite of

. their own will and wisdom, affections and thoughts. There is a more
interior view that may betaken of this subject. Abstractly, the tribes
of the earth signify the principles themselves that constitute the
Church,-the.principles of goodness and truth, or love and faith; and.
the wailing of them, like the weeping of Rachel for her children because
,they were not, describes the lamentation of the truth and love of the
Church, that they have no longer a dwelling-place where once they
had a quiet habitation. Such is the state of the Church, as Divine
Truth saw it would be at the time of the end, when the coming of
the Lord would take place. And as this was foreseen as fin event that
would surely come, the solemn conclusion is stated: Even 80, Auwll.
These words express certainty. The things must surely come to pass.
The Truth has declared it with the certainty of omniscience.

8. Mter this description of the end of the Church, or of all that truly
constitutes it, .there comes the announcement of a new beginning, or of
Him. who is Himself the Beginning as well as the Ending of all that
is good and true. . I ami Alpha and Omega, the Beginning and the
Ending, eaith. the Lord, ~l!hich is, and whick was, and whlch'is to come,

the Al1nighty. The announcement which Jesus makes of Himself is
highly deserving of our consideration for its own importance, without
reference to the connection in which it stands here. It is one of the
many proofs which the Word contains of the Lord's sole Divinity. It
shows Him to be self-existent, infinite, and eternal; to have been
before, and to be above, all other existences. He who is all this can
have no equal; and can be no other than the only living and true
God. While the Lord's declaration has this independent meaning, it
has an important significance in connection with the immediate subject
of the prophecy. The subject now treated of is the end of the Church,
or of the religious Dispensation, which had its commencement at the
time of the Lord's First Advent, and the Second Coming of the Lord to
establish a new one. The character in which the Lord announces
Himself very much resembles that in which the same John proclaimed
Him in his gospel at the time of the Incarnation. The Lord is indeed,
as He here declares Himself to be, the Creator and Upholder of the
universe, but He is to the Church in particular all that He is to the
universe in general. And when we reflect that the universe exists for
the sake of the Church, or the temporal for the sake of the eternal, we
can see that the Lord bears the same relation to the Church that He does
to tho world, but in a more eminent degree. 'I'o the Church and
the spiritual states of men the Lord is the Alpha and the Omega, as
being infinite and eternal Love, which enters into and governs all states
of spiritual love, angelic and human, from first to last; and He is the
Beginning and the Ending, as being infinite and eternal Wisdom, the
origin of all finite Wisdom in angels and men. Alpha and Omega are
the first and last letters of the Greek alphabet. All human language
consists of two vocal elements, because all language expresses two men
tal elements. There are two things that the mind desires to express in
language,-affection and thought. A.ffectionexpresses itself by sound,
thought expresses itself by articulations. The language of sound
is universal and instinctive, therefore common to man and animals
natural affections being alike in both. But human beincs have

o
what animals have not, they have thought as well as affection, and
in written language these are represented and expressed by con
sonants. The two letters, by the names of which the Lord calls
Himself, are both vowels; they therefore represent affections, and
in the Infinite they express Love, which is infinite affection.
But as these two letters are the first and the last of the whole
series of those which form the alphabet, the Lord is the Alpha
and Omega in being the Author of all finite affection or love, from
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its first activity in the inmost of the heart to its last activity in the
outward life. And as the Beginning and the End, He is the first and
last ·of all human" thought. Every good affection and every true
thought is from Him who is Goodness itself and Truth itself, or Love
itself and Wisdom itself. There is a still further idea expressed in the
Lord being the Alpha and the Omega, the Beginning and the End. The
Lord by things first and last, ordinates and governs all things between,
or things intermediate. As the Lord is Love itself and Wisdom itself,
so is He Life itself-~()hich is, and which was, and uihicli Ls tv come.
As He is Life itself, He is the Author of life, not only that which
we call existence, which is common to all creatures, but that which is
spiritual and eternal, which is peculiar to him who was created in the
Divine image and likeness. And as the Lord is Life itself, so is He
Power itself which is not only the omnipotence by which the universe
is upheld, but that by which heaven and the church are sustained j and
He is therefore the origin of all the power by w hich one can love or
think or do anything that is good and true. Power is however
especially predicable of the life, in which our affections of love and
thoughts of wisdom are brought into their final results, in works and
words of usefulness to our fellow creatures, and therefore of glory to
God and eternalprofit to ourselves. It is to be observed that all these
attributes are claimed by the Lord Jesus Christ, for they belong to
Him and are exercised by Him in His Humanity. It is this which
constitutes the glory of the Christian religion, that it recognizes and
worships God in Christ, for in the glorified Person of J esus dwells
all the fulness of the Godhead bodily.

9. Speaking in his own person the Seer now says, I John, ioho also
am your brother, and companion in tribulation, and in the kingdo1i~ and
patience of Jesus Ghrist, was in the isle that is called Patmos, for the
lVord of God, and for the tesiimonsj of Jesus Christ. John, addressing
the members of the Church, calls himself their brother and companion.
Religiously considered, brothers are those who are united by love,
and companions are those who are connected by faith; or, what is
the same, brothers are united by good and companions by truth. But
he also claims kindred with them in tribulation, and in the kingdom
and patience of Jesus Christ. To understand the spiritual import of
what John here says respecting himself, it may be necessary to advett
to the historical circumstances of the case. The beloved apostle is
understood to have been banished to Patmos for preaching the VVord of
God and bearing testimony to. Jesus Christ: he could therefore feel
ingly address the members of the persecuted and suffering church as

their brother and companion in tribulation, and in the kingdom and
patience of Jesus Christ. While thus condemned to separation fr?m
the people and inaction in the cause he so much loved, the Revelation
was made to him. It may be supposed his mind ,vas}n a frame and
state well fitted for receiving so solemn and important a message. His
condition was also suitable for making him a type of the condition ~f

truth and righteousness in the latter days, when faith should fail and
the love of many should wax cold. While therefore in the historical
sense John spoke of his own personal experience, in the prophetic
sense he speaks of the experience of the people and the principle he
represented, at the time of the end, not of the world, but of the Church.
Prophetically he now speaks of the tribulation induced by the decline
of love and faith, and the rise and active opposition of evil and error.
But although in tribulation with those who are troubled, he is in the
truth with those who are in the truth, for the Lord's kingdom is with
those who are under the government of the Lord's truth; and
he is also with those who are in the patient expectation of the
Lord's Coming, as Jesus exhorted His disciples, when speaking of
His Second Advent: "In your patience possess ye your souls" (Luke
xxi. 19). Those who wait patiently for the coming of the Lord will
behold Him and be comforted. "Unto them that look for Him shall He
appear the second time, without sin unto salvation" (Heb. ix, 28). In
the patience of Jesus Christ, John was in the Isle of Patmos, for the
Word of God and the testimony of Jesus. John had been sent, by
Divine permission, to one of the isles of the Grecian Archipelago,
that, in a spot near Palestine, where the Church had been, and between
.Asia, where the Church then was, and Europe, where the Church was
about to be, a prophecy was to be revealed to him, the fulfilment of
which would be the uniting into one of all the nations and families of
the earth. Yet this revelation was given in a spot distinct from all
these then known parts of the world, as ifjt.!Y~!:!tJ~"~"~J?:!!!,fL~~~:~~~...~E~l!:~
not from the sQil of anyone preceding church, th9j!gh combining the

'excellences of\" thelu--arr";'-a"thi"ng that, like t~ Holy City which
symbolized it, came down from God out of heaven, already prepared
as a bride adorned for her husband, and that husband the Lord in His
Divine Humanity. In Scripture isles signify the nations remote from
the Church and its Divine worship, to which they nevertheless will
come. And as Asia, as already remarked (ver. 4), signifies the origin
of the light of truth, this Asiatic island indicates a state in which the
mind can be spiritually enlightened. Patmos therefore symbolized both
the future gentile world that was to become the subjects of the coming
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Dispensation, and the enlightenment they were to enjoy. I t was here
therefore that John was placed, for the word of Goel and the testimony
of J esus Christ. Both are mentioned "in the second verse. God
means the Lord's Divinity, and Jesus Christ means His Humanity.
These are distinct, comparatively as man's soul and body are distinct,
but they are also one, asman's soul and body are one. In the Lord
Humanityis Divine, for it is glorified and united to His Divinity, so
as to form with it one Divine Person. This doctrine of the Divinity
of the Lord's Humanity, and its perfect oneness with His Godhead as
existing from eternity, is one of the distinguishing doctrines of the New
Church, which John was employed to foretell and describe under the
symbol of the new heaven and the new earth, and of the holy city
New Jerusalem. Jesus Christ, as God in His Humanity, is the only
Object of worship in the New Church. Its central truth is that which
relates to THE LORD; all other truths are rays of light from this central
Luminary, and therefore in harmony with it. There are two points
in the doctrine of the Word respecting the Lord; one teaches that the
Lord is God, and the other that His Humanity is Divine. One is
meant by the word of God, the other by the testimony of Jesus. They
unitedly teach the exclusive Divinity of the Lord Jesus Christ.

10, 11. John proceeds to give the testimony of Jesus he had received
in Patmos; and we shall see how clearly and fully it confirms the
doctrine of the Lord, which we have stated as that of this mysterious
book, as it is of .the whole Sacred Scriptures. I 'was in the spirit
on the Lord's day, and heard behind me a great voice, as of a trumpet,
saying, I am Alpha and Omega, the First and the Last: and, lVhat
thouseeet, write in a book, and send it unto the seven churche« 'which are
in Asia. The state in which John was, when he beheld the visions he
has recorded, is one of great interest to us, since the knowledge of its
nature gives us some insight into the nature of the visions that were
presented before him. To be in the spirit is to be in such a state as
enables one to see spiritual objects with spiritual eyes, or to see
the objects of the spiritual world as angels and spirits see them. John
and the ancient seers are supposed by SOUle to have been ecstatics, men
entranced, in which state ideas are pictured to the imagination under
ideal forms, as they are in dreams. The view we have presented is
much simpler and more real. To realize the true idea of a seer we
have only to think of the soul seeing without the intervention of the
body. We must also, it is true, think of the soul and the spiritual
world as substantial and not shadowy, and as being near to each other,
both which conditions are conceivable. The spiritual world should

indeed be more substantial or real than the natural. It is nearer to the
Creator, who is not only the most, but the only real and perfect
existence. The spiritual world should also be near to the natural,
because the spiritual is in fact the soul of the natural, as God is the
life of both; and in the universe, as in man, life ~comes to the body
through the soul. The visions seen by John were therefore real; but,
according to a law of the spiritual world, that all visible objects are
outbirths and images of invisible states and ideas, the visions of the
Apocalypse are the outward images of corresponding inward states,
and are explicable only by the law of correspondence. " Vision is the
inmost kind of revelation, which is that of perception. This
appears from the nature of visions, which take place according to
the states of those to whom they are exhibited. Visions presented to
those whose interiors are closed, are entirely different from such as
are manifested to those whose interiors are open. Thus, for example,
when the Lord appeared to the whole congregation on Mount Sinai,
that appearance was a vision that appeared differently to A.aron, and
differently to Aaron from what it did to Moses. So again, the visions
exhibited to the prophets were different from those which were shown
to Moses. There are several kinds of visions. Visions are more
perfect in proportion as they are more interior." There are indeed two
opposite kinds of visions, Divine and diabolical. "Divine visions are
effected by representations in heaven, and diabolical visions are effected
by magic in hell. Divine visions, which are produced by representa
tions in hen.ven, are such as the prophets had, who when they were in
vision were not in the body, but in the spirit. John was in vision
when he saw the things which he has described in the Revelation."
The time as well as the state in which the things were seen is expres
sive of the sacredness of the subjects and the holiness of mind which
prepared the seer to behold them, John was in the spirit on the
Lord's day. The Lord's day was the day of His resurrection; the day
of His final triumph over death and the grave j the day of rest after
the labours of temptation and the work of redemption j the day of
sevenfold light after tho night of sevenfold darkness, This sacred day,
in which the Lord revealed Himself to the apocalyptic prophet in all
the splendour of His resurrection glory, is at once expressive of his
own holy frame and enlightened state of mind, and representative of
the state which will enable the Church to understand the vision. For
the Church must have inward light and perception to see spiritually
what he saw in the spirit. The revelation broke upon the apostle
gradually. First he heard behind him a great voice, as of a trumpet.
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He was not at once dazzled by the sight of the Lord in His glory.
Even when prepared for that great sight, he was overwhelmed by it.
Unprepared, he would have been annihilated by it. This manner of
manifesting Himself was not peculiar to the seer, but is common to all
who behold Him with the eye of faith. It is one therefore in the nature
and meaning of which we are personally interested. There are two
modes by which a person makes himself known to us, by sight and
hearing. By these also the Lord reveals Himself. Hearing is the
sense that more directly communicates with the will and its affections,
and sight is the sense which more directly communicates with the
understanding and its thoughts. Both sensations are necessary to
complete perception. But in the order of perceiving hearing precedes
sight. Of the two senses the ear is the mind's first instructor. The
infant is affected by sounds before it is awakened by sights, and learns
through the ear before it acquires knowledge through the eye. So
with him who is born again. His earliest religious impressions are
made upon the heart; later are the perceptions that come through
his intellect. The Spirit moves before it enlightens (Gen. i. 2, 3).
Yet there is an identity in the cause of these different perceptions, as
well as a harmony in their results. Science teaches us that the SUUle
motion that produces sound produces light: an increasing intensity of
the same force comes as sound to the ear, heat to the touch, and light
to the eye. The Divine Being exerts the power of the Spirit on the
mental faculties as He exerts His creative energy on the bodily senses.
I t operates gently in the beginning, and increases in force as the mind
is able to bear it. Its first impressions are on the will, and move the
affections, and its second impressions are on the understanding, and
enlighten the thoughts. So John first heard the Lord's voice, and then
he beheld His Person. This voice, too, was at first behind him, to
instruct us that the Divine influx is first into the will, which has its
seat in the lesser brain, which occupies the hinder part of the head,
and through the will into the understanding. This meaning of behind
and before is derived from the fact that the lesser brain, which is in the
hinder part of the head, is .. the organ of the will, the larger brain,
which is in the front, being the organ of the intellect. 'I'hab which
John heard was a great voice, like a trumpet. Greatness is expressive
of the quality of a thing as respects its goodness, and the sound of a
trumpet is expressive of that which moves the affections, for wind
instruments symbolize affections of good, and stringed instruments
affections of tru th,

11. The voice which John heard behind him said, I am Alpha anti

Omeqa, the First and the Last: and, lVhat thou seest write in a boole,
and send it unto the seven churches ic7ucn are in Asia: unio Ephesus,
and unto Smqjrna, and unto Perqamos, and unto Tliuaiira, and unto
Sardis, and unto Philadeipliia, and unto Laodicea. The first portion
of this has already been considered, and the latter part will be dwelt
upon when we come to treat of the Lord's messages to these seven
churches. The general meaning of this address may be readily perceived.
The Lord, as the Alpha and the Omega of all the states and things of
heaven and the church, commands us to write in the book of the inner
life all that He shall reveal to us respecting the state of the church in
ourselves. For this book is a revelation to everyone of what is within
himself, and not merely of 'vhat relates to the world or to the Church
in general.

12. Hearing it behind him, John says, And I turned ·to see the voice
that epake 'with 11l8. And being turned, I eaio seven golden candle
sticks. John turns to see the voice which he had heard. We
have seen that the Divine influx enters into the affections and then
into the thoughts, or into the will and thence into the understanding.
In the will the voice is heard, in the understanding it is seen. But
in order to see with our eyes the voice which we have heard with our
cars, we must turn ourselves-e-we must turn to the Lord. Yet, strictly
speaking, tho Lord turns us to Himsolf ; and lIe so turns all who
bear His voice behind,-who receive His Divine influence into the
will and affections. This turning to see is necessary to the complete
perception of the Lord and His love and truth. The impressions that
are made on tho will are general, those made upon the understanding
are particular. Job expressed the sense of completed joy arising from
the perception of the Divine Being when he said, "I have heard
of Thee by the hearing of the ear; but now mine eye seeth Thee."
When John had turned he saw seven golden candlesticks. These
seven candlesticks represented the church in heaven and on earth.
This church was not that which then existed on earth, but that which
was to succeed it. The church as it then was and was becoming is re
presented by tho seven churches of Asia, which are described as being,
with one exception, in a state of greater or less corruption. These
seven candlesticks represent the church in this sense, that the church
is a recipient of light, but possesses no light of its own, or in
itself. The Lord is the light of it. These candlesticks are said to be
of gold, for gold is an emblem of love or goodness; and only those
who are in the good of love to the Lord constitute the church, and
they only can receive illumination, and become burning and shining
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lights. _The Church is the light of the world; for the Church possesses
the Word, and receives the light of truth immediately from the Lord,
who is its source.

13. Therefore there was in the midst of the seven candlesticks one
like unto. the Son of Man, clothed with a qarmeni d010n to the feet, and
girt about the paps with a golden girdle. The sublime description
which .the revelator now gives: of the Lord, as the author and
sustainer of heaven and the Church, is calculated to give the very
highest conception .of which the finite mind is capable of the tran
scendent greatness and glory of the Son of Man; of Him who on
earth was a man of sorrows, and had not where to lay His head; but
who. now is highly exalted, and hath a name above every name, a
name at which every knee should bow, of things in heaven and things
on earth. Jesus is. seen in the midst of the candlesticks, as being
the central luminary, from which the Church derives all its light and
life and glory. He whom John saw is said to have been one like the
Son of Man. Notwithstanding the glory in which He appeared,
John saw in Him that same Jesus whom he had so often beheld upon
earth. It was the same Lord whom he loved, clothed in humanity,
but glorified above all finite glory. Still He was like the Son of
Man. Jesus is the same visible and approachable Being that He was
on earth; glorified, but still human ; the Eternal God, but God
Man. .But the Lord is the Son of Man in another respect, yet
not another. He is the Son of Man as the Word, or Divine 'I'ruth,
But in this He ia-Jhe same: for as in Him the Word was made

--&~h·~'"i~~··mHi~~~;j;~ flesh was ·made the Word, and is now the Word. ,
in its ultimate form and manifestation. By the flesh we are to under
stand human nature; and the human nature which the Lord, as the
Eternal Word, assumed became Divine, and is therefore one with the
Eternal Word, as the body is one with the soul. But the description
of the Lord Himself as the Word, is equally applicable to the written
Word. The written Word is the Eternal Word written,-the same
Word expressed in human language that W9·g manifested in human
nature. The Lord when in the world fulfilled the whole Word, and
by doing so became the Word in ultimates; so that all which the
Word contains the Lord is. It is necessary to see this connection,
or rather identity, of the incarnate and written Word, in order to
understand the appearance of the Son of Man, as He stood in the
midst of the seven golden candlesticks. For while it is true
that the Lord Himself is the centre of life and the source of light
to heaven and the. Church, yet life and light come through the

revealed Word, in the inmost of which the Lord is, and by which
He communicates all spiritual blessings to His people. The Chu:ch
exists from the Word and its quality is according to its understanding
of the W ord, including, of course, a life according. to its teaching.

The Son of Man was clothed with a garment down to the
feet and zirt about the paps with a golden girdle. When the
Lord is re~resented, before His incarnation and after His glorifica
tion as beinc clothed His garments must be intended to convey to
our 'minds the idea of something Divine in relation to Ilis Person.
The garments of the saints, we are told, are their righteo~sness. The
garments of the Son of Man are His Righteousn~ss. Rlghteousn~ss

is but another name for truth brought into practice. When we Iive
accordinz to the laws of rizhteousness revealed in the Word, we are

o b • 'I'hclothed in the fine linen which is the righteousness of saints, e
garments of the Lord are His Righteousness. If we apply this to the
written Word which is the Lord revealed, what can the garments be,
with which itis clothed but the outward literal sense, which forms, ..
the vesture of its inward Divine truth, and which presents It In a
state accommodated to angels and men 1 In the literal sense of
the vVord are especially contained the Iaws of righteou~ness an.d
moral precepts by which the Christian life is formed. ThIS, then, ~s

the garment with which the Son of Man was clothed. The Word,
like the Lord Himself as He appeared to John, is partly clothed and
partly uncovered. The literal or natural sense of ~!~(3.WQ~d..cOJlsistsr
partly of genuine, partly of apparent truths. Its genuine truths,
which describe God as He is, are as the face and hands and feet
that are uncovered· and its apparent truths, which describe Goel as, .
our feeble thoughts have clothed Him, are the garment that Invests
the Son of Man down to the foot. The Lord, the Divine Man, as He
appears to the Grand Man, which is the Lord's mystical body,. is seen
in this double aspect; for in all the three heavens He, as to HIS truth,
is seen partly clothed and partly unclothed,-in the celestial heaven as
to face and head, in the spiritual heaven as to the body and hands,
in the spiritual and celestial-natural heaven as to the legs and feet.

While clothed with a garment, the Son of Mau was girt about the
paps with a golden girdle. The girdle was used in old ti.mes for
confining the loose garment that was worn as a common covering over
the" vesture" or inner garment: and as the Son of Man was clothed
with this " garment," He wore also the girdle that belonged to it.
Regarding the Lord as the Word, the girdle is that which forms the
bond of connection between, or which binds in one, the natural and
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spiritual truths of the Word. And whether we view this subject in
relation to the Word itself or to the Church as the recipients of its
truths, there is an instructive lesson in the girdle being a golden girLIle,
and in the Lord being girt with it about the paps. Gold is an emblem
of love and goodness. In respect, to the Lord, His garment is the
proceeding sphere of His truth, and the golden girdle is the proceed
ing sphere of His love. The operation of these spheres is different
and yet concordant. Truth distinguishes, love unites. Distinction is
for the sake of union. Truth enables us to discriminate, not only be
tween opposites, -but between relatives,-to see the distinction and
relation of concordant things; and love serves as a uniting medium
between them. All the truths of the Word are distinct and yet con
cordant. The more clearly we see the distinction between one truth
and another, the clearer and more intelligent is our faith; and the more
they are united by love, the more perfect is our state. Truths without
love not only do not harmonize and unite, but conflict and separate.
This is exemplified in the different religious sects. Truths distinguish
them, for each has some distinguishing doctrine. If all were in
fluenced by love, that Iove, as a golden girdle, would unite them into
one glorious church, the Lord's mystical body, the image of His own
glorious Body. But when they are not influenced by love, but rather
regard each other as alien and even hostile to the trnth,-that is, to
their own particular truth, which they regard as the truth, then truth,
or what they regard as truth, separates them j and instead of forming
one united church, they exist as so many separate sects. And thus
we see" instead of a girdle a rent." The same law holds in respect
to the individual members of the Church. Truths distinguish them
and love unites them. And in each mind truths are harmonized and
united by love. Love gives them one life and one end, without which
they-have neither unity nor power. The paps, about which the Lord
was girt with the golden girdle, have a signification nearly allied to
that of the girdle itself. The breast is symbolical of love, specifically
of that which is received by the members of the Church as charity, or
love .to the neighbour. But the paps are no doubt mentioned for a par
ticular purpose j and when we compare this imagery with that
employed by Isaiah, where (Ix. 16) he gives the Church the promise
that she shall suck the breasts or paps of kings, we can be at no loss
to. understand that reference is here made to the Lord's love as the
'fountain of the Church's nourishment. Under different aspects the
Lord's love is the golden girdle by which He binds His Church to
Himself, and the paps from which He supplies her with the food of
spiritual life.

14, 15. In his description of the Son of 1\1an , John proceeds to
say, His head and His hairs toere white like wool, as uihiie as snow j

and His eyes were as a flame offire J and His feet like unto fine brass,
as if they burned i·n a furnace ; and His voice as the sound of 1nany
uiaters. The magnificent appearances under which the Lord pre
sented Himself to His servant are all correspondences, each therefore
having a distinct meaning, and all having reference to Him as the
Word, in His relation to heaven and the Church. The head is the
highest or inmost, the feet are the lowest or outermost, principles of
goodness and truth in the Word, The Lord's head is His. Divine
Love and Wisdom in first principles, and His hair is His Divine Love
and Wisdom in ultimates. His eyes are His Divine Wisdom in its
circumspection and providence. Ilis feet are the Divine Love and
Wisdom in that degree which may be called nat~ral. His head is
His Divine celestial principle, His eyes His Divine spiritual, and
His feet His Divine natural. Regarding the Lord as the Word,
His Divine Truth, as accommodated to the angels of the three heavens,
is described by the Lord's appearance: His head, as it appears in
the inmost or celestial heaven, His eyes, as it appears in the middle
or spiritual heaven, and His feet, as it appears in the lowest or ulti
mate heaven. Under this is the Church on earth; for the earth is
His footstool, as heaven is His throne. Whether we .regard this
representative description of the Son of Man as applicable to the
Lord Himself, to His Word, or to His kingdom, it is equally in
structive, and shows the harmony of the whole. The Lord produces
the Word, and the Word produces heaven, and heaven produces the
Church. Strictly speaking, the Lord produces the Word, through
the Word heaven, and through heaven the Church. There are there
fore a harmony and correspondence between them, so that that which
describes one in its measure describes all. But the description of the
Son of Man is given with particulars which we have yet to notice.
His head and His hairs were white like wool, as white as snow,
The head and hair are both mentioned as being white. Whiteness
is ernblematical of purity. And as the head and the hair are ex
prcssivo of the Word in first principles and ultimates, in its spiritual
and literal sense, their whiteness indicates that the Word in both
is pure truth-truth without error, truth without evil. This is stUI
more clearly taught by the hair being white like wool and snow. The
Word in its literal sense contains lessons of love and lessons of wisdom,
of goodness and of truth, and therefore leads the mind both to
charity and faith, The first of these are meant by the wool, the
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second by the snow, and their purity by their whiteness, In the
literal sense "of the Word there are things that seem incapable of
being regarded as perfectly pure-parts which moralists object to
as contaminating to the mind of the reader. Yet the things to which
they object are not impure in themselves, but only produce a sense
of impurity in us because of our impurity. There is nothing in
itself impure in nakedness. In perfect innocence it would produce
no sense of shame. Sin has made it shameful. So there is nothing
in the Divine Word that is in itself impure, or that tends to pro
duce impurity. We should remember that the Word in its literal
form is expressed, and speaks of things, according to the state of
the -ace in which it was written; but if we look at the substance
and purpose of revelation, it will be found to be morally white like
wool, and intellectually as white as snow. The eyes of the Son of
Man were as a flame of fire. In this figure we may recognise this
Divine lesson, that Divine Wisdom is full of Divine Love, and
consequently that Providence, while conducted by unerring wisdom,
is inspired by unwearied love. Divine Wisdom, as the wisdom of
love, is expressed by His eyes being as a flame of fire. The feet ~f

the Son of Man are said to have been like unto fine brass, as If
they burned in a furnace. The Divine natural principle of the Lord's
Humanity, and of the Word, is compared to brass, because brass is
an emblem of natural goodness, which does not mean goodness derived
from nature, but Divine goodness, made human to the lowest degree of
humanity and human life. That to which the Lord's feet are said
to be like is not only brass, but fine brass; and as this implies
refined brass, reference is made in this to the reflni ng and glori
fying process which theLord's Humanity underwent in His passing
through the furnace of affliction and temptation. But what is the fire
that purifies 1 It is neither the fire of Divine wrath nor yet the fire
of hell. Temptation separates and carries away the dross; but the
Divine Love, which is above all temptation, permitting and over
ruling it, is that which is the origin of all the good which is effected,
and the rewarder of success. It is the fire of Divine Love that
gives the good of life all its brightness as well as purity. 'I'his is tho
fire in which the fine brass burned. The voice of the Son of Man
was as the sound of many waters. Water is emblematical of truth, and
many waters of abundance of truth. The Lord's voice is said to be like
the sound of many waters, because Divine revelation, which is emi
nently the voice of God, is as the rushing of many waters; for it ever
flows in living streams for the refreshment and purifying of the mem-

bel's 'of His Church, and of all who ',vill receive it. Strictly, the
figure is no doubt limited to the sound of the water, and not to the
water itself; but as all similitudes in the 'Vord are correspondences,
the similarity between the sounds arises from correspondence be
tween the things; and the Lord, we know, spoke of the operation of
His spirit as the flowing of water, when He said, "He that believeth
in Me, out of his belly shall flow rivers of living waters."

16. The description of John discloses still more of the majesty
and glory of the Son of Man. And He had in His right hand
seven etars ; and out of His mouili ioeni a sharp iuio-edqed sword; and
His countenance teas as the sun ehlnetl: in H'lS strength. Seven
candlesticks, seven spirits, seven stars. All these are afterwards
explained, or rather applied; for all explanations in the VVord being
portions of the letter of Scripture, contain a spiritual sense equally
with the parts explained. The seven candlesticks are the seven
churches, the seven stars are the angels of the seven churches, arid
the seven spirits are the seven eyes of the Lamb. These will be
considered under the respective heads. At present it is sufficient to
say that stars signify Divine Truths, as they proceed from the Lord
to the Church. The seven stars are all the holy truths which are
revealed in the VVord for the instruction and direction of the Church,
They are said to be in the right hand of the Son of Man; for Divino
Truth is that by which the Divine Power is operative in the Church,
Thetruth which is meant by stars is that which comes to the Church
as knowledge ; and the highest of all knowledge is that which relates
to the Lord Himself in His Humanity. This knowledge is power;
for the knowledge of J csus as tho Saviour of the world, is the
power of God unto salvation to everyone that believes. Saving
faith has, however, its origin in love, as saving truth has its origin in
goodness,-the stars were in the right hand of the Son of Man. In
the Word sun, moon, and stars are often mentioned together. Their
creation at the beginning of the world, and their extinction at the
end of the world are distinctly stated. But as the Word treats
of tho beginning and end of the Church under the figure of the
eroat.ion and destruction of the world, the lumiuurics of heaven have
n corresponding difference of moaning, 'l'he sun, moon, and stars
are the emblems of love, faith, and knowledge, These are the lumi
naries of the Church, the delegated sources of its life and light,
While these hold on to burn, the Church continues to know her signs
and seasons, her days and years; and her seed-time and harvest,
and summer and winter, and day, and night, fail not' to return with

C
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beneficial regularity.' When they fail, when the sun is darkened, and
the moon withdraws her light, and the stars fall from heaven, then
come the. sum and the end. It is not, however, this consummation
'that is treated of In the present case, but the pOlv'er which the truth
haa when it is seen and acknowledged in its connection "with the
Lord of life and light.. Another emblem of His power is presented in
the going out of His mouth of a sharp two-edged sword, This is
analogous to His voice being as the sound of luany waters. The
sword, like the: waters, is an emblem of truth. Paul speaks of the
Word of God as the sword of the Spirit (Eph. vi. 17); and the author
of'fhe Hebrews says, the Word is sharper than any two-edged sword
(iv•.12). Truth is presented under several different emblems, for it has
several different functions. It illuminates like light, it purifies like
water, it cuts like a. sword. A sword is a sign of war; but the Lord's
warfare is not carnal but spiritual; it is not against persons but prin
ciples. The sword of the Lord's truth is two-edged, because it wars
against error and .. evil; and it is sharp, because it is piercing even to the
dividing asunder of soul arid body, and is a discerner of the thoughts
and intents of the heart (Heb. iv, 12). While the Lord's truth is
powerful, both in refuting His enemies and convincing His people,
that truth ever proceeds from and is therefore full of love; for while
out. of His mouth went a two-edged sword, His countenance was as
the sun shineth in his strength. The sun, as we have seen, is an
emblem of Divine love; and, indeed, of love and wisdom united; for
its heat is love and its light is wisdom. The intensity of the Lord's
love is indescribable, for it is infinite, and can only be compared to

.the sun .shining in its strength.
In reading John's account of the appearance of the Son of Man, one

cannot fail to be struck with the resemblance it bears to the appearance
of Jehovah, as des~i:tted by several of the sacred writers. Moses and
seventy .of the elderssaw the God of Israel; "and there was under
His feet as it were a paved work of sapphire stone, and as it were the
body. of heaven in His clearness" (Ex. xxiv, 10). Still more minute

"is the description of the appearance granted to Ezekiel. Abovo the
firmament was the likeness of a throne; and upOll the throne tho
likeness as the appearance of a man above upon it. "And I SU\V as
the colour of amber, as the appearance of fire round about within
it,'. from the appearance of his loins even upward, and from the
appearance of his loins even downward, I saw as it were the appear
ance of fire. This was the appearance of the likeness of the glory
.of the Lord. And when I saw it, I fell on my face, and I heard the

voice of one that spake " (L.26). The appearance recorded in Daniel of
the Ancient of days, presents one feature having a· closer resemblance
to the present than any of "the others. "I beheld till the thrones
were cast down, and the Ancient of days. did sit, whose garment
wae white as snow, and the hair of His head like the pure wool:
His throne was like the fiery flame, and his wheels as burning fire "
(vii. 9). It rnust strike everyone that the similarity of the appear
ance implies the identity of Jehovah and J esus, who are thus placed
on an equality of transcendent glory.

17, 18. It is not therefore to be wondered at that,as Ezekiel fell 011 his
race when he beheld the vision of J ehovah, John should fall prostrate
and powerless before the vision of Jesus. And when I saw Hint Ijell
at His feet as dead. The only difference is, that the humiliation of
the Christian prophet was still more profound than that of the Jewish,
indicating the more completely overwhelming glory of the Object he
was privileged to behold. A glimpse of this glory he had beheld on
the mount of transfiguration; but the glory which was then" transient
had now become permanent, for the glorification of the Son ofMan
was now for ever perfected. Compared with the humility of. the Son
of Man in which John had so long seen Him upon earth, the
present glory was indeed transcendent. And no one who reads the
account of it with any feeling of reverence can fail to r~cognise in
Jesus the Infinite and Eternal. But viewing this sacred relation apart
from doctrinal considerations, J ohn's falling down as dead at the feet
of the Son of Man teaches us a great truth. The near presence-of
Him who is Life itself produces in the beholder a sense of the depri
vation of life. Our life, it is true, is from God, and His presence is
constantly with us. Bu t this life passes from the Infinite to the
finite through tempering mediums, as the sun's heat. and light pass
through tempering atmospheres, etherial and aerial. And as the sun's
untempered rays would consume what they now nourish and adorn, so
would the untempered rays of the Sun of Righteousness consume. any
one brought into immediate contact 'with Him whose countenance is
as the sun shineth in his strength; for the Lord is indeed the Sun of
the spiritual world, But tho Lord is tho origin of life as consisting
of goodness and truth; and these also in men are accommodated
to their feeble faculties by numerous mediums, Between the
highest heaven and the Lord, who is far above all heavens, there
are created spheres, through which the Divine influx passes before
it can be consciously received by the highest angels there; and
without these mediums the ardency. of the Divine influence would
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consume them. Besides passing through these super-celestial spheres
in coming to the angelic, heavens, the Divine influx passes through all
these heaveus in coming to men on earth. When, therefore, any man,
however exalted his state, is permitted to enter into a nearer presence of
the Lord than is consonant with his real state and ordinary condition,
he is more or less overwhelmed by the Divine glory, according as he is
more or less raised above his true level. What is our life compared
with that of Him who is Life itself I and what are our goodness and
truth compared with those of Him who is Goodness itself and Truth
itself] They are as nothing. Raised for a moment above our sphere,
we must, like John, fall down at the feet of the Son of Man as dead.

But while an extraordinary and sudden elevation produces a sense
of the deprivation of life, there is an ordinary and gradual elevation,
which causes self-annihilation of another kind. The life of everyone
is his love j and as everyone naturally loves himself and the world,
the life of everyone by nature is opposed to the Divine Life, which is
Love in its purity, the essential nature of which is to love others, and
to desire conjunction with them, that they ll1ay be happy for ever.
When, in the progress of the regenerate life, the soul is elevated so
far as to see and be sensible of the purity of the Divine Love, and the
impurity of the natural human love, the result is, a profound sense of
humiliation; which, though it may not be attended with the absolute
death of the corrupt se1fhood, gives at least a deep consciousness of
the absolute deadness of all that is one's own, us compared with the
Lord's, either in Himself or in His creatures. This state is well de
scribed. by Daniel when he saw the vision of the nUl11, whose "body
was like the beryl, and his face as the appearance of lightning, and his
.eyes as lamps of fire, and his arms and his feet like in colour to
polished brass. And there remained," says Daniel, "no strength
in me: for my comeliness was turned in me into corruption" (x. 6, 8).
,This is a state into which the Lord desires that everyone should come,
and into which everyone whom John represents does C0111e; for
love to God can only be perfected by the annihilation of the love
of self. Only those who thus die can be made alive. Only on
those who thus fall down as dead at tho feet of the Son of 1\fan
'can He lay His riqlii hand j and say to thorn, Fear uoi ; 1 a111

'the First and the Last: I am He that liveth and was dcad ; and,
:behold, I ani ali-ve /01· eoermore, .A.1nen j and have the kelJs oj

hell and of death. The right hand of the Lord is His po,ver, and His
'power is the omnipotence of Love and Wisdom, which is Life. Tho
laying on of the hand is symbolical of the communication of po,Yor,

or of what the power has to communicato. And as the Lord imparts
of His life, which is Love, to those who lay down their own life, which
is hatred, as all self-love is, this is expressed by the Lord's laying
His right hand upon the prostrate apostle. This laying on of the
Divine hand is accompanied with the comforting exhortation, "Fear
not." The revealings of the Divine perfection to beings in their sinful
state can but inspire the mind with fear. Several instances occur in
the \Vord of fear being the first impression produced by the presence
of superior beings, and of the exhortation, "Fear not," being addressed
by them to the alarmed beholders. When Daniel trembled before
the vision of the Holy One, he heard a voice saying unto him,
" Fear not." When Zacharias was troubled at the appearance of the
angel, 1Vho had been sent to announce the birth of John, the angel
said unto hirn, "Fear not." When the angel of the Lord came upon
the shepherds on the plains of Bethlehem, to announce to them the
birth of the Saviour, and they were sore afraid, the angel said to them,
" Fear not." When Peter, on seeing the miraculous draught of fishes,
exclaimed, " Depart from me, for I am a sinful man, 0 Lord," Jesus
said unto him, "~"'ear not." When, at- the transfiguration, the three
disciples were sore afraid, Jesus touched them, and said unto them;
" Fear not." The same assuring words were addressed by the angel
to the women at the sepulchre, and by the Lord IIimself, when He
~llet them as they fled from the sepulchre with fear and great joy.
Holy fear is the prelude of holy joy. It is not the slavish fear of dread
at the presence of One who is All-powerful, but the deep reverential
fear of love for One who is transcendently good and perfect. This is
the fear which can be soothed by the voice of love, and can become
receptive of new life. For the voice comes from Him. who is
the Life. This was the ground of assurance given to John: "I am
the First and "the Last: I am He that liveth." Not only is
Jesus the First and the Last, as the Being who alone is from
eternity to eternity, but He is the Saviour, who is the Beginning and
the End of the 'York of regeneration-the Author and Finisher of our
faith. And He is so, because He it is who liveth, and was dead, and
is ali vo for evermore. It is a groat truth that Josus is tho Author
of Salvation, because He was crucified and rose again. He thereby
accomplished the subjugation of hell and glorified His humanity,
and thus became our Redeemer and Saviour. But it is also true that
the Lord has been crucified a second time, and has become dead to the
Church. His death is effected by His denial. Not that Jesus has ever
been actually denied in name as the Lord and Saviour of the world ;
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but He' has been virtually denied, hoth by" denying the Divinity
of' His Humanityand the true Divinity of His work, 110 is
acknowledged to be a Divine person, but not to be the only Divinity ;
and He is acknowledged to be God and Man, but not to be God-Man.
He is acknowledged to' have redeemed the human race, but to have
done so by reconciling God to man, as well as reconciling man to God.
,,:", But as the Lord .has been crucified afresh, He has also risen afresh j

and, behold, He is alive for evermore, He has made His Second
Advent; and the Church of His Second Ad vent will acknowledge
Him In.His true character, as Jehovah in Ilia glorified Humanity,

In the individual application, this teaches us that in everyone who
undergoes regeneration,' the Lord is dead before He is alive, In every
natural man the truth 'is without life. When he is converted and
becomes spiritual, the truth is made alive; and if he continues faith
ful, the truth in him is alive for evermore. And thus Jesus is to
him Yea and Amen. Confirmed in love and life, he is a son and
heir. And when his state is fixed, he is not only saved from con
demnation, but he is preserved from temptation; for Jesus has the
keys' of hell and of death. By the great work of human redemption,
the Lord acquired power over hell and spiritual death ; but this
power is .only "effective for salvation in those who accept the Lord as
their Saviour. And the Saviour not only has the power of shutting
the' hell that is without us, but that also 1Vhich is within us. For the
natural mind, of .every unconverted and unregenerate Ulan is a little
hell, an image of the great. And unless the Lord receives power over
the lesser, His power over the greater can do us no eternal benefit.
Dead and, in hell as every unconverted sinner is, he has this ground
of possibility, and, if he desires it, of hope, that Jesus has the keys of
hell and: of death, No man can deliver himself from his naturally
dead and infernal condition. It was because no mall had the power
of self-deliverance that the Lord came into the world to take that
power .unto Himself, a power which He has as Man, and therefore by
.virtue of His Incarnation. He can open, and no man shut; and shut,
and no man open. He can unlock the doors of the mind which sin has
closed, and nllow the imprisoned desires and hopes of the penitent to
come forth, j and He can shut the doors, that they fall not back again
unto death and perdition. The condition of every unregenerate soul
is this: In every mind there are remains ·of goodness and truth, which
have been insinuated in early life. In the unconverted these are
covered oyer and concealed, and thus. imprisoned by the evils of self
love and the .Iove of 'the world ; and 'vhen one turns to the Lord in

faith and repentance, He opens the gates, and brings out into light
and] iberty the good affections and pure thoughts hitherto oppressed
as bondmen and slaves..

19. When John had beheld the sublime vision of the Son of Man
and the objects around Him, he received the command, }VrUe the
ihinqs 'Wh1'ch thou hast seen, and the things which are, and the things
uihich. shall be hereafier ; the 1nystery oj the seven stars ~(j7zich tluni
eaioeet in 1J;Jy 1'iglzt Iunul, and the seven golden candlesticks. The
seven stars are the angels of the seven churches : and the seven
candlesticks ioliicli thou sauiesi are the seven churches. The command
to write is simple enough in its natural sense. But it has a deeper
meaning. Another book and another writing besides this revelation
are preserved for futurity. Man's mind is a book, and his life is a
scribe; and in that book are written in indelible characters the prin
ciples of good and truth, or evil and falsity, which the understand
ing has .acknowledged, and the states which are and shall be
formed from them hereafter, even to eternity. And. now follows a
general exposition of two of the things which John had 'seen.
The seven stars are the angels of the seven churches; and the
seven candlesticks are the seven churches. The angels are understood
to mean the ministers of the churches. Thus understood, the
ministers of these and all other churches, that have any just claim to
the name, are Iike stars in the hand of the Son of Man: they derive
their light and po"rer from Him, they communicate to the Church the
knowledge of the truth which they derive from the "word, and so far
as they teach the truth from love, their word is with power, The
Church, like the candlesticks, has no light of its O\Vl1, but is
merely a recipient of light from Him who stands in the midst,
In a higher- sense the stars are the Church in heaven, and the
candlesticks are the .Church 011 earth. The seven stars are then
expressive of the whole angelic heaven; and the angels of heaven are
the angels of the churches; for the Church in heaven. is in connection
and communion with the Church on earth, and the angels are all
ministering spirits. And 'vhile the Church in heaven gives its light
and ministry to the Church on earth, as the stars in the firmament
give light and direction to the inhabitants of the earth, the Church 011

earth gives light and direction to the world around; for by its; direct
po,ver and its indirect influence the light of revelation is diffused
among all nations. There is still an individual application. The stars
in the right hand of the SOIl of 1\1a11 are the knowledges, and also the
principles, of goodness and truth in the spiritual mind ; and the candle-
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sticks are. the..knowledges and the.principles of goodness and truth in
the natural mind. Th~. regenerate Christian is a heaven and an earth,
or a church in heaven and a church 011 earth, in their least form:
The. truthsha-receivcs 'from the .Lord into his inner Ulan are stars
in the . firmament ; and' the truths he manifests in his life are the
candles in the candlestick, which give light to all that are in the
house, or enlighten all the thoughts of the mind, and enable him to
let. his .light so shine before men, that they may see his good works,
and glorify hi~ Father, who is in heaven.

. C.RAPTER II.

·IN this and the following chapter the seven churches of Asia are in
dividuallyaddressed. 'Their stateis described by Him \V ho knows the
heart and tries the reins. Their faults are exposed, their virtues are re
~og~ised. 'They are reproved and commended, warned and encouraged.
90ntinuance in sin is threatened with punishmont, turning to righteous
ne~s flas the promise of reward, Through them the Lord speaks to us.
The seven churches represent all classes. of professing Christians
who have any remnant of holy thought and feeling, to which the Holy

.. Word can appeal, and of which the Holy Spirit can take hold, so as to
bring them to repentance and make them true and living members of
his New Church; each church represents one particular class. Who
ever, therefore; can interpret the sacred language in which the states of
these' several churches' are 'described, will find in some one of them his
own character portrayed by infallible wisdom. For these inspired de
soriptions include all' spiritual states of mind and life, from the least
to. the most receptive of the light and love of God, as brought Ileal' to
men 'by the Second Coming of the ,L()rd in power and glory.
'1;, Unto the-anqei-of tlie churdi-of Ephesus uirite ; These things
eaith. He that holdetli the seven stars in His fright hand, uiho toalketh. i1i
th» midst of the seve~ golden candlesticks. The church of Ephesus

.describes that ~ class of persons who are more eager in the pursuit of
knowledge than .in the acquisition of goodness. The character of those
.repreaented by the Ephesian church, us of all the others, is discover
~ble from the term~ in which they are addressed, and especially from
the character in which the Lord announces Himself to them. To the
church .of Ephesus Jesus describes Himself as He that holdeth the
sevenstarsin His right hand, who walketh in the midst of tho seven
~olden candlesticks; This is part of the appearance in \V hich tho Lord

presented Himself to John, as related in the previous chapter. The
stars, we have seen, are employed in Scripture as the symbols of
Divine and heavenly knowledge. The golden candlesticks have a
similar meaning; but there is this distinction between them. The
seven stars are the knowledge of Divine and heavenly things in the
inner man, and 'the seven candlesticks are the knowledge of these in
the outer man. To those whose distinguishing characteristic is an
affection for spiritual know ledge, the Lord announces Himself as the
sole Author of all that knowledge. He holds the stars in His right
hand. The knowledge of goodness and truth, in the heaven of the
inner man and in heaven itself, proceeds from Him ; and all who
possess and use it aright are upheld by His Almighty power, He
walks in the midst of the seven golden candlesticks. All the light of
truth, in the outer man and ill the church, has Him alone as its
source. FIe is the centre of every doctrine and every Iaw of life-for
to walk is to live. Unless supported and maintained by .Him, the
stars fall from heaven, the lights are extinguished.

2, 3. The next, two verses enumerate various particulars .relative to
the, practice of those represented. by the church of Ephesus, which are
mentioned in a manner that implies approbation. I know thy works,
and thy labour, and. thy patience, and luno thou canst not bear them
which are' evil: and thou hast fried them uhicli say they are apostles,
aiui are not, and hast found theni liars: And hast borne, and hast
patience, and for My name's sake hast laboured, and hast not fainted.
The first thing adverted to is a momentous one: "I know thy works,"
This is repeated, under the same circumstance of precedence, to every
one of the churches. All the other particulars which the Lord alone
knows of them differ, This is alike in all. This searching and
solemn warning, carried to its final end in the often repeated declara ...
tion that every man shall be judged according to his works, whether
they be good or evil, speaks in thunder-tones, deeper if not louder
than those of Sinai, of the all-important place which good works hold
in the doctrine and economy of the Gospel. Paul, indeed, affirms
that man is justified by faith without the deeds of the Iaw, But that to
which the faith of the Gospel is opposed is not the law of the decalogue,
but tho law of ordinances. 'I'his ,Tesus abolished, nailing it to Iris
cross. The Iaw of the ten commandmenta He came not to destroy
but to fulfil. Nor did He come only to fulfil it Himself, but to teach
and enable men to fulfil it also. "'Vhosoever, therefore, shall break
one of these least commandments, and shall teach men so, he shall be
called the least in the kingdom of heaven ; but whosoever shall do and
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teach them, the same shallbe called great in the kingdom of heaven.
For I say unto you, That except your righteousness shall exceed the
righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees, ye shall in no case enter
into 'the kingdom of heaven" (Matt. 'v. 19, 20). Such being the Divine
authority of the law and the eternal obligation of fulfilling it, it is
not surprising that it should be applied by the Saviour Himself to
test the spiritual state of every candidate for the kingdom.

Before considering those parts of the address that are peculiar to the
Ephesians, we may inquire why their church is the first of the seven
to which this Divine admonition: is addressed. This church repre
sents the first state of all who enter on the Christian life. The love
for acquiring knowledge respecting the truth is an intermediate link
between attachments that belong wholly to the natural mind and
those that belong to the spiritual j and unless that love were awakened
it would be impossible to pass from a natural to a spiritual state. The
season of youth is the natural period for the development of this love;
and a most hopeful sign it is when early manhood culls the flowers of
science, and prefers as the fairest that knowledge which teaches the
true import of the Holy Word, and the genuine doctrines of the
Church. N othing is said to discourage such pursuits; on the con
trary, the Lord sanctions them with His Divine approbation, by
manifesting Himself as their Author and Upholder : for He holdeth
the stars, He walketh in the midst of the candlesticks. In the enu
meration of the warks of those who are in this state there is nothing
He condemns. His language is that of commendation, And though
He points out something as still wanting, the reward He promises as
consequent on the Ephesians'supplying this deficiency is peculiarly
adapted to encourage those whose ruling affection is the love of ]OlO\V

ledge j for He assures them that they shall eat of the tree, of life,
that they shall add to their knowledge wisdom, But between the
first and this last state, when the promised blessing is realized, there
are intermediate duties and virtues which require to be considered.

The. Ephesians are commended for their labour and patience, and
their aversion.for them that are evil. There are tV10 kinds of labour,
intellectual and moral. The first is that which distinguishes those
who are, represented by this church. Intellectual labour and patient
investigation art} the first activities of the mind in its religious ad vance
mente Even the inability to bear them which are evil has, in
this stage of the spiritual life, more of an intellectual than of a moral
character. Readiness to discover-and censure blemishes in others does
not always indicate 'an equal readiness to see and condemn evil in our-

selves, "In the inner sense this has a less personal .meaning. Them
which are evil are, abstractly considered, evils themselves. The know
ledge of truth which the mind possesses at this period enables it to
know and condemn evil; but the aversion to it is as yet more in
doctrine than in life. It cannot bear evil to be called good, nor good
to be called evil, and is full of zeal against all doctrines that teach
or sanction such a perversion. vVe have a counterpart to this feature
in the character of the Ephesians. They have tried them which .say'
they are apostles, and have found them liars. This, we need hardly
say, is not intended to 'be understood in its literal sense. All the
apostles, except John himself had entered into their rest long before'
this address 'went forth to the churches. When the true had passed
a\vay no counterfeit could follow, vVe have only to elevate our
minds from the teachers to ·the things they taught, to see that the
apostles represented the truths themselves which they were commissioned
to teach. "Vhen, therefore, the Ephesians are said to try them who 'say
they are apostles and are not, the meaning is, that those who take par
ticular delight in acquiring and spreading the knowledge of the truth,
exercise a rigid scrutiny on doctrines that put forth a claim to Divine
or apostolic authority. And when it is added that they find them liars,
the meaning is, that they detect the error or falsehood of doctrinal pre
tenders to the true faith. But they not only detect error; 'they also'
resist it, and vindicate and teach the truth. They have borne and
have patience. For to bear has not here a passive but an activo
signification j and patience means, not meek submission merely, but
constancy and perseverance. Resistance to error and maintenance of
the truth are virtues which those who are in the love of knowledge
delight to exercise. But they advance to other and higher excel
lences. For the Lord's name's sake they labour and faint not. They
had previously been commended for their labour. 'I'heir labour has
1l0'V acquired a new character. Formerly they acted more from them
sel ves and for their own sake; now they act more from the Lord and
for His sake. 'Ve should say, for the sake of His name. Divine
language is exact and full of meaning, This phrase, "which occurs
in other parts of the New Testament, does not lucan on account of the
Lord or for the honour of His name, Tho Lord's name means His
nature, His attributes. IIis inj unction to Ilis disciples, to ask the
Father in His name, has no such meaning as that which has come to
be so commonly attached to it, of praying God to be merciful to sin
ners for the sake of His Son. To pray in the name of Jesus is to'
pray in the spirit of J esus ; for true praye.!" is the .spirit of -Icsus
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speaking . in' our hearts, inspiring us with the true end and objects
of.prayer. . V\Then the Ephesians are said to labour for the sake of the
Lord's name, we are instructed that those who are in the love of truth
will labour in the spirit as well as in the cause of Jesus. They will
indeed, be strenuous in advocating the cause of their, Saviour, in
setting forth His attributes and character, and vindicating them from'
the: degrading misconceptions of a degenerate age; but they "rill, as
they advance, learn of Him who was meek and lowly of heart, and
teach the truth in charity.

4, 5. ,Thus far the church of Ephesus has been addressed in the
language of commendation. She is now to hear words of reproof and
warning. Nevertheless I have eomeiohai aqainst thee, because thou
hast left thy first love. The)church has left her first love, that ardent
and disinterested charity by which the early Christians were so emi
nently distinguished, that even the surrounding heathen were con
strained to admire those whom they pitied and despised. As,
however, these words are addressed to persons entering the New
Church, who cannot previously have - been in a higher state, the
expressions must have a' more interior meaning. The term "first"
always means what is first in rank or importance. " Seek ye first the
kingdom of God and His righteousness, and all things shall be added
unto you," means to seek these as the first and the highest of all good
gifts, knowing that all lesser gifts will follow in their trui 11. 'rho first
love is the love that occupies the first rank filllong Christian graces.
The love of God and the love of the neighbour are the highest of the
religious affections. The love of knowledge is the highest affection of
those who ~re represented by the Ephesian church. They have not
yet attained this first love, How then can they have left it 1 They
have left it, not absolutely but relatively; not out of sight, for they
have acknowledged and even maintained that love and charity are be
fore faith and- knowledge, but they have left it practically, for they
have left it unattained. Love has been first in theory, not in practice.
The love of knowledge has been their primary love, the love of good
ness their secondary love. 'I'his is the cbarge that is brought against
them. This is the fault they are required to correct, the defect they
are called upon to supply. How beautifully does tho apostle do
scribe this state where he declares the supremacy of charity, and the
nothingness of all other gifts without it! (1 Cor. xiii.) Knowledge and
all lower gifts necessarily precede charity; for they are only 111eanS of
which charity is the end. Knowledge itself tells us this. And yet
while in our Ep~esian ' state we are liable practically to forget it, till

the voice of truth calls 'within us, Remember therefore -frou~ 'lvhfJnce
thou art fallen, and repent and do the first uiorlcs. Spiritual remem
brance is not an act of the memory but of the heart. This is the reason
that in Scripture the memory is said to have its seat in the heart.
In judgment God remembers mercy. Under the admonition of Divino
'Truth man remembers from whence he is fallen. He remembers when
he feels his state as a fallen being. He is humbled by a sense of his
unworthiness, He sees, not the vanity only, but the criminality of
knowledge that leaves the heart unpurified and the life unholy. He
sees and feels that knowledge puffeth up. He sees that knowledge,
so far as it does not raise, degrades j so far as it does not justify, con
demns. Yes. He who does not morally advance with knowledge,
goes back, he who does rise with it, falls. But here, too, is the use
and the blessing of knowledge: it reveals all this to the mind; it
condemns its own exaltation, and shows us a better way than Its own,
It is thus the means, though not the cause, of the remembrance from
whence we have fallen. That from whence we have fallen is our first
love. To remember the first love is to have the love of God and of
the neighbour awakened in our hearts. This is, vital remembrance.
It is the recalling and raising into new and higher life of all the best
and purest affections of childhood and youth, and the best moments
of our subsequent experience. This leads _to practical repentance j

for it leads to the doing of the first works. The first 'Yorks, 'like the
first love, are those which are first in excellence. Works done frOIU

the love of God are the first works, 'TIley are before all others ill dis
interestedness, judgment, and usefulness. Last in the order of time,
they arc first in the order of merit-not of meritoriousness, "Torks of
love are those things of which it is said, The last shall be first j as
knowledges are of those of which it is said, The first shall be last.

This, then, is the state to which all who have attained a knowledge
of Divine things are imperatively called, or rather most tenderly in
vited to advance. And they are called, not only because their
attainments will then be full and complete, but also because otherwise
they will be deprived of what they have already attained. For the
terrible denunciation follows : Or else I uiill come to thee quickly,
and 1'C1nOVC illy candlestick out of his place, except thou, repent.
How appropriate is the imago employed ill this SUIllllHU'y threat!
Those who are addressed are they who have been zealous in the pur
suit of knowledge, but have not been equally ardent in the cultiva
tion of goodness. Unlike the woman in the parable, they have not
Iighted their candle in order to sweep the house, and seek diligently
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for that which they have lost till they find it. They have used it
too much to gratify their own love of' knowledge, or to shine in con
:versation, prelection,.' or debate; not to discover and remove the evils
,of, .their own hearts, The consequence of such a neglect of the essential
use of truth is that which is here announced. Unapplied knowledge is
taken away. It is not the Lord who deprives the mind of its unim
proved truth. This is an appearance.' The fact is, that the evil which
truth should, have removed in this life will remove the truth in the life
'to;come, This is inevitable. Its certainty is declared in the language
',in which the Lord's coming to the unprofitable servant is announced.
..Quickly means certainly. TheLord comes by death and by judgmont.
Both of them are certain; and as certain is the removal of the calldle
.stick out of his place, when that place has been the natural mind,
where natural things reside. .

6. But the Ephesian church represents those who, though they
require, do not neglect, the Divine exhortation to repent. - Although
they are not sufficiently alive to the importance of searching out the
evil that lurks in their hearts, and of resisting and removing it by
self-denial, they are not in the love of evil. On the contrary, they
hate it; especially do they hate and oppose any doctrine that sanctions
or. encourages evil. This thou hast, that thou haiesi the deeds of the
Nicolaiianee, which I also hate. Little is known of these heretics.
.If such a sect actually existed, the present reference to it shows that
'the practice of the'Nicolaitaneswas opposed to the principles of the
.Gospel. The Nicolaitanes, as understood in the spiritual SCllSO, are
those who separate goodness from truth, or charity from faith, in the
business of salvation. Esteeming faith as the ouly grace that saves,
.thoy.regard the law as the rule, not of spiritual, hut of 1110ral life.
'When the .Divine law is thus regarded, it is deprived of its spirituality.
,It i~ no longer a law of conscience, but of action. And when the
Divine commandments cease to be the conditions of a covenant
·.between God and man, and are only the rules of conduct between
man and. man, they exercise but little control beyond what self-love
.or .self-interest demands. Those who have the true knowledge of
religion, however little they may have advanced in the religious life,
must, if, they are sincere, be averse from even the good deeds of the
.Nicolaitanes, much more from their evil deeds. 'I'his aversion comes
from the Lord. His truth condemns such deeds, His love revolts
against them; and those who have received any measure of IIis love
and truth regard such works with holy hatred.

7. The evils and, dangers which stand in the ,vay of the Ephesian

church she is now exhorted to' overcome, and so obtain the reward of
conquest. He that hath an ear, let him. hear ulia; the Spirit saitli unto
the churches. To liini that ooerconietli unll Igtve to eat of the tree Of
life, uiliicli is in the midst of the paradise of God. The call to him
that hath ears to hear is addressed to all the seven churches, and is
one, therefore, to which all are alike required to give heed. It is an
appeal to all who have the faculty of understanding the Divine truths
which the Lord utters, and a demand that they obey them. It
is therefore addressed to all j for all have that faculty, unless they
have destroyed it in themselves by the wilful confirmation of evil and
error. It is a solemn assurance that the knowledge of even Divine
truth is of no avail, unless a willing obedience be rendered to its
requirements, 'This is what the Spirit saith to every church, and
speaks in every conscience not aearedrby sin or perverted by error.
The Spirit speaks to all in ,phe language of encouragement, to give
them the promise of a blessing in the recompense of reward. And
here again, while the reward is different to each, the condition on
wbich it is promised is the same to all. The reward is promised to
him that oyercomes. ,The Christian life is a. warfare j and the
promised blessing is the reward of victory. Accordingly, none are
addressed without the mention of dangers to 'which they are exposed,
of lapses to which they are liable, of evils to which they have a
particular bias. In guarding against and resisting these consists their
state of trial and warfare, and to their final conquest over them is
promised the reward of 801110 specific heavenly and eternal beatitude.
The danger to which those whose state we are now considering is
exposed is the pride of know ledge, and the undue reliance w hich they
are tempted to place upon it, to the neglect of love and goodness. 1'0
those who OVerC0111e this child of self-love, and acquire by conquest
the first love, which is love to the Lord, and do the first works, which
are works 'of love,-to them will paradise be restored, and the tree of
life which is in its midst shall be their delight and nourishment. Every
one must see that paradise and the tree of life are here mentioned as
images of heavenly beatitude; and that it is not even of heaven con
~idered as a place that they are predicated, but of a certain blessed and
elevated state of mind, without which no pleasantness, of .sense, no
profusion of external enjoyment could confer beatitude. A paradise,
as is well known, 111ea11S 0. 1110St delightful garden; and in the Word of
God, or in the language of spiritual analogy, a garden is expressivc of
a state of exalted wisdom, which consists in having the most, important
and saving truths written in the heart, so that, without taxing his
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memory to call them up; one sees them intuitively, and. never sees or
thinks of them without being spontaneously led to put thorn in prac
tice. Renee those who live in paradise eat also of the tree of life.
They receive true spiritual life in all abundance from the Lord, and
enter into a state of the most intimate conjunction with Ifill), in con
sequence of acknowledging from their inmost heart that every thinggood
is from Him. Thus gifted with genuine wisdom and with true heavenly
life, happiness also, in a degree of which we .can form no conception,
is their inalienable portion; for happiness and wisdom always go
together, and both flow from the same eternal fountain, which is our
blessed Lord and Saviour. Such is the reward to him who ovurcotnes,
lIe exchanges the 'garden of his own delights for the paradise of Gall,
and the tree of knowledge for the tree of life.

,8, 9. We come now to consider another state of spiritual life, as
'represented by the second of the seven churches. And unto the angel of
.the church of S'1nyrna write; These thinqssaiih. the First and the Last,
''lello was dead, and is alive; I know thy works, and irilnilaiion, and
povel~ty (but thou art 'J'~ch), and I know the blasphenu] of them that say
they are Jews, and are not, but are the synagogue of Satan. The Ephe
sian church represents those who cultivate knowledge to the neglect
-of goodness ; the 'Smyrnian church describes those who cultivate good
ness to the neglect of knowledge. Both are one-sided and imperfect
characters. It is only by the union of the two elements that a true
character can be formed; and the more complete the union the 11101'e
perfect the character. Truth and goodness are never perfectly equal
and united in any man, nor perhaps in any angel. It is the duty of
the Christian to strive to unite them as perfectly as his finite and iU1
perfect nature will admit; only when this duty is ignored or neglected
is there cause for reproach. This reproach lies at the door of those
represented by the church of Smyrna, They acknowledge the neces
sity of cultivating a principle of goodness in the heart, but are com
paratively indifferent about truths of doctrine, conceiving that as good
is .the first essential of religion, it will excuse the absence of every
thing else.' True indeed it is that good is the first essential of religion.
It is, however, certain that without a union with truth there is no true
goodness. Outward acts of beneficence may be done from virtuous
motives, and kindly affections may be cherished in tho heart; but
unless the affections are guided by. tho light, and tho actions are
directed by the laws, of truth, they are not such as can be recognised
in heaven. When. the Lord said, " What God hath joined together let
'not man put asunder," an eternal Iaw of order which, in its spiritual

,sense, has reference to the marriage of goodness and truth, He made
110 reference to anyone particular manner of breaking this marriage
more than to another, whether by establishinc the tenet of faith alone

f' . I 0 ,or 0 charity a one, but He condemned the infringement of it in any
form and under any pretence whatever. The truth is that as faith
without charity is but natural knowledge, charity 'without faith is but
natural affection, and the actions that proceed from it are unspiritual,
a~~ .ther~fore unheavenly. As, however, most general states are
dIVISIble Into two particular states, the Smyrnians, in a more favour
able sense, represent those who earnestly desire to be in genuine
goodness, and, are anxious to possess a correct knowledce of Divine
tr~lth, but who for a time remain without it, in consequence of beinz
~Vlthout op~ortunities for instruction. From this cause their goodnes~
IS not genUIne, though capable of becoming so.

The character of the Smyrnians will be seen from the Lord's address
to them, both as He describes Himself and as He speaks of them. He
announces Himself to them as the First and the Last. This expresses
His infinity and eternity as to both the essentials of His Divine Es
sence, which are His Divine Love and Divine Wisdom. In this, as in
all the other addresses to the churches, how plainly does the Lord
Jesus C~rist exhibit Himself as the one Supreme and only God. ' The
terms FIrst and Last are only applicable to the Divine Essence itself
t~e life and source of all things. When He adds of Himself, as th~
FIrst al~d the ~ast,. that He was ~ead and is alive, He not merely
alludes, In the hlsto~Ical sel:se, to IllS de~t~l ~nd resurrection; spiritually
He refers to the denial of HIS supreme DIVInIty in the Christian Church
and to the restoration of this acknowledgment in His New Church'
where He will again live for ever in the hearts of her members in ali
the honours to ,v.hich.Re. is entitled. There is stilI another important
truth expressed III this title, one that corresponds to the exhortation
t~ the church in Smyrna: "Be thou faithful unto death, and I will
give .thee ~ Cr?Wll of life j" but this will come out more forcibly in con
nection with It. It appears, from the kindness which reizns throuzh
all t~e. Lord:s .address to the Smyrnians, that while their"goodness°is
unsplrItu.al, I~ ISnot hypocritical. .Though sincere, their virtue is not as
yet genume, In consequence of their not yet beinz grounded in zenuino
truth. On this account, after saying, U I k;ow thy ,vorl~ " tl
D

. . 0 b , ie
IVll~C opcn~\:er auus,. "anu tribulation and poverty;" which terms

describe the imperfection of their state from their good beilla not pure
because not united with pure truth. l'ruth purifies good as aOOd
exalts truth. Good without truth is as it were in a state ~f widow-

I)
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hood, and experiences the tribulation of a widowhood attendedwith
distresa and poverty.' 'I'he two terms, tribulation and poverty" ar,e
here, combined, one to express the absence of trnth, the other to indi
~ate' theconsequent imperfections in the state of goodness. ,It is added
in a parenthesis, Hbut thou art rich." At o~ce poor an.d rich, ~o?,r

in possession, rich in .Iove, Like the true widow, poor ll~ her ~ohtarl

ness rich in the love which yearns after an eternal union with the
absent 'P3trtne~ of her connubial life. When there is sincere love in
the heart there is a meetness for the reception of truth, which, after
the ten days' trial and the perseverance until death, afterwards 111en
tioned, will be unitedwith the good that is really lovedand desired, in)~art
to i~ a genuine quality, and qualify its possessor for the crown of Iife,
~ But there is a danger to which these yet unperfected ones are exposed,
which arises from a cause existing among themselves. "I know
the blasphemy of them which say they are Jews, and are not, but
are the synagogue of Satan." This answers very nearly in form,
and is in a great .measure a counterpart in sense, to what is said to the
church of Ephesus: "Thou hast tried them which say they are apostles
and are not, and hast found them liars." One church was in danger
of being seduced by false apostles, the other of being deceived by false
Jews. These are trials and dangers incident to their different states.
The apostles, we have seen, as the commissioned teachers of the truths
of the Gospel, mean, abstractly, those truths themselves which the
Gospel contains; so that pretended apostles are false doctrines that
claim to be true. Jews, as the descendants of Judah, represent not
merely those who teach the doctrines of the Church, but the Church
itself, as to the highest and most essential principle which constitutcs
it, ~~Q. .this is. the exalted principle of pl.lre love and goodness. As
pretended apostles are false principles that claim to be true; pretended
Jews are evil principles that claim to be good. Among those \V 110
make a profession of religion, no evil dare put forth such a clai 111

openly. An evil must call itself a good, and it must even claim the
SUpPO!t of Scripture. But as truth cannot countenance evil, the
truth must be falsified, or falsely interpreted, so as to make it seem to
t~~~h, or not to condemn, what is contrary to its own pure nature.
The falsification of truth i~ meant in the Word by blasphemy; so tho
Lord .speaks of,and warns the members of His Church against the
.blesphemy of them t~lp.t say they are J ews and are not, but are the
~Ylnagqg~e of Satan. To be the synagogue of Satan is to be in a
deeper and .atill more awful state of falsehood than to be liars. A
sYIl~goglle, as 'being the place among the J ews for religious instruction,

denotes the doctrines taught there; and its being the synagogue of
Satan implies a doctrine inspired from Satanic influence, a tissue of
false persuasions originating in evil lusts. As the Ephesians repre
sent those who make much account of the knowledges of truth, we see
a peculiar propriety in their being described as being tried by, and as
trying and detecting, the false doctrines meant by false apostles. And
as the Smymians represent those who regard good as all important,
without sufficiently cultivating the knowledge of truth which directs
it, we see a peculiar propriety in the Smyrnians being described as
being tried by evil that assumes the name and appearance of good.
Those who are principled in good, but are not sufficiently aware of the
value of truth, are liable to temptations which would make them believe
that good stands in no need of truth, and so by degrees to believe evil
to be good, and at length to confirm this perversion by direful false
persuasions; for when the light of truth is entirely withdrawn, the
greatest darkness must prevail as to what good really is. The import
ance of truth from the Word as a means of defence against and vic
tory over evil, is shown by the authority of the highest wisdom
and the sublimest example. When our Lord was tempted of the
Devil to do evil, He, in every temptation, repelled the tempter by
the power of Divine truth. Satan also on that memorable occasion
showed how truth' can be so falsified as to teach evil; for he also took
Scripture as the means of his assault.

10. The trials and temptations which our Lord endured, as a. means
of Ilis glorification, were the archetypes of such as His disciples must
hear as a means of their regeneration. All have to pass through the
same ordeal, for all have to overcome. But temptation, which is com
1110n to all, is different with each; for the nature of our trial is deter..
mined by the character of the evil or error which we have adopted or
to which we are prone, and through which the temptation comes.
The particular nature of the temptations required for perfecting the
state of those represented by the church of Smyrna, we learn from
the nature of the trials they are to suffer. Fear none oj those things
which thou shalt suffer: behold, the devil shall cast some oj you into
prison, that ye may be tried; and ye shall have tribulation ten days:
be thou faithful unto death, and I will give thee a .crown oj life• • . •
He tliat ooercomeili shall not be hurt of the seconddeath, We have
here a description of the regeuerative process through which those
must pass who have a sincere love of goodness, but who have no corre..
spending perception or even knowledge of truth, and who in con
sequence have fallen into the dangerous error ,of supposing that their
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untried and undisciplined goodness is sufficient for their salvation.
Salvation, like the church and heaven, is the union of goodness and
truth, of charity and faith., Before good can be united in our minds
with truth, a certain state of suffering is unavoidable, and this pre
cisely in the degree that we have confirmed any false or evil principle.
But if it requires a state of suffering to remove a false persuasion which
we have confirmed whilst we interiorly cherished a real desire for good
ness, much more must a state of suffering be requisite to eradicate any
evil which we,have made a part of our nature by love and practice.
We are apt to suppose that any false notion which we may have enter
tained on' any spiritual subject, may be relinquished without pain,
when we are convinced of the opposite truth; and we often imagine,
too, that when evil is desisted from in act, there is an end of it. "Ve
are in general little aware that everything that we confirm in our
minds acquires a positive form. there, and that in truth our principles
of love and corresponding faith, taken together, make up our whole
spiritual form, the shape and nature of every part of which depends
upon the quality of some principle of our affections and thoughts.
How. careful then.should we be what form we suffer our spiritual part
toassume, by watching over the character of the affections and thoughts,
of the principles of love and belief which insinuate themselves into
our minds, since whatever is thus introduced induces on our spiritual
organization a form suited to itself; and where a spiritual deformity is
thus induced, it cannot be rectified without a process of suffering.

Yet, whatever may be the state in this respect which any of us
may have reason to believe ourselves to be in, we ought not to be de
terred by the certainty of suffering from submitting to the process
needed for its correction. The question is, Do we really wish to be
healed ~ 'Are we earnestiy desirous to be brought into a state' of real
goodness ~ Is there a sincere affection for heavenly graces and virtues
in the inmost of our minds ~ If so, the language of Divine Love is,
"Fear not. Fear none of those things which thou shalt suffer."
Thewor¢ls imply, that where the state is such, the Lord will afford
inward support amply sufficient to counterbalance any privations
that may be experienced., Such encouragement the Lord is ever
imparting to those who venture to encounter temptations for the sake
of being brought nearer to Him. It is written repeatedly in His
Word for' our comfort in temptation; and when we are entering on
the states to which it applies, it is intended that wo should take it
for our support. To all, therefore, to whom any view of the inrooted
evil and false principles has been opened, and to whom, if they con-

suIted their own feelings alone, the view would be attended with
despair, the Lord says, "Fear none of those things which thou shalt
suffer."

The Divine Exhorter proceeds to say, "Behold, the devil shall cast
some of you into prison, that ye may be tried; and ye shall have
tribulation ten days:" This is manifestly descriptive of a state of
temptation which must be undergone to remove from those who are
inwardly in a principle of good, but whose good is not pure because
connected with false persuasions, those false notions which they be
fore thought of little consequence, but of the pernicious nature of
'which they are now sensible. To beIn prison is to be in a state in
which the mind, though in the love of good, is not yet possessed of
the truth which makes it free. This, however, would be no state of
temptation unless there was a sense of bondage and a desire for
"liberty. It is when this sense and desire are awakened that there is
a state of temptation. So long as the mind is content with its state
there is no trial. Trial indicates, therefore, a change of state. Self
satisfaction has been succeeded by self-distrust, if not by self-abhorrence.
In this state it is the inward good which, having too long neglected
the truth which would have given it freedom of action, finds itself im
prisoned by the errors. that have gradually gathered and at last closed
around it. The mind wishes to be at liberty to dowhat is good, and to
think what is true and in agreement with the good it loves, but is
unable to have a perception of it, and is held involuntarily in thoughts
of an opposite kind; so it secma to itself to bo nothing but evil, and
to be so occupied with thoughts of evil that it appears as if it can
never be otherwise. This is effected by the agency of evil spirits,
who, in states of temptation, are permitted to exert such influence.
This they would not be suffered to do, were there not in the tempted
one evil or false principles in agreement with those infused by the
tempters, but the malignity of which he never would have seen but
for the exaggerations with which they are now accompanied, and
which are continued till the utmost abhorrence is excited. Thus it is
that their removal is effected. It is said that the tribulation should
continue ten days. This cannot mean just such a measure of time_;
nor indeed any natural period. The duration of temptations or of any
other condition of mental experience is not measured by days but by
states, and these are spiritually meant by days. Tho number ten is
used to express all or much, and here, as much as is requisite to pro
duce the desired result. The desired result in the present case is, that
truth may be added and united to goodness, And ten means all
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truths, especially those revealed and contained in the ten command
ments, 'vhich are a summary of all the truths of the Word, and are
themselves called the ten words (Ex. xxxiv. 28). 'The duration of
temptation depends on the readiness or reluctance with which we are
brought to part with the evil or false principles which it is the design
of temptation to remove j for these can only be removed by the Lord
'when we are willing to relinquish them. N or is this willingness
acquired at once; or by one temptation. Like Pharaoh, we are often
willing while under the immediate pressure of calamity, but, like him,
relapse when the trial is overpast, As with him so with every other;
the temptation must be.renewed till self-will is so far subdued as to
consent to the Divine command. It is only, however, the Lord's people
that are made sincerely and permanently willing in the day of His po,ver,
because it is only they who are disposed to be "fai~hful unto death."
In the literal sense this precept inculcates the necessity for those who
have entered on a spiritual life to continue in it to the end of their
days, when their state is made up, and what it then is it will continue
to be to eternity. But when faithfulness unto death is required of us,
as the means of obtaining a complete victory over evil, the meaning is,
that we are not to yield, or forego our trust in the Lord, till everything
in us that occasions the temptation, by affording a door for evil
spirits to enter, is dead,-till death has passed on all the cupidities
and falsities which form the life of our natural minds, We should
cheerfully submit to the death of those dreadful lusts that con
stitute the life of the "old man," being ready with the apostle to die
daily. ' So dying we shall find life,-a life Immeaeurably surpassing in
excellence and in delight that which we lay down. Considered
in connection with this, how expressive and encouraging is the Lord's
designation of Himself, "who was dead, and is alive." For the
Lord Himself laid down the life of His maternal humanity and touk
up the life of His paternal Humanity. In all points He was tempted
as we are. He was made perfect through sufferings. And His suffer
ings. were endured for our sake. "For in that He Himself hath
suffered being tempted, He is able to succour them that are tempted.'
(Heb. ii. 18).

,As the reward of submitting to death, the Lord promises, not life
only, but the crown of life. This expression is used particularly in
reference to the state of those who are in good but not ill correspond
ing truths, and is meant to imply, that when we submit to be stript of
our false persuasion, and of everything that degrades and obscures the
mind, truth will be -united to our goodness, and we shall possess

everything requisite to our true happiness. Crowns, as being worn
by kings, are emblems of that wisdom which should be the characteristic
of those who govern. The precious stones with which they are en
riched and adorned are emblematical of truths frOID the Word of which
wisdom is composed, and the gold in which they are set is an emblem
of that heavenly love in which truths should be grounded, and with
out which they cannot be constituent of true wisdom. The Divine
_~.!~~9:t:!~?R~~_~.!.!t_~~es-!?~ying,"He that overcometh shalI'"";ot
be hurt of the second death." He who resists. the evil loves and false
persuasions of the natural mind, and overcomes the temptations which
would lead him to submit to their domination, will for ever, not only
be free from their power, but will hold them in subjection. He 'who
thus undergoes the first death, or the death of his selfhood, will be
secure from the second death, or the death of his soul. This is the
only prize worthy of our most anxious exertions. It should be our
constant care, by attending to the instruction here afforded us, to
escape the second death, and to prepare ourselves to receive from the
hand of our Saviour the crown of life.

12. The address to the church of Pergamos opens to our view
another phase of the Christian life and experience, but' one intimately
related to those already considered, especially the last. To the angel
of the ellurcli in Perqamos write j These things saiil: He that hath the
sharp sword with two edges.' The church of Pergamos represents
those who live in the outward practice of good works, but are not in
genuine trnth, and are sometimes not very solicitous, provided good
works be done, what the motive is from which they proceed.' The
difference between the church of Pergamos and the church of
Smyrna is this. Those of Smyrna are more in the love of what is
good, those of Pergamos are more in the practice of 'vhat is good.
Both are deficient in regard to the knowledge and understanding of
truth. Too little importance is attached to the acquisition of truth.
Religious truth is very commonly regarded as consisting of dogmas
that are simply to be believed, or to be matters of opinion, the
very consideration of which has a tendency to disturb the faith
and distract the mind. But truth, properly considered, is the
counsellor and the guide of goodness, Truth may even be called
the eye of the mind. A good disposition without truth is blind
impulse ; a good act without truth is blind beneficence. And
while solitary good, both in disposition and in act, is unwise in
its aims and objects, and therefore always imperfect and often mis
chievous in its effects, it is in itself marred by the natural infirmities
of the heart and mind. Good actions, to be really such, must flo,v from
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a purified heart, and be guided by an enlightened mind. If the heart
is. unpurified, outward deeds or' benevolence are little better than
acts of ostentation. To show that we must take truth with us
to regulate our deeds of beneficence, and to show that unless this be
done our seeming goodness will not stand the searching po\ver of
Divine, truth, 'but, when we and our works appear before it for judg
ment, will be scattered and dispersed, leaving us naked and destitute to
receive' condemnation, the Lord, in addressing such, describes Himself
as' He that hath the sharp two-edged sword. That which the Lord has
is "the sword of the Spirit, which is the Word of God " (Eph. vi. 17).
"For the Word of God is quick and powerful, and sharper than
any two-edged sword, piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul
and spirit, and of the joints and marrow, and is a discerner of the
thoughts and intents of the heart" (Heb, iv, 12). This is certainly
a most striking description of the po\ver of Divine truth w hen really
received in the mind ; of the manner in which it distinguishes, when
temptations come / on, between what in us is of the Lord and
what is of ourselves; and of the dispersion by it of everything
that is not of heavenly origin. But why is the two-edged
sword of the Lord, as an emblem of His Divine truth, mentioned
here, in relation to those who make little account of truth, but who
depend entirely on their good works 1 For this very reason. The
sword of the Lord, as the emblem of His Divine truth, indicates to
those who think to be saved by works alone that these are not
sufficient; that truth must be combined with good in order to render
it genuine; and to show that unless they proceed from a purified will

, and an enlightened understanding, they cannot bear the strict scru tiny
which Divine truth as a penetrating sword will exercise upon thorn,
scattering them by its presence; cutting us asunder, and appointing us
a portion with the hypocrites. This is the result to those who resist
the Lord's truth. But this' is not the purpose of its operation. 'The
sword of the Lord's truth is intended for our defence and de
liverance. Its true and saving use is to divide what Satan has united,

.to break up the confederacy of sin, to separate from our ,"goodness and
.truth" the evil and error that may be adhering to them through our
fault or infirmity. Such a state prevailed at the time our Lord came
into the' world, and then, as is always the case in similar circumstances,
with everyone at ease in Zion. . The mind was Iulled into a state of
-false security. Our Lord therefore declared that 1-1e had even COU10

not to send' peace but a sword, and that henceforth the membel'S of
man's spiritual house should be divided against each other. This is the
warfare that the Lord desires to raise up, a warfare and division, not

among men, but within them. The sword and the conflict are those of
which the apostle speaks. "For though we walk in the flesh, we do not
war after the flesh: for the weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but
mighty through God to the pulling down of strongholds j casting down
imaginations, and every high thing that exalteth itself against the know
ledge of God,and bringing into captivity everythought to the obedience
of Christ" (2 Cor. x, 3-5). The sword in fact is an emblem of truth as,
in temptation, it opposes our corruptions, moral and intellectual, vindi
catinsr whatever within us is good and heavenly, and separating from
them: whatever is evil and earthly. The present imagery teaches this
further necessary truth and gives this encouraging assurance. The sword
is the Lord's. It is He that fights for us. 'I'hat assurance, so often
repeated to Israel in their carnal warfare, that God would subdue their
enemies, is the promise to the Christian that not in his own strength,
but in the Lord's might, he overcomes the foes of his own household.

13. The first words addressed to this church, as to all the others,
in relation to its own state is, " I know thy works." .As the church of
Pergamos represents those who trust to works alone for salvation, and
who regard them as the .. only necessary elements of the Christian
character, it may be useful to advert for a moment to this subject.
Weare liable to think of works as they appear to us, as consisting of
actions, and to conclude that if men are to be judged by their works,
works of the same kind will secure for all who perform them the same
reward. This is a serious mistake. In regard to other men's works
we see but the outward appearance, but the Lord looks upon the
heart, He sees every most subtle emotion of tho heart, oven the
most varying suggestion of the thoughts, which have place before tho
act is done, and which embody themselves in its. performance, .And
the reason JIe judges man, not from his heart alone, or from his
thoughts alone, or from both together, but from his works, is, because
the purposes of the heart and the thoughts of the mind are not com
plete till they enter into some act. The act includes every affection
and thought that concur in producing it, and the eye of Omniscience
takes in the whole, and much that the mind itself is unconscious of.
It is to imply that man's fate is not determined by his Maker from any
separate part, but from his whole' being, that it is so often said that he
shall be judged according to his works, It is also to apprize us that
we are thus entirely. known to our God, from our most concealed
1110tivos of action to the actions themselves, that the Lord prefaces 11is
address to each of the churches, by saying, I know thy 'UJo1·1cs. In
the present instance this admonition is accompanied by another, not
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less calculated to awaken serious reflections in the attentive miud,
The Divine Speaker proceeds to Eay~ And where thou dioellesi.
Where we dwell, or amongst whom we live, is of little moment,
except so far as we may suffer these external circumstances to influence
onr minds, either by inclining them towards, or withdrawing them
from, things of greater importance. Where do we spiritually dwell ~

This is an all-important question. We spiritually dwell and find our
home where our ruling love is. This determines our dwelling in
eternity-in heaven if. the ruling affection be good, in hell if it be evil.
Even while we live in this world we are in one or other of these-in
the kingdom of light or the kingdom of darkness. The Lord knows
where we are, in what state we are, what is our prevailing love. "I
know where thou dwellest." Solemn is this assurance. Yet, how
seldom and lightly may we think of it! Whilst we live here, enjoy-

.ing perhaps the outward pleasures of life, and gratifying, it may be, all
the desires of the natural mind, we are willing to find excuse for our
irregularities, or at least to conceal them from the eyes of the world,
And while doing this we are often blind oursel yes to the real nature
of our dominant love, and think indulgence allowable, or counter
balanced bysome outwardlygood deeds that save our worldly reputation,
though they cannot save our soul. If this is our state, we are inwardly
bound to our like in the kingdom of darkness where in spirit we dwell.
Although we would gladly avoid the ultimate and eternal consequences,
it will be impossible unless we timely repent. The Lord, who knows
where we dwell, would willingly rescue us from the abode of misery,
but He can only do so in agreement with the laws prescribed by Ilis
own Divine Order, which are immutable, and which require the sinner
to desist from the practice of such evils as are the offspring of an evil
love, and resist the evil love itself with devout aspirations for Divine
assistance. If this is a consideration that tends to act upon our
natural fears, and to prompt us merely from a regard to our own
interest to flee in time from' the dark caverns which are the proper
ab~de of every concupiscence, the same Divine assurance, that the
Lord kno'ws where we dwell, is equally adapted to afford us encourage
m~nt after we have seriously set our affections on higher things, and to
prevent us from being overwhelmed by any of the difficulties which
may at any time oppose our progress. If our inmost desires are really
occupied with heavenly things, the abode of our spirit is in heaven;
and though there nlay be much that requires to be removed in the
external mind before we are qualified for our heavenly country, yet
there, we may be assured, our home reallyis, Temptatious may have

to be endured, and various anxieties may distress us while under them;
still there is our home; and if we look steadfastly to the Captain of our
salvation, and follow His leading, there we shall assuredly come at last.

Tcmptatious must come through the serious errors with which
the church of Pergamos is charged, and as a means of removing then).
It is said of them that their dwelling is icliere Sutan's seat is, or. more
correctly, where his throne is. Satan is a word that means an
adversary. This name is applied to evil spirits, collectively called Satan
and the Devil, chiefly in reference to their opposition to the Lord's
Divine truth, and as the origin of all falsehood and infidelity j as the
term Devil is applied to evil spirits in reference to their opposition to
the Lord's Divine goodness, and as the origin of all evil and malignity.
Where mention is made in Scripture of the Devil and his operations,
the subject treated of is evil lusts ; and where mention is made of
Satan, the subject treated of is false persuasions; and both of these as
excited by evil spirits. When, therefore, mention is here made of the
throne of Satan, it means where false persuasions of the most
destructive nature bear sway, It is plain, however, that although they
of Percamos are said to dwell where Satan's throne is, or where

b .

destructive false persuasions bear rule, it does not mean that they are
themselves principled in such persuasions, because it is immediately
added, that they hold fast the Lord's name, and have not denied his
faith, which they must have done if they were principled in such
destructive opinions.. The meaning, therefore, is, that those who are
in the practice of good works without being in truths of doctri~le, are
surrounded by those who are in such dangerous errors, and are them
selves in a state of great obscurity, and are exposed in consequence to
severe trials and temptations. But while surrounded by error and
darkness, they still have that which preserves them in communion
with their Saviour, and enables Him to sustain them in their tempta
tions. Thou holdest fast My name, and hast not denied .J£yfaith.
The name of the Lord always means His nature j and His nature is
Divine Love and Divine Wisdom, or Divine Goodness and Divine
Truth.. In the highest sense the Lord's name means His Divine
Humanity · for in· His Humanity the Divine nature dwells: in His
Humanity God is known, and in it God is the object of love and faith
and, therefore, of worship. When it is said of those represented by the
church of Pergamos that they hold fast the Lord's name, it means that
those who make good works the essential of religion and doctrine, are
in the Lord's Divine sphere of Love and Wisdom, and in the interior
acknowledgment of His Divine Humanity, although they-may be in
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possession of but few truths respecting Him. And when it is added
that they do not deny His faith, it im plies that they do not lose their
reverence for His Divine Word, which is the source of all faith to those
who study it, and who in consequence retain a dependence on and
trust in the Lord. By way of further commendation, it is said, that
they hold fast the Lord's name, and had not denied His faith, even in
the days wherein Ant/pas was 'Jny faithful maripr, uilio was slain
among YOM where Satan dtoelleth: A.ntipas is said to have suffered
martyrdom in the reign of Domitian, in the early days of Christianity,
for testifying his faith in the Divinity and saving power of Jesus
Christ. Therefore he is here mentioned, not merely in commemoration
of him as an individual man, but as a type of the faith which acknow
ledges the Divinity of the Lord's Humanity, 'I'hose who hold the
Lord's name and do not deny His faith, even in the days in which
Antipas is His martyr, are those who are really principled in good works,
and are therefore faithful to their Lord even whilst the Divinity of
His Humanity is generally denied, as is very much the case at
the present day. For not only is the Lord Jesus believed to be as to
His Divinity personally distinct from the Father, but His human
nature is supposed 'to be finite, like the body of an ordinary man, made
spiritual by the resurrection from the dead!

14, 15. While those whose character we have endeavoured to describe
are preserved within the sphere of the Divine protection, they are yet
more or less in the errors into which those who view the whole of re
ligion as consisting in good works are apt to fall. These are meant by
the charges brought against the ch urch of Pergumos, B id I have a
feu) things against thee, because tluni hast there iltcni that hold the
doctrine of Balaam, iolu: taught Balac to cast a stul1~blingblock before
the children of Israel, to eat things sacrificed unto idols, and to coin
mit fornication. l'he Scripture account of Balaam is a singular one.
A magician and soothsayer of Mesopotamia, he appears to have studied
occult sciences merely as a profession, and to have been ready to em
ploy his skill in agreement with the wishes of any employer, He was
therefore sent for by the king of Moab to impede the march of the
Israelites by his incantations. The Lord interferea in a miraculous
manner so as to convert his intended curse into a blessing, and BalaUlll
himselfseemed willing to concur in it. Yet when the Divine influence
under which he acted was over, he endeavoured to frustrate his own
prediction. He counselled Balac to proceed with subtlety, and by the
fascinations of the young Moabitish women to allure the sons of Israel
to idolatry. In this he succeeded, and the result was a plague which

destroyed many thousands of the people. From this circumstance
those who belong to the Lord's Church, which Israel typified, may
learn this most important lesson, that they never can be hurt by the
devices of their spiritual foes, even by the powers of darkness, except
by their own consent. According to the history, it appears, therefore,
that the Israelites trespassed by worshipping the idol gods of the
Moabitos, offering them sacrifices, and contracting unlawful connections
with the Moabitish women. But how does this apply to the present
case 1 How can Christians be said to hold the doctrine of Balaam or
to be seduced by his counsels 1 Because those who are in good with
out truth are easily seduced by those who are in truth without good.
Ignorant simplicity is no match for ingenious wickedness. Truth is
the necessary protector of goodness. The simplicity of the dove must
be supplemented by the 'wisdom of the serpent. Yet it is because
unenlightened good is tainted with evil that it is liable to be seduced.
And the Israelites were seduced through the allurements of the
Moabitish women, to teach us that those very affections which exist
in connection with natural goodness are the channels through which
natural goodness is allured to the commission of evil. The Moabites
represented those who cherish good or kind affections from a natural
origin, as from birth or natural constitution. Such good is never real,
being unconnected with spiritual considerations, and defiled by
admixture with evils, which are glossed over by bland and iu
sinuating manners. To eat of things offered to the Moabitish idols is
to worship God from natural affections alone. This is not Divine
worship. The worship of 'God is tho adoration of the Supreme 'Good
HCSS, and tho exaltation of that goodness into tho suprcruo allcction of
the heart. This alone is true worship, Worship from natural
affection alone is Moabitish worship, To think to worship God from
natural affection alone, and to think to do good without desistinc from
evil, is the error into which those who suppose that the all of salvation
depends on good works without taking any concern about doctrine,
are liable to fall; and from which nothing can effectually secure them
but such a share of the light of truth as may serve to point out what
good works really are, and to caution them against mistaking for good
works the fruits of a merely natural disposition. Another error to which
persons who think the whole of religion consists in the practice of good
works are liable is, thatthey merit heaven by the good which they do.
This is the error condemned under the name of the doctrine of the
.Nicolaitanea: wherefore tho Lord says, So liast thou also the doctrine
of the Nicolaitanes; which thing I hate. These Nicolaitanes denote
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those who entirely separate charity and faith, and who regard
the works done by men as having merit in them, This is a mis
take common to all who separate faith and charity, whether they
think to be saved by faith alone or by charity alone. When once
charity and faith, or good and truth, are separated, neither is from the
Lord; and whether we hold the doctrine of good separate from truth,
or truth separate from good,-whether we think to be saved by faith
alone ~r by works alone, we regard works as meritorious. Both
Roman Catholics and Protestants entertain this opinion; and on this
same ground one church maintains, and the other rejects, works as
means of salvation. Genuine truth teaches that everything really
good and true is from the Lord; and although it instructs us also that
we have power to abstain from evil and do good as of ourselves, yet it
teaches that this very power is of God alone, and is imparted to us every
moment, "There then is the merit 1 To claim merit for what God
gives us both the will and the po\ver to do, is to claim for ourselves
what is the Lord's.

16. It is in consideration of the two fatal mistakes to which those
are liable who ascribe the power of salvation to works alone, that the
Lord says to the church of Pergamos, Repent ; or else I ioill comeunto
thee quickly, and 'will fight against thee toith. the sword of 11£y mouth:

. From this we are taught the necessity of departing from the notion
that good works, without regard to their motive, can secure salvation;
and are informed that unless Divine truth, which is the sword of the
Lord's mouth, be received and employed by us to correct our errors
and oppose our evils, it will come against us, and separate us from the
kingdom of righteousness, which we mistakenly supposed might be
attained without it. Let us ever remember that the Lord does not
fight against us, but only against that in us which is opposed to His
truth, and therefore to our true and eternal interests; and that it is
~nly when we so identify these with ourselves that they cannot be
separated from us, that the sword which was intended to fall upon
and separate our corruptions from us, falls upon ourselves, and separates
us .eternally from God, the only Good and the only True, who can
have no communion with evil and falsehood.

17. If, however, we attend to the Divine admonition, and remove
evil and error, and unite truth with our good, and steadily and
diligently practise good works under its enlightened and holy in
~uence, we are instructed that a very exalted state of heavenly glory
IS before us; for the Lord says, To him. that ouercomeih toil! I !live to
eat of the hidden manna, and will give hint a ioliite stone, and in the

stone a new name 'written, wldch no rnan knoweth saving he that l't!

ceioeili it. By these words we are instructed, that he who learns
truths and applies them to life, and who thus makes the performance
of good works his ruling object, and does them from a purified heart
and an enlightened understanding, will become after death an in
habitant of the highest heaven. Manna is emblematical of a principle
of the purest love with its accompanying wisdom, descending from the
Lord. For those whose good works have been united to truths of
doctrine, come in the other life into the highest wisdom, But theirs
is hidden wisdom ; not the wisdom of the memory, nor even of the
intellect, but of the heart and inner life j not the wisdom that is drawn
up like water from the well, but the wisdom that springs up like water
from the fountain, ever living and ever active. Besides the hidden
~11anna, there is the white stone. Where there is real good in the heart,
It eagerly looks out for, and claims as its own, such truth as is adapted
to promote its ends; and all real truth gives its testimony' to the
excellence of snch good. Truth is the law of life; and the perfect
character is formed by having the law written in the heart. "I will
put My law in their inward parts, and write it in their hearts' and
will be their God, and they shall be My people. And they shall nomore
teac~, for they shall all know" (Jer. xxxi. 33, 34). It is in reference
to this character of them, as having the law of God, or the truths of
the Holy Word, written in their hearts, and not laid up in the
memory, that on the stone a new name was written which no man
knoweth saving he that receiveth it; which plainly means the newness
of character, which those who are in the practice of good works will
acquire, when their good is united to truth, and their works are done
from the spirit and not from the flesh, and in the spirit and not in the
letter. It is from this inward reception of the truth that the writinc
of the law upon the heart is called the new covenant,-not new a~
regards the law, but new as regards the place it occupies. The law,
formerly written on the memory, now engraven on the heart, has in it
a new name, a new character. It is no longer a rule of action, b~t a
principle of life. It 110 longer imposes an outward duty, but gives an
inward delight; for all true happiness arises from inward conformity
with God, and the more complete this conformity is the more perfect
the happiness. This happi.ness no man knows but he who has in
wardly received it in the pure law of truth.

18. The church of Thyatira, which we now come to consider, de
scribes a phase of the religious character vory different from those
which have already come under our notice. In the church of
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Ephesus we ha~~ those who 'lay great stress upon doctrine, but are not
equally solicitous about love and life: in the church of Smyrna we
have those who give the palm to love, but who are not sufficiently
careful' to acquire' the truih which should direct it; and in the church
of Pergamoawaheve those who lightly esteem both love and truth,
and are of those who' think" he can't be ,vrong whose life is in the
right." Briefly, the first three churches represent those who are in
faith, alone, in charity alone, and in works alone. The church of
Thyatira symbolizes those in whom these three are united; strictly, those
who' are in: faith grounded incharity, and in whom, in consequence,
the Inner and 'outer man are in a state of conjunction. It is true there
is a danger to which' even these are exposed; but those who over
come the error which conceals the danger, may with propriety be
held up as examples of what we all should be most solicitous to obtuin.~

--..,?' Jesus thus announces Hilllself to the chur~~"?!,,.'!]!ya.tiftl.~-'·:T1W8et<-:'·

th'ings saith. the Son of God, wh~ 7~C!:.fZt"Hi8~-eyefr'like unto a flame of
fire, and His . eet~~&.""lJ'1Y:l88~'~""The Lord appears to everyone
uccordingto~~llthis principle lIe describes IIiulself
variously to the churches. 1'0 the church of Thyatira He introduces
Himself as the Son of God, because this is especially the name of His
Divine Humanity. For the Son of God does not mean an eternally
begotten Son, whom some regard as a second person of the Trinity.
The human nature, or the man, born of the Virgin Mary was the Son
of God, because God was His Father; so that even froIII conception
Jesus was the Son of God and His only begotten. But He was the
Son of God, and of God alone, as being no longer the SOIl of l\fary,
when He was glorified, for IIo rose fr0111 tho dead "withu Humanity not
only begotten but born of God, that is, re-born; for the L01'll, as a
man, was glorified as we are regenerated. A.sour re-birth makes us sons
of God, the Lord's re-birth, made Him the Son of God. As we, by re
generation, put off the old man and put on the new, Jesus, by glorifica
tion, put off all the infirm and finite humanity He derived from His
human mother, and put on the perfect and infinite humanity from His
Divine Father. What is wholly from God must be wholly Divine.
Therefore that which the Lord now has is a Divine Humanity, which
is truly the Son of God. It is this Humanity whose eyes are as a
flame of fire, and whose feet are as fine brass. His eyes are His infinite
wisdom, the fire is His infinite love. His eyes are not said to be like
fire, but like a flame of fire; for His wisdom proceeds from His love as
flame arises from fire. " The eyes of the Lord run to and fro through
the whole earth" (Zec. iv, 10) j for His '\ViSUOIU sees and provides for

all the states of mankind, And so also " His eyes behold, His eyelids
try the children of men" (Ps. xi. 4); for the Lord's wisdom sees,
th;t He may remove, evil as well as provide good. But the Lord's
feet are mentioned as well as His eyes. As the Lord's eyes are the
symboIs of His wisdom, His feet are the symbols of His po,:er, 'or ?f
what in Scripture is' called His way. "The Lord hath HIS ,vay In
the whirlwind and in the storm, and the clouds are the dust of His
feet" (Nahum i, 3). But wherever it is, the ,yay of the Lord is
perfect (Ps. xviii. 30). His feet are like fine brass. Pure goodness
is the characteristic of all the Divine operations. When, therefore, it
is said of the Son of God that His eyes are as a flame of fire, and His
feet are like fine brass, the meaning is, that the Lord's wisdom. is the
omniscience of love, and His power is the omnipotence of pure good..
ness. But we are to regard the Lord's description of Himself, not so
much as it relates to Him personally, as to the church which is
addressed. And from the meaning of the characteristics by which the
Lord describes Himself to the church of Thyatira, we see how beauti
fully His address is adapted to the persons this church represents.
As we have stated, it represents those who are inwardly in faith
derived from charity, and outwardly in a corresponding life. These
have no longer a law in their members warring against the law of
God in their mind: this mind and their members are now' in harmony,
the members doing what the mind commands. Such being the
characteristics of the persons addressed, we see how appropriately the
Lord announces Himself to them as the Author of the loving wisdom
which is the ruling principle of their minds, find of the unalloyed
gOOtlllCSS which is the practice ..of their lives. For 'vhen the Lord
announces Himself as He whose eyes are like a flame of fire, He
intimates, in the expressive language of correspondence, that all faith
grounded in charity is derived from Him alone, in whom infinite
Wisdom is united with infinite Love; and when lIe adds that His feet
are like fine brass, He apprises us that a good outward life in agree..
ment with good inward principles is from Him also. He is to us eyes
to see and feet to walk, Weare wise by His Wisdom, loving by His
Love, righteous by His Righteousness. The Lord is all this to us when:
faith and charity are united in our minds, and works of faith and'
charity are the habitual practice of our lives. . .

19. The particulars which the Lord notices in His address to such
persons will enable us to discern ,thoir character still more clearly, and
see 'what we must do to realize it ourselves. He says to them, I know
thy 'works, and charity, and service, and faith, and thy patience, and

E
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thy uorks J' and the last to be more than the first. This language is so
plain that it seems to require no explanation, and not to admit of a
spiritual interpretation. There is, however, a natural and a spiritual
principle in all things; and therefore there is a natural and a spiritual
meaning in all the terms by which they are expressed. 'I'he natural
man has a natural idea of that to which the spiritual man attaches a
spiritual idea. . For there is natural and there is spiritual charity, and
service.iand faith, and patience, and works. It is obvious that they
are here to be understood in their spiritual character, as they exist in
greater or less perfection in the minds of the faithful; and in this aspect
we are to regard them. Charity is love to the neighbour, but all love
to the neighbour is not charity. Charity is disinterested love. "If ye
love them which love you, what thank have ye~ for sinners also love
those that love them" (Luke vi. 32). Yet there is a sense in which
all neighbourly love is charity. In the purely spiritual sense good
from the Lord is our neighbour. Accordingly the Lord, who is Good
ness itself, is in the highest sense our Neighbour, and is to be loved
supremely. But it has a more practical form. Charity, as exercised
towards each other, is the love of what is good in each other j and as
all good is from the Lord, charity is the love of God in Ulan. Hence
our Lord said, "Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of
these My brethren, ye have done it unto 1\1e" (Mabt, xxv. 40). This
is spiritual charity-e-tc love what is good in men, whatever their
creed or country, their rank or character. On this principle we can
love our enemies as well and as sincerely as our friends; for in this
way we love what is good in our enemies, and do not love evil in our
frie~d8. . This is the charity which the Lord approvingly knows. He
also knows our service. This, properly, means ministry, J\Iinisters
and servants are distinguished in the Word, and have a distinct
meaning. Ministers are those who act from the promptings of good
ness, and servants are those who act from the dictates of truth. 'The
Lord says, "Whosoever would be great alllong you, let him be your
minister, and whosoever would be chief alllong you, let him be your
servant.' This is not~a distinction without a difference; for it relates
to those who serve. the Lord from a principle of good in the will , and
those who serve from a principle of truth in the understanding. Thus,
the charity which the Lord commends is the spiritual love of goodness
which reigns interiorly in the mind of the regenerate man ; and
the ministry which He commends in connection with it, is the
practice of the good which is loved. The same relation exists be
tween faith and patience. Faith refers to that enlightened perception

of truth 'which, in the state here referred to, illuminates the interior
of the understanding; and patience is that resigned confidence which is
outwardly exercised and experienced when the Christian yields him
self up, without any solicitude as to the event to the leadinzs of the
L d" . 'b. or s providence. So again, 'when works are twice mentioned the same
distinction is observed. Works always belonz to the outward life or

. 0'
are expressrvo of active life. But there is this distinction in the
present case. The first works are those which are done in the be
ginning of reg:ueration, from a motive of simple obedience; and the
last works, which are more than the first, are those that follow when
the mind is inwardly opened, and works are performed from motives
of love and charity, and are thus filled with heavenly principles.

20. As the other churches we have considered, so of the church of
T!lyat.ira, cOl~ll1endation is followed by admonition and warning.
J:.. otioithstandinq, I have a few things against thee, because thou suffereet
that uioman Jezebel, iolcich. calletli herself a prophetess, to teach and to
seduce. J'Iy serva~tl? to.commit fornication, and to eat things sacrificed
uuio 'tdoIs. TIllS senous charge is not to be understood as broucht
against all indiscriminately who belong to this church. .As a collec
ti ve body they are to be considered as having such wicked pretenders
am~ng them., from whose contagious influence they require to be
delivered, either by the reformation or separation of its corrupted
members. That the censures and denunciations which follow are
not intended for those good membel'S w hose state is first described
is evident from. its bein? afterwards said, "But unto you I say, and
un~o the rest III Thyatira, as n1any as have not this doctrine, and
which have not known the depths of Satan, as they speak; I will
put U~Oll you nO~le other burden. But that which ye have already hold
fast till I come. Nor therefore to those 1Vho are in charity faith, . ,
and good works does the charge of .listening to the woman J ezebe1
apply, but to a class who have no just claim to so excellent
a character. '1'11e literal sense speaks of the woman Jezebel : but the
spiritual sense knows nothing of any individual woman, nor does it
treat of those natural evils of which this woman J ezebel is here said
to be the author. That the woman J ezebel, as introduced into this
prophetic book, cannot mean any particular woman must be evident.
It is equally clear that she must be the symbol of some destructive
principle which seeks admission into the human mind and 'when
ndmit~ed, strives to turn it, by its delusive insinuations, from the true
,vorsh~p of. the Lorl1. And if this is meant by this prophetic J ezebel,
the historical Jezebel, though a real person', must have been a
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representative character, a living type of the same destructive
principle. The principle of which J ezebel was tho type is in exact
contrast to that which the true Thyatirian represents; for every right
principle is tempted and tried by that which is exactly opposed
to it. : .rhe church of Thyatira represents those "rho are in fuith
grounded in charity; J ezebel represents faith entirely separated from
charity, and, understood of persons, those who are Solifidians both
in doctrine and practice, who maintain that if faith saves, evil does

. not condemn. In fact, J ezebel, as being the wife of Ahab, the
wicked king of Israel, and described as stirring him up to the C01l1

mission of crimes which rendered his reign infamous, represents more
especially those evil lusts of the natural mind, the delights of which
bear' a man away' to the practice of sin, and cause him intellectually
to adopt the soothing lie that he nlay be saved by faith; thus she
represents the delight of evil as the prompting cause of a dead and
corrupting faith. How aptly this wicked queen represented a
principle so destructive of everything that constitutes the Church, was
represented by her seizing, through violence and deceit, the vineyard
of Naboth; and how destructive of every truth of the "Tord, and of the
Word itself, was represented by her killing the prophets who represented
the truths and doctrines of they\Tord, and her seeking the death of Elijah ,
who represented the Word itself! Her whole history "was a type of the
character and doings of unbridled cupidity acting under the shadow of
religion, and her dismal end of the terrible consequences of such a state
adopted in principle and confirmed by practice. The J ezebel of the Book
of Revelation is in some respects different from her of the Book of Ki ngs,
There is nothing said of Ahab's queen calling herself a prophetess. 1)1'0

phets, asjust observed, represent the doctrines of truth derived from tho
Word; and also those who teach them, and all who aro principled in
them. When, therefore, J ezebel, as a type of those 'vho are in faith
alone, grounded in the delight of natural love, is called a prophetess,
the meaning is, that they affirm this to be the true doctrine of the
Church. When she is said to teach and to seduce the Lord's
servants, the meaning is, that those w ho might be principled in the
truth are thus carried a,vay and led to regard w hat is false as true, and
"·Wh~"t ,is goo"das evil; the teaching of J ezebel having refere~lce to the

~C~~Q~r~:t.l:~~7:~~::~~:~;;:~S~~:
truths of the Word themselves. And to what were they led by the
exercise .upon them of this seduction 1 1'0 commit fornication and
to. eat things sacrificed .to idols.. 'I'his sarno charge is brought ngninst
the/church of~. That church was misled by Ilulanm, this by

. ~ yV\O~
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J ezebel ; that was assailed through the th oughts, this through the
passions; that was led first to idolatry, and then to fornication;
this was led first to fornication, and then to idolatry; for the same
reason, that with one class of persons false teachers corrupt the
passions through the thoughts, 'with another they seduce the thoughts
through the passions. We formerly explained the meaning of these
t,YO sins. Marriage, we have seen, is the union of goodness and
truth; fornication is the conjunction of truth and evil. To eat things
sacrificed to God is to receive into the heart good which truth has
sanctified; to eat things sacrificed to idols is to receive into the heart
good which falsehood has profaned. The unhallowed connection of
the sacred and the profane is effected by what is true and what is
good being perverted from their true order. Truth cannot be united
'with evil without being first falsified; and this is done when any false
gloss is put upon it by which its force is evaded. For instance, it is
constantly said in Scripture that men are to shun evil and do good
by keeping the commandments, One n1ay consent to this as a truth
and yet live in sin, but he does not, by simply doing so, falsify the
truth. But let him yield to the persuasion that no man since the
Fall can obey the Divine La,Y, and that Jesus Christ has fulfilled it in
his stead, and he changes the truth into a lie; and if, under the
sanction of this doctrine, he lives as one not under the moral .law,
he is guilty of the crime to which the spiritual Jezebel' entices her
disciples. Spiritual fornication is coupled with eating things sac
rificed unto idols. Instead of being worshippers of God we become
worshippers of self; instead of sacrificing to God we sacrifice to our
own lusts, which we seek to gratify.

21. But the Lord is ever acting and' teaching so as to counteract
the errors and influences that would seduce His people. Even of the
wicked prophetess He says, And I gave Iter space to repent of lim"
fomication ; and she repented;not. Two momentous truths are here
placed before us. The Lord desires that even such as J ezebel
should be saved. In this world the door of repentance is never
shut. Yet those 'vho have plunged deep in wickedness too often
repent not. And no state is less hopeful than that of those who
have turned the truth aside, and made it their accomplice in the
commission of sin. The truth which is falsified is seldom so entirely
perverted but that her still small voice lllay be heard when the
tumult of the passions has at any time subsided. The Divine Mercy
provides that in this life there shall be time to repent, and, still 1110re,

state, which time represents j .not necessarily a state of penitence,
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for this must be chosen, but a state of freedom, which is never taken
a\vay, and' which: is aided, by the memory of early impressions ~lltl

innocent states of mind, and by a thousand considerations that during
the course of life press in upon the immortal soul.

'22, 23. Among the considerations which press in upon the soul, if
.not entirely insensible to the realities of a future life, are those of the
judgment to come, which are now described. Behold, I will cast her
into a bed, and, them that commit adulienj 'with her info great tribula
tion, 'except they repent of their deeds. And I ioill kill her children
with' death j and all the churches shall know that I ani lIe which
searchetli the reins and hearts: and I, 'will g-ive unto everyone o.f you
according to your works. Although those represented by Jezebel
herself refuse to repent, yet those who have been seduced by her
appear to be more capable of turning from sin. The singular punish
ment or result of her sin-being cast into a bed-is sufllcicntly terrible
when spiritually interpreted. A bed, as being that on which one
reposes, represents the natural mind, on which the interiors rest, as
thebody on a bed: it also represents doctrine which everyone forms
for himself from the Word; and doctrine is the truth of the Word, so
arranged aug. digested as to be seen and acquiesced in even by the
natural mind. It frequently happened that when the Lord healed the
sick, He told them to take up their bed and walk, which represented
that elevation of the natural man and his doctrine, which is a result of
acknowledging the Lord's Divinity and receiving His life-giving
influences. To be cast into a bed, must mean a state directly the .
opposite of this-a state of mental degradation, the immersion of all
its thoughts and affections in sensual lusts, and an entire acquiescence
in the erroneous views of doctrine which the natural man frames for
himself.. \, Those who confirm themselves in this state are cast, or
rather' cast themselves, into the bed of sensuality and falsehood, into
which they sink deeper and deeper till they make their bed in hell.

-So deep is this falsity, that those who have been seduced into giving
it their practical approval, are cast into great tribulation. This is not
the tribulation of temptation, but the unrest and anguish of persistent
erro~' and evil, and is threatened against those who do not repent.
Repentance saves from this troubled state. It has the further effect
of depriving of life and power the errors which are the offspring
of corrupt affections, which is meant by killing the children, or sons,
of Jezebel with death. "Happy shall he be," says the Psalmist,
apostrophizing Babylon, ",vho taketh and dasheth thy little ones
against the stones" (Ps, cxxxvii. 9). When the falsity of evil is

brought to the test of truth grounded in goodness, the result is
certain, and the reward happiness. By killing the children of J ezebel
with death, all the churches were to know that the Lord is He who
searcheth the heart and the reins. This character, in which Jesus
announces Himself, shows His identity with Jehovah, 'vho in the Old
Testament describes Himself in the very same terrns ; and who else
indeed can be the searcher of hearts 1 It clearly indicates, too, that
the subjects of these addresses are purely spiritual, and relate to
the trials of the Christian life. But what is the nature of these,
'this searching, and these trials 1 The heart is the fountain of the
blood j the reins serve for its purification. These' organs of the body
answer to the will and intellect of the mind. When it is said, there
fore, that the Lord searches the reins and the heart, we are instructed,
not only that He sees and knows, but that He gives us also to see
and know, the state of our will and intellect. vVe indeed can never
know them as He knows them j but unless He knew them perfectly,
we could never have even the measure of knowledge respecting them we
are able to possess. This is a truth that concerns all the churches. A
Divine Examiner explores the heart and reins of all j tries the character
of every desire that is cherished by the will, and of every thought
that is entertained by the understanding. This is an examination
which none can shun, and which nothing can elude; and since the
whole mind and life lie open to the Lord, how important is it that
we should not remain strangers to ourselves, but that we should be
diligent in the work of self-examination, Thus only can we be
secured against, or delivered from, the seductions of the false prophetess
that seeks to allure, and finds some sympathetic chord in every heart.
Therefore this 'Yarning is to all tho churches.

24, 25. After describing the seductions to which the church of Thya
tira is more especially liable, and to which some of its members yield,
the Lord addresses Himself to those who have withstood the allure
ment, and says, But unto you I say, and unto the rest in Thyati'ra, as
rnany as have not this doctrine, and which have not known the depths
of Satan, as they speak j I will put upon you none other burden. But
that which ye have already hold fast till I C01ne. The doctrine spoken
of is that which we have already considered as the teaching of Jezebel;
and the depths of Satan, which are now added, are the cunning per
versions of the VVord and reasonings from the natural mind, by which
false notions are made to appear as true, and a persuasion is induced,
though not directly taught, that sensual desires may be freely gratified
without prejudice to salvation. Happy are they, who have not known
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the depths of such a doctrine-who have not entered deeply into its
.mysteries and subtleties, so as to be led a,vay from the path of truth
into that of error, To them the Lord says, "I will put upon you
none other burden; but that which ye have, hold fast till I come.'

. It may at first sight appear as if those who are in faith from charity,
'and are aware of the necessity of a corresponding life, could be in no
danger of falling' into such gross perversions as those typified by
Jezebel and her practices. But no principles and state of life are
absolutely confirmed till regeneration is completed, which it can
scarcelyever be while we remain below; and until we are safely at
rest in the heavenly mansions, there is always a possibility of falling

, under the power of the enemy, though the' probability is diminished
.by every step that is really taken in a heavenward direction. But
the exhortation to hold fast that which they have, is not only addressed
.to those who have acquired the heavenly graces of charity and faith,
but likewise to all who have become convinced of their excellence,
and desire their attainment. And with these the pleasures of the
false prophetess may possess considerable charms, But, indeed, we

.all have a seductive Jezebel within, against w hose machinations con
tinual watchfulness is required. It is not the doctrine only, but the
life of truth, that is our safeguard. 'Ve know that the pleasures of
sense, not prohibited by any Divine precept, are no more criminal
when' enjoyed by the spiritual man than by the natural man, But
the most apparently innocent things become sinful when they occupy
a place in the affections that properly belongs to higher objects, and
when they tend to lead us to the neglect of positive duties. It should

\be our care to attain the heavenly graces which constitute real wealth
and yield true happiness, and, when attained, to hold then) fast
against all the allurements of the natural mind ; and then, when tho
Lord comes to us individually, to summon us to judgment, \VO shall
attend the call with joy, knowing that happiness awaits us.

26-28. The reward of holding fast what we have, and resisting
all temptation to let it go, is now set before us. And he that over
'c,on~eth,and keepetli My works unto the end, to him will I give potoer
"ooer th» nations.' and he shall rule them toiil: a rod oj iron j as the
vessels of a potter shall they be broken to shivers: even as I received of
lJfy Father. And I will give him the morninq star. To overcome im
plies resistance to evil, and to keep the Lord's works unto the end
implies perseverance in good. But the promise. What can be meant
by each individual conqueror and persistent worker receiving power
over the nations, and ruling them with a rod of iron 1 1'11 is is a po\ver

which no Christian can either expect or desire literally to possess; and
the promise cannot be in any degree literally understood, since it
would tend to encourage the love of dominion over others, and a
disposition to exercise cruelty. But when we know that all spiritual
conquest is self-conquest, and that all spiritual rule is self-rule, we
can see that the promise must be understood in conformity with this
principle. We have had occasion to point out the fact that the
purely spiritual sense of the Word has no reference to persons, hut
relates entirely to principles as they exist in the individual mind.
The nations over which the conquering Christian receives power
are the evils of his own heart. Nations and peoples, so often men
tioned in Scripture, are symbolical of principles either good and
true, or evil and false. In this instance, it is evident the nations are
symbolical of evils, since they are opposed to the Divine authority
and to the interests of His people. 1'0 receive power over the
nations is to be enabled, by the Lord's power, to keep in subjection
all the evils of our nature; and not only the evils of the outward
but of the inward life,-evils of intention, fr0111 which evil acts spring.
The means by which they are to be controlled is not less significant
than the nations themselves, A rod is the symbol of power, and
iron is the symbol of natural truth, not truth 'which we learn from
nature, nor even relating to natural things, but revealed truth, as
expressed in natural language, and adapted to the natural apprehen
sions of men, To rule the nations, therefore, is to rebuke, control,
and expel the evils of the natural mind by the power of truth
drawn from the literal sense of the Word, and seen clearly even in
rational and natural light. If ever our evils are to be subdued, ill
this ,yay must their subjugation be effected. All evils reside in
tho natural niind ; and it is impossible to dislodge them unless
Divine truth be brought to bear upon them, and this must be such
truth as is suited to that part of the mind w here they reside. TIy
ruling the nations with a rod of iron is meant the power of detecting
sophistries by which the natural man glosses over the evils in which
he delights. However ingenious they may be, truth from the Word,
even the lowest and simplest, has po"\ver to disperse them, "as one
breaketh a potter's vessel that cannot be made whole again " (Jere
xix. 11). And the Lord adds, by way of encouragement, that the
po\ver thus promised shall be received by the faithful, both because,
and, in the same manner as, He received such power from the
Father, This same image is employed to describe prophetically the
Lord's power over His enemies: "Ask of Me, .and I shall give Thee the
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heathen," or nations, "for Thine inheritance, and the uttermost parts
of the earth for Thy possession. Thou shalt break thorn with a rod
of iron; Thou shalt dash them in pieces like a potter's vessel" (Ps,
ii, 8). Not the nations of the earth, but the evils He inherited from
His. fallen mother, were the po,vers the Lord overcame, Ilis work
was in this respect like ours, or rather our work is like Ilis; for
we are regenerated as He was glorified; and it is because He roceived
power from .the Father, that we can receive po,ver from Him to
overcome all evil. This truth is the grandest for us that the Word
of God contains. It is the foundation of our faith, the ground of our
hope, ,the pattern of our entire regenerative work. The final blessing
which the Lord pronounces is that He will give us the morning star.
.All the stars are emblematical of the knowledges of heavenly truth,
which are the means of conducting to wisdom ; and the morning
star in particular is the em blem of the wisdom thus acquired; and
this wisdom is called the morning star, 011 account of the superior
brightness of the star that announces the approach of day, and because
in the VVord the morning, like the east, means a state of love and
charity. The Lord calls Himself the bright and morning star (Ilev.
xxii. 16), as being Wisdom itself, and the Source of it to the Church
and to men. He is the dayspring from' on high, who visits us, to
give light to them that are in darkness, and to guide our feet into
the way of peace.

CHAPTER III.

1, 2. A OLASS ottprofessing Christians, very different from any of those
we have yet considered, is represented by the church of Sardis. And
unto the angel of tlie church in Sardis ioriiej These t!linus saiili Ile that
hath tlte seven spirits of God, and the eeoeti stars j I knoin thy works,
.tliai thou hast a name that thou, livest, and art dead. The very brief
description of their character conveys at once a very clear idea of the

..religious state of those they represent. As the character in w hich the
Lord ·presents Himself to the churches has relation to the character of
those they represent, we must first attend to the images He employs.
A.sthe seven churches represent the whole Church, as it consists of the
different classes of persons in Christendom who have any religion, the
seven spirits of God are the one Divine Spirit, as it adapts itself to,
and is received by, persons in different religious states. .As seven is
a holy number, whether we say the seven spirits or the lIoly Spirit,
the meaning is precisely the same, Tho stars, 'YO have seen, arc the

knowledges of goodness and truth us revealed in God's VVorJ. The
difference between the seven spirits and the seven stars is this.
The seven spirits are the life of Divine truth which is infused into the
mind of the regenerate man by an interior way, and the seven stars
are the knowledges which he acquires outwardly by studying the
written Word. Much the same relation subsists between the seven
stars and the seven spirits, as between the water and the spirit, by
which a man is said to be born again.c--water being symbolical of the
truth which the regenerate receive by instruction and study, and
which they employ in the purification of the outward life, the spirit
including every thing that constitutes the spirit of religion in the
mind, The Lord next proceeds to address to this church His usual
admonition, "I know thy works;" and lIe finds by inspection that
those who belong to it have a name to live, and yet are dead. It is
clear that the persons addressed are those who attend to the externals
of religion and morality, but are not under the influence of any
principle of spiritual life. They are nominal Christians. They have
"a form of godliness, but denying the power thereof" (2 Tim, iii. 5).
It is only the eye of Omniscience that can see this. )Ve judge by the
outward appearance; the Lord Iooketh on the heart. The nominal
and the real Christian both attend to the outward duties of religion;
but one is inwardly dead, the other is inwardly alive. Such being
the character of those represented by the church of Sardis, we can see
the significance of the character in which the Lord addresses them.
1'0 those who are equally indifferent to the knowledge which instructs
and the spirit 1Vhich animates, the Lord announces Himself as He
that has the seven spirits of God and the seven stars, to intimate how
those who are dead are to be quickened, which is by receiving the
spirit aud tho knowledge of truth. And they must receive them from
the Lord who hath them, and is thus their Source and Giver. For
although the spirit comes immediately from the Lord, and we acquire
the knowledge of truth mediately through His \i\rord, yet is Jesus
the Origin and Author of both jand neither can be received aright
unless they are traced and"ascribed to Him. The state which we are
considering is frequently spoken of in Scripture. It is the state of
those who are at ease in Zion, who say, "Peace, peace, when there is
no peace." The Divine Speaker therefore exhorts them, saying, Be
uiaicliful. When we now speak of watching, we mean to observe
steadfastly; but if we wish to exhort any person not to go to sleep,
we never tell him to watch or be watchful] yet this is the moaning
which tho tenu al ways bears. Watching in Scripture is not so much
uttoution as contrasted with inattention, us of waking us contrasted



with sleeping. When the Lord in His temptation in Gethsemano, on
COIning to His disciples found them sleeping, He said to them, "'Vhat,
could ye not watch with Me one hour l " meaning, Could you not keep
awake one hour i How striking an image does this present of the
difference between the merely natural state, when represented as a state
of sleep, and the state they are exhorted to preserve, when it is under
stood as a state of wakefulness! The spiritual menniug of a state of sleep
is a state of natural life, as distinguished from a state of spiritual life. Of
course wakefulness, to which the church of Sardis is exhorted, must
be spiritual life as distinguished from natural. The state of sleep is
indeed a most apt emblem of the condition of one who is wholly
immersed in pursuits which have this world alone for their object. It
is a certain truth that he "rho gives the reins too far to his inclina
tions is in danger of becoming their slave for ever, which is what the
Psalmist prays against when he says, "Lighten mine eyes, lest I sleep
the sleep of death." To lighten the eyes is to enlighten the under
standing. with spiritual knowledge, which is the only ,yay to awaken
one to a sense of the real character of his merely natural state, and
show him the danger of making this state permanent by a continned
devotedness of the affections to temporal objects, Tho proper remedy
for such a state must be, to arouse from such sleep to a state of
spiritual wakefulness, which is spiritually to live. The innuediute
consequence of coming into such a state of wakefulness is described to
1Je, to. strengthen the things that remain, tliui are readu to die. The
things that remain are the things still possessed by those w110 11ave
some communication with heaven, and which are C011111l0n to them
and to those who are in a better state, and these are, the externals of
worship and morality. These are said to be ready to die, to indicate
that what is of the external man, without an inward essence, being
unconnected with the eternal source of life, cannot be pcrmancut, It
may endure for a time, and be tolerated by the Lord to give oppor-

. tunity for amendment; but if not strengthened by an inward principle,
it will finally perish. Like the green bay tree, to which the Psalmist
co.!upares- the specious appearance of the wicked, it is soon to wither,
and' the place thereof shall know it no more, Bu t if the man
awakens to a sense of his condition, and comes to a state of spiritual
wakefulness, the things which he has are strengthened. They are no
longer mere husks as before. They have a sonnd kernel wi thin.
From being appearances they become realities; and receive strength by
being connected with Him who alone is permanent in Himself, and
the Author of permanence in His creation. Ho never slum bers 1101'

sleeps; He alone liveth. From Him therefore our wakefulness and
our life come, The reason for the exhortation to those represented
by the church of Sardis to be wakeful, and to strengthen the things
that are ready to die, is stated to be, that their works have not been
found perfect before God. Literally, the passage reads, I have not
found thy uiorks full before God. How beautifully and strongly does
this describe the nature of the specious and fair-seeming but empty
'Yorks, which are here intended to be reproved l Works may be irn
perfect in a variety of "ways. It may be truly said of the best of the
works of l11e11 and of angels that they are not perfect before God; for
God chargeth His angels with folly, and the heavens are not pure in
His sight. But when the Lord tells the men of Sardis that their
works are not full before God, however perfect they n1ay have seemed
before 1110n, He gives a character to their works descriptive of the
exact nature of their pretensions, and suitable to them alone.
Works are never indeed empty, If they are not full of the love of
God and the neighbour, they are full of the love of self and the
world, But nothing is full in the sight of God, or when seen in the
light of His truth, but what is full of His love and goodness.

3. 1"0 those whose works God has found to be not empty, but not
full, lIe gives the exhortation, Remember the-refore how thou. hast
'received and heard, and hold fast, and repent. If therefore thou shalt
not ioatch, I 'will come on thee as a thief, and thou shalt not know 'what
hour I will come upon thee. To remember "That we have received
and heard is to call to mind, and not only to call to mind but to
bring into the heart, the truths of the Word which we have learnt,
and 'vhich we profess to believe and attend to. To hold fast, Of, as
it s11ou1<.1 be rendered, to keep, them, is to mako thorn tho guides of
our thoughts and lives; and to repent is to turn from a state of
empty profession, and submit to the change and renewal of mind
necessary to make us in reality what before we only outwardly seemed
to be. If we do not "watch and repent, the Lord will come as a thief.
In this, and in several other instances, the Lord compares His Corning
to perform judgment, both on the perverted church in general and
on its members in particular, to the unnoticed depredations of a thief.
We are 'Yarned by this image of the certain but imperceptible man
ner in which all the knowledges of Divine things which we may
possess, and indeed everything that gives us the appearance of mem
bers of the Church, will pass out of the mind, or be abandoned by us,
unless they have obtained a root in our hearts, and have acquired life
by being loved from p.ure motives, unconnected with worldly considora-
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tions, and made the arbiters of our affections and thoughts. It is said
that the Lord will come as a thief; yet it is not the Lord who takes
away the knowledges of truth and other externals of the religious
character. The inwardly cherished evil of the heart is the thief that
robs vusof our treasures, when they are laid up on earth, in the
earthly mind and for earthly purposes. This is said to be the effect
of the Lord's Coming, because exploration and judgment ill the other
life are effected by f\. stronger sphere than usual of the Divine pre
sence, which brings blessing to the righteous, but a curse to the
wicked, since it brings to light the inward evils of their heart, which
are stirred to madness by the Divine influence, so opposite to their own
nature.

4. There are others who have not lapsed into such errors, or who,
having done so, have been reclaimed, and who become of the number
of those who overcome in the temptations to which they are exposed.
Of these the Lord says, Thou hast a feui names even in Sardis iohicl:
have notdefiled their qarmenie; and they shall toallc icitli 1I1e in iohite:
for they are ioorihs], The general meaning of this is obvious. Gar-
ments relate to the outward life and profession; especially to the
truths from the Word in which one is principled, or the notions he
regards as true, which he has formed for himself or adopted from
others. The garments are defiled when there is anything cherished
within which is inconsistent with what is displayed without, As the
church of Sardis represents those who make a profession of religion,
and are strict in their attention to formal worship and morality, but
care little about vital religion; so those among them who do not
defile their garments are those who practise these observances from
spiritual motives, who learn truth frOIU the Word and live according
to it. It may seem as if the difference between the two classes
included in the description of the church of Sardis was rather an
outward than an in ward one, that it consisted rather in a difference
of' practice than of principle. This to some extent is true. 'I'he
more spiritual.a man is, the more correct will be his morals, the 1110re
devout.wilI~be his worship. In some things the man who acts from
principle will be less strict than the man who acts by rule, Your
men of law are great sticklers for outward observances and out""ard'
proprieties. 'But all 'this may be combined with bigotry, uncharitable
ness, and self-seeking. 'The man of principle is less regardful of the
conventionalities of religion, but more scrupulous about its essentials.
He does not concern himself so much as to what 111en think as to
what God regards•. He endeavours to have "a conscience void of

offence towards God and towards men," but his conscience is regulated,
not by human opinion, but by Divine truth. This truth is. the gar
ment which he wears, which he tries to keep unspotted from the world
and the flesh. Evil acts indeed defile the garments; but the absence
of evil acts does not always preserve it clean. The garment may be
defiled by inward impurities as well as by outward pollution. And
even the garment of righteousness may be deeply stained by the idea
of merit, which adheres to every act that is done solely with a view
to reward, either temporal or eternal. Of those who have not defiled
their garments the Lord says, "They shall walk with Me in white,
for they are worthy." To walk with God is a phrase in frequent
use among the professors of religion, and it means, to live constantly
under the Divine influence and guidance. ; To walk is a term often
used in Scripture, and its general meaning is, to live. Towalk with
God must be to live as He desires, and to submit to Him the regula
tion of the affections and thoughts, so as not to will anything but
what He wills, nor to indulge any thoughts but such as are in accord
ance with the truths of His Word. And to walk in white is ever to
preserve the truth we have received pure and u,nsullied, which can
only be done when all within corresponds to the profession without,
and no sinister ends or views are suffered to mix themselves with
those which the truths we profess require. This is a state which can
only be fully experienced ill an advanced state of the regenerate life,
wherefore it is spoken of as a reward which shall be enjoyed in con
sequence of persevering in keeping the garments undefiled, not as a
state identical with it. Such is the Divine Mercy, that so long as a
regard for heavenly objects occupies the suprenle place in a man's mind,
the gnnnents are not considered as being defiled, uotwithataudiug the
iIllperfcctiolls which exist in him by tho inheritance of a corrupted
nature, and which has often manifested themselves in a manner which,
if his ruling affection is really placed above them, fills him with
shame and alarm. Considered absolutely, his garments are indeed
defiled by these imperfections, although the defilements are not
imputed to him, provided he does not favour or justify them, But
his garnlents are not considered as possessing that pure whiteness pro
mised to those who keep themselves undefiled, until even those imper
fections are so far subdued as no longer to rise in rebellion against the
life of love and purity in the heart. Nor are we perhaps to expect
that we shall ever walk with God in white-robed innocence, until we
have exchanged the garment of mortality for that of an immortal
existence. For although death effects no essential change in tho state
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of the soul, it removes the grosser covering in which it lived in this
10,\Ter world, and raises, the seat of consciousness in to a region of
mind unobserved and untrammelled by the natural senses. Instead of
the rainbow of promise and the many-coloured garments of chequered
human life, -in heaven we shall have the w hite light of realized truth,
and the white robe which is the righteousness of saints, as they stand
before the throne of Him who is Light itself and Righteousness itself.
It' is by walking before the Lord in integrity of heart, as Abraham
was commanded to do, and by following Him whithersoever lIe went,
as the disciples were required to do, that we are accounted worthy to
walk with God in white. Worthiness to walk with God is from God.
We can claim no merit for what the Lord enables us to do or to be.
The reward is not of work, but of grace. 'Ve cannot 0 btain the prize
without running the race. We cannot become worthy of walking
and living with God without keeping His connnaudmonts. But all
that we must do to entitle us to the reward we do by the grace and
power of Him who bestows it. When, therefore, it is said of the faith
ful that they are worthy, the meaning is, that they enjoy conjunction
with the Lord, from whom all worth and dignity proceed.

5, 6. The Lord proceeds to say of them, He that oucrcomcih, the scone
shall be clothed in white raiment j and I ioiil not blot out his 1lCl1JW

out of the Boolc of Life, but I 'will confess his name before lJ[y Father,
and before His angels. Although every church is required to over
come, the evil to be conquered is different with each. All have to fight
against the corruptions of their fallen nature, but everyone has some
thing, both hereditary and acquired, peculiar to himself. That which
those symbolized by the church of Sardis have especially to oppose in
themselves is the tendency to sit down satisfied wi th the profession
and outward observances of religion, instead of possessing its substance
and inward life. The white raiment which they obtain as the result
of overcoming we have already considered. Two other distinguished
blessings are promised. Not to blot his name out of the Book of Life
but to benumbered with the living, evidently implies the blessing of
eternalIife, The Book of Life is the Holy Word, and also the interiors
of the human mind which are formed, or reformed, according to its
holy principles. Nat to blot out a person's name out of this book is
to acknowledge that the quality of his mind is in agreement with its
truth, and thus to make him a partaker of eternal life. Not to blot
out his name implies that his name is already there. "Te read
afterwards of some who were not written in the Book of Life. These
are described as among the ranks of the Lord's enemies, Those who

belong to the seven churches are to be regarded as being numbered
among His friends, some of them indeed very faulty, and others luke..
warm, but still attached to His cause, and desirous to be reckoned as
His disciples. The least of them are nominally the membel'S of the
household of faith. But to save their names from being blotted out of
the 1300k of Life, they must become real members of His Church, or
enter into the principles and life of that New Church to 'vhich they
are called.c-sbecome the subjects of that new kingdom which the Lord
was to come to establish upon earth. The Lord also promises to con
fess the name of him who overcomes before His Father and His holy
angels. When the Lord speaks of His Father, He does not mean
another person separate from Himself. His Father is His own Divine
Nature as distinguished from His Human Nature; therefore also His
Love as distinguished from His Wisdom. To confess the name of any
one before His Father is to bring that soul into conformity with and
into possession ofl-lis Love. The Lord, by His Wisdom, leads us to
His Love, or, what is the same, by faith leads us to charity, He con-.
fesses our name before His Father when love to Him is our ruling
affection. He confesses us also before the Father's angels. When
the Lord speaks of the angels, 1-Ie means not only the inhabitants of
heaven, but that which makes them .so, and that is the sphere of
Divine Truth, including in it Divine Love, which proceeds from the
Lord, and constitutes the life of all angelic beings. For angels are
not angels by virtue of anything they possess of their own, but solely
by virtue of what they receive from the Lord. 'I'o confess the name of
anyone before the angels is to recognize in him a quality of wisdom
and faith derived from the reception of the Lord's truth, which "the
angels represent. This promise of the Lord's to the church of Sardis
is t\VO prornises in one; for the Lord when on earth delivered them
separately. To those who confessed the Lord before men, Jesus in
one instance (Matt. x, 33), promised that He would confess them
before His Father j in the other (Luke xii. 8), that He would confess
them before the angels of God. It would appear, therefore, that some
are confessed before the Father only, some before the angels only, and
some before both. If Divine language is exact and full of meaning,
this distinction must be significant and edifying. A.nd what does it
teach us ~ That those who have confessed the Lord from love will be
established eternally in love j that those who have confessed the Lord
from truth will be established eternally in truth; and that those 'vho
have confessed Him from both will be established eternally in both. It
is not to be understood that in heaven there is allY love without truth,
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or any truth without love, but only that in S0111e angels one is l1101'e
predominant than the other, while in others they are more equal
and more perfectly united. In the Gospel, Josus speaks of the .mgela
of God; here, of His Father's angels. The angels of God arc the
truths of wisdom: the angels of the Father are the truths of love.
Happy are those who have so completely conquered their own self
love and self-wisdom, and so perfectly confessed in their lives the
love and wisdom of the Lord, as, so perfected in both, to be confessed
by the Lord before His Father, and before His Father's angels.

'Ve have already considered five of the seven churches which
represent so many different classes of those who form the universal
Church of Christ at the time of its end, and from amongst whorn a N ow
Church is to be established. Of the several states of mind which the
seven churches symbolically describe, the best and the worst seem to
be represented by the two remaining churches; of these t\VO, the
church of Philadelphia is the first to be considered.

The slightest perusal of the Divine address to this church is suffi
cient to convince us that it represents a class of persons of a compara
tively exalted character. It is remarkable that while all the other
churches are either themselves charged. with deficiencies, and called to
repentance, or cautioned against seductions to which they are liable to
yield, the church of Philadelphia is addressed in the language of un
mixed approbation. The sirnilarities between this and the best of the
other churches are attended with differences which tell to its advantage.
To the Philadelphians it is said, "Behold, I will make them of the
synagogue of Satan, which say they are Jews, and are not, but do lie;
behold, I will make them to come and worship before thy feet ;" which
evidently points out a state connected with, yet superior to, that of the
Slnyrllians, to whom the Lord says, "I know the blasphemy of them
which say,they are Jews, and are not, but are the synagogue of Satan."
To the church of Smyrna the Lord promises, as a reward of fidelity,
to give them a crown of life, intimating that it is yet to be won; but
to the church of Philadelphia, he says, "Hold that thou hast, that no
'man take thy crown," intimating that it is already obtained. To the
church of SIllYrna he saJTs, "They must be tried, and have tribulation
ten days; but of the church of Philadelphia he says, "That He will
keep them from the hour of ternptation," or trial, "'vhich shall come
upon all the world," upon all the rest of the church, "to try them that
dwell upon the earth." So with respect to the church of Perguiuos, it
is said, "Thou holdest fast My Narne, and hast not denied J\Iy faith ;"
which resembles the declaration to Philadelphia, "Thou hast kept J\Iy

Word, and hast not denied My Name." But to keep the Lord;s ",Vord
is to practise the truth, while not to deny IIis faith is to believe it.
The superiority thus appears manifest on the side of Philadelphia on
all points in which any similarity is observable between them,

The church of Philadelphia seems in a great measure to partake of
the excellences of the other churches without their defects. Not that
this church is perfect; but it is nearer to perfection. It represents
those who are in genuine truth founded in genuine goodness, and
w hose mind is open, so as to be in communication with, and in an
advanced state of preparation for, the mansions of heaven. This will
appear very clearly from the language in which the church is
addressed.

7. And to the angel oj the church of Philadelphia write. The name
of the city whose Christian inhabitants are now, in the literal sense,
addressed, is so much in harmony with the character of the persons
belonging to the professing church who are included in the spiritual
sense, that if we did not know that a city so called really existed in
Asia, we might suppose the name to have been invented by the writer
of the sacred book to express the spiritual quality of the class of persons
described. Philadelphia signifies brotherly love. It was on account of
its beautiful meaning that the benevolent Penn, when he founded the
capital of the State of Pennsylvania in America, borrowed this name
for his rising city; and thus a Philadelphia has arisen, and continues
to flourish, in the Western Hemisphere long after the Philadelphia of
the east, the seat of one of the seven churches of Asia, has ceased to
exist, or, at least, to be known by that name,

To this church the Lord addresses Himself as He that is holy,
He that ie true, He that hath the key of David, Ile that openeth,
and no mau sliuitetli : and shntteth, and no man openeth. All these
expressions mean certain Divine perfections which exist in the Lord,
and of which He is the bountiful dispenser to those who, like the
Philadelphians, are disposed and prepared to receive them. When
the Lord says He is holy and true, He intimates that He is
addressing those who in an eminent degree receive from Him the
sanctifying principles of His truth and love, and in their measure
become like Him, holy and true. The Holy and True is He
also that hath the key of David, and that opens and shuts by His
own independent and irresistible po\ver. 1Vhat is this key of David
that locks and uulocks the universal and everlasting gates ~ To
David himself no such po\ver belonged; from him 110 such power
could be derived, It musb be of David as n representative of SOlllO
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principle in His Divine Nature that the Lord speaks. Christians
in every age have acknowledged that David was a type of Jesus
Christ as a king. But in what does the regal office of tho Lord
consist ~ In what does His priestly' office consist ~ The Lord is
a king as Divine Truth; He is a priest as Divine Love. Divine
Truth is the governing power in the universe. It is the origin of
all that we call law. Divine Love is the ministering po,ver of the
universa It is the origin of all that we call influence. David,
representing Divine Truth, was therefore an eminent type of the
Redeemer; for the Lord came into the world as Divine Truth, He
was the 'VORD made flesh. It is always with reference to His
assumption of humanity that the Lord is prophetically called
David. And the appropriateness of this is evident when it is known,
that the Lord came to redeem mankind from the captivity of a
powerful enemy, that enemy being the Devil and Satan, or the
whole powers of darkness. The Lord therefore enme as a Deliverer,
a Man' of war ; "For He put on righteousness as a breastplate, and
an helmet of salvation upon His head; and He put on the gnrments
of vengeance for clothing, and was clad with zeal as a cloak" (Isa,
lix. 17). When through death He had destroyed 11 im that had the
power of death, that is, the devil (I-Ieb. ii, 14), he then had the
keys of hell and of death (Rev. i. 18), as well as the keys of the
kingdom of heaven' (Matt. xvi. 19); therefore He "openeth, and
no man shutteth ; and shutteth, and no man openeth." This power of
opening and shutting is not only said to be beyond the p01ver of men,
but beyond all power whatever. The original does not speak of man.
The power He exercises is supreme and absolute. His power, in
a .spiritual view, is that of opening heaven and shutting hell. This
is the power of salvation. In reference to those who nre saved, this
power consists in opening heaven and shutting hell in the minds
of the faithful themselves. Man was created a heaven and an earth
in miniature. By creation his spiritual mind is a little heaven and
his natural mind is a little earth j that is, they are respectively the
seat o~·he~venly and earthly affections. But what was once an earth,
and even an earthly paradise, sin has turned into a hell. In every
unregenerate man this hell is ope~. It is the evil heart, out of which
proceed all the vices that have made the world itself a pandemonium,
When the hell of the mind is open the heaven of the mind is shut.
The Lord came into the world to reverse this order. By the work
of general redemption He reversed it in regard to the abodes of angels
and demons; by regeneration He reverses it in regard to man himself.

The work of individnal redemption opens the heaven of the inner
DIan and shuts the hell of the outer Inan. This is the work of the
Lord alone. It can only be effected' by .Him who, by His incarnation
and His great works of redemption and glorification, received all
po\ver in heaven and on earth. He received it, not as God from God,
but as man from God. He received all power from His Divinity into
His 11umauity, He opens and no one shuts, and shuts and no one opens.
We must indeed work with Hirn ; yet His is the power by which we
work ; and the po,ver being His, we have this confidence, that, if
we trust in Him, "neither death, nor-life, nor angels, nor principali
ties, nor po\vers, nor things present, nor things to come, 1101' height,
nor depth, 1101' any other creature, shall be able to separate us from
the love of God, which is in Christ Jesus our Lord" (Rom. viii. 38).

8. Alluding to His power of opening and shutting heaven and hell
by virtue of His possessing the key of David, the Lord proceeds to
say, Behold, I have set before thee an open d001', and no man can shut
it. In the general sense the Lord, by His work of redemption, has
set an open door before all men j for all nlay now freely enter into His
kingdom, both on earth and in heaven. In an eminent sense the Lord
Himself is the Door. "I am the Door j by 1\1e if any man enter in he
shall be saved" (John x, 9). Jesus is the Medium or Mediator.
Through Jesus alone there is admission into the church and heaven,
because He, as Man, has opened the barred gates, and ascended up
into heaven, and far above all heavens, and has thus opened the ,vay
into tho holiest of all, and has become the Mediator of the N ew Cove
nant (lIeb. ix.). But there is a special sense in which the Lord has
set an open door before those meant by the chuf.ch now under con
sideration. "Thy does He open for the church of Philadelphia a door
which is closed as yet to all the other churches 1 Because this church
represents those in whom the door of the inner man is opened to the
reception of heavenly things, and, as a consequence, heaven itself is
open to the admission of their souls, when they quit their earthly
tabernacles. The Philadelphians are already in that state of united
faith and charity, to which all the other churches are only in the
capacity or in the progress of attaining. Their conversation is in
heaven (Phil. iii. 20). They are heavenly-minded; and that sub-
stantially is heaven. They have Dot, however, actually entered
throuuh the door into the inner chamber of the mind where heaven
has its d \yelling-place. Although the spiritual mind is opened, the
reO'enerate man does not enter sensibly into it, till he puts off his
nl~terial body, and becomes an angel. In the meantime, heavenly
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light and love descend thence into his rational mind, giving him a
clear perception of Divine truths, and a vivid delight in heavenly
things. Those who are in this heavenly state, and continue in it to
the end of life, will enter through the door into full and conscious
possession, both of the heaven that is without them and the heaven that
is within them. The means by which the door is opened the Lord
states in the words that follow, "For thou hast a little strength, and
hast kept My 'Vord, and hast not denied 1\1y .Name." There are two
sources of saving strength-love and charity. All strength cornea
indeed from the Lord. But that strength in us is according to the
strength of our love to Him and our neighbour. Love is the motive
power with everyone. 'I'ruth is the directing and regulative power,
The Philadelphians had only a little po,ver, because, as we have seen,
they represented those who are in brotherly love, which is the
secondary love of religion and of heaven, love to the Lord being the
first. Yet a little strength "is sufficient to overcome a great amount
of evil; for the promise is, "One man of you shall chase a thousand"
(Josh. xxiii. 10). With the strength to resist evil the Lord. imparts
the power to do good j and therefore the Church which has a little
strength is also said to have kept the Lord's Word, which evidently
means application of the Commandments of the Lord's 'Vord to life.
I'here is no other way of keeping His vV01'<1. A ]010wledge of the
truths of the Word may be deposited in the memory; but unless they
are exalted· into the affections, and thence govern the practice, they
cannot truly be kept, nor will they be permanent. The Lord when on
earth kept the whole of Hi8 'v""ord, 'which is meant by its being said.
in reference to certain acts and events that the Scripture was fulfilled ;
and is acknowledged by all Christians when they speak of His having
fulfilled the Iaw, By keeping and fulfilling from its inmost ground.
the whole of the Divine Word, He became Himself, even as to His
Human Nature, the living form of the Word, And if ever a man be
comes a spiritual, or rather an angelic being, it must be by a similar
process, by keeping the Lord's Word, till he becomes, in his finite
measure and capacity, a living form of Divine truth. One of the most
important, indeed the most important of the truths of the Word, is
that which. teaches that the Lord's Humanity is. Divine; and therefore
the acknowledgment of this is mentioned as one of the causes of
heaven being opened to the persons here addressed, when it is said of
them that they have not denied the Lord's N arne, As in Scripture
.name is expressive of quality, the Lord's N arne means the quality or
mature by which .He can be known to His creatures, .ar:td worshipped

by them, God is known only in Christ. The Divinity of the Lord
can only be known and worshipped in His Humanity. The Humanity
is the .Name of the Lord. "Father, glorify Thy NAME." "There is
none other NAME under heaven given amongst men whereby we must
be saved.' Here we have an evidence showing how important it is
not to be confirmed in the denial of this sacred truth, this first of all
introductory knowledges by which heaven is opened in and to the
human mind, The doctrinal confession of this truth cannot, however,
of itself open the door of heaven. The Lord's Name is His character;
and those only confess His Name who, knowing His character, strive
to bring their own into conformity with it. The Lord does not how
ever say that the Church here addressed has confessed His Narne, but
only that it has not denied it. Not to be in the negation of a great
truth, is to be potentially, though not yet actually, in its affirmation;
and this state is described and represented by the church of Phila
delphia. Charity and faith are united in the mind, but not yet
'wholly in the life. The open door is set before them; but they have
not yet actually entered through it into the full realization of the
heavenly state. .A. complete harmony and union are not yet estab
lished between the spiritual mind and the natural j but the door of
communication between them has been opened, and the submission of
the Iower to the higher is one of the results.

9. This result is described in its being said, Behold, I u;ill make
theni of the synagogue of Satan, toliicl: say they are Jews, and are, not,
but do lie; behold, I will make then?' to comeand ioorsliip before thy feet,
and to know that I loved thee. Among the various blessings that the
Holy Word holds out as encouragements to the Christian to enter on
and pursue his heavenward course, there is none which he will more
highly prize, when once he has sincerely set about the work, than
the assurance so often repeated that all his foes shall be put beneath
his feet. This is indeed a promise which, as to its literal sense, the
merely natural man would gladly see fulfilled. But tell him that his
natural enemies are not designed in the promise, but that the enemies
to be subdued are the foes of his own household, his own mind,
and he will perhaps not think the promise worth a fulfilment, for he
regards these foes not as enemies but as friends. The sincere
Christian, however, knows the value of a conquest over his spiritual
foes. He knows that there are many propensities to evil within him
which must be removed before he can attain the object on which he
has set his supreme affections. And when his supreme affections
are thus set on eternal things, the evil affections which from time. to
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time manifest themselves become hateful to him, and there is nothing
he so much desires as to be liberated from their influence. If this is
our state, experience will convince us that nothing but a Divine power
can really deliver us from these affections. We shall Icarn that this
Divine power cannot b~ successfully exerted in our favour unless we
strenuously resist them; and' earnestly pray to Him for assistance.

·We shall rejoice in the assurance of the Holy Word, that if we do
this. we shall be delivered from them; that new affections and delights
will by degrees be inseminated in their place, and that whatever is
in opposition to these will finally be subdued and made both subject
and subservient to the ruling love. For everything in the natural
mind "which is not evil in itself, but which only becomes so by being
raised out of its proper place, and allowed to have dominion where
it should be content to serve, is reduced and made an instrument of
use, whilst everything positively evil is removed and cast out. This
is m.eant by those who say they are Jews and are not being made to
come and worship at the feet of those 'Vh0111 they had before perse
cuted and endeavoured to destroy; which is beautifully expressive of
the inversion of state which takes place when heavenly love or charity
is exalted to the supremacy, and every natural affection is reduced to
subserviency, . In regard to the meaning of the Jews, we have, in
speaking of the similar language in the Lord's address to the
church of Smyrna, shown that as the descendants of Judah, J ews
represent the principle of love to the Lord. A pretended J ew, the
opposite of the true one, represents the love of self. Self-love is not
in itself an evil love. It is only evil when it rules, and makes every
higher affection subordinate to itself, and subservient to its own ends.
The affections of this love are the most deeply seated and the most
delusive of all the "affections of the human heart; for what is nearer
and dearer to the natural man than himself l And when self-love
rules, how subtle its reasonings, how fertile its resources! It is truly
the synagogue of Satan. Yet when the spiritual mind is really
opened, by anacknowledgrncnt of Divine truths and a life according
to them, even this affection of the mind, which before was a delusive
enemy, becomes a useful servant. The false J ews, when they sub
mit themselves, are seen to be good affections of the natural Ulan
though· nothing more, and in that capacity they do homage to tho
spiritual man and become his useful instruments, Instead of pretend
ing as before to be the real constituent principles of the Church, and
thus deserving to rank as the head, they humbly come to worship at
the feet. The feet are synl boIs of the natural mind j and w hen the

natural loves acknowledge that this is their place, even they become
receptive of that life which flows through the internal from the Lord,
which reduces all things to their proper order, and keeps them in their
proper place, and imparts also to them all their proper satisfaction
and delight; "I will make them to know that I have loved thee."

10. Another point of similarity, which helps to bring out more
clearly the character of those represented by the church of Philadel
phia, occurs here. It is said to the church of Smyrna, "Fear none of
those things which thou shalt suffer: behold the devil shall cast some
of you into prison, that ye lnay be tried." To the church of Phila
delphia it is said, Because thou hast kept the ioord o.f ltly patience,
I also will keep thee from the hour of temptation, which shall come
U1Jon all the world, to try them that dwell upon the earth. Patience
is a ,vord' of ~uch the same meaning as suffering; but what with the
church of Smyrna is yet to come, is with the church of Philadelphia
already past. The Lord's Word is here called the Word of His
patierico, in allusion to the combat against evil desires and false per
suasions, which those who attain a heavenly state must previously
maintain; and to the sense of privation experienced between the lay
ing down the life of the old man, and taking up the life of the new,
Before regeneration can be completed, the spiritual mind and the
natural mind are to be united; and before this can be effected, a state
of suffering, more or less severe, is unavoidable, and this exactly in
the degree in which any false or evil principles have been confirmed
by reasonings in their favour, and by actual life. When, however,
resistance to such principles has been faithfully persevered in, and
when the Christian has conquered in temptation, he is preserved from
the clanger of being injured by such conflicts for ever after. He has
the Divine promise, "I will keep thee from the hour of temptation,
which shall come upon all the world, to try them that dwell upon
the earth." In a general sense, this decisive hour is the time of the
general judgment described at the end of the Book of Revelation.
Although this takes place in the spiritual world, its effects are experi
enced in the natural world, Only those in either world are kept from
its temptation who keep the Word of the Lord's patience. In a more
particular sense the hour of temptation means those states of trial
which everyone is subjected to after death, as a final preparation for
his admission into heaven; and the Coming of the Lord, which is
a day of rejoicing to some, and of mourning to others, is, indivi
dually, the perioll,vhell we are ushered by death into His more
immediate presence.
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11. The certainty of the events which the Lord here speaks of is
expressed by the words, Behold, I C01ne quickly. The spiritual sense
of the Word has no relation to time. Spiritual events ill this world
happen in periods of 'time ; but their causes are in the spiritual world
and in the spiritual states of men, and these states are mean t in the
V\Tord by times. The Lord's Second Corning is that to which a
general reference is made j and this, measured by time, can hardly be
understood as having come quickly. When His Coming is under
stood of that event which introduces us into the eternal world, the
meaning of the word quickly is impressive as well as appropriate,
since, whether soon or late, it is certain. And knowing the certainty
of the event, how needful the admonition, "Hold that fast toliich. thou
hast, that no man take thy croton: The crown which is obtained by
labour can only be preserved by watchfulness and perseverance. The
Christian obtains his crown, not by gaining a victory over another, but
by conquering himself Before the crown is the cross. By subduing
the evils of his corrupt nature, he gains an incorruptible crown ; not
the crown of earthly glory, but that of spiritual intelligence and
wisdom. The church of Smyrna is promised a crO\YI1 on condition of
being faithful unto death; but this church has obtained the crown
during life. We should say during natural life; for those who are
here represented have already passed through the death which is yet
future to those whom the church of Smyrna represents. They have
to hold fast what that church has not acquired, a true faith grounded
in true charity. This must be held by a good life. Especially need
fulis it to hold fast the graces of religion in trying times, as these are
understood to be j when men are too much disposed to 'Yin the faith
ful from their allegiance and duty to God. For these are the times
of which the Lord said, "Take heed, that no man deceive you. For
many shall CODle in My name, saying, I am Christ, and shall deceive
many (Matt. xxiv. 4.).

12: The promise given to those who hold to the principles of
spiritual life which they have been so happy as to acquire, is one of
the most interesting but singular of all those that occur in the seven
churches of Asia ; Him that ouercomeili will Lmake a pillar in the temple
oj illy God, and he shall go no more out: and I toill ioriie upon Iiim the
name oj·My God, and the name oj the city of lJtIy God, which is New
Jerusalem, 1vhiclz comeili down out of heaven front AIl! God; and I toill
'write U1Jon him. My new name. It is remarkable that those "Tho have
already obtained the .crown have yet to overcome, and to receive the
reward of victory. The two states of this church are those whi eh

belong, the first to the church militant, and the second to the church
triumphant j one to the Christian life on earth, and the other to
Christian experience in heaven. Between the description of these
t\VO states these words intervene, "Behold, I come quickly." The
Corning of the Lord ends the, earthly and begins the heavenly state.
It is to this state therefore that the present promise more especially
relates. vVe do not say exclusively, for these two states are # also
experienced in this life; the first being, in this application, a state
of reformation, and the second of the regenerate state itself. In each
ease there is a judgment. When by death one appears in the more
immediate presence of the Lord, a judgment is finally passed upon
him and on everything pertaining to him; and if he can bear the
trial, all the .remaining impurities of 'his nature are removed, and
he is eternally exalted to the angelic kingdom. The promise
which is given as the reward of overcoming, describes the state,
after this ordeal, of those whose governing affection is mutual love,
when they have passed through the door which had been set open
before them, and it is closed behind them, shutting out the world
and all its imperfections and tribulations, and preserving them for
ever in a state of blissful security. The first thing that must strike
everyone as peculiar in the enumeration of the blessings is the Lord's
speaking, and repeatedly speaking, of God as His God. To under
stand this it is necessary to know what is the prime meaning
attached to this .Divine name when it occurs in the Holy W ord,
Some, no doubt, infer that when Jesus speaks of His God, His words
have the same meaning as when uttered by a mere man, Such a
notion is founded on a misconception. If Jesus Christ is really a
subordinate being, it is very extraordinary that in the numerous
scenes in which He is exhibited in this Book of the Revelation He
. '
IS never represented as offering worship to another, although the wor-
ship of every other order of dependent beings, from the four svmbolic
beasts around the throne to the great multitude of all nations
and kindreds, and people, and tongnes, is repeatedly mentioned.
Nay, further, although a distinct representation seems to have been
made to John of the Divine Being as sitting on the throne of
heaven, and of a Lamb in the midst of the throne, no discourse
whatever is mentioned as taking place between them, far less

- any adoration paid by one to the other j while worship is alike
offered to both by the angelic host, who cry, "Blessing, and honour,
and glory, and po,ver be unto Him that sitteth on the throne, and unto
the Lamb for ever and ever." It would be very strange, if Jesus were
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an inferior being, that no trace should appear after His glori~cation

of His acknowledging His inferiority; and still more so that, Instead
of His worshipping the Father, the same Divine honours should
be paid to Him as to the Father. These are facts which clearly
demonstrate the truth of the doctrine which nffirrns the Father and
the Son or God and the Lamb, to be, not two- separate persoIls,
but two 'essentials of the same Divine Person, w hich are Ilis Essential
Divinity. and His Divine Humanity. But how is this reconci~ab~e

with the Lord's saying, My God 1 In the same manner, that It IS

'reconcilable with His so often saying, My Father. When lIe speaks
of His Father, though some may suppose that He alludes to a person
distinct from Himself, no one concludes that this must necessarily be an
object for Him to worship. No more is this necessarily included in the
idea when He says, My God. By both expressions He means to speak
of His own Divine Essence, only with this distinction, that when He
speaks of His Father lIe means His own Divine Essence. with regard ~o

His Divine Good- or Love, and ·when He speaks of Ills God He still
means His own Divine Essence, but with respect to Ilis Divine Truth
or Wisdom. That He does not mean by the phrase, 1\I.v Gau, a Divine
Person superior to Himself is also evident from His saying of him
that overcomes, "I will write upon him the name of My God." It
is clear that none but God Himself can communicate Iris name,
whatever this may imply, .to any human creature. And if Jesus
were a subordinate being, it would be the height of presumption for
I-liIU to say that He would do this. When, therefore, Jesus declares
that He will write on him the name of His God, He in the same
words declares that He is that God Himself,since otherwise He would
have no po,ver to dispose of God's name, Irmumerable instances
occur in the Old Testament in which the names Lord (Tehovah) and
God are used in reference to that Divine Being, who sometimes is
called Lord, sometimes God, sometimes Lord Gau. No one w110
believes the Holy Word to be really Divine can imagine that these
names are used indiscriminately, but must. conclude that every name
by which -the Divine Majesty has bee~ .pleased to. make Hi~se]f
known, must be descriptive of some distinct essential or attribute
of His Divine Nature. As the names Lord and God are those far
most frequently assigned to Him, no doubt they must refer to the two
most universal essential attributes of the Divine Nature, and these
are, the Divine Love or Goodness and the Divine Wisdom or Truth.
The same distinction is preserved in the N ew Testament, where also
we frequently find th~ words Lord and God used separately, and
sometimes also used together, as in the next chapter, where the four

beasts say, "Holy? Holy, Lord God Almighty.' Whenever then
the word Lord is used, it is because the subj ect treated of relates
to the Divine Goodness, and its operation in the salvation of
mankind ; and whenever the term God is used, it is because tho
subject treated of more particularly relates to the Divine Truth, and
its operations in the same Divine work ; and when both are
mentioned, it is because the subject treated of has as much con
nection with the one Divine principle as the other. The reason
of the term God being used in this benediction is, that those who
are the subjects of it receive more of the Divine truth than
of the Divine good, being principled more in truth of a superior
order grounded in good than in the highest good itself; and the
reason of that name being so often repeated is, that those are treated
of who receive of this essential Divine attribute in a very eminent
and ample measure. And the Lord emphatically says, My God, to
intinlate that the essential attribute, Diviile Truth, belongs to Him
alone, dwells in Him alone, and proceeds from Him alone for the
salvation of mankind. We come now to speak of the blessing itself.

The first thing said of him that overcomes is, "I will make him a
pillar in the temple of My God." The temple, wherever mentioned in
Scripture, refers literally to the temple at Jerusalem; and this was
considered under the Jewish Dispensation as the immediate. dwelling
place of the Lord, who was supposed to be present between the two
cherubim placed over the ark in the Holy of Holies. On this account
the temple, in the highest sense, was a type of the Lord's Divine
Humanity, this being the d welling of His Essential Divinity, as is
evident from His saying, "Destroy this temple, and in three days I
will raise it up again," on which occasion it is expressly declared
"He spake of the temple of His body." In an inferior sense, the
temple menus sometimes the church on earth, and somet.iuios heaven,
these being the dwelling-places of the Lord in His Humauity, III that
particular sense it means the regenerate mind, which is the Church
and heaven in the least form. In the present instance, it evidently
means heaven, for it is said that those who are admitted shall go no
more out, alluding to the shutting, after their admission, of the door
which God sets open before them. But it is said that those who are
spoken of shall be made "pillars" in this tempIe, which again alludes
to their characteristic feature as being principled in truth derived
from goodness; for as pillars are the support of a building, so is
truth from good the support of heaven and the Church. Good in its
own nature, and therefore alone, is flexible and yielding. It is truth
that gives it firmness and stability. All the stability of the heavenly
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graces which tend to compose the church and heaven in the human
mind, depends on their having truth from good for' their support.
Good inclinations and intentions alone, without genuinc truth to pro
tect and direct them, are easily led astray and perverted. On the
other hand, a knowledge of truth alone, without good inclinations and
intentions, is easily shaken and destroyed, and may even be applied
to the confirmation of error.

But a right apprehension of truth, grounded in a love for goodness,
secures the mind alike from wavering and .perplexity, and prevents the
fair edifice of Christian principle and profession from sinking into a
disordered heap of useless ruins. It is therefore with peculiar elegance
said of those here addressed, by whom such characters are meant, that
they shall be pillars in the temple of God. The name of God and of
the holy city, and the Lord's new name, are to be written upon them.
A name, we have seen, is expressive of nature or quality. When the
Lord says, He will write upon His people the name of His God, it
denotes' that all the life of love, perceptions, and thoughts in those

.spoken of, shall always be regulated by the unerring dictates of Divine
truth-that they shall derive the essence of their nature and quality
from it, .and be in consequence always in agreement with it. This,
however, applies more particularly to their inward states. That their
outward states will be of the same nature, and thus their words and

.vworks will be marked by the same character, is meant by its being
added, "A.nd the name of the city of My God, New Jerusalem, which
cometh down out of heaven from My God." 'fhe holy city, New
Jerusalem, is, as we shall see when we come to the 21st chapter, the
Church of the Lord's Second Advent, the perfect complement of aU
other churches that have hitherto existed in the world. The New J eru
salem is represented as a city and a bride-s-a city as a form of truth, a
bride as a form of love. It is the name of the city that is to be written
upon those represented by the church of Philadelphia. The name of
God is to be written within, the name of the city without. Truth
proceeding immediately from the Lord will be inscribed on the heart,
and truth proceeding from Him immediately through heaven, will be
inscribed on the understanding. The imagery teaches a still more
interior truth. Heaven is an image of the spiritual mind, and the
earth of the natural, The holy city comes down from heaven when the
truth that sanctifies the affections. comes down to direct the thoughts,
and thence to guide the life. The Lord adds finally, that He will
write upon them' His new name. "Vhat is the Lord's new 11al110 1
"That is it that is characteristic of Him that can be said to be new 1

The new name of God. is J esus Christ. That which characterizes Him
.since His incarnation is the Humanity which He assumed and glorified,
in w hich He now dwells, and in which He is worshipped by the whole
Church in heaven, and in which He will be worshipped by the Now
()hurch all earth. Those who have His 11e\V name written upon thorn,
are those who in heart acknowledge the Lord in His Humanity as the
sole object of their faith and love, and who are renewed in the spirit
of their minds by the new influence proceeding from the Saviour in the
temple of His glorified body. Their vile body has been formed after
the image of His glorious body. How great the blessings thus pro
mised to those loving and faithful ones, who belong to the church of
Philadelphia! To be not only admitted into heaven, but to be trans
formed entirely into the angelic nature; to have the name of our God,
of the N ew Jerusalem, and the LOT<;i's new name written upon us! To
h~ve our nature so conformed to His, that nothing of an opposing
kind nlay be ever felt by us any more 1 Let us eagerly do all that
we are required to do, and which Divine aid is ever at hand to enable
us to do, to attain this state. If we cultivate from the heart the spirit
of mutual love, of which all these blessings are only the developments,

. we too shall come to be pillars in the temple of our God, and have
these glorious names written upon us.

We now come to the last of the churches to whom this Book
of the Revelation of J 01n is inscribed, or the last of the classes of
the professing members of the Christian Church, who are in any
degree capable of ackno\vledging the Lord at the time of His Second
Advent, and of entering the New Ch urch to be then established by Him.
As the Laodiceans are the last that are mentioned, they represent
those who are least in a state for duly receiving the Divine mercies
of the Second Advent. They are addressed 1110re in the Ianguage of

. d b
uunuxe reproof than any of the other churches. Those most
severely censured of the others are the members of the church of
Sardis, who are said to have a name to live, but are dead; still there
were a few names in Sardis who had not defiled their garments. But
no exception is made in favour of any of those of Laodicea; the
threat of being entirely cast out by the Lord is held forth to all,

14. Before considering the state of this church, it is necessary to
notice the characters 'Yhich the Lord assumes in addressing it.
Unto the angel of the church of the Laodiceans write/These things
saith the Anze'n, the faithful and true TVitness, the lJeginnh1g of the
creation of God. Amen is an Old Testameut term, and means the
truth. It is the word used in Isaiah, where· we read, "He who
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blesseth himself in the earth shall bless himself in the God of Truth;
and he that sweareth in the earth shall swear by the God of Tru th "
(lxv.. 16). The word here translated "truth" is in the original
"amen." If it were left untranslated, the passage ,~ould read, "lIe
that blesseth himself in the earth shall bless himself in the God, the
Amen; and he that sweareth in the earth shall swear by the God, the
Amen." It has therefore been remarked by several learned critics,
that when Jesus Christ declares Himself to be the Amen, lIe declares
Himself to be the Divine Being spoken of in Isaiah, and who is here
represented as the only Being who will be thought of in the happy
times here announced, and who must therefore be the only God of
heaven and of the church. But the Lord assumes the title Amen in
many other instances besides this ill the Revelation. The 'word
," verily," which so often occurs in the Gospels, is in the original,
"amen.' It was transferred into the Greek from the Hebrew Scriptures
,on account of .the great depth of meaning which it contains, as
expressing not merely truth, but the Truth itself, truth in its very
essence; Hence, again, critics affirm that when the ]~01'<1 Jesus Christ
says "Amen, I say unto you," it is the same thing as if He said, and

. may 'indeed in strict conformity with the original be expressed in
another language, "I, who am the Amen, say unto you." And
further, that when He declares Himself to be the Amen, He declares
Himself to be the Divine Truth itself, or Isaiah's" God of Truth.'
Accordingly, it has been remarked also that none but the Lord
Himself either ever assumes this sacred title, or confirms the certainty
of .His declarations by it. All the prophets and apostles regarded this
as too holy a form of speech to be imitated by them, and as
appropriate to the Supreme Being alone. Thus, when Paul wishes to
express great earnestness on a subject very near his heart, he does
not say to the Roman Christians, "Amen, I say unto you," but, "I
say the truth in Christ, I lie not," "There the word translntcd truth is
not in the original "amen," but is a common Greek word of that
meaning. Yet the apostle does on another occasion use the word
"amen," but only in reference to Him respecting whom alone it can
with propriety be used. Speaking of the Lord Jesus Christ, he says to
the Corinthian converts, "All the promises of God are yea and amen,"

,on which the same judicious critics (Gulpicius and Lud. de Dieu)
observe, "That doubtless the promises of God are amen (or the
truth. itself) in God Himself, and in Him only, wherefore to say that
they are amen in Jesus Christ is equivalent to saying that He is the
same as God Himself."

It may appear to be inconsistent with the dignity we claim for
Jesus as the Amen, that the very next character He takes to Himself is
that of a witness, which seems to indicate something distinct from if not
inferior to, that which is witnessed. Nevertheless, the witness and
that which is witnessed are one and the same Divine Beine though
they have reference to distinct principles or qualities of Hi~ infinite
perfections. As the Amen the Lord is Divine Truth in its essence
and origin, as the faithful and true Witness lie is Divine Truth in
its going :orth or pr~ceeding; and Divine Truth in' its going forth
or proceeding bears WItness to Divine 'iruth in its oricin and essence.
Divine Truth, such as it is in itself; is beyond the

b

comprehension
of any finite being. Of this none but the Lord Himself can know
anything. To become at all perceptible to man it must ,be accom
modated to his faculties. When thus accommodated it is a faithful
and true witness which makes manifest its original.

.~iv~ne Truth, as it is in. itself, may be compared to light in its
orIgIn III the sun, where it exists, not as a principle perceptible to our
senses as light, but rather as n power of giving light, but which, if it
could be approached by anything proper to the world below would
instantly consume it. Divine Truth as a faithful witness, or in its
attempered manifestation, is like the light proceeding from the sun to
the earth through the medium of the atmospheres, which is perceived
by our senses as light, and, containing heat within it, vivifies and
gladdens the whole face of creation. '

Ye~ every o~le perceives that the light, though proceeding from the
sun, IS one with the sun, while it is essentially distinct from the
material bodies that are enlivened by its beams,

The. Lord came into the world as the Light, but clothed 'with
humanity to accommodate it to the minds of men. He assumed
human nature in the world for the express purpose .of imparting such
n, quality to His Divino influences us micht ntlltl>t thorn to nlr~ct tho

. J. 0
111111 of man even in his natural state, When tho Lord 'was ex-
amined before Pilate He said, "To this end was I born, and for this
cause came I into the world, that I might bear witness to the truth."
By these words our Lord informs us that He assumed the human
nature to make His Divine Truth apprehensible to man in that natural
state signified by the world, For the Divine Truth, as it previously
proceeded from the sun of heaven, was only adapted to affect the
supel:ior regions of the human mind, but produced no perceptive im
~reSSIOl1 on the natural mind in which man was then wholly
Immersed, so that he must have perished eternally, had not the Lord

. G
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in mercy assumed and glorified the natural principle in Himself, in
order that by a powerful influx thence the Divine influences might reach
and act upon the corresponding principle in man. Thus, as to the
Divine Humanity and the Divine Truth thence proceeding, tho Lord is
the faithful and true Witness, whose tosbimony man can receive, and
.eo be brought acquainted with the things belonging to his peqce. The
Lord further describes Himself as the beginning of the creation of God.
We must take care that we do not confound the idea properly meant
by the H beginning of the creation," as if it implied the first thing or
being created, . This is done by the Ariana, who infer from this .that
the Lord Jesus Christ is only the First and Highest of created beings,
But the original term does not mean, as the English one sometimes
does, the thing begun, but that from which a beginning is made.
Thus "The beainnincr of the creation of God" is the same as that

, 0 0 • I
which gave birth to creation-the origin of creation. This IS t ie
Divine Truth proceeding from the Lord. Thus the phrase, "The be
ginning of the creation of God" is another proof that He is h:re
treated of as Divine Truth, or the Word. Hence John's Gospel begins
by saying, " In the beginning was the '\T ord, and by it were all things
made that were made." Hence, too, we read in the Psalms, "By tho
Word of the Lord were the heavens made, and all the host of them by
the breath of His mouth," where the Word of the Lord and the
breath of His mouth mean the Divine Truth proceoJing from Ilim.
And the term creation here is to be taken in a spiritual as well as in a
natural sense. So that we learn from the phrase that the Lord, as
Divine Truth, is not only the Author of the creation of the world, but
also of the new creation or regeneration ~of man. He is the Author
of. creation as the eternal Word; He is the Author of regeneration as

the Word made flesh.
15, 16. After addressing to the Laodiceans the usual solemn warning,

I know thy uiorks, He continues, that thou art neither cold nor hot: 1
would thou uiert cold or hot. So then because tluns art lukeicarm,
and neither cold nor hot, I will spue thee out of lJfy mouth, This luke
warmness is' not a state of indifference. The absence of concern for
the soul, or interest in eternal things, is a simple and positive state.
It is cold indifference, and by no means an uncommon or peculiar
condition of mind, ultimating in a singular and fearful result. The
state here described is the mixture and conjunction of good and evil.
It is that state described by the parable of the man who, "when the
evil spirit had gone out of him, not finding rest, said, I will return to
my house from whence I came out: so taking with him seven other

spirits more wicked than himself,' they entered in and d'welt there; "
and of whom it is said that" the last state of that man was worse
than the first." It is the state which the Lord alluded to when He
said to the impotent man He had healed "Sin no more lest a worse. "thing COllI0 unto thee." It is the sin against the IIoly Spirit, which
cannot be forgiven, neither in this world nor in the world to come.
It. is that to which the apostle adverts when he says, "If we sin
wilfully after we have received the knowledze of the truth there

. 0'

remaIll~th no more sacrifice for sins, but a certain fearful looking
for of Judgment and .fiery indignation," and to which he alludes when
he says, "It is impossible for those who were once enlichtened andb ,

l~a~e. tasted of the heavenly gift) and were made partakers of the Holy
Spirit, and have tasted the good Word of God, and the powers of the
world to come, if they fall a,vay,. to renew them again unto repent
ance j seeing they crucify the Lord afresh, and put Him to an open
shame." All these passages refer to the guilt of profanation in its
deepest and most confirmed degree. But that those addressed as the
Laodiccnns have not proceeded thus far, is plain from the call of
repentance being made to them, and from the Lord's counsellingthem
to buy of Him gold tried in the fire, that they may be rich, and
raiment, that they may be clothed, and eye-salve, that they may see·
~nd from his promising a heavenly blessing if they overcome. It ma;
Indeed be doubted whether in this life any evil is ever so confirmed as
to be absolutely beyond repentance. But the very fact that there is
a sin whieh tends to sear the conscience, and destroy its sense of feel
ing, is sufficient to warn us against apostasy from the truth of religion
and from the love of God. It is evident that to relapse from faith
and righteousness into unbelief and sin, must produce. a state much
more destructive of spiritual life than simple indifference and evil.

But the specific charge against the Laodiceans is, that they are neither
cold nor hot. 1'0 bo cold is to be unaffected, from any inward ground,
by lovo to the Lord and love to the neighbour, and to be 'without any
affection for hea venly graces, whether relating to goodness or truth,
to life or knowledge. To be hot is to be affected by these loves
and graces. It is easy to see what these states are. It is not so easy
clearly to see what that state is which is neither one nor the other, but is
a mixture of both. When two such opposite and irreconcilable things
as good and evil, truth and falsehood, are mixed together, their union
must create a state in which the mind is torn by these ever-conflicting
elements. God has mercifully provided for the separation of the good
and the evil in the other life. .And His Providence is ever directed
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to the separation of good and evil in the minds of men in. this l~fe.

'Ve all see how desirable it is that good should be unmixed with
evil. but we do not see it to be equally desirable, or desirable at all,
that' evil should .be unmixed with good. It is certainly not to be·
wished that in this world wickedness should stalk forth in its naked
ness. We do not mean that it should. We mean that good and evil,
though tozether in the same mind, should not be so mixed and so
united th~t they cannot be separated. This is the state that is
neither cold nor hot.
. To those w}~o are in this lamentable state, the Lord says, in tho
tenderness of Divine Love, " I would thou wert cold or hot; but because
thou .. art lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I will spue thee out of
My mouth." The Lord desires the happiness of all His creat~lres.

When this cannot be, He desires that thosew110 refuse happiness
should endure the least possible misery. The greater the sin the greater
misery. As profanation is the greatest sin, it b~·in.gs the greatest
misery. As it is a singular result, the result of It IS expressed by
a ainzular image. The Lord says to those who are lukewarm, "I will
spuethee out of My mouth." We do not apologize f?r this language.
It is plain, but it is expressive. We may be sure It would not be
mentioned in the Lord's Divine Word were it not for some very
important and sicniflcant reason. The different images that are used

b .

also ' particularly agree with each other. Lukewarm water provokes
·vomiting. Food, when eaten, is taken into the stomach to H,lldcrgif

the process of digestion. After this the nutritive portion is separated
.from the rest, and becomes a part of the body. This. process corre
sponds exactly to that which is performed with all who depart out of
this world. The good and the bad who enter the eternal world are, as
it were, the food by which the heavenly and infernal kingdoms are
fed and enlarged. The good, answering to those parts of our natural
food which is capable of.supporting our bodily frame, after undergoing
purifications and rectifications similar to what the good part of tho
chyle receives in the ducts through which it passes before it is
poured into the blood, are finally conveyed to their destination in
heaven, and form a part of what the apostle calls the mystical body;
whilst the bad, .answering to that part of the chylo which is
incapable of being converted into nourishment for tho body, are
separated from the nutritive part, and conveyed to the kingdom of
darkness. The good have what remained of the evil which pertained
to them taken away, and so are capable of dwelling in heaven; and the
wicked have what they had assumed of goodness taken u\vay, and so

are made capable of 'dwelling in the kingdom of darkness. But with
such as are represented by the Laodiceans this cannot be done. Evil
and good, falsehood and truth, are so blinded in their minds that they
cannot be divided. Evil cannot be taken away from them, so as to
make thorn fit for heaven; nor can good. be taken away from them,
so as to make them fit for hell. They are as salt which has lost its
savour, which is neither fit for the land nor yet for the dunghill, but
men cast it out (Luke xiv, 34). It may perhaps appear that to be
cast out of both hell and heaven were a less grievous lot than to be
cast into hell. It is far more grievous. The greatest sufferings of the
damned are from tho influence of heaven, as the diseased eye is pained
most by the entrance of light. The good and truth pertaining to
them, which they had profaned by heterogeneous mixture, makes
them continually receptive of an influx from heaven; and this imme
diately flowing into the evils and falsities they have also con
firmed, occasions continually such torment as cannot attend any other
state whatever, But we leave this to be conceived, as the very
thought of it by men disturbs the angels, in their spheres. The
dreaded guilt of it is also one of the saddest forms of religious mania
that infest the spurious conscience of susceptible and superstitious
minds, Instead of dwelling longer on the nature and consequences of
the sin, we will proceed to consider some of the other characteristics of
those who fall into it. .

17, 18. Tho church of Laodicea is addressed in this languago : Be
cause thou sayest, I ani 'rich, and increased toilli goods, and have need
of noiliinq j and launoesi not that thou art ioretched, and mieerable, and
1]001", and blind, and naked: 1 counsel thee to buy of jIe gold tried in
the fire, that thou masjeet be rich ; and ~()hite raiment, that thou 1nayest
be clothed, and that the shame of thy nakedness do not appear j and
anoint thine eyes 'with eye-salve, that thou rnayest see. This passage
affords aUI plo demonstration of the sty10 in which tho Word is written.
It everywhere cousista of natural images designed to COllVOY spiritual
ideas. Natural riches are the symbols of spiritual riches, which are. the
knowledges of Divine things. These are the true riches of the mind,
by a right use of which all heavenly blessings nlay be procured, as all
worldly comforts lllay be purchased by natural riches. These riches,
like money, are not true wealth, but only the means for obtaining it.
One may therefore be spiritually rich and yet be poor, as the miser
with his money bags may yet be the poorest of the poor. The
Laodicean, however, claims not only riches, but increase in goods.
This is expressed by one word, which Iiterally means "enriched."
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This seeming tautology is only one of 'many instances of tho kind in
the Word, intended to express the duality which exists in all things;
and in this instance is expressive of the knowledge of goodness and
the knowledge of truth. The apostle well expresses the state .of those
who are here described, when he says, "ICno"\vledge puffeth up."
Knowledge itself has no tendency to self-exaltation. But whatever
enriches the understanding without improving the heart, has a
tendency to make men vain. The passage is no doubt intended to
show how vain are our pretensions to spiritual wealth by virtue of the
truths of the Word we know, however abundant our knowledge,
whilst we at the same time cherish affections incompatible 'with them.
~~<??gh they may be true riches in themselves, they are not so to us,

"uDleSSWe are in the life which accords with them, or at least in the
steadfast purpose of making every effort,' and submitting to every
sacrifice,requis.ite for its attainment. That such riches are not true
riches to such persons as- are here treated of, is plain from the next
part of their boast, which is such as could never enter the thoughts of
one who was disposed to be faithful in the application of his spiritual
riches. He is not saying, in the pride of his possessions, "I am rich,"
but also, "I have need of nothing," or, more correctly, "I have need
of no one." Whether the spiritual riches that may be possessed are
genuine truths or not, this arrogation of them to self, and this ex
pression of self-confidence and rejection of dependence on a ltighcr
power, decidedly prove that they do not enrich such a possessor. In
the true spirit of the king of Egypt, by 'vhom all such perverters of
Divine knowledge are represented, he says, "My river is my own, and
I have made it for myself ;" words which strongly express the propen
sity that lurks in all self-derived intelligence to arrogate to itself and
its ow~ sagacity the knowledge of Divine things which it learns from
the Word, and which, when studied, cannot fail to be perverted. It
is plain that those who are in this state must be all that the Divino
Speaker declares them to be when He says to thorn, " And knowcst not
that thou art wretched, and miserable, and poor, and. blind, and
naked." The term " wretched" evidently is intended as a con
tradiction to the arrogant saying, "I have need of nothing," To be
wretched implies to be forlorn, destitute, thus to be in want of every
thing. Being miserable seems designed as a contrast to beinc en
riched; and being poor as a contrast to being rich. As to be

0

rich
and ~nriched signify to abound in the kno\vledge of Divine things,
both In respect to goodness and truth, so to be poor and miserable is
clearly to be without anything of either. But it is added further, that

such persons are blind and naked, to denote that they are not only
without the knowledge of goodness and truth, but also without under
standing to discern them, which is the state of being spiritually blind,
and without inclination to apply them to the removal of our evil
state by nature, so that we remain in the shame of our original
nakedness.

The danger, or even the bare possibility, of falling into such a state
as Divine wisdom has here described, should lead us faithfully to
examine our own hearts and minds, to see in what manner we have
received, and for what end we cherisb, a knowledge of Divine Truth.
""Ve should be careful how we suffer any sentiment of pride on account
of it to gain admission into our hearts, not presuming to elevate our
selves in our own conceit above the weakest of our brethren.
Humility is the only safe attitude of the soul; and a continual watch
over our hearts, joined to that prayer which unceasingly looks to
the Lord, is the only security against apostasy.

Supposing we may have fallen into anything of the sin of pro
faining what is sacred, there is a perpetual operation of the Lord's in
fluences, supplying power and inclination to engage in the work of
roformation ; and this is beautifully expressed by the words with
which His exhortation commences, "I counsel thee." 'I'he Lord indeed
counsels us to do what is here prescribed in every page of His Word,
in which the nature and consequences of sin, and the necessity of escap
ing from it by accepting the Divine aids offered for that purpose, are
perpetually insisted on. But this is not all that is implied by the
Lord's counsel. In a spiritual idea, to counsel not only includes the
offering of advice, but the communication of power to obey that advice,
and not only the po,ver but the inclination-an inward prompting to
attend to the ad vice offered. Were it not for this continual presence
of Divine power and influence, salvation would be impossible, as we
would be without anything to counteract the perverse tendency of our
O\Vll nature, thus would not be in that state of equilibrium in 'vhich
the essence of' freewill consists. As tho first agency in the work of
our salvation is from the Lord alone, and this agency is universal, the
second step in the process depends on ourselves; and without taking
it the Lord's operation cannot be effectual. This is evident from that
which we are counselled to do. I counsel thee "to buy of Me gold
tried in the fire, that thou mayest be rich; and white raiment, that
thou mayest be clothed, and that the shame of thy nakedness do not
appear; and anoint thine eyes with eye-salve, that thou mayest see." To
buy and to anoint evidently intimate operations to be done by us, not of
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ourselves, indeed, but by virtue of aids from the Lord, which, we have
seen, are never withheld.· The Divine agency, which is never absent,
is shown to be active here. For although we are counselled to pro
cure for ourselves what is necessary to remedy our defects, it is equally
cle~r that we 'can nowhere 'obtain it but from the Lord. alone. He says,
"Buy of Me." Although the Lord docs not impart saving graces to us,
unless we apply for them by exerting the faculties with which we are
endowed, yet no exertion of our faculties would avail us anything, if
the Lord were not at hand to supply us with what we require. And
whenwe reflect that He, who exhorts us to buy of Him is no other than
the Lord Jesus Christ, the Author and Finisher of our faith, the
Fountain of every saving mercy, we may know that whatever our state
requires He is able and' willing to supply. But if the Lord requires
us to buy of Him the saving graces we stand in need of, are we to
conclude that He sells them, or receives anything in oxchangej No.
Though bought by us, they are freely given by Him. There is a seller,
it is true; but the buyer is also that seller. This mystery is explained
by the parable of the treasure hid in a field, of which it is said that
the man who had found it went and sold all that he had, and bought
that field; from which it is plain that though heavenly gifts are freely
afforded by the Lord, yet we are required to part with something be
fore we can be qualified to receive them'. And what can this be but
the evil qualities in ourselves, which are at variance with the heavenly
gifts of which we desire to be partakers 1 And to buy these gifts ,YO

must ~ell all that we .have. In the present case the treasures we
are counselled to buy of the Lord, are gold tried in the fire and white
raiment. In these there is evident allusion to the deficiencies we
labour under without being conscious of it, since we say we are rich
and have need of nothing, and k'no,v not that we are " wretched, and
miserable, and poor, and blind, and naked." Gold, we have had
occasion to show, being the noblest of all metals, is mentioned in Scrip
ture to denote the exalted affections of Iove to tho Lord. and charity to
the neighbour-in short, all celestial and spiritual good, as tho noblest
of heavenly graces. But it is not gold simply that is recommended,
but gold tried in the fire, or purified from all dross or heterogeneous
matter; by which we are cautioned against letting any unworthy
motives connect themselves with our spiritual duties-the duties of
love to the Lord and to the neighbour; against mixing anything that
springs from self with the affections that aspire after heavenly objects.
Fire, in its highest reference, is an emblem of pure Divine Love, of love
as it exists in the Lord Himself; therefore gold tried in the fire is

good, so pure as to bear the presence of the infinite purity of the
Lord.

Trial, too, when applied to spiritual subjects denotes temptation. The
necessity here alluded to of purifying gold, is expressive of the mode
in which that which gold represents is purified, which is by temptation,
It is C0111111011 to speak of a fiery trial in allusion to anything that puts
one's constancy and fidelity to the severest proof; and those ternpta
tions are called trials by fire in which the whole life's love is assaulted.
But the reason why the obtaining of this pure gold is mentioned
as necessary, is stated to be, that we may be rich; by which we
learn that without a principle of genuine goodness there can be no
real possession of spiritual riches, which are the knowledges of
genuine truth. The knowledges of truth may indeed be entertained
in the memory, whilst the life to which they are designed to lead is
yet a stranger to the heart; but so long as they have not a more in
terior abode than this, they are merely lent or borrowed treasures,
which will assuredly one day be resumed, leaving us as poor
and destitute as if we had never known anything of them, unless
we acquire a real interest in them by applying them to their
proper use. There is no way of acquiring a real property in the
truths we may happen to know, but by -procuring from the Lord
a life of genuine goodness, by cultivating a real spiritual love to
IIiu1 and charity to our neighbour, and manifesting them ina
blameless and useful life. The next thing described as necessary
to be obtained is white raiment, that we may be clothed, and that
the shame of our nakedness may not appear. It is said of Adam and
his wife that they were naked and were not ashamed, which very
expressively describes the state of innocence that thinketh no evil,
which is experienced when in every affection and thought man has
regard to the Lord, and never looks to self; thus what was experi
enced by those who lived before man had acquired a selfish nature
replete with ovory evil. Accordingly thoro is 110 mention in Scrip
ture of nakedness unaccompanied with S}U11110 in relation to any but
man in his integrity. Whenever nakedness is afterwards spoken of,
it is always connected with the idea of shame and disgrace. When
ever, therefore, as in the present instance, it is thus mentioned, it
represents a state· in which man is wholly immersed in the evils
of his selfish nature. He is considered as standing in his mere
natural selfhood, which is nothing but evil, an object of disgust
to all who are elevated above it. He is' here directed to procure
of the Lord white raiment, that he may be clothed; to clothe
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meaning to remove the evils of the selfish nature, so that, being
no longer indulged, they become as if they did not exist, the
affections being elevated quite out of and above them. White
raiment is often mentioned in Scripture to denote truths in the
mind, which are genuine, because they are grounded in good.
Garments in general are mentioned in Scripture to denote such senti
ments respecting truth and doctrine, whether well or ill groulllled, as
a man naturally entertains, because they are agreeable to his reigning
affections, thus such as spontaneously flow forth from his life. The
Lord is said to cover Himself with light as with a gal'lnent (Ps. civ. 2).
Light is an appropriate emblem of pure Divine 'Truth. When there
fore this is said to be the garment of the Lord, we see that garn1f~nts

in general must denote the sentiments regarded as true by those who
hold them: And white, as being the colour approaching nearest to
the nature of light, is in like manner an appropriate emblem of the
purest truth that can be received by a finite being. Garments and
riches, here connected, differ in this respect. Riches are truths first
acquired by an external way, and deposited as know ledge in the
memory; garments are the spontaneous dictate of the mind, being the
form which the affections assume when they enter the thought.
How high and heavenly a state is it to be spiritually clothed
in white raiment-to have genuine truth as the character of every
thought on spiritual subjects that ever enters the mind! How plain
is it to see that this can only be experienced when genuine goodness
reigns in the heart, since out of the abundance of the heart the mouth
speaketh l Another direction given to the Laodiceans is, to anoint
the eyes with eye-salve, that they may see. This is not put in the
same form as the others. The eye-salve is not, like the gold and
raiment, directed to be bought of the Lord, "but is considered as being
already in possession, and the instruction given is only about its
application. The reason appears to be that the eye-salve denotes good
in conjunction with truth, both which principles under another form
have already been procured. The eye is an ernblem of the under
standing; and to anoint the eyes with eye-salve that they Inay sec, is
to return to a state of real intelligence, by submitting to the instruc
tions of Divine truth received in sincere affection.

19. To His counsel the Divine Speaker adds this important decla
ration, As masu) as I love, I rebuke and chasten. The Divine chas
tening is the rebuke of Divine Love. How consolatory an assurance!
This is one of those Scripture truths that shine out clearly in all its
heavenly brightness. But do any halt over "as many as I love,"

as if the Lord loved some, but not aU1 Here is the solution. The
Lord loves all j but only those who have received the Lord's love
are the subjects of His corrective rebuke and chastening j they only
can experience the opposition between the pure truth of heaven and
the false persuasions that occupy the natural understanding, and
between real heavenly good and the corrupt inclinations that
engage the natural will ; especially in those who have fallen into any
degree of profanation. To be admitted into such trials is an infallible
mark of the Lord's love for us, and the ground of some hopes of the
presence of His love in us. And what is our duty under such
trials 1 Be zealous therefore, and repent. Zeal is the warmth of the
mind ; and when the Lord exhorts us to be zealous, He expresses. the
necessity for our fixing the whole heart on heavenly ends and objects.
To repent, repentance meaning a change of mind, is here used to
express that change of understanding so necessary for all who would
have any real interest in heavenly subjects; as to be zealous implies a
renewal of the heart. How beautiful, when some idea is obtained
of its true meaning, is the whole of this admonition and exhortation
of our gracious Lord and Saviour!

20. If the admonition and exhortation contained ill the preceding
verse be beautiful, still more, if possible, is the declaration which
follows them, Behold, I stand at the door, and knock: if any man
hear lJ,Iy voice, and open the door, I 'will come in to him, and 'will
sup uiiih. hint, and he toith Me. Specially applicable to the state of
those who are here treated of, this Divine declaration is of universal in
terest. There is not perhaps a passage throughout the whole Word of
God which declares, in more plain and express terms, the decided truth
of heaven relative to a subject of the deepest importance to mankind,
nor one to which the attention of the sincere Christian can more
profitably be at times directed. The ardour of the Divine Love
for man's salvation, and the free agency which enables man to comply
with the Divine solicitude on his behalf, are set before him ill the
clearest light. As if to draw the attention of men to the subject
of this address, Jesus says unto them, "Behold 1" Behold, is a
call to direct the eyes to some object of importance, .The eyes of
the mind are the understandingx, '(; To introduce any declaration with
this exciting call, is to urge the' understanding to be particularly
attentive to what follows. The object to which our intellectual
attention is drawn in this instance is sufficiently important, being
no other than the Saviour of men standing at the door of man's heart
and knocking to obtain admission. Everl one can see the general
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meaning and force of"this Divine imagery. But it contains particular
ideas that well deserve being brought clearly before the mind,

That the door at which the Lord stands and knocks is the entrance
to themind, is sufficiently clear from the plain tenor of the passage.
Doors, on account of their forming the entrance into buildings, are
apt, emblems of that which introduces anything into the mind.
They derive their signification from their use, and as their use is to
afford admittance or introduction to a house or chamber, therefore
in 'that language formed of natural images in which the Holy "Vord'
is written, they denote introduction or admission, The door has how..
ever a more specific meaning. The human mind is so constituted
as to be capable of communicating with heaven and with the world-s
with heaven through the internal man, with the world through the
external. Between these is the rational man or reason. This is the
seat of his' consciousness while he lives in the world, and may thus
be called the man himself. This communicates with the internal man,
and receives through it influences and perceptions flowing from heaven
and the Lord; and below, it communicates with the external ]11a11,
and receives through it influences from tho world, from his own selfish
nature, and even from hell. And the points of its conuu unicntiou
in both directions are called in symbolic language by the name of
doors. The communication by which influences enter from the exter
nal man, or from below and without, is meant by the door of which
the Lord speaks when He says, "But thou when thou prayest, enter
into thy closet, and when thou hast shut thy door, pray to thy Father
which is in secret, and thy Father which seeth in secret shall reward
thee openly;" where the closet denotes the interior recesses of the rational

. mind, and to shut the door is to exclude the influences that rise from
the external man and from the world. But the door at which the Lord
stands and knocks, must denote the communication in the opposite
direction, or' the entrance from the internal man or mind into
the rational faculty. As it is only by communication from tho Lord,
as residing in the internal, that man can receive any heavenly graces,
so as to accept and make them his own, this door the Lord, in His
infinite mercy, condescends to entreat him to open, and knocks at it
for the purpose. For although the Lord, with all the treasures of
His love and wisdom, has an abode with everyone in his internal
man, yet none of these treasures become in any respect a man's
own, until he freely accepts and appropriates them, confirms them by
his reason, and applies himself to regenerate his external man,

-which by nature is the seat of all evils, and brings it into confer-

mity with the internal. At this door of the heart and mind
the Lord unceasingly knocks; and every heavenward suggestion or
reflection that any man seems to make to himself, or that arises
in his mind, comes from this source, whatever outward cause may
seem to produce it. But besides these general influences which come
under the description of what is meant by the Lord's knocking, in
order to man's opening the door in the full sense which is here in
tended, he stands in need of particular instruction. Therefore the
Lord not only knocks, but he utters His voice; and only those who
hear His voice open the door. The Lord's voice is the instruction
of His Divine Truth, which is the same thing as His Word. As the
human voice expresses both thought and feeling, the Divine voice
is expressive of Divine Truth full of Divine Love. And what is
meant by hearing the Divine voice ~ This is one of the phrases in
which the language of correspondence between spiritual and naturai
things still remains in use, and is still understood. To hear is to'
understand and to obey. It is by understanding and obeying the
teachings of Divine Truth that the door is opened, and that the Lord
enters into the mind, bringing with Him heavenly gifts and graces.
In reference to the man who thus opens the door, the Lord says,
" I will come in, and will sup with him, and he with Me." This is a
most endearing manner of stating the heavenly enjoyments of which
the willing and obedient are made partakers; speaking of feasting
with his Lord, in language that almost seems to put him on a
footing of equality. It is thus expressed to show the reciprocal
nature of the conjunction which is effected between God and man,
and the necessity that it should be thus reciprocal, that it may have
a real and permanent existence. But why does the Lord express
this conjunction or communion under the figure of supping together 1
For the same reason that He exhibits the communication of His
fullest blessings to the faithful under the type of a holy supper. To
cat, throughout the W 01'<1, represents the reception and appropriation
of good, and to drink the reception and appropriation of truth. But
how can this be said of the Lord 1 The Lord is represented in the
\Vord as eating and drinking in the same manner that he is repre
sented as hungering and thirsting. Hunger expresses the desire for
good, and thirst the desire for truth. When applied to the Lord
they are expressive of the ardent desire of His infinite love that His
goodness and truth may be received by man. So when He is said
to sup, or to eat and drink with man, it expresses the satisfaction of
this His benevolent desire, the communication on His part to man"
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as a free gift,of the treasures of His love and wisdom. And by
man's eating and drinking with the Lord in return, is meant the free
reception and appropriation, on man's part, of the saving mercies
thus flowing from the Lord. And both together imply the operation,
on the part of'the Lord, for man's salvation, and the co-operation on
the part of man, by which he actually concurs in the Lord's benefi
cent desires; thus they imply the reciprocal and full conj unction of
the Lord with man, and of man with the Lord.

21.. And now we come to the promise made to the restored of this
church. To hini that ooercomeili will I grant to sit ioitli Me in ltfy
throne, eoen as I also overcame, and ani set down 'with My Father
in His throne. .As that of the Laodiceans is the most dangerous of all
the states professing Christians can be in, the evils connected with it
must be the'most difficult to overcome. But as is the trial, so is the
triumph; as the labour is, so is the reward. The promised blessing
to successful conquest is greater here than any that precede. To sit
with the Lord in His throne must be the highest elevation and the
greatest felicity which a finite being can attain. But mark the
parallel in the conditions which lead to them. Those who sit with
Him in .Hia throne are such as have triumphed with Him in His
temptations. This is the greatest lesson of Christianity, the greatest
work of the Christian. To suffer and die with Christ that we may

j Iive and reign with Him! He overcame. What did He overcome 1
.He overcame all evil and all the powers of evil. Having assumed
our 'fallen and frail nature, He endured all the trials and tempta
tionsto which frail humanity is subject. By overcoming in these
conflicts, He reconciled and united His Human to His Divine Nature,
and thus sat down with His Father in His throne. Those who
overcome, as He did, sit down with Him in His throne, as He is set
down in His Father's throne. The cases are not indeed similar, but
analogous. We can never be united to Jesus as He is united to the
Father. But how great is the privilege, how unspeakable the bless
ing, of being exalted to a state and condition, the faintest imago
of those of the Lord in His Glorified Humanity! Heaven is His
throne. His throne is where He reigns, whether in the individual
heart or in the universal heaven. .And those are nearest to IIim in
His throne whose hearts are nearest to Him in singleness, purity, and
love.

CHA.PTEl{ IV.

1. HAVING seen the Lord, and received a comrmssion to write
to the churches, the Seer is favoured with a new vision. After this
I looked, and, behold, a door uias opened in heaven. In the other
world outward sight is according to inward perception. John saw
an open door in heaven, because a door had been opened in the heaven
of his. own mind.. ~ door is opened to us in heaven when a heavenly
state IS opened within us; and we see into heaven when we perceive"
heavenly things. But John not only saw into heaven, but he heard
voices proceeding from it: And the first voice ~vhich I heard was
as it were of a trumpet talking with me. This voice first in. ,
Im?Ortance as in order, was not merely a sounding but a speaking
VOIce. Its trumpet tone was expressive of its nature and its power.
It was the voice of Divine Truth and Divine Goodness, addressed to
the affections as well as to the thoughts of the Seer, to prepare him
for the celestial scene he was now to behold. The voice said, Come 'Up
hither. He was to ascend into that heaven the door of which he
had seen opened to him. Yet ascent in the spiritual world is
not through space j it is an elevation of state, of which space there
is an appearance. John was called upon to elevate his thoughts and
affections, and thus rise into a higher or more interior state of per
ception, that he might be prepared to receive the revelation which
the voice promised him, And I uiil] sluno thee things which must be
hereafter. Things then future were to pass before him in a series of
representative forms.

2. With the call to ascend came the change of state which it
demanded, And immcdiaieip I 'was in the Spirit. This, we have
seen, is a state in which not only the faculties of the spiritual mind
but the senses of the spiritual body are opened, which makes the
objects of the spiritual world visible. .A sublime sight was now
before him, And, behold, a throne ioas set in heaven, and One sat
on the throne. lIe whom he had seen in the midst of the seven
golden candlesticks, he now saw seated on a throne. l'he candle
sticks were representative of the Church; the throne is the
symbol of judgment. Heaven is indeed God's throne, as the earth
is His footstool. But here the throne is set in heaven, and .it is
set for judgment. So in the Psalma, "Thou satest in the throne
judging right" (ix. 4). It is important to connect this throne with
that which appears in the twentieth chapter, where the judgment
itself is described. The throne which J ohn now saw represented
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judgment in its commencement; that which he afterwards beheld re
presented judgment in its completion. From this point judgment nUlY
be seen in its progress through the whole of the subsequent relation, ,till
its actual accomplishment by Him who sat on the great white throne.
The process of judgment may be traced in the opening of the seven
seals of the book, and in the sealing of the twelve tribes; in the
blowing of the seven trumpets, and the pouring out of the seven vials;
in the 'expulsion from heaven of the great red dragon, and the over
throw of the great city Babylon. These represent the laying open of
the states of those in the spiritual world who had belonged to the
Church, and on 'whom the judgment was to be effected. For judg
ment is not a single instantaneous act. Or, considered as an act, it
is the last of a series of operations, by which the inmost thoughts and
intents of the heart have' been gradually laid open, and- the outward
character has been made one with the inward state. This is effected
by searching, sifting, and separating. And these are representatively
described by the disclosures, overturnings, and desolations produced
.by the agency of the celestial messengers, sent out from Him who
sits upon the throne. When evil is entirely separated from good,
and good from evil, in the minds of those who pass through this
ordeal, the final judgment takes place; for then it is made luaI,lifest
who are the goats and who are the sheep; then the evil are separated
from the just, and all of them, both the good and the evil, go to their
own place. The origin and beginning of this process of j UUgll1CU t is
therefore represented by the throne set in heaven.

3. John now describes the Divine Judge who sat upon the throne:
And He that sat was to look upon like 'a jasper and a sardine stone:
and-there 'was a rainoow round about the throne, in slght like uuio an
emerald. This description of the great Judge is so like that given by
Moses and the prophets, that we cannot fail to see that they apply to
the same Being. The figures vary indeed. One difference between
them is remarkable. Moses (Exod, xxiv, 10) and Ezekiel (i. 26)
speak of a sapphire stone as forming the throne or being under the
feet of-the Judge; while John speaks of the Judge Himself us being'
like a jasper'and a sardine stone. This difference answers to one
which existed before and since the Incarnation. Before the Incar
nation heaven was the Lord's Humanity. His Divine Truth, when
it descended into heaven, clothed itself with an angelic or human
form in the minds ofangels. Originally it diu so also in the minds
of men. ' But sin had marred that form, man's conceptions of the
Divine Being having become false and perverted. To supply what
no Iongei existed, and could not otherwise be restored, in the minds

of men, the 'Lord assumed humanityby birth 'in" the ,Yorld.·'Vhen
by glorification He had perfected that humanity, and .raised it' int,o
union with His Divinity, 'His, saving influences could descend to 'men;
not only mediately through heaven; but ,- immediately from Himself
His humanity, formerly representative, is now personal; formerly
angelic is now Divine; formerly in heaven, .is 110\V ,far above' all
heavens, dwelling in ,the .light which 110 man. can approach unto
except in and through the Divine Humanity, -Thus the gems that
had been seen in His throne and under .His feet, now ~ shine with
sevenfold splendour from His' own glorious body,' .:He' Himself is
110\V to look upon like a jasper and, sardine" stone.' Of" the exact
nature of the ,precious stones of Scripture we are not always certain;
but the jasper and the sardine are stones whose . known characters
afford a .key to their symbolic meaning.' White predominates in
the first ; the other is a glowing red; 'and' white is the emblem
of truth, and red lathe emblem of goodness. 'In thesefwo .atones
we have emblems of the two essential attributes of' the Divine
Being, goodness and truth, or, what is the same; justice 'and judg
ment, the sardine stone being the, emblem of goodness, and the
jasper of truth. These are the eternal principles fronrwhioh the
Divine judgments proceed.' ,

While-the Judge was to 'look upon like' a jasper and a sardine
stone, "There was a rainbow round .about the throne, like unto
au emerald.' A rainbow round the throne presents lui appearance
or tho light of Divino Truth, proceeding from tho Lord as tho
sun of heaven, as it is reflected, or refracted, 'in tho minds of
the angels, forming objectively a circle of glory' around Him from
whom the light proceeds. But the subject here treated of is judgment,
and to this the rainbow has reference. The colour of the 'rainbow,
unlike that 'vhich we see on earth,' isnob without a cause and a
meaning. In the other world, where all appearances .ere the out
births and images of ideas and states of mind, colours express the
qualities of affection and thought in those who 'receive and reflect'
the light of truth. In the highest heaven,' "There the truth is'
received and manifested in love, the prevailing colour is red j in
the second heaven, where the truth is received and manifested ill:
charity, it is blue; and in the lowest heaven, where' the truth, is:
received in faith and manifested in obedience, it is green.- Some-·
thing of this 111ay be seen in the succession of colours in our
world. The golden luminaries, the azure .sky, and 'green-robed
earth, present some .analogy, Our rainbows combineall these colours..
, H
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red, blue, green. The emerald rainbow around the throne is ex
pressive of the state of those who were to be judged, as well us
the promise of what was to come after the judgment. Those on
whomfhejudgment was to pass, were yet in their natural or external
st~te,l\~dthereforestill in the intermediate world, which is nearest
to, and most resembles the world of nature. The quasi heaven, corn
posed. of these, and from which the dragon and his angels were
cast down, was that which gave its green colour to the rainbow, In
the tenth chapter we read of a mighty angel clothed with a cloud,
and having a rainbow upon his head, but no peculiarity of colour in
the rainbow is mentioned there.

4. And round about the throne, whose heaven was spanned by the
rainbow, were four and twenty seats (literally thrones): and upon the
seats I saw four and twenty elders sitting, clothed in toliiie raiment ;
and they had on their heads C1·0WllS of gold. These thrones are, also
embleniatical of judgment. Referring the imagery of the Revelation to
the Israelitish church, the elders who sit on these thrones have been
supposed to allude to the twenty-four courses into which the priests who
attended on the Temple service were divided. This division is men
tioned in 1 Chronicles (xxiv. 29), as an order which Aaron instituted
by command of God.' Zacharias was executing the priest's office before
God in the order of his course, when the angel appeared to him to
give-him the promise of a son, As the subject of the present vision
Is tho setting up of the throne for judgment, it is more consistent to
understand these elders; seated upon thrones around. the throne of the
great Judge, as having reference to the elders of Israel, whose function
it was :to judge, or to the apostles, who were to sit on twelve thrones,
judging the twelve tribes of Israel. The number of these elders is
different both from that of the elders of Israel and the apostle, though
their function is the same. It is the function in fact which is re
presented. Judgment on the spiritual states and eternal destinies of
men can be performed by One only. He who is Omniscient, and knows
the hearts of all, is alone able to judge all. These elders, like the
apostles, represent all the principles of goodness and truth, or of
justice and judgment, derived from the Word, on which heaven and
the church are founded, and which are therefore the principles accord
ing to which those who have belonged to the church are judged. Tho
number twenty-four has the same spiritual meaning as twel ve.
Doubling a number does not change the meaning, but exalts it. The
number twelve is the symbol of completeness, being expressive of all
the principles of goodness and truth in heaven and the church. These,

in the highest degree of perfection, are meant by the twenty-four
elders, because they were around the throne of the great Judge, pre
paring for the accomplishment of the Last Judgment.

5. The thrones being set, signs appear of the coming Judgment.
And out of the throne proceeded llghtnings and thunderitujs and
voices. The thunderings and lightnings of the Lord are represented in
Scripture as producing the two effects of judgment, overwhelming the
evil and delivering the good. The Psalmist, praising the Lord for his
deliverance from his enemies, says, "The' -Lord thundered in the
heavens, and the Highest gave His voice; He shot out lightnings, and
discomfited them. He delivered me from the strong enemy; Ho
brought me forth also into a large place." He then declares the
important truth that the same Divine cause produces opposite effects
on the righteous and the wicked, "With the merciful Thou 'wilt
show Thyself merciful; with the upright man Thou wilt show Thyself
upright; with the pure Thou wilt show Thyself pure; and with the
froward Thou 'Yilt show Thyself froward" (xviii. 13-26). In Psalm
lxxvii. David says, "Thy way, 0 God, is in the sanctuary. Thou
hast with Thine arm redeemed Thy people. The voice of Thy
thunder was in the heaven: the lightnings lightened tho world :
the earth trembled and shook" (13-18). Both effects are sometimes
mentioned together. "1'1e Lord reigneth; let the earth rejoice.
Clouds and darkness are round about Him: justice and judgment are
the habitation of His throne. A fire goeth before Him, and burneth
up IIis enemies round about, His lightnings enlightened the world,
The heavens declare His righteousness, and all the people see His
glory. Confounded be all they that serve graven images n (Ps. xevii,
1-7). In these aud all other instances thunder and lightning are
symbols of the Divine Love and Wisdom which proceed from the
Lord through heaven and the Word. According to the distinctive
meaning of the ear and the eye, as corresponding to the two principal
faculties of the mind, thunder, which is heard, means truth as it
affects the will, and lightning, which is seen, means truth as
perceived by the understanding,

In relation to the present subject, these sights and sounds are signs
of judgment. The state of the Church which renders judgment
necessary is analogous to that which produces the thunderstorm. An
atmosphere overcharged with electricity restores its equilibrium by an
electric discharge which we hear as thunder and see as lightning.
A spiritual atmosphere overcharged with evil and error has its equi
librium restored by judgment, which is described in. Scripture as



the Iightning .and -thunder of the Almighty. When the thunderstorm
has' cleared the. air, we breathe with a pleasurable sense of freedom
and freshness, and 'feel that health and .life are in the breeze. ·Some·
thing-of .this kind is. expressed in the present case. After the thunder
and.li;htninO' there were voices. Judgment is followed by the voices
of ';ne;~y and, truth communicating comfort and instruction; as the
law' was 'given to Moses after the thunders of Sinai, or as the still
small 'voice fell :upon the ear of .Elijah, when. the wind had rent tho
mountains and the rocks, and the earthquake and the fire had spent
their force.
:iThere isanother sign here of love and light after judgment, And
t7Z.e1Y3':'l~ere eeoen.lamps of fire burnitu) before the throne, uihidi are the
seven:Spirits of' God. .In' the first chapter we read of there being
seven Spirits before the throne, and of the S011 of man walking in the
midst of seven golden candlesticks, and of holding seven stars in His
right hand. In this chapter all these images are combined. In the
first chapter the seven. Spirits mean the Holy Spirit, the seven stars
mean the church in heaven, and the seven candlesticks the church
on earth. The seven lamps of fire, which are the seven Spirits, mean
both the Holy Spirit and the church in heaven and 011 earth. And
these seven Spirits, like lamps of fire, are mentioned after tho thunder,
to teach us that judgment is effected to prepare for tho formation, by
the operation of the Holy Spirit, of aNew Church in heaven and 011

earth when tho .old has passed away. 'The N ew Church is hero repre
sented in, its origin, and in its first principles and beginning. As
the. seven lamp? before the throne were Iamps of fire, we have in this
image the union of love and light, both as existing in the Holy Spirit,
which was to be produced by its operation, and as characterizing the
church. The Spirit assumes, or rather is represented by, different forms,
according to the nature of the subject. It descended on Jesus in the
form of a dove, to represent purity and innocence, the result of purifi
cation; it descended under the appearance of cloven tongues as of fire on
the apostles on the. day. of Pentecost, to show forth their commission
to preach the truths of the Gospel under the influence of love to all
nations ; and here it is represented as lamps of fire, to signify the union of
truth and love in 'vhich the church originates, and of which it consists. 'l

6. Besides t~e lal~ps of fire, Before the thro~ze there"" a sea ofglCl~ ;j..

Muoh is said In Scripture of the sea. In this prophetic book (XV{}-)'
.there is a.sea of glass mingled with fire, and a sea which gives up its
dead (xx, 13), and when the new earth is created there is no more
sea (xxi~ 1). What is meant in these, and other instances by the sea 1

At the 'time the Scriptures were written, the earth was understood to
be a circular plain, surrounded by "rater; and the sea was considered
to form its boundary; those, therefore, who d"welt on its shores and
islands were regarded as being on the outside and afar off. When
under 'one view the earth and sea mean the church, the earth is the
internal of the church, and the sea is its external. The inhabitants
of the earth are the internal members of the church, and those who
dwell on tho sea are its external members, or those who live accord
ing to the spirit, and those w ho live according to the letter. The sea
of glass, therefore, was a representative image of the external of the
church, or of those ill the 'church who' are in 'external .worship.' But
this sea is to beunderstood as relating to the church above; for' the
throne, before which the sea lay stretched out, was set in heaven.
This sea was among the things which should be hereafter.' It 'was an
image of that heaven, or that church triumphant, which should .be
formed by the Lord after the judgment at His Second Coming; but it is
an image of that heaven' or' glorified church in its ultimate' degree.
But although John saw in this sea an image of the outer circle ofthat
church, yet even in its least glorious part it was glorious: though
a sea, it was a sea of' glass, like unto crY8tal. The idea of clear
11CSS and translucence is no doubt included ill the meaning of this
sea; hut there are two-particulars that may be observed respecting
it. Glass is a production of art, crystal of nature. " The sea was of
glass, but it resembled crystal. The sea; abstractly considered, is a
symbol of truth, but of general, and therefore of natural, truth. Glass
and crystal have the same signification, but they express the clear
ness of truth. The general truth, of which minus in an external
state are receptive, and by which the external man is formed, nlay be
said to be comparatively human, because it has much of man "in:it·;
it is being accommodated to his natural thoughts and feelings.
Yet in its true state, it is like the Divine, as the glassy sea was like
crystal; and by admitting the light of superior truth; that of a lower
order becomes luminous, It is like the letter of the 'Vord, which is
external truth, and is a glassy sea, which becomes clear when the light
of the spiritual sense shines through it. 'Another particular in. tho
imagery is this. The sea of glass and the crystal give the idea' of
light, out not of heat. The ancients supposed that crystal was con
gealed water, and the Greeks expressed it by the same name as .ice.
As the Scriptures speak of things as they' were understood at 'the
time, we may admit this into the Scriptural expression and SJ

'111
bolism, The inference is, that those who ,are, represented by, the
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sea of glass were indeed in the truth, but not so nlu?h in love.
This is one of the characteristics of the external church, and one by
which it is distinguished from the internal church. Love is the
highest grace 'of religion; and being the last attained, comprehends
in itself all others. Love is the fulfilling of the la \\T, and is itself
the Iawiof liberty which casts out fear. All other gifts vanish,
but this never faileth. The gift Iower than love is truth, the lower
grace is faith. These are the marks of the external church, and
of the ultimate heaven. They are not indeed truth without good
or faith without love. Solitary truth and faith alone have no place
either, in the true church or in heaven; but there are those in both
who h~ve not attained to that high state in which love is all in all.
These are the "sea of glass, like unto crystal."

Besides the sea of glass before the throne, In the midst of the throne,
and 190U1i d about the throne, were four beasts full of eyes before and
behind.' These four beasts are evidently the same as the cherubim, so
often -mentioned in the Old Testament, and 80 minutely described
In the first chapter of Ezekiel. Their identity will be seen when we
come toparticulnrs. Here we inquire what is meant by cherubim.
These marvellous creatures are not angels. They are still higher in
the scale of existence. They are even higher than the elders. They
are nearer to the Deity. Not only are they round about the throne,
but are in the midst of it.

. What can that be which is in the midst of the throne of God, and
yet .emanates from it to all' around 1 It can be no other than the
Word 'of God, the Word which the Lord Himself is, and which
emanates from Him, as the life of all that live, whether in heaven
above or 'on the earth beneath, and spiritually considered, whether ill
the church in heaven or in the church on earth. The cherubim are,
therefore, called living creatures, from a Hebrew word that signifies
life, the same as that from which Eve had her name as the mother of
all living. This is also the meaning of the word beast, which would
be better rendered animal, as giving the idea of an animated being. In a
secondary sense the cherubim symbolize the Lord's providence, which is
the government of the universe, spiritual and material; for this 110 exer
cises by His Divine Truth, which is the Word. The beasts being full of
eyes before and behind teaches us that the Lord sees all things from first
to last" from the beginning to the end, from eternity to eternity, and
is.therefore all-provident in His government both of the natural an.l
the spiritual world, and of the temporal and eternal concerns of IUCIl.

The. Lord's providence and revelation have two objects, or effect their

ohject, which is order and happiness, by acting in two ways, one by
preventing evil, the other by effecting good. Cherubim were, for this
reason, placed at the gate of Eden, to guard the way of the tree of
life, and over the mercy seat to guard against violations of the
sanctity of the law. And as they appeared to John in connection
'with the judgment, they give the promise of protection to the angels
ill the great crisis which was then approaching.

7. A particular description of the four beasts is now given. The
first beast was like a lion, and the second beast like a calf, and the
third beast had a face as a man, and the fourth beast 'was like a
fly/ng eagle. This description answers to that of the cherubim in
Ezekiel; "They four had the face of a man, the face of a lion, the
face of an ox, and the face of an eagle." The only difference is, that
in the Revelation the calf takes the place of the ox. When the
cherubim are seen to symbolize the Word of God, there can be no
doubt that the living creatures that form them are intended to repre
sent the different aspects which the 'VVord assumes according to
the dispositions, capacities,. and states of men, and which it also
assumes to the same men in different states of the regenerate life. In
Scri pture a lion is the symbol of po,ver, a calf of affection, a man of
wisdom, an eagle of intelligence. 'The Word is adapted to all states,
fr0111 the simplicity of childhood to the wisdom of advanced age. But
not merely is the Word adapted to those different conditions of mind,
but its truths take these different forms in the minds which receive
them, and even in the same mind in successive periods of tho re
generate life; and they exist together in minds which have arrived at
an advanced stage of religious experience. "\Vhen the cherubim are
understood to mean the Lord's providence, then His care over angels
and men is presented to our minds by the several animals. But the
Lord's providence is not exercised only over us but in us; and indeed
it is efficacious for our well-being only so far as it can act through our
affections and convictions, our charity and faith. It is in our affec
tions and thoughts that the Divine love and truth take those forms
which are symbolized by tho animal shapes of tho cherubim. Yet
these shapes are not simply those of known creatures. They are com
pound, made up of parts that have a symbolic meaning, as now
follows,

8. .A nd the four beasts had each of them six wings about hini j and
they UJe1·e full of eyes 'within. The use of wings to the feathered
creation guides us to their meaning in relation to Divine and
heavenly things. Wings enable birds to soar. into the air, and DI0ve
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from -place-fo i place, and to .chorieh.and protect their young. "rings
are attributed to .the. -Divine . Being in' reference to corresponllillg
Divine operations.: . "He 'rode upon a cherub, and did fly: yea, 110
did 'fly vupon the .wings of the wind" . (Ps. xviii. 10). 1\.S the
Divine .Being does' not move from place to place, this imagery is ex
pressive.Iof His;omnipresence;H~ is ·present. with all by His provi
dence, which' is the cherub, and by His spirit, which is the wind,
The cherishing and protecting power of. the Divine providence is still
more frequently described by the same imagery. "IIo\v excellen t
is Thy loving-kindness, 0 God! -therefore the children of men put their
trust 'under the' sbadow of Thywings" (Ps, xxxvi. 7). "re know
the "loving~kindl1ess'1 which .Jesus expressed when He addressed the
children of disobedience, "0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem, how often would
I have gathered thy children together; even as a hen gathereth her
chickens under her wings, and ye would not!" (Matt, xxiii. 37). In
regard to, the Psalmist, he not only describes the Divine protection hy
wings ; he tells us what they signify, "He shall cover thee with His
feathers, .and under. His wings .shalt thou trust: His TRUTH shall be
thy shield and buckler". (Ps.. xci. 4). The Lord's wings then are
His truth, in the covert of. which, the faithful trust (Ps. lxi. 4); in
the shadow of which they rejoice (Ps. lxiii. 7). 1'110 wings of tho
cherubim are thus the Lord's Divine Truth, by which he protects aud
sustains, comforts and guides, His· Church, .both in heaven and on
earth. Each, of, the beasts had six wings. The seraphim seen by
Isaiah (vi. 1) had six wings, with twain they covered their faccs.with
twain. they. covered: their, feet, and with twain they did fly. 1'110
wings of the seraphs ',vere, in pairs.. The trinal and the dual per
vade the Word, and thence heaven. and the Church, and indeed the
whole creation; for by the Word all things are and were created.
Goodness and truth. are united .in the Lord and in all that proceeds
from Him. 'We speak indeed of the Word as being Divine Truth, and
of heaven and the Church as being receptive of, and formed by, Divine
truth, but we do-nob .mean truth alone. Truth cannot exist alone.
Good and truth are a pair, neither of which call effect anything with
out the: other. Anyone possessed of good or truth alone, of .cliarity
or.faith alone, would be like a bird with onewing, which would be a
useless appendage. The same may be said, in a far higher degree, of
the Word itself. If it .contained truth without good, or wisdom with
out love, itwould be as if the cherubim and seraphim had wings on
one-, side' only of their. bodies. Regarding the cherubim as represent
ing the, }V<?rd, the .three.. pairs of wings are emblems of its three de-

grees of goodness and truth, adapted to the three orders of intelli
gences, of whom the Lord's kingdom consists. But the wings of the
cheru hic animals were full of eyes within, to instruct us that the
truths of the Lord's 'VVord are inwardly full of Divine wisdom, by which
Ilis works of providence and salvation are directed. The inmost
wisdom of the "rord and of providence is a hidden wisdom. So
hidden from human observation are the ends and views of providence,
that natural men believe that what some call providence is only
chance, blind fortuitous 'action. They see' no eyes in the outstretched
and everlasting wings, and indeed believe· in, neither. And as for the
'\Tord containing hidden wisdom, they can see no signs of wisdom ill
it. But these things are hid from the wise and prudent, lest they
should profane them, The ·worldly wise are those who have eaten of
the tree of knowledge, and hetween whom and the tree of 'life the
cherubim stand with the' flaming sword; to guard the way, Iest by
eating they should profane that which is holy, and bring upon them
selves an everlasting death. While the cherubim thus prevent the
wilfully unbelieving .from entering into the mysteries of the Di'vine
Word and providence, they lead the humble believer' to look upward
to the Giver of life and salvation, and to live constantly to His
glory.

l'he!J rest not clay and 1.liyht, saylng; lloly, holy, holy, LU'I'd God
Alndgldfl, wh-ich uias, and is, and is to come. This unceasing adoration
of the Eternal implies a power as unwearied as that of Him who
neither slumbers 1101' sleeps. No creatures, however exalted, could
maintain this condition. Only that 'vhich is in its essential nature
Divine can rest neither day nor night. If we understand the, cherubim
to represent the Word, we can see the .propriety of the description.
The Word is Divine. It comes from God and returns to Him again.
It brings God down to angels and men, and raises angels and men up
to God. It reveals the Divine will and wisdom to finite and· de
pendent beings, and leads them to worship and serve the Lord' in
return. Yet it is not they that worship and serve the Lord; it is the
Lord, by IIis Spirit and Word, who turns them to IIiluself. In
this the Word rests not day and night. This language is evidently
figurative; for there is no night where the cherubim are found, in and
around the throne. But there are different and alternate states in the
church, both in heaven and in the world, There are states of com
parative lucidity and obscurity in the experience of all finite creatures.
No created being can continue for ever in one unvarying state of
exalted devotion.. The human mind, even, in heaven, must have
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alternations of state. No doubt, if we take in the whole heaven, we
shall find what we do when we take in the whole earth, that the in
habitants rest not 'day and night. It is always day with one half of
the globe. In heaven the sun never sets. Yet there is something
analogous to day and night, produced by the angels' passing froIII

states of brightness to states of obscurity, and from these into bright
ness again. These are the day and night in which the cherubim rest
not. In all states, either of activity or repose, of light or obscurity,
theWord and the Providence of the Lord are active, working out
some spiritual and eternal good, comparatively as the vital principle is
active in the body both in its waking and sleeping hours, expending
its energy in useful work, or repairing its waste for renewed exertion.
Both these states contribute to the welfare of the soul, and thus to the
glory of God. Therefore the ceaseless glorification of the four beasts
is, "Holy, holy, holy, Lord God Almighty, which was, and which is, and
who is to come." Holiness is an attribute which belongs to GoJ, and
to tha creature only as derived from Him, God is called the Holy
One' (Isa. xl. 25); Christ is called the Holy One (Isa. xlix. 7 ; Acts iii.
14); and the Spirit is called the Holy Spirit. Holiness is understood
to mean the opposite of sin. Hence the Lord only is holy (Rev, xv,
4), because He only is pure. All the holiness of angels and men is from
Him. The Lord Jesus is now the Holy One in 'a peculiar sense, ill
having overcome all temptation to sin, and glorified His humanity, and
made it Holiness itself and the fountain of holiness to us. The thrice
holy may be understood of the~"~!,l,>!,!:~,!!iJx~,!>!~~.~~~e, persop of the Lord.
.In all the essentials of His nat'lire'the Lord is hoi'y·~;·'-allu,vJmt~v-e~-w.~,

possess of that threefold holiness we have received from Him, and
ought to return to Him again. But triplication expresses also
perfection, so that thrice holy means most holy. This was represen ted
also by the Holy of holies, or the most holy place, in the tabernacle,
where the Divine presence dwelt, and into whose archetype above,
Jesus, as our Great High Priest, entered once for all, when He had by
His own blood obtained eternal redemption for us (Heb. ix, 12). 1"0
him, therefore, is due the ascription of suprenle and perfect holiness.
He; too, is Lord God Almighty, not only as love, wisdom, and power,
which.these names express, but as the conqueror of hell and of death :
for these essential Divine attributes were all most fully manifested and
most perfectly displayed in the great work of human redemption, and
in the glorification of the Lord's Humanity, In these also He is, and
was,and is to come ~ for these ascriptions are not made to Him simply
as God, but as God-man, our Saviour and Redeemer, In him, as such,

are comprehended past, present, and future, in all that relates to man
and his salvation.

9-11. And 'when these four beasts gilJe glory and thanks to Him that
salon the throne, lVho liveth for ever and ever, ilie four and twenty elders
fall doum before IIi1J~ that sat on the throne, and toorship Him that lioetb
f01' ever and ever, and cast their C1·0UJUS! before the throne. The elders
represent the principles of eternal truth or justice, according to which
judgment is effected, and also those who are in the wisdom which these
principles produce, and therefore those who are nearest to the throne of
God. The elders are described as worshipping in unison with the cheru
bim, The four beasts give glory and honour and thanks, and the elders
fall down and worship, They, too, give',thanks, and in the same terms,
but they add to their ascription of praise, the reason in which their praise
is grounded. If we regard this description as applicable to the Church
triumphant, and which may be understood of the Church universal, we
learn this important truth, that the worship of the Church is consenta
neous with the worship of the Word, and is derived from its teaching.
As, when the four beasts give glory to God, the four and twenty elders
fall down and worship Him ; so do the faithful follow the teaching of the"rord, and worship Him. The worship of angels and men is indeed the
effect of the truth and love which they have received from the Lord
through the Word; so that the Word is the po,ver which moves all in
heaven and earth to rendor homage to the Great Author of their being
and their mercies. There is this difference between the homage of the
beasts and of the elders. The beasts lift up their voices in glorifica
tion to Him who sits on the throne, hut the elders fall down before
Him that sat on the throne, and cast their crowns before the throne.
With the elders there is humiliation and self-abnegation. The true
worshipper acknowledges from the heart that in himself he is nothing
but evil, and that all his wisdom and glory are the gift of God, and
should be cast before His throne, as justly belonging to Him who be
stowed them.' For although the gifts of God are freely given, yet they
are not like earthly gifts that can be separated from the giver. Spiri
tual gifts live only in connection with Jlim who bestows them; and
therefore constant humility and a sense of dependence are necessary
for the preservation of whatever has been received from on high. The
elders ascribe to the Lord glory and honour and power. Where tho
elders ;scrihe power, the cherubs give thanks. In the attributes
ascribed to the Lord we have again the [trine that pervades the Word;
for glory is predicated of Divine truth, honour of Divine good, and
power of their united operation. The cherubs give thanks where the
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elders ascribe power, because thanks is expressive of 'glorification. For
there is this difference between the theme of their adoration : the
cherubim praise theLord for what He is, the Almighty, self-existent,
and holy; the elders praise Him for what He has done: For Tholl hast
created all thinqe, and for Thy pleasure they are and toere created. In,
Himself the Lord is Almighty, but in His works His po\ver is made
manifest. The elders' adoration is one ill which every believer and
devout' worshipper must earnestly join. But its theme includes two
'distinct .but kindred subjects, which we 11lay consider sepnrately.
" None but those who believe nature' to be God, or w110 believe
in no. God,'above nature, mill refuse to join in the confession, "Thou
hast created all things." The acknowledgment of a First Cause
is universal, both within and beyond the Church, and is only denied
by those who have rejected the common faith of mankind. But there is
apoint that is of'much importance to those who acknowledge a Creator,
as He has revealed Himself to us in the Scriptures, which is, the Divine
purpose in creation. The elders say that all things were created and.
continue to exist for the pleasure of Him -who .created them. SOIne
understand this to mean' that God created them for His own glory; and
of the Divine glory men are liable to think very much as they think of
human glory, or rather of' that false glory whichnatural men value
and pursue, and which is only self-glory.' True glory is the lustre of
good deeds; and good deeds are such as benefit others, not merely

those who do them. 'Ve cannot suppose the Divine glory to be
lower than true human glory, nor His works, to be less purely bene
volent than the deeds of good 111e11. 1'110 Divino Being could not
create and cannot preserve His works for any other end than to make
His creatures happy. His own glory cannot be promoted or secured
by' anything but this. He can have no .love of glory for His own
sake; He can only be glorified in giving glory to those whom He has
made. The language of the elders is sufficient to teach us this very
important truth. The pleasure of God can only be the love of God.
Finite beings have pleasure in what satisfies the desires of their hearts;
and the hearts of the good are influenced by virtuous love-tho love
of what is good and pure and holy, The pleasure of tho Lord can
only be in the happiness of His creatures. The Psalmist says, "Let
the Lord be magni~that hath pleasure in the prosperity of IIis
servants" (Ps, xxxv.~il) And this is indeed the subject of the words

',va., are..., now consid,erin~/'l,',.n their spiritual meaning. Spiritual creatioH.
is the creation of a nev heart and of a right spirit in the children of
men •. This forms the g and theme of thanksgiving in heaven and the

. t~

church. Angels and good' men adore the Lord, indeed, as the Creator
of all worlds, but they know that the end of creation was the eternal
happiness of the creatures He made in His own image. They
further know that 'when His creatures Ifell by sinning against Him, He
caine into the world to redeem and save them j and thus to create
thorn anew in the image of Himself, which they had lost. And the
work of redemption was a work of love, a work in which the pleasure
of the Lord was manifested; therefore it is said of the Redeemer
that "the pleasure of the Lord shall prosper In His hand" (lsa. liii. 10).
The works of redemption and salvation are therefore works of crea
tion; and are those for which the faithful most earnestly adore and
glorify Him, 'I'he works of redemption and. salvation are eminently
works of love: for His pleasure they were effected; they were the
means by which men were to be made new creatures. Those who are
re-created not only glorify the Lord for their spiritual creation; their
spiritual creation is that which enables them to glorify Him. W e
never praise the Lord truly for anything that is done for 11S, except so
fur as it is done in us. The new creature only can praise Him for his

new creation.

CIIAPTEU V.

I~T chapter xx. there is an account of judgnl0nt. The dead, small and
great, stand before God, and tho books are opened, and another book,
which is the Book of Life, is opened, and the dead are judged out of
the things written in the books. Thisevent, and the means by which
it is effected, 1l0'V begin to unfold themselves j and to one and the
chief of these means our attention isi

l
drawn in the progress of the

vision, as recorded in the present chapter. ,
1. And I saw in the 'right hand of I:Him that sat on the throne a

book written toitliin and on the backside, sealed toitli seven seals. The
volume of tho book, which is here rolled up and sealed, ll1ay be under
stood us a figure of tho book of God's remem branco, in which the
actions of all are recorded, and which. are disclosed in "the day of
judgment." But the book in which all are written is 110 other than
the book of books, the Word of God, out of which all are judged.
This will appear more clearly when we come to treat of the judgment.
In this book all the then future states of the Church are predicted
and described; and we have seen that II the general judgment, treated
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uf in the Word, and in this Book of Revelation in particular, is .cou
nected with the end of the church, not with the end of the world,
The book is written within and on the backside; for the Word con
sists of particular and general truths, having an internal sense, which
is spiritual, and an external sense, which is natural. In reference to
the church, it also describes the internal and extesnul states of 1110n

or the state both of the internal and external man of every one. But
in reference to the judgment, the writing within and the writing with
out relate to the two different classes to be judged, Those who
are internally holy are judged by the writing within, and those w110
are only outwardly holy are judged by the writing on the backside,
for they have no true internal man, The book which we have to con
template is seen in the light hand of Him that sat on the throne. lIe
that sat on the throne is distinguished from the Lamb, afterwards
seen. It is sufficient at present to regard the occupant of the
throne as the Lord God Almighty, In the right hand of His power,
which is omnipotence, guided by omniscience, is the book sealed with
seven seals. We must regard the sealed conditionof the book, not as
absolute, but as relative to heaven and theyhurch. And as the
state of the church at the time of its end isctescribed in the Revela
tion, and that state is one of spiritual darkness and unbelief, the
Word to it is a sealed book. The seven seals not ouly express tho
com plete closure 'of the Word, but its closure of the sevenfold kind
.which the seven churches and the seven spirits point to. 1'110 angels
act upon the church through the Word; and when the Word is
closed their influence is proportionally interrupted, and the counce
tion between heaven and the church is to the same extent cut off
If the book were to remain sealed the church would perish, and no
flesh could be saved. vVhen the time is at hand the seals must
be opened, that the truth may be made known anew, How this is
to be effected we now learn.

2. An(~ I saw a strong angel proclaiminq with a loud voice, JVho is
worthy to open the book, and to loose the seals thereof7 If, as the
result shows, no finite power was able to open the seals, why should
this proclamation have been made ~ Several reasons might be assigned.
Although finite power cannot open the seals, finite power can close
them., The Word is closed, its true meaning is lost, by the sinfulness
and errors of men. And when once it is sealed, Divine power only
can open it. And to convince men, and make this .truth evident
before heaven and earth, or before the church in both worlds, the
proclamation is made, This form of making that important truth

evident, is representative. The angel does not mean an individual
angel, and this is even indicated in the literal sense by the word for
nngel having no article. Whenever an angel is mentioned in the
Word, in the spiritual sense something Divine is meant, because the
angelic principle which makes an angel is from the Lord, and is the
Lord in him. The angelic principle from the Lord makes .heaven in
general, as it makes every angel in particular. The strong angel is
therefore the Lord Himself speaking through heaven, or heaven
speaking from the Lord. When the Lord speaks through heaven, it
is not, of course, with an audible voice, but through His Word, and
by IIis Spirit entering into the minds of angels and men. The angel's
proclaiming is therefore the Divine influx into the minds of all who

,constitute heaven and the church, to prepare them for the manifesta
tion of the Divine power, in doing for them what they are unable to
do for themselves, The speaker is called a strong angel, because
Divine Truth has all po\ver in heaven and earth,-not Truth alone, but
truth as the form of Love; and the Lord is that Truth. The pro
clamation of the voice is, "v\Tho is worthy to open the book, and to
loose the seals thereof 1" We have already remarked that men by
their evils close the Book of Life. The question therefore is
expressed in reference to this. The idea of power is no doubt
included, but moral rather than intellectual power is the quality
which is here in requisition. The opening of the book is also a
IIIoral act. For the word here translated to open, means also to
build, or rather to rebuild,. as in A.cts (xv, 16.), "After this I will
return, and will build again the tabernacle of David, which is fallen
down j and I will build again the ruins thereof, and I will set it up."
The proclaiIning angel virtually says, Who has the moral po,ver to
restore that whichmoral weakness has lost-to restore the true mean
ing and teaching of the Word, to rebuild the temple of religious truth
and virtue that has fallen down, and re-establish the church which has
become a ruin 1 But one is required who can both open the book and
loose the seals thereof. These two acts relate to the unfolding of
the moral and intellectual principles of the Word, itsprinciplea of
charity and faith. As judgment is the subject treated of, the demand
has relation to this also. For as all are judged out of the book, any
one who is able to open the book must also be able to judge. We
now learn what response was made to the demand,

3. And no man in heaven, nor in earth, neither under the earth, 'U"ClS

able to open the book, neither to look the~'I}. The form in which the
nega tion of power is here expressed if' intended in a general sense
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to. include' all ..degrees offinite existence, from the highest in' heaven:
to the' lowest, upon earth.. But as J ohn was 110'V in the spirit, ana
thus in. the spiritual world, these three -kinds of men mean especially
the: inhabitants of the three heavens. Yet as heaven is inhabited
by menTrorn the world, these are included in those w 110 are
unable.fo..open the. book, or even to look thereon. Nothing could
give,'us.,a~moreimpressive' idea of the utter inability of finite beings,
.even thehighest order' of human intelligences, to know the wisdom
..of ~b~.,Word, so as to read the hearts and. minds of men, as the sub
jects "of final judgment, by its truths of faith and life. Not only
were they' unable to open the book; they were unable to look
.thereon. ~ To open the book is an act 'of mor;l power ; to look thereon
"is an .act. of intellectual discernment. No one is' able to see and
judge 'the state of the human heart, nor even to perceive and judge the
state of the human understanding. Nor has anyone the least
pO'wer of himself to know and understand the Divine truths of
the ,1'Tord, ,This also is included in the meaning of there being
no man; even in Jieaven, able to open or to look upon the Book
of 'God" which He now held in the right hand of His power, which
is omnipotence. '

4. John tells us the. effect this woeful result had upon him, And
I wept much, because, no man ioae found 'worthy to open and to read
the book, neither to look thereon. Jolin's sorrow foreshadow tho
sorrow of those whom John represented. John here represents
thosewho, at the end of the church, when the ",rord has become
aisealed ,,' book, . still retain some of J olin's love, and lament tho
darkness and I evil that prevail. .The prophet J eremiah expressed
the deepest grief when he contemplated a similar condition of the
Israelitish church, when the harvest was past, the summer was
ended, and they were not saved, "Oh that DIy head were waters,
and mine eyes a fountain of tears, that I .might weep day and
night for the slain of the daughter 'of my people!" (Jer. ix, 1).
But we have the assurance that while '''weeping may endure for
a 'night, joy cometh inthe morning.' The night of the church had
caused John to ,yeep; morning 'now dawned upon him,

5. An(j one of the elders saitl: unto me, lVeep not: Lcltold, the
Lion of the tribe of Juda, -the Root of David, hath preuailed to
open tile book, and, to loose the seven seals. thereof. The one who
prevailed is the Lord the Saviour. It is sufficient at present to
speak.of the titles by which He is announced. His omnipotcnco is
meant by the Lion, But the Lord's power is tho activity of His

love and 'wisdom, and these are meant by Judah and David. Judah
is a type of the Lord as Divine Love, and David is a type of Him
as Divine Wisdom. The Lion of Judah is the po,ver of love, the
Root of David is the Divine Wisdom in its origin. He is called
the .Lion of Judah and the Root of David as the Redeemer, the
conqueror of hell and of death. These two titles express the import
ant idea that the Lord is love and wisdom united j and that, as the
infinite 1\:la11, whose will is love and whose understanding is wisdom,
He prevailed to open the book, and to loose the seals thereof.

6, 7. wm, this consolation carne the effect. And I beheld, and, 10,
in the midst of the throne and of the four beasts, and in the midst of ihe
elders, stood a Lamb as it had been slain, having seven horns and seven
eyes, which are the seven Spirits of God sent forth into all the earth.
And He came and took the book out of the fright hand of Him that sat
upon tile throne. Therecan be 110 question that the Lamb is the Lord
Jesus j but it is important to consider the position He holds 'in rela
tion to Him who sat upon the throne. From the outward representa
tion it would seem as if the Saviour, as the Lamb, were a different
being or person f1'0111 Him who sat upon the throne; for He comes and
takes the book out. of His hand. Yet the vision directs our atteittion
to a circumstance that is inconsistent with this idea. The Lamb is
seen in tho midst of the throne on which the Almighty is seated, and
ill tho midst of the four boasts which are in and around tho throne.
In the Gospels we hear of the Son sitting on the right hand of tho
Father, bu there lIe is in the midst of the throne itself. All these re..
presentations are intended-to express spiritual ideas, and not to present
literal facts. And when we regard the Father and tho SOIl, and God
und the Lamb, as being the Divinity and tho Humanity of tho one
God and Saviour of men, we can see the deep significance that lies
concealed under these representations. Tho right hand of God is His
po'\ver j and the Son's sitting on the right hand of the Father means
that the Lord's Humanity is " exalted to the right hand of power," as
the Lord Himself expressed it, or to that which the right hand' of power
signifies; and further, that the Lord's Divinity exercises all power by
IIis Humanity. The same idea is presented in another form, and by
another kind of imagery, ill tho present casco The King ,v10 sits OIl

the throne holds a book in His right hand, and the Lamb comes out
of the midst of the throne and takes the book out of His hand. Is
not this designed to teach the same truth-that the Lord's Humanity is
that by which the power of His Divinity is exercised 'I Tho Divinity
of tho Lord is indeed the source of all the blessings which heaven and

I
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the church enjoy, but they come to us through tho Humanity. The
seals are opened by the Lamb to express the great truth that the
Humanity of the Lord is the power of God unto salvation, being tho
Lord God Himself in His new relation to angels and men. The Lord
.Jesus is therefore at once the Source and the Giver of all things.
But .He is represented here as a Lamb as it were slain. This does not
merely mean that the Lamb is the Lord who had been crucified, for
no marks of crucifixion can remain in His glorious body, but that in
the church He had been crucified afresh. His crucifixion began when
His sole Divinity was denied, which took place when He carne to be
regarded by the church as the Second Person of the Trinity, and when
His Humanity was believed to be like that of another man. The true
doctrine respecting the Lord Jesus is, that He is the very and only God
of heaven and earth, at once the Creator, Redeemer, and Sanctifier;
and that His Humanity is Divine. As the doctrine of the Lord is the

. very central truth of the Christian Church, when the truth on that
doctrine came to be changed into error, the Lord was virtually slain.

But there is another interior truth included in this. 'I'he Lord is
represented as a Lamb to express His innocence j for He is essential
innocence, and the Author of all innocence in angels and men.
When His innocence is not received by the members of the church, the
Lord is slain; for innocence is the inmost principle of the church, as
it is the inmost principle of heaven. Thus, then, the appearance of
the Lord's Humanity as a Lamb as it had been slain, is intended to
represent the rejection of the, Lord as the Supreme Being and the
Fountain of all life, and as being Himself life in its essence and origin.
And He is so as to Hisvery Humanity; for the Lord Himselfdeclared,
when on earth, "As the Father hath life in IIimself, so hath He given
to the Son to have life in Himself" (John v. 26). Yet the Lamb is not
represented as being then dead. So far from this, He is described as
having seven horns and seven eyes, which are the seven Spirits of God.
Horns are the emblems of power, and eyes of intelligence. And as in
the Lord these are Divine, they mean, in His case, omnipotence and
omniscience. The Lord in His Humanity is the omnipotent and
omniscient God. And His eyes are the seven Spirits of God, sent forth
into all the earth. "His eyes behold, His eyelids try, the children of
men." But His power and His wisdom are employed for the defence
and enlightenment of His church, in its various degrees and stages of
perfection-the sevenfold order in which it is in so nlany ,vays
represented in this part of the vision. The Divine Spirit is sent forth
into all the earth, for it flows from the Lord as truly and impartially

as light flows from the sun, but in a special way it flows into the
members of the church, which is spiritually meant by the earth. The
Spirit indeed flows out from the Lord to all alike j but the church,
which is in possession of the Word, has means of receiving the Spirit
which those without the church have not, or have imperfectly. ; Who
but He whose is the Spirit of truth could be worthy to take the Word
of truth out of the hand of Him that sat on the throne, and open its
seven seals 1

8. And when he had ialcen the book, the four beasts and four and twenty
elders fell down before the Lamb, having everyone of them harps, and
golden vials full of odours, which are tlie prayers of saints. Whether
we regard the beasts and the elders as synlbolizing the principles of
the Word, or those in heaven who first and more immediately receive
them, tho worship which they now offer to the Lamb strikingly shows
tho Supreme Divinity of the Lord Jesus. And not only they, but all
beings, "Every creature which is in heaven, and on the earth, and under
the earth, and such as are in the sea, and all that are in them," fall
down before the Lord in His Divine Humanity. Could any declaration
more entirely convince us of the Lord's title to the worship of all
finite and dependent beings ~ But apart from this dogmatic truth,
there are considerations that affect more nearly those 'VIho need a
Saviour, as well as those who know and acknowledge a God. The sub
ject here presented relates to the worship of the Lord for the blessings
of redemption, Worship has two great uses, to humble the worship
per, and exalt the object worshipped, Humiliation consists in a state,
not in an act. vVe nlay bow down in worship, and rise up .as hich
minded as we were before. True humiliation before God is humble
mindeduoss, As we cannot love God and hate our neighbour, we
cannot be humble before God and imperious to our neighbour. .As
outward humility in worship is nothing without a meek and humble
spirit, the exaltation of the Lord in worship is nothing without the
exaltation of His love and truth in our hearts and minds. Outward
worship is intended to aid us in acquiring these inward graces, ana.
only so far as it does this is it true and useful devotion. If we
regard this .,vorship of the ,Universal Church as that of humanity in
its largest aspect, we lllay apply the representation to ourselves in
dividually as imagea of the greatest. Then in the throne we may
see the government of the Lord's love and truth in our inmost heart.
In the beasts we may seethe Word as it contains and unfolds the
principles of the Lord's government. In the elders we may see the
highest or celestial affections and perceptions of Iove and wisdom in
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the mind. In the many angels' round the throne we Inny see the
spiritual' affections of good and thoughts of truth in that region or
faculty of' the mind 'which is below the celestial. And in the
creatures which are in the earth we may see the natural affections
and thoughts of good and truth, or those which are lowest, N ow unless
all these exist in the mind of the worshipper, he is not a worshipper
indeed ;iand unless all his affections aud thoughts successively and
simultaneously bow down before the Lord, and exalt Him in the heart
and ~ind as the Supreme Love and Wisdom, he does not 'worship Ilim
inspirit and in' truth, It is the elders that have the harps, and tho
golden vials full of odours, which are the prayers of saints. And un
less the music and the incense of our devotions are offered by our
highest and best affections, true worship is unable to live in our souls,
and t~ ascend to the throne of the living God. We proceed to ex
amine this imagery more minutely. It was when He had taken the
book that the four beasts and the elders fell down before the Lamb.
The Word is that through which power and influence from the Lord
flow into heaven and the church, and cause them to bow down under a
sense of His greatness and goodness. 'It is through the Word that
He enters into the inmost feelings and thoughts of the mind, and
bends our whole being into willing submission to His holy will,
The harps are the symbola of spiritual affections, or affections of truth,
or what is the same, of spiritual faith j and playing on harps menus
worship from faith. The golden vials are spiritual good or love, for
gold is emblematical of love and goodness. But these golden vials
contained odours, which are said to be the prayers of saints. 'I'hey
arelike the ~ censers of the Jewish Church, and mean the sweet incense
of worship as it rises from the warm and grateful feelings of a
humble mind and loving heart to the Lord as the Author of salva
tion. It may seem that in this incense the elders were presenting to
the Lamb prayers which were not their own, and that their worship
was mediatorial. . We learn that, as there is one God, there is one
Mediator between God and man. The Humanity of the Lord is the
great' and only Medium; between the Creator and His creatures.
When others appear to mediate it is because they represent the
Mediator, and have an official, distinct from their personal, character.
Persons represent principles; therefore saints, who are holy perS0118,
represent holy principles. . These 'are the saints whose prayers the
elders present; they offer holy affections, for these are acceptable to
the Holy One.

9, 10.' With the music and incense of their holy nlloctions, they

sung a new song, saying, Thou, art worthy to take the book, and to
open the seals thereof: for Thou 'wast slain, and hast redeemed 'Us to
God by Thy blood out of every kindred; and tongue, and people, and
nation. The theme of this song is new in two respects. The Incar
nationbrouO'ht the Lord before heaven- and the church in a new

b •

character, for redemption was a new work, as great as that of creation,
But the Lord and His redemption had been lost to the church. The
Lamb had been slain, His book had been sealed.. This is the state
of the church to which the Revelation of John refers. Now, however,
the Lam b takes tho book, and is about to open the seals; and the
numberless worshippers, who raise to Him a new song of praise,
represent the Universal Church, as redeemed from error, and in
spired with the desire of rendering to the Lord the glory duo to
Llim as the Author of their deliverance and salvation. The song
is also new as having for. its theme the Last. Judgment and the
Lord's Second Advent. And as the Second Advent is attended with
the new opening of the hum~n mind, which. enables men spiritually
to perceive the Lord's spiritual Coming, the song of the .worshippers
of the Lamb is new. Individually also this song is new, when
all that is here represented becomes in the worshipper matter
of personal experience. The elders and others praise the Lamb,
ill this new song, because He had been slain, and had redeemed
thorn to God by His blood "out of every kindred, and tongue, and
people, and nation." Regarded ill its relation to the Second Advent,
the Lord is praised on the ground that, although He had been
slain in the church by the denial of His sole Divinity and the
Divinity of Ilis Humanity, He had, nevertheless, retlee~ed ~is

church from the dominion of this cardinal error and the evils which
had resulted from it. The blood by which He had redeemed them
is His Divine Truth. The shedding of His blood on the cross was
indeed necessary for redemption; for the passion of the cross was the
last temptation, in which the po,vers of darkness were overcome,
and the work of redemption was completed. But the blood of the
Lord, as an ever-living principle which has saving power, is His Divine
Truth which delivers and purifies those who receive it. It redeems
us to' Gou. '1'he Humanity of the· Lord is tho Redeemer, but Ilis
Divinity is that to which we are reucenleu.The Divine nature assumed
the human to effect 'what pure Divinity could not have accomplished.
As acain the Son is the Divine Truth, and the Father is the Divine'0 , . .
Love Divine Truth redeems us from error and evil, and brings us
to the Divine Love, which is the source of all blessing and happiness;
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and those who ~re redeemed are redeemed "out of every kindred, and
tongue, and people, and nation." These four classes include all who
have anything of the church in them. Kindreds (or tribes) and
tongues mean those who are in .life and doctrine, people and nations,
those who· are in faith and charity. These are common states
from which higher states are formed-those to which the redeemed

.werecexaltcd, as in- the words, and hast made us unto our God
kings. and priests j and we shall 'reign on the earth. From being
subjects they are made sovereigns. They now rule where before
they .had to serve. These two states are successive in the Chris
tian .: life. We are subject when we obey the law of God from
duty; we rule when we fulfil the law from love. This is the state of
which Jesus spake to His disciples, "Henceforth I call you not
servants; but I have called you friends " (John xv. 15) j and in
which they, after having followed their Lord, are exalted to thrones
of judgment. It is the state also of which the apostle speaks,
when he declares the true Christian to be not under the law but
under grace. This state is spiritual, and those who are in the spirit
of the law are no longer in subjection to the letter of it. " The
fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentleness, good
ness, faith, meekness, temperance: against such there is no law.
For all the law is fulfilled in one word, even in this, Thou shalt
love thy neighbour as thyself" (Gal. v. 14, 22). Those, therefore, who
are raised out of a state of obedience into a state of love are redeemed
from among the peoples and nations, and are made kings and priests.
And they are made kings and priests unto God. He is King of kinas
and Priest of priests. Those rule truly who rule in His Narne und
by His authority and power. This is as true of inward as of outward
rule. The love which rules in the heart of the Christian is God's
love, and the truth which rules in his understanding is God's truth.
God's truth in his understanding. is as a king who brings every
thought under subjection to Christ, and God's love in his heart is as
a priest who unites all the affections in worshipping and servinc
Him. The perfected Christian is, after the image of his Saviour ;
priest after the order of Melchizedec ; he is at once king and priest,
Those whom the Lord thus makes kings and priests shall rule in tho
earth. 'The earth in the individual. Christian is the earthly or natural
mind. The true dominion of the Christian is dominion over his
n~tural affections a.n~ appetites. This was the dominion originally
gIven to man, dominion over all the earth, the complete subjection
of the earthly to the heavenly in his nature. It is one of the

beatitudes, "Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth."
Yes, blessed is the man who has acquired such rule over the affection
of his natural mind as to have realized the petition, "Thy kingdom
come, Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven."

11, 12. Another order - of celestial beings now come into view,
And I beheld, and I heard the voice of mans) angels round about the
throne and the beasts and the elders. These angels form a circle
beyond the beasts and the elders. And as what is exterior means
also what is inferior, or lower, these angels are they who form a
lower heaven than that which is represented by the elders. The
num bel' of these angels is ten thousand times ten thousand, and thou
sands of thousands. N umber in Scripture signifying quality rather
than quantity, the character rather than the number of the angels is
meant. 111e1'e are two numbers mentioned, myriads and thousands,
and they signify, the larger number truth, and the smaller number
good. When two multiplied numbers, a greater and a less which
have a like signification, are mentioned together, the lesser number
is predicated of good, and the greater of truth, because every good
consists of many truths, for good is formed from truths, and hence
good is produced by truths. These angels John heard saying uiiil: a
loud voice, Worthy is the Lamb that was slain to receive pouier, and
riches, and w-isdom, and strength, and 'honour, and glory, and blessing.
Like the elders, they praise the Lamb which was slain, as worthy
to receive power. Denied and rejected by the fallen church, they
see in Him that Being to whom all Divine attributes belong. Power,
and riches, and wisdom are 0111nipotence, omniscience, and providence:
honour and glory are all goodness and truth; and blessing is eternal
felicity. The Lamb is said to be worthy to receive -those, that is, to
have them ascribed to Him as their true Possessor, and the Giver of
them to heaven and the church, so far as these are able to receive.

13. A.fter the innumerable company of angels, the song of praise
is taken up by another class of worshippers. And every creature
which is in heaven, and on the earth, and such as are -in the sea, and
all that are in tliem, heard I saying, Blessing, and honour, and gl01'y,
and power, be unto Him. that siiteili upon the throne, and unto the
Lamb, for ever and ever. These are not called angels, but creatures.
In the religious sense creatures are those who are in the capacity of
becoming, or have become, new creatures; here they mean those who
have been reformed in the world, or created anew, but have not at
tained to the high state of those called angels. They consist of three
classes, those in heaven, on the earth, and ill the sea. The imagery
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is, no doubt, taken from the three divisions of the natural world, tho
air, the earth, the. water, and the creatures that belong to them, birds,

-beasts, and fishes. And by birds are meant those w ho are in the
affection. of truth; beasts, those who are in the affection of good; and
fishes, those who are in the affection of knowing, These are indeed in
heaven among the blest, which is meant by their ascribing blessing to
the Lamb; but they are in a lower state, and therefore in a lower
heaven, than those who are spoken of before them. A higher state in
heaven, and a higher heaven as its result, are not produced by a mere
gradation in the heavenly life, but by a state which is the inverse of

.the Iower which precedes it. Qualities which are last in a lower state
are first in a higher state. Among those in a lower state faith is
higher than love; among those in a higher state love is higher than
faith; and it is the same with all the other graces. This is indicated
in the present instance by the circumstance that the same attributes
are ascribed to the Lamb by these creatures as by the angels, but the
order is reversed. The angels begin with power and end with
blessing, the creatures begin with blessing and end with po\ver.
There~ are three attributes less in' this ascription, "Riches, and
wisdom; and strength." They have the first and the last, but they
want some that come between. They have the qualities that form the
grand outline, but they want some of those excellences that fill it with
the fulness of Christian perfection; they have po\ver but not strength,
honour but not riches, glory but not wisdom ; they have the outward
qualities, but want the inward excellences that quicken and exalt them,

14. i When the glorification of the Lamb, which had begun with
.. those within and nearest the throne, and descended through all

gradations of finite being to the lowest creatures of God, and the last
sound of the glorious anthem had been uttered, but before it had died
away, tile lou'}' beasts said, Amen. The song of praise ends 'with those
who commenced it. The song came out from the cherubim within
the throne, And the Word which dictated the theme and inspired
the song now responds to it with a solemn .Amen. That which pro
ceeds 'from the Lord through His Word should'return to Him again,
~nd receive' His Divine approval. A nd only w hen the Word can
answer our prayers and praises with Amen, can they be true and
efficacious. Every act that is complete forms n circle, It returns
into its.elf. It ends where it began. After descending froIII the
inmost of the soul through the mind into the body, it ascends into the
inmost of the soul again, there awakening a new responsive action,
and producing a new state of humili ty and inward Ii fe, inscribing lifo

eternal on the table of the heart. Thus, when the four beasts said
Amen, the four and twenty elders fell down and uiorsliipped [lint that
liveth fOI' ever and ever.

---_._----

CHAPTER VI

IN the last chapter the book sealed with seven seals was taken by the
Lamb out of the hand of Him who sat upon the throne j the present
is occupied with the opening of six of the seals.

1. And I eaio 'when the Lamb opened one of the seals j and I heard,
as it 'were the noise of thunder, one of the four beasts saying, Come and
see. .Although the Revelation as a whole does not describe the succes
sive states of the church, but discloses its final state at the time of the
end, yet there are particular parts of the book that give a glimpse 01
the successive stages of its decline. The present chapter is one of
these. Yet even here the vision is only incidentally historical, from
being coincident with the disclosure of the states of those who had
belonged to the church in the successive periods of its existence. In
this respect the opening of the first four seals describes the state of the
church, as to its understanding of the Word, from its first and best
state, when truth was in its purity and power, to its last and worst
state, when truth had lost its life of love. In regard to the opening
of tho seals of the book, as part of the preparation for the judg..
mont which was to follow, the Lord opens the seals in revealing the
states of men, and the state of the church as composed of those who
make profession of the religion which the V\Tord contains. When the
first seal was opened, John" heard, as it were the noise of thunder, 011e
of the four beasts saying, Come and see." The noise of thunder 'vhich
followed the opening of this seal implies the responsive action of the
inmost heaven. Thunder, which affects the ear, is Divine Truth as it
affects the will. Divine Truth in its po,ver is also meant by the voice
of the beast, which sounded like thunder. Of the four beasts which
invited angels and men to "Come and see," the first was a lion, the
emblem of truth in its po\ver. The opening of the first seal has a
peculiar importance, not merely from tho view which it disclosed, but
for its being the beginning of the wonders which resulted from tho
unsealing of the book. It broke the silence which had rested upon
the closed volume; and the thunder-sound of the first voice, which
proclaimed its being opened, rolled through the whole heaven, and
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descended even to the church on earth, impressing the universal
mind with the idea of some great work impending, while the invita
tion to" Come and see" called all who had ears to hear to turn their
minds attentively to the revelation about to be made. This revelation
comes in the symbol which follows,

2. And. I easo, and behold a ioliiie horse: and He that sat on him
had a bowj and a crown was given unto Him : and He uient forth con
quering and to conquer. We may here remark that the opening of
the seals discloses, not what the Word of God contains, but 1Vhat it
reveals respecting the states of the church, and of those who had be
longed to it, or who were to be judged according to what is written in
the book. The first, four seals disclose four horses of different colours,
with riders of different characters; and they decrease in excellence,
from the white 'horse, whose rider is a Conqueror, to the pale horse,
whose ride~ is Death. If we regard these as representing four classes
of persons on whom the j udgment was to be effected, the series repre
sents them all, from the best to the worst. And as these represent all
who have belonged to the church, from its beginning to its end, they
represent also the successive states of the church. 1'0 see the nature of
these states, we must know the meaning of the symbols, What is
the Scripture meaning of the horse ~ A.nimals, we have seen, are
employed in Scripture as emblems of even the Divine attributes. How
much more may they be employed as emblems of human qualities and
p01vers1 The horse, the noblest of all animals, represents the noblest
of man's powers-his understanding. It is well known that the word
"discourse" is derived from one that means to run to and fro, so that
an act of the mind is expressed by a word that means a corresponding
act of the body. It is on this ground that the horse, which carries us
with rapidity and power, is an emblem of the understanding; and was
so regarded ill ancient times by profane as well as by the sacred writers,
The winged horse of Greek mythology was evidently an emblem of
the understanding of truth, or intelligence. Sprung from the blood of
the slain Medusa, employed by Bellerophon to aid him in killing the
chimrera, opening with a stroke of his hoof the fountain of the muses
in Mount Helicon, and finally ascending to take his place among the
stars .:.-can we failto see in him an emblem of heaven-derived intelli
genc~i Nor were these myths the pure inventions o~ a ~eathe~l na~i~nJ
but the moulded traditions of an ancient church, being III their OrIgIn,
if not in their nature sacred. As the horse symbolizes the understand
ing, the horses which carne out of the book when the seals ~ere opened
symbolize the understanding of the Word at different periods of the

church, and as it is in different minds. It is generally acknowledged
that the apostolic was the church's best and purest age, from which
time it declined, by losing or perverting the true sense of Scripture.
This decline and the nature of it may be read in the appearances pre
sented on the opening of the seals. When the first seal was opened,
there appeared a white horse. The whiteness of the first horse describes
the purity of the truth as it was understood in the first age of the
church. This meaning of a white horse is very obvious from the
appearance recorded in chapter xix, where, after all the tribulations of
the church and the re-opening of heaven, the Word in its purity
appears anew, represented by the Son of Man riding upon a white
horse, the armies of heaven following Him upon white horses, and
clothed in fine linen clean and white.

On the 1Vhite horse was one who had a bow, The rider on the
white horse is one 'who understands tho truth and loves it; and the
bow whicli lIe had in IIis hand is the emblem of doctrine. Truths are
meant by arrows ; and doctrine is to truth what the bow is to the
arrow, it sends it to its mark, and gives it the force which makes it
pierce "the heart of the King's enemies." Doctrine is a most
important instrument in relation to the truths of the Word. The
Word cannot be rightly understood without doctrine. The truth is
not delivered in Scripture as a system, and much of it consists of
apparent truth, or truth expressed according to the state of intelligence
at tho time of its revelation. The letter of the Word consists partly
of genuine and partly o·f apparent truths. True doctrine is necessary
to enable us to distinguish between these t\VO forms of truth, and to
draw our systems and creeds from the genuine truths of the Word, and
explain its apparent by its' genuine truths. As no one cnn rightly
understand the Word without doctrine, 110 one without doctrine can
l'icrhtly employ the truths of the Word either to build up a true faith
orboppose a false one. One who cannot see the distinction between
genuine and apparent truth cannot clearly see the difference between
truth and error; since error for the most part consists of apparent truths
adopted and confirmed as genuine truths. How can a church that
does not itself know God's truth combat successfully against the errors
nun evils of the world ~ And still more irnportant; how, in such
circumstances, can the members of the church combat successfully
against error in their own understandings and evil in their own
hearts 1 And if one cannot discern and overthrow the errors and evils
of his own mind, how can he become spiritually minded 1 The Chris
tian Church, so long as its understanding of the Scripture was clear
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and its doctrine sound, was like the rider on the white horse; it went
forth conquering and to conquer. The church, feeble and small as it
was inits beginning, overcame the errors and the evils of theworld,
and spread the truth into all the kingdoms of the earth, subduing all
things under it. Then also did the lives of the members of the
church adorn the doctrines of the Gospel; winning admiration even
from the sternest of their enemies. To the church in this state is un
doubtedly to be given the crown, not only of martyrdom for the truth,
but of that still better martyrdom, self-immolation, in which the Chris
tianlays down the life of his selfhood, in the cause of his own
individual salvation, by the conquest of himself This is the victory
that wins the crown of everlasting life, the crown of wisdom and
felicity. But this crown can only be secured by continuing the Chris
tian warfare to the end of life; the militant Christian 111ust go forth
conquering and to conquer. During this life, it is not enough that we

I conquer j- for after every conquest there is still some evil to overcome:
our enemies are lively, and they are strong. The crown here given to
Him that had the bow was not therefore simply the reward of victory.
It was given Him when He went forth; and His victories were to be
won with 'thi~ insignia of conflict on His brow, as kings wore their
crowns in battle. The crown of wisdom is bestowed on the Christian
for his faithfulness; and when he has overcome, it is to him a crown
of victory.

3, 4. The first and best state of the understanding of the Word is
followed by one which indicates the commencement of declension.
And when He had opened the second seal, I heard the second beast say,
Come and see. And there sceni out another horse that 'Was red: and
power was glven to liin» that sat thereon to take peace ff017~ the earth,
and that they should kill one another: and there 'was given unto liini
a great sword. As white is the emblem of truth, red is the emblem
of love. But there are two kinds of love, natural and spiritual j and
when natural love is separated from spiritual, it is evil. Red is here
tobe understood as the type of evil love; for his rider takes a"way
peace, and 'causes discord and division. The going out of this red
horse describes what may be regarded as the first state of the church's
decline, when the passions of men began to be inflamed with a love
less pure than charity, with the love of their own opinions rather than
the love of -truth. It is known that early ill the Christian Church,
soon after the death of the apostles, this first sign of corruption and
division began to appear. Not error, but evil, is the first active power
in the decline of every church, as of every man. Evil begets error,

because it creates an inclination to believe what is favourable to itself.
But that is another stage in the church's decline. The first effect of the
nscendcncy of evil is to take peace from the earth, and the second is
to cause men to kill one another. Peace results from the harmony
nnd union of goodness and truth, or of charity and faith, or what
amounts to the same, of the will and understanding. This union in
the mind gives peace, for when these t\VO active powers and principles
are in unity, the mind is satisfied and tranquil. When these disagree,
there is no longer peace. This disagreement, first begun in the minds
of the members individually, extends to the whole body j for minds
that are not in harmony in themselves cannot be in harmony with one
another. They take peace from the earth-from the church, of which
the earth is the symbol. In reference to the individual, the earth is
the natural mind, and this is deprived of peace when it' is not con
trolled by the spiritual. It then rises in rebellion against the authority
of the inner 11H10, and there' is conflict between them. Whon peace is
gone, they begin to kill one another. This indeed is an ultimate
result of discord in the church, asthe history of "the Christian Church
too abundantly testifies. But the deadly discord here predicted is that
which takes place between principles rather than persons. This strife
is between evil and good, and between error and truth; and the
destruction is that of good by evil and of truth by error. This is the
natural result of the ascendency of evil. This part of the apocalyptic.
prophecy answers to that in Matthew (xxiv. 6, 7), "Ye shall hear of
wars, and rUl110UrS of wars, Nation shall rise up against nation, and
kingdom against kingdom. These are the beginning of sorrows."
The warlike character of the rider of the red horse is indicated by his
receiving a great sword. In his case was most truly fulfilled the Lord's
declaration, "'They that take the sword shall perish with the sword."
The sword, the emblem of truth in the hand of the Lord and of those
who combat in His Spirit and in His .Name, is the emblem of error
when wielded by the will of man, and in his own name. Even the
truth, when employed by the church as an instrument of vindictive
or sectarian oppression, is a most deadly weapon; for it is destructive
of charity, and thus of the life of religion. Such wars are truly the
beginning of sorrows ; they take away peace from the earth. They
oven make charity and faith kill one another. 'I'hey violate charity
in oxultiug faith, and falsify faith ill subordinating charity. 'I'he death
of charity rather than of faith is the stage in the progress of religious
destrnction here treated of. The sword is a great sword ; and great
is spiritually expressive of the evil which the ~rror contains; for great
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is expressive of good, Of, as in the present case, of the perversion of
good, which is evil.

5, 6. And when He had opened the third seal, I heard the iliird beast
say, 0011te and see. And I beheld, and lo a black horse: and he that
sat on him. had a pair of balances in his hand. And I heard a voice
in the midst 01 the lour beasts say, A measure of wheat fur a lJenny,
and' three measuree of barles) for a penny,. and see thou hurt not the
oil and the ioine. This describes a second stage in the decline of
the church. The first is a departure from goodness and charity; the
.se~ond is a departure from truth and faith. This has been the order
-ofreligious declension in every church which has existed in the world ;
-the church has gone. on from the blood of Abel to the blood of
Zecharias. First charity, then faith, disappears from the earth-the
church. A.s 'good is the firstborn in the rising church, evil is the
firstborn in the' declining church. When evil has once obtained an
active existence in the church and in the mind, error follows as a
consequence. For as truth condemns evil, its censures 111Ust first be
denied or explained away, and then principles of faith must be
adopted that sanction evil, or what is the same, that do away 'with
the necessity of goodness as a condition of salvation. The red horse
is therefore followed by a black one. As the white horse, which
appeared first, symbolized truth, the black horse symbolizes error. The
red horse signifies that the church had lost the true understanding of
the 'Word in regard to the good which it teaches; and the black horse
mea;nsthat the church has lost the true understanding of the W ord
in:~egardto, the truth which it teaches. First the w ill is seduced,
~,tlli~Il.<th~understanding; first the affections, then the reason; or, to
gOS-ll~~~ to the primeval symbolism, first Eve is deceived, then Adam.
This. may.be further inferred from the third beast, which calls the
church to come and see the black horse; for this animal had the face
of a 'man, as the second had the face of a calf. The calf is the type
of affection; the man is the symbol of reason, the perversion of which
marks the present. stage of the church's declension. The destruction
of the true understanding of the Word, in regard to the truth which
it teaches, being now treated of, the sequel directs us to the nature of
its results. To express this a voice proceeds from the midst of the
throne, or or the four beasts. We have seen that the four beasts were
themselves within as well as around the throne. And as the four
beasts, especially as theyare within the throne, synlbolize the Word,
the midst of the beasts means the inmost of the Word. This
announcement is therefore from the Word itself, and thus from

its essential truth as expressed in its spiritual sense. It had pre·
viously been said that the rider of the black horse had a pair of
balances in his hand; and this is an additional guide to the meaning
of the symbol; for these balances are the judgment in which the
truths of the Word are weighed, and by which their value is esti
mated. The truths of the Word are meant by the wheat and the
barley, the oil and the wine. These are the children's food by which
their spiritual life is sustained. But when the Church is in her
declining state, the principles of the Word are lightly esteemed and
held as of little value. A measure of wheat is sold for a penny, and
three measures of barley for a penny. The relative numbers of the
wheat and barley do not express the proportional value of the good
and truth of the Word which they represent. The numbers are
significative. One measure of wheat is mentioned, because good is
one, the unit of perfection; therefore one measure of wheat means
good as a whole, the entire teaching of the Word in regard to good
or charity; it is estimated at the smallest value, for the Roman penny
was the smallest silver coin. And three measures of barley are men
tioned, because three is predicated of truth, and means the whole of
the truth, or the entire teaching of the Word in regard to truth.
This language, therefore, tells us that, at the stage the church had
now reached, the whole teaching of the Word had come to be, as
weighed in the balance of human judgment, of the least possible
value as the means of salvation. It does- not necessarily mean that
D1Gn despised or contemned the Wort! of God, but only that they so
explained it, that the intrinsic value of its teaching was practically
contemned, and held to be of little value. So far from the Scripture
being theoretically contemned when its teaching is undervalued, it is
often the object of superstitious veneration when its real value is gone.
At the time our Lord accused the Jews of having made the command
menta of God of non-effect by their traditions, the Word was held
in great outward veneration. But in these cases the veneration is for
the book rather than for its contents, or at least for the letter which
killeth, rather than for the spirit which giveth life. But it is mercifully
provided of the Lord, that when men become wise and prudent ill
their own esteem, the interior truths of the Word are hid from their
eyes. When they have eaten of the tree of knowledge, the way
is guarded to the tree of life. No longer fit, they are no longer
allowed, to have access to what they would profane. .So the voice
which proclaimed the price of the wheat and barley, gave the warning,
"See thou hurt not the oil and the wine." The wheat and the barley
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are the' good and truth of the literal sense of the \V01'<1; the oil
and 'wine are; the good and truth of its spiritual sense. It was pro
vided, as it always is,' that when the church' perverts and invalidates
the teaching of the literal truths of Scripture, its spiritual truths shall
remain unhurt. When, at the crucifixion, the soldiers parted the

. Lord's outer garment, His inner garment was preserved entire. If the
inner principles of the Word were perverted, connection with the
Lord 'through His Word would be cut off, and salvation be impossible,
The wheat and the barley may be wasted, and the outer life suffer by
the failure of the bread of life; but the oil and the wine remain, and
are the means, or sustaining the inner life of the soul. Thus it is
provided that in every case of destruction the vital part of tho '·Vord
shall be preserved. "lfear not them which kill the body and have no
m.ore that' they can do." The literal sense is but the body of the
Word, and this only has man the po,ver to pervert and destroy.
The spirit that' quickens is too pure to be discerned by those who are
disposed to believe nothing which does not favour their earthly ends
and views.

7" 8. And 'when He had opened the fourth seal, 1 heard the voice of
the fourth beast say, Come and see. And 1 looked, and behold a pale
horse: ' and his name that sat on him. was Death, and Hell follouied
uiith. hint; and pOl()er was g-iven unto them. ooer the fourth. part of the
earth, to kUl w,ith sUJ01"d,., and toiih. hunger, and uiitli death, and
withlhe, beasts of the earth, In the pale horse and his rider who can
fail to see, the 'extinction of all that belongs to the Word as the Ilook
ofLife.vand.rthe death of the life-giving principles which it reveals?
The pale horse symbolizes the understanding of the Word destroyed.
The word pale several times in the Scriptures means green, as green
grass (viii. '7).' It is derived from a word that 111ea11S the first tender
shoots of grass, which are pale coloured. 'The colour of this horse may
therefore be supposed to include the idea of life being arrested at ~n

early age of the Christian Church, and its further growth and develop
ment prevented; ,If we consider this in connection with the wheat and
barley, spoken of in the preceding verses, we may see a very significant
allusion to the deprivation of life. Not only is the old corn of the land
wasted, 'but the' first shoots of the promised harvest are destroyed.
And "as the wheat and barley were sold for little, 110'''' the souls of
men are killed with hunger. How expressive, yet how awful, tho
image now presented to us! The rider of this horse was Death. Tho
extinction of all right understanding of the Word of God carries death
into the church, and into the human mind. . The purpose of the

Word is to lead us into the way of life; the perversion of its teaching
leads us into the way of death. But this perversion does not simply
deprive 111e11 of the truth which may become wisdom; it introduces into
the church, and into the minds of its members, errors that lead to folly,
and to the death of what is good and wise. Hell follows with him:
for spiritual death is the forerunner of eternal death. Therefore
power is given unto them over the fourth part of the earthLo kill.
The earth is the church; but a fourth part does not mean a portion
only, but the whole. .A. fourth has the same symbolical meaning as
four; and four, like t\VO, signifies goodness and truth, or charity and
faith conjoined. To have po,ver over a fourth part of the earth, is to
have power over these two essential principles, so as to destroy the
conj unction between them, The power of the rider was to kill
with the sword, or false persuasions; by hunger, or the want of
hen.venly know ledge; by death, or the extinction of charity and faith;
and by the beasts of the earth, or the lusts of the flesh. 'Tho cherub
that called men to see this sight was like a flying eagle. An eagle
signifies intelligence, and intelligence consists in a right understand
ing of the Word, The present state is the opposite of this,' the
understanding of the Word destroyed. When this is the case, the
state of the church is such as described in Luke, "vVheresoever
the body is, thither shall the eagles be gathered together."

These four manifestations of the state of the church in relation to
its understanding of the Word are very instructive, both from their
signification and from the place in the prophecy which they occupy.
They describe the understanding of the Word as it was ill the primi
ti ve age of the church, when the truth was known in its purity, and
exerted its power. This was the first state of the church. Tho
second state of the church was when she began to decline from
her primitive purity, but from love and charity rather than from
faith. As evil leads' to error, the next stage in the decline of the
church was a departure from true doctrine, which led to a misunder
standing of the nature and means of spiritual life. And the last stage
was one in which evil and error had taken the place of goodness and
truth, 'when in consequence all true understanding of the Word was
lost, and Death and Hell rode unresisted over the face of the earth,

.with universal ruin and desolation in their train. This description is
placed at the very beginning of the prophecy, so far as it relates to the
progress of events, because all the evils and calamities of the church
have their beginning in corrupting the good and truth of the Scrip
tures. So far as the Word is interpreted to favour evil inclinations

K
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and 'practices, so far spiritual light 'and life depart from the church,
and darkness and death invades it,till at last nothing of the church
or true religion remains, This is the consummation which has now
arrived..
~ 9•. The opening of the next seal shows a continuation of the state
which we have now considered. And when He had opened the fifth
seal, I SCUD under the altar the souls of then" that were slain for the
~Word of God, and for the tesiimons) uihich. they held. Death had
killed, and Hades had swallowed up the fourth part of n1e11 j and here
we find the souls of them that were slain under the altar, crying for
deliv~rance. A.s the corruption and misuse of the vy-rord of God has
been described by the vision of the four horses, those under the altar
are said to have been slain for the Word of God, and for the testimony
'which. they held 'amid the prevailing corruption. The altar, under
which these slain and longing souls are bound, is in that region of the
spiritual world which is neither heaven nor hell, but the hades of the
.Scriptures and of the early church. In course of time this was cor
-mpted into purgatory, Purgatory is the middle state, so explained as
to make it an engine of priestly rule and aggrandizement, Like heaven
and hell, hades is a state, and thence a place. It is the state of those
who have passed out of the world before they enter their final abode in
heaven or hell. The middle state is a result of the law to which man'
is subject, that change of state is not effected suddenly, but gradually.
The middle state is not probationary, but only preparatory. Probation
.ends with this life, and the soul's state at death continues to eternity.
-All that the soul's temporary residence in the middle state effects, or
.is designed to effect, is the removal of whatever is not in unison with
the essential state of the, mind, as determined by its ruling love. The
internal life is never changed. All that is effected in the middle state
is to bring the external into conformity with the internal. The one
ness of these is heaven or hell. In ordinary circumstances this unity
is soon effected. But in some cases the process is prolonged, and even
arrested. This is the case "1hen the church on earth has become cor
rupted. Truth and error, and even good and evil, become so mixed
inthe minds of its members, that they cannot, under existing circum
stances, be separated. Like the wheat and the tares, they must gro\v
together until the harvest. This is the general judgment, Such a
judgment takes place at the end of every church, w hicli has been
supposed to be the end of the world. When tho time of j udgment
draws near, preparation is made for its accomplishment. An essential
11ar~ 0,£ that preparation consists in opening the book out of which all

are to be judged. And this, opening' is coincident withexposing and
removing the errors which have sealed it with seven seals. In pro.
portion as the Book of God is opened, the books of men's minds and
lives are opened also j for the sealing and opening of the one are coin.
cident with the sealing and opening of the others. When the change
begins to work, the good in the middle state begin to see and feel their
captivity, because they begin to see and feel the power of opened
truth in removing the spiritual oppression under which they have
been held. These are the souls under the altar. Their place indicates
both a state of sanctity and of safety. Being in a state of holiness,
which is essential worship, they had been preserved and protected by
it. They are the souls of them that were slain for the Word of GOfl;
and for the testimony which they held. This does not mean that
these were the souls of the martyrs, but the souls of all who had been
spiritually slain for the Word of God, and for the testimony which
they held. The state of the church which brings such sufferings on
the faithful arises from perversions of the Word. Those who adhere
to its truth are opposed by those who have framed for themaelves
another gospel j and those who hold to the testimony of Jesus suffer
from the opposition of those who have adopted another Saviour.. Fon
in the last days there arise false 'prophets and false Christs, so that, it'
it were possible, they should deceive the very elect. If the Lord Him
self suffered, much more must they of 'His household. And they'
suffer after His manner. He suffered as the Word, not as the ",rord
which was with God and was God, but as the V\rord mado flesh. Not
as Divine Truth, but as Divine Truth clothed with human nature. In
the disciple, pure truth cannot be tempted or slain, but apparent truth
call. 'I'his is the body which men, by means of false doctrine, can
slay.. But in the faithful, the soul of pure truth and goodness
survives,

10. These are the, souls that cried 'with a loud voice, saY~·17.g, How long,
oLord, holy and true, dosi Thou notJudge' and avengeour blood 01l them
that dwell on the earth? The souls 'under the altar being those in the
middle state who had maintained their faith in the Word of God and
in the Son as the Divine Man ; those who had slain them are those
of an opposite character, who were also in the middle state, and there
opposed thomsolyes to the faithful, who had found shelter and snfoty
under the altarof worship dedicated to tho only Goll, the Lord J csus
Christ. The loud or great voice which these holy ones raise is the
voice of love or goodness, which greatness signifies. They cry to the
Lord, How long ~ A. despairing cry is expressive of .the extremity of



temptation; for all spiritual trial is attended with this deep sense of
desolation. In these trials the Lord seems as if He attended not
to the sufferings of His servants. But these states. of extremity are
God's opportunity. They are permitted, that self-renunciation ruay be
the greater, and deliverance and the sense 0'£ it may be more complete.
In these states the infested ones, however much they may long, and
however near they may be to absolute despair, never relinquish their
trust in the Lord. These suffering ones therefore address Him as
holy and true,which is an expression of their confidence in Hinl as
Justice itself, of which holiness and truth are the elements. They cry
in their anguish, "Why dost Thou not judge and avenge our bloodi 7'
which expresses "a desire for deliverance, not for vengeance, which is
not the meaning of tbe word. They ask that their blood 111ay be
avenged. The shedding of blood signifies violence offered to the truth
which they had loved and lived. To avenge their, blood on those
who dwelt on the earth, is to deliver their life from those in the

.middle state who had been professed members of 'the church, but
were inwardly evil.

11. The first answer to. their prayer was that white 'robes uiere
gi'venunto everyone of them. They received from the Lord pure and
holy truth. This was what they required. Those who had suffered for
conscience sake had suffered from a defect of truth in the church.
That defect wae now supplied. But their deliverance was not yet.
It was said unto them, that they should reet yet for a little season,
until their felkno-eeroanie also and their brethren, that should be killed
as they were, should be fulfilled. We have here avery strikinc
evidence that tribulation cannot be brought to an ~ild until tit:
iniquity which produces it is full; for this would Ileal awouud supcr-"
ficially, while enclosing Impurities that would cause it to break out
again, and so prolong and increase the disease. God sees not as DIan

sees; He knows the times and the seasons. The states of the good
and of the evil must be fulfilled together. This double fulfilment
brings out the ultimate result, which is the separation of the evil and
the good, and the consignment"of each to their own place. All the
Lord's works, including the 'York of judgment, are done according to
the laws of Divine order, which are grounded in mercy as well as
justice. Divine Omniscience saw that all truth and goodness would be
destroyed in the church, and that then tho end would corno : and
these principles are meant by.the fellow-servants and brethren of the
supplicants, and their destruction is meant by their being .killed.

12-14. The opening of the sixth seal discloses the end, not the

judgment itself, but the end or complete subversion of the church.
And I beheld when He had opened the siidh. seal j and, lo, there was a
great earthqualce; and the sun became black as sackcloth of hair, aiui
the moon became as bloodj and the stars of heaven fell unto the. earth,
evert as a. fig-tree casteth her uniimely figs, tolien. she is skaken of a
1nighty 'wind. .itnd the heaven departed as a scroll when it is 1·o11eLl
together; and ~ve1·Y mountain and island were mooed out of their
places. Everyone may see that this entire description is symbolical
It is so similar to a prediction in Joel (ii, 31), which Peter on the
day of Pentecost (A.cts ii, 20) applied to the end of the Jewish
Church, that there is no room for doubt that it relates to the state,
and indeed to the end, of the Christian Church. A.s the earth is the
figure of the church, her Iuminarics are figures of the celestial powers
by which the church is sustained. The sun becomes black, the moon
as blood, and the stars fall in showers to the earth. According to
sacred language, the sun is the symbol of love to God, the .moon is
the emblem of faith, and the stars of knowledge. First, there is a
great earthquake, which means an entire subversion of the church.
Then the luminaries are darkened and thrown down; love, truth,
knowledge, are blotted out. But the luminaries are not only said to
be darkened, but the appearances are described by comparisons. The
sun is black as sackcloth of hair, because sackcloth was the garment
of mourning for the dead and for sin, and hair is emblematical of the
most external truth, which is called sensual. The blackness of the
sun being us that of sackcloth of hair, is intended to express the dark
ness which is produced by the lUCU of the church becoming carnally
minded. The moon is said to be as blood, because, as we have seen
(ver. 10), blood, as of one killed, means violence dOl1e:;.~o trutl~,by
which it is deprived of life. And the stars are said td:~:qall'to the
earth, as a fig-tree casteth her untimely, or unripe, figs, because the
unripe fruit of the fig-tree means immature good, and this is cast down
to the ground when the mind is agitated by violent reasonings; as the
fig-tree is (by a mighty wind. When the luminaries are extinguished,
heaven itself departs as a scroll when it is rolled together. When
love and truth become darkened,and knowledge fails, the spiritual
mind, the heaven in which they had been placed, becomes closed,
which is here meant by its being rolled together as a scroll; the mind
being compared to a book, in accordance with the figure ill the
previous chapter, and in chapter xx., where the judgment is treated
of. Andwhen the heaven is departed, every mountain and island
are moved out of their place. Mountains and 'islands are the
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principles of love and faith in the natural mind. ~rhese are moved out
of their place when goodness and truth, and therefore love and faith, no
longer occupy their rightful place in the Christian mind; then
disorder prevails, and ruin follows in its train.

15-17. In this state of dissolution the Icings of the earth, and the
gl'eat,men,' and the rich men, and the chief captains, and the 1nigldy men,
and everybond man, and every free man, hid ihemseloes in the dens and
in therocks of the mountains. The persons disclosed by the opening
of this seal are very different from those shown by the opening of the
preceding one. These flee to the dens and rocks to hide themselves
from the"face of the Judge; those under the altar desire and pray for
His coming to judgment, Those were the meek and oppressed j these
were the lofty and the oppressors, with their subjects and dependants.
III the spiritual. sense kings symbolize those who are in truth; great
men those w110 are in good; rich men those who are in the know ledge
of truth; chief captains those who are in the know ledge of good;
mighty men those who are learned; the bond those who know from
others; and the free those who know from themselvcs, This is their
signification in the genuine sense. But here the kings and others are
to be understood in the opposite sense, in w hich error takes the place
of truth and evil of good, in which knowledge is perverted, and learn
ing is employed to confirm what is false, and the people, both the
bond and the free, love to have it so. .All these are represented as
hiding themselves in the dens and rocks of the mountains, upon which
they call to fallon them, and hide them from the face of Him that
sits on the throne and from the wrath of the Lamb, This state of
terror and apprehension is not caused by any severity or wrath all tho
Lord's part. He is love itself and wisdom itself, and never willingly
afflicts the children of men. It is evil that slays the wicked. Their
opposition, or the contrariety of their state, to the Divine puri ty and
light is that .which causes them to suffer torment, The sufferings of
the evil arise from their coming into conflict with the Lord's love
and wisdom, when these act directly upon them, as in the time of
judgment. Hence they desire to escape the direct rays of the Sun of
Righteousness, and therefore hide themselves in the dens and in tho
rocks of the mountains. These are the same mountains that had been
removed out of their places;' and when love to God is removed
out of its place, it becomes perverted into the love of self; and tho
dens and rocks of the mountains of self-love are the evils and falsities
that belong' to that love; and in these the evil seek shelter from tho
judgments of God. .And they call upon the mountains and rocks to

fall upon them, not to crush them but to hide them. It is opposed
to popular opinion, and yet it is true, that the wicked cast themsel yes
into hell; and they do so because the' sphere of hell is agreeable to
their nature, while the sphere of heaven is opposed to it. Heaven is
heaven only to those who are heavenly-minded. Heaven and hell are
nothing as places separate from the states of those who dwell in them.
Heaven would be as much a place of torment to the demon as hell
would be to the angel. It is the moral atmosphere of heaven that
makes it delightful to the good and afflictive to the evil. .And the
more of Divine heat and light the heavenly atmosphere receives, the
more anguish does it inflict upon the evil who attempt to breathe it.
'I'ho anguish which the wicked feel from the influence of the Divine
Sun, they regard as the effect of Divine opposition and wrath. And
thus these evil ones desire to be hid from the face of God and the wrath
of the Lamb. There are two objects of dread and apprehension to
the evil, the Divine Love and the Divine Wisdom, or, the Essential
Divinity and tho Divine I-Iumanity; and these are meant by the face
of Him that sits 011 the throne and the wrath of the Lamb. Of the
t\VO objects of their dread the wrath of the Lamb seems the greatest.
Jesus may be supposed to be the great object of impious apprehension,
inasmuch as these, having abused His saving mercy, may now chiefly
dread His presence. The great day of H1'S wrath is come; and who
shall be able to stand. But why the day of His wrath ~ Can Jesus
be capable of wrath ~ Does not this forcibly show that Divine wrath
is relative and not absolute ~ Wrath in the Lamb 1 And yet to the
evil how real it is; for the contrariety of their state to IIis' pure love
and infinite tenderness is a terrible reality; and the greater tho con
trariety of their love to His, the more wrath do they see in Him.and
the more torment do they feel in themselves.

CHAPTER VII.

IT has often been remarked that the imagery of the Book of Reve
lation is to a great extent taken from the Israelitish Church. In
clothing the last prophecy respecting the future states of the Christian
Church in the symbolism of the Jowish econonlY, which was one of
types and shadows, tho Author of tho Revelation has given nt once n
proof of its symbolic character and a key to its interpretation. In. the
present chapter we have the < component parts o~ tl~e Old 'I'eatament
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Dispensation brought before us in" the twelve tribes of Israel; whilo in
its great multitude, which no man could number, we have the mixed
multitude that accompanied the people when they went up out of
Egypt. .Theee two distinct bodies represent those who are saved both
within" the Church and among the Gentiles. The sealing of the

. hundred .and forty-four thousand out of all the tribes of the children
of).Israel, is an interesting and instructive part of the prophecy. It

'is': not,' judgment, but part of the preparation for it. Much of the
'Revelation describes the laying open of the states of the evil. This
part treats of bringing into light the states of the good, and thus
bringing them. within the sphere of the Divine protection, till their
day of decision, when they will be gathered into the sheepfold of the
church triumphant in heaven. This is meant by the holding of the
four winds, and the sealing of the twelve tribes, which we have now
to consider.
, 1. And after these things I saw four angels stand-ing on the four
corners oj the earth, holding the four winds of the earth, that the ioiiu]

should not blow on the earth, nor on the sea, nor on any tree. The
four angels represent the whole angelic heaven, and the four corners
of the earth the whole world of spirits. In that portion w hich now
follows, we read much of the descent of angels from heaven, and the
ascent of spirits from hell, as if both were contending for the possession
of this middle region, and of those who occupy it. And this in fact
is the case, especially 80 at the time of impending judgment, Angels
desire to raise all to heaven, evil spirits desire to drag all down to hell.
Angels are employed by the Lord to throw the shield of their protec
tionaround the righteous; yet they can only protect and preserve
those on whom they can lay hold through the good that is in then).
And when they have set the seal of God upon their foreheads, 110 evil
power can hurt them. The angels' holding the four winds is descrip
tive of a function which heaven exercises and a use it performs in
regard to the good who are to pass under the j udgment. The "wind
is a common emblem of the Spirit of God, "The wind bloweth where
it listeth, ... so is everyone that is born of the Spirit." vVe
read also of the four winds being called upon to breathe upon the
slain, on receiving which they lived, and stood upon their feet, an ex
ceeding great army (Ezek. xxxvii. 9, 10). Angels, as ministering spirits,
'or instruments by whom the Holy Spirit operates, are called by the
same name. "The Lord maketh His angels spirits," literally, winds
(Ps. civ. ·4). On the day of Pentecost the Spirit came from heaven
as a rushing mighty wind. But the apostles were ill a state to bear

the outpouring of the Spirit in its might. Not so those who were
waiting to be sealed. The Spirit was indeed to enter into them, but
they 'were not ye.t able to bear it in its power. The angels were to
moderate its influence. The four winds were to be held that they
should not blow on the earth, on the sea, or on allY tree. In the
proximate sense the earth and the sea are the whole world of
spirits. In the spiritual sense they are the. internal and external of
heaven and the church. Abstractly they do not mean places but states'
the will and the understanding of those who were to be sealed 0;
what is the same, their states of goodness and truth. But why of
all earthly' objects should the trees be singled out for protection! Be
cause these noble productions of natureare symbols of those noble
outgro\vths of the mind, cognition and perception. The command,
therefore, to the four angels who held the four winds, is a command
to moderate the influx of Divine Truth from the Lord out of heaven
so as to. prevent it from acting too powerfully on those who have an';'
perception, however obscure, of goodness and truth, on the principle
that the Lord does not break the bruised reed nor quench the smoking
flax.

2, 3. While the four angels held the four winds, John saio another
angel ascending from the east, having the seal of the living God.· and
he cried ioiih. a loud voice to the four angels, to wham it was given to
hurt the earth and the sea, saying, HU1·t not the earth, neither the sea,
no}' the trees, till uie have sealed the servants of our God in their fore
heads. The character of this angel differs from that of the others.
l'hoy stand on the four 'corners of the earth, he ascends from the
rising sun; they hold the winds, he carries the Divine seal. 1'11ore
are two kinds of angels, who represent the Lord as to the two essentials
of. ~Iis l1~ture, vVisdonl and Love. The four angels represent the
Divino VVISU0111 j the angel from the rising sun represents the Divine
Love. Those angels, therefore, who }lUU the control of the foul' winds
are representatives and instrnments of the Lord's Wisdom, and he w110
ascended from the rising sun is a representative and instrument of- the
Lord's Love. It is love that makes and marks the children of the
living God;' for love is life, and the Lord lives in those only who are
principled in love to Him. The angel that ascended from the rising sun
cried with a loud voice, "Hurt not the earth,' neither the sea, nor~the
trees." The four angels, we have seen, represent the Divine Wisdom.
the angel from the rising sun represents the Divine Love. We hav~
here another instance of the ,yay in which the essential attributes of
the Lord operate. Love acts through wisdom, wisdom acts from
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love. These angels, then; are emblems' of the wisdom and love of
God, as they act upon those who are principled in truth and love,
until they are sealed and safe from all evil influence.

4. And I heard the number of them 'which uiere scaled: and illere
uiere sealed an hundred and forty and four thousand of all the tribes
of the children of Israel. The twelve tribes of Israel, it is almost
needless to say, do not here mean the carnal but the spiritual Israel.
They evidently symbolize the Lord's true church, or those who had
served the Lord faithfully in the church on earth, and were 110,V to
be received into the church in heaven. But it is not sufficient to
know that the twelve tribes of Israel mean the Lord's church. vVe
must know what the church itself means. We know not the real
truth on this or any other sacred subject till we view it abstractly.
The church essentially consists of principles, and of persons 'v110 have
made those principles the essence and guide of their life. The twelve
tribes of Israel represented, and here signify, all the principles of the
church, or all the graces and virtues that form the kingdom of God
in the human mind. They mean persons, it is true, but they mean
the persons whose hearts are the throne and whose lives are the sup
port of these principles. The principles of the church are few and
simple. They are contained in the two commandments, To love God
above all things, and our neighbour as ourselves. On these two com
mandments hang all the law and the prophets. What the law and
the prophets teach, the Gospel confirms. Jesus came not to destroy,
but to fulfil. He magnified the law and made it honourable, not that
it should be set aside, but that it might be' exalted and honoured by
His disciples. These principles constitute the church; yet they are
received and practised in different degrees by the members of the
church; this produces a variety in the state and character of .those
of whom the church consists; and it causes variety of condition and
relative place even in heaven itself. Heaven is not a promiscuous
throng, but a perfectly organized body, in which every member has his
place, and in that place finds his proper function and use and his
highest happiness. Heaven is in the best sense the Lord's mystical
body, of w hich all the individuals are members. As in the hody, so
in heaven, there are general divisions and particular distinctions.
These we shall see brought out in the sealing of the twelve tribes; for
these symbolize the church and heaven, as formed of those who have
the principles of the church and heaven wibhin them: '.
. The numbers sealed out of all and each of the tribes are ovidontly
m,ystical. Numbers. are expressive not so much of quantity as of

quality. The number twelve is the root of all the numbers of the
tribes singly and unitedly. This number is the product of three and
four, and three is a number that has relation to truth, and four is a
number that has relation to goodness; and the number produced by
their multiplication is expressive of the union of these religious prin
ciples. This is the reason that the same number was sealed out of
each tribe, although the tribes themselves differed much with respect to
numbers ; for all who are really members of the church on earth, and
can become members of the church in heaven, must be in the union
of truth and goodness, or, what is the same, of faith and love.

5-8. There is now an enumeration of the tribes out of which the
twelve times twelve thousand were sealed. The twelve tribes of the
l~evelation are different in two respects from the twelve tribes of the
Old Testament; the tribes themselves are different, and the order in
which they are named is different. In all the series the first and the
last are the most important; for these give a' character to all the others
that come between. In the entire series of the tribes, as enumerated
by John, Judah is the first, 'and Benjamin is the last. Judah repro
sents the principle of love, and Benjamin represents the principle of
truth in act, or truth conjoined to love. This connection between
Judah and Benjamin was represented in their historical connection,
when these two tribes formed together the kingdom of Judah, after
the ten tribes revolted and formed the kingdom of Israel. The new
heaven, formed of those sealed out of the "twelve tribes, takes its char
acter from that principle 'vhich forms its most prominent or essential
part. Love to tho Lord pervades it,' and forms its ruling char
acteristic.

In the form of heaven, so to speak, there is a repetition of the same
order, descending through its several degrees; for that which is first
reproduces itself in every lower degree in which it exists, till it closes
in the last, on which it rests as ou a foundation. In every degree of
a series there are three constituent elements, In philosophical lan
guage these are end, cause, and effect; in spiritual language, they are
love, wisdom.. and use; or, goodness, truth, and obedience; or, charity,
faith, and works. Taking the tribes by threes, they all have relation
to these principles as they exist in a series. .Heaven consists of two
kingdoms ; and in each kingdom there is an internal and external part.
The first six tribes describe those who form the Lord's celestial king.
darn, and tho other six tribes describo those who form His spiritual
kingdom. Taken ill throes, the first three are those who constitute tho
internal, and tho second three are those who constitute theexternal, of



the celestial kingdom, and the last two threes are thosewho constitute
the internal and the external of the spiritual kingdom.

. The particular meaning of the twelve tribes, as here numbered, w ill
shed light. on the constitution and character of heaven, as farrnod of
those whom the sealed out of the twelve tribes represented. Tho first
three tribes sealed are Judah, Reu hen, and Gad; and the second three
areAser, N epthalim, and Manasses. These represent the internal and
the. external of the Lord's celestial kingdom. The internal of that
kingdom is love to the Lord, and its external is mutual love. Love
to the Lord is represented by Judah, and mutual love is 'represented
by Aser, But every love has its consort, and every marriage has
its fruits. The consort of love to the Lord is wisdom, and the
fruit of their union is use: the consort of' mutual luve is percep
.tion, and the fruit of their union is good works ; the consort of
charity is faith, arid the fruit of their union is obedience; the consort
of 'natural affection is knowledge, and the fruit of their union duty.

There are several aspects in which the twelve tribes may 1)0

viewed, as there. are several aspects in which heaven and tho
church and the regenerate man may be regarded. Thoro is the
distinction of the entire heaven into three heavens and two king
doms; and there is a distinction of the whole heaven and the church
into internal and external. As representing the two kingdoms of
which heaven consists, the twelve tribes are to be considered as
consisting of two divisions, each containing six tribes, of which the
first six represent the celestial kingdom, and the other six represent
the spiritual kingdom. As Tepresenting the three particular heavens,
of which the whole heaven consists, the twelve tribes are to 00
considered as consisting of four divisions of three tribes each. Tho
first three tribes represent the highest heaven, the second three
represent the middle heaven, and the next throe represent tho
lowest heaven, the last three representing the connecting mediums
between the Lord and each heaven, and between the three heavens
themselves. Of the last three tribes, Zabulon represents those
who form the conjoining medium between the highest heaven and
the Lord, tToseph represents those who form the conjoining
medium between the middle heaven and the Lord, and the tribe of
Benjamin represents those who form the conjoining medium between
the lowest heaven and the Lord. Under that still more universal
distinction of internal and external, which takes in both the church
in lheaven and the church on earth, and both the Christinu H1Hl

the heathen world, the internal consists of the twelve tribes, and

the external consists of the great multitude which no man could
number, Each heaven is represented by three tribes, because
each heaven consists of three general principles or elements, 'I'he
tribe which is first named in each series signifies some principle
of love which belongs to the will, the tribe which is named after
it signifies some principle of wisdom which belongs to the understand
ing, and the tribe which is last named signifies some principle o~j!§.!L

derived from them which belongs tothe life. Thus each series is full
and complete in itself. The same threeprinciples exist in, and indeed
constitute, each heaven; but the threetcoustituents differ in degrees
of perfection. The love, wisdom, and use which exist among the
angels of the highest heaven are more perfect than those which
exist nmongst the angels in the Iower heavens,", And the difference
between them is so great, that they cannot communicate with each
other but through intermediate angels, which partake of the char
acter of both. In each heaven there are degrees of perfection, but
these degrees, though numerous, are minute, gradually shading oft
from the greatest to the least, as light and heat decrease from the
centre towards the circumference, These degrees may therefore be
called continuous, and are imperceptible. The case is quite differ,ent
with the heavens in regard to each other. They differ not by con
tinuous, but by discrete or distinct, degrees. They do not therefore":
run into one another, but only correspond to each other.

The existence of three distinct heavens results from there
being· three distinct degrees in the human mind ; for heaven, as
the Grand Man, is uuulogous to heaven in the individual man,
These degrees of the human mind, which answer to the three
henVOllS, are successively opened or developed by regeneration.
The opening of the first or lowest degree makes the regenerate
inhabitants of the first or lowest heaven ; the opening of the second
degree makes them inhabitants of the second or middle heaven;
and the opening of the third or highest degree makes them inhabi
tants of the third or highest heaven. Those in whom these degrees
are severally opened, and who therefore enter into and form the cor
responding heaven, are represented by the different tribes, taken in
threes. The successive sealing of the tribes describes their reception,
beginning at the highest and proceeding to the lowest. In the

, highest heaveu ure those who have been regenerated to the highest
degree, havingattained the highest heavenly grace, which is love to
the Lord above all things. These in the Word are called the children
of God ; they are in a state of innocence, not the innocence of ignor-
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ance, but the innocence' of' wisdom j and, as they 'are in the highest
perfection of love and wisdom, they are also in the highest perfec
tion of use, Their love, wisdom, and use, which are the necessary
elements of all heavenly perfection, are represented by J udnh, Reuben,
and ,Gad, the first' three tribes which were sealed. In the second
heaven are' those who have been regenerated, not to the highest but
to-the next degree, who have attained the' heavenly grace of love to
the-neighbour, the grace which is like unto love to the Lord, These
:in the, Word are called friends of God. They have not the innocence
andentire dependence on the Lord which characterize those called the
.children of God, but they have been brought into a friendly relation
totheir Saviour, which makes them willing to do whatsoever He C0111

rnands them. The intellectual consort of neighbourly love is intelli
gence" which comes of reason, being inferior to wisdom, which comes
.of 'perception; and the fruit of the union of these graces is the
virtue of good works. These three may be otherwise expressed as
charity, faith, and ,works. These are represented by Aser, N epth
.alim, and Manasses. In the ultimate or lowest heaven are those who
.are in obedience, whose principle of, life is a sense of duty. 1'0 do
what they believe to be their duty, they must know what their duty
is; this knowledge is the consort of the sense of duty that in
spires them; and the fruit of this union, is fidelity to known 0 bliga
tions. These. are meant by the tribes of Simeon, Levi, and Issachar.
These three general states, and the three heavens corresponding to
them, are' so distinct that they can only communicate with each

. other by conjoining mediums, The twelve tribesdo not include the
tribe of Dan. What can be the' reasonj Dan, whose~ lot was on the
north border of the land farthest from the temple, represented those
of an external character who are most remote from the Lord. The
tribe of Dan was not to form a part of the new heaven, for the same
reason that in the new earth there was to be no more sea. Yet this
.tribe is not lost; for it is meant by the great multitude which no 111an
could humber, which comes now to be treated of.

9, 10. After this-the sealing of the twelve tribes-John says, I
beheld, and, lo, a great multitude, which no man could number, of all
nations, and kindreds, and people, and tongues, stood before the throne,
and before the La'J1~b, clothed with white robes, and palms in their
hande; and they cried ~f)ith a loud voice, saylng, Saloation to our God
tolio eitietl:upon the throne, and unto the Lamb. Those who were scaled
out.of the twel ve tribes of Israel are all who were saved out of those
whoformed the visible church; and the great multitude arc those who

were saved from among the Gentiles, It is a great and blessed truth
that salvation is placed within the reach of all men. And not only is
salvation possible to the Gentiles, but many of the Gentiles are saved,
which is undoubtedly intended to be taught from the multitude around
the throne being innumerable, which means that none but .the Lord
knows their interior character, and, therefore, that He alone can judge
them. Numbering means, however, something more than this. It
means ordinating or bringing into order. Order is heaven's first law.
It brought the cosmos out of chaos j and now it brings harmony out of
discord, unity out of division, and power out of weakness. Truths are
the laws of order, and they produce order by introducing distinctions
and relations, without which order does not exist.

It is deserving of remark that there is, in these relations, no clue to
the curious question, Are there few that be saved ~ Neither in the
sealing of the twelve tribes, where the numbers are evidently mystical,
nor in the gathering together of the great multitude, whose number is
unknown, is there any means of knowing the actual or relative
numbers saved. If there is any ground for conjecture, it is .that "the
saved are not few but many-so many that no man could number
them. Truth enables us to distinguish good from evil, a distinction
which children, for instance, cannot make until they, receive the
necessary instruction. Where no law is there is no transgression, and
sin is not known but by the law. Truth further distinguishes between
genuine and spurious good. Spurious good is that which is done
wi thou t discrimination to the good and the evil, the deserving and the
undeserving alike. Truth furthermore distinguishes between dif
ferent kinds and degrees of good. Ofthese there are Inany. There is
celestial good and spiritual 'good, interior good and exterior good; the
good of innocence, the good of love, the good of faith. Good is formed
by truths j hence good varies, and becomes manifold, so manifold that
no angel, spirit, or man is in the same good as that of another.
Ileaven consists in variety as to good, and by that variety one is dis
tinguished from another. If all had the same good, there would be
no distinctions. Yet these various goods are divinely arranged so as to
constitute together one common good. The Divine Good, being
infinite, is one; but with finite beings it, varies in quality and
quantity from its reception in truths, for good has, its quality from
trnths, and truths are 'manifold.

The righteous Gentiles who do not receive tho truth relating to the
Lord tho Saviour ill this life, receive it in tho other. Tho groat multi
tude are therefore said to be clothed with white. robes, which are the
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emblems of truth, and to have palms in their hands, which are e1no10111s
of the good which truth teaches. When in the other life good Gentiles
are instructed in the' truth, they readily acknowledge the Lord as their
Saviour. "'The great multitude are therefore represented us standing
beforeitheithrone and before the Lamb, and as crying" with a loud
voice',saying, Salvation to our God which sitteth upon the throne,
anduntotheLamb." They 'acknowledge the Lord in His Humanity,
and-not only so, but they acknowledge His Divinity and the Divinity
of-His Humanity. For in heaven there are not two Divine Objects of
worship ·but one; and. that one is the Lord Jesus Christ. But these
are 'represented in vision as two; for there is a perfect distinction
between the Divine and the Human of the Lord, as there is between
the -soul and the body of man, and it is most important thisxlistiuc
tion should be understood. When it is represented or described, and
thus brought down to the sphere of finite thought, and the distinction
is' presented in vision, the Divine essentials appear as Divine person..§,..-_
It is evident that neither angels nor men can see God as He is; they
can only see Him under the veil of some appearance which 110 is
pleased to assume or 'produce. The ascription of salvation to tho Lord
by the Gentiles shows that they had ,experienced the saving efficacy of
the Lord's work in the flesh. That Divine work provided for the
salvation of all, both by the subjugation of the po\vers of darkness,
and by the glorification of the Lord's assumed human nature. These

, works-included 'all mankind in 'all worlds. And those who never
heard: of the Lord and His salvation in this world may be ahle to see
its blessed design, and trace its saving operations in themselves, when
they come into the other world.

11,12. While the unnumbered multitude thus raised their voices in
thanksgiving to the Lord for His great mercies, All the arujetn stood
round about the throne, and about the elders and the four beasts, and
fell before the throne on their faces, and toorehippcd God, sayillfl,
Anzen: Blessing, and glory, and snisdom, and tluinksqioitu], and honour,
and poioer, and miqlit, be unto our God f01" eoer and ever. Auzen.
If there is joy among the angels of God over one sinner that repentetb,
how great the joy of those blessed ones over the salvation of an
unnumbered multitude out of the whole known world! The sublime
spectacle presented before the spiritual sight of John, is one from which
Christiana can draw comfort, and for which they can adore the Divine
goodness.' The multitude offer their thanksgiving standing; these
fall: upon their faces when they worship, The angels, the elders, and
thefour beasts are tho angels of the three .heavens. The" angels" con-

stitute the Iowcst heaven; and as the ultimate decree includes
all .the higher degrees, these angels are said to be °round about
the throne and the elders and the four beasts. And, on the same
principle, their worship includes all worship from first to ultimate
principles. Worship from both is expressed by the A111en with which
they begin and end their adoration, the deep humiliation of which is
expr~ssed by their falling on their faces, and its fulness by the ex.
pressions employed, The seven ascriptions are expressive of that
fulness in holiness. Blessing, and glory, and wisdom are expressive
of the. Divine Truth, and thanksgiving, and honour, and power, and
~light of the Divine Good; but the last two mean good in its opera.
tion or power. Thus the angels ascribe to the Lord all wisdom, love,
and power. And when these are ascribed to Him for ever and ever,
or for ages of ages, it not only means eternity in relation to the Lord
IIilllsclf, but the ~esire that the Lord may be present with Ilis love, wis
darn, and power, In all the ever-progressive states of angels and men,

13,14. And oneof the elders aneuiered, saying unto me, lVhat are these
wh~ch are arrayed ,inwhite robee 7 and whence came they 7 Every holy
UOSU'O and ovory true prayer for heavenly light comes from heaven,
Thus the elder asks John the question which John himself desired to
ask, and which a heavenly instructor could alone answer. One of the
elders asks this question and gives the answer, because the Divine in
flux which suggests and answers .the inquiry comes through the angels
of the second heaven, who are distinguished for intelligence, since they
are more receptive than others of the light of truth. The elder there
fore answers, These are they who came out of great tribulation and, ,
have wcu;!u?d their 1'OlJl'S, and made thein toliite in tho blood of the
Lamb. It is considered by some that these wore martyrs. But the
tribulation they had suffered was not in the natural but in tho
spiritual world, Those of the Gentiles who are saved undergo a pre
paration for heaven in the world of spirits. Heaven consists in tho
union of good and truth, or charity and faith. And those who have
not known the truth in this life must receive it in the next, and have
that truth joined with their good, before they can become inhabitants
of heaven. It is in effecting this union that they undergo. tribulation,
for conjunction cannot be effected without temptation. The tribula
tion experienced may be great; for temptation is severe according to the
errors that have been believed as truths, and the degree of regeneration
effected by it. l'he new truths which the Gentiles receive in the other
life arc of course those which relate to tho Lord, His life, and His
sufferings and death in the world. l'hese were the procuring means

L
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of salvation to all men. The beaeflt which the Gentiles derived from
the Lord's work is described by an expressive figure. The multitude
had-washed their robes 'and made them white in the blood of tho
Lamb.' Much is said in the .New Testament about the Lord's blood.
We have already considered the subject (chap. i. 5), where we have
shown that the Lord's blood, figuratively, is His death, and, spiritually,
is Histmth, for His adherence to which He died. There may seelll

tube no connection between these, yet there is. The Lord carne into
the-world' as Divine Truth, or the Word, 'I'ho opposition He en
countered from men was opposition to the truth He uttered anc1livec1,
and' His death was sought as the effectual means of putting Him to
silence. In thatinstance the wrath of men was turned into the praise
of God. His persecutors became the unwittiag and unwilling instru
ments of furthering the plan of redemption,

The gate of life, closed, like the gate of Paradise, by man's fall,
waa opened again by Christ's resurrection. In Adam all died, in
Christ shall all be made alive, By man C:lIUe death, by DIan carne
also the resurrection from the dead. I t was necessary that Christ
should die, that He might conquer death, and open again the ,yay
to the tree of life. . There was this essential difference between tho
·Lord's death and that of all other men. Men died as the victims of
their own sin, the Lord died as the victim of other men's sin, and as

lithe martyr to His own righteousness. He had and preserved in Him
'self the seed which, "Then sown in the ground and dies, brings forth
'much fruit (John xii, 24). There is a saying that the blood of the
martyrs is the seed of the Church. In an infinitely higher sense, and
'to an. infinitely greater extent, is the blood of the Lord tho seed of tho
kingdom which is to have no end. The blood of the martyrs was but
the type of their fidelity to the Lord's truth; the Lord's blood "was
the type of His fidelity to His own truth, and therefore of the Truth

.'itself, which in His Person suffered at the hands of men, and wad
glorified by the power of God. l'hat Truth, now exalted into union
with Love, from which it came forth, sends out its light and its truth
to lead men to the altar of the Humanity, which sanctifies the true
worshipper, The efficacy of the Lord's truth, as symbolized by His
'blood, is expressed in various ,vays, especially by drinking it, and by
'washing in it. The purifying power of truth is that which is set be
'fore us in this instance. The multitude had washed their robes and
'made them white in the 'blood of the Lamb, This is exceedingly
.expreesive in their case. The righteousness of the Gentiles, however
-sincere and correct, must be exceedingly imperfect, regarded from a

Christian point ofview and seen by the light of Christianity. There
can be no true righteousness without truth, and it is only so far true
as it is done according to truth. It may be sincere under any religion,
bn t true only so far as the religion is true. The religions of heathen
nations are not only defective, but erroneous, As all truth leads to good,
all error leads to evil. Yet the evil which a religion does not condemn
or which it sanctions is not deadly, if the religion is sincerely believed,
and is followed as faithfully in its right as in its wrong teaching. A
Mahometan, whose religion allows him a plurality of wives, may live
in polygamy without being guilty of a deadly sin. But the principle
and practice or this part of his religion must be given up· before he
can enter heaven. This is a dark spot in his garment, which must
be washed a,vay by the blood of the Lamb, for Christian truth
condemns and heaven abhors it. Many other practices taught or
sanctioned by the religions of heathen nations are in their nature so
much at variance with order and purity that t~ would taint the
atmosphere of heaven, and must be abandoned, and even abhorred, be
fore the soul can associate with the pure in heart who see God.
Where there is sincere religion they can be corrected. It may easily
be supposed that in giving up all that they have believed and lived
that is inimical to the truth and righteousness of the Gospel, they
must pass through great tribulation. And much labour and self
sacrifice must be undergone before they can have washed their robes,
and made them white in the blood of the Lamb. Some suppose that
all that is required of the penitent is to believe that the blood shed on
the cross is the price of his sin, But as the Lord's blood means His
sufferings and death, His blood purifies and saves us through our
suffering and dentho The Lord's crucifixion is realized to us in our
crucifixion; His sacrifice in our sacrifice. Men wash their robes and
make them white in the blood of the Lamb by receiving the truth,
and using it to cleanse themselves from the impurities of the world
and the flesh.

15. The great multitude having passed through the needful purifi
cation, therefore are they before the throne oj God, and serve Him day
and n'ig~lt in Hie temple: and He that sitteth on the throne shall du;ell
amonq then". This is one of the few passages of Scripture from' which
it may be, and has been, inferred that worship is the sole occupation of
the blessed in heaven. The description is evidently figurative, and
affords 110 just basis for dogmatic teaching. In one respect it is evi..
dently so. In tho New Jerusalom it is said there shall be 110 night
there; here it is said the redeemed shall serve Him day and night ill
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His temple, There cannot be perpetual day in heaven, if by this we
mean unvarying light and glory. There, as here, the sun for ever
shines in his brightness; but there also, as here, there are clouds that
veil. his 'glory, and revolutions that hide his face. N a created and
flnitejbeing can for ever gaze upon the sun, or maintain a state of
unchanzina mental or bodily activity. Only One there is who nevero 0

slumbers nor sleeps. All creation, spiritual as well as natural, must
subside •occasionally or periodically, into a state of repose. Life is,. .
suatained.rsbrength is renewed, and states are perfected by alternation
of states. Day and .night, in this world of effects and shadows, have
their answering or"corresponding states in the world of causes and

. realities, And not less beneficent, as suited to the nature of the soul,
are the changes in heaven, than' are those in the world as suited
to the nature of- the body. Angels are not mere ethereal beings.
Every soul has a body; the only difference being that in this material
world the soul lives in a material body, while in the spiritual world
the soul lives in a spiritual body. Day and night are produced in
the spiritual world by the alternate action ,and reaction of the ~ol~l

and of the body. It is day when the soul acts upon the hody ; It IS

nicht when the .body reacts upon the soul. When the title of life
Ilows freely from the soul through the body into action, it is day.
The faculties of the mind, alive and active, find a responsive activity
in the sensories and senses of the body. But when the body, 1110re
crass and less capable of sustained action than the soul, begins to show
signs of fatigue and exhaustion, the shades begin to gather round the
soul v and gradually deepen till night closes upon it. As sense
becomes dim, perception becomes obscure, and gradually fades, un til
the 'whole being sinks into unconsciousness and repose, except it be
the waking state in sleep, when dreams, instructive as beautiful, C01110
as secret visitants from Him who gives to His beloved in sleep. In
heaven itself there is no night, and yet everyone has experience
of the crateful vicissitudes of activity and repose, of sleep and

, 0 . •
wakefulness, Day and night are not fixed states, returning III

periodical succession. They are not produced by the revolution of
-the whole heaven, by a motion independent of the will and the states
of its inhabitants, as .on the earth. Days and nights are not there
caused by outward but by inward changes, and not by general but by
particular alternations of state. These states do not pass at once, or
in regular general succession, over the whole heaven, and not neces
sarilyover a whole society. There is probably some general sympathy
even 'with respect to sleep among those 'who inhabit that world,

where all are as one man; but there is not uniformity. In this world
day and night, and the activity and repose which they ensure, come
regularly, and also exist simultaneously. It is always day and
alwnys night, and the inhabitants are always asleep and always
awake, and indeed are always sleeping and always waking, But in
the eternal world there is no time, although there is an appearance of
it. Days and nights, and weeks and years, do not come upon the
inhabitants, but come front them; so far as they exist, they are the
effects and measures of the changes that go on in their inward states
of mind. Day and night especially are the effects of their inward
and outward states. Their inward and lucid states are their days, and
their outward and obscure states are their nights. Both of these
states are heavenly. The principles which rule universally iufheir
minds are never entirely inactive, much less are they ever supplanted
by others of an opposite character. A greater light rules their day,
and a lesser light rules their night; but the light is the same, though
it comes to them directly in the one case, and reflected in the other.
The multitude before the throne of GoJ serve 11in1 day and night,
Not that they are eternally engaged in worship, or in what we cull
worship, but they serve the Lord in all states, both internal and
external, both bright and obscure. They are constantly in His
tem pIe, in aholy state and frame of mind. They are especially in a
state of truth, which is meant by the temple. The tabernacle' and
temple, both mentioned ill this book, are emblematical of good and
truth, or of worship from these two distinct principles ill the human
mind. And as the multitude of Gentile souls had now received the
truth, of which they had been destitute in tho world, therefore their
continuance in the truth, and serving God from it, rendering to
Him an intelligent service, is expressed by their being day and night
in the temple. But the temple was also an emblem of the temple of
the Lord's body; and their being ill the temple is descriptive of their
beinsr ill the Lord by the ncknowledgment of Ilis Divine Humunity ;
and ~vhen they are in the Lord, the Lord is in them, which is further
expressed by the words, "A.nd He that sitteth on the throne shall
dwell among them;" and to d"well amonq them is to dwell in them.
They dowell in Him by' faith, and He dwells in them by love. Or
what is the same, when they serve Him in truth, He fills them with
good. Truth is the receptacle of good; and th~ quality of good which
men receive is according to the quality of their truth. Those, there
fore, who had received the truth of heaven were now able to receive
its good.
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16, 17.' The .multitude having accepted the truth as it is in Jesus,
and in that truth received the good which it is His desire to give,
they were brought, after their state of tribulation, into one of rest and
peace,! and.after their state of privation into one of abundance. They
shall. bu/ngerno more, neither thirst any niore ; neither shall the sun
l'lght Qutlte1n, nor any heat. For the Lamb, 'which is in the midst of
thet1l rone, shall feed them, and shall lead them unto lioitu] foun
tains.' of uiaiers ; and God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes.
Hunger and thirst after righteousness have the promise of being
satisfied. This promise is exceedingly appropriate and expressive here.
These Gentiles had hungered and thirsted in the world. They had
desired good and truth which they did not possess; for everyone who
is spiritually minded craves the meat and drink by which the spiritual
life is sustained. But their craving remained unsatisfied. They had
desired to see the things which we see, and had not cecn them, and to
hear those thinzs which we hear, and had not heard them, But nowo .
that they had passed through their desert state, and had come Into a
land of abundance, they would be no longer tormented by unsatisfied
desires for good and truth. The 11unger and thirst here spoken of is
not the desire which gives a relish for food and drink, but the hunger
which -remains unappeased, and the thirst that remains unquenched.
It is the ravenous hunger and burning thirst which are felt under the
scorching heat of a burning sun. And therefore, with the promise of
the. absence of hunger and thirst, is given the assurance that they
should n~t suffer from the rays of the sun nor any heat. This com
bination is found in our spiritual experience, when, with the absence of
the good which nourishes and the truth which r?freshes, there i~ the
presence of the loves, of self. and ~he world, 1he ?ouhle prolllls~ of
no. gnawing hunger and burning thirst, and 110 burning sun and faint
inc heat, is.therefore the promise of the presence of the goods, and the
absence of the evils, of life. While the Lord gives the good and the
truth that sustain, He removes the evil and the false that oppress.
For He shall feed them with the good of His love, and refreah them
with the truth of His wisdom. The allusion here is to the green
pastures and running streams, which are the beautiful emblems of the
Iivinz cood and truth which the Lord supplies to those w ho follow
Him°a:d trust in Him as the good Shepherd. And when this is the
state and experience of the faithful, all sorrow and sighing shall
cease; ." God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes:" . All spiritual
affllction shall cease 'vhen evil is removed and good IS nn parted, and
with it all sorrow and sighing. There is a peculiarity or singularity

in the terms used in respect to the different 'operations of" saving
mercy that deserves attention. The Lamb is to feed them, but God is
to wipe away their tears. Furt-her, it must be considered that the t\VO
names are used for the sake of variety, or that the Lamb and God are
t\VO distinct persons or t,YO different beings. And Jet the description
seems to he inconsistent with either notion. If God is represented as
sitting on the throne, and the Lamb is said to be in the midst of the
throne, surely this is inconsistent with the idea either of the
inferiority of Jesus to God, or of His distinct personality from God.
God is on the throne of heaven, Jesus is in the midst of it. God is
the Lord's Divinity, and the Lamb is His Humanity; and, in accord
ance with this, God is the Divine Love, and the Lamb is the Divine
Wisdom, or the Divine Good and the Divine Truth. The Lamb feeds
and waters His flock, for His Divine Wisdom instructs them, but God
wipes a\vay their tears, for His love comforts them ; His wisdom fills
their minds with wisdom, His love fills their hearts with joy.

CIIAPTER VIII.

BETWEEN the opening of the seventh seal, with which this chapter
commences, and the opening of the sixth, great changes and important
events have taken place. The earth has been shaken to its foundation,
and heaven has departed as a scroll j the twelve tribes have been
sealed, and the innumerable multitude out of all nations has been seen
standing before the throne of God. All these are signs of preparation
for judgment, but not of judgment itself. The last of tho seven seals
that closed tho mystic book, held ill the right hand of Him that sat
upon the throne, and hid its contents from the eyes of angels and men,
is at lengt.h opened by the Lamb. And very singular and extra
ordinary is the imfuediate effect of the disclosures made by the
complete unrolling of the volume, And when He had opened the
seventh seal, there 'was silence in heaven about the space of halfan hour,
The sacred volume had been sealed by the false interpretations
and corrupt practices of the church. Not all at once, but gradually,
had the Holy' Book been sealed; and not all at once, but gradually,
were the seals now opened. As the seals were successively opened,
the errors and evils which had sealed the book were successively
disclosed; and when the bursting of the last seal had laid open the
lust of tho evils which had gl'uduull¥ closed it, heaven was awed into
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silence by the sum of the dread account. Silence 1 How expressive!
Language is the utterance of thought; but there are thoughts too
deep for utterance. There are feelings that do not even talco the
forni of thought and express themselves by sounds; but there are feel
ings 'so intense as to paralyze the very organs by which sound is
uttered. The expressive silence of the church in heaven, when tho
state of the church on earth was entirely revealed, tells of its unuttor
able corruption and decay, And it tells, moreover, that so great was
the contrariety, and so complete the severance, of the church militant
and the church triumphant, that they had no thoughts and feelings in
common. When the church 011 earth is entirely corrupted, the church
in heaven is mute. There is no sympathy and no co-operation.
Zacharias was struck dumb, because he did not believe the angel; the
angels were struck dumb, because what they saw was beyond belief.
The silence in heaven continued about the space of half an hour,
There are no hours in heaven, because there is no time there. In tho
spiritual world instead of time there is state; and changes of state give
the appearance and form the measure of time. Time there has no
fixed and uniform progression j it can stand still, like the sun upon
Mou~t Gibeon, and can go back, like the sun on tlie dial of Ahuz,
These miraculous phenomena in the natural world, are glimpses of
changes which are in perfect harmony with the economy of that
world, where time is but the' shadow and the reading of state. An
hour, a day, a year, an age are but the symbols of states begun and
completed. An hour may be the last as well as the first of the
particular states which make up the whole. When our Lord said,
" No man knoweth the day nor the hour in which the Son of Man
cometh," He spoke of the closing period both of the church and of
human life. When there was silence in heaven, the last hour of the
church had come. But the silence was for about the space of half
an hour. Had the silence continued for a whole hour, the consumma
tion would have been so complete that no N ew Church could have
succeeded that which had passed away, There would have been an end,
after which there could be no beginning. Half an hour is au end.ibut
not a complete end, an end which is followed by a beginning, It is
such an arrest of decline as that of which the Lord spake when He
said, "Except those days should be shortened there should no flesh be
saved."

But what was the nature of the disclosure that produced this
silence in heaven 1 The last act of the Church on earth, which put
the' last seal on the Book of Life, was the establishment of the dogma

of salvation' by faith alone. That was the act of the Reformation,
and is the distinguishing doctrine of the Protestant religion. Are ,YO

to suppose then that Protestantism was only an evil and a calamity 1
The church had all but sealed the book before the time of the Reforma
tion. 'I'he Reformers put the last seal upon it, and delivered it as a
sealed book to the people, from whom it had been carefully withheld.
The emancipation of the Book waa the grand achievement of the Re
formation. It brought back the sun ten degrees by which it had gone
down. But although it lengthened the day, it did not prevent the
coming of the night. The day of the true church is ever advancing;
its sun is ever ascending. When it has once reached its meridian, and
has begun to decline, it must finally set. The decline of the church is
like a disease which has reached a certain stage, when it becomes incur
able. Before the Reformation the disease of the church had advanced
too fur to admi t of a complete cure. The church was like the woman
in the Gospel who had an issue of blood twelve years; she had suffered
nlany things of her human physicians, and had spent all she had, and
was nothing better, but rather grew "worse; and the new remedy of the
doctors of the Reformation was but another human nostrum, whose
only merit consisted in this, that it differed entirely from those of their
predecessors, being in fact only one extreme produced by another,
faith alone as the antithesis and the antidote of works alone. They
saw no \vay of separating merit from works, but by excluding works
from salvation. This final and fatal error was the seventh and last
seaf which closed the Book of Life; and the opening of that seal dis
closed its destructive nature and effects. These are described in the
marvellous things which took place on the blowing of the seven
trumpets hy the seven angels.

2. On the opening of the seventh seal, .John says, And I saio the S8l:Cn

angels which stood before God; and to them toere given seven trumpets.
A; the opening of every seal laid open the particular evils which had
caused that seal to be affixed to the book, and so far closed it, tho
opening of the seventh seal brings to light the characteristic evil of
the doctrine of faith alone, and these are disclosed by the sounding of
the seven trumpets, Who were these seven angels that stood before
God, to whom seven trumpets were given ~ ..As the seven churches
mean the one Universal Church, and the seven spirits before the
throne mean the one Omnipresent Spirit, so the seven angels standing
before God mean the whole angelic heaven, but more especially the
heaven to which faith alone is directly opposed. There are two
great principles which constitute heaven-lo,~e and faith. There are
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, angels who 'are more in love, and others "Tho are more in faith.
Those who are more in love form the highest heaven, and those who
are 'more in faith form the second heaven. A false faith is opposed
to all in heaven,' for all are in the true faith, or in the faith of the
truth,but it is more directly opposed to the angels of the second or

. spiritual heaven, where truth and faith predominate, These angels
may be .aaid to be the ministers of truth, as the higher are the
ministers of good. They are the watchers upon the walls of Zion,
who give warning of approaching foes, and lead to the disclosure of
hidden dangers. These are the seven angels to whom were give seven
trumpets, The trumpet, of which so much use was made in the re
presentative church, and the sounding of which overthrew the im
pregnable walls of Jericho, and scattered the swarming hosts of
Midian, is the symbol of Divine Truth, which nothing can resist,
"vhelV1tiven by the Lord to willing and humble recipients, as the

I seven trumpts are said to have been given to the seven angels; for
angels like men can take nothing except it be given them fr 0 III

heaven, or from the Lord who Himself is heaven. As the sounding
of their trumpets is to shake the whole system, sun, and 11100n, and
stars, and earth, the angels are brought into interior and close union
with the Lord; they stand before God, that in the day of trial heaven
11lay be under the Divine influence and protection.

3, 4. When the seve.n angels had received their trumpets, another
angel came and stood at the altar, hav1:ng a golden censer j and there was
gi-ven unto hint. much incense, that he should offer it 'with the prayers
of all. saints upon the golden altar wh icli was before the tlr rone. This
angel represents the celestial heaven, which is in love; and he comes to
perform a work of Divine love before pivine truth begins the work
of judgment, for in judgment the Lord remembers mercy, The seven
ancels stood before the throne, this angel stands before the altar. As
a throne is the symbol of government from truth, an altar is the sym
bol of worship from love, and this too is meant by the golden censer.
The seven angels received seven trumpets; to this, angel is given much
incense. The incense that ascends to God is first received from Him,
'I'he prayers that reach the throne of grace are those which have first
descended into the heart of the worshipper; and even the fire which
burns upon the altar of the human heart, from which the golden
censer of holy thought 'is to be filled with live coal, like that which
touched the lips of the prophet, is kindled from heaven; for the use
of strange fire brings death to him who uses it. But the much incense
given to the angel was to be offered with the prayers of all saints.

Who were these saints? and why were their prayers to be offered at
this particular juncture, between the giving and the sounding of the
trumpets? Judgment is preceded by separation. When the nations
are to be judged, "He shall separate them one from another, as a shep
herd divideth his sheep from the goats." The separation or separa
tions which precede judgment, are treated of in the whole of this
prophecy, till we come to, the twentieth chapter. That to be e~f~cteJ

oy the blowing of the seven trumpets, is the separation, in the middle
state, of those who had been nominally, from those who had been
actually, in the doctrine of faith alone. From this to the end of the
fourteenth chapter treats of the state of those who had belonged to
the Protestant Church, of which salvation by faith alone is the
distinguishing tenet. In the middle state the good and the evil of
this church were mingled together, as the sheep' and the goats, the
tares and the wheat. The day of decision was approaching, when the
good were to be raised up into heaven, and the evil were to be cast
down into hell. This is the last result. of the judgment. But before
the two opposite classes can be judged they must first be separated.
If this separation consisted in ranging them on two sides, the separa
tion micht be easily and quickly effected. But that which had held

o ••
them together in one undistinguished body was an apparel~t SI1111-

Iarity of character. A.s the tares of Scripture are similar in appearance
to the wheat and as even the wolf can put on the sheep's clothing,
there is no way of distinguishing them but by bringing out their
inward qualities) and making them appe~r in their real. characters.
This cannot be done at once, but by degrees; and successive acts, by
which the interior states of the evil were to be laid open, are described by
those w hich followed the sounding of tho seven trumpets, the sound
iller of the trumpets describing the influx and operation of Divine
Tr:th, by which their states of heart and life were l.aid opel1, and the
outward appearance of sanctity and virtue, .under which they had c?n
cealed themselves, were stript off or cast aside, In fact, the separation
of the really and the seemingly righteous is effected by the st~te. of
the internal man being brought out and made manifest. The sifting
and rending by which this is effected might dis~ract an~ injure the
(food while the evil are yet connected and associated with them" or,
~s th~ parable expresses it, the wheat might b~ rooted up with the tares,
were not Divine provision made for preservIng them. ~ne of these
means consists in bringing the good into closer connection and con
junction with the Lord, so that .His. protecting influe?ce may be,
around them. 'I'his closer connection IS effected by an Influx of the
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Lord's love through the celestial heaven, which acts upon the inmost
and purest of the affections. The angel that carne and stood before
the altar is a type of this highest heaven; the incense that was given
to him is asymbol of the Divine influx, of which the celestial heaven
was the medium ; the saints with whose prayers his incense was to be
offered are the good yet mingled with the evil, but about to be separ
ated from them; and their prayers are their love and worship, or the
elevation and dedication of their hearts to the Lord, by which they
become more closely united to Him. Everything indicates that this
worship was the worship of love. The angel, as belonging to the
priestly kingdom; is one who worships from love; his incense is in a
golden censer; and he offers the prayers of all saints upon a golden
altar. Those whose prayers he offers are saints, a name expressive of
their spiritual character j and the offering which he mingled with their
prayers was incense, which symbolizes holy thoughts, thoughts pro
ceeding from love, as the smoke of the incense was produced by the

. fire from the golden altar. The smoke of the incense, ioliicli came toitlt
the prayers of the saints, ascended up before God out of the angel's
hand. The grateful incense of pure angelic love, which mingled with
the prayers of saintly affection, ascended up before God, as a sweet
smelling savour and as an odour of rest. Sweet is the offering of
gratitude and love, and powerful to secure for the soul repose in the
providence of God.

5. But while the ministry of the angel drew the saints, in the times
of peril, into closer connection with heaven and conjunction with the
Lord, and thus into a state of more perfect security, it produced a
different effect beyond the circle where the saints reposed. '17~e angel
took the censer, and filled it toiih. fire 01 the altar, alid cast it into tli e
earth: and there were voices, and tliunderinqs, and l£!lldnin!]s, and an
earthquake. The same holy fire which had kindled the devotions of
the saints, and raised their prayers as grateful incense to the throne of
God, now descends in flashes of lightning and peals of thunder, rend
ing the earth with its power, In this we have a striking illustration
ofthe truth, that the same Divine love kindles and consumes, and p1'o
duces peace or tribulation, according as it falls into congenial or uncon
genial minds. So true is this, that the warmth and bliss of heaven,
and .the fire and pains of hell, have the same origin: the same Divine
Iove glows in the heart of the angel and burns in the heart of the
demon, because received in its purity by the one, and defiled and per
verted by the other. The same celestial angel filled the same golJ en
censer with the same holy fire as when he offered incense with the

prayers of all saints, but the fire which caused the smoke of the incense
to ascend up before God with the prayers of all saints, 1l0'V descends
in lightning flashes and pealing thunder, and the earth heaves COll

vulsively. Those among whom the holy fire 1l0'V falls are the sinners
w ho had been mingled with the saints. Their prayers had 110t
ascended with the incense which the angel offered on the golden altar.
'I'he Divine love kindled no devotion in their hearts j and now, when
it flows more powerfully into them, it produces.only tribulation. How
expressive is this effect of the influx of Divine love amongst them,
They had lived the life of faith alone, which is a dead faith, because
without love and charity. And that love which ought to have been the
life of their faith now becomes its death. That which they refused to
recei ve as their friend, now manifests itself as their enenlY, not because
it has any enmity to them, but because they cherish deadly enmity
against it, the whole state of their mind and of their life being
opposed to it. When the 'Divine influx brings out the interior and
previously hidden thoughts and intents of the heart, then arise the
voices of conflicting reasonings, and the flashing of passionate thoughts,
and the thunderings of violent affectioiis, and the earthquakes of in
ward convulsions, that subvert the whole order of their previous life.
'I'his, however, was but the beginning of their sorrows, the first dis
closure of their real state, the first act of that drama in which the true
character of faith alone was to be exhibited in its completeness, and
which we are now to trace in the wonders that follow the sounding of
the seven angels.

6. And the seven angels, which had the seven trumpets, prepared
tliemseloes to sound. Preparation is endeavour. 'Vc prepare for
action by the acquisition and disposition of means. The angels had
ncquired the means: trU111pets had been given to then] : they now
prepared to use them. And when heaven is to be instrumental in
the performance of any great work, all its efforts must be employed
to use the means which have been bestowed, so as to accomplish the
use which the Divine Being designs to effect by it.

7. Preparation being made, The first angel sounded, and there
followed hail and fire minqled with blood, and they toere cast upon the
earth: and the third part of trees uias burnt up, and all green
grass 1V((S burnt uJ.J. The blowing of the trumpets describes the
searching of hearts by the power of Divine Truth from the Lord
out of heaven j the effects of the sounding of the first trumpet
describe symbolically the first disclosure of the character of a fruit
less faith, and therefore of those who practically hold it. The
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rain that 'descends in fruitful showers, and the warmth diffused by
the sun's rays, are emblems of truth and love, as they flow from
heaven into the human mind, But when the rain-drops are frozen
in their, descent into hailstones, and the beneficent heat of the sun has
been changed into destructive fire, we have emblems of truth turned
into error and good into evil. The imagery is very expressive in
relation to the present subject. Faith alone is cold, because it is
without love, and binds up the truth, as cold congeals the water
into ice. According to the same beautiful imagery, "l'he Lord giveth
snow like wool, He scattereth the hoar-frost like ashes, He casteth
forth His ice like morsels" (Ps.cxlvii. 16). But He gives His
truth in this form because it has passed through a cold moral atrnos
phere; and the snow and hail lie upon the surface as a wintry
garment,. until the Lord" sendeth out His Word, and melteth them :
He causeth His wind to blow, and the waters flow.' Faith without
love receives the descending truth, as the 'Yintry earth receives the
descending rain; but when the living Word and Spirit of the Lord
are Rent out from God and recei ved by men, then is the frozen truth
melted, and. its waters flow as streams in the desert. Far different
was the case when the angel sounded, Then descended hail,
not acted upon by the melting warmth of heavenly love, but with
the destructive fire of infernal love, and these are mingled with
blood, to indicate that faith alone is not only an error and an evil,
but mingles with them the perversion of truth through false in terpre
tations, by which truth is deprived of life. As fire and hail are
generated in the atmosphere and fall upon the earth, so l~ere, when
the hail and fire mingled with blood followed the sounding of the
trumpet, "t;hey were cast upon the earth." When evil a11(1 error
are generated or formed in the mind, they descend into the life; or
they are produced in the internal and descend into the external.
The result of the influx of Divine Truth is to make manifest
that which was hidden, to bring out that which had been within,

, to "proclaim upon the housetops that which had been spoken in the
ear ,in .elosets, It is by this means that judgment is ultimately
effected. The effect of the casting of the destructive elements upon
the earth was, that the third part of the trees was burnt up. It is
characteristic of those whose states are now being disclosed, that
they are' fair without and false within; like the barren fig-tree, they
have abundance of leaves, but they have no fruit. And as, at the
word of Divine Truth, the fig-tree withered a,vay, so here the trees and
thevgreen grass are burnt. up. Those within the church who make

a profession of faith, have a' natural affection for, and perception
of, the truths of Scripture. These are the trees and the green grass.
lJut when the false principles of the inner man are brought out, and
especially w hen the hidden fire of self-love begins outwardly to burn,
these affections and perceptions are burnt up. It is here said that a
t.hird part wae thus destroyed ; but a third part, like three, is a
figurative expression for the whole.

8, D. And the second angel sounded, arul as it 'were a qreat moun
fain burning with fire 'was cast into the sea j and the third. pari oj

the sea became blood: and the third part of the creatures which were
in the sea, and had life, died; and the third pari of the ships were
destroyed. The previous calamity fell upon the earth; this falls upon
the sea. The earth is a symbol of the natural mind of man, but, con
sidered a terraqueous globe, the land and the sea are symbols of the
will and the intellect. In the spiritual sense the land is considered to
be surrounded with water, so that the land is within and the sea with
out. .As a figure of the church, the earth, under these t\VO divisions,
represents the church as consisting. of those who enter more into the
interior mysteries of the faith, as the clergy do, and of those w ho only
hear and believe, like the laity. Fire had been cast upon the earth,
and IlO'V, as it were a burning mountain is cast into the sea. The
same fire that was cast upon the earth now extends itself to the sea.
The fire which is kindled in the will soon invades the intellect; that
which becins at the centre soon spreads to the surrounding parts.
Inflamed .self-love is the burning mountain, and the intellect is the
sea into which it was cast. The blood into w hich the sea was turned
is perverted or falsified truth; the fish that were killed, and the sh!ps
that wore destroyed, are tho knowledgos and docbrinos of truth, which
perish 'vhen self-love is excited into activity. The rather singular
phraseology that the creatures that were in the sea, an~. had life, died,
is similar to that in the vision of Ezekiel (chap. XIVll.); where the
holy waters flow from the sanctuary into the sea, and the w~ters ,are
healed ; "And everything that liveth, that movoth, shall live, and
there shall be a very great multitude of fish." The knowledges of
religious truth in the natural understanding may be living or they
may be dead. The love of knowing for the sake of use is the life or
soul of know ledge; take that love a,vay and it dies. To express it
otherwise, every thought in which there is affection is alive} take alVa!
the affection and the thought dies. That case in Ezekiel, and this
in the Apocalypse, are the' antithesis, of each other; life is iInpa:ted to
knowledge in tho first caso, and lifo is taken n,vny from It III tho
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second. But how' can this knowledge be said to die if it were already
dead ~ Because knowledge could not exist as such if it had not some
religious use as its life. No doctrine, however erroneous, is without
its use, and ,that use keeps it alive. ,",;;..Eyery cre~5?!.g",§" ....nl~J!, ..~Qg~.t,J!~E_
for some useful purpose, which couldnorexrsrso well, if at all, with
outlit..". 'True, the creed may tell of great spiritual degradation, and
may even have been framed so as to allow, or not condcnm, some
particular evil; yet it imposes certain bonds that prevent unbridled
licence. "This may be illustrated from the Scriptures themselves.
The Jews, were permitted by Moses to retain some of the customs of
the nations, such as polygamy and easy divorce, but the evil which
could not be prevented was mitigated by being brought under legal
restrictions. . And as Providence is in all history and in all religions,
as well as in those of the Jews, every false religion and every heresy
is a permission, and therefore has a mission. Every error is indeed
an evil, because every departure from truth is a departure from good
ness; but every error has some good in it, which is its life, without
which it could not exist. Such is the case in this natural and pre
paratory world, where there is an unavoidable mixture of good and
evil, of truth and error. In the other world it is different, Good and
evil truth and error, are there separated. There men 111USt either he

, . 1 '1'1"good or evil, true or false; they cannot in any degree be bot 1. ieir
predominant love, or end of life, determines which they shall be. If
their predominant love be good they will forsake the evil; if evil, they
will .reject the good. It may seem that this separation might be
effected in a moment. Not so. Human nature there is still human,
Althouzh the place of existence is different, the laws of life are the
same, 0 The human being must be changed by successive degrees.
Conditions which have been gradually produced during the course of u
longer or briefer life on earth, and which have been wrought into the
system by education, discipline, and habit, cannot be changed but by
a gradual and sometimes painful process. .' This process is repre
sentatively described in the Book of Revelation, some parts of it in
the successive changes produced 'by the sounding of the seven
trumpets, That which we are now considering, the dying of the
creatures in the sea that had life and the destruction of the ships,
describes the extinction of any vitality which their religious knowledge
had possessed, and the destruction of any truth which their doctrines
had contained. For we are not to forget that the evil are the subjects
of these sifting or disrupting acts. There are good and evil men in
every religion. The best religion cannot save the evil, the worst ro-

ligion does not condemn the. good~ ... ,,,,",Tka,.~1ii~,J~ .. is that condemns or
saves; and tha::~avantiige---o~-"}ruth over error consists in this, that
truth is the higlrwaY"aiid"'"e"rror is a byeway, and the 11101'e devious ant!
entangled, the greater the error. Yet ·every earnest and honest way
farer will find his ,vay terminate in the heavenly country. These
earnest and honest ones, 'tVho had lived among the nations, are the
great multitude whom no man could number; and the earnest and
honest ones who had lived in the church of faith alone, are the saints
whose prayers the angel offered upon the golden altar. The indifferent
and dishonest are now subjected to the scrutinizing and levelling
pO'wer of Divine Truth. When the burning mountain was cast into
the sea the third part of the sea became blood, an expressive symbol
that self-love, when it enters and occupies the natural mind, turns all
j ts knowledge of truth into the falsity of evil; when ~very thought in
w hich there is any life of affection dies out, and every doctrine in
which there is any useful tendency, or which performs any useful
work, perishes.

10, 11. And the iliird. angel Bounded,and there fell a great eiar front
heaven, burning as it ioere a lamp, and it jell upon the third part of
th e ricers, and upon the fountains of watersj and the name of the star
is called lVorn~wood: and the third pari of the waters became uiorm
tooodj an(l '11lany men died of the waters; because they uiere made bitter.
Everything connected with the sounding of the first three trumpets
indicates a progressive disclosure of spiritual states of mind from more
outward to more inward, as if the disguises were being stript off
one by one, that the real internal state might be laid bare. First, tho
hail and fire are cast upon the earth, then the burning mountain is
cast into the sea, and now a burning star falls fr01H heaven. 'The first
kill the trees, tho second kills the fish, and this tho nl011. Heaven
is the tj1)e of the inner 111au as the earth is of the outer. The stars of
heaven are emblems of the interior knowledges of truth, or of interior
truths themselves, that have become objects of apprehension. With
the good these interior truths or knowledges of truth, shine with a
clear and steady light ; but with the evil they are fluctuating and
evanescent, like wandering stars. That which fell from heaven was
a great star; for it is the knowledge or intelligence relating to faith
alone, as the one great doctrine of the Protestant Church, the state
of which is the subject of this part of the Revelation, Faith is the
star of the Reformation' It is the' one great principle by which it'
is distinguished, and to maintain, explain, and defend which, all the
intelligence of the church is employed, But when the trumpet of

1\1
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celestial truth sounds, the star falls from heaven, and falls like a burning
lamp, for itslight is artificial, as tha.t of an earthly lamp compared to
that of a heavenly star. The star is seen as a burning Iamp, when
the fire of self inspires human intelligence, which has assumed the
appearance of Divine truth. And it falls upon the rivers and foun
tains of, waters, or upon the interior truths of the church and the
Word. As the sea is emblematical of exterior truth, such as the
literal sense of the Word contains, rivers and fountains are emblema
tical of interior truths, such as the internal sense of the \\T ord contains.
The star which 'fell upon these waters is called Wormwood, That
which to the eye was a burning lamp, to the tongue was intense
bitterness. The truth, which in itself is sweeter than honey, becomes
bitter as wormwood when turned into falsity. As Satan can appear
as an angel of light, self-intelligence can appear as heavenly wisdom ;
but as, when Satan like lightning falls from heaven, he appears in his
own malignant character, so self-intelligence, when it falls from the
high place it had usurped, appears in its own nature, burning from self
love, and bitter from falsification of truth. And when this undisguised
self-intelligence enters into the truths which have been acquired
from the Word as truths of faith, it turns them into what is false.
They also become wormwood, The many men that died of the
waters because they were made bitter, are the human priuci plcs that
bec'ome destroyed by the falsification of the truths of the VVord.
When men are mentioned in the Word, the faculties by which man is
man are meant. The chief of these is reason. When true rationality
.is destroyed, all that is truly. human in man is destroyed. This is
the, condition which is here to be understood.
,.12.. And the fourth angel sounded, and the third pari of the sun 'was

smitten, and the third part 01 the moon, and the third part of the
stars ; 80 as tile third lJart of them was darkened, and ilie day shone
'not for a third part of it, and the night likewise. The work of de..
vastation proceeds. A great star had fallen from heaven, and now the
whole heavenly host is smitten, The sun, moon, and stars are the
.emblems of love, faith, and knowledge, as the life and life-giving prin
.ciples of the. church. .Thia imagery is frequently employed to describe
.the end of the church, both in the Old and in the New Testament.
.Here a third part .is said to be smitten, but we have already stated
,that· the number three, in whatever form, is expressive of completeness,
In the present Instance it is evident. that a third part is not meant;
for what can be the meaning of the day andnight not shining for a third
.part1 The day and .the night are expressive of the spiritual states of

life to which these natural times correspond: they are expressive of those
which belong to the internal and external man, or to the spiritual and
natural minds; for it is day when the mind is in spiritual light, and
night when it is in natural light.

13. As the states we have considered have 110\V reached a consumma
tion, a change takes place. And I beheld, and heard. an angel flying
through the midst of heaven, saylng toitl:a loud voice, lJToe, woe, tooe to
the inliabiiers of the earth, by reason of the other voices of the trumpet
of the three angels, which are yet to sound I A transition state is indicated
by this angelic visitant. The three calamities which follow differ
widely in their character from those which precede. The angel
seems as if sent only to announce the woes that were to be experienced
by the inhabitants of the earth; but all angelic messages are Divine
interpositions to moderate the ills which Divine Providence cannot in
the nature of things prevent. Angels, as they are instruments, are
also representatives of the Lord, and ... specifically of His love or His
truth, or of Himself in the character of Love or Truth. In the Vv"ord
the Lord is said to have wings and to fly. The truths of His Word
are His wings ; for by these His love makes its \vay into the hearts of
angels and men. The wings of the wind, on which IIo is said to fly,
are tho spiritual truths of His Word, which, in tho highest sense, COJl~

stituto the Spirit of 'Truth. A.s the Lord is omnipresent by His
Spirit, its flying is expressive of its operation in respect to finite
beings. The Spirit comes to angels and men when-they receive it, and
it approaches them more nearly as they receive it more interiorly,
Interior reception of the Lord's Divine truth is here expressed by the
angel flying in the midst of heaven. And heaven here does not mean
only the heaven where angels dwell, but the heaven of the human
mind where angelic principles reside. 1'110 sending forth of this
angel at the present juncture indicates a 'Divine influx into the inmost
of the minds of those who were still outwardly connected or associated
with the evil in the world of spirits or middle state, in order to draw
them into closer connection with the Lord Himself, so as to protect
them from the oalamities that awaited the wicked, and the more easily
to effect their separation from them. These are called the inhabiters
of the earth, because of their earthly or merely natural state; the
earth .denotes also the natural mind, which, both, in the evil and
in the good, would be subjected to the woes of spiritual affliction ..
These have, however, opposite results with the opposite classes; for that
searching of Divine Truth which separates good from the evil separates
evil from the good.. And this separation of principles effects the
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separation of persons. If there were no good in the evil and no evil
in the good, they could have no communion with each other. When
,the good 'and evil are no longer of mixed character, they no longer mix
with each other. The good attach themselves to the evil by the good
they seem to have, and the evil attach themselves to the good by their
seeming evil. We speak of evil and good as seeming possessions; for
.whatever does not form an essential part of the character is seemingly

~.but not actually theirs.

1, 2.,'VE observed that the appearance of the flying angel marked a
transition state. The scenes which come now to be described are

,different from those already considered. And the fifth angel sounded,
"and I saw a star fall from heaven unto the earth: and to ltim. 'was
:{]iveu the key of the bottomless ]Jit. And he opened the bottomless
'pit .< and there arose a smoke out of the pit, as the smoke of a grfat
<furnace; and the 8Un,~q,n(l the air were darkened by reason of the
smoke of the pit. Deeper states are now to be opened up than
.those which have preceded. Hitherto the sounding has act~l upOll

the heavens and the earth;' now the Iower, if not the Iowesb
'depths are to be revealed: this angel opens the pit of the abyss,
~~he bottomless pit. The sounding of the fifth, like that of the fourth
angel, brings a star from heaven unto the earth. Human error causes
'heavenly knowledge to descend to the earth, and turns that which in
itself is true and a means of blessing into what is false, and a means of
cursing. .As a true faith opens heaven and shuts hell, so a Ialse faith
shuts heaven and opens 11e11. Such is faith at the lJogillning, and
such is faith at the end of the church. . The star that guided the wise
men to Bethlehem, the day-star that arose in men's hearts, in the first
.days of the church, in its last days is cast down from the heaven of
the spiritual mind to the earth of the natural mind, and even opens the
Iowest depths of the sensual principle. In regard to those in the middle
.state; to which this relates, the opening of the bottomless pit, or the
'pit of the abyss, is the opening of hell itself, with which the evil were
;in connection, and to which they were temling; and the appearances
.,vllich it presentedrepresent the nature of tIle false principle of salva
"tion .. by faith alone. First there arose a smoke, as of a great furnace,
which darkened the sun and the air. The furnace is an emblem of

the love that prevails in hell, as the sun is of love as it shines in
heaven; the smoke is emblematical of error, as the air is of truth.
Evil produces error, as fire produces siuoke ; and error darkens the
mind, as smoke intercepts the rays of light that come from the SUll of
heaven. '

3. And there caine out of the smoke locusts upon the earth. The
smoke being emblematical of false thouchts that issue from evil
affections, the locusts which come out of the smoke are emblematical
of the nature of such thoughts, and the operations of the locnsts of
their dreadful effects. This swarm from the smoke of the pit demands
our attention. Although the description of these mystic creatures
answers in some particulars to the locust, in others it is entirely
unlike. Singular in their form and character, they combine some extra
ordinary, and in some respects incongruous qualities. The locust is often
mentioned in Scripture, and is there regarded as a terrible scourze,
Corning in countless numbers, they darken the air and when they
alight on the earth devour everygreen thing, so that before them is
th~ gar~leIl of E~en, behind them is a desolate wilderness, Every
animal III nature IS the emblem of some human affection the nature of
which nlay be seen in the character of its symbol, But' a luau by his
true or perverted intelligence vmay impart some qualities to tho
nat~ral affect~oll that forms no part of its original nature. '1'he per
ception of this by the wise men of antiquity no doubt produced
the compound animals of heathen mythology; and the same fact is
repre~ented in the locusts of the Revelation. Locusts are types of the
affections of the human mind that are nearest to the senses that
regard all things from a sensual ground, and love and pursue them for
the sensual gratification they afford. But every affection has its
cO~Tespon~lillg thought; for affection, considered in itself, is simply
blind desire, and thought is tho eye which guides it to its object. It
is thought that gives any affection its peculiar form and character,
and to the thought we are to. trace the singular characteristics of the
locusts that carne out of the smoke of the abyss. Unto them was
given pouer, as the scorpions of the earili have potcer. From the
benumbing effect of its bite, the scorpion is the emblem of that power
of persuasion which belongs to the intellect of the sensual man-the
man who reasons from, and judges by, the evidence of the senses-the
po,ver of stupefying the reason and making the mind torpid. And
what is more calculated to benumb the active powers of the mind than
the notion that salvation is the result or the reward of faith alonej
How often do we hear, as a splendid testimony to the eflicacy of
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this solitary faith, that reconciliation with God and peace of mind,
which for years men had vainly sought by repentance and righteous
ness, have been. brought at once to the conscience and heart by an
act .of faith1 What is this but the sting of the scorpion striking the
mind with torpidity1 There is no reconciliation, no peace, but in
goodness; and there is 'no true goodness except in the subjugation of
self' and the exaltation of God; nor can these be attained without
repentance and amendment, and without changing the ends and pur
poses of life. The cry of Come to Christ as you are; seek not to
commend yourself to Him byyour righteousness; know you not that
He is your righteousness, and that you contemn His righteousness by
trying to establish your own 1 is the power of the scorpion.
.- 4-6. The power given to the locusts was, however, limited. It was
commanded theni that they should not hurt the grass of the earth,
neither any green thing, neither any tree ; but only those men which
haoe not the seal of God in their foreheads. And to them -it uias given
that they should not kill them, but that they should be tormented jive
monihs: and their torment was as the torment of a scorpion; iohen. he
'striketli a man. And in those days shall men seek death, and shall
not find it ; and shall desire to die, and death shall flee front them:
'I'he locusts were not permitted to hurt the grass, but only tho
men which had not the seal of God in their foreheads. The num
bel' sealed out of all the tribes of Israel being all of every class
of believers in the church who·are saved; the unsealed are the
unfaithful who are not saved. These were subject to the po,ver of
the locusts; for such yield a ready submission to the persuasive po,ver
of sensual reasonings. These are the men that could be hurt of the
locusts '; for by men, we have seen, are to be understood those attri
butes which constitute humanity, or by which J11en are distinguished
from anirnals, the faculties of thinking and willing, of understanding
truth and loving goodness. These the sensual principles are able to hurt,
but, are not permitted to destroy. A.s regards the locusts, it was not
given them to kill the unsealed, but to torment them. Their torment
was as the torment of a scorpion when he striketh a man, The sting of
the scorpion produces local insensibility, and may even cause death,
Mental torment, such as that caused by the scorpion's sting, is the
intolerable pain which the mind experiences when the activity of its
powers. is forcibly restrained; when men know not what to think on
subjects in which they are deeply interested, or with which their
human feelings and aims are intimately connected.

, This power of the locusts was limited in duration as well as in

extent: they were only to torment the victims of their persuasions for
five months. This does not mean such a measure of time, but a cor
responding measure of state: it means such a diminution of the po,ver
of willing and thinking as left them little of real life; for the cessation
of this ,power is death. '80 great is the torment of deadened or
suppressed mental activity, that the total extinction of the power to
think and feel seems preferable. Therefore, in those days, that is,
during these states, men seek death and desire to die: they seek
intellectual death, and desire the death of the will, It is one of the
symptoms of an unsound mind, that. the poor lunatic seeks death and
desires to die. The morbid action of the.faculties 'often tends in this
direction; their healthy activity never. And as the suicide cannot
destroy life, but finds' himself alive; even so the mentally and
spiritually diseased, however they may in the torments of mental dis
traction and hopeless mental effort desire to lose their sense of agony
in annihilation, yet they cannot be killed and cannot command death.
The human faculties of will and understanding, the power of willing
and thinking, however deadened by the poison of other men's reason
ings or of their own, can never be destroyed. In these their humanity
consists, and they enjoy them by virtue of that indissoluble connection
with God which secures their immortality,

7-11. The shapes of the locusts ioere like unto horses prepared unto
battle j and on their heads were all it uere C1·0Wns like gold, and tlieirfaces
toere as the faces of men. And they had hair as the hair of toomen, and,
their teeth uiere as the teeth. of lions. And they had breasiplaiee, as it
(were breaetplaies of iron ; and the sound of their ~()ing8 toas as the sound
of chariots of 1nanl/ horses runninq to battle. And they had tails like
unto scorpions: and there (were stings in their tails. And they had a
king over them, tohid! 'is the angel of the bottomless pit, (whose name in
the Ilebreio tongue is Abaddon, but in the Greek tongue hath his name
A1Jollyon. The horse is a symbol of the understanding, the noble
faculty which the Creator has given us for knowing and apprehending
His truth. When this understanding is employed in the cause of error,
it becomes a reasoning rather than a rational power ; for no man is
truly rational who sees truth as error, and error as truth. Sensual men
are ingenious, though superficial; they have in acuteness what they
lack in penetration. They are as eager for intellectual conflict as
the war-horse is for battle: they' have a confident opinion of their own
invincibility; and are ever ready to claim triumph even when they
signally fail of success. So the shapes of the locusts were like
unto horses prepared unto battle, and on their heads were as it were
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crowns of gold. Although the sensual are TI10l'e animal than rational,
they. deem themselves more than others to be human; and therefore the
locusts had the faces of men and the hair of women. They claim to have
the wisdom which is the characteristic of men, and the ullecl.ion

which is characteristic of women-the wisdom of love and the lovo
of wisdom.. But with the faces of men, they have the teeth of Iions ;
fort they. are, ever ready to "tear the soul like a lion, rending it in
pieces "vhile there is none to deliver." With these ,veapons of
offenc~... they have, as defensive armour, breastplates of i.roll.. Tho
strongest, most abundant, and .most useful of metals, lr?n IS the
symbol of natural or ultimate truth, such as is contained in tl:e
literal sense of the Word. But the literal sense may be turned III

defence of error as ,well as used in support of truth. The apparent
truths of. the letter of the Word sensual men confirm and use
as real truths. Satan can quote Scripture in opposition to the
truth: so can everyone of his disciples; for Satan is but a name

I for all who love and defend error by -means of perversions of tho
truth.. Although in the shape of horses, those crcutures were sLi!l
locusts; and when they rushed to the combat, the SO~llU of their
winos was as the sound of chariots of many horses runnmg to battle.

o •
Chariots are symbols of doctrine as their wheels are of the rcas~~lngs

by which progression is made either for conquest or uefcl1ce: There
is an analogy between wheels and wings as means of motion ; and
hence the-comparison of the sound of the locusts' wings with that
of chariots of many horses running. to battle.

,But notwithstanding their combining in themselves the quali
ties of strength and. beauty, openness and valour, they have one
characteristic 0:( the sensual nature which has marked it from the
beginning, when the serpent was more subtle than any beast of the \
field. Fair in appearance, and open in profession, the sensual are yet
insidious and venomous, Contending for "the faith," which in their
case is faith alone, they envelop the whole subject in the smoke of the
bottomless pit; and while they are ingeniously persuasive of the truth
of their false faith, they exert their whole power to destroy the truth.
False persuasions are powerful by being formed into a system which
has harmony and unity. Therefore .the locusts did not move and act
as a scattered and undivided multitude, They had a king over them,
They were under the government of a leading and supreme po,ver.
Their king was the angel of the bottomless pit. This pit was the abode
of the spirits of those who had lived and died in the doctrine and the
life of faith alone. .And the angel of the pit waa the iinpersonation of

that faith itself, the' destroying angel, faith alone. This faith has been
the destroyer, as his name imports, of the truths both of the Hebrew
and of the Greek 'I'estamente-c-both of the Law and the Gospel.
Hearing and not doing, professing and not practising, have been tho
destruction of both the Jewish and the Christian Church.

vVe turn then to consider the mission of this exceeding great arU1Y.
When we speak of their mission, we speak according to the language
of the prophetic vision; not understanding that their mission was
Divine further than it was permitted, and subordinated to providen
tial ends, The will and wisdom of man have an innate tendency
opposite to the 'will and wisdom of God, and would of themselves go

. on to universal destruction. The Divine power cannot, consistently
with man's free will, prevent their activity; but the Divine Provi
dence limits their operations. This limitation is Divine permission.
Permission implies therefore, not licence but restraint. Accordingly,
"it was commanded them that they should not hurt the grass of the
earth, neither any green thing, neither any tree." 'I'hese are SYUlbols
of the Iiviug principles of truth and good that support the spiritual life
of man, the green pastures into which the Divine She,Pherd leads His
flock, the trees planted by the rivers of waters, which yield their fruits
in their season. Over these, as they grow' in the minds of the faithful,
fallacious reasonings and cunning persuasions have no power. For we
are to remember that all those wonders are descriptive of states and
changes of state in the minds of men, either in the natural or in the
spiritual world, There are, indeed, general states and changes of state
amotuj men ; but these are the results of states and changes of state i-n
them; so that the external and general always imply a corresponding
internal and particular. In these tribulations there are always also two
opposite classes involved, the faithful and the unfaithful, the good and
the evil. 'The good and the faithful suffer no injury from them. Tribu
Iation sifts them as whoat ; but tho wicked are like chaff which the
wind driveth a\vay.

.As the sounding of the trumpets manifests the character of faith
alone, one of the effects of the tenet is seen to be, to, impair the facul..
ties of willing and thinking, leaving the mind in a state of inability to
think justly and willwisely, and a prey to morbid desires and imagi..
na~ This is ,one of the woes proclaimed by the flying angel.
~UI. One woe is past; and, behold, therecome two woe:more»:

after. And the sixth angel sounded ; and I heard a voice front the
four horns of the gulden altar wlzich is before God, saylng to the sixth
angel ~()hiclz had the trumpet, Loose the jOU1· angels ~()liich are bound in
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the, rgreat 'ricer ·'Euphrates. And the four angels ioere loosed, ioliich.
were prepared for an-hour, and a day, and a month, and a year, for to
slay the third partof men, .Who were these angels that had been
bound in the Euphrates, and who were now to be loosed to slay the
third part of men ~ Euphrates was the river that separated Assyria
from Canaan. Assyria is a symbol of the rational principle of tho
mind, and the Euphrates is the rational truth which separates or dis
tinguishes the rational from the spiritual principle of the mind, of
which Canaan was the type. Such are Assyria and its river, when
Assyria is at peace with Israel. But here they are at enmity: the

.deatroying angels are in their river, bound, indeed, but prepared for
their deadly work, and only waiting to he loosed to deal destruction
among the inhabitants of' the' holy land. ' It is easy to see that this
state -is one in 'which reason, instead of being on the side of true
religion, is opposed to it, and is destructive of it when that opposi
tion becomes active. The angels come out of the river as the locusts
conie out of the smoke, as the lightning out of the cloud, the moth
out of the chrysalis, the embryo out of tho egg, so out of reason COlllCS

forth reasoning. .Natural reason can only produce natural reasoning.
So far as it reasons on the things of nature, it Inay reason justly; but
whenever it essays toreason on spiritual things, it reasons unjustly and
falsely; for it reasons not only in the dark, but in darkness which it
has gathered around itself, in order to exclude the only light in which
men can reason justly on spiritual things. vVe say it reasons unjustly
and falsely; for the natural man is ill-disposed~ as well as incompetent,
"Then spiritual matters are the subjects of inquiry or debate. He
'therefore reasons in favour of evil as well as of error, and therefore
~gainst good as well as against truth. . So there were four angels,
a number which always points to the conjunction of good and truth,
or of ~vil and error.' These river-angels had been bound; now they
were loosed. Outward restraints bind the natural man, and keep him
from reasoning openly against religion, good, and truth, With the
professedly religious the .angele may remain bound during the whole of
one's natural life. Death sets them at liberty, except in those

"cases in which the wheat and the tares are allowed to gro,v
together in the middle state until the .harvest. If not immediately,
eventually all the outward bonds which the world had imposed are re
moved, when the secret thoughts and intents of the heart C01l1e into
open manifestation. Forced suppression does not extinguish the evil
desire and the false thought, but rather encourages and matures them.
They are prepared for all' hour, and a day, and. a month, and a year.

The evil desire and false thought are constant and prevailing ; 'they
enter into all states of the mind; from the most particular to the most
general, from the least to the greatest; and are thus prepared for 'the
evil work they so willingly and effectually perform, They slay a third
part of men. III everything there is a trine. In religion this trino
consists of charity, faith, and works; and if one of these is taken
~l.\vay all perish. Hence in" Scripture a third part means the whole,
If there is one part more than another which these angels slay, that
part must be good works, considered as a condition of salvation. If'
works are taken a,vay from religion, what remains 1 Charity and faith
have no actual existence but ill works. Without them religion is a
house built, not upon the sand, but in the air. " ", :

16.. But these angels of 'death have a host at their command.' And
the' number of the army' of 'the horsemen toere tU)O hundred 'thousand
thousand: and I heard the number -of them. This. army 'resernbles,
and yet differs from, that which preceded it. .The armies resemble
oach other, because they represent the same false principle"; but
they differ, because they seek to effect the same object by' some
what different means. The first army represents the persuasive
power ; the second army, the argumentative power, The second
anny follows, and completes what the first .had begun. The power
of persuadillg comes 11101'e from the 'vill ;' the power of convincing
1110re from the understanding. So the first arlUY comes up out
of the abyss, because' this signifies the sensual will; the second
army comes from the valley of the Euphrates, because this signifies
the rational faculty, The first is an army of locusts, like unto
horses, because sensual persuasion is not reasoning, but resemblea
it; the second is an army of horsemen upon horses, because horse
H1,on upOll horses represent reasoning. The horses of the first army
had tails like unto scorpions, because persuasion, like the stroke of
tho scorpion, benumbs tho faculty without destroying it j so this army
had po,ver to hurt men, but not to kill them. 'The horses of the
second army had tails like serpents, because serpents represent sensual
wisdom and its reasoning, by which false principles are intellectually
confirmed, so that the faculty of understanding truth is' destroyed;
therefore this arlllY had po,ver not only to hurt men, but to slay them.
When the mind is confirmed in essential error by reasonings, the
truth is slain. The subtle reasonings in favour of the' error

0

which
brings such destructive effects on the human mind are the army of
horsemen; for in the genuine sense a horseman is reason, and the
horse which he rides is the understanding. These, which are true-with



the true, are false with. the false, . The number of this arUlY describes
its character, as well as its strength; for numbering means arranging
and setting in array, and reasoning requires and implies a knowledge
and .. arrangement of arguments, to refute another's opinion and con
firm one's own. .They are said to be t\VO hundred thousand thousand,
literally, two myriads of myriads. These myriads of myriads are false
principles originating in evil, from 'vhich they reason, and the t\VO
myriads of myriads are expressive of the conjunction of evil and
error. They are indeed numerous; but they are not a mixed multi
tude, but are numbered and marshalled for the work of destruction.
Mental objects are numbered when they are known and ordinated.
God telleth the number of the stars. He alone knows and disposes in
their beautiful. order the truths of His heavenly kingdom in the
minds of those He creates anew ; and these truths are the hosts or
armies of heaven, that fight in their courses against the enemies of the
Lord and His people. The Lord does not number the hosts of His
enemies; yet He knows their number, and gives tolIis servants to
know it; for those who are in the Lord, and in \Vhom the Lord is, are
enabled to know the character of the errors that assail them, and to
see how skilfully they are arranged for conquest, as John heard the
number of the horsemen.

17. But John not only heard the number of the horsemen, but ho
8U'W the horses iu the vision, and ilieni that sat on iliem, huuituj breast
plates of fire, and. of jacinth, and brimstone: and the heads oJ· the
horses were as the heads of lions j and out of their mouths issued fire,
and smoke, rptd.;vbrimstune. Hearing and seeing are the complements
of each other. How much does each reveal; how much leave unre-
.,vealed~ They are twin sisters, or rather sister and brother, whose
impressions and ideas of things are different and yet related, each
supplementing and perfecting the other. Hearing is I110Te the organ
and minister of affection, sight is more the organ of thought; and they
act and re-act. upon each other, each giving and receiving, that the
apprehension of a thing may be complete, and their joy Inay he full.
But there is a peculiarity in John's seeing in this instance. He docs
not say, as he had said before, that he was in the spirit and saw, hut
that he saw in vision. Although the vision to John was real, its foun
dation was unreality. The horses and their riders were the creations
and emblems of that fantasy in which such false reasonings as this
army represents originate. The reasonings of the natural Ulan are but
the drawn-out fallacies of the senses, or the ingenious confirmation of
the appearances of things, of the phenomenal as opposed to the real.

There is a wide difference in the moral as well as in the intellectual
character of reasoning in favour of apparent truth, according as it is
in the absence or in the presence of real truth. When there was no
other system of astronomy but that of Ptolemy, founded upon the
appearances, that the earth is the centre of the system, and that all the
heavenly bodies moved round it, the attempt to explain it was not
only natural but meritorious.. But when the true system of the
universe was'discovered or re-discovered, it was then a very different
thing to attempt to maintain the 010. in opposition to the new; for the
attempt to prove the false to be true and the true to be false, is an
abuse of the human faculties, and a violation of justice and judgment,
which are the habitation of the throne of God in every human mind.
And so it is in spiritual things. When the apparent truths of the
\Vord are all that men know, any honest attempt to show their con
sistency and harmony is natural and laudable. But when its real
truths are brought to light, and these only excite hostility, and bring
the old into conflict with the new, men commit the same fault as those
w110 oppose the apparent to the real in nature. In this atti tude stands
the natural man, He whose faith lies within the domain of the
senses may be enlightened and rational on all subjects that lie
within that domain, He nlay even be eminent as a man of science
and learning. Yet one who has penetrated. far into the hidden
mysteries of nature, Inay have confirmed himself in the appearances of
nature in' opposition to the realities of a world higher than nature, or,
one might say, within nature, which is but the vesture of spirit.
Spirit lies beyond the domain of the senses. It is the life from
which nature lives; and as life is nothing without its attributes, life is
the love which inspires and the wisdom which directs her, which glow
in the sun and blossom in the trees. Because to the eye 'of sense
nature appears to live from the"'sun, life is supposed to be natural,
and sufficient to cause the effects observed. But all the reasonings
in support of this theory are from the fallacies of the senses.
The vision does not, however, relate to those only who deny
Revelation; it extends to those who accept it, but. who judge
and reason sensually respecting' its nature and teaching. It
relates especially to those who have confirmed themselves,
and desire to confirm' others, in the dogma of salvation by
faith alone. All these reason from fallacies; for there are fallacies
ill spiritual as there are in natural things, because there are apparent
and there are real truths in Revelation as there are in Nature. Errors
in religion arise chiefly from confirming the apparent truths of Scrip-
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ture as. real truths." So long as the apparent truths of the 'Vord are
believed in simplicity, no injury results from believing them, It nlay
be believedthat God i~ angry and vindictive, and, will not be satisfied
without -the. punishment of the sinner. When men are such that
their fearis stronger than their love of God, such views of the Divine
character are beneficial. But when thes~pparenttruths are adopted
and confirmed as r~.!!t">%PE~, and a. sup"erstructure of systematic
divinityis ·raised upon them, they become serious errors. And grievous
indeed is the error when it is believed that the righteous God, while
He demands the death of the sinner, can be satisfied with the blood of
the i~oceIit instead of the guilty. .It is singular how ingeniously n1e11
can reason in favour of this doctrine. The law, they say, demands
perfect obedience, or the death of the sinner. But everyone has
sinned -in Adam, and daily offends in thought, word, and deed. There
fore all men are under condemnation. As all men have sinned, all
must have died, and died eternally, had not the Son of God taken their
sins upon Himself, and suffered the penalty due to them, Divine justice
being satisfied by Christ's sufferings, God can now justly fa l'give the
.sinner for. Christ's sake. All that He requires is faith, faith in tho
efficacy of the Saviour's sacrifice. The faithful are indeed required
to do good works, but only as fruits and evidences of their faith.
Men cannot be saved without works ; but works contribute nothing to
salvation. By -these and many other reasonings, tho commandments
of God are ~lade of none effect by the traditions of men ; and the
theoretical exaltation of the moral law has been turned into a means of
its debasement•. The arguments by which the advocates of this doc
trine defend it are the breastplates of fire, and jacinth, and brimstone
which the horses had on ; and thereasonings they employ in teach
ing it are the flre; and the smoke, and th~ brimstone that issue on t
of the' horses' mouths. Fire and brimstone, so prominent in all
descriptions of the lower world, and of what proceeds from it, arc
emblems of the two great elements of the life of those who inhabit
the regions of eternal woe-s-the love of what is evil, and the belief of

.what is false. Th.e .fire of hell is not elementary fire, nor is it a fire
kindl~.d and kept alive by Divine wrath for eternal punishment. The
fire of hell is that whichburns in the hearts of the wicked-the firo
of self-love, and therefore of hatred to God, 'and to each other; the
opposite, in -fact, of'. the. heavenly fire of love to God and the neigh
bour. That, fire burns in the hearts or the wicked while in this world;
but it is more or less covered over by the appearance of virtue which,
tor selfish reasons, they..are willing to assume before men; for even

the appearance of virtue' has its reward, But besides the' fire ~nd

brimstone, there is jacinth in the horses' .breastplates; ~nd besides
the fire and brimstone, smoke issued out of their mouths, Jacinth,
which is cerulean blue, is the symbol. of intelligence; but in the
evil it is self-derived intelligence, the offspring of self-love. The
smoke that issues with the fire and brimstone out of their mouths, is
falsity produced by the fire of evil love. Evil love produces fal~e

thoughts; and both unite in producing injurious teach!n? and ev:l
deeds. These, be it observed, issued out of the horses' mouths; ~Yl

Jently indicating the very act's of reasoning and teaching.' Al~d as
the horses had lions' heads, so do they' send out their stream ofbu.rn
ing but darkening eloquence from their lions' .mouths; the lion be~l1g

the emblem of power, "whether employed in defending o~, opposing:
the truth. The Devil is said to go about like' a 'roaring lion, seeking'
whom he may devour; but Satan' steals upon his 'victims under false
appearances, even assuming that of an angel of light, and- ~easoning
men's souls away even in the very language of the Scriptures. Evil
is the Devil, falsity is Satan. And' all false reasonings that proceed
from evil are diabolic in their origin, and satanic in their nature.

18, 19. As falsity from evil is satanic in its nature; so is it deadly in
its effects. By these three was the third. part of men killed, by the fire,
and by the smoke, and by the brimstone, 'I1Jhich issued out of. their
'In0uilie. For their pouer is 1·n their mouth, and in their iails : for
their tails were like unto serpents'/land had heads, and ioith. them they
do hurt. Thoughts and reasonings are the things that proceed out of
the mouth. With. those who are meant by the horses, these burst
forth from the love of evil, whieh is the fire; from the love ofwhat is
false which is the smoke; and from the lust of destroying good and
truth by falsity and evil, which is the brimstone, " Out of the mouth
proceed evil thoughts, murders, adulteries." These are the things that
defile and destroy. They destroy all that is human, which is meant
by the third part of men, A third part, we have 8,een, means the
whole. The prophecy does not, however, mean that all the people
were killed, but that all understanding or intellectual perception of
truth was destroyed; for this constitutes humanity, or makes men
truly human, or spiritually minded. When the church becomes
natural, all its reasonings are from fallacies respecting the meaning and
understanding of the Word. This reasoning is the power by 'vhich
sensual men destroy; for by reasoning in favour of errors from the
literal sense of the Word they are able to justify and excuse evil,
not directly but indirectly, making. the Scriptures themselves appear
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to teach what is opposed to their own essential principles, The po\yer
of the mystic horses was in theirmouth and in their tail: and while
cheir mouths were those of the lion, their tails were those of the
serpent-the un'on of boldness and subtlety-the boldness of assert
ing and the subtlety of confirming what is agreeable to the fallen
and degenerate nature of Ulan. But the serpents which formed the
tails of the horses, had heads. The head of any doctrine is its
prominent or essential part, and the tail is that which confirms it.
Therefore it is said that" the ancient and honourable, he is the head;
and the, prophet that teacheth lies, he is the tail" (Isa. ix, 15). The
mouth of the lion is natural reasoning, and the mouth of the serpent
is sensual reasoning, What the lion's mouth asserts the serpent's
mouth confirms. With them they do hurt; for when the senses
~onfirm what the mind conceives, the principles of truth and right
eousness are injured often beyond all remedy.

~O, 21. And the rest ofthe men, which were not killed by theseplaques,
yet repented not of the 'works of their hands, that they should not 'Wor
ship devils, and idols of gold, and silver, and brass, and stone, and of
toood': which neittier can see, nor hear, nor uiallc : neither repented
they of their murders, nor.of their sorceries, nor of their fornication,
nor oj their thefts. The rest of the men who were not killed are
those in whom the understanding of truth is not entirely destroyed,
hut who yet remain unreformed and unregenerate. The effect of the
doctrine of faith alone, even with those whose perceptive faculty
retains 'some of its power, is strikingly manifest here. The men
repent not. The conviction that salvation is by faith alone practically
annuls, the doctrine, and prevents the practice, of true repentance.
The necessity and value of repentance consist in this. Evil must be
removed that good may be received; and evil can only be removed
by sincere repentance. Those who hold the opinion that faith is the
only condition of salvation, consistently believe that faith contains
everything in itself. An act of faith secures forgivenness and justi
fication. And if sins are forgiven, and the believer is justified, where
is the necessity for repentance] It is indeed admitted that after being
justified the believer is sanctified, or gradually perfected in holiness.
But if the first work remains' undone, how is the second to be
effected1 There is a general and. great misapprehension aDl011g Chris
tians respecting the nature of forgivenness. Pardon is supposed to be
a Divine fiat, like that of an' earthly sovereign, remitting the punish
ments which the law has awarded for some criminal act. In the
Divine economy sins are forgiven when they are removed. But what

of past sins 1 Past sins are forgi ven wlien the· sinful inclination
which committed them is removed. There is no other way of
forgiving sin. Sin once committed cannot be undone; but when the
sinful lust is rooted out from the heart, the Iaw is satisfied, because it
is 0 beyed, Evil is removed so far as it is hated and shunned;
good is acquired so far as it is loved and practised. But good can
only be loved and practised in the degree that evil is hated and
shunned. The very beginning of actual religion therefore is repent
ance. We must, it is true, have as much faith as convinces us of
the necessity of repentance. But faith is as much dependent on
repentance, as repentance is on faith. 'They grow and strengthen
together. They act and re-act upon each other. Without repentance
faith is fruitless. Even when it does good, the good it" does is not
genuine} for nnrepented evils Iurk ,vithin and defile it. These
unrepented evils are the devils which the unregenerate 'worship; for
everyone is a worshipper of that whieh he cherishes in his" heart;
and devils mean, as personally they are, evil desires. This is tho
idolatry so much treated of, and so severely condemned, in Scripture.
Besides these evil lusts meant by devils, there are idols of gold,
and sil ver, and brass, and stone, and wood, which neither can see, nor
hear, nor walk, N atural and worldly men are worshippers of gold and
silver, either for their own sake or as the menus of commanding other
objects of desire. But there are idols of the church as well as' of the
world, and these consist of the religious doctrines, which are the work
of men's hands,-for the men of· the church devise and elaborate
them by their own wisdom from the Scriptures of.truth. All re
ligious errors are drawn from the Scriptures, the Scriptures being so

interpreted as to make the errors seem to be scriptural. The truths of
Scripture are the materials out of which these doctrinal idols are
made, Thus, idols of gold are errors of doctrine respecting things
Divine and celestial, idols of silver are errol'S respecting things
spiritual, idols of brass are errors respecting charity, idols of stone
are errors respecting faith, and idols of wood are errors respecting good
works. All the truths of Scripture are livingand practical; but when
they are shaped into images by the human imugination, they
neither can see, 1101' hear, nor walk, All doctrines which originate
with men are destitute of spiritual life, and can"impart none to those
who trust in them. They are blind, for they give no understanding
of truth; they are 'deaf, for they give no perception of goodness; and
they do not walk, for they do not enable man to live a good life.
The result, therefore, is that those who worship these lifeless idols

N
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of their own making "repent not of their murders, nor of their
sorceries, nor of. their fornication, nor of their thefts." :1\1"urder
is the destruction of spiritual life, the essential of which is love
to .•. God.. .Sorceries are perversions of what is good; fornications
are falsifications of what is true; and thefts are the depriving others
ofaaving knowledge. Those w ho are practically in the doctrine of
salvation by faith alone do all these evils, and if they confirm them
selves in them, they repent not j and not to repent is to perish.

CHAPTER X.

WHEN the seventh seal of the Divine book was opened (viii. 2),
seven trumpets were given to seven angels. Six of these trumpets
have been sounded; and each successive blast has shaken the earth
or, the heavens, while hell itself has been let loose to increase the
disorder, and help forward the destruction. A.II these are signs,
presented to the Seer in vision, of the progressive disclosure of the
states of the church, as manifested in a disclosure of the states of
those in the other life who had belonged to it, and who represented
its character during the several stages of its declension. One of the
seven angels has yet to sound; and his is to be the trumpet of tile
jubilee, which proclaims the end of the reign of servitude, and tho
beginning of the reign of liberty. The events, recorded ill this and
the succeeding chapter, which come between the soundinsr of the
sixth and of the seventh trumpets, are of a different character from
those we have considered, and are preparatory to the better state of
things which the seventh sound is to introduce.

1, 2. And I saw another 1nighty angel come down front heaven,
clothed with a cloud ; and a raiuboio teas upon his head, and his face
was a~ it were the sun, and hisfeet as pillars of fire: and he had in
his hand a little book open: and he set Iiie right foot upon the sea, and
hie left foot on the earth. The appearance of this angel and the other
oircumstauces which come, between the sounding of the sixth and
of the seventh trumpets, are similar in their character to those
which. come between the opening of the sixth and seventh seals.
Between the opening of these seals, four angels are seen standing on
the four corners of the earth, holding the four winds; and another
angel ascends from the east, having the seal of God, with which he
}?roc1edsto seal twelve thousand out of each of the tribes of Israel.

Between the sounding of the sixth and seventh trumpets, a mighty
angel comes down from heaven, with a little book in his hand, which
J ohneats, as a means of enabling him to prophesy to the nations; and
two heavenly witnesses give their testimony to the truth. This
feature of the prophecy has its parallel in sacred history. Before the
end of the Jewish Church John the Baptist and the Lord appeared,
to seal the believing numbers of the church, and to give their testi
mony to the truth; and, like the two witnesses, they themselves
were slain and taken up into heaven. Before the end of a church
preparation is made for the commencement of another; andv.this
IHUst be effected by some new revelation or manifestation of the
truth. What is necessary at the end of a :general dispensation, is
required at different periods of its declension, when a crisis is at hand.
Such was the Nicene .Counoil, that saved the church from falling a
prey to Arianism ; and such was the Reformation, which prevented its
being totally destroyed by Popish corruption, and which brought out
the Book of lIoly Scripture from its concealment. All corruption of
the church is accompanied by a corruption of the truth as revealed
in tho Word; and all restoration of the church is effected through a
restoration of the truth which the W ord vcontains, The corruptions
of the church are disclosed by the opening of the seals, the sounding
of the trumpets, the pouring out of the vials. All these are shown
to be connected with the book; and out of the book judgment is
finally effected. The book in the hand of the angel is that by
which the progress of destruction is arrested, and provision is made
for final restoration. The mighty angel himself, who takes his repre
sentative character from his function, is a type of the Lord in His
character of Divine Truth or the Word. The cloud with which he
was clothed is the literal sense of the Word, and the rainbow over
his head is its spiritual sense, as it shines in and through the sense of
the letter. As 110 one can gaze upon the sun, 110 one can look upon the
face of God, as it shines in the inmost of His Word ; but when the
indwelling light falls upon the cloud of the letter,' in its doctrine
'which drops as the rain and distils as thexlew, it is broken into a
thousand rays, forming the glorious arch, the sum of celestial beauty
nud the sign of the covenant of peace. The characteristics of the
W ord in its inner sense are further described by the aspect of the angel
Like the Lord in the midst of the candlesticks, his face is as the
sun and his feet like pillars of fire. The sun is emblematicalrof the
Divine Love and Wisdom, the fountain of spiritual life and light
to angels and men. These constitute the inmost of the Word, and
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pervade it through every. desce~ding deg.ree, eve~ to. the lowest,
which is represented by the angel s feet, which are like pillars of fire,
to express the Divine Love, as it is in the ultiuiate sense of the Word
on which its higher truths rest, as the body on its feet.

The book which the angel held in his hand is the snme book that
was seen in the right hand of Him that sat upon the throne (chap.
v.).'/Itwas then' sealed with seven seals. .It is 1l0\V ,open, as the
Lamb had unclosed it; and the open volume IS to be offered to those
represented by John, who are prepared to recei:e it. ~V~lile the bo?k
is the same as that first seen by John, there IS the diflorcnce of Its
being a little book; for the Word as to ono of its tru ths, 1l0,t the
whole Word, is now treated of. That one truth is-s-run SOLE DIVI

NITY OF THE LORD JESUS CHRIST AND THE DIVINITY OF II IS IIul\IANITY.

These are two, and yet they are one, for they form together the essen
tial and central truth of the W ord, and doctrine of the Church.
This truth is the little book which is an epitome of the great book;
'and this truth men must receive, and inwardly Jigest, before the
church can be truly the' Lord's mystical body.

The glorious beingwho descended from heaven with tho open book
in his hand, that men might again read therein tho truth that lind
been ~ealed up and hidden from their sight, stood with his right foot
upon the sea, and his left foot upon the earth. As heaven is God's
throne,and the earth is His footstool, this aet of the angel is a sign
that the whole church is under the Lord's auspices and dominion,
the earth, in the spiritual sense, being the eliurch, When the sea is
also mentioned, the earth, as the land, means the internal of the
church, and the sea its external.

But why should the angel set his right foot upon the sea, and his
left upon the earth ~ The right has relation to goodness, and the left
to truth. The angel therefore set his right foot upon the sea, to indi
cate that in the minds of the simple who formed the external of the
church, there was a foundation on which the Lord's goodness could
rest; and he set his left foot on the earth, to indicate that in the
minds of the wise who formed the internal of the church, there was a
fo~ndation only for His truth.

But the' church here represented was neither in goodness 1101' in
truth. In the church, even in its' worst state, there are still some
remains of goodness and truth preserved in the minds of sorne of its
members, and on these the Lord' is able to place His feet, and
exercise His dominion.

,.3, 4. When the angel had thus set his right foot on the sea and his

left on the earth, he cried 'with a loud ooice, as tohen. a lion roareili :
and when he had cried, seven thunders uttered their voices. The cry
uttered by the angel was an expression of anguish as well as of power,
like that of a lion bereaved of her whelps or robbed of her prey, but
roused to energy to seek their recovery. The cry was especially
expressive of love, which is meant by its being called a loud or great
voice. The condition of the church to which this vision relates is
like that described in Joe], when the harvest was ripe for the sickle of
judgment, "The Lord shall roar out of Zion, and utter His voice
from J erusalem ; and the heavens and the earth shall shake: but the
Lord will be the hope of Ilis peoplo, and the strength of the children
of Israel" (iii. 16). The cry of the angel is the voice of love lament
ing over the shattered state of the church, but it is at the same time
the promise of its restoration by the power of truth, "The lion hath
roared, who will not fear 1 The Lord GOD hath spoken, who can
hut prophesy ~ " (AUIOS iii. 8).' When the angel uttered his cry, seven
thunders uttered their voices. We have seen (iv. 5) that thunder and
lightning proceeding out of the throne mean Divine Truth from the
Lord through heaven. Tho seven thunders that uttered their voices
ill unswer to, and in symphony with, the voice of the angel was tho
response of heaven to the cry of Divine Love on the desolate state of
the church. Seven is a holy number, and one that also expresses
completeness or perfection. l'his thundering was of the nature of it .

revelation, for revelation COllIOS through heaven. The Divine Truth
in heaven is that through which Divine Love makes itself known in
the church anlong men. But this revelation was not yet to be made
kuown ; for J Oh11 says, lVhen the seven thunders had uttered their
voices, I 1JJaS about to 'write: and I heard a voice froni heaven $aying
unto me, Seal up those things uhich. the seven thunders uttered, and
torite iheui not. A similar command was given to Daniel, when he
had seen a vision, and heard the interpretation, "Shut thou up tho
vision; for it shall be for luuny days" (viii. 26). The C0J11ll1Und to
seal up the things which the seven thunders had uttered, and write
them not, means that the truths which these thunders denote must not
be divulged, because they could not yet be received, that is, they could
not yet be written in the book of men's minde and lives. John,
indeed, says he was about to write ; for those whom -Iohn represented
could understand, and were willing to receive and communicate, but
even they could not now with certainty and safety, for John had not
yet eaten the little book, nor tasted its sweetness and its bitterness.
Others could not until the dragon was cast out.
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5, 6. When this command had been given, John says, the angel
10hich I saso stand upon the sea and U1Jon the earth. lifted 1(1) his
hand to heaven, and stoare by IIi1n that liveth fur ever and ever, who
created heaven, and the tkings that therein are, and the earth, and
the1hing.ll that therein" are, and the sea, and the things 'which are
therein, that there should be time no longer. A passage similar to this
occurs-in Daniel: "And I heard the man clothed in linen, "which
was upon the waters of the river, when he held up his right hand and
his left hand unto heaven, and sware by Rim that liveth for ever, that
it shall be for a time, times, and an half j and when he shall have accom
plish.ed to scat~he power of the holy people, all these things shall be
finished11ixii:~.J1. The man clothed in linen, whose" body was like

~h";·beryJ, and his face a.s the appearance of lightning, and his eyes as
17 lamps of fire, and his arms and his feet like in colour to polished brass,

and the voice of his words like the voice of a multitude" (x. 6), was,
like the" mighty angel," a representative of the Lord Himself, as the
Word, or Divine Truth. Indeed, the vision in which Daniel saw
this man, is so like that in which John sa \V the Son of man (i. 13
15), and this in which he saw the angel, that it evidently refers to the
same subject, the appearance of the Lord in His Humanity ; and there
fore unlike the other visions of God mentioned in the Old 'I'ostament,. ,
the body itself of this man is said to be like the beryL The Lord had
come down from heaven, and planted His feet on the earth and the
'sea, asa sign of His universal dominion ; and Ilo now lifts up His hund,
.as the smblem of His power, and swears that there should be time no
longer. The Divine Being can only swear by Himself': and lIe alone
can swear in the proper sense of the term, for He is the Faithful and
True Witness; He is the Truth, whose word is sure and unalterable.
The angel, it is true, swears by another, but that other is the Lord Him
selfas Divine Love, who, from His Love, which is Life, not only created
the visible heaven and the habitable earth, but gave existence to the
heaven of allgels and the church fil11011g 111011; for heaven nnd tho

'church were the purpose of the visible creation, and for this reason
they are always meant, in the spiritual sense, when the creation is
spoke:Q. of in Scripture. As the church and not the world is the subject
of the ~pocalyptic vision, time is to be understood in reference to the
church, and not to the world. The church on earth has indeed some

relation to time. It has its history; but its. history is the record of
its states and changes of state. Time, therefore, means state. The
church had passed through many changes of state; but it was IlO'V

ha.stening to its close, when the state itself of love and faith, which

constitute the church, should be no more. Time even in nature is
the succession of states. Day and night, summer and ·winter-the
succession of these makes time. "rere the alternations of these to
cease, there would be no longer time. So the corresponding alterna
tions of spiritual day and night, summer and winter, seed-time and
harvest, produce states as the condition of spiritual life. When
these cease, there is for the inner world no longer time. It is night
and it is winter: darkness and death reign. The end of time has
therefore no reference to the end of the world, but to the end of th~
church.

7. But in extremity there is hope. In the days of the voice of the
seventh angel, 10hen he shall begin to sound, the 'inyste1·y of God should
be finished, as He hath declared to His servants tlie prophets. When
the seventh angel sounded (xi. 15.) there were great voices out of
heaven, saying, "The kingdoms of this world are become the kingdoms
of our Lord and of His Christ; and He shall reign for ever and ever."
These are the glad tidings which the prophet had received. All the
prophets testify of a time when the Lord shall be King over all the
earth. That is the time of the Lord's Second Advent, which is
the mystery of God that should be finished, when judgment, which

-is the Lord's ".strang..~ work," should have removed the obsta;!; to ='!""

..that bless.ed~\l!!!....mation. The little book is, we have seen, the
Word of God, with "'especial reference to its great truth, that Jesus
Christ in His Divine Humanity is the only God of heaven and earth.
This central truth of the Gospel, for ages lost, was now to be restored,
and made more manifest than ever before, which is indicated by the
book being open, The book was presented to John to show', by the
effects of his eating it, how the doctrine of the Word respecting the
Lord would at the time of the end be received. The essential prin
ciples of a new dispensation are always made known before the old
has passed away; for tho rudiment of the new is to be formed from
tho remnunt of) tho old. This rouumnt is hero represented by J'ohn.
Those who are principled in love 01' charity, which John represents,
are the first recipients of the new faith. These are meant by the
beloved apostle in 'what the Lord said respecting him to Peter, "If I
will that he tarry till I come, what is that to thee ~ Follow thou Me "
(John xxi. 22). Jesus thus symbolically taught, that although faith
would die out in the church, charity would survive till the time of
His Second Coming. And by those who were then in a state of
charity the principles of the Church of His Second .Advent would be
first received. Their reception of the newly-revealed principles is
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representatively described .hy John eating the lit~le book~ a~d the
state of their reception by the sense of sweet and bitter 'vInch It pro
duced.. .As this subject applies to those whom John represented, and
describes,. to some extent, the experience of all who accept the true
doctrine of the Lord, it 'will be useful to consider it in its individual

application." . . .
8..11. John heard a voice from heaven, saying, Go and take the little

bo~k out of the hand of the angel. Those who are in a receptive
state. and desire to know the truth, are led by an inward dictate to go
to the Lord who alone can reveal it to them. But the Lord does not
teach men 'immediately from IIin1self, but mediately through Ilis
Word. He holds the open book in His hand. Ho invites them, as
the heavenly voice invited J ohn, to take the book and eat it; but
they must, like John, freely go and take that which is freely offered.
The Lord has all power; but His po,ver works effectually only ill
the willing and obedient. He calls, entreats, commnnds, but does
not compel. "lio, everyone that thirsteth, come ye to the waters,
and he that hath no money; come ye, buy and eat; yea, COI~le, buy
wine and milk without 111011ey, and without prico, Wherefore do ye
spend money for that which is not bread 7- and your lubour for that
which satisfieth not ~ hearken diligently unto Me, and eatye that
which is 'good, and let your soul delight itself in fatness" (I sa. 1v.
1, 2). Eating tho book is an obvious and. expressive sYl.nbol of
receiving into the mind what the book contains. But tho diflorcnco
is here pointed 'out between taking tho book into tho mouth aud
receiving it into the belly. In the mouth it is sweeb ; in the belly it
is bitter. The mouth corresponds to the thought; the belly to the
will. A truth that is easily received into the thought Ino,y find
diffi~ult admission into the will. I-Iow sweet is it to think of the
Lord as the Saviour and Redeemer! how difficult to accept Him in
truth and in deed as our Saviour from sin ! Not difficult for those
,vho have only to believe that Christ died in their stead, and by that
belief are justified from all their sins; but difficult for those w110
come to know that Jesus saves, not by delivering them from the
le~al consequences of sin, but fr0111 sin itself; that as Jesus Himself
w;s perfected through sufferings, so must His disciples; that as Ho
glorified His Humanity and made it Divine by conflict with evil and
hell, so must those who follow Him be regenerated and made heavenly
.by conquering the evils of their heart and life. Here is the bitterness
of the greatest and most precious truth that the Gospel reveals. This
is the Gospel. But the bitterness attending its inward .and practical

realization is greater with those who first receive it at the er.d of the
dispensation; for then ther~ is a conflict first of all between the faith
of the old and that of the new. A system of error has been gradually
built up; and the truths of the Gospel have been shaped by the skill
of men, 'who have lifted their tool upon them (ExoJ. xx. 25), to fit
them for the place they are to occupy in it. In these circumstances
the recipient of the truth has to free himself from the entanglements
of error; and has to resist both the inward and outward influences by
which it is supported. It is these. that increase the severity of the
inward conflict. But 'when the conflict is ended, 110W great is the
peace which is secured I 1'0 know J esus as Jehovah in tho 1IU].r

temple of IIis Divine Humanity, is to possess a truth of inestimable
value and irresistible power, This also enables the disciple, like the
prophet, to receive and execute the Divine commission. Thou must
prolJhesy again before manu peoples, and nations, and tongues, and
kings. In regard to the N ew Dispensation, to which this historically
applies, the truth is to be proclaimed and taught anew to all nations
and all conditions of 111en. But there is a specific meaning in tho
names of the different bodies and classes to whom J'Ohll was to pro
phesy. Nations and peoples arc, spiritually, those who are principled
in good and truth, or are disposed to accept them when taught from
the 'Word, and tongues and kings are those who are ill the knowledge
and perception of these principles which the Word teaches. The
Word offers its truths and promises to all IUOIl, hut only those ''']10

are well disposed, and who turn their thoughts heavon ward, receivo its
teaching. 'I'o such, therefore, John has further to prophesy, or to
teach the truth respecting the Lord and His new kingdom, In regard
to the Christian disciple, these peoples, and nations, and tongues, and
kings are the affections and thoughts of his own mind. But as those
whom John was to address were Gentiles, they denote the affections
and thoughts of the natural mind, which are to be brought under the
influence of tho principles that IlO'V reign in tho inner man, 'I'ho
great world of huuiauity has its origin ill the individual man ; and
here is to begin and thence is to proceed every beneficial change in
the state and condition of the race.
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CHAPTER XI.

1, 2. WHEN John had eaten the book, and had received the C0111

mission to prophesy again, he was commanded to perform another
duty; which, though it has no obvious, has yet an intimate connection
with his previous act. And there toas given me a reed l-ike unto a rod:
and the angel stood, saying, Rise, and measure the temple of God, and
the altar, and then» that uiorsliip therein. But the court 'which is
without the temple leave out, and measure it noi ; for it is qioen. unto
the Gentiles ': and the holy city shall they tread under footforip and tioo

months. Having, as the prophet of the N ew Dispensation, received its
principles and a commission to teach them, he is now prepared, as
.he is commanded, to examine and form a just estimate of the state of
the church This is meant by applying to it the measure of the
sanctuary. The J ewish temple was a type, first of the Lord's own
b;dy; secondly, of His mystical body, the church; and thirdly of
the individual Christian, as a temple of the Holy Spirit. The Lord's
mystical body, the church, is that which John is here commanded to
measure. In its widest sense, the Lord's mystical body includes both
the church in heaven and the church on earth. And when it docs
so, )the church in heaven is meant by the temple, and the church
on earth by the court. This is their meaning here. But was J ohn"'I'A
to measure the whole angelic heaven, as constituting the church n
universal above ~ That whose quality was to be ascertained was the
new Christian heaven, or, we may say, those of whom the new heaven
was being formed, And when we add that to measure means not
merely to 'estimate but also to arrange, so as to bring into j ust order,
we can see that this sacred measuring has reference to the Divine
work which was in progress at the time to which this part 0 f the
prophecy relates; because the Lord was then preparing all things,
both, in the spiritual and in the natural world, for the formation of a
N ew Church in heaven, preparatory to the establishment of a N ow
Church on earth. The New Church in heaven, or the N ew Ileavon,
was to be formed of those who had belonged to the Christian Church
on e·arth. These were yet in the middle state, and consisted
of, or at least included, the twelve tribes of Israel, who had been
sealed, and the great multitude which no man could number, These
formed the temple which John was commanded to measure, which is
indeed evident from the relation itself; for it was the temple of
God that was opened in heaven, as mentioned in the last verse of this

,chapter. .A. similar instance of measuring the temple is mentioned in

Ezekiel, where (chap. xl.) he describes the man with the measurine
r~ed taking the dimensions of the tern ple, the altar, and the court, which,
Iike ,Tohn, he saw in vision. And he was commanded to show the
l~ouse of Israel the house, that they might be ashamed of their iniqui
ties, to let them measure the pattern; the meaning evidently being to
show the people their iniquities by comparing their state with that of
the true church of the Lord, as expressed by its measure. Zechariah
also beheld a man with a measuring line, who was going to measure
J crusalem, to see what was the breadth thereof and what was the
length thereof. And John afterwards measured the Iencth breadth

1 1
. b , ,

aru ieight of the N ew Jerusalem. The measure of the church is
the measure of her love and faith, and thence of her works, And the
measure of these is the sum of their quality and of their relation
to each other, rather than of their amount.

The instrument which John received for measuring the temple is
not without its meaning. It was a reed like unto a rod. It com
bined as it were the nature of both. As a reed it measured the church
in regard to the quality of its faith, as a rod it measured the church
in regard to the quality of its love. The reed also is a symbol of
feeble and unsteady faith, the rod of powerful love. V{hen the pro
phet would describe the Divine tenderness towards those whose faith
and love are faint and weak, he represents it as that of one who does not
break the bruised reed, 1101' quench the smoking flax. And when the
Lord would describe the wavering faith of the people in John the
Baptist, He asks thorn, "What went yo out in the wildemoss to see 1 a
reed shaken with the wind 1" But a rod as the sym bol of power is
that which goes out of Zion, the rod that comforts His people in their
deepest affliction and their severest trials. The reed like a rod with
which John measured the church, was no other than the standard of
truth and goodness contained in the Word in its doctrines of faith and
love. For, as we have remarked, John had eaten the book in which that
standard is delivered, the little book being itself the doctrines of love and
faith, and therefore tho test of tho state of the church with regard to them,
That the temple was to be measured, implies that the church which it
represented possessed the qualities which constitute the church, when
it is a church indeed. But the prophet was commanded not to
measure the court without; and this command implies that the church
on earth, which the court represented, had no measure, had no true
doctrine, no love and faith, to estimate and declare. For the new
temple had not yet come down to the earth, and the old had ceased
to have any of the heavenly qualities of true love or of true faith.
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"The court whichis withoutthe temple leave out, an"ameasure it not."
And the reason is, "it is given to the Gentiles." It has ceased to be
Christian, and become heathen; its members are no longer children
of Q-od, but children of the world. For the term Gentile has t'\YQ
meanings j it means those who are 'without the church, and those who
are hostile to it. The Gentile character, as hostile to the church, is that
which is here intended. The Gentile principle, thus hostile to the
church, is natural evil, as opposed to spiritual goodness, not merely
error, as opposed to truth, for the Gentiles are rather in ignorance" of
the truth than hostile to it. There are, however, Gentiles within the
church, and these are the Gentiles to whom the desolated church is
given j but even they are influenced by evil more than by error. The
Gentiles who obtain possession of the court of the ternple tread under
foot the holy city. 'The city of J erusalem, which is meant by the
holy city, is the church, but the church in regard to her doctrines.
And the doctrines of the church are holy, for they all inculcate love
to God and charity to man. When it is declared that the Gentiles
shall tread the holy city under foot, the meaning is, that at the end of
the church the holy doctrines of love and charity are trampled upon by
the self-love and self-interest, by the appetites and passions of InCIl.
Religion is trampled under foot when spiritual things are, in estima
tion and practice, subordinated to natural things, when the heavenly
is subject to the earthly, the eternal to the temporal, The foot sig
nifies what is natural, which, when it obtains the nscendcncy, treads
on everything spiritual and Divine, There was a time, too, assigned
to the continuance of Gentile dominion and misrule, It was to con
tinue "forty and two months." This number occurs in more than
one form in this book. In all cases it resolves itself into three and a
half-i-forty-two months are three years and a half; and here, as in all
other cases, it means an end and a beginning. Three means a C0111

pleted period, the end of a state, the close of a disponsation ; and when
a half is added, the half means a new beginning. Three and a)1u1f,
therefore, mean the end of the old and the beginning of tho new.

3, 4,. When a N ew Church has been formed in heaven, means must
be provided for its commencement upon earth. Spiritual light comes
from God through heaven, as natural light comes from the sun through
the atmosphere. But natural light must have objects to receive and
reflect it, that it may produce effects. So must spiritual light. The
objects that receive spiritual light are knowledges, Every new dis
pensation is, therefore; brought in by a new revelation j and a new
revelation requires a new revelator. Such was Moses, such 'was John

the Baptist, such was John the revelator, and such was Swedenborg,
There is this difference between the last and all preceding messengers
to the churches. All the others contributed to the sum of that Divine
Revelution which we possess in its completeness in the Word of God;
he added nothing to the Word, but opened and explained it. The
Lord gave His Word through the prophets and apostles j He has
given the interpretation through His latest servant, who is rather an
expositor than a revelator j or if a revelator, the revealer of secrets
which Revelation itself contains. Through him God has commun i
cated the knowledge of the true doctrines of the Word, which h3,-1
been lost, or had become so misunderstood, as to have no longer their
original meaning, and therefore no longer their original power,

'I'wo great doctrines or principles of the VVord now opened are repre
sented by the t\VO witnesses, and the promulgation of these principles
is meant by their prophesying. We must therefore turn our attention
to these t'V~~::l.YE3~!Y'~menloriali~ It will we think appear, from'
an attentive examination of the Divine record, in connection with a'
similar passage in one of the prophets, that the two witnesses are the
personifications of two principles or graces proceeding from God, and
testifying of Him and IIis kingdom to the church 011 earth. " These
(two witnesses) are the tico olive-trees, and the two candlesticks stand..
ing before the God of the earth. This distinct reference to a vision
of the prophet Zechariah greatly assists us in fixing on the true sense
of the synl holism of this part of the Revelation. It is recorded in the
fourth chapter of that prophet that he beheld a candlostick all of gold,
and two olive-trees by it, one upon the right side, and the other upon
the left. 'The angel that talked with him explained "this vision by
saying, "This is the Word of the Lord unto Zerubbabel, saying, Not
by might, nor by po\ver, but by My Spirit, saith the Lord of hosts."
The two olive-trees are further declared by the angel to be the two
anointed ones that stand before the Lord of the whole earth. At the
time this vision ,YUS granted to the prophet, ZeruLLabel,. at the head
of 801UO of the JOWB who had returned from Babylon, was engngotl,
under groat hindrances and discouragements, ill rebuilding the city
and temple of Jerusalem; and the vision was intended as an assur
ance that the Lord's Spirit was present to support and protect him in
the holy undertaking. The Spirit of the Lord is the Spirit of His love
and wisdorn--c-of IIis love to waI'm the heart, of His wisdom to
enlighten the understanding. Under the Jewish Dispensation these
were symbolized by the olive-tree with its oil, and by the candlestick
with its lamps. This oil, so much used' also for anointing, sym-
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bolized the holy principle of love, from which all sanctification is
derived. In the highest sense the holy oil was a SYUlbol of the
Divine Love itself; and it was used. for inaugurating into their holy
office those who were to represent the Lord who was to COl11e into the
world, and was called the Messiah, or the Anointed, as being the
Holy One, whose very essence was Divine Love. It is written of
Him. .vThy God hath anointed thee "withthe oil of gladness above thy
fellows ;" and in the Gospel it is declared that God gave not the Spirit
by measure unto Him. But it was not, strictly speaking, the Divine
but the Human nature of the Lord that was the Anointed of Jehovah.
Giving and receiving are to be understood, in relation to the Lord, as
said of the Divine and the Human. When the Lord declared, "All
power ~s;given unto Me in heaven and on earth," lie diu not assert
that this po,ver had been imparted to His Divinity, since this must

.have always possessed it, but that His Humanity had, by glorification,
become possessed, of all power; and that which has all po,ver is Divine.
The Divinity of the Lord's Humanity is one of the great truths
taught and witnessed by the Word of God. It is the testimony
of Jesus, which is the spirit of all prophecy. That Jesus of the

. New,Testalnent is the Jehovah of the Old, is the first grcat truth of
Christianity, and is itself one of the two witnesses. This is tho
testimony' of the Word respecting the Lord. The other witness,
is the testimony of the Word respecting man; "If thou 'wilt enter into
life, keep the commandments." These two doctrines of Scripture are
the same as the two great commandments, of love to God and love
to man, ,upon which hang all the law and the prophets. There is
110 faith in the Lord without love to Him, and there is no obedience
to His commandments without love to the neighbour. Yet these t\VO
essentials of the religion of Christ have been rendered of none effect
by the tradition on which the Church of the Reformation especially is
built. That tradition is, that Jesus Christ, as the Son of God, a
distinct person of the Godhead, came into the world to suffer the
penalty' of human transgression, and that those are accepted who
believe that they are saved by His death and righteousness: that is,
not by anything they themselves nlay do, but solely for what Christ
has done. Instead of belief in Christ, the church inculcates belief
in something which Christ is supposed to have done, but which
He never did; and instead of a righteousness to be wrought ill tho
believe~ by the Spirit of Christ, tho churcl~.,."~~·ighteous..
ness to be counted to the believer by the~putation o~ Christ's
righteousness. l30thare impossibilities, It was impossible that

Christ's death could be substituted for man's death, and it' is impos
sible that the righteousness of Christ, which is infinite, can be im ..
puted to any finite being. In other words, it was impossible that
man's sin could be imputed to Christ, and it is impossible that Christ's
righteousness can be imputed to' man. Faith in what is impossible is
110t faith in the scriptural sense and definition. "Faith is the sub
stance of things hoped for, the evidence of things ll~t seen." A~
ill what is not, is not faith. True faith is sornething more than the
belief that a thing is true; but belief in what is not true is not true
faith. It nlay be sincere; in which case it is the sincerity and
not the faith that saves. It is in the church where this faith is
held that the two witnesses appear in order to prophesy. Here,
indeed, their teaching is needed, but here also their testimony is little
likely to be received. .As preachers of the truth amidst prevailing
error, they come on their mission clothed in sackcloth. They lament
over the lifeless forms of charity and faith, whose vitality alone can
make a living church. But their clothing has more than a general sig
nificance; it has a special meaning in relation to the state of the church
to which they come to prophesy. Garments are emblematical of truths.
Truths preserve the vital heat of the soul, which is love, as garments
do that of the body. In Scripture clothing is spoken of as righteous
ness; but righteousness is truth reduced to practice; for truth is
nothing if not practical. All truth is~ and all practice is ac..
cording to truth. If error is mixed with truth, practice is faulty; if truth
is supplanted by error, practice is wrong, because wrongly directed.
When we recognize in the two witnesses the two great doctrines of
Revelation, which are the two great principles of religion,-love to
God and love to man,-,ye can see a singular propriety in their appear
ing in sackloth, when they come to prophesy to a church in which
these two essentials of religion are ignored- as saving graces, and all
their po\ver is transferred to the single grace of faith.

But it may be asked, why these t-wo witnesses should be sent to
offer their testimony to the church at this juncture 1 why they should
be sent to prophesy to those who had already rejected them, and who
were determined not to receive their testimony, but to kill them and
cast them out as accursed ~ It is the invariable order of Divine Provi
dence, when one dispensation of the church is about to end and another

, to begin, to reveal the new truth to tho old dispensation; since, as
we have said, the rudiment of the new is to be formed from the
remnant of the old. Noah was a preacher of righteousness to the last
generation of the Adamic church. But we have still more striking
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instances in the case of John the Baptist, and also of the Lord Jesus.
They appeared in the last stage of the expiring Jewish church, to
preach the great doctrines of truth to a corrupt and unbelieving
generation, and they, like the t\VO 'witnesses, were put to death Ly
those to whom they offered their testimony as the means of life. It
is in harmony with this wise and beneficent law of Providence that
thedoctrines of the New Church, the N ew J erusalem, should be pro ...
mulgated before the end of that which it waa to succeed; so that the
teaching of the two witnesses might bridge over the otherwise impassable
gulf between the old and the new. This is, indeed, expressed in the
statement itself, that they should prophesy a thousand, t\VO hundred,
and three-score days. These, like forty-two months, make three years
and a half, which, as already shown, mean an end and a beginning.

,5, 6. The description which now comes shows that these witnesses
are prophesying in tho midst of those '" ho are hostile to their
teaching. For the Revelator goes on to say, And if any man uiill
hurt them, fire proceedeili out of their mouth, and devouretli their
enemies j and if any man toill hurt them, he must in this manner
be killed. These have potoer to shut heauen; that ii rain nat In the
days of their prophecy: and have lJower over toaiers to turn llteni
to blood, and to smite the earth with all plagues, (£8 often as .,they
'llJill. .This power to punish their enemies, like the retributive po\ver of
God, 'whose ambassadors the witnesses were, is to be understood not
in the absolute but in its relative sense. God does not punish or
withhold His blessings from those who are agaiust Him. I Io is,
indeed, represented in the Word as doing so; out this is in the Iitcrnl
sense, which generally describes things according to the nppearance.
The real truth is, that evil slays the wicked (Ps. xxxiv. 21), and that
the sins of men withhold good things from them (Jer. v, 25). God
can no more withhold .His love and truth from men than the sun can
withhold its heat and light. Punishment and suffering do not come

"from God, or fr0111 anything that is of God,"but .from the evil that
opposes itself to IIis' goodness, and the unbelief that shuts out the
light of His truth. All that is of God has only the po\ver to bless,
not to curse. So of the t\VO witnesses. Love to the Lord and love
to man, which are the two witnesses, have in their nature nothing
.retributive or destructive. Yet punishment does come upon those
who hurt them. It seems as if they inflicted it, because where good
ends' evil begins, and where the blessing ends the curse begins.

The nature of the punishment is expressed by the calamities which
the witnesses are 'said to inflict. There are t\VO kinds of opposition to

the principles of religion, which bring upon the offenders t\VO kinds
of retribution. There is opposition of the will and opposition of the
understanding. Opposition of the will is against the good of religion,
opposition of the understanding is against the truth of religion.
Opposition is meant in the text by hurting the witnesses, and both
kinds of opposition are meant by hurting them and doing them harm.
That which is here spoken is not necessarily open hostility, for not the
act but the will to injure them is expressed, "If any man 'will, or desires,
to hurt them." In tho Church, even in a degraded state, outward and
verbal reverence for the principles of religion is often, and indeed
generally professed, when yet opposition exists. Outward and open
hostility ultimately follows secret dislike. This, as we shall see, was
the case in the present instance, and is Incant by the beast making
war against them and killing them, The two kinds of opposition
are mentioned. One is meant by desiring to hurt the witnesses, and
the other by desiring to do them harm. The desire to hurt them brines
fire out of their mouth and consumes their enemies, and the desire to
do them harm brings back upon their enemies the harm they desired
to inflict. The fire that comes out of their mouth is the unhallowed
fire of self-love, which is opposed to the holy fire of love to God. It is
said to come out of the mouth of the witnesses, as consuming fire is
said to come from God, because the evil turn the love of God into its
opposite, which is the love of self. It is thus only that God is a
consuming fire, and that with the breath of His lips He slays the
wicked. The same Divine breath that animntes the righteous slays
tho wicked, because tho righteous receive it, but the wicked reject it ;
and this causes life and joy to the one, and death. and misery to the
other. According to the spiritual law of retaliation, the return of
injury on him who desires to inflict it is, that evil returns upon
those who intend it. This is a law that is invariable in its action in
spiritual states and in the spiritual world ; for spiritual laws are as un
varying in the spiritual world, as natural Iaws are in the natural world.
And as we, as to our spirits, are inhabitants of the spiritual world,
even while we live in this, our spirits are subject to its laws, as much
as our bodies are to the Iaws of nature. Moral laws, as a lower form of
spiritual laws, are, 110 doubt, as constant as the higher, but in-this world
their effects are not so observable. The law of retaliation, as taught
both by Moses and the Lord, had its origin in the Divine law, "All
things whatsoever ye would that 111en should do unto you, do ye even
so to them: for this is the law and the prophets" (Matt. vii. 12). This
law, which in heaven and among the righteous secures the return of

o
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good for .. good, becomes. among' the evil, especially in :~ho other
world the 'return of evil for evil. He, therefore, who desires to do,
harm to thetwo witnesses must in like manner be killed. As thou
hast done to them, so shall it be done to thee.
, But the power of the witnesses was not limited to breathing f :'e
upon: their enemies; they could also shut heaven, so that there should
be 110 rain in the days of their prophecy; and the water they could
turn into blood. Fire and water are the emblems of love and truth.
The rain that descends from heaven to refresh and fructify the earth,
is .a beautiful symbol of the truth that comes down from heaven to
refresh and fructify the mind.· But for the constant descent of
Divine Truth, the soul would be as parched and desolate as the earth
when there is no rain. This influx is as essential to the evil as to tho
good'; without it the human faculties themselves would cease to act.
'Vithout it the thorn and the thistle could no more gro'w than the
liiy and the rose. ' And unless the mind had the faculty and the
.means of producing the false, useless, and injurious, it could not
retain the power of producing the useful and beneficent. And yet
what we call so are not entirely useless or hurtful. The thorn and
thistle that grow so abundantly on poor and uncultivated soils, go
to relieve that very poverty on which they live. Their death is the
means of life. Their decayed substance goes to increase the vege
table soil from which higher and better forms of vegetable life
may spring, Of, being sown or planted, may grow. Divine Truth is
the rain which our heavenly Father sendeth on the just and on the
unjust, as 'Divine Love is the sun which IIo maketh to ~'ise on tho
evil and on the good. But even the descent of truth is liable to be
intel'rupted.I-Ieaven may be shut, so that there be no rain. But
what is the heaven that is shut ~ "and who shuts it 1'Ve need not say
that the witnesses do D~t. Their prophesying may, however, be said to
be the occasion of the calamity; for they provoke the opposition which
prod uces the act that is ascribed to them. In the general sense,
the heaven of angels, through which the truth descends from God to
th'e church on earth, is that which is shut. When tho church becomes
corrupt, and the intermediate state is largely occupied by tho .so:11s of
the evil, the Divine influence that comes through heaven ]S inter
eepted ; and thus heaven is shut, so that it. cannot rain righteousness

. on' the church below. There is another heaven that nlay be shut.
The spiritual mind of man 111ay be closed, so that no heavenly inllu

, ence can descend into his natural mind and make it fruitful of good
ness. All heavenly .influenees come first into the spiritual mind, and

flow thence into the natural mind. .All infernal influences come into
the natural mind ; and although they cannot ascend into the spiritual
mind for the same reason that evil cannot enter heaven, yet they can
closejf so that nothinz heavenly can descend out of or through it, 0

from the Lord.
When the inflowinz truth is thus intercepted in its course, the

o d .natural mind, like the earth when unblest with the dew an ram
of heaven is unrefreshed and unfruitful. Strictly speaking, that
which descends from heaven into the mind, is the Spirit of truth.
Truth as kuowledce is derived from the written Word. This truth
is Incant by the water that is turned into blood. For when the Spirit
of truth is not received into the mind, the spirit of error which is there
turns the truth of God's V\Tord into falsity. When the Spirit of truth
is shut out and the truths of the Word are falsified,the natural mind,
besides being unfruitful in goodness, becomes affiicted with evils and
falsities of all kinds; and these are the plagues with which the earth is
smitten, The witnesses are said to inflict these plagues as often as
they will ; yet, like the other calamities, they result from their will
being opposed.

7. But the witnesses who had power to destroy their enemies, and
to smite the earth with all plagues, were theruselvos to be smitten,
even to death, by another and still more powerful enemy, And when
they shall Iiaoe finished their testimony, the beast that ascendeili out oj
the bottomless pit shall make uiar aqainst them, and shall overcome
them, and kill them. The finishing of their testimony does not mean
the time but the state, which brought their testimony to a close.
In its general sense, the witnesses finish their testimony when the
church COllies to its end. In its particular sense, the witnesses finish
their testimony when the heaven of the inner man is shut, and the
natural man has turned the truths of the V-VTord into falsity and its
good into evil. It is then that the bitterest hatred is excited, and
the most active and deadly hostility begins. The beast ascends out
of the bottomless pit. Hitherto the witnesses had to cope with the
po\vers of tho oarth ; now they nro to be assailed by tho power of hell,
Hitherto they had to encounter opposition from earthly loves; 110\V

they are to be opposed by infernal loves. When heaven is shut, hell
is opened; and the destroying angel in some shape ascends out of the
abyss. The destroying angel assurnes in this instance the form of a
beast. He is spoken of as the beast, as if he had previously appeared,
although he has not been hitherto mentioned under that name. He
is the same as the locusts, or their king, under another form. He is
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faith alone under allothershape.Ratller, the beast represents another
form of argument 'by which that principle is maintained and defended
in opposition to the truth.

Some of the arguments in support of this doctrine we have already
'considered' we may here advert to some others. 'I'o show that, .
salvation is by faith only, it must be made to appear that Jesus Christ
has done all for man that man ever was or will be required to do for
himself, ' The Saviour having done all, man IU1S nothing to do; he
has only to believe In the all-sufficiency of the merit of Christ. Ilut
s~lvation by faith alone, though it may be briefly stated, is far from
being a simple doctrine. It rests upon a complicated system of
theology and scheme of redemption, At the very foundation of the
system there must be three distinct persons in the Godhead; and
much has been written to make it appear that three Persons make but
one God. The first person of the Trinity demands satisfaction for

. man's sins; the second person makes satisfaction; and the third
conveys its benefits to the souls of the redeemed. The reasonings by
which this scheme of salvation is sought to be confirmed and explained,
are ingenious, though far from being sound. The law of God, it is
arzued is so perfect that it demands perfect obedience or the death ofo ,

the sinner. The justice of God is so inflexible that 110 offence against
it can be forgiven without complete satisfaction. Bub the sinner him
self-and all <men have sinned-cannot make this satisfnotiun. For
assuming in theory, what is impossible in fact, that a justified sinner

. should ever afterwards continue in a life of perfect obedience, he could
makeno reparation for the sins that arc past, which of themselves are
sufficient to condemn him, But besides his past sins, everyone daily
breaks the commandments in thought, word, and deed. And, accord
ing to the W estminster Catechiam, every sin deserves God's wrath and
curse and the pains of hell for ever. By such reasonings do men
attempt to show that there must have been SODle one who had no sin
of his own, upon whom the sins of mankind, past, present, and future,
might be laid, and in w horn they could be punished. Snch a one
could be found only in the Son of God, who assumed man's nnburo, aud
suffered all that the broken law and offended justice of Go{1 required.
Yet, though the full penalty of sin has been made, pardon au:1 sal vn l.iou
'are not unconditional. No one can add anything to the perfect right-
eouaness of Christ, therefore works form no part of the conditions of
salvation. .There is but one condition 011 wlrich the scutenco of
eternal death can be cancelled and eternal lifo obtained, nnd thut is,
faith in J esus Christ, as the all-sufficient sacrifice for sin. It would

he tedious to examine all these points of doctrine, with a view
to show how inconsistent they are with Scripture and reason. 'I'he
fact is, the whole system is founded on error. It is based on a luis
apprehension both of the nature of God and the nature of man; of the
nature of sin and righteousness, of justice and forgiveness, of justifica
tion and salvation; and even upon a misapprehension of the nature
of faith, by which the benefits of redemption are said to be secured.

God is love. Love is His very nature. All Ilis attributes are the
attributes of love. Creation was a 'York of love. Man was its high
est object, and his happiness is its highest end. Much is said about
creation being designed for God's glory. God is glorified when man
is beatified. All that God has ever done, and all that He will ever
do, by creation or redemption, by providence or grace, has this and
this only for its end. His justice no less than His mercy pursues it.
His very laws were ordained for h"!1111an happiness. God's purpose in
all that He does is to make man a moral image of Himself. Only by
being " a partaker of the Divine nature" can man be a partaker of the
Divine blessedness. How can this be effected, or in any way advanced,
by substituted suffering and imputed righteousness 1 These, like most
parts of the scheme of redemption, place the work outside of man
rather than within him. It is true that the Lord effected redemption
for 111an, but it is no less true that He accomplished it in him and by
him, The Lord effected redemption in and by man's nature. It is
this which makes it a 'York so perfectly adapted to the nature and to
the necessities of man. That which the Lord effected in man's nature
was the very work which was required for man's deliverance from sin
and his establishment in righteousness. The Lord's 'York in the
flesh consisted of two parts-t.he subj ugation of the po\vers of dark
ness, and the gloriHcation of His human nature. The Lord's glorifi
cation was the perfect. arcl~pe of our regeneration. It was that
very work wliieh was needed to redeem man from the effects of the
fall, and renew him again into thaimage and likeness of God. The
Lord's holy and beneficent life, His trials and temptations, His suffer
ings and death, were the means by which His Humanity was perfected.
His terrible experiences were not Divinity-inflicted punishments for
man's sins, -an idea as monstrous as it is erroneous,-but the effects
of His conflicts with the po\vers of evil, The Humanity which He
glorified, and in which He now dwells, is the origin and the pattern
of our rcgoueration, It is because He was glorified that we can be
regenerated. Our 'York is an effect and an image of 11i8. 'Vhen we
overcome, we sit down with Him in His throne j as He, overcame,
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and sat down with His Father on His throne. The Lord's work in
~he' .flesh was the great work of Atonement-atoncnlent in its true
~ense.~f l'econcili~tion. He thereby reconciled the humnn nature. to
'the Divin'e in His own person, that lIe might, through a corresponding
work reconcile us to Himself. '" God was in Christ reconciling the world, .
unto Himself" (2 Cor. 5:19). "If, when we were enenl1:s, we ,Yer~ re-
conciled to God by the death of His Son, much more, being reco~c]le~,
we shall be saved by His life. And not only so, but we also JOy III

God throuzh our Lord jesus Christ, by whorn we have now recei ved the
atonement~' (Rom. v. 10, 11). Faith is a condition of our recei vi~g the
benefits of'.the Lord's Divine work. It is so, not because God wI1l11?t
grant us His salvation, but be~ause, witl:out faith,. we cannot ~nd),vIlI
not receive it. But salvation IS not obtained by faith alone. St. 1 aul,
it is' true, declares that" a man is not justified by the ,vor]u~. of the
law, but by the faith of Jesus Christ" (Gal. ii. 1G); but he IS there
speaking of the ceremonial, not of the moral,. law, I~(nv c~nld he,
when a greater than Paul had said, "If thou wilt enter Into Iife, keep

the commandments" (Matt. xix, 17).
The doctrine of salvation by faith-alone was a reaction from the

practical doctrine of the Romish Church of sa~vat.ion by ,vor~s alone.
Works had been turned into a means of eeclesiasticnl nggranchzelllent.
'Vorks had been declared to be mcritorious ; and after one had, out of
the superabundance of his good deeds, purchased heaven for himself, he
miuht (Jive the rest for the benefit of some suffering soul in purgatory.
Bubthe corruption of a doctrine does not justify its rejection. A true
reformetion of this gross abuse would have been to restore good works
to their true place in the Christian economy, 'I'his was more than.
the deplorable. condition of the church had left even the bes~ of
her sons either the theological capacity or the moral po\ver of doing,
In the history of .human opinion we find that on.e extreme .conunonly
besets another. S<? the reaction from the Popish corru phon of the
saving power of good works, was altogether to reject them as conditions
of salvation, and ascribe this to faith alone. Another standard was
thus raised, around which men might rally, and under which they
could find deliverance from the heavy burdens which the church hurl
laid upon them, while she herself would not t~uch thorn '~ith one of
.her fingers. One noble work the Reformation accomplished, It
placed the Word of God in the hands of the pe?ple, and restored the
right of private judgment. These gre~t blessings pre~ared the ,vay
for the Second Coming of the Lord, which was to be -effected through
the Word, by restoring its true literal meaning, and unfolding its

spiritual sense. These constitute the Corning of the Lord, and are the
only means for re-establishing the church upon its true foundations.

It is natural to suppose that a revelation of the truth on these great
subjects would excite the hostility of those who had confirmed them
selves in the most grossly natural view's of the nature and purpose of
the Lord's Coming. Especially was opposition to be expected to a
true interpretation and exposition of the 'Vord on those doctrines of
the 'Christian religion that intimately concern the sal vation of the
IIuman soul. When the two witnesses stood up to teach the absolute
unity of the Godhead, as dwelling in the single person of the Lord
Jesus Christ, and the absolute necessity of a life according to the
commandments, no wonder they should be opposed by the men of a
church, whose whole theology rested on the doctrines of a Tri-personal
God and sal vation by faith alone. These doctrines are represented by
the beast that carne out of the abyss, Beasts are, however, not so
lunch the emblems of opinions as of passions, not so much of thoughts
as of affections. And when these are enlisted on the side of error,
they must be enraged against the truth" as threatening to deprive them
of their dominion, The passions that are excited into hostility by the
teaching' of the truth, have their origin in the 'unregenerate heart,
which is the abyss from which they ascend. ' The heart is deceitful
above all things, and desperately wicked. Self-love is itsruling pas..
sion, and falsity is the instrument by which it works out its ends.
Falsity is the locust, self-love is the beast. They were united in the
opponent of the two witnesses. For whether we understand the
prophecy in relation to the church as a body, or to those within it who
identify themselves with its principles, it is the sumo. When l11CH

are intellectually confirmed in views to which they have a natural
leaning, and which are sanctioned bypriestlyanthority, and strengthened
by popular opinion, this hostility can hardly fail to be strongly excited
by new views, which, however true, challenge the soundness of those
which they regard and love as their own. This is the war which is
treated of in this instance. And when congenial error prevails in tho
minds and affairs of men, truth cannot but be overcome and destroyed.
When this is general, the church is near its end. And such is tho
state here represented. 'I'he next part of the vision shows what the
result must be.

8. And their dead bodies shall lie in the street of the great eitu,
tohich. spiritually is called Sodom and E,qypt, ioliere also our LOTd toas
crucified: Jerusalem was where the Lord was crucified naturally;
but the great city which is ,called Sodom and Egypt is where the
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Lord was spiritually crucified, by the denial of IIis true character, as
the only. God of heaven and earth, even as to His Ilumauity, For it
was of His Humanity the Lord spoke when lIe said, "All pow"er is
git'en unto Me in heaven and in earth." Iris Divinity possessed this
po\ver, .in which it was underived and independent. It was His
Humanity which, when fully glorified, received all the po\ver of His
indwelling Divinity. The church where the Lord was thus crucified is
-ealled Sodom and Egypt. Both these cities were distinguished for
corruption. and their opposition to the church. Sodom opposed
Itself to heaven and the church, as; reprosented by the angels and Lot;
Egypt opposed itself to the church by enslaving Israel, and refusing to
let them go. Sodom represented evil opposed to the good of religion;
Egypt represented error opposed to the truths of religion. When
such is the 'state of the church, the Lord is crucified afresh, and His
two" witnesses are slain. The two witnesses were not only slain,
but they were persecuted by that hatred which even death cannot
appease•. They were refused burial, and their dead bodies were ex
posed in the streets of the city. Their lifeless bodies are expressive
images of the principles of the church, 'vhen the life of love is
destroyed; and that life is destroyed in the minds of men when its
saving efficacy is denied and opposed. Faith alone is a dead faith.
And in truth, when faith is practically as well as theoretically alone,
charity and works are dead; for no one of these has any spiritual life
or saving power without the others.

9. While the bodies of the witnesses lie in the streets of the city, they
01 the people and kindreds and tongues and nations shall see their
dead bodies three days and an half, and shall not suffer their dead

. bodies to be put in graves. In ancient times, and anlong the Jews as
well as other peoples, the greatest indignity that could be offered to the
posthumous fame of anyone was to refuse him burial. "They shall
die.of grievous deaths, they shall not be lamented, neither shall they
'be buried ; and their carcases shall be meat for the fowls of heaven"
(Jer.. xvi, 4). This, like many other customs, had its origin in the
religious or spiritual idea connected with burial. The people of
primeval tirnes knew that when the body died, and the soul began truly
to live, for the spirit returned to God; so that burial carne to be a sign
of resurrection into life. The denial of burial to the dead was therefore
a strong expression of condemnation, a sign that they were deemed
unworthy of otemal Iife, The refusal of burial to the t\VO witnesses is
expressive of strong repugnanc~ to tho principles they represented.
';'As if those in faith alone were to say, "We will not only kill them, but

will do what we can to prevent them from being raised up agaill)o life."
Let us not be understood as ascribing this sentiment to all who hold
the doctrine of salvation by faith alone. The opposition is descriptive
of the opposition inherent in the doctrinal principle itself. The doc...
trine of faith alone does not come into deadly conflict with its opposite
doctrine in the minds of all who consent to it; but only in the minds
of those who have confirmed themselves in it intellectually and
111orally. When the true doctrine of salvation was restored in the
writings of the Lord's messenger to the churches, it was met by
very decided and bitter opposition, but chiefly among the clergy. The
slow progress 'vhich the doctrine has made shows that, if not actually
opposed by the people, it has found little favour with them. If they
have not slain the two witnesses, they have allowed their dead bodies
to lie in the streets; and have refused them burial, by denying them
a place either in their understandings or hearts. In the streets of
the city they are allowed to remain for three days and a half. Until the
church was at an end and a new one had oornmenced, they could have
no resurrection. They died with the old church; they live again with
the new. The three days were completed at the time of the Last
Judgment; the half day was completed at the time of the Lord's
Second Coming. Since then great changes have taken place.

10. A still deeper state of un belief and evil is described as succeed
h1g this. Not content with killing and casting them out, they rejoice
over them. And, they that dioell upon the earth shall rejoice over
them, and make merrp, and shall send gifls one to another; because
these two prophets tormented them that dwelt on the earth. 'The
earth being a symbol of the church, those that dwell upon it are the
members of the church. Those who are in the doctrine of faith
alone, are of course meant. They rejoice over the death of the
witnesses as men are wont to rejoice when they are relieved of the
presence of a troublesome reprover, who disturbs them with scruples
and warnings, When truth is silenced, and good is laid asleep, these
tormentors of the conscience cease to trouble, and leave men free to
indulge in the delights of self-love and the love of the world. These
t\VO distinct but kindred delights are rejoicing and making merry, or
being glad; and. their reciprocation and mutual confirmation are meant
by sending gifts one to another.

11, 12. But while the men of the church were rejoicing over the
fallon witnesses of tho truth, they were . raised up and honoured by
Him who sent thorn. And after three days and an half the SlJ'i1 t -it of
life from God entered into them, and they stood upon their feet; and
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.great fear fell upon them which easo them. And they heard a great
ooice from heaven saylng unto them, OO1r~e up hither. And they
,ascended up to heaven in a cloud; and their enemies beheld them. The
end of the old church saw their death, the beginning of the new sa \v
.their resurrection. They 'were not, however, raised up on earth, but
in heaven. The church exists, as we have had occasion to observe, in
heaven as well as upon earth. The church comes down from heaven,
and when it is driven from earth, it finds a refuge in heaven again.
But heaven and earth' have a wider signification than the places where
angels and 'men have their dwellinga, They include everything relat
Ing to the church, either as cause or effect. The Word is that which
forms the church, and the character of the church is according to its
understanding of the Word. The internal or spiritual sense of the
Word 'is meant by heaven, for it forma the church in heaven, and the
'external or natural sense is meant by earth, for it forms the ch urch
on earth. The internal man or spiritual Blind is also meant by
heaven, for the regenerate internal is an image of the church in
heaven, and the regenerate external or natural mind, is also 111Cunt
by earth, for it is an image of the church on earth. N ow, when
th'e witnesses are spoken of as appearing and being slain on earth, \VO

are to understand, not only that the principles they represent have
, been made known to the church on earth, but that they have been
made to appear in the literal or natural sense of the \Vord, by a true
interpretation of its teaching. When they are represented as being
slain, we are instructed that the men of the church have denied the
truth of that interpretation, and rejected the principles they represent
as those of the Word, When they are represented as recei ving life,
we are to understand that at the commencement of a ne\v dispensa
tion or church, these rejected principles are restored by an influx of
life from the Lord; and when they are represented' as standing on
their feet, we are instructed that they acquire a certain degree of
stability and po\ver in the lives of some in the church. And when,
lastly, they are said to ascend into heaven, we are to understand that they
are withdrawn and preserved in heaven, in the inner sense of the "\Vord,
and in the inner man, till they can be received outwardly and visibly,
The enemies of the witnesses beheld them in their ascent. The Lord
at His Second Corning was to be seen by those that pierced Him. He
comes in the clouds; the witnesses disappear in a cloud. A cloud IS
a symbol of the literal sense of the Word. The enemies of tho wit
nesses are those "rho reject and contemn the principles they represent.
Those who deny t~eln have SOUle knowledge of them, They know

them in the letter, but not in the spirit; they see' them in the cloud,
but not above or beyond it. They can see the earthly side of
spiritual things, but not the heavenly side. Here is the difference
between them, and here the cause of separation. The line that
distinguishes between the spiritual and the natural, is that which
forms the line of separation between the spiritual and natural men
of the Church.

The natural sense of the Word, which is meant by the cloud
in which the witnesses ascended, reveals to natural 111e11 what
they can understand, and conceals from them what they are unfit
or unprepared to perceive. This revealing and concealing, mani
Jesting to and withdrawing from the sight, is exemplified in other
cases besides that of the t\VO witnesses. Our Lord Himself as the
Truth was manifested to mankind at the end of the J ewish Church;
He was killed by those who d welt in the city spiritually called Sodom
and Egypt; and after He had lain three days and three nights in the
heart of the earth, during which His enemies rejoiced and were glad,
He received new life, and stood upon His feet, walking among His
disciples during forty days, after which He ascended 11p in;o heaven,
and a cloud received Him out of their sight. In the case of every new
church, the new truth mnst first be preached to the old church, that
it l1H1Y find out those who are willing and ready to receive it, from
\,,"hOl11 the new church is to have its commencement. But that
which gladdens the good exasperates the evil; and that which is
accepted by the good is rejected by the evil. Every manifestation of
the truth acts as a sort of judgment, for it separates the good from
the evil, and therefore separates good itself from evil.

There is one difference between our Lord's ascension and that of the
witnesses, 'I'he Lord's ascension appears to have been witnessed only
by His disciples; when the two witnesses ascended up to heaven their
enemies beheld them. It is said, 'however, of our Lord, that at His
Second Corning He should be seen by every eye, by those also that
pierced Him, His Second Corning is a coming to judgment; and judg
ment makes the Lord manifest to all, both evil and good. The good see
Him as goodness and truth, the evil see Him as truth without goodness.
The goou nrc judged by truth tempered with mercy, the evil are judged
by truth without mercy. This does not result fro111 any difference in
the Judge, but from the different states of those who are judged. All
are judged out of those things that are written in their own book
of life, as well as by the Lord's Book of Life. The merciful are judged
in mercy, for they have mercifulness written on the table of their heart;
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the unmerciful arejudged without mercy, because unmercifulncss is en
craven upon their hearts. As they have judged, so are all judged. '1'11e
cominz down from heaven of the two 'witnesses to witness of the Lord
upon earth, is connected with Lord's Advent, and is the descent and
manifestation of the Divine Truths of His 'Vord, which is Himself": for
tho Lord comes not in person, but in po\ver, by the restoration of the
true doctrines and the revelation of the spiritual sense of His IIoly
Word, 'Alldoctrine isdrawn from the literal sense of the Word, and
throuzh the literal sense the spiritual sense is revealed. The literal
sense is meant by the clouds in which the Son of Man C0111es; and the
spiritual sense ismeant by His po\ver and ~reu~ glo~~y. The clol~d

which concealed Him in His ascent reveals Him In Ills descent. So
the angels addressed the gazing multitude, "l'his same Jesus, which is
taken up' from you into heaven, shall so come in like manner as ye
have seen Him go into heaven " (Acts LII).

The subject of this interesting part of the vision, the accouut of the
two witnesses, nlrty be briefly stated. Before, but about the time of
the end of every church, preparation is made for the commencement
'of a new one; fur the new must have its beginning in the old. The
germ"of the 11e\V is preserved in the old; and the old must die, that
the newmay live. Preparation is made for the commencement of the
new by preaching anew to 'the old the truth from which it has departed,
with such new infoldings or unfoldings as correspond to the altered
condition of the human mind. For truth, like the human Blind which
was created to recei ve it, kuows no finality, but goes all to infinity. The
truths-of the Christian church 'vere preached to the J ews, before the
end of'the Jewish church, by John the Baptist and by tho Lord Himself
These witnesses were slain, and in them the truth wliich they preached.
Some of the Jews had'lho,vever, become receptive of the truth, and
with themthe Christian church had its commencement, When the
Jews had slain the Lord, theyrejoiced, supposing they had destroyed
Him who tormented them. But after lying three days and nights in
the heart of the earth, life entered into Him, and after forty days He
asce~ded up into heaven in the presence of a number o~ His disciples,
and a cloud received Him out of their sight. Preparation has been
made for the commencement of the New Christian Church, predicted
under the figure of the N ew Jerusalern (Rev, xxi. 2), by the preach
ina ·of.the two universals of the N ew Church, the sole Divinity of thet>

Lord Jesus Christ, and a life according to His commandments, These
were rejected by the great body of the church at th.e tiI?le of.its ?nd.
TheJT were, however, received by a few; and the doctrines III their minds

could receive life, and stand upon their feet} and ascend up into the
heaven of their inner man, and be there cherished and preserved, that
they might gradually make their po,ver felt, and induce men to receive
their testimony. In the several dispensations of the church, the
Adamio, the Noetic, and the Israelitish, which successively existed
prior to the Lord's Coming into the world, revealed truth was necessarily
more and more infolded, and thus obscured, until, in the Israelitish
Church, its spiritual character was almost entirely concealed in the
civil and moral laws in which it was contained, and its eternal
sanctions were almost entirely lost sight of in the temporal ends by
which obedience to them was enforced. The Corning of the Lord was
the commencement of a new ascending order, in which the truth could
be more and more unfolded, by removing the coverings of the letter of
tho Word, and bringing 11101'e and more into view the spirit and tho
lifo that dwell within, Our Lord did this with the old law, and
by revealing new spiritual truth, so far as the human mind was
able to bear it. For even He taught in parables. He declared, how
ever,to His disciples, that the time would come when He would 110

more speak to them in proverbs, but when He should show them
plainly of the Father. The ,pronlised' time 'vas that of His Second
Coming. The Lord's Second Advent was to complete the plan of
human redemption, not by bringing the world to an end, but by end
ing the first dispensation of tho Christian church, and commencing a
second, in which the principles of the Christian religion would be
more perfectly developed than in, the first. Some, indeed 1110St Chris
tians, believe that religious truth admits of no expansion. Yet, why
should this 1)0 so1 Science knows 110 Iimit, because tho works of Go(1
can never be known to perfection. Is tho Word of God less profound
or 1110re fathomable than His works ~ Truth, like the human mind,
which was created to receive it, knows 110 finality, but may go on to
infinity. And this infinity is simply an image of the Infinite.

13. The effects of their persecution and removal were, that the same
hour the witnesses ascended was there a great earthquake, and the
tenth pari of the c£tyfell, and in the earthquake uiere slain of 177en

seven ihousand : and the remnant were aj/i'iylded, and gave gl01'V to the
God of heaven. When tho principles of love and truth, which are tho
essentials of religion, are rejected and removed, tho church is entirely
subverted. Its subversion is meant by the earthquake. The cause of
the church's destruction is within itself. The spiritual earthquake is
produced by the activity of the fire of self-love and the love of the
world, This fire, long pent up, at last puts forth its strength, and, in
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its struggles to be free, produces a commotion that shakes and over
turns the church. 'I'he tenth part of the city falling expresses, not
the extent but the character of the destruction. The most Iauriliar
case of the meaning of a tenth is that of tithing in the J ewish ellurch,
.A. tenth of all their produce was to be given by Israel to the Lord, as
an acknowledgment that He was the Giver of the whole, and as a
means of securing His blessing on what was reserved for the people's
use. .The tenth, therefore, means all, or that without which the other
parts are of.no spiritual value. The fall of a tenth part of the city
means the destruction of all doctrinal truth in the church; and with
it the loss of the true understanding of holy truth, which is truth from
goodness, meant by the seven thousand men that were slain. But in
all cases of destruction a remnant is saved. Indeed, those who are
here treated of as the destroyed and the preserved, are those in whom
the remains of goodness and truth had been destroyed, and those in
whom some remnant of goodness and truth had been preserved. A
tenth signifies remains: and the tenth part of the city that fell and the
seven thousand that perished in it, mean those in whom the remains
of holy truth and goodness had been destroyed; while the remnant
who, were affrighted mean those in whom SOUle remains of goodness
and truth "had been preserved. These had that within them which
made them susceptible of fear. The fear of death was .before them,
but it was spiritual and eternal death, not that of the body, This
fear sways the heart when first impressed with a sense of danger,
arising from a consciousness of sin. The fear of sullering leads
to the fear of offending. This is holy fear, for there is love
within it. When the judgments of the Lord are in the earth, those
who are led by holy fear to give glory to the Goo. of heaven, by con
fession and worship of His holy Name, are saved.

14. Of the three woes proclaimed by the angel that was seen flying
through. the midst of heaven (viii. 13), the second iooe is pasi; and,
behold, the third 'woe cometli qU1·c7cly. Quickly means certainly. The
third woe to the church is that which brings it to an end, to whioh it
is declared to be hastening with terrible certainty.

15.' But before the third woe a new cause of joy is announced.
.A nd the seventh angel sounded; and there 'were great voices in heaven,
saying, The ldiujdoms of this world are become the Icirujdome of our
L01~d, and oj His Christ; and I-Ie shall reign for ever and ever. In
the providence of God a full end is never permitted without provision
being made for a new beginning. The sounding of the seventh angel,
unlike the sounding. of: the preceding six, awakens voices in hea von

which proclaim tidings of great joy, which shall be to all people.
These tidings are of similar import to those brought by the angels to
the shepherds of Bethlehem ; for both announcements relate to the
CODling of the Lord; that to His First Advent, this to His Second.
The seventh angel, like the seventh day of the -Iewish "reek, expresses
a state of holy rest and peace, after a period of labour and tribulation.
The state which the sounding of the seventh trumpet discloses answers
.to this happy symbol. After successive states of disorder and desola..
tion, the reign of order and prosperity is commenced,

No doubt this prophecy 'will be completely verified. The kingdoms
of this world will C0111e to be ruled by the principles of justice and
judgment, which are the habitation 'of the throne of God. Whenever
and wherever these rule, in the Church, in the State, or ill the in
dividual mind, there is the kingdom of God. And the promise is,
that this kingdom shall universally prevail. While this is the
ultimate fulfilment of the prediction, it has an immediate reference to
a nearer object. When John saw and heard what he here records he
'YHS in the spirit, and what he heard and saw had immediate reference
to the spiritual world, and to the kingdom or kingdoms there. The
kingdoms of that world are not as the kingdoms of the natural world,
The kingdoms there consist of those who live under the rule of
the principle of truth; for there all are arranged according to some
general principle to which their mind and life are conformed, There
are, indeed, but two universal principles by which heaven and the
church are governed, the principle of goodness and the principle of
truth, or of love to God and love to each other; but there are nU111erOUS
degrees of these affections, as there are various gifts, but the same
spirit. In heaven itself, viewed in its relation to the Lord, there is
but one kingdom, since there is but one Kiug ; but viewed in respect
to the t\VO universal loves which prevail in heaven, there are two
kingdoms ; for those 'v10 are in love to the Lord form one kingdom,
and those who are ill love to the neighbour form another. Yet these,
though distinct, form one, as the kingdom of the heart and the king..
dom of the lungs in the human body. The kingdoms of this world,
which are declared to have become the kingdoms of the Lord and of
Ilis Christ, are all those who were governed by principles of doctrine
which were in accordance with the truth. Previous to the judgment,
and while the evil were yet mixed with the good, these could not be
so closely conjoined to the Lord as to be, in the full and perfect sense,
His subjects; but when the evil were removed, the obstructions to
union were rC1110ved also, and the Hght and 'lov:e of Got! could flow
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into the truths they had in their minds; and these truths could thus
become illustrated with Divine light and warmed with Divine love,
and so become the, Lord's. But we may view th is subj ect in relation
te ourselves, the members of the church. individually. In this
application the world is the natural mind. When first instructed in
Christian doctrine we receive the truth as knowledge ; and e111
ploy it in forming principles of belief and conduct. The first act

,'\Thich weare enabled to do by means of the knowledge of truth is to
distinguish between good and evil in ourselves, not only in our actions
but -in our motives. A second and still more important act is to
separate them. This is properly a work of judgment. For while
there is a work of Divine judgment which consists in dividing the
good from the evil in the spiritual world, there is a corresponding
work of judgment effected in the mind of every 0110 in the natural
world who is resrenerated and saved. Previous to this j udgment,
which effects an actual separation of good and evil in our minds, tho
truths we know and' believe are not the Lord's bu tour O\Vl1. They
are ~ot imbued with His Spirit only, but principally with our own ;
they do not rule and govern in His Name only, but principally in our
own; they are not employed for His glory only, but principally for
our own, When the Christian disciple passes through the j udgment,
the tares are separated from the wheat, the gouts from the sheep, that
is, falsity from ·truth and evil from the good in our minds and hearts.
And when evil and falsity are cast out, good and truth are gathered
in. The principles thus separated and exalted are truly the Lord's,
for they live and act from Him and for His glory. In Scriptnre a
king represents truth as a ruling principle in the mind ; and the
thouzhts and affections are its subjects. Truth first exists in the
mind as knowledge. And although the truths thus acquired are in
themselves Divine, they are not Divine, nor even heavenly in the mind,
on their first reception, but worldly, being as yet under worldly desires
and ends. When these worldly ends are removed, and higher ends
are substituted for them, then, from being worldly, they become
heavenly, and in a certain sense Divine: the kingdoms of this world
have 'become the kiucdoms of our Lord and of His Christ. It is the

o .
opinion of several eminent critics that we should here read IGng(lo111,
not kingdoms, We have already explained the duality of the 0110

universal kingdom of the' Lord. And all kingdoms which are cnpablo
of beinsr brouzht into subjection and harmony with that one kingdom
have' a ~rin~i;ie of unity, being so connected as to form one, being
one in nature and end.

There is a peculiarity in the designation of the Divine Ruler to
whom the kingdoms of the world are to become subject. 'V'e read
in the epistles, "Ye are Christ's; and Christ is God's" (1 Cor. iii.
23); but this is only another form of our Lord's O\VIl words, when He
prayed respecting His disciples, "that they all may be one; as Thou,
Father, art in 1\1e, and I in Thee, that they also may be one in us. • . •
I in them, and Thou in :11e " (John xvii, 21, 23). And in the next
chapter of the Revelation we read of " the kingdom of our God and the
po\ver of His Christ." The Christ of God is not, therefore, of itself a
singular expression. But hero we have the Lord and His Christ.
And. ill the Revelation the single word Lord never refers to anyone
but to Jesus Christ Himself, What then are we to understand hy
the Lord [L!l(l Ilis Christ 1 The Lord and I-lis Christ are the Lord
and His Humanity, III the church of His First Advent, the Lord's
Humanity had come to be regarded as spiritual, but not Divine;
therefore as finite, and not having life in itself; contrary to the Lord's
express declaration, "As the Father hath life in Himself, so likewise
hath He given unto the Son to have life in Himself." For this
reason the Lord appeared like a lamb as it had been slain. The Lord
is spiritually slain when the Divinity of His Humanity is denied. In
the church of His Second Au vent this is acknowledged. It is not a
doctrine of the true church thut the Lord is equal to the Father
na to His Divinity, but illferio~ to the Father as to Ilis Humanity.
Tho Divinity of the Lord is the Father, His Humanity is tho
Son; and the Father and the Son are equal and are one,-one
Lord and one Person. This is taught in the declaration itself,
that the kingdoms ot this world are become the kingdoms (if our
Lord and of His Christ; for it is added, "And lIE shall reign fur
ever and ever." It might, indeed, be argued that according to the
grammatical sense, the Lord is He who is to reign. How then could
the kingdoms be said to have become those of the Lord and His
Christ ~ Can the kingdoms be Christ's if the Lord only can be said
to reign ~ The truth expressed in these words it is of the utmost
importance that the church should know and confess. The glury and
the po\ver of Christianity are not only in the Divinity of Jesus, but in
the Divinity of His Humnnity. It was not as God, but as God-Man
that the Lord overcame the po\vers of hell, and opened 'heaven to all
believers. It is not as God, but as God-Man, that He subdues the
kingdom of evil in the hearts of men, and establishes in its place the
kingdom of righteousness; and that He there reigns for ever and
ever. Whether we apply tbis great truth to the church as a body

p



or to the individual Christian, equally trne is the prophecy in Daniel
relating to the same event: "There was given Him dominion, and glory,
and. a kingdom, that all people, nations, and languages, should serve
Him : "His dominion is an everlasting dominion, which shall not pass
away,' and His kingdom that which shall not be destroyed" (vii. 14).
./.16,17. When the seventh angel had sounded, and the heavenly
voices had sung the triumph of the Lord in the establishment of His
new kingdom, the four and tuienn) elders, ·1IJldch sat before God on their
seais, fell upon their faces, arul ioorsliipped God, say'lng, lVe gi~'e

Thee thanks, 0 Lord God Al1nigldy, which art, and ioast, and art
to come j because Thou hast taken to Thee Thy great lJower, and liasi
'reigned. The adoration of the elders has the same signification here
as in 'the fifth chapter, where, in union with the four beasts, they
glorify the Lamb, as worthy to take the book and open its seven
8eal~.. The heavens reciprocate the action of the Lord; and as 1ro
acts .through heaven upon the church, so does the adoration of tho
church ascend to the Lord through heaven. The subject of their adora
tion is the Lord's having taken to Hini His great po\ver and reigned.
It is. only necessary for us to consider this particular. Power here
can mean only relative power. The Divine power, as it is in itself in
th'e Lord, is infinite, and is ever the same. But His power in heaven
and the church varies with their states. His pO'wer over thorn is pro
portionate to His po\ver in them, and His power in them is propor
tioned to the hold which His love and truth have upon their hearts
and minds. Ii angels and. men should cease to love and believe in
God, His power over them would be at an end. When evil and
unbelief prevail among men, the pO'wer of the Lord in relation to
them is proportionally diminished ; and something must be done to
remove the cause, that men perish not, and that the church lnay be
restored. When the Lord became incarnate, it was to bring Himself
into a new and nearer relationship with His creatures, so as to be able
to act upon them more directly and powerfully. On that occasion He
took to Him His great po\ver and reigned. But even this, it was
foretold, would suffer diminution through the departure of the
church from her first love, and her falling away into grievous error.
The Lord therefore promised to give a new manifestation of Himself,
by coming in the clouds of heaven with po\ver and great glory, On
this occasion, too, the increase of His po\ver is relative. It is effected
byremoving obstructions and re-opening the communication between
the Lord and man.. The written Word is the primary medium of
thiacommunication, When its truth is obscured or perverted, the

Lord's power by it is so far diminished. The principal means of
restoring His po\ver in the church is to restore the true sense of His
Word, But every new church requires some new adaptation or
development of the truth. The human mind does not remain always
the same, Divine truth is adequate to its requirements, for the Word
of God is profounder than the mind of man. N ew depths may be
opened in it, as the human mind is prepared to receive them. The
truths made known to the church of the Lord's Second Advent are
not therefore simply the truths of the church of His First Advent
restored. Besides these there are new truths, or new unfoldings of
the old truths, which present deeper, clearer views .of Divine and
spiritual subjects than the first church was able to understand or
prepared to receive. 'The spiritual sense of the Word, now disclosed,
is a new and great po\ver in the hand of the Lord, by which He is
able to exercise Ilis regenerating and therefore saving power in the
souls of men, in still greater fulness and effect than before. By the
opening of the spiritual sense of the Word, the light of the moon has
become as the light of the sun, and the light of the sun has become
sevenfold as the light of seven days.

A secondary medium of cOlnnlunication between the Lord and man
is the angelic heaven. The Divine influence comes throuch the ancelso 0

of heaven to men on earth, or through the church in heaven to the
church on earth. But the descent of this nlay be obstructed by
obstacles existing in the middle state, where all departed spirits first
congregate, and where they remain till the final judgment, Supposing
fifty generations of those w110 have formed the church on earth to be
there assembled, great must be their po\ver for good or evil, but finally
for evil chiefly, since a declining church fills the iutenuediate state
with those who have departed farther and farther from the purity
of the truth and life of vital religion. The removal of these from
the world of spirits is necessary before a new church can be formed
on earth j and this can only be effected by a general judgment, which
removes all to their fi.nalabodes. When the intermediate region, through
which all heavenly influences pass to men on earth, is freed
from those disturbing mediums, then can a new church 011 earth be
established. 'rho good in the world of spirits being separated from
the evil, they first become receptive of the new influence, and con
stitute the beginning of the new dispensation; for of them are formed
the .New Heaven from which the .New Church on earth descends.
The formation of these into a new kingdom is that great event which
follows the sounding of the last trumpet, and which is celebrated by
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the voices in heaven, saying, "The kingdoms of this world are become
the kingdoms of our Lord, and of His Christ; and He shall reign for
ever. and ever;" and for which the elders fall U(HVn before the throne
in profound adoration, and worship God, for having taken unto Him
His great power and reigned.

18. ;The elders continue, but in a different strain-And the nations
were' angry, and Thy urrath. is come, and the time of the dead, that
they ehould. be judged, and that Thou shouldesi give 'reward unto Thy
eeroanis the prophets, and to the saints, and them that fear Thy Name,
small and qreat ; and ehouldeei destroy them, uihicl: destroy the earth.
As those who became subjects of the Lord's new Idngdonl are the
'good in the middle "state, who were delivered by the judgment, the
nations which were angry are the evil who were cast down, They are
said to be angry, because judgment upon the evil is effected by laying
open their inward states of life, when their concealed hostility to God,
or to His goodness and truth, is brought out, and manifests itself in
anger against them. But the judgment which casts down the evil
'raises up the good. The time of the dead, that they should be
judged, though a time of wrath to the wicked, is a time of reward to
the righteous. Reward and punishment are not, however, to be
understood as outward gifts and inflictions. In the spiritual world,
and in spiritual life, reward is outward happiness springing from
inward goodness, and punishment is outward rnisery flowing
from inward evil; for good contains its own reward, and evil
its own punishment. Three classes of the goou who are rewarded
are .mentioned.. Prophets and saints are those within the church
who know the truth, and live according to it. These are the
Lord's - servants and saints. Those w110 fear the Lord are those
of all religions, who have any fear and worship of God ; 8111a11

and great being those who are less and more in the knowledge
and life of their religious beliefs. While these are rewarded with
eternal life, the evil are punished with eternal death. This is called
destruction. And God is said to destroy them which had destroyed
the earth. The church, which is meant by the earth, is destroyed by
error and evil. But men destroy the church in themselves by destroy
ing in themselves the principles of goodness and truth.
. ,19. A,further manifestation of the states of the good and the evil
preceding 'the judgment is now described. Alld the temple of Gorl
was opened in heaven, and there uias seen in His te7J11Jle the ark of l1is
teeiameni : and there were lightnings, and voices, and til underinqs, and
an earthquake, and great hail. The temple of God had been closed,

as His Book of Life had been sealed. The opening of the book pre
pared for the opening of the ternple, The tern ple of the Lord 011

earth had been closed by error and evil. And when the temple on
earth is closed, so, to men, is the temple in heaven; for the l110n of
the church shut heaven against themselves j they even shut out belief
in, and the Divine influences flowing from, the temple of the Lord's
Body, which is eminently meant by the temple. When evils and
errors are thus far removed, the temple can again he opened. When
the temple was opened in heaven there was seen in it the ark of the
testament, This circumstance is very significant. The church, of
whose state and end this part of the Revelation treats, is that which .
assigns the whole of salvation to faith without the deeds of the la\v
not the ceremonial but the moral law contained in the Ten Command
mente, When the temple is opened the ark is seen-the ark that
contained the tables on which the Ten Commandments were engraven
by the finger of God., This was a sign that the luw was restored to
its rightful place and authority. The ark is called the ark of the
testament, properly, the ark of the covenant. A testament is a
writing by which one person leaves his possessions to another. A
covenant is an agreement between two persons, formed by mutual !

consent, and resting on conditions on both sides. Such is the ark of
the covenant. It is an agreement between God and man, God
promises to give life; man undertakes to yieldlobedienco. That it
ever should have been supposed that salvation ~a possible without .
obedience to the moral law, or that its conditions could be performed
by one, and its reward be received by another, is indeed amazing,
The disclosing of the ark of the covenant in the opened temple is n
refutation and reproof of that great error, and a sign that the sacred
tables are again to be means and conditions of salvation. WIlen the
temple was opened and the ark was seen, there were lightnings, and
voices, and thunderings, and an earthquake, and great hail. Similar
effects followed the opening of the seventh seal, as these which now ;
follow the sounding of the seventh trumpet, These are signs of the
passing a"way of the world-s-the church-s-with a great noise. These
commotions are the opposites of the peace and stability that are given'
to the faithful, and indicate tumult and change among the" nations n

,\I ho were angry. 1'110 tumult of conflicting opinions, of angry
disputations, of dogmatic assertions, are the Iightnings, voices and ,.
thunderings: the changed condition of the evil :re. th; upheavi~gs of
the earth; and the destructive errors which they utter are the great
hail. All these elemental commotions are symbols of those which



agitate the church, when its "elements" are about to melt with the
fervent heat of earthly loves. There are, however, other signs, both
good and bad, which we are called upon to mark and interpret, before
the entire end and the complete beginning. These are treated of in
subsequent chapters. -

CHAPTER XII.

ANOTHER stage in the progress of the Lord's Divine work of estab
lishing anew His kingdom upon earth is described in this chapter,
opposed here, as every such work is, by that evil po,ver which ever
resists the operations of infinite love and wisdom, from the perversion
of which it sprung.

1. And there appeared a great wonder in heaven; a tooman clothed
with the sun, and the '/1'1,0012 under her feet, and upon Iter head a crown
of twelve stars. The magnificent sight now presented to the Seer
involves matter of the deepest interest and the utmost importance,
:rhe woman that John now saw in heaven is the same that he after
wards beheld coming down out of heaven. In both cases the woman

. is a figure of the church. In the present case she represents the
New Church, the Church of the Lord's Second Advent, as already
existing in heaven, but not yet able to make her actual descent into
the world. Her appearance in heaven at this juncture is in keeping
with the events which precede, and forms a suitable conclusion to the
series. The kingdoms of this world have become the kingdoms of the
Lord and of His Christ; the temple of God has been opened in
heaven, and the ark of the covenant seen therein j and 110\V appears in
heaven an image of the church herself. Let us look 11pan this
glorious appearance. The woman is clothed with the sun, the moon is
under her feet, and upon her head is a crown of twelve stars. 'Through
out the Word the Iuminaries of the material heaven represent the lurnin
aries of the immaterial-c--of the angelic heaven, the church, the human
mind. The sun is the symbol of love, the moon of faith, the stars
of the knowlodges of love and faith. In predicting the endless glory of
the restored church, the prophet addressing her says, "Tlhy sun shall
no more go down; neither shall thy moon withdra\v itself" (Isaiah
lx, 20). ."

In predicting the end of the church, which is the consumrnation of
the age, commonly understood to be the end of the world, the Lord
says, "Immec1iately after the tribulation of these days the sun shall

be darkened, and the moon shall not ci ve her Baht and the starso 0 ,

shall/fall from heaven." vVIJat more expressive, as symbols of the
end of the church, than her sun ceasing to shine, her 11100n not civinz
1" 1 b 0
Iglt, and her stars falling from heaven l What, these Iuminaries are

to the earth, love, faith, and truth are to the church. When these
fail, not her night only but her end is come. As the end of the
church is described by the darkening of the lights of heaven, what
more appropriate imagery could be employed to describe the church,
when restored to her former splendour, and crowned with her former
glory, than to present her as a woman clothed with the sun, the moon
under her feet, and upon her head a crown of twelve stars ~ There is,
however, a particular as well as a general meaning in this description.
The 'V0111an was clothed with the sun to teach us that the church
"d\velleth in love," and she that dwelleth in love dwelleth in God;
for God is love. Love is the life of the church, as it is of religion.
'The moon was uuder her feet to instruct us that faith is the founda
tion of the church. .Aud she had on her head a crown of twelve stars
to indicate to us that the knowledge of heavenly things crown .the
church 'with intelligence and wisdom,

2. The church being represented by the woman, what now follows
must be understood in relation to the church. And she being with
child cried travailing in birth, and .pained to be delivered. The
church is spoken of in the Word as the mother of the faithful.
"Jerusalem which is above, is the mother of us all" (Gal. iv, 26).
Those who are born again, or from above, are the sons and daughters
of the church, who is their mother as truly as God is their Father.
But there is a more abstract sense in which the maternity of the
church may be understood. The church is the mother of the princi
ples, the birth of which in the human mind make men the children
of God. She is also the mother of the principles of goodness and
truth, as made known to the world ; for the church is the medium
through which the Lord reveals Himself to mankind. But the
church here represented is the church in heaven, and she cannot come
down to the earth and dwell among men until they are prepared to
recei e her. The child with which she is pregnant is He who is to
prepare them, by His rule, for the descent of the church, -whose off
spring He is; and she now cries, travailing in birth, and pained to be
delivered. Sin, which in the letter of the Word is said to be the
origin of the pains of childbirth, is truly the cause of the pain and
anguish with which the new birth is attended. The new birth is
painful in proportion to the prevalence of evil and error. And
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whether we consider the woman as the mother of the faithful or of
the faith itself, the state of the church on earth, at the time to which
this. part of the prophecy relates, was such as to render it painful and
difficult for the church in heaven to bring forth her heavenly princi
ples.whose government and teaching were to prepare for the estab-

-Iishment of the true church among men.
3.:\Vhile the travail of the ch nrch is painful, a monster stands ready

to: devour her offspring as soon as it is born. And there appeared
another uumder In heaoen: and behold a qreai red draqon, having seoen
heads and len -Iiorne, and seven crowns upon his heads. It may, in the
first place, be asked why this monstrous form should appear in
'heaven ~ Its appearance there will not surprise us if we call to mind
a declaration of our Lord, that He beheld Satan as lightning fall from
heaven. It may be more suitable to inquire what heaven that was in
',~hich the dragon appeared, in w hich there was war between him and
Michael, and from 'vhich, like Satan, he was cast down. This could
not be the heaven of angels. The book itself enables us to know
what heaven is to be understood. For we read in chapter xx, that
John saw a great white throne, and him that sat upon it; from whose
face the earth and heaven fled away. This was the heaven in which
the great red dragon appeared, the nature of which we shall consider

. more partieularlywhen we come to this conflict with Michael,
As the woman is' a symbol of the church which the Lord was to

establish upon earth, the dragon represents that which is opposite and
hostile to the church, and is in the desire and effort to prevent it from
CODling into existence. A.s the church, essentially considered, consists
of the principles of love and. truth, the dragon must represent prin
ciples of· evil and falsity. These are terms of wide significance.
Every true church has a peculiar character. Although the essential
principles of the true church are always the same, being love to God
and love to man, they differ in quality and degree according to the'
character of the church, as determined by the state and condition of
the people among whom it is established. The love of God and the
knowledge of God have a necessary relation to each other. Men n1ay
indeed know God without loving Him, but they cannot love Got!
without knowing Him ; and the character of their love has a necessary
relation to the nature and extent of their knowledge. Christians can
have a more perfect love of God than the Jews had, because they have
a more perfect knowledge of Him, as He has manifested Himself ill
the person of Christ. The 11101'e men know of the nature and char
acter 'of God, the more perfectly they can love Him; for the love of

God is the love of what He is, which is the love of His perfections j

and the love of His perfections is practically the love of being perfect,
even as He is perfect. There is no true love bu t this. Jesus Christ
exhibited the Divine nature and character in His own person and in
His life and teaching. And if that pattern had been kept before the
mind of the church as the Divine exemplar for human imitation,
there would have been no falling away, but progressive advancement,
This perfect pattern "vas, however, departed from, The church did
not continue to be satisfied with beholding God in Christ. When,
instead of seeing and worshipping the Father in the SOD, as the soul
in the body, she made one person of the Father and anothe r of the
Son j she made them different in character as well as in person. 'I'hey
carne also to be regarded as standing in a different relation and atti
tude to the hU111an race. As their Creator and Lawgiver, the first per
son of the Godhead demanded of them perfect obedience to His Iaws ;
and when the fall took place, His justice required the eternal death
of the whole race, which had sinned in Adam, The Father of man
kind was thus placed before their minds as a terror-inspiring Being.
His character was in fact the reflex, and therefore the creation, of their
own. And further, to exemplify their own low standard of justice,
they found a ,yay of escape for the human race, by God's covenanting
with His Son to bear the punishment due to mankind for their sins,
so as to enable Him, consistently with His perfect justice, to forgive
them, ' Having received full satisfaction for all sin that 111en had
committed or can possibly commit, men are now saved, not for any
thing w hich Christ may enable them to do, but for what Christ Him
self, their Substitute, has done; faith in His All-sufficient atonement
being the one only condition of salvation. Such representation of the
character of God has a tendency tu undermine all true religion. This
is the theological system, and this is the religious faith, represented by
the great red dragon. They are in direct antagonism to those of
genuine Christianity, especially as now, restored and exalted in the
New Church, which the woman represents. Under the new dispen
sation, the truths of the Christian religion are more fully revealed,
and may be more clearly and interiorly perceived. This results from
an enlightened interpretation of the letter of the Word, by which its
doctrines are restored to their original purity, and from the unfolding
of its spiritual .eenee, by which the church on earth is brought into
11101'e intimate relation and nearer communion with the church in
heaven. The law's of interpretation and exposition are so exact and
clear that the truth is placed beyond the possibility of mistake or
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corruption, and the church is thus placed upon immovable foundations.
Of these the Lord Jresus Christ is Himself the chief corner-stone, being
known and acknowledged as the only living and true God, the sole
Object of worship by the church on earth and the church ill heaven.
Salvation is effected by the union of love, faith, and works, which
are not only means but conditions of eternal life. Many particulars
are included in these two general tenets, but they are only the lesser
lights that make up the effulgence and glory of the greater. One of
the particulars included in the doctrine of the Lord is the Divinity of
His Humanity.

It is by His Humanity being Divine that the Lord, as Man, is
present with all men with all the po'wer of IIis salvation; for the
Lord's saving po,ver is in His Divine Humanity. As Man lIe
redeemed, and as Man He eaves us. 'As Man He fulfilled the Iaw,
suffered and died, rose from the dead, and ascended into heaven; as
ManHe promised to be 'with His church always, even unto the end ;
and as Man He promised to C0I11e again in the clouds of heaven
with power and great glory. By virtue of His incarnation the
Lord. is. Immanuel, God with us, ever operating to quicken us, and
inake us like unto Himself. vVe can only be saved by being made
like unto Rim, by living with Him, dying with I-liIU, and rising
with Him, It is therefore by doing in our 111eaSUre as He has
done, and ,becoming like what He became, that we min be "There
He is j for heaven and the church are His mystical body, the image
of His own glorious body. Love, faith, and obedience are tho menus
by which this state is formed and perfected in us. The only coudi
tion of admission into heaven is heuvenly-minderlnccs. So much
newness of heart and spirit, so much meetness for the kingdom of
God. It is not surprising that such a religion as this should meet
with opposition, both in the spiritual and in the natural world, from
those who have divided the Godhead and degraded the Decalogue;
who have in fact resolved salvation into faith,and this not faith in
Jesus as our Saviour from sin, but faith in what He has suffered to
save us from punishment. This faith is the dragon, and his charac
teristics describe its nature.

In the 20th chapter the dragon is called "that old eerpent. which
isthe Devil, and Satan.' ·l'he serpent is emblematicnl of the sensual
part of man's nature, or that which is called the flesh. Tho flesh
lusteth against the spirit (Gal. v, 17), and there is another lnw in the
members warring against the law of the mind (ROIU. vii. 23.) 'This
lusting and warring of the flesh against the spirit, aud of tho spirit

against tho flesh, are often spoken of and variously described in the
Word, It began in Eden. And the old serpent, that tempted and
seduced man in paradise, lusts and wars against him still. It is luau's
own sensual nature which lusts and wars against his spiritual nature,
'fhese are here meant by the dragon and the woman, as they are by
Eve and the serpent in Eden. But the dragon of the Revelation is
110 longer the mere serpent of Genesis. The sensual wisdom of our
day is not simply that of primeval times, It has acquired the lessons
?f science. and the argumel1~:3 of reason; and these have greatly
increased Its resources and Its po,ver. The dragon, therefore, has
seven heads and ten horns, The head is the 61n blem of wisdom, as
horns are of po\ver. But the wisdom here represented is that of the
dragon, 'which is foolishness with God, and his power is that which
avails only against the foolish. The numbel' of the dragon's heads and
the number of his horns do not, however, indicate so much the extent
as the character of his wisdom and po'wer. Seven is a holy number, ten
is a complete one. .As the unfaithful profane what is holy, that which
is the symbol of holiness with the faithful is a symbol of profanity
with them, The seven heads of the dragon are therefore signs of the
profaning of the holy truths of the church, and thus of the "Tord,
The holy truths of the VVord are meant by the seven crowns or
diadems which h~ had upon his beads, and arc the holy truths of the
Word, profaned by being employed to confirm error in opposition to
truth. The truths of the Word are still in themselves precious and
holy, though used to confirm heretical opinions. These truths falsely
interpreted and applied give heresies their power ; for whatever is
nominally and apparently scriptural is powerful with those who have
a reverence for holy things, but w110 keep the understanding in blind
subjection to faith. Before the truths of Scripture can be Illude to COl1

firm what is false, they musb be falsified, or so interpreted and applied
as to say what they were never designed to teach. For instance, the
Scriptures teach the doctrine of a Trinity in God. When the Scrip..
tures on the subject are so explained as to make them teach that the
Trinity consists of three Persons, each of whom singly and by Himself
is God and Lord, those truths are falsified. The Scriptures teach
that man is saved by faith ; but when its truths relating to the sub..
ject are so explained us to make them teach that he is saved by faith
nIOBe, these truths are falsified.

4. While the description of the dragon gives us to understand the
nature of the principle he represents, that which now C0111es to bo
said of him describes its actions, And his fail dreui the third part of
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the.stare of heaven, and did cast tlieni to the earth. The tail signifies
the power of confirming what the head devises. "l'he ancient and
honourable, heis the head; and the prophet, that teacheth lies, he is the
tail" (Isaiahix. 15). Stars are knowledges of truth. 'I'lie stars are
drawn from their place in heaven and cast to the earth, when the
truths "of the Word are so explained as to confirm natural views of
Divine and spiritual things. It is not necessary to suppose this is
done intentionally or directly. But when a false principle has once
been adopted, it Inay be after ages of gradual obscuration of and
departure from the truth, it is surprising how ingeniously the Scrip..
tures can be explained, so as to bring their testimony into conformity
with it. It is thus that the doctrine of three Persons in one God,
down to its last consequence, tlre doctrine of salvation by faith alone,
carne to be adopted and con firmed, The first and last of their
doctrines being _meant by the dragon, the truths of the \\Tord
and their application in support of them are meant by the stars and
the tail of the dragon drawing and casting them to the earth. lIe is
said, indeed, to have brought within his po\ver only a third part of the
stars; but we have seen that a third part, like three, means all; and
here it means all the truths of the VVord that relate to the doctrines
which the dragon represents.

How the tail of the dragon draws the stars and casts them to the
earth, may ,be shown by a few examples of the manner in which those
who advocate the doctrines he represents explain the truths of the
Word, so as to bring them into a seeming COIH plianco with their views.
The Scriptures declare the unity of God,but this is explained to lucan
unity as opposed to the gods UlllOllg n1any of the heathen. Our Lord
said, "I' and the Father are One," which is explained to lucan that they
are one God, but not one person. In regard to the connnundmonts us
conditions of salvation, our Lord said, "Think not that I 0.111 como to
destroy the Iaw, or the prophets: I am not come to destroy, but to
fulfil;" which is explained to mean that the Lord Jesus came, indeed, to
fulfil the law, but to fulfil it, not as our example, but as our substitute.
When He said to the young man, "If thou 'wilt enter into life keep
the commandments," He addressed him, it is said, as a Jew, who was
uuder the law; or, as some maintain, only to convince hirn that he
could not keep the law, and therefore could not be saved by it. The
Scriptures declare the Lord is our righteousness, and that all our
righteousness is of Him; which means, it seems, not that He is the
Author, of our righteousness, which is wrought into us by obedienco,
but 0':lr substituted righteousness as imparted to us through faith. The

Dible tells us that all our righteousnesses are as filthy rags; which
is said to teach, not that our own righteousness, but that all
righteousness whatever that lye do is worthless, The Word declares
that God is of purer eyes than to behold evil, and cannot look upon
iniquity; which is explained to teach, not that we must put away
evil and iniquity from God's sight, but that to appear in the presence
of the Holy One, our uncleanness must be covered and concealed hy
the spotless robe of Christ's righteousness, It is thus that the truths
of the W ord are drawn within the power of natural reason, and are
cast down from the spiritual to the natural sphere of the Blind.

Having cast down the stars, the dragon stood before the tooman
uiliicl: 1.0(lS reads) to be delivered, for to detour her child as soon as it
was born. 'I'he true church is ever opposed by the false, the new by
the old; but it is against the doctrine that the opposition is immo
diately directed. This part of the prophecy describes the desire and
effort of those who are in tho doctrine of three Divine persons and of
salvation by faith alone, to destroy in its birth the doctrine of the
Lord and of life. Something ]ike this occurs in relation to the Lord's
First Advent, in the attempt of Herod to destroy the young child as
soon as He was born in Bethlehem ; and- we shall also find something l

similar in the Divine means for the preservation of the man-child to
those appointed for the preservation of the child Jesus, ,

5. And she brought forili a man-child, 'who was to 'rule all nations
with a rod of iron : and her child was cauqlrt viJ unto God, and to
Ilis throne: The birth of the man-child is the symbol of a great
event. The mau-child has been considered to 1)0 a figul'o of J csus,
110t as to ] lis person but us to IIis kingdom, '1'11e Lord's kingdom is
I [is goVel'lllllcllt, find the principles of His govornment nrc tho laws
and doctrines of Ilis Word, 'rho man-child is tho doctrine of the
N ow Church, represented by the 'VOllHU1. Defore the church in
heaven can descend and become the church on earth, her principles
must be made known among men, 'I'he church can only exist where
her principles are known, Knowledge is the precursor of the church,
as consisting of faith and love. How can we believe or love that of
which we know nothing! The birth of the man-child is therefore
the birth or revelation of the doctrine of the church which the woman
represents. In agreement with His symbolic character, the Son born
of the woman wus to be a ruler and instructor of men, He was to
rule all nations with a rod of iron. This symbol of His power eeems
to bespeak severity, as if He would chastise the nations as well as
rule them, But both the literal and the spiritual meaning of His rod
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explain the true nature of his rule. What is here rendered to rule
means, also to feed; and to feed spiritually is to teach; so that the
mission of the man-child was to prepare IUCU, by the instruction and
:the rule of truth, for the descent among them of the church itself.
Iron: is the ·symbol of natural truth, which is that contained in the
literal sense of the ",rord.

But the birth of the man-child teaches another practical truth.
There .is a corresponding birth in everyone who becomes a true
member of the church. The principles of religion are conceived in
the mind 'and born in the life. That principle, too, which the dragon
represents, is present and active in the mind, ready to devour the
heavenly principle as soon as it is born. Nothing good can be con
ceived. in .the spirit which has not its antagonist in the flesh; and
every effort to produce it in the life meets with resistance f1'<)111 the
natural w ill and understanding. The presence of good also excites
evil, and inspires it with a desire to destroy it. It is this which
gives rise to that mental conflict which is called temptation. This
conflict continues till one is overcome, and the other obtains the
dominion. But the new-born principle is not subjected to this trial.
Providence protects it as it did the woman and her child. When the
woman had brought forth her child, it was caught up unto God and to
His throne. This is a circumstance deserving of our careful attention.
It describes the nature of the Lord's providential econonlY in certain
conditions of the church and stages of the regenerate life. It is
exemplified in other cases. When Moses was to be preserved, God
did not forcibly prevent the Egyptians from slaying the Hebrew
infants, but provided that the child should be hid, and, after being
drawn out of the river, reared in the palace of Pharaoh. A far more
precious life than that of Moses, even the life of Jesns, was not pre
served by arresting the arm of Herod, but by removing the infant
Saviour from the scene of the massacre of the innocents. In the first
place, this teaches a great lesson. Many wonder why Divine po,ver is
not put forth to prevent evil. Let them reflect. Evil consists of Illative
and act. If the motive were removed the act would cease; bnt if the
act were always forcibly prevented, the motive would resist all attempts
to remove it. The purpose of the Lord's providence or grace is to
remove evil from the heart as a motive. Therefore evil as an act is
permitted, within certain limits, for the sake of this as an end. God
indeed commands men to do no evil, and threatens them with punish
ment if they disobey. But if, in obedience to the command, men
desist from evil, this is their own act, and they have a motive in doing

it; and the one motive weakens ~lld finally OVerC0111eS the other.. In
this ,yay only can evil be prevented in a ,yay beneficial to mankind.
Althousrh evil is not forcibly prevented, protection is afforded to
those a~ainst whom it is directed. The dragon is not driven, by
an immediate act of Divine power, from where he stood before
the woman to devour her child as soon as it was born, but the child,
'Vh011 born, was caught up to God and His throne. .

The protection of good from the power of evil is effected by removing
it out of sight, and this is especially necessary in its infancy, when
the good is weak and the evil is strong. On s~veral occasions, Je~us,

when the Jews were enraged and threatened violence, removed Hun..
self out of their sieht, When an infant, He was carried down to
Egypt to escape th~ rage of I-Ierod. A case more formally like the
present is that of Enoch, who "walked with God: and he was not;
for God took him." In that instance the removal from earth to heaven
of the knowledge of truth which men were 110 longer able to understand
or appreciate is representatively described. In the case of the man
child, his being taken up to God and to His throne teaches us that
a constant operation of Divine Providence withdraws sacred things
from the po\ver and even the presence of those who would destroy
or profane them. vVa have already referred to this subject, ar..d
we have seen it exemplified in the case of the two witnesses, who,
thouzh killed and dishonoured, were nevertheless, on being restored to
life, taken up into heaven, beyond the reach of their enemies, In
regard to the iudividual, good and truth, born in the rational mind,
are taken up to God and His throne when they are raised into the
spiritual mind, there to be cherished until by conflict evil has been
overcome and cast ont, as the dragon was by Michael, so that the
heavenly principles of the new man l11ay with safety be brought out
into open manifestation. There is mention of God and His throne,
which mean what is Divine and what is heavenly, for heaven is God's
throne; and the man-child is caught up to God and His throne when
the po,ver of Divine and heavenly love so penetrates and surrounds the
genuine doctrine of the church, as to protect it from the power of evil.

6. While the child was caught up to God and to His throne, the
uioman fled into the toilderness, where she hath a place prepared of
God, that they 8hould feed her there a thousand two hundred and three
8CU1'C da!ls. 'I'his is a state through which every new church, Iiko
every new man, has to pass. 'There is 110 safe \vay from Egypt to
Canaan but through the wilderness. When the young church has
left the slavery and the flesh pots of Egypt, she Is protected and
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nourished lby the hand of God, until she in introduced into the land
of corn and wine, milk and honey. At the end of the old church,
when men live to the flesh, there is no spiritual nourishment for the
new, except that which comes immediately from the Lord out of
heaven; as, the manna that fell every morning around the calup of
the Israelites, and the water that flowed from the flinty rock, which
spiritual rock was Christ (1 Cor. x, 4). Jesus I-limself passed through
tho wilderness, where He was tempted to eat the bread of worse than
Egyptian bondage;. and -Iohn the Baptist Iived in the wilderness of

.Judea, where his meat was locusts and wild honey. These are types
of the spiritual condition of the church, and the Divine means of i~s
protection and nourishment, while it is youn~ and feeble, and until
it makes some progress towards maturity. In the 'wilderness the
church had. a place prepared of God. When we know that place
means state, we can understand that the state which the Lord pro
vides for the chu~'ch during her incipient state is one in which quiet
ness and obscurity are her strength and security. The obscurity of
the Christian church after the .Lord's ...Ascension was, no doubt, one of
the means of its preservation; and the comparative quietness it en
joyed contributed to its nourishment and internal growth, preparatory
to its extension. In this state, too, there is temptation, represented
by that of Israel hungering and thirsting 'in the desert, 'vhich tried
them so severely, as to make them murmur against Moses, and
reproach him for having brought them up out of Egypt. These
states, and the succour the church receives during their continuance,
are described in the Word: "rrhey wandered in the wilderness in a
solitary wa~r; they found no city to dwell in. IIungryand thirsty,
their soul fainted in theine Then they cried unto the Lord in their
trouble, and He delivered them out of their distresses. And He
led them forth by the right ,vay, that they might go to a city of
habitation" (Ps. cvii. 4). 'I'lie Divine care of which the church is
the subject during her wilderness state is also very clearly revealed:
." He found him in a desert land, and in the waste howling wilderness ;
He led him about, He instructed him, He kept him as the apple of
His eye" (Deut. xxxii. 10). Forty years were the children of Israel
thus led, instructed, and kept in the desert. The period of the
woman's abode in the wilderness is forty and t,YO months, This
number, too, has reference to temptation, which is so often expressed
by forty. But it has also relation to that which is otherwise expressed
by twelve hundred and sixty days, and by time, times, and half a time,
and by three and a half. All these, we have seen, signify an end and

a beginning. Forty and t\VO months make three years and a half:
and this means the end of the Old Church and the beginning of the
Ne\v; that is, the close of one dispensation and the commencement of
another. For although at this juncture the New Church may be
said to be, it cannot be said to exist. It is not yet established in the
world. It has come out of Egypt, but it has not yet entered into
Canaan. It is yet in the wilderness, The principles of the church,
as the t\VO witnesses, have ascended out of Sodom and Egypt, and
have appeared in heaven as the woman clothed with the sun, and
have been born into the world as the man-child. But the woman has
been unable to find a city of habitation among men: she has gone
into the wilderness until the fulness of the time, when she can appear
as the bride, the Lamb's wife. Before this can be, the enemy which
threatens the destruction both of her child and of herself must be
overcome,

7. 8. And there uias uiar in heaven: Michael and his angels
fought aqaiust the dragon; and the draqon. fought and his
angels, and preoailed not ; neither was their place found any more in
heaven. Foiled in his attempt to destroy the feeble and seemingly
defenceless child at his birth, the dragon seems to have pursued him,
when he was caught unto God and to His throne, and to have been
met by Michael, who opposed him in his evil progress. Such may be
regarded as the outward aspect of the vision. But the vision is an
outward sign of an inward state. To this we have to direct our
attention.

The heaven in which there was war was not the heaven of angels,
or of the j ust made perfect. That is the peaceful dwelling-place
of those whose warfare has been accomplished, Strange as the
notion is, war itself is commonly supposed to have first began
in heaven. The dragon, as the old serpent, the Devil and
Satan, is supposed to have been created an angel of light, and to
have rebelled, and disputed the sovereignty of heaven with Him
who made it. Such a fancy nlay do for epic poetry; but it is far
too wild for sober truth. So far as this idea 11lay be supposed to
have had a Scripture origin, it has been derived from a 'wrong in·
terpretation. . There is 110 authority for it in the Word of truth.
Satan is indeed more than once spoken of as having been cast down
from heaven. The Lord saw Satan as lightning fall from heaven. But
neither in that nor in this case are we to understand that to be the
heaven of angels. It is that which wns composed of those who re
mained in-.the world of spirits previous to tho Last Judgrneut, who

Q
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congregated there, and formed themselves into communions, which they
regarded as their heaven, as being a condition w hich afforded them
the. means of enjoyment suited to their state. What that heaven was
may be imagined from the heaven which men of similar character
form for themselves on earth. There are perSOllS who are iud illereut
and even inwardly opposed to religion, w ho yet Ii ve in Christian
society; and engage in all the external ri tes and services of the
church, and who are even liberal in their aid to religious purposes.
These are the tares among the wheat. They are so like them that they
cannot readily bladistinguished from them, Yet they will be separated
in the judgment, In the meantime, it is allowed them to live in
peace, so long as they outwardly COnf01'111 to the existing condition of
things, which does not require that the seeming should be separated
from the real 80 long as consociations are formed all outward sern
blances, 'these imaginary heavens can exist, but when consociations
are formed on inward similitudes, as they are in heaven and in hell,
the imaginary heavens vanish, and. are rolled up as no scroll, and IlC\V

heavens are formed wherein only the righteous can d well. These
fictitious and imaginary heavens are those in which there was war, It
was there where Michael and his angels fought against the dragon,
and the dragon fought and his angels. That which is here spoken of
is not a war of arms but of principles, a conflict between good and
evil, truth and falsity. Michael and his angels, 'Yho maintain the
cause of the' woman, represent the same princi ples, the doctrine of
the Lord and the doctrine of life, w hich are those of the true church j

while the dragon and his angels represent the ductrines of a di vidcd
Godhead and of faith alone, as those of the church of which the
Lord has said, "Plead with your mother, plead: for she is not Illy

wife, neither am, I her husband."
These doctrines are necessarily antagonistic. Those who mniu tai II

the doctrine of salvation by faith assert that all religious graces and
virtues are included in faith, and flow from it as acts of faith, and 110

doubt many who believe in the all-sufficiency of faith do the works
of lov~ also. But the great evil is, that this faith has a tendency to
lead away from everything but faith, or to make that of little or no
importance. This conflict first commenced in the spiritual world, aud
was there continued till the dragon was cast out. 'I'he dragon pre
vailed not. The active povver of principles is determined by the geuel'al
condition of things. During the decline of a church the equilibrium
between good 'and evil, and consequently between heaven and hell, is
,.9-i~turbed j' and this continues and increases so long as the church

continues to decline. Nothing can arrest its downward progress but
a final j udgment, 'which brings it to an end, 'when a now cl::1rch is
established both in the spiritual and in the natural world, The last
time of the old and the first of the new, wliich is a tiU1C of transition,
is a time of conflict. It is then that Michael and his hosts fight
against the dragon and his hosts. And the nature of the resul~ is
determiued by the nature of the times. When old things are passll~g

away and all things are becoming new, evil and error c~nl:ot prevfu!,
however numerous the hosts that contend for them. Their po\ver IS

gone, or what is the same, a greater power than theirs COI11es against
them, The stars in their courses fight against Sisera, when the hosts
of Israel are faithful to their God. So are the dragon and his angels
overcome, and by the same powers, the truths of heaven, when the
church above unites with the church below to protect the truth
from the assaults of those who would destroy it. The dragon and
his ancels prevailed not: neither was their place found any more
in heaven, The heaven in which theJ fought was itself abolished.
By meuns of the fictitious heavens which the draconic spirits had
formed, they had, indeed, been able to disturb the heaven of angels;
but when their place 'vas no more found in the heaven 'which they
themselves had built up, the cause of disturbance was removed..

9. A further result of the victory of Michael over the enemies of
the woman and her child is now stated. And the great dragon 'was
cast out, that old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan, ioliicl: deceioeili
the whole 1-(JOTld: he 'was cast out into the earth, and his angels were
cast out with him. The dragon is now called also the Devil and Satan.
These names are now applied to the dragon, not because he has
changed his character, but because the conflict has further disclosed
it. Tho dragon is 1l0\V cast out of heaven, to the earth. So far as
this is descriptive of the proeess of judgment, it means the fall of
those who hall built for themselves fictitious heavens to the earth of
the world of spirits. It is called the earth, because it is like the earth
in this respect; it is neither heaven nor hell, but is in the midst be
tween them. v\Then we look into the causes of things, we find that
this casting out and casting down is descriptive of a descent from a
hicher to a lower state. Indeed, the process of judgment itself, as we
have said, is a process of unfolding and disclosing, according to the
Lord's words-c--' Whatsoever ye have spoken in darkness shall be
heard in the licht.: and that which ye have spoken in the ear in closets
shall be procl:im~d on the housetops." . The act of ju~gment is
nothing but the last result of the unfolding process, which places
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them either.rin heaven or,hell, according to their own real state

Or,{~~,~~,G.~~(~.~;Yil." 'The \.casting of the d~a~on.down t~ the. earth
do.~~~~!lt9t:;,·~m·~an>]lis final judglllent..1Ins IS described III the
t\Y~~1~i,~.~1~ri~hapter-.i' The earth to which he '\?RS cast down is, we
~1l;ye;l;?()~p.,l',~lle lower part of the world of spirits, analogous to the
.~~~~~~~i~~9WJnaturaJl world. In an extended sense he may be said to
:h~:Y~ii(pe~nfcast down into the earth of the natural world also; for
'~9~~~~ver takes place in that part of the spiritual world, produces corre
,~p'9'n~iIlg effects in the natural world, with which it is in immediate con
'Jli~9,~ion.", III <its' application to individuals, heaven and earth, as we
:lJ.~iehad frequent occasion to remark, mean the internal 'and external
ma~.:, The heaven where Michael fought with the dragon does not
however.correspond to the internal, which is the home of heavenly
aff~ctions and thoughts; for no evil or warfare can enter there, as
none'.can enter the angelic heaven to which it corresponds. That

. inman which answers to the imaginary heaven, where Michael and
the dragon met in conflict, is the internal of the external man, the
seat of his natural affections and thoughts, desires and imaginations.
This is where the natural man builds his imaginary heaven. Here his
\fill'freely cherishes its natural desires, under the .influence of which
his .imazinatiou forms an ideal, and indulges in visions of happiness,
which have onl v to be realized to satisfy all the cravings of his
na,t~re,a~d,mak"e life a perpetual feast. To youth such day-dreams
are natural and harmless ; but when they are pursued as possibilities
~.n:,~.!?~Hlll·.~ife, theycease to .b~ harmless illusions and become dan~er
ous:'.errors.i~This imaginary heaven, which everyone at S0111e period
ofp.i~',]~fe~ibuildsfor himself, is not only analogous to, but is really
th~';o~iginof"the imaginary heaven reared by the practical adherents

'{)fsal;Ylt,tion'by faith alone. For are not all our natural ideals and
visionsof happiness builtmore or less on faith without works ~ All
strive as far as possible to escape what they believe to be the curse of
sin, to eat their bread in the sweat of their face. To seek the means
of.life in the fruit of patient labour seema always to have been the
result of necessity rather than choice. The shortest and easie~t ,vay
to wealth or greatness has been the common aim and the common infir
mity of.human nature in all times. Wars of conquest and schemes
of, spoliation, the gambling table and the lottery office, are extreme,
but by no means mere ideal, modes of hastening to be rich without
productive ,labour, and Inany of the more refined und. l(lgi~iJnate

:tIlBdes<of gain spring from the same passion. In fact, fUILh without
1V.<>rk~Jis i" .the: natural creed of the natural man. Is it surprising

that he should be inclined to carry his creed from the affairs of this
life into those of the life to come i If he is naturally disposed, and
tries to attain temporal happiness by the shortest and easiest ,vay, is
it unreasonable to suppose that he will be naturally inclined to seek
eternal happiness on the same easy terms 1 And here he is more
Iikely to rest in his delusion, at least until the day of final delusion;
for religion does not show the same outward obstacles as the world

'pi'e'sents to a life of faith without works. Religious duties must be
done from choice and not mere necessity. Yet the whole teach
ing and economy of God tells us that all religion has relation to
life. The Lord leads His people to' His kingdom, not by the
shortest and easiest, but by the safest and surest way; .not through
the land of the Philistines because it is near" but throughvthe
wilderness of the Red Sea (Ex. xiii. 17); not through faith alone,
which that land represented, hut through the wilderness of self-denial
and patient labour, where they will receive the law of life, and learn
to obey it-the opposite of the error of justification by faith alone;
for salvation is obtained through faith in Jesus Christ as the only
God and by a life according to His commandments, This truth is
Michael, the opponent and conqueror of the dragon. And whoever
opens his mind to the reception of this heavenly truth will experience
the same result. But the dragon, so far as the record of, the; conflict
goes, was as yet 110t entirely overcome and removed,but only.cast
down from heaven to the earth. Error and evil are first-removed
from the inner man, and afterwards from the outer Ulan; first from
the motives, and then from the life. Their rernoval from the external
man is complete deliverance. This is the judgment which casts tho
dragon into the burning lake.

10. Although the casting down of the dragon is not a complete
deliverance from his power, still his removal from the heaven, where
he had been so formidable as to sweep the stars from the firmament,
opened the communication which he had closed between the angelic
heaven and those who were waiting for the kingdom of God, both in
the world of spirits and in the church on earth. Happy will .it be
for those whose choice leads them not only to see but to combat this
delusive principle of faith alone during their life ill the world. This
can only be done by opening the mind to the reception of, the truth.
'Therefore w hen the dragon and his angels were cast' out of, heaven
into the earth, (10ltn says,' And I heard a loud voice sa!liug in heaven,
Now is C01JUJ salvation, lI.nllst1oengtll., and the kingdo1il of our God, and
the power of His Oliriet: /01· the accuse]' 01our brethren is cast doum,
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ichich. accused them before our God day and niqkt. God and Il is
Christ are the Lord's Essential Divinity' and His Di vine ITumnnity.
'Vhen .these are acknowledged in the church, the killg<10111 of God
and the po,ver of His Christ are come, In the church, means, indeed,
in the' minds of men; for the church, or kingdom of God, has no
abstract existence, nor has it a general, further than it has a particular,
existence. When this is our own case, we are Christ's, and Christ is
God's. Or, as the Lord Himself expresses it, "I in them, and Thou
.in Me." The Lord dwells with the faithful; but He dwells not in
their faith, but in their love. They receive Him through faith, but
they receive Him in love. "God is Love; and he that d welleth in
love dwelleth in God, and God in him.' Faith gives presence; love
gives conjunction. Those who ascribe salvation to faith and deny it
to love, are the accusers of the brethren; for, in the Word, brethren
mean those "who are united by love to the 1~()1'{1 and to each other.
Abstractly considered, brethren mean the love which unites the
members of the church in the com mon bond of Christian brotherhood.

Love unites all; faith divides all. 'Those who make love the first
essential of their religion dowell together in unity, even when they
differ on matters of faith; and where they are so united the church is
one, however various and far apart its members nlay be. Those who
make faith the first essential of their religion are necessariJ y elividcd ;
for every section of the church believes that its faith is the only true

one; and SODle go so far as to hold that there is no salvation in any
other. Those also accuse the brethren before Goel who deny that
love is the first essential of religion and tho primal condition of sal
vation, and that it saves by means of truth, which the Di vino
name, God, signifies. And to accuse them day HUll llight is l.o 1>0 in
this negation constantly.

11. Those whom the dragon accused, overcame Iiim. by the blood (;)/

the La1J2b, and by the tcord of their testimomj ; and they loved not
their lives uuio the death. The blood of the Lamb, as we have seen
(chap. v. 9), has a deep and holy meaning. The Lord's blood, in the
natural sense, means His sufferings and death. It was through death
that the Lord overcame him that had the po,ver of death. Yet death
does not here mean natural but spiritual death. The Devil wns not
the cause of natural death; nor was it from this death that the Lord
came to deliver us. He carne to deliver us from spiritual dcat.h. IIis
own death was not natural death only, it involved spiritual death also.
In Ilis death the Lord laid down, not only the life of the mnterial
body,but the life: also of the fallen humanity which lIe hall assumed.

This was the death by which He overcame him who had the po,ver
of death. But the issue of the Lord's death was life. He laid down
IIis life that lIe might take it again. Not the same life. lIe laiu
down the life lie inherited from His human mother ,v{th all its
human infirmities, and took the life of His Divine Father with all its
Divine perfections. All this is included in the meaning of His
blood. It was therefore by the blood, not of a dead but of a Iiving
Saviour, that the faithful Michael and his angels overcame the dragon
and his angels. Nor did they overcome merely by what the Lord

- Himself had suffered and done. The Lord laid down His life and
took it again, that we might lay down our life and take it again. It
is in doing this that we conquer. Without self-conquest there is no
victory for the. Christian. It is therefore said of those who overcame
l>y the blood of the Lain b and the word of their testimony, " And they
lovell Hot their Ii yes un to tho death." 'l'hoy themselves hull, like
their Lord, laid down their life. There is this difference. 'rho Lord
laid down IIis matcmal Iife, that lIe might take His own Divine life.
The faithful lay down their own life that they ll1ay take His life. It
is His life in them that enables them to overcome, His life in them is
the life of love and truth. The life of His truth is distinctively meant

by His blood, as the life of His love is by His flesh. And His dis
ciples are required to eat His flesh and drink His blood; for other
wise they have no life in them, Truth, as thus received, and as it
exists in the mind as a living principle, is that by which the faithful
overcome, It then also becomes the word of their testimony. It has

.the testimony of their own experience, of their life's love, faith, and
obedience. 'file blood of tho Lnm b and tho word of their testimony
are tho comhiued means of overcomiug. Whether 01' not, therefore,
these conquerors of the dragon had been martyrs ill the flesh, they
at least III ust have been martyrs in the spirit.

12. When the dragon was cast down, the cry went forth, Therefore
rejoice, ye heavens, and ye that dwell in them. Woe to the inhabiters
of the earth and of the sea! for the devil is come down unto you, haoinq
great wrath, because he knoweth that he hath but a short time. The
angels rej oice in all that regards the salvation of men. They
rejoiced at the birth of the Saviour, one of whose corning works
was, to cast Satan down f1'0111 the eminence he. had usurped, both
in the spiritual world and in the minds -of men, Similar conditions
existed at the time of the Lord's Second Ad vent; therefore similar
deliverances and similar rejoicings. But that which was a cause of
joy to the angels in heaven was, in this case, a cause of woe to the
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inhabiters of the earth. The dragon was cast out of heaven; not
yet, however, removed from the earth of the middle state. 1'110 earth
and the sea, the case of whose inhabitants is lamented; are the earth
andseawhich are afterwards said to have passed away, and are the
habitations of those in the middle state who, doctrinally and practi
cally, are principled in a lifeless faith ; those 1110re and less confirmed
in' it being meant by the inhabiters of the earth and of the sea. The
Devil's great wrath is said to arise from his having but a short
time. Time in the spiritual world, and' therefore in the spiri tual
sense of the Word, signifying state, the shortness of his time means
the certainty of the state that awaits the evil. ABel the nearer the
evil' C0111e to their last and final state, the greater is their wrath,
because the more entirely evil does their state become. This is
very expressively indicated in the case of this eneU1Y of the
church. While in heaven, he was called the dragon; when cast
out he is spoken of as that old serpent called the Devil and Satan;
and here he is called simply the Devil. He is afterwards indeed
named the serpent and the dragon ; but this is in reference to the
circumstunces in 'which he appears) and in connection with w hich
he is mentioned,

13, 14. And ioher; the draqon saw that he was cast unto the earth,
he persecuted the uioman which broiufhi forth. the man-cliild. And to
the uionuui we're given two wings of a great eagle, that she niiqhi fly
into the ioildernees, into her place, where she is nourished for a time,
and times, and half a time, fT01n the face D.l the serpent, Disappointed
in, his expectation of devouring the child, the dragon now persecutes
the woman. The child was caught up to God and His throne; and
the way to it was defended against the destroyer by Michael and his
angels. The doctrine is safe, but the church is yet exposed to danger.
We see in this a repetition of wh at. took place in the world in the
early times of Christianity. Herod attempted to devour the Man-child
as soon as He was born. And w hen, after His resurrection, He 'was
taken up into heaven and unto the throne of God,· the Jews persecuted
the church, as the dragon does here. The same plan of defence that
the Lord then recommended is now adopted: "When they persecute
you in one city, flee to another." The woman receives two wings
of a great eagle, that she may fly.into the wilderness, She experiences,
though by another instrumentality, the wish expressed by the tried
and wearied soul: "Oh that I had wings like a dove! for then would
I fly a'way, and be at rest. Lo, then would I wander far off, and
remain in the wilderness" (Ps. lv, 6, 7). The wings of the eagle are

given instead of the wings of the dove. These were the wings
on which the Lord carried His church into the wilderness from
the persecution of Pharaoh: "Ye have seen what I did unto the
Egyptians, and how I bare you on eagles' "rings, nnd brought you
unto myself'" (Ex. xix, 4). The eagles' wings are the emblems of an
intellectual fuitli, as opposed to a blind faith, a faith guided by spiri
tual intelligence, as the eagle's flight is guided by his piercing eye.
Pharaoh, who is called a dragon, endeavoured to devour the male chil
dren of the Hebrew mothers, and was himself defeated through Moses,
the mau-child, who had escaped his barbarous decree. Wings, the
beautiful emblems of a heaven-directed faith, the faith of ,truth from
love, are given to the woman, to instruct us that to His church the
Lord gi yes the truth that defends, and the faith that, bears her a,vay
from the presence and po\ver of her enemies. But whaz and where
was the wilderness to w hich the woman was to fly ~ The religious
world was then in a wilderness state. Yet there were in it those 'vho
formed the remnant that was to be saved; anlollg whom the woman
was to find a retreat, where she might be nourished, away from the
face of the serpent, for a time, times, and half. a tillle-till the old
dispensation had come to a complete end, and the new had made an
actual beginning. Before the church can have an outward existence
in the world, her principles must first have an inward reception in
SCHne minds ; and only when their faith and their numbers have suffi
ciently increased can they exist in communion, as a body consti
tuting the visible church. It is among these that the woman finds
a place.

15, 16. When she flew into the wilderness, the serpent cast out of
Ids mouili uiaier as a flood after the UJ01nan, that he 'Jnight cause
her to be carried away of the flood. Out of the mouth of the wicked
COllie evil thoughts and all uncleanness; for from the abundance of
the heart the mouth speaketh, When these are directed against
the church or its principles, they COUle forth as reasonings. And
those 'vho are sensual-and such are especially meant by the ser
pent, can reason plausibly against the truth, and often persuasively in
favour of error, since all are naturally inclined to favour whatever
appeals to the senses. Such reasonings come in like a flood, and
threaten to drown true reason, and sweep away its barriers and
obliterate its landmarks. In this case the woman might have been
carried a,vay of the flood, but the earth helped the toornan, .A
distinction is now made between tne wilderness and the earth. Even
w hen the fallen church is a 'wilderness, it is not wholly 'waste. There
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are oases in the desert, where the pilgrim is refresh ell. Tho earth
in the wilderness that helped the woman, consists of those nlrcady
spoken of'who, though in the fallen church, are not of it: they
ate the remnant preserved in every time of destruction, alllong
'\')holn the new church finds refuge, nourisluueut, and defence.
These are they "who, while the nlany receive the 'Yord by the
wayside, in stony places, and among thorns, have the good ground
of an. honest heart, which at once receives and cherishes the truth,
and neutralizes all opposing errors. Like the good ground of an
.honest heart, the earth that helped the woman is, in the abstract
sense, the principle of goodness, and therefore signifies those w110
have preserved a principle of goodness in their hearts; while "pro
fessing the doctrine of faith alone, they have not lived the life of
faith alone, but the life of charity. These it is who swallow up
the flood that the serpent casts out of his mouth. As the serpent
casts the flood out of his mouth, the earth opens her mouth to
receive it. 'I'he flood that comes out of the serpent's l110Uth is a
flood of falsities, in the shape of reasonings in favour of that dOgllla.
which the serpent represents. This flood the earth swallows up,
"when. those who have received the principles of the N C\V Church
give a reason of the hope that is in them. Reasons and reasonings,
IIIore , properly ratiocinations, are very different from each other.
Reasons belong to the understanding, reasonings belong to the imn
gination, Truth gives reasons, error supports itself by reasonings.
Reasons swallow 11p reasonings, as the rod of Moses swallowed IIP
the rods of the masricians and as the disciples could drink allY deadly
tl.ing without its -']lurtin~ them. Thus the earth swallowed up the
flood which the dragon cast out of his mouth, and helped the woman.

17. Though unable to destroy her, the dragon 'Was 'wroth with
the W071zan, and ioent to make war 'wah the remnant 0.( her seed,
which keep the commandmenis of God, and have the testimonu 0.(

Jesus Christ. It is impossible to read this without Leing re
minded of the first, promise, "I will put enmity between thee and
the woman, and between thy seed and her seed. " We do not need to
consider this as an especial fulfilment of the first promise, Siluilar
circumstances occur at similar epochs. The old serpent returns,
and the woman who is the object of his assault re-appears. Every
new church in its beginning has the serpent principle to contend
with. The spiritual and heavenly are always opposed by the sensual
and earthly. The church is opposed by the world, This is the
constantly recurring conflict. 'The first church fell in the conflict j

the last overcomes. The serpent of the second Eden, like that of
the first, lubours to destroy the ,\TOIUan >j and when he fails in the
attempt, he makes war against her seed. The seed of the womun arc,
personally considered, the members of the church, who are her SOIlS

and daughters. Considered abstractly, the \VOIUan's seed are the
principles of truth, or of faith, for these are the seed of the church in
the minds of the faithful. But the true members of the true church
do not hold the truth as a matter of faith only j they practise the
truth, and prize it for its usefulness in guiding the life. Therefore
the woman's seed are said to keep the cOnlnlill1dnlel1ts of Goo and to
have the testimony of Jesus Christ. :Faith in the Lord and a life
according to Iris COl1l1nandnIents, are thus the characteristics of the
true mein bel'S of the Lord's church. And when we consider that
the dragon is an. iUlage of those who maintain a Tri-personal
God and salvation by faith alone, we can see the cause of the
serpent's hatred of the woman, and of his making war against the
remnant of her seed, who keep the commaudmsnts, and have the
testimony of Jesus Christ. Tho remnant of her seed are those of
w horn we have spoken as the remnant of the former church, amongst
whom the woman found a place, and who, by recei ving 11e1' principles,
have become her children.

Tho concluding part of this chapter involves a question of deep
interest and of great importance, Will the N ew Church, which the
'V0111an represents, have a separate existence as an ecclesiastical
body ~ 01' 'will she only exist in the minds of those 'Y ho receive and
nourish her, and extend her influence silently and invisibly, until
she make the churches of this world the churches, or rather the
church, of our Lord and of His Christ ~ Perhaps this is one of those
questions we try to settle, which may safely be left to settle them
sel Yes. Future generations will not consider themselyes bound to
act accord ing to our theories. One use of forming some opinion on
the question is, to guide our own practice at the present time,
Every recipient of the principles of the N ew Church must earnestly
pray that they nlay gradually permeate all existing churches, and
ameliorate, and if possible change, all existing systems, But while they
pray for this, and rejoice that there are signs of its COlunlencement
and progress, they lllay, we believe, in perfect consistency with the
catholicity of the principles of the N ew Jerusalem, form themselves
into an ecclesiastical body, and call that body the visible church.
We believe, indeed, that the present part of the prophecy sanctions, if
it does not directly teach this. But this belief l11ay be held and
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acted upon without any spirit of sectarianism ; but with the perfect
and joyful conviction that God is no respecter of persons, but that in
every church, as in every nation, he that fearoth Him and workcth
righteousness is 'accepted with Him,

Clll\.PTER XIII.

1. IN this chapter we have an account of two beasts, one of which rose
out of the sea, and the other out of the earth. These singular creatures
are not only connected with the dragon, but they represent him j for
he acts through them as his instruments, having given to the first
beast, and through him to the second, his power, and his seat, and
great authority. . As the persecution of the woman'aseed is still con
tinued, and is now carried on by these two beasts, we nlay regard
thern as the seed of the serpent opposed to the seed of the woman.
Exorcising the power of the dragon, they syn1bolize the same prineiple
still further developed and more openly manifested. As the seed of
the woman are those who receive and maintain the principles of the
true church, the two lbeasts are those who hold and maiutnin the prin
ciples of the false church-of that branch of it at least of which this
part of the vision treats. The beast which rose out of the sea repre
sents those who receive the draconic principles more externally or
superficially; and the beast which rose out of the earth represents
those who receive them more internally or deeply. This arises from
the meaning, previously explained, of the sea and the earth. The two
beasts, therefore, represent the laity and the clergy, or the doctrine as
it is received by them; for the clergy enter more deeply than the laity
into the principles of their religious faith. But the Word treats not
so much of persons as of principles. This is congenial to the spirit of
religion" as it is to the spirit of the ,Vord. It is important for all to
know the character of principles; but it is not important that they
should know the character of those "rho hold them, Indeed, no one
can know this but the Lord, who alone knows the heart. ' '\Te wh 0

only look upon the outward appearance cannot know the interior, and
therefore the real, character of anyone. This is wisely hidden from 11S

in the present life, which is a life of probation, during which all are
left in spiritual freedom, so that they 111fly freely think and feel, and
therefore freely choose, which they could not do if all their inward

thoughts and feelings were known to those around them. The inward
character of others being thus concealed from us, we should Deither
look into it nor judge of it. On the other hand, it is not only lawful
for us, but incumbent upon us, to know and judge of principles. In
judging of these we offend against no law of charity; rather, if we
judge j ustly, we discharge one of its highest duties, by seeing for our
selves and showing to others where the path of safety and the path of
danger lie. Yet we are so much disposed to identify our opinions with
ourselves, that it is difficult for us to hear their soundness impeached
"without regarding it as a personal imputation. Would we could all
speak the truth in love, and could all hear it. without offence! View
ing the present subject in respect to principles and not to persons, 'we
proceed to consider the meaning of the vision of the two beasts.

As the dragon re-appears under these two mystic for1118, we are to
regard them as representing the two means and instrumentalities by
which the draconic principle is supported. Religious principles are
supported especially by reason and Scripture. Truth has the support
of sound reason and the true meaning of Scripture; error can be sup
ported by false reason and the apparent sense of Scripture.

The appearance of the first beast is so much like that of the dragon,
that we Heed only attend to the points of difference between them,
Both had seven heads and ten horns; but the dragon had seven crowns
upon his heads, while the beast had ten crowns upon his horns.
Crowns or diadems, we have seen, are truths from the Word.
Diadems upon the head mean truths from the Word in the mind ;
but diadems on the horns mean truths from the Word put forth for
the purpose of proving and convincing. Instead of the seven diadems
which the dragon had 011 his heads, the beast had on his heads the
name or names of blasphemy. The meaning is essentially the same,
Seven is a holy nuniber ; and seven diadems mean holy truths from
the Word, But on the head of the dragon these truths are profaned:
and the profanation of tru th is blasphemy; the difference being, that
this expression indicates a more open aJIU complete violation of holy
truth than the others. There were seven crowns on the dragon; there
were ten on the beast; this number being expressive of abundance,
now brought forth to maintain the tenet which the beast himself
represeHts,

2. But something 1110re is required to complete the description of
this beast, and.through him of the dogma which he represents. Awl
the beast which I saw 'was like unto a leopard, and Ids feet uiere as the
feet of a bear, and his mouth as the moutl: oj a lion. Beautiful
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in appearance but fierce in disposition, the leopard presents the imago
of a doctrine that is pleasing to the senses but dangerous to the soul.
Its spotted skin is a fit emblem of the mixture of truth and error in a
scheme which at once vindicates and impeaches the Divine justice,
bymaking it so pure that none can satisfy it; and which exalts and
debases the Divine Jaw, by making it so perfect that none can fulfil
it. The beast has also a bear's feet and a lion's 1110Uth. 1'11e bear is
emblematical of the literal sense of the Word, the lowest truths of
which are meant by its feet. These are apparent truths, such as speak
of God as being angry and vindictive, and yet as being easily won
over to clemency and forgiveness. On such truths the scheme of
substituted punishment and pardon rests. The mouth of the lion
proclaims, with too much po,ver, the marvellous beauty of the scheme
of salvation, which reconciles the otherwise conflicting attributes of
justice and nlercy, and opens the door of hope to otherwise doomed
and lost sinners. 'I'o such a form of the doctrine the d}'agon.!7a~·e

his power, and his seat, and great authority. The po,ver, the rule,
and authority of a principle pass into the creed or doctrinal form
which embodies and represents it.

3. But notwithstanding the power and authority the beast derived
from the dragon, one of his heads 'leas uiounded to death. Such a wound
mus] have been inflicted by "the sword of the Spirit, which is the
\Votd of God." And 'what is the teaching of the 'VOl'll which inflicts
this deadly wound on the doctrine of salvation by faith alone 1 It is its
teaching respecting the necessity of good works, Nat to mention the
Old Testament, which is entirely set aside as the covenant of works,
opposed to and abrogated by the N ew Testament, as the covenant of
grace, we need only mention the Lord's declaration that He came not
to destroy the Iaw, but to fulfil it; IIis answer to the young 1na11, "If
thou 'Yilt enter into life, keep the couunands ;" and the repeated
assurance that we are to be judged according to our works, 'These 00
indeed give a deathblow to the doctrine that we are saved by faith
without works, If the doctrine is to survive, this death-wound must
be healed. And we are told that his deadlsj uound. 10{lS healed. And
how was it healed ~ By so explaining the teaching of Scripture on
this all-important point as to remove the declared antagonism of works
to faith. The Lord did not come to destroy, but to fulfil the law ; but
He came to fulfil it Himself in our stead, and so relieve us"from its
penalties, and from its obligations as a condition of salvation. The
Lord" taught the necessity of keeping the commnndments ; but lIe
taugbtthis to a Jew, whowas under the law, As to being judged by

our works, this is rather more difficult to explain, or explain a\vay.
Unlike the Solifidians of the early Christian church, those of recent
ti111eS do not deny the obligations of the moral Iaw, They deny it
indeed as a condition of sal vation ; but admi t it as an evidence of
faith. We are justified by our faith, but judged by our works as the
evidences of our faith. Wesley had a theory on this subjcct, that
we are justified by our faith, but rewarded according to our works, It
might be a perplexing question to those who believe in deathbed
repentance, In what case would a penitent be who had faith but had
no works 1 Such reasonings and expositions on the most vital of all
subjects have so satisfied minds predisposed to admit them, that we
need not be surprised to find that all the 1001'ld wondered after the beast.

4. Satisfied with his claims, they uiorehipped the dragon u;hich
gave lJOlcel· unto the beast: and they 'wo1'sh~P1Jed the beast, saying,
lVho is like unto the beast? ·who is able to make toar with kiln?
'1'0 worship the dragon is to acknowledge the principle; to worship
tl~e beast is to acknowledge the tenet. Were not the' principle
behind the dogma, it would have 110 po,Ycr over the mind. 1'0
have such po,ver, a doctrine must express the heart's inclination
ruul the mind's secret thought. Scruples and doubts IllUy arise j but,
when these have been removed, confidence in the soundness of a
dogma is increased, so well expressed by the exclamation of his
admirers, There is no doctrine like that w hich relieves the religious
life from so galling a yoke as the yoke of the law ; and who can
gainsay the arguments by which it is supported ~

5, 6. The doings of the beast are consistent with his character.
An(l there ioas given unto liim. a mouili sjJeaking great things and
bluspliemies ; and power was gl'Ven unto Iiim. to continue forty aiui tico
months. Agreeably to the name of blasphemy written on his heads,
he perverts the truths of the Word. And he does this so success..
fully that po\ver is given him to continue forty and t\VO months,
The constantly recurring number which, however expressed, resolves
itself into three and a half, tells us that the power of the dogmas he
represents will continue till the end of the old and the beginning of
the new, Having this po\ver, he opened his mouili in blasphems)
aqainst .God, to blaspheme His name, and His tabernacle, and then:
that dicell in heaven. The dogma he represents perverts the teaching
of the Word, by denying the unity of God and the Divinity of His
Humanity, meant by God and His .Name ; and when these essential
truths arepcrverted, so are those respecting the doctrine and worship of
the church, meant by the tabernacle, and the principles that constitute



heaven, meant by them that dwell therein. The true doctrine and
worship ofthe church are the doctrine and worship of God in Cluist "
and the constituent principles of heaven are faith in Him and love
.to Him,.T,heunion of these constitute heaven as a state : and those
·3nlY~i~,whomth~se unitedly exist can dwell in heaven as' a place.
,7.~rom uttering unholy words the beast proceeds to the doinsr of

11nhgly,f .deeds, And it was given unto him to make tear 'W-ith
b

the
8~i'(l.t8,<and to ouercome them : and pouier toae given him over all
kindrede, and tongues, and nations. A.bstractly considered' the saints
are the holy truths of the church. Falsity makes war aaainst truths
when it ?pposes itself to them, Direct and open war is never
made against the truths of the Word by those who belong to the
church, All. profess to contend for the faith once delivered to the
sail~ts. But war against them IHay be no less real that it is waged in
their name, And the more conscientious those who engage in SliCi'l

a warfare, the more dangerous they are. Those who have overcome
the saints by overcoming the holy truths of the W 01'<1, or those truths
of the Word that teach holiness of life as a condition of salvation, are
no doubt able to some extent to overcome the saints themselves: fur
there is a seductive power in that 'which appears at once consistent
with the teaching of Scripture, and agreeable to the natural desires of
the heal:t. The prevalence of the doctrine is evidently meant by the
po\Y~r given to the beast over all kindreds, and tongues, and nations.

8, 9..But tl~e prevalence of .the doctrine, wide as it is, is only
among a certain class, And all that dwell upon the earth. shall
'wo1'ship him, u:hose names are not written in the book of life of
the Lamb 8la~n from. the foundution of the toorld. The earth
as in all other instances, meaning the church, those who d well
in it are its members, or those w110 profess its faith. Ilut hero
is the comforting assurance, that not all who profess this, or in
deed any other erroneous faith, are its worshippers, but only those
of tqem that are not written in the Lamb's book of life· and all
are written in His book of life whose lives are in aerecmcnt with
the teaching of .His book, however mistaken their ~iews lllay be
on matters of faith, Those whose narnes are not written in the
Lamb's book of life are the evil; and all are included in this numbel'
who, however true may be the doctrines they profess to i believe, live
to the world and the flesh. Error by itself does 110t condemn : truth
~y its~lf does n~t save. Nay, error ~tes evil; truth aggrav~les it.
So, wIth the evil, erro~ makes the coJ\denmation less, while truth
makes the condemnation greater. T~e Lam b is said to IHt VO

\~_ ~\.e
~~ '

been slain from the foundation of the world, This is commonly
understood to mean that the Lord's death was foreseen and provided
from the foundation of the world. No doubt it was, But the
spiritual meaning is that which we are to take. As in this sense the
world means the church, the foundation of the world means the
foundation of the church ; and' as slaying the Lamb means a denial
of the Divinity of the Lord's Humanity, the Lamb slain from the
foundation of the world means the denial of this Divine truth from
the establishment of the church. This does not mean from the first
establishment of the Christian church, but from the establishment

__.--cl...Jha.t-4,~ms.J.9 be the Jilillrch. Both the Roman
Catholic and the Protestant Cl~-';:~gard the Lord's Humanity as
being indeed Spiritual, but not Divine, therefore finite and limited to
one part of space. The glory of Christianity is the Omnipresence of
the Humanity of Jesus Christ, that is, the Omnipresence of the Lord
in His Humanity, It is His Humanity that brings Him savingly
near to us. Iris Glorified Humanity is the very eIDbodiment of all

~,~_~rtue~_~.!_,!~Iislife and death. It has alT-saviJ.;g~p~~ven
and in earth. The importance of attending to and understanding the
subject of this part of the prophecy is intimated by what is said to
those to whom it is addressed: If any man kate an ear, let hini hear.
The ear meaning not only the faculty of understanding, but the in
clination to learn and to obey that which the truth teaches, to have
an ear and to hear are more necessary in this instance, in which the
eternal interests of the soul are deeply concerned.

10. The consequences of the doctrine to those who are practically
in it are described by an expressive figure. lie that leadeth into cap
t/vity, shall go into CalJtivity: he that killetl: 'with the sword, must be
killed with the sword. Error leads into captivity when it deceives the
understanding; it kills when it corrupts the heart. The true Iaw of
retaliation is here also laid down, Every spiritual injury that any
OUB inflicts upon another returns upon himself. Every false and every
evil principle has its punishment within it. He who rushes into
falsehood and evil, rushes into their consequences. As goodness and
truth are heaven and happiness, so evil and falsehood are hell and
misery. But it is added, Here is the patience 'and the faith of the
saints. The saints are .those who are written in the Lamb's book of
life. They are not seduced, but they are tried. When error and
evil prevail in the ch urch, those who are 110t led away are neverthe
less tempted to follow a multitude to believe error and do evil,
and have to resist the tide that carries others along. When

R
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predicting the very times to which these prophecies relate, the Lord
exhortedtffia .disciples, saying, "In your patience possess ye your
soul~.t"d\)?atienceis endurance in trial and temptation, And these
~tempt~~iQ!1-si.confirnl the faith, while they exercise the patience, of
;!~hose,0'who endure them,
\', :;J';~':f.i:Butthe other symbolic form of this faith now claims our attcn
tiqll~\t'r' lind I beheld another beast cominq U1J out of the earih ; and
,:~e)ll~ad tuo horns likJ3 a lamb, and he epake like a dragon. We have
.saidvthat those two beasts represent the draconic principle, as it
.unfolds itself among the simple and the wise, or those who enter more
superficially, and those w10 enter more deeply into the reasons and
.evidences of the faith, therefore among the laity and anlong the
.clergy~, They constitute what 11lay be called the external and internal
members, of the body. The beast which now appears has only two
distinguishing marks ; he has t\VO horns like a lamb, and he speaks
like, a dragon,

It is not indeed said of this beast that he was like a Iamb,
as it said of the other that he was like a leopard; but it is not
unreasonable to believe that he simulated the character of the
lamb, as well .. as assumed the semblance of his po\ver, of which
horns are the emblems. The lamb, whose character he simulated,
and" by .'V hose power he professed to do his wonders, is the Lamb
of God, that taketh a,vay the sin of the world, All religious
teachers, in the exercise of their office, claim to be am bassadors
for Christ, and set forth reconciliation with God and salvation from
sin as the end of their teaching. But those represented by the dragon
and his beasts teach not only the reconciliation of man to God, but the
reconciliation of God to man, But what was the teaching of the
apostles as ambassadors for Christ ~ It was this: "God was in
Christ reconciling the world unto Himself, not imputing their tres
passes unto them; and hath committed unto us the word of recon
cili~tion. .Now then we are ambassadors for Christ, as though God
did beseech you by us: we pray you in Christ's stead, be ye re
conciled unto God" (2 Cor. v. 19, 20). Nothing is said here of
Christ reconciling God to the world, nor even of Christ reconciling
the world to God; but only of God in Christ reconciling the world
to Himself,

But the apostle follows up this singularly clear statement with
another, which is supposed to teach the vicarious nature of His
atonement : "For He hath made Him to be sin for us, w110 knew no
sin, that we. might be made the righteousness of God in Him."

The allusion here is to the' sin-offering, which is sometimes called,
as it is here, by the single name of sin. The meaning therefore is,
that Jesus, sinless Himself, was made a sin-offering for us. But
what did the sin-offering mean 1 The common notion is, that in a
sin-offering God accepted the death of the animal instead of the sin':'
ncr's, as an atonement for the sin he had committed. In agreement
with this view, Christ is believed to have been made a sin-offering, by
His death being accepted as an atonement for the sins of the whole
world, In this there is some truth, with a large admixture of error.
In the offerings of the tTe,vish Church there was no idea of substituted
punishment. The J ewish sacrifice was indeed both a symbol of the
sacrifice of the worshipper and a type of the sacrifice of Christ; but
in neither did the sacrifice consist in the death of the offering. In
the Jewish ritual, the death of the animal was necessary to its be
coming a sacrifice, but the sacrifice itself consisted in its being
offered on the altar, when, consumed by the holy fire, the smoke
of the offering ascended before God as a sweet savour. The sacri
fice of the animal was a symbol of the sacrifice of the worshipper;
and the worshipper offers himself as a sacrifice when he devotes
himself to GoJ, "I beseech you brethren, by the mercies of God,
that ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto
God, which is your reasonable service" (Rom. xii. 1). In a more
particular way, he sacrifices himself to God when he offers up to God
his purified affections and thoughts, for these are, in the best sense,
himself"; and' these were represented by the animals, without spot
or blemish, offered on the altar. So the Psalmist says, "The sacri
fices of God are a broken spirit: a broken and a contrite heart, 0
God, Thou 'Yilt not despise" (Ps. lie 17). ' And the epistle to the
Hebrews says: "By Him therefore let us offer up the sacrifice 'of praise
to God continually. But, to do good and to communicate, forget
not: for with such sacrifices God is well pleased" (xiii. 15, 16). Of
the same character was the sacrifice of Christ, "'vho through the
eternal Spirit offered Himself without spot to God» Heb, ~~.!J4)~

His, indeed, was the sacrifice of all sacrifices. (~ was the perfect con- ..
secration of perfected humanity to His ,o\vneternal Godhead,

-It-'--,va"s-tl1e grearantitype of all the Jewish sacrifices, and is the
perfect archetype of all Christian sacrifice, Its end, as the writer of
the epistle of the Hebrews concludes, was to "purge your conscience
from dead works to serve the living God" (ix. 14).

It is but justice to those who hold that doctrine of vicarious sacrifice
to say, that they do not speak of the death of Christ as a punishment
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that was pleasing to God, but as a terrible necessity, to vindicate IIi::;
offended justice and outraged law. Divine mercy, it is said, desired to
forgive sinners, but could not. God could not be merciful to a whole
race'-ofoffenders without being unjust, and thus bringing both His
justice and His law into contempt. We do not object to the prillc~ple
that the justice of God required satisfaction, and His law' reparation.
,'What we object to is the idea that the justice of God could be
satisfied with substituted punishment, and His law with substituted
obedience. This is an impeachment of Divine justice far more in
jurious than anysinthat a man could commit. It is a violation of the
very first principles of justice. It is polluting the stream at its source;
and carrying its impure waters, not only into the whole system of
God's spiritual government, but into the 'whole of men's notions of
their spiritual relation and duty to God. It nuty be said that this is
an infidel objection. The objection itself is just j to Christians belong
the reproach of having put it l1!.,...the.~JYe.L~ to l:lake it.
How 'could it have entered into tlieneart of man to conceive and
utter such a "blasphemy against God" as this 1 But this name is
plainly written on the head of the doctrine of salvation by faith
alone, a doctrine founded on the very principle that God has visited
upon His innocent Son' the blood of His -guilty creatures. Truly
the' beast. that rose out of the earth, while it has the horns of a Iam b,
speaks like a dragon. Who but the old serpent could prompt men to
think and teach such a sentiment as this 1

'Va have admitted the claim of Divine justice to satisfaction. It
may therefore be demanded, Who is to satisfy its demands ~ So far
as it can be satisfied at all, it must be satisfied by hirn who offends
against it. By no other than ,the sinner himself can reparation be
made. This may bE~ considered presumptuous j but it ~true 3ever
theless. It may seem presumptuous to those w1itr'1iaVe been ac
customed to hear of the absolutely unforgiving nature of Divine
justice and the inviolableness of the Divine law; and of the utter
Inability of sinners to satisfy their demands. But this elaborate
system is not Divine but human. Having had its origin in the
natural inclinations of the human heart, it .has, like the dragon and
his beasts, passed through several stages of development, until it has
reached its present state, Yet there is no ground for the assertion
that God ever required perfect obedience from imperfect beings, as all
created beings are; nor is there any for the notion that God cannot
forgive sin without full satisfaction; least of all is there any for the
idea .. thatGod's law and justice can be satisfied by punishing the

innocent instead of the guilty. The inviolable law of Divine justice
is "The soul that sinneth, it shall die" (Ezek. xviii, 20). Not less
inviolable is the law, "If the wicked will turn from all his sins
that he hath committed, and keep all My statutes, and do that which
is lawful and richt he shall surely live, he shall not die" (ver. 21).

o , d .
Justice call-be satisfied only by the sinner's ceasing from sin and, omg
righteousness. Everyone 11lUSt do this for himself, not indeed by his
own strength, but by the Spirit of the Lord. ~n:r:o other ,va~ :an
the justice of God be satisfied than by our becoming Just. No DIVIne
attribute can be satisfied except by implanting itself in our hearts and
minds, so as to make us "partakers of the Divine nature" (2 Peter
i. 4:). The one end and aim of religion i~ t? .make the c~aracter. of
man an image of the character of God. Religion can requIre nothing
more than this and it can be satisfied with nothing less; for nothing
less can secure'human happiness in time or in eternity. God is in
finitely happy, because He is infinitely good and wise; and only so
far as we partake of His goodness and wisdom can we partake
of His happiness. No vicarious satisfaction, either by suffering or by
righteousness, can effect this transformation of the human character;
but the idea that it can may seriously prevent it, by inducing a false
confluence or a confluence in what is false. ' We shall see how much
this has been the case with regard to the doctrine we are now consider
ing, as represented by the second beast.

12. Of the second beast it is said that he exercieeili all the potoeroj
the first beast before him, and causetli the earth. and iheni ?ohiclt
dwell thereiu to uiorsliip the first beast, whose deadly wound 'was
healed. The dragon gave all his power to the first beast, and the first
gave all his power to the second; that is, the dragon exercised his
po\ver by the first beast, and then by the second throu?h tl~e

first. Every heresy arises and proceeds in its development In this
wise, First it springs up as a principle ill the heart, then it is formed
by false reasonings in the underatanding, and finally it is confirmed l)y
n false interpretation of the Scriptures. Such is the progress 0.£ the
doctrine, the last stage of which is described here. The particular
characteristic of this beast is, that he not only exercises the power, but
acts entirely in the interests, of the former one. The former beast
represents the doctrine as supported by reasonings; tl~is. beast r~pre

sents the doctrine as confirmed by Scripture. On relIgIOUS subjects
men employ reason to interpret Scripture, and employ Scripture to
confirm reason. That is to saJr , they employ Scripture to confirmtheir
own interpretation of Scripture, Where then is the difference
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between the true teacher 'and the false 1 The true teacher seeks to
find the mind of.God in Scripture j the false teacher seeks to find his
own, And having found this, he is at no loss to prove it to the satis
faction of those, at least, who are willing to take the la w at his
mouth,' or who, ill the study of the subject, follow the same course as
he has pursued. When a. system is once formed, those w110 adopt it
look at ull the Scriptures through it, and therefore see it in them all.
The .first thus entering into the second, the second exercises all the
power. of. the first. The second also causes all to worship the first.
The object ofproving a doctrine by Scripture is to obtain for it the
consent of the religious world. In this the second beast was singu
larly successful j for "he causeth the earth and them which dwell
therein to worship the first beast, whose deadly wound was healed."
In the general sense, the earth is the church, and those that dwell
therein are its members, But viewed abstractly, the earth and them
which dwell therein, mean the church and the principles. of goodness
and.tr~th of which it consists. When these are brought into con
formity with, and are made to confirm and exalt, the doctrine of faith
alone, the earth and those therein worship the beast, whose death-wound
.was healed. This, and a further reference to the first beast having
beenwounded to death and healed, supplies an additionnl reason for
the mission of the other j for the testimony of the VVord to the saving
_efficacy of good works is so repeated and direct, that, however
explained away, it can never be entirely silenced, but by making all
the other principles of the church and graces of religion bow down to
the single principle and grace of Faith.

13-15. John describes how the second beast carried out his com
~ission to support the authority of the first. And he doeth great
wonders, so that he malceili fire come down from heaven on the earth
in the sight of men, and deceioeththem. that dwell on the earth by the
means of those miracles ioliich. he had power to do in the sight of the
beast ; saylng to them that dwell on the earth, that they should make
an imaqe to the beast, uliicli had the wound by a sword, and did live.
The Scriptures record instances of the true prophet, but no instance of
a false. prophet, bringing down fire from heaven. The prophets of
Baal attempted to .do this but failed (1 Kings xix.). This mystic
beast was.to ,do a greater wonder than any actual deceiver had done
before him. : That which the true teacher brings down from heaven
is the fire of disinterested love; the fire of sectarian love is that which
.the .false teacher brings down, Sectarian love is the love of doctrine
and of those who.favour it. .And we know what alienations, divisions,

and enmities this has produced in the world. The nature of the fire
is evident from' the purpose for which it was brought down, Its
purpose, as we learn, was to deceive. There are, as formerly observed,
two ways of deceiving, by persuading and by convincing. Persuasion
appeals to the affections of the will, and through them to the thoughts
of the understanding. This is the kind of appeal which is to be
understood by bringing down fire from heaven. The fire of sectarian
love appeals to the affections, with the view of kindling in them the
sallie fire of sectarian love. Yet this fire comes down in the sight of
men, and sigh t relates to the understanding. Yes; but still this was
done as a miracle, in order to deceive or to seduce the understanding.
The very fact that this fire was brought, as a miracle or sign, shows
that it was intended to persuade rather than convince. Miracles do
not teach; and are not intended, as they are not able, to convince. They
impress the mind, and dispose it to listen to the truth, which alone
carries conviction. This is the case with true miracles, such as those
of our Lord, in which he brought down the fire of His Divine Love
form heaven to earth in the sight of men, The imitative but counter
feit fire of the false prophet comes down from his own imaginary
heaven to the earth of the natural man, and is intended to dispose
the mind to receive his false teaching. But these great miracles
were done not only in the sight of men but in the sight of the beast.
The second beast did them in the sight of the first, because they were
done to support his claim, and seduce men to worship him. They
were also done to induce men to make an image of the beast, which
had the wound by a sword, 'and was healed. A mental image is an
intellectual conception, that which is reproduced as an idea and con
viction in our own minds. The people made the image, and the
beast inspired it with life. And 'lZB had potoer to glve life unto the
imaqe of the beast, that the inuuje of the beast should both speak, and
cause that as mans) as would not uiorehip the imaqe of the beast should
be killed. Everyone must form some ideal image of what he is taught
to believe; but the life or spirit which animates it comes either from
heaven or from hell. The spirit of truth is from heaven, and is
love j the spirit of error is from hell, and is hatred. 'We do not
mean to say that all who are in religious error are inspired by hatred.
Far from it. We only mean to say of error itself, that its own spirit
is the opposite of the spirit of truth, and that so far as those who are
in religious error are imbued with the spirit of their own error, they
are in hatred. Providentially this is not al ways the case. Error
may be in the understanding, without corrupting the heart; as. truth
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may be in the understanding without correcting the heart. There is
this difference, however, between them, Truth, if it is followed, leads
men inthe"right .wayj but error, if it is followed, lends them in a
wrongway, "',!!H~ spirit which the beast gave to the image had the

.semblance of b~1111y fife j for the life which he infused into it was
its seemingaccordance with Scripture, which gave it the appearance
or:being alive, when yet it was dead. The spirit of this error is
evidenced by the lbeast causing that all who would not render it
worship should be .killed. It is a characteristic of false religion to
pronounce the 'sel~tel1Ce of eternal death on all who do not believe it.
Anathema to all unbelievers has been the cry of all heretics since the
pure doctrines of the Church of the Lord became corrupted.

'-16, 17. And he causetli all, both small and great, rich and poor.free
and bond, to receive a mark in their 'right hand, or in their fore
h~ads: and that no man 'lnight buy or sell, save he that had the mark,
or the name of the 'beast; or the number of his name. These different
degrees and conditions of men being not natural but spiritual, small
andgreat are those of less and of greater intelligence, rich and poor,
those who have more and less knowledge, and free and bond, those

. who. think for themselves and those who think from others. All
these, 'therefore, men of all classes, must receive the mark of the beast
in their right hands and foreheads. They must think and act in con
formity with the faith of the church. Those who do not are not

. allowed to' buy or sell. They must neither learn nor teach, unless it
b~ in accordance with this faith. The character of this faith is meant
by his mark, his name, and the number of his name. The mark, as
a. sort' of hieroglyphic, includes all that the name expresses, and the
name includes all that the number expresses, as a general principle
contains particulars. The number is therefore the ultimate form and
complete expression of all that the others contain. To this, therefore,
we are directed, in order to discover and uuderstand the character of
the doctrine which the beast represents.

18. 'Here is toisdom; Let hint that hath understanding count the
number 01 the beast : for it is the number 01 a man ; and his number
is Six Iumdred threescore and six. Many attempts have been mad
to explain the mystic number of this mystic beast. But those who
have' 'attempted to solve the mystery have misunderstood the meaning
of the vision. How then could they explain that which forms so im
p.ortant a part of it 1 If they did not know what was represented by
.the beast, how could they know what is meant by the number of his
name 1 The beast symbolizing the doctrine of faith alone, the numbor

of the beast expresses the character of that doctrine. What, then, .is
the meaning of this mystic number 1 vVe are instructed that the
number can be counted, or the character of the dogma can be dis
cerned, only by him that hath understanding, It does not mean that
any person of intelligence may unfold tlie mystery, It means that
only he who understands the subject of the prophecy can understand
the meaning of its symbolic numbel'. N urnbel'S iu the "\Vord, as we
have often remarked, do not mean quantity, but quality. To number
or count a number is, therefore, to ascertain the quality or character
of that which is numbered, The character, the quality of the doc
trine of salvation by faith alone, is expressed by the symbol 666. The
meaning is expressed by the symbolic value of the number six, and
the force of its meaning by the number six being three times repeated.
Six is a number which expresses completeness. God is said to have
finished or con}ple ted all His works in six days. Hence six days form
our week of labour, which precedes our day of rest j and, in a higher
sense, they express our states of probation and preparation in this
world, to be followed by our eternal rest in the kingdom of heaven.
To the faithful the six days are states of truth ending in a state of
goodness, states of faith ending in a state of love. But the proba
tionary days, which end in rest to the righteous, end in unrest to the
wicked. Theirs are not states of truth and faith, ending in goodness
and love, but states of falsity and faithlessness, ending in evil and
hatred. These are the states meant by the mystical Dumber of the
name of the beast. Six is 'expressive of the completely erroneous
character of the dogma of faith alone. It is the consummation of
error, the negation and falsification of truth. And the nature or
interior quality of this erroneous and pernicious dogma is still further
unfolded by analyzing the number 'vhich expresses its general char
acter. The nuuiber six is produced by the multiplication of two and
three. Two is expressive of what is good, and three of "That is true.
Six, as the product of two and three, is expressive of the union of
gooliness [lUU truth j consequently, in the opposito sense, of the union
of evil aud falsity. The union of goodness and truth constitutes
religion, and what constitutes religion constitutes the church and
heaven. The union of these t,YO graces is the end of all the Divine
works and gifts, of the creation and moral government of the world, of
Revelation and Redemption. These can have no other end than the
eternal happiness of the human race, and, as a means to that end, the
perfecting of the human character by the union of the principles of
goodness and truth. This union is the heavenly marriage, the anti-
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type of' the' marriage to which the kingdom of heaven is likened.
As. all. true religion promotes this union, all false religions tend to
weaken and dissolve iii, and f;o substitute for tl1e union of goodness
and. truth the union of evil and fulaity. The church, of which
th~,p~esent part of the Revelation treats, places salvation in faith
alone~+i'il'he exclusion of works from salvation has degraded the
Divine laws to moral precepts; and, by lowering the sanctions by
which-jhey are enforced ill the Bible, has made them of secondary
importance and. obligation, This error contains many others, .and

': among them one for which the scribes and Pharisees' were con
demned by our Lord: "Ye have made the commandment of God of
none effect by your tradition!"

CHAPTER XIV.

1. !N prophecy, aSI in history, there are always two opposing elements,
as IJ;l nature there are two opposing forces. From the beginning of
Genesis, when the serpent appeared in Eden as the tempter of
Eve, to the end of Revelation, when he is cast into the burning lake,
there is a. continual conflict between the po\vers of good and evil, of
light and darkness. The powers themselves, considered as they

.are by creation, are not destructive of each other, or of order and
happiness. On the contrary, like the opposing forces in nature, their
equilibrium gives rise to peaceful and useful action. God and self,
heaven and the world, reason and sense, spirit and matter are opposed
to each other, but only as the two forces by w hich the planets are
held in their orbits, and kept continually moving round the centre of
their life and light. A.ll things consist of an active and a passive, and
are held together by action and reaction. Strictly speaking, it is true,
there i$ but one active power in the universe, and that power is
God, What we call the activity of the powers of nature is but the
re-activity of the power of God. While all the pow'er of acting is
from God, re-action may be agreeable or contrary to order. Orderly
action consists in working together with God j disorderly action con
sists in working against Him. Man only is capable of disorderly
action, for only he has free-will. In God we Iive and move; and yet
our .Iife-and action may be opposed to his, This' possibility exists
from the" appearance that our life and our powers are our own.
Without this appearance we could not act as rational beings; we could

only act as we were acted upon; like the inferior creatures, we should
act from impulse and instinct, not from will and reason. The two
opposing forces, of which we have spoken, exist in man and in all that
proceeds from him ; and sometimes one and sometimes the other has
the ascendeney. This is observable throughout the whole of this book.
I t is seen in the woman clothed with, the sun, opposed by the dragon
that waited to devour her man-child, and who endeavoured to destroy
the 'V0111an herself, and afterwards persecuted the remnant of her seed.
It is also seen in the rule exercised by the dragon and his two beasts
over all that dwell upon the earth, whose names are not written in the
Lamb's book of life. That formed the dark side of the picture. N ow
the other and bright sight comes into view, And I looked, and, lo, a
Lamb stood on the Mount Sion, and uiiih. Him an hundred forty and
four thousand, having His Father's Name written in their foreheads.
The COl1lpany now seen with the Lamb are the hundred and forty and
four thousand who had been sealed out of the tribes of Israel. The seal
of the living God had preserved them from the seductive po,ver of the
dragon j and now, when all the earth has come under his dominion,
these spirits of the just appear on the holy hill of Zion, with the
Lamb of God in. their midst, In this vision, as in those prophecies in
'vhich the Saviour is spoken of as standing on Mount Zion, the spiri
tual idea is, that He is present with the ch urch and its mernbel'S in love.
Of the t,YO names by which the church is called, Jerusalem means the
church in regard to her faith, and Zion the church in regard to her
love. Those who appeared with the Lamb on Mount Sion are those
who from love acknowledge the truth, that the Lord in His Divine
Humanity is God alone. Their state of love is further described by
the nnme of the Father being written in their foreheads. The Father
is the Divine name, which is expressive of love j and this name is
written in the forehead when His love is inscribed in the heart, and
rules in the mind.

2, 3. After John beheld these exalted ones, he heard a voice from
heaven, as the ooice of mans] 'waters, and as the voice of a great
thunder.' and I heard the voice of harpers harping with their harps :
and they sung as it were a new song before the throne, and before the
four beasts, and the elders: and no man could learn that song but the
hundred and forty and four ·thousand, 'which toere redeemedfrom the
earth. The heaven from which the voice and the song were heard,
may be called the Christian heaven, being that which our Lord had
formed of the just made. perfect through His 'York of redemption
in the world. The angels had sung at the time of the Lord's First
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Advent, 'I'hey DOW sing at the approach of Iris Second Advent
and they rejoice at His triumph over the power of error and
evil, and the deliverance of the faithful. Their voice is heard as
the ..sound of many waters, symbolic of abounding truths j and
asfhe 'sound .of thunder, which is the symbol of goodness. But
there' was also the voice of music. ]\1usic is the language of the
affections, First, there was the voice of harpers harping 'with their
harps ; and then. the voice' of song. The harps, like all stringed
instruments, mean affections whose object is truth j the voice means
affections whose object is goodness. The angels sung, as it 'were, a
De\V song. "Ve are not told what the theme of their song was, It no
doubt resembled that which 'vas afterwards sung by those mentioned
in the next chapter who stood by the sea of glass. Enough to know
that the. song expressed the feelings and sentiments of the angelic
hostsin relation to the Lord and to His redeemed ones, as they 1l0\V

stood upon Mount Zion. Theirs was a song, too, which the children
of Zion, but no others, could learn. And when these sealed 011es
ilave come to learn that new song, they themselves will be angels,
living in the .New Heaven, from which the New -Ierusalem is to
descend.

4, 5..The character of these redeemed ones is next described. These
"(l1'e they uiliicl: uiere not defiled ioith. uiomen ; for they are virgins. These
are they 'which folloio the Lamb ioliiihersoeoer lie goeth. These toere

'redeemed from amonq men, being the first-fruits unto Goel and to the
Lamb. And in their mouili toas found no guile: 101' they are toitlioui
fault before the throne of God. It hardly need be said that there is
110 reference here to the vestals of the heathen temples, and the nuns
of the Romish Church, Both were the fruit of religious error and
moral corruption. Not till marriage was regarded as sensual and
earthly, was perpetual virginity esteemed as spiritual ana heavenly.
The symbolic virgin of Holy Scripture, though pure, is less perfect
than the married wife. She is marriageable, and lllay even be pre
pared for her nuptials, but she has not yet entered into the heavenly
marriage, She Is good and true, loving and faithful; but goodness
and truth, love and faith, are not yet so fully united in her mind as
to make her perfect before the throne of God. This is the case with
the virgin church here represented j she is not Jet the bride and wife
of the Lamb. That is a consummation yet to come, and we shall
find it in a future part of this prophecy. Meanwhile, the state of
those 'who form this multitude is described. "They were not defiled
with women." They form a contrast to the woman with whom the

kings of the earth committed fornication (chap. xvii.), The undefiled
are those who have preserved themselves free from evil and error; w ho
have not mixed the holy with the profane j who have kept themselves
unspotted from the' world. These are the virgin souls who are
honoured in the Word of truth. These are they which follow the
Lamb whithersover He goethe They acknowledge the Lord in His
Divine Humanity as their God and Saviour. This is the case, in an
eminent degree and in a peculiar manner, with those whom the sealed
represent-those who form the New Christian Heaven, and the .New
Christian Church. The Lord Jesus Christ in them and to them is All
-the Creator and Redeemer. Him they follow in their faith, their
love, and their life. They follow Him whithersoever He goethe The
Lord leads the faithful by the way which He Himself passed to
glory j for they are regenerated as He was glorified. But those who
have finished their course 011 earth He leads through the never-ending
and ever-ascending states of heavenly perfection and felicity. They
were redeemed (or bought) from among men. By the Lord's great
work inthe flesh, all men were redeemed j for all were delivered from
the overwhelming power of the hell that is without them ; but by
His particular work by His Spirit, 111en are redeemed from the
po\ver of the hell whieh is within them, 'I'his is the purchase or
redemption of which the virgins were the subjects. They were de
livered from evil and error, and gifted with goodness and truth; they
were redeemed from among mell to be numbered among angels; they
were the first-fruits to God and the Lamb of those who had, like the
wise virgins, waited for Him in the middle state, until they heard
the joyful cry, "Behold, the Bridegroom cometh; go ye out to meet
Him." They are the first-fruits as being new-born; for the first-fruits
of the earth are the same as the firstborn of men; and both are holy
to the Lord, because they represent the beginning of regeneration or
the new birth, and therefore a foretaste of all that follows. But the
firstfruits do not represent the first beginning of the religious life.
They represent what we n1aycall the beginning of tho end. The first
fruits were the first reapiugs of the ripe corn; the first of the ingathering
of the harvest; the matured fruit of the tree that had been planted beside
the ri vers of water; of the seed that had been sown, and whose growth
had been watched with constant but trustful care. The firstfruits which
we produce and offer to the Lord, are the firstfruits of the seeds of
eternal truth which have been sown and have taken root in the inner
man, and have been brought forth in deeds of love and charity in the
outer man. Those themselves who are the first-fruits to God and the
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Lamb, are those who have been born anew by the Lord's love and
truth; God and the Lamb being expressive of the Divinity and
Humanity of the Lord, and .of His Divine Love and Wisdom. In the
mouth of these holy ones was found no guile. They were Israelites
indeed. They were simple-minded ; without dissimulation, 'They
were lovers of truth, and had no second purpose in seekinsr and
knowing it; their only end being to serve God and minister to the
good and happiness of each other. They are without fault, and
unspotted before the throne of God. Having kept their garments
unspotted from the world, by shunning evil and every false ·way, they
appear before heaven, which is God's throne, as blameless. None
indeed, not. even the highest angels, are absolutely pure in God's sight.
But those whose ends are pure, are blameless, or without fault before
Ilis throne. "Blessed is the man unto whom the Lord irnputeth not
iniquity, and in whose spirit there is no guile" (Ps. xxxii, 2).

6. John now says, And I saw another angel fly in the midst of
heaoen, having the eoerlasiinq qospel to preach unto them that dwell on
the earth, and to every nation, and kindred, and tongue, and 1)e01J[e.

This is the third angelic bearer of a solemn message whom John saw,
After the sealing of the twelve tribes and the opening of the seventh
seal, he beheld an. angel flying through heaven, saying, Woo to the
inhabiters of the earth (viii. 13). After this he saw another rnighty
angel come down" with' a little book in his hand, which J olin was
desired to eat. .Now he sees an angel fly in the midst of heaven
having the everlasting Gospel. There is a connection between these
three. The Iast is the most perfect manifestation of the Lord's power,

-c-, and the most joyous as well as triumphanf result of His judgments,
The company on Mount Sion represent those who were the first-fruits
of the harvest which the Lord was gathering into His N ew Church in
heaven; and this ingathering is followed by the commencemnnt of
the New Church on earth. As we have seen, the church begins in
heaven as the world of causes, and thence descends to earth as the
world of effects. Here, however, it is not the actual COlnlnencenlcllt
of the church on earth, but the preparation for it, that is represented.
No\v that the ,yay is prepared, first by the removal of the obstruc
tions which the dragon presented, and then by the elevation of the
good outof the middle state, the glad tidings of sal vatiun call be
preached anew, The angel is a symbol of the Lord Himself ; but of
theLord as acting 'through heaven, or by angelic agency. The ever
la.st~\l,g Gospel, or an everlasting Gospel, is the same Gospel which the
tQ~d Himself preached on earth in the days of His flesh, but that

Gospel rendered still more glorious. The Gospel he preached had been
obscured and corrupted. The book containing it had been sealed.
The seals have been opened. The book has been delivered to the
Prophet of the Christian church. Its Divine ·Truths are now to be
communicated to 111e11, to every nation, and kindred, and tongue, and
people, offered indeed to all, and imparted to every class of recipient
minds.

7. But the Gospel, as preached at this stage of the progress of the
prophecy, is not yet entirely received as the Gospel of love and peace.
For the angel was heard, saying toiili a loud voice, Fear Qud, and
gilie glory to Him j for the hour .of His judgment is come : and uior
8hip Hint that made heaven, and earth, and the sea, and the fountains
of waters. The fear of God is not necessarily slavish fear; but even
when it is the fear of love, it is a reverential feeling, and all reverence
is guarded by, though not necessarily mixed with, fear. Those who are
exhorted to fear God are also required to give Him glory. And to fear
God and glorify Him is to acknowledge Him as the Author of all good
ness and truth. These are ever united in the Divine judgments, For
although it is truth that judges, it is not truth alone, but truth in
union 'with goodness. 'The angel, therefore, COlll mands all to, fear and
give glory to God, for the hour of His judgment is come. This
judgrnent in the general sense is that passed upon all, but especially
which brings error and evil in the church into judgment, and after
which a new church is commenced. These are also, therefore, com
manded to worship Him that made heaven and earth, and the sea and
the fountains of waters, And they are required to worship Him as the
Maker of all these, because they represent constituent elements of the
church; and their Creator is the Being who founded and formed the
church. 'This is the new creation which God was then about to effect
after judgment, Heaven and earth mean the church in heaven and the
church on earth, or the internal and external of the church. The sea
and the fountains of water are Divine truths, as contained in the
literal and spiritual senses of the Word, and the doctrines of the
church as derived from them, Of all these the Lord is the Author,
and as such He is to be worshipped,

8. After the angel who proclaimed the everlasting Gospel there
followed another angel, saying, Babylon is fallen, 1~S fallen, that great
city, because she made all nations drink of the wine of the wrath of
her fornication. Another corrupt principle of religion, with another
branch of the church as its embodiment and exponent, now for the
first time comes into view, but which appears prominently in a
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future part of the vision.. Babylon is self-love exercising dominion
by means of religion. BabyIon is the Scripture type of that cardinal
Iovejn the human heart which, in all ages since the time of the
,Fall,:.has been prompting men to grasp at po,ver for the sake of
self-exaltation. In the king it is the lust of conquest and dominion

-inbheworld ; in the priest it is the lust of conquest and dominion
in the church. The nature of this principle is fully described and
,laid open in a subsequent part of the prophecy. Here it is only in
dicated. Babylon is said to be a great city, because the doctrine
by which the love of dominion seeks to attain its ends has great
power. She seeks this power by inducing the nations to drink of
the wine of the wrath of her fornication. This is universally per
ceived to mean the making of men spiritually drunk, by stupefying
their minds by her teaching and persuasion. The wine of the wrath
of fornication is what she communicates as truth, but which is
really truth corrupted and profaned.
. 9-11. A third angel now raises his warning voice, saying, If any
man uiorehip the beast and his imaqe, and receive his mark in his fore
head, or in hie hand, the same shall drink of the uiine of the toraili
of God, ~ohich ie poured out without mixture into the cup of his
indiqnaiioi: j and he, shall be tormented uiith. fire and brimstone ill the
presence of the holy angels, and in the presence of the Lamb : and the
smoke of their torment ascendeili for ever and ever. The introduction,
after the proclaiming of the universal Gospel, of the two po,vers
which are opposed to it, is not without a purpose and a meaning,
It teaches us, that the consequences of being drawn into evil and
error in the presence of the truth, are more serious than of being
in error without knowing the truth. For this reason those who shall
now worship the beast shall drink of the wine of the wrath of God.
There is no wrath in God. God's love is turned into wrath in the
corrupt heart; and His truth is turned into a lie in the perverse
understanding; The wine of the wrath of God is the pure truth
of His VVord turned into falsehood. As the cup is to the wine,
doctrine is to truth, and the letter of the Word to its spirit, and
the mind itself to the love and wisdom that flow into it. 'I'ho
perversion and destruction of both. is expressed in the pouring
out of wrath. The torment which is threatened, or rather merci
fully declared, is simply the consequence of the evil state which
the perversion of heavenly truth produces. The fire and brimstone
with which the worshippers of the beast are tormented are the evil
10v~8 that burn in their own hearts, and the smoke of their torments

is the falsity that proceeds from them. They are said to be tormcnteu
before the holy angels and 111 the presence of the Lamb, because their
state is opposed to heaven and to the Lord, That the Lord and His
angels enjoy the sight of the torments of the damned IS a notion that
(Jan only be entertained by the simple and by literalists, They have
no 'rest day nor night, who uiorsliip the beast and his iuuuje, and who
soever receicetli the mark of' lds name, means that those who acknow
ledge the religion of faith alone, and have its character imprinted on
their hearts and minds, shall be continually infested with evils and

with the falsities that spring from them.
12. From these worshippers of the beast our attention is drawn

to the worshippers of God. Here 'is the patience of the saints: h.er6
are they that keel) the commamdments of (lad, and the faith o.f Jesus..
'I'he saints are here introduced and have their patience exercised,
because in troublous times, when there is a conflict between truth and
error, and between good and evil, the faithful are brought into states
or ten)ptation. These states are not only unavoidable but useful;
they are the means of removing the dross and leaving the pure silver..
And here again we see the character of true as opposed to false
saints. Those under the dominion of the beast are the votaries
of faith without works. 'I'he saints, on the contrary, are those who
unite works and faith: they keep the oonunandtnents of God o,IH1 tho
fuith of Jesus Christ.

13. And I heard a voice from heaoen saying unto me. -VV'rite, Blessed
are the dead 'which die iti the Lord front lienceforth : }Tea, saith tlie
Spirit, that they 1nay rest from. their labours ; and their works do
follow them. If natural death only be understood, there is no obvious
connection between this and the preceding verse j but if spiritual
death is meant, we can see the two statements as parts of a series.
'I'emptation, or inward conflict, with those who overcome, ends in the
death of the old man, or the corrupt selfhood. This is dying in the
Lord. and is that death of His saints which is precious in His sight
(PSt cxvi. 15). Blessedness is said to be theirs who die henceforth.
Before this stage in the progress of events, when error and evil pre ...
vailed, both in the world and in the middle state, the n1ea118 of
opposing truth to error and good to evil were deficient; so that there
was less of conflict between them. And there being less tempta
tion, there was less purification; and there being less purification,
there was less blessedness. N ow that the universal Gospel has been
preached, the case is different: henceforth there is both the light and
the po\ver required for conquest. The blessed who die- in the Lord

S



Test from their Iabours,, and their works follow or go with them, A
distinction is made between work and labour. Labour and 'York are
widely different. Labour consists in resisting evil, work consists in
doing good. Labour is the result of sin; 'York is the fruit of holi
ness. Sin having- introduced labour, when sin is overcome labour
ceases.rand the soul enjoys rest. In heaven there is no labour, because
thereris no sin. V\Te there rest from our labours.' Our warfare is
accomplished. But we do not rest from our works; they follow us.
We carry them with us as our eternal inheritance. We carry them,

- Dot as the account of so much 'York done for which we obtain so
much reward, but as states of heart and life, out of which felicitv
springs. Therecord of our works is engraven on our hearts as states,
And from these states works of love will ever proceed, and yield ever
increasing delight and happiness. V\Tarks of love, not faith alone,
follow those who die in the Lord.

14. The patience of the saints and the blessedness of the dead who
die in the Lord are followed by a vision of j udgment, This occupies
the remaining part of the chapter. And Llooked, and behold a 'white
cloud, and upon the cloud one sat like unto the Son oj man, having on
His head a golden croum, and in Ills hand a eliarp sickle. This appear
a~ce is similar to that in whieh the Lord's Second COIning is described
in the Gospels. l'htB general belief on this important subject is formed
from .the literal sense of the New Testameut prophecies. These
prophecies are purely figurative, or rather spiritual, and can only be
spiritually understood. Their literal fulfilment, once 'within the Iirnits
of unreasoning faith, are placed by science beyond the bounds of
~'ational belief. The end of the world, the falling of the stars, the
extinction of the sun and moon, the appearance of the Son of man in
the clouds, and the gathering of all nations before Him, are ideas only
suited to an age such as that to which the Revelation was made, Not
that the literal interpretation of Scripture is to be given up simply
because it cannot be maintained. But He who inspired the sacred
writers and prepared. the vision for the Seer, knew the time of their
fulfilment, and has given the light of science to bear witness to the licht
of Revelation, as it now shines by an enlightened interpretation.
According to the spiritual sense, the end of the world, or COllSUl111Ua
tion of the age, is the end of the church; the falling of the stars, and
the extinction of the sun and moon, are the failing of religious know
ledge, faith, and love. In the vision before us, the SOl1 of Ulan is tho
Lord as Divine Truth, or the Word. The white cloud upon which
He sat is the- literal sense of' the Word, which is represented by a

cloud, because the natural sense of the Word veils its spiritual sense.
The golden crown Upall His head and the sickle in His hand are both
emblematic of judgment, The golden crown is emblematie of
His sovereignty and of His love, and the sickle of His truth. Love
and truth are united in the Divine judgments, Truth is that which
judges, but in all judgment the Lord remembers mercy.

15-20. vVe 110'V read of the appearance of three other angels; two
C0111e out from the temple and one from the altar. 'The first angel
that came out of the tern ple C"1"1~ed to him that sat on the cloud, Thrust
in thy sickle, and (reap: for the time is come for thee to 14 eaJ? : for the
harvest of the earth is ripe. When he that sat on the cloud had
reaped the earth, another angel came out o~f the temple 'lchich is 'in
heaven, he also having a sharp sickle. And another angel came out
front the altar, uihicli had power ooer fire ; and cried ioitli a loud C19Y
to him that had the sharp sickle. saying, Tit/rust in thy sharp sickle,
and gather the clusters of the nine of the earth; for her grapes are
fully ripe. There are here, then, t\VO reapers, one who reaps the har
vest, and the ather the vintage, of the eaith ; one who gathers in tlH~

corn of the church, the other the wine, Corn and wine are two of
the elements by ~,vhich the life of religion is sustained; corn the good,
and WilH1 the truth of the church.. :\ Corn shall make the young rnen
cheerful, and new' wine the maida' (Zeeh. ix, 17). But the church
here treated of has left her first love, and forgotten the Author of her
blessings, ,t She did not know that I gave her corn, and wine, which
they prepared. for Baal. . Therefore will I return, and take a,vay My
corn in the time thereof) and My wine ill the season thereof" (Hosea ii
8, 9). The threatened time and season are COI118. The Divine bounties
that had been given are to be taken a\vay from those who abused.
them, and given to others; while they themselves are removed into a
corner. These two reapers, one from the cloud and the other from
the temple, one reaping the harvest and the other the vintage, repre
sent the operation of Divine Truth, as it is in the letter of the Word,
mount by the cloud and by one like the Son of Man, and as it is in
the spiritual sense of the Word) meant by the temple and the angel
who CUIne on t of it. III accordance with this character of the reapers
is the nature of the harvest, Those who have only known the letter
of the Word are judged by the letter, those who have known the spirit
are judged by the spirit.

But the tW(! who had. the sickles, one in the cloud like the Son of
Man and the angel from the temple, did not proceed to cut down the
harvest un til t\VQ others carne forth and called' upon them to reap.
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He that sat upon the cloud was called upon by one from the temple:
and he. that came out of the temple was called upon by one from the
altar. The Divine judgments are effected by wisdom acting from
love. The two directing angels represent heaven itself as consisting
of the two classes of angels who make up its two kingdoms-c-the king
dom of wisdom and the kingdom, of love. These t\VO kingdoms are
meant by the temple and the altar; the angel who carne out from the
altaris therefore said to have power over fire, for fire is the symbol
of love.

When the angelic :reaper had gathered the vine of the earth, he
cast it into the"'great ioine-prees of the 'wrath of God. The wine-press
is a common emblemof trial and of judgment; for these are intended,
like the wine-press, to separate the good from the bad. In the in
dividual they separate good 1'1'0111 evil princi ples ; in the church they
separate good from evil men. Trial and judgment are also for the
purpose of testing men's works, to bring out their essential and true
character. 'This is the case here. The grapes, like all fruits, are ern
blematic of works ; and the present ordeal is to lay open the real
character of the works of the worshippers of the beast, who were
practically in the doctrine of faith alone. The wine-press is called the
wine-press of God's wrath, on the principle already explained, that
God is represented according to man's state, evil in man producing
the appeal'ance of wrath in God. Tile wine-press UXlS trodden without
the city. In the Jewish economy, from which the figures in the Apo..
calypse are chiefly taken, everything unclean was carried" find every
unpleasant thing was done, first without the caInp, and afterwards
without the city. Our Lord Himself was crucified without the city;
for, without the city was the emblem of what is out of the Church.
When the wine-press 'was trodden, blood came out of the ioine-press,
even unto the horse bridles, by the space 0./ a thousand and six hundred
.furlongs. Wine is called the blood of the grape j but these grapes
yielded, not the blood of the grape, but the blood of guilty 111e11. The
city where the evil ones dwelt was SOdOIll and Egypt; and ., their
vine is of the vine of Sodom, and of the fields of Gomorrah : their
grapes' are grapes of gall, their clusters are bibtor " (Dent. xxxii, 32),
That which the ~~reuding expressed was not, therefore, tru th, of which
generous' wine ii'~thesym boI;1Jiit falsehood, of 'vhich the blood of
slain men is figurative, But the remarkable circumstance connected
with their blood is, that, as it flowed from the wine-press, it was so
deep that it reached to the horse-bridles, and so broad that it covered
a.sp~ce of sixteen hundred furlongs. This singular mode of expressing

CHAPTER XV.

1. IN a previous part of this prophecy (chap. viii.), 'we read of
seven angels with seven trumpets, the sounding of' which, excepting
the last, brought a series of calamities upon the earth. John now says,

its depth and extent can only 'be understood from the meaning of the
figures. The horse is emblematical of the understanding. The bridle,
w hich is employed in guiding this noble creature, is the ernbleru of truth
which guides the intellect. But the mouth of the horse, in which the
bi t of the bridle is placed, is also that by which he feeds; and feed
ing signifies instruction, the mind bein IT fed bv know ledsre as the body
, .., tJ 0 L

lS by food. The blood reaching' to the horses' bridles means. there-
fore, that the truths of the "V\Tord have been falsified to such a degree,
that the understanding has become so deeply immersed in falsities as
to be hardly any longer capable of being either instructed in or guided
by the truth. 'I'he extent of the sea of blood is evidently as sicnifi
cant as its depth. A space of two hundred miles covered with blood !
When the material idea of space is translated into the spiritual idea
of state, the space over 'vhich the blood flowed is expressive of the
state of the mind, as being thus overspread with falsified truths; the
quality of that state being expressed by the number of furlongs over
which the blood extended. To ascertain the meaning of numbers, we
must trace them to their root, which leads us to the root of the qualitv
or attribute which they represent. Sixteen has the same meaning as
four, and foul', like two, signifies conjunction ; in the genuine sense,
the conjunction of goodness and truth; in the opposite sense, which
it has here, the conjunction of evil and falsity: the hundreds that are
added do not alter the meaning, but only intensify it. The kind of
measure mentioned has also a meaning. Furlongs are measured 'ways ;
and ,vays mean truths leading to goodness: in the opposite sense, fal
sities leading to evil, which is the meaning here, The blood coverinc
sixteen hundred furlongs expresses the idea that, instead of there
being truth leading to goodness, there was falsity leading to evil. This
being the case, there could be no conjnnction of goodness and truth,
which is itself salvation, and which constitutes the churchand heaven :

J

but, on the contrary, the conjunction of evil and falsity, which destroys
the church and shuts heaven, and thus brings ruin upon the soul.
The whole imagery, therefore, of the treading of the wine-press, speaks
of a COlll plete consuunuation,
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And I saw another sign -in heaven, great and rnaroellous, seven anqel«
having the se'Vf;n lCMJt plagues; for in then» is filled up the uirath
fJf[lod. V{eh~ve seen that the angels 'with the trumpets did
not produce the evils which followed the sounding of their trumpets,
but, only disclosed them; just as the law does not produce sin,
which it is said to do, but only mukes it manifest (It0111. vii.
Qet;seq.),. The law is also said to 'work wrath (Rom. iv, 15), as
these plagues are said to fill up the wrath of God. The seven last
plagues, which followed the pouring out of the vial('are not there-
.foreinflictions, but disclosures. That which discloses is truth. '" 'It All
things that are, reproved are made manifest by the light" (Eph. v,
.IS). The disclosure of evil and error worketh wrath, That wrath
is not in God, but in the children of disobedience. In conformity
with the appearance, it is ascribed as a cause to that which reproves
it and brings it to light. These seven last plagues are said to 1111
up the wrath of God. They complete the disclosures which were
required to make an end of that w hich had become old and effete,
so that what is new and fruitful may take its place.

2, 3. Between. the appearance of these messengers and the pour
ing out of their vials, there is seen: like a glimpse of glory through
a. rifb in the storm-cloud, as it 'were a sea of glass miiujted with fire:
and them that had gotten the victory over the beast, and oner his
imaqe, and over hie 'Inark, and over the number of his name, stand on
the S(3a of glass, having the harpe 0.( God. A nd they sing the song of
Mosee the servant of God., and the sung 0/· the Lamb. In the multitude
standing on the sea of glass, singing the song of Moses and SOllg of the
Lamb, we can hardly fail to see a resemblance to the Israelites stand
ing on, the shore of the Red Sea, singing Moses' song, as a thanksgiving
to Jehovah, who had gotten then) the victory over Pharaoh and his host.
Like the Israelites, those who formed this eompany were celebrating
their deliverance from, and their victory over, a powerful and insidious
enemy, by whom they had been persecuted and enslaved. Further,
those who composed this company were themselves Israelites; and
their adversary, the dragon, had the chief seat of his empire in the
city, which spiritually is Sodom and Egypt. If there is in this part
of the .Revelation a studied resemblance to that portion of tbe
Israelitish. history, there is every reason to believe that there is also a
similarity of meaning. And if we know what is represented by the
onejwe mar with some degree of confidence say what is signified by
the other. Israel in' Egypt represented the church in a state of
bondage, and Egypt represented that which enslaves her.

The true Israel consists of those who unite charity and faith in good
works, This alone is true religion; at once of the heart, of the
intellect, and of the life. So far as any religion separates these, and
sets up one or other of them as the only condition of salvation, so far
it is erroneous. The Egyptians represented those who make religion
to consist in knowing, withou t regard to doing. .And those w ho do
this, however they make profession of religion, have neither faith nor
love. It was Divinely foreseen, and even foretold, that in the last
times the love of luany should wax cold (Matt, xxiv, 12), and that the
Son of mau at His Second COIning would not find faith on the earth,
that is, in the church (Luke xviii, 8). When there is 110 love there
can be no living faith; and when there is neither love nor faith there
can be no good works, But it is the doctrine of salvation by faith
alone that is treated of in this place. The dragon is the emblem .ot
this doctrine, and. of the evil which results from' it; and Iris t\VO
beasts are the means by which it is supported. The multitude on the
sea of glass are those who have gotten the victory over the faith
which had virtually set those principles aside, In obtaining this
victory they pass through much tribulation. They have not only the
outward influence, but the inward inclination, to contend with. Aud
not until they pass into the eternal world, .nor indeed until tho
harvest, at the close of the dispensation, do they obtain their final
triumph and complete emancipation. It is then that they stand upon
the sea of glass, and sing the song of Moses and of the Lamb. This
sea of glass, like the Red Sea, nlay be regarded under two differen t
aspects, the Red Sea having been the scene of Israel's deliverance and
of Pharaoh's destruction. These two aspects are presented in the sea
of glass mentioned in chapter iv., and the sea here described. The
sea of glass seen before the throne signifies the new heaven in its
ultimate degree, as consisting of -those who are in general or common
knowledges of truth, which are meant by the sea. That sea may be
considered as being like, if not represented by, the Red Sea while the
Israelites were in it and passing between its crystalline walls, But
here the spiritual Israelites have passed through the sea, and now
stand upon it, having gotten the victory over their enemies,
Pharaoh and his host, who, w hen pursuing Israel, were overwhelmed
by its returning waves, and now lie drowned in its waters, whose depths
have covered them. The sea of glass therefore now signifies, not .only
general truth, but those who, having known these truths, had yet
remained in evil, which the truth condemns, and which it ultimately
judges. Those who are in this state are spiritually dead, as Pharaol
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and his 110st were natur~lly. On account of this signification of the
sea of glass, itIs now spoken of, not as, but as ,it were, a sea of glass ;

- for. those who only know spiritual things are hut their seeming
possessors, and in the judgment they are deprived even of these.
The sea is now also said to be mingled with fire, for those who
have knowledge without goodness are in evil, because they are
under vthe influence of self-love and the love of the 'world, of which
fire is the symbol. Over these evil loves, as well as over those who
are. under their dominion, this C0111pany have gotten them the victory.

And how appropriate is this song in celebration of the victory they
have obtained! They have had to contend with the principle and the
doctrine, that salvation is by faith alone, without the works of the
law, not the ceremonial Iaw only, but the moral Inw, How significant,
too, under these circumstances, is the song of Moses and the song of the
Lamb l The .Law and the Gospel united! Two that have been sepa
rated, and considered to be irreconcilably opposed to each other, are
joined together in one grand harmony I Faith in the Lord J esus
Christ, and a life according to the conuuandmcuts.e--f.heee are the very
essence and soul of the song, because they are the t,YO uni versul

principles, the Alpha and the Omega, of al~ t~lat const~t.utcs Chris
tianity. Nothing could afford a Blare convmcmg proof of the har
mony of the Law and the Gospel than these redeemed and blessed
ones singing the song of Moses 'and of the Lamb. It was the expres
sion of their affections and perceptions, and' the fruit, of their
experience. They had passed through the troubles and perils of life,
and had found in the Lord and in His law the po\ver which over
comes in the spiritual warfare ; and they now unite these in their
gloriflcation. In all the praise and thauksgi ving of the true ch urch
on earth, these two are united. There is no true worship but, that
which arises from the acknowledgment of Moses as the servant. of
God and' of Jeans as God whom he serves. Moses is the servant of
God "when the Iaw serves the Divine purpose of leading uien to shun
evil as sins against God, and to do righteousness as agreeable to IIis
"Till. And Jesus is confessed to be God Himself when lIe is loved
and worshipped as Jehovah ill Divine Humanity,

But the theme of the song demands our attention. Great and
maroelloue are Thy works, Lord God Abnighty, just and true are
'Thy ways, Thou ]{ing 0/ saints. The Lord's works of creation and
providence, redemption and salvation, and His ,va.rs ill all .Ilis
dealincs with His creatures, are just and true. We are the subjects
ora moral government founded on the immutable principles of justice

and truth. This general view of the subject does not however exhaust
all that the song of the multitude presents. Considered in its higher
sense, as the subject of praise by the regenerate, the song is expressive
of their own experience. The Divine works which call forth the
praises of the regenerate, especially in the other world, are those which
have made them new creatures, and raised them into hen.venly states,
as 'Yell as into heavenly places. The regeneration of the human soul,
which is the end and object of all the. other works of God, is itself a
great and marvellous work, When raised into that world where we
shall look from the causes of things to their effects, we shall see
far more clearly than now, how great the love and how wonderful
the wisdom that have brought us out of darkness into marvellous
light, and from the pO'wer of Satan unto God. The Lord's ,va,ys of
dealing with us and leading us, which in this life often appeal' obscure
and perplexed, will, ill the other life; be 'brought to light, and seen
to be in all respects j list and true.

4. The spirits of these righteous ones exclaim, Who shall not fear
Thee, 0 Lord, and glor(/y Thy .~V"a.11~e? for Thou only art holy: for all
nations shall come and worship before Thee; for Thy }udgnzenis are
made manifest. 1101y fear is the fear that springs from love, the fear
of offending the object loved. Glorification is exaltation. In effect
they say, """Tho shall not serve Thee from love ~ w ho shall not glorify
'Thee from truth 1 For 'Thou only art holy." 'I'his is a confession
which none but those who have been made holy call make. It is the con
fession not merely of a truth which all may rationally see, but of a truth
which the sanctified only can know ; it is a heartfelt acknowledgment
that their holiness is from the Lord and is IIis. Of ourselves we are
unholy ; all our holiness is of Huu ; and to Him we should ascribe
the glory. The nations who are to come and worship before the
Lord, are those who are in simple good, like the well-disposed Gen
tiles. These readily receive the truth when it is made known to
them ; and the Lord's truths are His judgmeuts that are made mani
fest; for it is truth that judges between good and evil, sin and
righteousness.

5. When .Iolin had seen the victorious eOUlpallY, and heard their
Bong, he says, A1ul after that I tooked, and, behold, the temple of' ike
tabernacle 0./ the tesiimonu in heaven 'was opened. The opening of the
temple of the tabernacle of the testlzuony in heaven is a sign as
appropriate to the occasion as the song of the redeemed. The tables,
on which the commandments had been written by the finger of God,
were placed in the inmost of the tabernacle and the temple; and the
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Divine law was called the testimony. 'The law' of the ten COIUU1Ul1tl

ments is here brought prominently forward, as that which is opposed
to the principle of faith alone, The temple of the tabernacle had
been 5C.Ut.:, and the law concealed and neglected. .Now it is Illude

manifest, Jtis Dot only restored to its rightful place ; it is opened
bythe unfolding of its inner meaning, by which its spirituality and
Dower are made manifest for t,he salvation of Olen. The temple and
the tabernacle were types of the Lord's Humauity ; and the testimony
"TUS a type, as it was an epitome, of His Word, The tern ple and the
tabernacle were also types of heaven, of the church, and of the regen
erate man, AU these lllay be said to be opened by the Lord's Second
Advent, for all are made manifest, and will be brought into harmonious
connection with the Lord, But the temple and the tabernacle have
a different meaning. In respect to the Lord, the tabernacle 111e:1118
His Love, and the temple His Wisdom. In regard to heaven, they
mean the celestial and the spiritual kingdoms, or the inmost and i 11 e t

second heaven ; and so 'with regard to the ch urch; in the regenerate
man, the tabernacle is the new will, and the temple is the new under
standing; and the temple of' the tabernacle of the testimony IUftY be
seen in him, when the Iaw is placed in his inward part and written
in his heart.

6. The seven angels came out o.f the temple, having the eeoeu
lJlagltes. They are sent forth by the Lord, and they arc to test men's
faith and life by' what the temple of the tabernacle of the testimony
represents, and to lay open their states of heart and mind in regard
to the two essentials of the church, which are the doctrine of the
Lord as the only God, and of a life according to His commandments,
These angels ale clothed in pure and ioliite linen, having their breasts
fJi1yJed 'with golden girdles. The fine linen IS their righteousness, the
golden girdle is their love. The la.w is the truth, and truth practised
is righteousness. When the law is practised from love, love is a zone
that binds truth and its righteousness about the heart.

7. One 0..1 the ,four beasts qare unto the seven anqels seven golden
vials full of the sorath. o.t God) tolu: lioeili for ever and ever. 'rho
four beasts that: surround the throne are the Divino Providence,
through which the Lord guards His Word 1'1'0111 being profaned, null
which is immediately concerned in furthering the Divine purposes and
operations in heaven and the church. The vials and their contents
are the love and truth of the WOl'd of God. .Nothing but these can
come from God, He is Love itself and Wisdom itself, and nothing
but love and wisdom can come from Him. The wrath, we have seen,

which is attributed. to God" is His love acting upon those who are in
opposition to it.

8. When the angels had received the vials the iemple tcae filled 'with
S1710!ce. fT01n the glory of God, and from IIis potoer ; and no man 'was
able to enter into the temple, till the seven plaques of the' seven angels
'werefulfilled. The s11101\e from the glory of God was like the cloud
'v 11 ich filled the J ewish tabernacle and tern ple, when the Lord
appeared in it or over it, and symbolized that covering which is npon
all the Divine glory, as the literal sense of the Word covers its spiritual
sense. But as the cloud that carne between the camp of Israel and the
canlp of the Egyptians, was a cloud of darkness to these but gave light
to those, so this smoke of the Divine glory is a hinderance to entering
into the tern ple till the plagues have dispelled the darkness by
removing those who caused it. Regarding the temple as representing
heaven, even those who had been sealed could not enter or be elevated
into it until the confederacy of evil and error in the middle state had
been broken up; for only 'vhen the evil are cast down can the good
be elevated. In regard to the church and men in the world, they
could not enter into the interior truths of the Vv'rord until the obstruc
tions that had C01n6 to exist, between heaven and the church, aud
between angels and men, were put out of the way. They could not enter
into the true doctrines of the Word, nor into its spiritual aense, until
Iiuht and influence from above should descend into the human mind :
and this' they could not do until the spiritual atmosphere had becI~
cleared, so that the rays of the sun of heaven could penetrate it, and
enter into the hearts and minds of men on earth, 'when the Lord could
send out His light and truth, and lead them.

CHAPTER XVI.

As this chapter treats of the pouring out of the vials, it Inay be
necessary to consider what is tho state of the church to which this
relates.

'I'he angels with the seven vials evidently follow up and com
plete what had been done by the angels with the seven trumpets.
Both the sounding of the trumpets and the pouring out of the vials
describe the process of searching and laying open the states of those in
the spiritual world on whom the general judgment was to be pro
nounced; and. the symbols themselves suggest that the pouring out
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of the vials was a still 1110re searching and docisi ve operation than the
sounding of the trumpets, The sounding of the trumpets disclosed
the state and character of those on 'Vh0111 they acted, and the pouting
out of the vials removed all the' seeming virtue find intelligence that
had covered and concealed them. The connection between the sound
ingof the trumpets and the pouring out of the vials is evident from
the fact that all the vials except the last were poured out upon the
same objects that had been shaken by the seven trulnpels,-the earth,
the sea, the rivers and fountains of waters, the Euphrntos, the seat of
the beast, the' sun. 'The seventh vial wns poured into the air ; and
its effects were -very different fr0111 those which followed the sounding
of the seventh trumpet, These two series of plagues 111Uy be compared
to the judgments which Moses bronght upon the inhabitants of Egypt,
and those whi.ch Joshua brought upon the inhabitants of Canaan.
Between the two series of calamities there is the long interval of the
journey in the wilderness. There is SOHle reseuiblance to this in the
present case. In the wilderness the church, represented hy Israel,
was nourished for forty years; and in the wilderness the 'YOIUan, who
represented the church, was nourished for a time, times, and half a

. time from the face of the serpent.
Having explained the particulars respecting tho angels with the

. seven trumpets, it does not seem necessary to enter so minutely into
the subject of the pouring out of the seven vials. Our remarks on
this part of the prophecy "rill, therefore be more brief. That their
distinctive character l1lay be 11101'e clearly seen, we will, as we proceed,
compare the plagues produced by the pouring out of the vials with the
similar calamities that followed the blowing of the trum pets.

1. Having stated that the temple which had been opened could not be
entered till the seven plagues of the seven angels were fulfilled, John
proceeds to say, And I heard a great voice out of the temple sayiug to
the seven angels, Go your uxuts, and pour out the vials oj· the 'wrath of
God upon the eartli: The temple out of which the angel carne is the
temple of the tabernacle of the testimony in heaven, which is the
inmost heaven, where the Lord is in His holiness in the Word and in
His Divine law ; therefore the searching operation, whichthe pouring
out of the vials: denotes, comes fro III the Lord in the temple of Ilis
Humanity, and from His Divine law, by which all are tried, and accord
ingto which all are judged. The earth, upon 'which all the seven angels
are commanded to pour out their vials, is evidently a general name for
the church, whose states are to be fully and finally reduced to their
own elements. As the pouring out of the vials signifies the out-pour-

ing of Divine Truth from the Lord, as the One who searches tho heart
and tries the reins, the church, and consequently the human mind, in
its various faculties, states, and principles, is meant by the places into
which the vials were poured. Yet the church specially meant is that
which has been mentioned as treated of in this part of the prophecy.

2. When the first angel poured out his vial ~tlJ()n the earth, there
fell a noisome and grievous sore upon the men uli iclt hud the mark O.l

the beast, and 'Upon them which worshipped his imruje. When the first
angel sounded his trumpet there followed hail and fire mingled with
blood, and they were cast upon the earth: and the third part of the
trees was burnt up, and all green grass was burnt up. This describes
the state of the church when false persuasions united with evil love,
meant by hail mingled with fire, consume the affections of goodness
and truth, meant by the trees, and all that is vi tal in faith, meant. by
the green grass. But the pouring out of the vial did not consu~}etrees,
bu t afllicted men, who mean the faculties themselves of will and
intellect which constitute human nature, and produced upon them a
noisome and grievous sore. This sore means the breaking out and
manifestation of offensive and grievous evils and falsities, which had
lain concealed in the interiors of the mind, and which therefore
indicated a corrupt state of the will and understanding.

3. When the second angel poured. out his vial upon the sea, it
became as the blood of a dead man ; and every livin[l soul cUed -in the
sea. "Then, the second angel sounded, the sea became blood; but
here it becomes as the blood of a dead man, which is evidently ex
pressive of a more complete or deeper state of the falsification of
truth. ]'01' shedding blood is symbolical of doing violence to truth,
by depriving it of its life, which is goodness; hut the blood of one
dead, which is blood coagulated and corrupted, means, not merely
truth deprived of the life of goodness, but truth profaned and
corrupted by the life of evil. When the truths of the ""Vord, and
of the church as derived from the. Word, are thus corrupted by
the evils of a depraved heart, which have grown and acquired
strength under the shadow of an erroneous faith, every affection
and perception of tru til dies j for these are mount by overy Iiving
soul in tI10 sea, which diet! Ly its waters becoming as the blood
of a dead man.

4-7. "Then the third angel with the trumpet sounded, the
ri vel'S and fountains became bitter, and nlany men died of the
waters, When the third angel poured out his vial U1Jon the ricers
and founiuius of waters, they became blood. This evidently de-
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scribes a deeper state of falsity and evil than the previous search
ing had manifested. 1\faking the waters bitter is a less evil than
turning them into blood. As is the evil so are the consequences,
as we shall now find. When the angel had turned the water into
blood, John continues, And I heard the angel of the seaters say,
Thou art 1'ighfeous, 0 Lord, which art, a-nd uiasi, and shalt be,
because Thou hast Judged thus: - For they have shed the blood oJ"
saints and prophets, and Tluni hast given tlieni blood to drink , lor
they','are ioortlo]. ,And I heard another out of the altar say, Even
80, - Lord God Al1nighty, true and riqhieous are 17t!J Iud!J77wnts. The
waters signifying the truths of the VVord, the angel of the waters

. symbolizes the spiritual sense, and the angel out of the altar its celes
tial sense; or, to consider it concretely, these two angels represent
the Lord's spiritual and celestial kingdoms, The angel of the waters
addresses the Lord as righteous or just, and righteousness or justice
is expressive of the Lord's Divine Love or Goodness, in which justice
has its origin. He also addresses Him as the Being w110 is und w110
was, for these are predications of the Infinite and Eternal, and He who
is and was is the self-existent and eternal Being, whose N arne is
Jehovah. What in our version is rendered" shalt be," should be
translated "holy." The angel addresses tho Lord as Him 'who is,
and who was, and is holy. As justice is expressive of the Divine
Love or Goodness, holiness is expressive of tho Divine Wisdom or
Truth. These attributes, V{O have seen, are united ill all the Divine
judgments; therefore the angel ascribes righteousness and holiness to
the Lori because He had judged thus. They had shed the blood of
saints and prophets, and the Lord had given them blood to drink,
for they were worthy, Saints are these who lead holy lives, and
prophets are those who teach holy truths. Abstractly considered,
they mean holiness and truth, To shed the blood of saints and pro
phets is to profane what is holy and pervert what is true. And as
the unfaithful profane and pervert these in themsel ves, there is
nothing else for them to take but what they have profaned and
perverted. When the rivers and fountains of truth, which a bouuti
fuI Saviour causes to flow into and spring np in their Blinds, are
turned into blood, what is there but blood to drink 11 Nor do the
unfaithful desire any ot-her. They drink their loathsome draugllt
because they are worthy, It is their desert, their reward. It is their
own doing, and they will not and therefore cannot do otherwise.
They are the- authors of their own terrible experience. The ascrip
·tion of righteousness to the Lord for having judged thus is therefore

offered by the angel of the 'waters. In the literal sense this is ex-,
pressed as if it were a punishment Divinely inflicted and according
to the J ewish .law of retaliation. But this Iaw, as we have seen,
was the temporal and natural manifestation of Divine order.
According to this eternal law', good and evil return into the bosom of
those who do theru. Like all other Divine Iaws, this has its origin
in love and operates by 'wisdom. So the angel out of the altar con
firms the testimony of the angel of the waters, The spirit of tru th
and the spirit of love both declare the Lord to be true and righteous
in his Divine judgments,

8, 9. When the fourth. angel poured out his vial upon the Hun, poicer
was qiceti unto him to SCOi1 Ch men with fire. And men icere scorched
'with great heat, and blasphemed the Name of God, which hath pouier
over these plaques : and they 'repented not to give IIil1~ glorlJ' This is a
severer result than that which followed the sounding of the fourth
angel. The third part of the sun, moon, and stars was then smitten,
and the day and night. shone not for a third part. No effect was then
produced upon 111en; now they are scorched with fire. The SUll is
the emblern of love. By the pouring out of this vial men were tried
as to whether the love of God and of the neighbour was to be found
umongstthem. But instead of love to God and Ulan there was [01111(1

the love of self and the world, This love does not warm men, but
scorches theiu. It; burns up everything truly hUUIUll, As a couso
quence, it. leads Ine11 to blaspheme the Name of God; fur self-love is
the source both of hatred of the Divine Love and blasphemy of the
Divine Truth. The fire of self-love burns sin into the heart and sears
the conscience, and makes them so callous that 111en refuse to return
by rcpcutauce to give glory to God as the Saviour and Judge of men.

10, 11. When the fifili anqcl poured out his vial upon the seat of
the beast, his khujdon: 1.()(lS full of darkness / and they gnawed
their tongues for pain, and blasphemed the God of heaven because o.f
their pains and their sores, and repented not of their deeds. The
effect of the sounding of the fifth trumpet seems to differ from this.
When the Iifth angel sounded, the abyss was opened, and tho arnlY
of locusts issued from it. There is not, however, any real d iflcreuco.
The king and arlllY of the locusts were the pl'eCUrSOr3 of the dragon
and his angels. They represented the same principle in a different
stage of development and form of manifestation. The locusts issuing
from the pit are the signs of false thoughts proceeding from evil inten
tions, in which false persuasions have their beginning and origin.
The false persuasion of which they are the signs,' has now established.
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itself and rules in the church and in the minds of mcn ; tor the
. beast, by which this false persuasion is here represellt,ed, h,~s a ki~lgt~OIll
and a throne. On his throne the angel pours out Ins vial, I he IH'incl ple
in its very seat and centre, as it rules in' the minds of ll:en, is 1l0~V

subjected to the test of Divine Truth. The result is descri bed. I-IIS
kinadom becomes full of darkness. When we understand the beast as
'syn~bolizing the doctrine of salvation by faith alone, the ~a.rklless
produced throughout his kingdom by the pour~ng out of the .vIal upon
his throne tells us, by an expressive figure, that that doctrine, when

, ·1
its hidden character is exposed, is full of the darkness of errol', \VJt lout
any of the light of truth. And such is the state 'whicl~ this doctrine
produces in those who are confirmed in it, that the truth affects them
with Loathing, and excites them to pervert it; "which are meant bv
gnawiug their tongues for pain, an.l hlnspheming the Gou of heaven
because of their sores. The light of truth is as painful to a disordered
mind as the light of the sun is to a diseased eye. And how appro
priate is it that those subjects of the beast repented not to gi ve ?lol'Y
to God! 'I'hey had been taught that repentance is of 110 avuil for
'the remission of sins. Their sins are forgiven for Christ's sake,
Repentance comes after justification, but has no power to secure it.
Unrepented sin lies therefore at the root of this faith, and is brougli t

to light when its own darkness is exposed, .
12. lVhen the sixth angel poured out his vial upon the qreai ricer

Euphrates, the uiater thereof was dried UjJ, that. the way of. the
kings of the east miqlri be prepared. The soundiug ~f the sl.xth
trumpet loosed the four angels which were hound III the rtver
Euphrates. N ow, its water is dl'in<l up. There) the ll~ture and tel~

dency of natural reason are described; here, its rel~lovall~ rcprc.scllLeLl.
Euphrates is the symbol of reason. As one of. the, Iour 1'lVel'~ of
paradise, it is the emblem of 11 uman reason a~ deri veil from and actln.g
in harmony with the wisdom of God. But, since the fall of Ulan, his
reason is naturally opposed to the wisdom of God; anel he can reason
in favour of any dozma which allows him to indulge his naturalo .
inclinations. For all error has its cause, immediate or remote, III a,

desire to reconcile the conscience to self-indulgence, which is sin.
When 111 the time of visitation the truth of God is In'rHlght to bear
upon reasonings in favour of error, they u~'e seen to liavo ll~)thill~ of
sound reason in them. The water ot the river, so great and imposing,

is driedup., .
By the drying up of the water of the river, the ,vay o~ the lungs (:f

the east was prepared. By the removal of false rcasomngs a ,yay IS

prepared for the entrance of truth from the Lord into the" understand
ing, as the drying up of the mystic Euphrates prepared the \vay of
the kings of the east. Kings are the emblems of truths, and the east,
or the rising of the sun, is the Lord as the Sun of Righ teousness. In
a general sense the beginning of the N ew Church is meant by the
kings of the east j for the rising of the sun has the same meaning
as the morning, and the morning is the Advent of the Lord, and the
commencement of His new kingdom upon earth. And this indeed is
effected by the removal of hindrances, which men of the church have
set up to the reception of truth, by those who have the good ground
of an honest heart, but are affected by the persuasive influence of
plausible reasonings. As the Euphrates divided Canaan on the east
from Assyria, the drying' up of its waters prepared the way for the
entrance into the Holy Land of those who carne from Assyria, so the
removal of false reasoning opens the v{ay for the entrance into the
church of those who think and act from right reason.

13-16. This is not, however, the case with those who, by interior' rea
sonings, have confirmed themselves in erroneous doctrines, least of all,
perhaps, those who have deeply confirmed themselves in favourof the
doctrine of salvation by faith alone. On the contrary, any exposure
of their false reasonings is likely to excite thern to hostility, and call
forth other reasonings by which the truth nUlY be opposed and their own
doctrine supported. We Iind, therefore, that when the six seals had been
poured out, laying open in their deepest ground the error and tho
means by which it is supported, Three unclean spirits like frogs caine
out uf the mouili of the beast, and out of the moutli of the false
prophet. Frogs are the emblems of reasonings. And as the dragon
is the emblem of the principle and doctrine of a divided Godhead and
of faith alone, his now appearing to work his own will is a sign of the
opposition which those who are in the principle he represents raise
against the true faith and those who maintain it. These are said to
be the spirits of devils, indicating that their reasonings originate in
evil. They work miracles, but these are lying wonders. And they
go fortli 'Unto the kin!ls of the earth. and oj the whole toorld, tv
gat1ll~1' then: to the battle of tho [}1'eat day oj God. Abniuhty. These
kings of the earth and of the world are evidently of an opposite char
acter to the kings who C0111e from the east; and are employed. by the
dragon to oppose in them the empire of truth and, righteousness.
The great day of Almighty God is the day of the Lord's Corning. It
is here, therefore, that "the announcement of the Lord's Coming to
judgment is made; Behold, I C01J~e as a thief. Of the nature of

T
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this cominz it is unnecessary to speak here. ,lYe have already shown
that it is nob a personal, but a spiritual advent. It is introduced here
partly for the purpose 'of -inducing 111en to ,v~tch, and l~olcl fast the
truth.and righteousness which 'will prove their defence III the day of
trial. For blessed i8 he that ioatclieth, and kcepeili his gf.ll'7nenfs, lest
lieuialk naked, and they see his shame. The Lord is also the supreme
power by which that of the dragon is to be overcome, even when l:e
has gathered together. all the kings of the earth 'into a place cCl:led In
the Hebreio tongue Armaqeddon. Armageddon does 110t occur 111 the
Hebrew Scriptures. Megiddo and Mcgiddon, from 'which the present
name is formed, 'was the scene of several bloody conflicts, from that
in which Sisera was defeated and slain to that.in which the good
J'osiah fell. Critics are not agreed as to the meaning of the word
Armaceddon. The author of the Apocalfpse Revealed gives us the
spiritual idea which higher intelligences have respecting it, with a
literal meaning 'which is as reasonable as that of any other. " In
heaven Armageddon signifies the love of honour, dominion or po,ver,
and pre-eminence. In Hebrew Ararn or Arom means loftiness j and
in ancient Hebrew, as in Arabic, Megiddo means love proceeding from
loftiness of mind, The same is signified by Hadadrimmon in the
valley of Megiddo in Zech. xii. 11." 'The nature of the conflict
which was there to be "raged is clear enough. It is a war between
the old and the new, between those who receive and follow tho Lord
at His Second Corning and those who refuse Him and remain in the
error and evil, deliverance frorn which is the purpose of His Corning.
It is a battle, therefore, between the light of the Church of the Second
Advent and the darkness which has invaded the Church of the First.
Error ever clings to the mind that adopts it, and never relinquishes its
hold without a desperatestruggle, The conflict between the principle
and the dogrnas symbolized by the dragon, the beast, and the false pro
phet, and the truths meant by the kings of the east, is represented as
long and severe. This is true not only of the church as a body, but
of the members of the church individually. The Armagoddon of the
mind is the inward conflict between the old persuasion and the new
fuith. Everyone is naturally disposed to live, not, like the just, by
faith, but by faith alone. When Israel was delivered from l~gypt,

the Lord sent them not through the land of the Philistines, though it
was near, but He sent them by the way of the wilderness, because it
was sure. The conflict, and the mourning and consolation that follow
to those who conquer, are described in Zechariah: "In that day I 'will
seek. to destroy all the nations that come against Jerusalem. And I "rill

pour upon the house of David, and upon the inhabitants of Jerusalem,
the spirit of crace and of supplications; and they shall look upon Me

b H'whom they have pierced, and they shall mourn for im, as one nlour~-

eth for his only son, and shall be in bitterness for Him, as one that IS

in bitterness for his firstborn. In that day shall there be a great
mourninc in Jerusalem as the mourning of Hadadrimmon in the
0' . d

valley of l\Iegiddon. . . . In that day there shall be a fountain open: .
to the house of David, and to the inhabitants of Jerusalem, for SIn

and for uncleanness" (xii. 9-11, xiii. 1). 'I'his prophecy relates to the
Lord's Coming in the flesh. But the same states occur in the tin:es
of His Coming in the spirit. There is this 'difference, that the conflict
in the day of the .Second Advent is more terrible than that of t~e

first, The first is Megiddon, the second is Armageddon. The ChrIS
tian Church has fallen from a higher state than that from 1Vhich the
Jewish Church fell. The clearer the light from 'vhich the church
departs the greater the darkness into which it comes; the p~rer the
good the grosser the evil. There is nothing said about the Issue of
the battle of Armageddon, but only of the gathering there of the
armies of the dragon. In a subsequent chapter (xix, 19-21), ~he battle
and its issue are described. There we find the overthrow of the beast,
and the kings of the earth and their armies, Of these we shall speak
ill their place.

17, 18. When the seventh angel haul)oUred out his »ial 'into the air,
there came a great voice out of the temple of heaven, froni the
throne, saying, It ie done. And there 'were voices, and thunders, ~nd
lightn-ings; and there was a gTeat earthquake, such as was not since
men icere upon. the earth, so rnighty an earthquake, and so great..
'I'he sounding of the seventh trumpet could not be described by the
same figure as the pouring out of the seventh vial; for there could be
nothine distinctive in this, since all the trumpets were sounded
through the medium of the air. They are, however, alike in this,
that they both produce an end of the existing state of things. The
air into which the seventh vial was poured, is the emblem of human
thought, Next to the suu the air is the most important agent in
nature. It is the medium through which the sun acts upon and
actuates all things. So thought is, next to affection, the most im
portant agent in human nature; it is the medium through which
affection acts upon and actuates all the faculties and powers of the
mind, The intellect is to the mind what the lungs are to the body; and
what breathing is to the one, thinking is to the other. Thought
pervades all, and therefore expresses all. Thence it is that the vial
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poured out into' the air', means the action of Divine Truth into all
things of the church and of the mind at once. Therefore, when the
seventh ancel poured out his vial into the air, there carne a great
voice, sayin~, "It is done." A manifestation of all states is a full end;
and such an end is here declared. This voice is followed by voices, and
lightnings, and thunderings, which mean the subversion of all things.
This is especially meant by the earthquake, which is said to be greater
than all preceding ones. Our Lord, predicting these times, spoke of
these tribulations as being such as was not since the beginning of the

. world, that is, of the church, nor ever shall be.
19-21. So great was the earthquake that the great city uias divided

into three parts, and the cities oj' the nations Jell. And euers)island fled
away, and the mountains toere not found. And there fell 'lllJon 1JUl/l a
great hail out of heaven, every stone about the weight of a talent: caul
men blasphemed (Jod because of the plague of the hail j for the plague
thereof 'was exceedinq great. The great city and the cities of the nations
are the doctrines oftruth and good, or of faith and charity. The division
into three of the one city, and the falling of the others, is their dis
persion and destruction. The flying away of the islands, and the disap
pearing of the mountains, is the departure of all the truth of faitl~ ~~nd

the good of love; and this is followed by destructive errors or falsities,
which are the hailstones, everyone the weight of a talent, the greatest
silver weicht being symbolic' of the greatest of falsities. Men
blasphemed God because of the plague of the hail. Tho hail wns but
a symbolic expression of their own enormous errors j and these were
the orizin of their blasphemy, or of their falsifications of the 'Vonl

b , das the source of truth. In the midst of these commotions an'
overturnings, the great Babylon carne in remembrance before God,
to give unto her the CU1)~of the icine of the fierceness of H is urraih;
Although there is no obvious connection between the subjects, the
Ianguage suggcets an alliance. It is when the great city is divided
00.

andthe cities of the nations fall that the great Babylon came Into
God's remembrance,

Egypt and Babylon, as the two places of the ~uptivity, one of the
children of Israel, the other of the children of J udall, repreaunt tho
two principles under the power of which the church falls when it
leaves the horne of its Father, First error, then evil. First false
science, then self-exaltation, The declension of the primeval church
beaan with eating of the tree of knowledge, and ended with erecting
th: tower of Babel. The Israelitish church began with the captivity
of Egypt, and ended with the captivity of BabyIon. The Christian

Church began with the Athanasian Creed, and ended with the es
tablishment of Popery. Her first great step in declension was Egypt,
or false theologieal science, her second was Babylon, or the assump
tion of universal dominion. The Reformation did not restore primitive
Christianity, but only brought the Church back to the creed of
Athanasius, with the additional or intensified error of salvation by
faith in substitutional atonement, These two creeds, as embodying
the two principles of false science and selfish dominion, have an
intimate connection; and when the one is manifested, the other comes
into remembrance. And that remembrance is but the prelude to a
manifestation of its state and character, which is the theme of the
next two chapters,

CHAPTER XVII.

THIS and the following chapter treat of Babylon, which forms one of
the leading subjects of the Apocalyptic prophecy. The character of
Babylon is more especially treated of in this chapter; her fall and de..
solation are described in the next. "Before entering into the particulars
of tho description the Seor gives of Babylon the Great, it lllay be useful
first to inquire what is to be understood by Babylon, as treated of
here and in other parts of Scripture, Although eminently, it is not
exclusively, applicable to anY' one religious body, but extends to all
religious commuuitios, and even to all persons, who display the char..
acteristics of what ,ve may call the Babylonish principle. For in this,
as in all other cases, the Word of God deals with principles, and only
with persons and communities so far as they are actuated by them.
Otherwise the Scriptures would, in some instances, be of local and
temporary significance: except as historical lessons; but, dealing as
they do with principles and states of mind, they remain for ever the
same, both in meaning and power.

It will fiJ.'~t he neeecsary therefore to inquire what in Scripture
Ila bylou siguifics 01.' roproseuts. 'I'he first instance in which Bubylon
or Bubel occurs nllonls nn easy means of nscertaining its character.
SOOI1 after tho Flood, when In011 had multiplied, and the whole earth
was of one language, they combined to build a city, and a tower
whose top might reach to heaven; their object being to make them..
selves a name, and prevent their being scattered abroad. From the
manner in which this attempt was regarded and dealt with by the
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Almighty, it.is evident that it was a manifestation of self-reliance and
self-exaltation. We should rather say it is a symbolic description of
spiritual pride and love of dominion: for the event does not belong to
the Iiteral, but to the allegorical period of sacred history. How
different, in purport and significance, was this dream of the InCH of
Shinar from that of Jacob in Haran I Their dream was to raise them
selves by means of' a tower reared upward from earth to heaven; his
dream was..to ascend. by a ladder let down from heaven to earth.
On their pathway is heard the tread of Lucifer, in his ambition to
attempt to ascend into heaven, to exalt his throne above the stars of
God, to be like the Most High; on Jacob's pathway are heard the foot
steps of angels, carrying out their commission, as ministering spirits,
to raise the thoughts and affections of men to God, and to bring down
the gifts of God to men, The tower of Babel is in fact a 8.)'111001 of
that worst of all idolatries-the worship of self. Self-love is in 1110st
direct antagonism to the love of God. It is therefore directly opposed
to the spirit of religion; and yet it finds in religion the most powerful
means of compassing its O\Vl1 ends. Self-love plays a prominent part

. in all the affairs of human life. The Babylonish principle is tho origin
of all despotisms, domestic and social, national and ecclesiastical. 'V'o
do not Bay that despotism is an unmitigated evil. When it is the
only alternative between tyranny and anarchy, between preservation
and dissolution, it is :El, lees evil to preven t a greater, and therefore is
the best under the circumstances. Despotism is even a schoolmaster
to bring nations and ehurches to liberty. It prcservcs 1'01'111S nnd

habits of outward order and subordination, and leaves time and
opportunity for the growth of the mind in the principle of rational
order' and voluntary obedience. No doubt despotic po,ver is C0111

monly opposed to liberty, and endeavours to repress it. J311t the very
efforts to repress liberty are often themeans of stimulating its growth,
and hastening the downfall of the opposing po,ver. 1311t it is in
reference to its activity and power in the church and in the affairs
of the religious life that the Scriptures treat of it. Those who seek to
acquire power and dominion by means of the holy things of the
church are the spiritual and mystic BabyIon.

It would be easy to show from Scripture that this love of self
and of self-exaltation is depicted by Babylon whether historical or
prophetical. A single passage is sufficient to show the character of
the evil which Babylon represented. "Ho,v art thon fallen from
heaven, 0 Lucifer, son of the morning! how art thou cut down to the
ground, \vhich didst 'weaken the nations! For thou hast said in thine

heart, I will ascend into heaven, I will exalt my throne above the
stars of God: I will also sit upon the mount of the conzreuation ill
.the sides of the north: I will ascend above the heights of the clouds;
I will be like the Most High". (Isa. xiv, 12-14). True, this was
written of the historical Babylon, that rose to such po\ver and
grandeur. But the historical Babylon was a type of the prophetical
and spiritual Baby lon, as Israel whom she oppressed, and Judah
whom she carried into captivity, were types of the spiritual church.
The conquest and. captivity of Judah represented the dominion of self
love over the principles of the church; and the impious feast of
Belshazzar, when he and his princes, his wives, and his concubines
drank to the praise of their idol gods out of the sacred vessels of the
Temple, was an image of the profane use of holy things to gratify the
lusts and passions of the carnal mind. The handwriting that appeared
upon the wall, like the arrestment of the building of the tower, was a
sign of the Divine judgment which 'wickedness, when it has reached
its height, always brings upon itself.

l'here is another prominent feature in the character of the BabyIon
of Scripture 'which requires to be attended to, which is expressed ill the
name itself and which carries us back to the building of the city anti
the tower, To prevent the completion of .their presumptuous work,
and frustrate their ambitious design, the Lord confounded their
language, and scattered them abroad upon the face of the w hole earth;
therefore' the name of it was called Babel, or Confusion. When self
love, "which is the root of spiritual pride, clothes itself with the forms
of religion, and pursues its unholy ends by holy means, it becomes
what the name Babel implies, Confusion. Self-love and its kindred
affection, the love of the world, are not in themselves evils. On the
contrary, being, like the serpent in Eden, created or ordained of God,
in their own nature they are" very good." They are good when they
occupy their own place and perform their appoin ted use. Their own
place is that of subordination to the love of God and the neizhbour
and their appointed use is to be subservient to them. l'his is the tru~
order. 1Vhen, on the contrary, self-love exalts itself above the love of
God, and the love of the world above the love of .the neighbour, this
is disorder, and disorder is confusion. It is the inversion of Divine
order, And as Divine order is tho Iaw of human happiness, that order
inverted is the !tHV of human misery,

Iuverted order does not always betray its character by evident
signs, but more frequently manifests it remotely by its disastrous
effects. There may even be a greater appearance of order where true
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order is -destroyed.', Ecclesiastical bodies, like' temporal, states, may
exhibit more outward.order and tranquillity under a crushing despotism
,than under free institutions. The authority being more imperative,
and the discipline more strict, outward submission and conformity are

-'Ulora complete, But this condition is only possible under circum-
stances arising out of degradingly submissive states of mind, It is a
.state. into which, more or less, all hitherto existing churches or
.religious dispensations have fallen. The Christian Church, like those
-which preceded it, has had its dark and passive age, ending in
the establishment of an ecclesiastical despotism. Such a result was

·inevitable. For the time it was beneficial. It held together by a strong
.hand elements that had ]]0 inherent po,ver of cohesion, and subjected
to outward restrictions those w ho had lost the ability of self-control.
It irnposed penance when there was 110 longer a place for voluntary
.repentance, It encouraged a spurious piety when there could no
longer be true devotion. It impressed religiou~J~I:.SJJ1lsionwhen there
was 110 ground for religious conviction, It g~ve~!~ when men
could no longer- exercise charity. It made works meritorious when
they had ceased to be disinterested. It glorified single life when there
were no longer the constituents of true marriage, It compassed sea and
land to make proselytes, when it could no longer make Christians.
While these secondary virtues supplied the 'want of the essential excel
lences, and so far kept men and women in the observance of religious
duties, the leading men of the church were building upon this founda
tion an ecclesiastical city, and a hierarchical tower whose top should
reach to heaven, that they might make themselves a name, and prevent
themselves from being scattered abroad.

But the permanence of such a condition of things was impossible.
The human mind must either sink below or rise above it. Religion,
once fallen, must either su.ffer extinction or obtain regeneration.
IIappily the providence of God never permits evil completely to
jriumph, nor good entirely to fail. The equilibrium between them
.may be greatly injured, but is never entirely lost. Divine po,ver
interposes at the right time, and restores the balance. The times and
the seasons for interposition are in His hands. The Lord 111ay come
at an hour when men think not. The time of security is often the
time of judgment, When men are combining and labouring to raise
for themselves a perpetual habitation, and make for thcmaelves an
enduring name, when their confidence in the stability of their work
is greatest, at that verytime their hour may be come. It was when
the- city had reached its completion, and the tower had almost reached

its height, that the Lord carne down to see the mighty edifice which
the children of men had builded. It was when the Christian Church
had crowned her increasing pretensions, by so openly usurping the
Divine prerogative of mercy as to grant indulgences tha.t encouraged
the sins they impiously pretended to forgive, that the Lord "came
down to see "the towering ambition of its ecclesiastical rulers. Not
less true was His Coming, that He descended not in a bodily shape,
but in the spirit of His power as a silent influence. He carne down
into the minds of men, to enlighten their understandings, so far as they
could admit the light, to see something of the error and evil that were
thus raising themselves against the authority of the Most High.
Rays of light had at various times shot through the darkness, and
penetrated receptive minds, resulting in individual efforts, not ineffec
tual, though not decisive. The human mind wae preparing, and
these helped forward the preparation. When the state of mind 'was
ripe for it, the arresting hand came in its power. And although, as
in most, if not in all, great events, the po,ver was chiefly exercised by
one, the concurrent sentiment of the many was sufficiently strong to
make that po,ver felt, and produce effects, if 110t of the greatest posi
tive good, at least to arrest the progress of a great evil. Ecclesiastical
unity, which is not produced by the power of truth and love, but
only by the weight of human po\ver and authority, is one of the
greatest evils that can exist. It takes away that freedom of
thought and worship on which the existence of vital religion depends.
The vindication of the right of private judgment, and the free posses
sion of the Word of God, were the inestimable rights won for the
people l)y the Reformation. It set up in these a power which no
ecclesiastical authority can resist. 'From that moment the aggressive
power of Rome was arrested. It was not overthrown, but it was
weakened, and its weakness was exposed. 'The Reformation was not n
rcgeneration ; it was not even a restoration. It did not purge out the
old leaven, nor restore the church to its original purity and soundness.
It even added a new error to those which it found and accepted. It
added the doctrine of/salvation by faith alone. It thus increased the con
fusion it disclosed. In this confusion there is safety. Discordant
clements act against each other, and diminish the power for mischief
which they have in COInbination. The divided state of Protestant Chris
tcndom, 'vhilo fin evidence of error, is a source of safety and u means of
good. It prevents stagnation, and leads to emulation. The sects
restrain each other's evils and errors, and provoke each other to good
works, The separated parts do better than the whole. They are
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like the particles of a fluid that act freely amongst themselves, COIn-
pared with similar particles frozen into a soli~ mass.. .

The check which the Church of Rome received at the tune of the
Reformation is not the event described 'in these t,YO chapters of the
Revelation. The Reformation was a revivification, not. a new creation.
It was like the resnrrection of Lazarus, who was again to die. It
was the return of the shadow on the dial, to be followed by the set
tina of the SUllo The Reformation lengthened the day, but did not
pre~ent the coming of the night. The night .which closed upon the
whole church was its COInplete and final end, Its Last J udgment. It
was the night in ·which the Son of Man came as a thief, unseen,
unheard, unexpected; and what under these circumstances is not
surprising, having come, is unbelieved, an~ there~ore ullackllo,vl~dged.

-The end of a church or the close of a dispensation, may not 1111rne
diately affect its condition, or end its ex~stence, as an e.cclesiasti?~l

institution. A.s judgment is an event \,~l11Ch takes place III the SpIrI
tual world its immediate effects are spiritual, therefore invisible.
They only 'begin to manifest themselves and produce their ou~war~
effects as the states of men begin to change. A new revelation IS

made, and new influences begin to act. And not more rapidly and
more. widely than their combined operation proceeds, does the old
give place to the new. It is a wise and beneficent .l~l'ovidellce that
so orders it. ,The same law regulates every great SPIl'l tual change as
that which ruled the great natural change in the typical church.
"Then Israel entered on their inheritance, uud judgmen t fell upon tho
nations the Divine Judge and Benefactor said, "'1'110 Lord Thy God
willp~t out those nations before thee by little and ~itUe.: thou
mayest not consume them at once, lest the beasts of the held increase
upon thee ,:' (Deut, vii. 22). Whatever keeps men's animal .11at~re

in subjection is not to be hastily removed, even for the substitution
of a higher and more perfect ruling power, Gradual ad vanc~nlent

is a law of Providence, as "well as of nature. All true progress IS the
Lord's work, and He will hasten it in His time.

1Ve now proceed to consider the vision.
1 2. As on previous occasions, John is introduced by a celestial

Guide to the new scene that is to be opened up to his wondering sight.
And there came one ofthe seven angels u;7dch had the seven vials, and
talked 'with me, saying unto me, C07Jle hither j I will shew unto thee
the judg1Twnt of the great 1JJhoTe that sitteth, UjJun ?iUl:ll/ :oaters: toilh.
uihom the kings of the earth have committed fornication, and the
inhabitants .oj the earth have been made drunk witlt the uiine o.f he]'

fornication. The polluted and polluting character of the woman who
is thus presented before us, can only he understood by contrasting
it with the purity of virginity and the sanctity of marriage. In
Scri pture much is said of these two states and against their violation.
Virginity and marriage are sacred in themselves, because, as natural
and moral states, they rest upon spiritual and eternal principles.
Marriage, .as an outward institution, is an effect and an image of 111a1'
riage as an inward state-s-the union of the spiritual and eternal prin
ciples of goodness and truth, first in the Divine mind, and from that
in ancelic and human minds, This spiritual and heavenly marriage
cannot exist unless the two heavenly principles, the union of which
constitutes that marriage, are preserved pure. This is the true reason
that the Mosaic law was so severe against fornication and adultery, and
that the prophets so frequently employ them to describe religious and
spiritual corruption; and this is the reason why the woman who sat
upon the scarlet beast is represented under the hateful but shameless
character of a great whore, This woman is Babylon. vVe find
Babylon, as we afterwards find the N ew Jerusalem, under the figure of
a city and of a woman-t-here the corrupt city and lewd harlot, there
the holy city and chaste wife, Woman is the emblem, as she is the
created impersonation, of that essential element of all life-c-affcction,
'I'he church is a city as it exists in the intellect, a W0111an as it exists
in the heart. Babylon, as a woman, represents self-love, the N ew
J erusalem, as a woman, represents love to the Lord, In \vhatever heart
self-love is the ruliug affection, there tho Baby Ionian woman sits en
throned. Tho Inauy waters upon which she is said to sit are afterwards
(verse 15) explained to be peoples, and multitudes, and nations, and
tongues. The religious aspect, and therefore the spiritual idea of peoples
and nations, is that in which inspiration regards them. And as all reli
gions within the church are derived from the Word, either by a Tight
or a wrong interpretation of its truths, the truths of the Word are,
abstractly, the waters on which she sits, and over which she rules.
As the nations, so the kings and inhabitants, of the earth are to be
spiritually regarded. As the peoples and nations are the truths of
the ,TVord, the kings who goyern them are its leading and goveruing
truths. These are corrupted where self-love has dorniuion ; for self
love makes all things, even the highest and the holiest, subservient to
its own ends. When the end. is selfish, all else is corrupt. Self-love
ill the heart prestitutes all truth in the understanding, and intoxicates
all its thoughts. The drunkenness so often mentioned in Scripture
is the intellectual infatuation produced by .the abuse of truth, in
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taking it, not for use, but for selfish gratification. Evil turns truth
into falsehood, for it perverts all its teaching, changing the pure wine
of the Word into the wine of fornication.

3. 'Vhat. the angel invited J 0]111 to come and see, he now shows
him. So he carried me a10ClY in the spirit into the toilderuese: and 1
eaui a woman sit 'Upon a scarlet -coloured beast, full of nantes of Llas
lJhe1ny, ha1Jing seven heads and ten horns. The angel who showed
John the bride and wife of the Lamb, carried him a\vay into a great
and high mountain. The angel who showed him the scarlet woman,
carried him, away into the wilderness, That was on the new earth, this
was on the old. The Babylonian church was in the wilderness. It
was in a state of desolation. The woman whom the angel had spoken
of as sitting on many waters, John saw sitting upon a scarlet beast.
There must be some. relation between these t\VO appearances. The
waters, we have seen, are the truths of the vVord, the beast represents
the Word itself. The Lord was seen by .Iohn in vision riding on a
white horse and the armies of heaven followed him on white horses.
J'ehovah rides upon a cherub (Ps. xviii. 10). The Lord rides upon
t.he 'Vord of truth. It is this which brings hirn near to His eliurch
and to the human mind. Its truths and doctrines are His horses and
chariots of salvation (Hab. iii. 8). Every church claims to have its
foundation in the Bible; and the Christian professes to make it the
ground of his faith and hope. But i~ differs in different minds,
That which is a bright cherub in respect to the 1.101'<1, under the
scarlet woman is a beast full of the names of blasphemy, having
seven heads and ten horns, 'To those who make it subservient to
their ambitious views and selfish interests, the 'Yard of God is full
of the names of blasphemy, for its holy truths are profaned, and
profanation is blasphemy. The cherubim, judging from the cases in
which they are described, had four heads; for the V\Tord which they
symbolize is accommodated -to the different states of men, according
to their capacity for goodness and truth, and for their conjunction.
But the scarlet-coloured beast had seven heads and ten horns, As
there is DO natural, there must be a mystic relation between the
number of its horns and the number of its heads. In their symbolic
sense, numbers are expressive of the qualities of the things l1UU1

bored. The head is an evident emblem of the intellect, therefore of
whatever belongs to the intellect-knowledge, intelligence, tiuth ; and
the h01'n8 of the head are the emblems of intellectual power, lCno\v
ledge is power. 11ml in the religious world, knowledge from the
'Vord of God is a pow'er either for good or evil. Rightly understood

and faithfully applied, the Word is all-powerful for good, because it
is Divine Truth. "\Vrongly interpreted and sinisterly applied, the
Word is all-powerful for evil, not only on the well-known principle
and too well-known fact, that Done are so successful as those who work
out bad ends by fair means, but because of the reverence for tho
authority of IIoly Scripture among those of the religious who
accept with im plicit faith whatever has been established as a
dogma or is taught as a precept. This is the character and conduct
of those represented by the woman on the scarlet-coloured beast. The
emblem of selfish, and therefore of sensual love, she works out her
foulest ends by the fairest means, even by that Sacred Word, which in
itself is full of wisdom and perfect in beauty. Its holy truths used
for unholy ends are in the very act profaned. The holy truths of the
VVord profaned are the seven heads of the beast; whose ten horns are
the power which is inherent in the truth, and-which the evil as well
as the good. can exercise. The heads of the beast are afterwards
(verses 9-12) explained to be mountains, and the horns to be kings,
These, we shall see, are included in their signification, and in our
explanation.

4, 5. The ~0017zan herself was arrayed in purple and. scarlet colour}
and decked tciil; gold and precious stones and pearls, having a golden
cup in her liand full o.f abominations and filthiness of her fornication.
.And upon her forehead uias a name urriiten, MYSTERY, BABYLON THE

G[tEAT, TIlE 1\10THEU OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINA.TIONS OF THE EAllTU.

How illustrative of the subject is this emblem and its designation!
A beautiful hut 1110 rally polluted creature, clothed in the most gor
geous apparel, and glittering with a profusion of' the IHOst precious
jewels l How true to life, how faithful to analogy 1 Beauty, God's
created physical expression of moral loveliness, has its appropriate
adornings ; and just because outward adornment exalts the beauty of the
pure, is it so ardently desired to deck the persons of the meretricious,
The same principle pervades the whole of human life, even that of
religion. Wherever there is a true and a false, the false emulates the
true, and sometimes excels it in its careful attention to outward em
bellishment. As the riches of nature lie open to the virtuous and the
vicious alike, so do the treasures of the Word to the sincere and the
insincere. Both nlay enrich and adorn their minda with its bright
aud precious truths-its purple and scarlet, its gold and precious stones
and pearls. The corrupt daughter of Babylon may put on· the
beautiful garments and the rich jewels of the vinrin dauuhter ofo 0

J erusalem. The church may become so deeply corrupted as to
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employ the. treasures of sacred wisdom and know ledge to pr01110te her
own selfish exaltation, instead of using them to advance the glory of
God. This prostitution of holy things is finely described in Ezeki.cl.
The Lord addressinz His church, says to her, "I decked thee also with

" o l' tlornaments, and I put bracelets upon thy hands, and a ?laIn. on .IY
neck. And I put a jewel on thy forehead, and earrings 111 thine
ears,' and a beautiful crown upon thine head. Thus wast thou decked
with gold and silver; and thy raiment was of fine linen, and silk, and
broidered work.••. But thou didst trust in thine own beauty, and
playedst the harlot because of thy renown.•.. And of thy garillents
thoudidst take, and deckedst thy high places with divers colours, an.d
playedst the harlot thereupon. . . . ,Thou hast also taken thy fall'
jewels of My gold and of My silver, which I had given thee, and
madest to thyself images of men, and didst commit 'vhorcdom with
them ; and tookest thy broidered garments, and coveredst theine . . ·
Moreover, thou hast taken thy sons and thy' daughters, whOIH thou
hast borne unto Me, and these hast thou sacrificed unto them to be
devoured" (xvi. 11-20). In this way the church l1Hty become
BabvIon or 'what is the sarne, become, as foretold in this very
chapter, 'subJect to Babylon like J udall. For the Bnbylonish cap
tivity represented the subjection of good to evil, of the love of God to
the love of self. When the church thus exalteth herself above all
that is called God, or that is worshipped ; so that she as God sitteth
in the temple of God, showing herself that she is God (2 Thes, ii. 4),
the golden cup of Divine knowledge, which she holds in her hand,
is full of abominations and filthiness of her fornication. 'I'he know
ledge of JDivine things is but a chalice, that llUty be filled e~ther ,v~th

the pure truth of the Word, or with that truth adulterated, either with
"the pure blood of the grape" (Deut. xxxii. 14), or with wine that
is "full of Inixture" (Ps, Ixxv, 8). The cup which the church holds
in her hand 11Iay thus be either a "cup of consolation" (Jer, xvi. 7),
or a "cuJP of trenlbling" (Isa. Ii, 17); a "cup of salvation" (Ps. cxvi,
13), or a "cup of desolation" (Ezek. xxiii, 33). "Babylon hath been
a colden cnp in the Lord's hand, that made all the earth drunken:

o • 1', l "the nations have drunken of her WIne; therefore t ie nations ale mac
(Jer. Ii, ~r). As the ancient Babylon made the whole earth morally
drunken, so the modern Babylon has made the w hole church
spirituality inebriated. The modern Christian sects have drunken of
the wine of her false views and ambitions designs, and nre 11101'0 or
less maddened by the intoxicating draught.

It mizht seem that none could be deceived, although they might be. o .

seduced by the woman, since her character is so plainly written and so
prominently exhibited. But Babylon is herself a mystery. No one
can understand the MYSTERY of Babylon until he knows the meaning
of the NAME, not as a distinctive appellation merely, but as the sign
and exponent of her character. It has been the practice of Christian
expositors to npply this part of the prophecy to some particular
ecclesiastical body, the t\VO great opposing sections of the church
generally applying it to each other. And no doubt its character Inay
be seen more fully exhibited in that one which claims infallibility and
asserts its exclusive catholicity, which asserts itself to be the church,
and pronounces all others to be heretics.

It has been maintained that Babylon cannot be intended to
symbolize the church in a corrupt state, for if so, she would, as the
unfaithful spouse' of Christ, have been called, not a harlot, but an
ad ulteress, But both of these epithets are applied to .the church which
had once been the Lord's wife, Addressing His backsliding people,
the Lord says, "Plead with your mother, plead: for she is not My
wife, neither am I her Husband: let her therefore put a,vay her
whoredoms out of My sight, and her adulteries from between her
breasts" (Hosea ii, 2). The church 111ay be guilty of both these sins:
because she 111ay be guilty of the t\VO spiritual evils 'vhich they
represent. Spiritual adultery is the profanation of good of religion,
and spiritual whoredom is the profanation of its truths. The spiritual
Babylon is no doubt guilty of both; but she is here presented as. the
profaner of the truths of the Word, as the mother of harlots, or
heresies, and us she 'who makes the kings of the earth drunk with the
wine of her fornication; for both harlots and kings and wine have
reference to truths, either in their purity or as corrupted and profaned.

We shall see, however, when we come to treat of the marriage of
the Lamb, as announced in the nineteenth chapter, that there is a sense
in which the union of the Lord with the church of His Second Advent is
the only complete and full marriage of the Lord and His church; so
that the single epithet here applied to the woman on the scarlet
coloured beast, luay be understood in its restrieted sense,

6. But the character of Babylon, so well expressed in her name, is
shown by ber deeds. And I saw the uioman drunken uiiili the blood of
the saints, and with the blood of the marisjrs 0,/ Jesus: and when 1
saw her, I wondered with great admiration. It is too true that the
church which, in her earlier days, suffered so much from persecution,
became herself a persecutor. Not only infidelity but heresy was con
sidered a crime, deserving the severest punishment., .The Babylonish
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principle was clearly exemplified in these persecutions. 'They were
not carried on against the enemies of religion: but against those who
were ·eonsidered to be the enemies of the church, V icious orthodoxy
.was tar Jess criminal than virtuous heterodoxy. The church was deter
mined to maintain her authority, tu secure her exclusiveness, to
establish her power; and. for this purpose she attempted to crush out
all free-thought and independent opinion. It may be said that per
secution "rUB agreeable tc the spirit of the age. But was it accordant
with the spirit of theG ospel '; It was contrary to the very letter of
its teaching. Had not the religion of Christ become widely as well as
deeply corrupted, no such systemutic violation of its mild and tolerant
principles could have been committed 'without. producing a revolt of
religious feeling far greater than the difference of theological opinion
it was intended to 8uppress. The corruption from which these
religious persecutions sprung, and of which they 'were signs, consisted
in doing spiritually what they afterwards did naturally. The church
had suppressed and perverted in herself the spiritual principles which
make saints and martyrs. For what makes saints but holiness 1
what makes martyrs or witnesses, but fidelity ~ The church did not
so much deny these virtues as pervert them, She Illude the highest
holiness to consist in a useless life of outward sanctity, a perpetual
round of devotions, as if God took as great delight in sacrifice as
in obeying the voice of the Lord, as if to obey were not better than
sacrifice. l'he guerdon of sanctity which she owed to a lire of
charity she gave to a life of piety, and mude tho highesb holiness
to consist in a perpetual round of formal devotions, and bestowed
the martyr's crown ion him 'who wore out 011 a pillar the life he
should have devoted to the glory of God in works of usefulness to
111en. This was the first and primary shedding of the blood of the
saints and of the martyrs of Jesus. The outward persecutions that
followed 'were but its effects. And even now, when such outward
acts are no longer tolerated, the inward evil nlay still be committed,
and committed by men of all churches: even of the true church. For
whoever subverts in himself the principles of love to God and love to
man, becomes drunken with the blood of saints and martyrs, To
mark the contrariety of this state to that of true religion, it is recorded
that John, when he saw the woman drunken with the 1J100<.1 of saints
and martyrs, wondered with great admiration, the admiration not of
approval, but of astonishment.

7. While -Iohn stood lost in amazement at the terrible sight he
beheld: a heavenly 'voice recalled him to reflection, and offered to un-

ravel the mystery. And the angel said unto me, lVherefure dldst thou
marcel 'I I will tell thee the 1nystery of the woman, and of the beast
that carrietli he')', 'which hath the seven heads and ten horns. The
angel then goes on to unfold this marvel in language as mysterious as
the mystery it professes to explain. We 'have already said. that the
beast on which the woman sat symbolized the Word of God, by which
the church, whatever her real character, contrives to support her
tenets and justify her practice, whatever they may be, through her
own interpretation. The angel's explanation of the beast, when itself
explained, will make this still more clear.

8. The beast, he says, that thou stuoeei 'Was, and is'not; and shall
ascend out of tlr e .bottomless pit, and go into perdition: and' they that
dwell on the earth shall wonder, whose nantes were not 'written in the
book of life from the foundation of the world, tolien they behold the
beast that uias, and is not, and yet is. The existence and non-existence"
of the beast at the same time is not difficult to understand. In itself
the Word of God was, and is, and ever will be; but in relation to the
church which has corrupted its testimony, it is not; for the Word has
no actual existence with any but th-ose who know and acknowledge
its truth) and hold that truth in righteousness. A corrupt church,
like an unfaithful Christian, may both have the Word and be without
it at the same time; may theoretically acknowledge and venerate the
holy Book, and yet practically deny or profane its teaching. When
the church is in this state, the condition of the Word is described by
that of the beast, which is said to ascend out of the bottomless pit, and
go into perdition. The W 01'U is ill the bottomless pit when its truth
is fulsilicd ; it is in perdition when its good is adulterated. The
bottomless pit or abyss has its .meaning from the unfathomed or
fathomless depths of the ocean: perdition means destruction. These
stages in the decline of the church, .and in its treatment of the Word
had this effect. While the Christian church was in its 'first stage of
declension, it was yet an unsettled question whether the Scriptures
could be trusted in the hands of the laity; 'vhen it had passed into its
second stage, the negative became a settled point, and in the un
reformed branch of the church it so remains. The reading of tho
Scriptures has never indeed been expressly forbidden; but it is no less
practically denied. In the language of the prophecy .the/beast has
ascended out of the abyss and gone into perdition. The Romish
church claims not only to be the sole and infallible interpreter of
Scripture, but places her decisions above its teaching, The church,
according to her own testimony, existed before the Scripturcs-i how

U
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then can she be subject to them 1 In thus exalting herself above the
Word, the church ensures and hastens her o\vn downfall, The \Vord
is the church's protector, as well as her guide. When she places her
self above it she leaves the narrow path, which is the ,yay of safety as
well as of duty, and enters the broad road that Ieadcth to destruction.
She herself will wonder when she sees that the Word which she placed
on a lower level survives her. When her end COl11es, "They that
dwell on the earth shall wonder, (whose names were not written in the
book of life from the foundation of the world.) when they behold the
beast that was, and is not, and yet is." The earth is a figure of
the church; and those who dwell on the earth are the membel'Sof the
church. The world also means the church, the foundation of which is
the foundation of the church. But what is meant by being written
and not written in the book of life from the foundation of the world 1
The language might seem to teach or justify the doctrine of an eternal
decree of election and reprobation. Names written [1'0111 the founda
tion of the church filay also seem to sanction the idea of preordination.
But the. foundation of the church is not the time of its commencement,
but its state when first commenced, and, in a more interior sense, the
principles on which it is founded, and on the soundness of which the
stability of' the church depends. A name that is not written in the
book of life from the foundation of the world is a character that has
no conformity with the fundamental principles of the church, as
revealed in the book of life, the Word of God. Names which hold
an honourable place in the annals and head rolls of the church, Inay
not be found written in the book of life. Yet as those who pierced
the' Lord shall see Him at His Corning, so shall those 'vho have
overridden the authority of His Word behold it in its power and
glory.

9. After declaring the mystery of the beast, the angel explains
what is meant by its seven heads and ten horns. And here is the
mind tohich. hath uiisdom: The seven heads are seven mountains, on
which the 'woman eiiteth ; and they are 8e7 e1J, kings. The mind that
hath wisdom is the mind that sees these "l'evelations" as unfolded
,by the law of correspondence, or the relation which exists by creation
'between the spiritual world and the natural, and between spiritual and
natural .things. According to this Iaw, mountains correspond to love
and kings to wisdom. 'Ve have seen (verse 3) that the seven heads
of the beast are emblematical of knowledge and intelligence derived
from the "Word, The Word is nothing, and therefore teaches nothintr
but,goodness and truth, or what is the same, love and wisdom, charity

and faith. The principles of goodness and truth w hich it teaches are
meant by the seven mountains and the seven kings. In Scripture
mountains are emblems of love and goodness, and kings are emblems
of wisdom and truth. The woman sits on the seven mountains. She
Is first said to sit on many waters, then on the scarlet-coloured beast,
then on the seven mountains meant by the heads of the beast. These
describe successive states of the church. First she rules over and by
the simple truths of the letter' of the Word, then over the Word
itself, and, lastly, over the good and truth which it teaches. The first
asserts her claim to be the true interpreter of the Word, then to be its
sole and infallible interpreter, and finally dictates from it what is to
be done as good, and what is to be believed as truth. Thus she first
claims, then seizes, then binds.

10. The angel now delivers some mysterious sayings respecting the
seven kings. Five are fallen, and one is, and the other is not yet
come; and when he cometh, he must continue a short space. The seven
kings are all the primary and holy truths of the Word; primary as
being kings, holy as being seven. But of these five ar~ fallen. Isaiah
describes this state of things where he says, "Judglnent is turned
away backward, and justice standeth afar off: for truth is' fallen ill
the street, and equity cannot enter. Yea, truth faileth; and he that
departeth from evil maketh himself a prey" (lix. 14, 15). ' These are the
kings that' are fallen in the street of that which was once the city of
God, His church and kingdom upon earth, but which has now become
., that great city, 'which reigneth over tho kings of the earth "-which'
rules over the truths of the church. Still, of the seven one is, and the'
other is not come, The kings that are fallen are truths relating to the
neighbour, that teach judgment, and justice, and equity j the kings
that remain are truths relating to the Lord. There are two primary
Scripture truths, or classes of truth, that relate to the Lord': one
teaches His Divinity, the other teaches the Divinity of His Humanity.
The truth which teaches the Divinity of Christ, and that, as the
Saviour God, He has all po,ver in heaven and on earth, is, and has
always been, acknowledged in the church. This truth is the one king
which IS. It is of the Lord's providence that this Divine truth should
never fall j for it is the foundation on 'which the church essentially
rests. It "TUS therefore providentially preserved, and enshrined in the
creed, which, ever since the Council of Nice, has formed the faith of
Christendom. But this was only one of two regal truths relating to
the Lord Jesus Christ. There is another, which the creed does not
contain. It does not contain the truth, that the Lord's H uinanity is
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Divine. It teaches that Jesus is God and Man ; but it does not teach
that He is God-Man. Yet this is the very highest Gospel truth relating
to the Lord; and is that which the Lord Himself 80 frequently ex
pressed when He prayed for union, and declared His equality, with
the Father, This is a truth which the church has never clearly seen or
recognized, It is the one other king which has not yet COllie. It has,
indeed, been mooted, and a glimpse of the truth has been obtained, but
it has only been for a short space. The idea has never found a place
among settled theological ideas. It has therefore passed a,vay, and is
now perhaps farther from being a part of Christian belief than at any
former period of the Christian church. A.lthough the church has pre
served the doctrine of the Divinity of Christ, it has not preserved it
pure. The true doctrine of the Lord's Divinity is that of His sole
Divinity. His union in the Godhead with t\VO other Divine PerSOIlS
detracts from the true and complete Divinity of Him in whom dwelleth
all the fulness of the Godhead bodily (Col. ii. 9); and who is over
all, God blessed for ever (Rom. ix, 5). But besides being corrupted,
this truth has been profaned. The power of -Iesus in heaven and
on earth is claimed to be vested in and exercised by him w ho im
piously claims" and is as impiously acknowledged, to be His vicar
upon earth.

11. Another part of the angel's mysterious explanation remains,
And the beast that was, and is not, even he is the eighth, and is of the
senen, and goeth into perdition. The beast, we have seen, is the Word
of God, and the seven mountains and seven kings are the prineiplcs
of goodness. and truth which the Word eoutains, and are derived
from it. But what is the meaning) in reference to tho Word, of the
beast being the eighth, and yet of the seven 1 The W ord is the foun
tain of goodness and truth. The fountain is in the streams that issue
from it; hut the fountain is more than the streams, The sun, as the
fountain of heat and light} is in all the rays that proceed from him,
each of which is an atomic sun; but he is more than them all, and
distinct from them all. So the Word of God, as the fountain of good
ness and truth, is in every good and truth that comes forth from it;
but it is, at the same time, above and distinct from them all. In the
mysterious language in which the Word describes itself, it is thus the
eighth, and is of the seven. But this enigmatical language has a more
interior, and therefore a more exact and instructive meaning. Tho
number seven, we have seen, is expressive of holiness; the nurnber
eight, like the number two from which it is derived, is expressive of
union, The \Vord is holy, and is holiness itself; and this quality is

expressed by its being of the seven. But the Word is also the unioi
of love and wisdom, or goodness and truth; and this quality is ex
pressed by its being the eighth. God is love itself and wisdom itself
and their perfect union in Him is the perfection of His being anr
character, and therefore of His holiness. As is the Lord, so is Hi:
Word. . And the Word was revealed that we, by its teaching, miglr
become In one measure what the Lord is. The duty of the church i~

to preserve and teach it in its purity, it being her greatest honour tc
exalt and magnify it. What must be her character ,vhen she uses iJ
as a means of self-exaltation and selfish dominion 1 when she thus
degrades and dishonours, except in empty phrases, the Word of eternal
truth and everlasting life 1

12-14. The remaining portion of this chapter treats of t\VO classes
of persons, distinct from each other, but both of them different from
that described under the figure of BabyIon. The first of these two
classes is described ill these verses. .A nd the ten horns 'which thou
eauieet are ten kings, which have received no Icinqdom as yet,. but
receive poioer as kings one hour 'with the beast. These have one''Jnind,
and shall qiue their pourer and sirenqth. unto the beast. These shall
1J1a1ce 'war with the Lamb, and the Lamb shall overcome ihem : for He
is Lord of lords, and I{ing of kings; and th.ey that are with him. are
called, and chosen, and faithfitl. Those who form this class are not
represented as being opposed to the woman, but yet as giving their
power and strength unto the beast. It is easy to see, and it is
difficult not to see, ill this class, those who are not hostile to the
church of Rome, but who yet ascribe to tho Word of God the
authority and power which that church had arrogated to herself, nIH]

which she vested in the pontiff, whose virtual claim to infallibility she
has now established by a formal decree. 'I'here have always been
some in the Romish church who objected to the papal claims, and \VI10

gave the power of their love and the strength of their faith directly to
the Word, and thus to the Lord. The old Catholic movement in our
own times is a broad and striking instance of this. The leaders of
that movement desire to remain in communion with the Catholic
church, but, in the language of the angel, they have one mind, and
give their power and strength unto the beast. Among the Catholic
nations there is a considerable diversity in the degree of their devotion
and BUbmission to Rome, How different in this respect are France
and Spain 1 N or is the difference in popular sentiment only. S01l1e
of the most illustrious names of Catholic France are to be found
among the Jansenists and Port Iloyalists, who manifested in their
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writings and conduct the po\ver of Divine Truth, symbolized by the
ten horns which are ten kings. In that country there are still many
whose acknowledgment of the papal power is only superficial and
formal, and who are disposed to regard the 'Vord as the su preUle
authority in the church. Those we have now been considering ha ve
received no kingdom as yet, but they receive po,ver as kings one hour
.with -the beast. They have. not acquired independent governmcut ;
'but they have the power which truth confers. The hour during
which they enjoy this power with the beast. is not a period of time,
but a state of life. The state meant by an hour is their state of
acknowledgment, They receive po,ver one hour with the beast in
their state of acknowledgment, that the Word is the suprelne authority
in the church, and in matters of faith and discipline. Tho Lord
promises to them that overcome that they will sit down with Him in
His throne. Those, too, who overcame their errors and prej udices in
favour of infallible judgment and irresponsible po,ver, and ascribe
these to the revealed W ord of God, will receive regal po,ver with and
from it. Such, we venture to say, will increase in numLeI'S and in
strength. 'I'he night is past! the morning has dawned, and the day
which is at hand will chase a,vay the darkness, in w hich alone gross
errors can live, especially those which relate to the Lord and Ills
Word, The truth respecting the Lord J eSHS Christ as the only God,
the Creator, Redeemer, and Saviour, whose very Humanity is Di ville,
will meet with strong resistance in the minds which have but partially
emancipated themselves from the yoke of bondage to a venerable
dogma, They will make war with the Lamb by rosisting the idea that
His Humanity is Divine. But the Lamb will overcome them by con
vincing them: for He is Lord of lords and King of kings. He is the
-!\ uthor of all the good and all the truth of heaven and the church.
And all who accept the truth that the Word is Divine, and who are
'C kings," will ultimately acknowledge the true and sole Divinity of
Jesus, who is King of kings, as the Truth f1'o111 w hich all the truths
of the church are derived, and to which they all lead.

15. The angel 1l0\V returns to his first statement respecting the
woman. And he eaitl: unto me, The waters 'which thou saiceet, 'where
the whore sitieth, are peoples, and multitudes, and nations, and tongues.
We have already considered this meaning of the waters mentioned in
the first verse, and need only remark on the cause of its Leing introduced
here. The waters are the truths of the Word. Firsl, they are men
tioned as in subjection to the church, and prostituted by her, for she
is the unchaste one that sitteth on them. They arc next explained to

be peoples, and multitudes, and nations, and tongues, to express, not
the natural extent of her dominion, but the variety of the spiritual
states of those over whom she had exercised her authority; and the
explanation is introduced here, because it is to these that the present
part of the prophecy relates.

16, 17. The second of the two classes' of which we have spoken
comes 1l0\V before us. And the ten horns uiliich. thou saioeei upon the
beast, these shall hate the. iohore, and shall make her desolate and
naked, and shall eat her flesh, and burn her ~{)ith fire. For God hath
put in their hearts to fulfil His will, and to agree, and give their king-
dom unto the beast, until the 'words of God shall be fulfilled. These, it
is clear, are directly and openly opposed to the church described by the
woman. This class includes all those who have not simply dissented
from the Papal claim, but who have seen, more orless clearly, and have
opposed, more or less strongly, the general intellectual and moral
corruption of the church. The ninth and tenth centuries were the
darkest in. the history of the church, as well as of Europe. In the
twelfth century the Albigenses stood out against the errors and cor
ruptions of the church, hut were persecuted with relentless fury till
the whole sect was exterminated, 'Besides the Albigenses of France,
the V\!ykliffites of England and the Lollards of Germany revived and
kept alive the claims of spiritual freedom and of the Word of Life;
for God had put into their heart to fulfil His will. At last the Refor
mation arose. That was but the culmination of a movement that had
been going on for generations in the minds of the men of Christen
dom, Dark as the ages were, the light had never been entirelyextin
guished ; evil as they had become, good had not entirely failed.
Supreme as the will of the Pope had become, God had put into
the hearts of nlany to fulfil His will, and give their kingdom unto
the beast. 'That which the ten kings were to fulfil does not mean the
will of God, but the will of the beast. This shows that the beast
is an enlblem of the Word of God, and that the will and teaching
of the Word are opposed to the "Till and teaching of the Pope and
of the Romish church. On this ground the ten kings agreed, or had
one will, to give their kingdom' unto the beast. 'Those who in all
ages of the fallen church have been the exposers of its corruption
and opponents of its despotic po\ver, have had this as their great
obj ect, to bring the VVord from its prison house" either as concealed
from the people in the words of an uuknowu tongue, or withheld
1'1'0111 them by the vigilant watchfulness of a debased and interested
priesthood, The great achievement of the Reformers was to give
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, their kingdom unto the beast. The Reformation vindicated the claims
,of the Word of God to supreme authority in the church, and the claims

t of the whole church to the use of the Word of God, with the right to
draw living water from that well of salvation. The Reformation,
besides, exposed much of the corruption of the church, and neutra
lized much of her evil. It made her desolate and naked, and con
sumed her flesh, and burned her with fire. Wo have said that the
Reformation was a palliative, not a cure. Its efforts were to prolong,
not to perpetuate the duration of the dispensation. For according to
the unfailing words of the prophecy, they were to give their kingdom
unto the beast until the words of God should be fulfilled. The fulfil-

.' ment of th.e words is the passing a\vay of the old dispensation and

.corning of the ne\v.
18. The angel ends his discourse by saying, And the iooman which

thou eauiest is that great city, which reiqneili over the kings of the
earth, In this and some other points there nlay be a coincidence
between the literal and the spiritual sense. At one time the church
ruled over all the kings of the Christian world, The spiritual cause
produced the natural effect. The church at one time had all the

'. intellectual power of Christendom ; and the dominion of the spiritual
. over the temporal power was the result. Had the po\ver of the
: church been exercised for the good of mankind, and not for selfish
. aggrandizelnent, she would have laboured to enlighten the nations
instead of enslaving them. But the assumption of the right to rule
over the truths of the church led to the claim of the corresponding

. right to reign over the kings of the earth. A more general en lighl.on-

.ment and a higher intelligence have wrested that po\ver from her
grasp, and her rule over the truths of the church will in due time
pass from her hands.

CHAPTER XVIII.

A. NEW scene, but one intimately connected with that which 'we
have considered, now opens to our view, The character of Babylon is
disclosed in the previous chapter, the judgment of Babylon is described
in this.

1. And after these things I saw another angel C01l1e doun front

heaoen, having great power j and the earth toas liqlitcnal uiiilr Ids
glory. , Another angel because another phase. The previous angel

wns one of those who had the seven vials, for that was a time of
exploration; now it is an angel that has great po,ver, for this is the
day of separation. That which this angel possesses is the po"'er of
Divine goodness, as opposed to the power of human evil; and the earth,
that is, the church, is lightened with the true light of Divine glory us
opposed to the false light of human glory, or with the light of truth
as opposed to the darkness of error.

2. And he cried 1nightily with a strong voice, saylng, Babylon the
qreai 1'S fallen, 1~S fallen, and is become the habitat-ion of devils, and.
the hold of every foul 81Ji11it, and a cage of every unclean and hateful
bird. A strong voice bespeaks a strong will. The Divine will is
infinite love. The voice of Divine truth that announces or pronounces
judgment is also the voice of Divine love. In all His judgments the
Lord remembers mercy. The Lord never judges from truth alone, but
from truth and love united. It is not the Judge but the judged that
separates them, The evil have the truth without the love, and thus
receive judgment without mercy, "Babylon is fallen, is fallen," is a
cry of love as well as of truth on the Lord's part, and it is the announce
ment of a double fall on the part of the church, a fall from love and a
fall from truth. A.s Babylon is great, her fall is great. Not error
alone, but evil and error united, make the church and the man of the
church great in iniquity, and make their fall great. And those who
have fallen from truth and love become as a consequence the habita
tion of demons, and the hold of every foul spirit, and the cage of every
unclean and hateful bird. Self-love' and the love of the world are the
demons that possess them, the lusts that they inspire are the foul
spirits, of which their affections are the hold, and the impure, wicked
thoughts are the unclean and 'hateful birds, of which their understand
ings are the cage.

3. The reason for the judging of Babylon is, that all nations have drunk
of the urine of the wrath of her fornication, and the kings of the earth
have committed fornication 'with her, and the merchants of the earth
ate waxed rich throuqli the abundance of her delicacies. The profano
mixture or union of principles that are in their nature abhorrent to
each other, which is characteristi.c of Babylon, is described in these
words. Goodness and truth are homogeneal and congenial to each
other, and their union forms the heavenly marriage, and heaven itself.
Evil and falsity are similarly allied, and their union forms the opposite
of the heavenly marriage and of heaven. There are, however, t\VO
unnatural combinations and conjunctions, that of good with falsity
and of truth with evil. 'These are here represented as taking place.
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Nations and kings are the principles of goodness and truth; the wo 111 an
and her impure wine are evil and falsity. The conjunction of what is
good wibh 'what is false is meant by the nations being drunk with the
wine of the wrath of the woman's fornication; and the conjunction of
what is true with what is evil is meant by the kings of the earth C0111

mitting fornication with the woman herself. These strange mixtures
are, in the strict sense, the profanation of goodness and truth. This
is a sin" that can' only be committed by those within the church, for
they only can possess the knowledge of what is good and true. This
knowledge constitutes spiritual riches; for knowledge is intellectual
wealth, And those who are of the character we are now considering
are zealous in acquiring the knowledge of holy things, but only that
they may USH it for an unholy purpose. These are the merchants of
the earth, that is, of the church, that wax rich through the abundance
of her delicacies.

4. And I heard another voice f},017~ heaven, saying, Conte out of her,
my people, thai ye be not partakers of he?' sins, and that ye receive not
of her plagues. This new voice from heaven is the voice of exhorta
tion, and one to which we shall do well to take heed, In the natural
sense it would seem to be a call to give up fellowship with a corrupt
religious communion, We do not say that this is not a duty. But

.the spirit of' the present exhortation is still more practical. It is pos
sible to break off connection with a religious body without forsaking
its evils, and to remain in cornmunion with it without being a partaker
of its sins. But there is one corning out which, \vhntever communion
we may belong to or forsake, is an imperative Christian duty, and
saves us from participating in a common Sill. Self-love is the Baby.
Ionish principle, It has a place in all hearts, and perhaps in all
communions, and therefore in all human affairs. It is the source
of more than half. the evil and bitterness of public" and. private, of
social and domestic, life. In its strictly religious aspect it shows
itself in persons and sects trusting in themselves that they are
,righteous, and despising others. So far as, individually and collect
ively, we are in self-love, we are in Babylon, From this evil love we
must come out, that we partake not of her sins nor receive her plagues.
Before we can forsake an evil we must, however, know what that evil
is-its character and consequences. It is to those who know and
understand this that the exhortation is addressed. 'I'hey are the Lord's
people. Spiritually, people and nations are those who are respectively
in truth and in good. We nItty be in the truth, and yet be under the
influence of self-love; we may be the Lord's people, and yet be in

Babylon. 'ye nlftY be like the children of Judah in the Babylonish
captivity. They were carried a,vay captive, not because they did not
know, but because they did not hearken to, .the voice of Divine truth.
So long as we know the truth and do not the good it teaches, we are
in bondage. To all who are yet in this state the exhortation is ad
dressed, "Come out of her, my people. Be ye not partakers of her
sins/'-for sin is imputed .to those who know it; "that ye receive
not of her plagues,"-for the misery of sin is to those who, knowing
it, continue in it.

5. A.s a reason is assigned for judging Babylon, so is there for
exhorting the Lord's people to come out of her. Far her sine Iiaoe
reached unto heaven, and God Iuitli remembered her iniquities. What
is tho import of this reason ~ It appears as if the sin of Babylon is to
be allowed to go on until it ·..~as reached to heaven, 'vhen the Divine
remembrance of her past sins is to be awakened, Although free-will
exists, evil has its limit, The limitation of evil is tho preservation of
free-will. Free-will depends on the equilibrium between evil and good,
and therefore between heaven and hell. If the po\ver of evil were to
overcome the power of good, the po,ver of choosing between them
would be lost. When the po\ver of evil so increases as to threaten the
existence of the balance on which free-will depends, the evil 111Ust be
restrained by judgment, which is indeed as natural a result of the
excess of evil in the moral atmosphere as the thunderstorm is of an
excess of electricity in the air. Judgment, like the thunderstorm,
restores the balance. It is when her sin reaches to heaven, and the
powers of heaven are shaken (Matt, xxiv. 29), that God remembers
the iniquities of Babylon that have risen to this daring height, and
threaten the stability of heaven, both among the angels and in tho
minds of men, This is the truth revealed here, and wherever in the
Word we read of sin reaching to heaven, and of God remembering the
sins of men.

6, 7. Besides exhorting the Lord's people to come out of Babylon,
the voice lays on them this inj unction: Reward her even as she
reioarded you, and double unto her double, according to her works: in
the cup uliicli she hath filled, fill to her double. How much. she hath
glorified herself, and lived deliciously, so mucli torment and sorrow
give her.' for she saitli ,in her heart, I sit a queen, and am no
u.idoui, and shall see no sorrow. The law of retaliation, the enforce..
mont of which is here enjoined, originated in the celestial law, 1)0

unto others as ye would they should- do unto you. Being a luw of
Divine order, its rule is as universal as the Divine government.
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Among angels and spiritual men it is the law of love, among natural
men and evil spirits it is the law of hatred. It was because the JC\VS

were natural men that the law of retaliation was permitted to find a
. place' in the Mosaic code. When the Lord carne into the world to

establish a spiritual church, the law which demanded an eye for an
eye and a tooth for a tooth was abolishecl, and Ch ristians were
required to resist not evil (Matt, v. 38). This is the Iaw of heaven.
In' that kingdom which is the opposite of heaven, and where the
opposite of heavenly love prevails, the la 'v of retaliation exists, and is
enforced with terrible exactitude and unrelenting severity. All
outward punishment in the other life is inflicted by it. The Lord
punishes none. Nay, He moderates the punishment which evil spirits
delight to inflict upon each other. The Mosaic law of retaliation was
a type of this. Moses did not originate that law, for it is a law of
nature, but of unregenerate nature. It existed long before his time,
All that the J ewish law did was to soften and restrain it. So in the
other life. He who gave the law of Moses softens and restrains the
law of retaliation in hell, making that corrective which tli e evil desire
to make destructive. The law of retaliation is capable of being made
corrective, because it has its origin in a law of order. It is for this
reason that the Divine government can be exercised through that law,
and can control its application so as to make it useful for preserving
such external order as can exist in the kingdom of disorder, whose
natural condition is anarchy. It is for the same reason that, in the
letter of the 1,N"ord the punishment of the wicked is ascribed to the
Lord, and that the Lord's people are enjoined to reward Babylon as
she had rewarded them. As the Lord's people are the 1110111bel'S of the
church who are in the truths of the Word, in the abstract sense they
are those truths themselves.. By profaning the tru ths of the Word,
the wicked bring upon themselves the retribution which has its first
origin in the laws of truth, which are thus the remote origin of their
punishment. The injunction to the "people," " Reward her even as
she rewarded you," expresses the law, that so much as truth is
transgressed or profaned, so much does the infernal fOrIU of that law
fall upon the offender. So much as she has glorified herself and lived
deliciously, so much torment and sorrow give her, enunciates the
Iaw, that the pride of self-love and the intellectual vanity of self
intelligence are changed in the other light into SOlTO'V of heart and
intellectual inanity. "vVoe unto you that are rich! for ye have
-received your consolation. Woe unto you that arc full! for ye shall
hunger, Woe unto you that laugh 1l0\V! for yo shall mourn and

weep " (Luke vi. 24, 25). The retribution however is to be double
the injury. This expresses another law. Everything that is com
pleted is doubled in the other life. Doubling in the spiritual sense of
Scripture does not mean duplication but conjunction. It is therefore
used in Scripture both in relation to the good and the evil. " For
Jour shame ye shall have double, .•• therefore in their land they
shall possess the double" (Isa. lxi, 7). The consummation of wicked
ness is the reciprocal conjunction of evil and falsity, and the perfecting
of righteousness is the reciprocal conjunction of goodness and truth.
As a consequence, the conjunction of goodness and truth makes
heaven, and the conjunction of evil and falsity makes hell. The con
junction of evil with falsity is meant by doubling to her double
according to her works, and the conj unction of falsity with evil is
meant by filling or rather mixing to her double the cup which she her
self hath mixed.

These calamities overtake the woman for her, inward boast, "I
sit a queen and aIU no widow, and- shall see no sorrow." The, .
difference between the evil and the good, the false and the true, IS
very striking and instructive. Pride and humility, self-confidence and
self-distrust, are their opposite characteristics. As with the individual,
so with the church. The more corrupt the church, the greater the
confidence she has in her own excellence and exalted position. The'
woman's glorification of herself is very expressive of this. She saith
this in her heart. Not outward but inward boasting. There is a
pride that apes humility in churches as inmen, A church proclaims
herself the servant of servants, while she aspires after universal
dominion, and washes the feet of 1110ck saints, while she invokes foul
curses on the heads of honest dissenters. She may tenderly care for
the souls of heretics, while she tortures and burns their bodies, But
saying in her heart means more than secret thought. The will is in
the mind what the heart is in the body. It is the fountain of its life.
What is said and done there flows as a living stream through the whole
system, When self-love is a queen, it is there she sits enthroned, issu
ing her mandates, and making her sovereign power to be felt to the most
distant parts of her kingdom. Her very posture, expresses a state and
a sense of easy security. She sits as a queen. And while she claims
to be a queen, she declares herself to be no widow, and to be above
the reach of sorrow, True, she is no widow. Neither is she a wife.
Yet she was once a wife ; or if not a wife, an espoused virgin, a bride.
She was once the bride of the Lord Jesus. .And she still claims to
be His spouse; for she asserts that she is TIO widow, But as the,
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voice of prophecy declares she would become, the testimony of tru th
declares her to be, a harlot. Her state is that. described ill the
prophets, "Plead 'with your mother, plead; for she is not My 'wife,
neither am I her I-Iusband " (Hos, ii, 2). "Thus saith the Lord, Where
is the bill of your mother's divorcement, whom 1 have put, away j or
which of my creditors is it to -whom I have sold you ~ Behold, for
your iniquities have "jTe sold yourselves, and for your transgressions is
your mother put away" (Isa, 1. 1). The cause of separation between
the Lord and the church is the same now as it was then. It is not
the result of priestly ambition only, but of general corruption.

.Priestly ambition is only the form which the common corruption
takes in the clerical mind. In all eases of the church's divorcenlent;
the true cause is not particular but. general, "For your transgressions
is yourmother put away."

8. Because the church flatters herself that she sits as a queen, and
shall see no sorrow, Therefore shall her plaques C07ne in one day,
death, and mourninq, and famine; and she shall be utterly burned toith.
fire : for strong is the Lord God uiho [udqeth. her. The 011e day is the
day of judgment, Yet not so much a time as a state of judgment,
as we have already remarked (ver, 5). The certainty and complete
ness of her overthrow are assured; for strong is the Lord God thau
judgeth her. The plagues which come as the result of judgment are
not Divinely-inflicted. punishments, but the manifested effects of in
ward states. These, as here declared, are death, mourning, and famine.
Death, the opposite' of life, is spiritually the extinction of all that con
stitutes life. Love is life. Love to the Lord UIH} to each other con
stitutes spiritual and eternal life. The extinction of these loves is

.spiritual and eternal death. Death is not, however, a negative state
only. The extinction of love to God and the neighbour is due to the
active existence of the loves of self and of the world. These are the
positve elements of, and their predominance constitutes, the state
called death. 'This state is common to both worlds, but in the other
world it appears as it really is. In this world we see rather the
shadow of death than death himself Seldom do we behold that king
of terrors face to face. He is so clothedwith education, so agreeable
with-manners, 80 concealed by prudential motives, that it is only on
rare occasions we are startled and horrified by a transient vision of Iris
distorted form and hideous features. In the other world these ou t
ward coverings fall off, and the evil thing stands forth in aw ful
distinctness and appalling ghastliness. With death C0111e mourning and

.famine. - Tlte delights of evil, so pleasurable in this world, in the

other world are turned into their opposites. Joy is turned into
mourning, fulness Into famine, And still more terrible, the fire is
kindled that will never be quenched, and burn continually without
consuming, That fire, indeed, consumes, it consumes all that is good
and true, but, it ever burns with unquenchable hatred against all that
angels love, and most of all against the Lord Himself, as infinite love
and goodness. I t is because this love of self is directly opposed to
the love of (joel, and therefore to God as Love, that the utter
destruction of the woman by fire is ascribed to the strength. of the
Lord God that judges her. For judgment arises, not from the Lord's
opposition to the evil, but from their opposition to Him. When the
opposition of self-love to Divine love reaches 'its height, it brings itself
into such conflict with its opposite as results in its own conflagration;
as substances are resisted to a burning heat by rapid motion through a
resisting medium by striking against a resisting body. And the
stronger the resistance the more complete the combustion. It is the
eternal opposition of self-love to the love of God and to God's love,
that, keeps the fire of hell for ever burning. If self-love' could cease
its opposition, the fire of hell itself would be extinguished. We
have already seen (xvii, 16) that, in the Scripture, burning is
often spoken of as the punishment of profaners, and of the profane
Baby Ion in particular. When Nadab and A.bihu usurped the priest's
office, and offered strange fire before the Lord, "there went out fire
from the Lord, and devoured them." (Lev. x, 2); and when the
250 princes, who had joined the rebellion of Korah, Dathan, and
Abiram, appeared at the door of the tabernacle with their censers
to perform the priest's office, in opposition to the claim of Moses and
Aaron, ~'fire carne out from the Lord. and consumed them i'f (Numb.
xvi. 35). ·

9, 10. So far this chapter relates to those who are opposed to
Babylon; what now immediately follows refers to those who sympathise
with her. These consist of three classes-kings, merchants, and ship
masters, What these are in their religious meaning we have now to
consider. And first regarding the kings. And the kings ot' the earth,
'1£11.0 have committed fornication, and lived delic-iously uiith. her, shall
bewail her, and lament for her, tolien. they shall see the s'J1ioke of her
burninq, standing afar op· ."01- the fear of her torment, saying, .:A. las,
alas I that g1·eatcity Babylon, that 1nighty city I for in one hour is thy
judg11'lent C01J~e. These kings, unlike those represented by the ten
horns, do not hate the woman, but love her, they do not blame the
woman, but bewail her. And in bewailing her they bewail them-
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sel ves; for the kings have lived deliciously with her, and the merchants
and shipmasters have been made rich by her traffic. First reigned over
by the woman (xvii. 18), and afterwards yielding to her desires, these
·kings became partners with her in her sins. Their difference from the
ten kings is marked by their designation. They are called kings of
the .earth, which the others are not. ICings are emblematic of truths,
and the earth of the church. Kings of the earth thus represent truths
of the church. These kings represent truths, or 'what were once
truths; for IlO'V the truths once held in simplicity by the church are
profaned. Truths are profaned by being applied to an evil use.
The right use of truth is to teach men holiness. " Sanctify them
through Thy truth: Thy Word is truth " (John xvii. 17). When that
which 'was given to lead men to holiness is made the means of leading
them to something that is outwardly holy but inwardly unclean, it is
profaned. Truth is thus wedded to evil,-no, not wedded, for there
can be no marriage between them; but is drawn into an unholy, and
therefore criminal connection "'with evil, and made to minister to
impure desires and ambitious views: this is to commit fornication
with the woman, When this is the case, the delights of evil in the
will are communicated to perverted truths in the understanding, w hich
then flatter the evils they were intended to reprove; and this is to
live deliciously with her. The truths which the church perverts are
those which .belong to the letter of the Word, from which the doctrine
of the church is derived. These truths are also meant by the kings of
the earth. 'I'he letter of Scripture is capable of being perverted,
because it consists chiefly of apparent truths, which ll1UY be adopted
as real truths, and made to confirm opinions and practices at variance
with the spirit of its teaching. Of the injurious consequences of per
verting the Iiteral sense of the Word we have a striking example ill
the interpretation which the church carne to give of the Lord's words
to Peter, respecting the keys of the kingdom of heaven. No such
po\ver as that of opening and shutting heaven was given to the
apostle, and there is no evidence that he ever claimed or exercised it.
The power was given to Peter's faith, and to all who in faith make
Peter's heaven-inspired confession, that Jesus Christ is the Son of the
living God. What a perversion of this truth to place Peter's keys in
the hands of a man, and call him Peter's successor and Christ's vicar,
and 'declare him the head of the church, and give him the power of
admitting into, or excluding from heaven whomsoever he will !
. The wilful perversion of Divine truth in this world is followed by
terrible'. effects in the other life. Truth once joined to evil by per-

version can never 'be entirely severed from it. ~ The existence of evil
and truth in one mind produces that condition described in. the
fables of antiquity, of being alternately in heaven and on earth. The
truth 'draws the soul upwards to heaven, andthe evil drags it down
wards to hell. This state, III ore than any other, isthe cause offuture
suffering, and is th~ root of the torment of Babylon, for fear of which
the kings and 'merchants stood afar o~' when they saw the smoke of
her burning. 'Remoteness from Babylon at thetime of her judgment
is a point of great significance.." There is .no space in. the spiritual
world or in relation to spiritualthings.. Dissimilarity of state is. the
only cause and measure .of distance in the other world. Yet those
who .synlpathise with, and indeed belong to Babylon, stand afar off
from her in the day of her destruction, : It is not uncommon in this
world for thosewho have profited by the vices and helped forward the
ruin of others, to forsake them in .the day of theirc~l~~ity.. . .There is
this difference between. the two worlds. 'Here, those who minister .to
and profit by the vices of others; may prosper; for this is a life of
probation: there, the partners and abettors, share in the' ruin they
have helped to produce ;" for that is a life of fruition. There.are, how
ev:er, two different states to be considered, 'one' peculiar ito the men of
Babylon, and one 'common to them and to others. Their peculiar
state is that of profaners ; they use holy means. to effect unholy ends.
Unbelief rejects the truth, hypocrisy perverts it. Perverted truth,
which after all is but perverted knowledge, enables the mind to see its
own perversion in its terrible results, when the smoke of falsehood
ascends from the fireof evil, inspiring terror and awakening reflection.
It is common to all who are wicked to have alternate states of security
and fear. When they are in the delight of their love; they are blind
to the character and consequences of their states; when they come
into anxiety and distress, they see for the moment the nature of their
evil, and fear its torments, The remorseful sinner stands for the time
afar off from his sin. Thelove of sin is his innerlife, and while all
,seems prosperous, it is his whole Iife.: When calamity comes, :any good
Iie possesses 'revolts against the inner life,ahd he is for the moment
humbled and 'removed from it, and sees it from afar off as another self:

The smoke 'of burning is the false principle that aris~s from thefire
of self-love. Evil love 'in the heart generates' falseideas in the under
standing; and' these. make love intellectually visible" as thought
reveals affection. Yet false' thoughts do not reveal to the evil the
nature of their O\Vll affections, nor excite sorrow on account" of them,

Considered in its moregeneral apprehension, the kings of the earth
X
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are not the ruling principles but the ruling persons in the church, who
enterimore deeply into. her doctrines, her purposes, and her plans.
These .sin more deeply with her. And having participated more in
her pleasures, they will be more in fear of her torment, and lament
more feelingly with the great and mighty city, when the hour of her
judgment 'comes.
, 11-14. Another class of those who sympathise with Babylon are
tha-.merchants. This class consists of t\VO distinct divisions.
Merchants are mentioned again at verse 15, who are other than
the merchants mentioned here. So that altogether we have men of
four different characters who lament over the fall of Babylon. And
the merchants 0.( the eartli ehall iocep and mourn over her; for no nuin
buyeth their merchandiee any more. The merchants of the earth are
those who buy and sell the things required for the uses of the
natural life ; and the merchants of the church are those who procuro
and dispense-the things required for the support of tho f:l'il'itual life.
'The kingdom of heaven is compared to "a merchant mnn " (Mntt.
xiii, 45); but the unheavenly-minded merchants are those who seek
their own honour and gain by trafficking in holy things. All that
maintains the spiritual life - is comprehended in the t,YO universal
principles of goodness and. truth; but these include an endless variety
of ·particulars. Many of them are enumerated under the figure of
natural things j as, tlie merchandise of gold, and .'1iloe 7-, and precious
stones, and 0.1pearls, and fine linen, and pU1]JZe, and silk, and scarlet,
and all thytne~f)ood, and all manner vesse7s of riV01'!!, and all rnanner
vessels of most precious 'wood, and of brass, and iron, and marble, aiul
cinnamon, and odours, and ointments, and frankinccusc, atul urine, ((nil
oil, and fine flour, and 'wheat, and beasts, and sheep, atul horse», tuu!
chariots, and slaves (bodies), and souls 0.( men. And the fruit» iliat
thy soul lusted after are departed front thee, and all tliiiuje rohic]: 'were
dainty and goodly are departed from thee, and thou. shalt fiiul tlieni no
more at all. This long list of the goods that formed the trade and
wealth of Babylon may seem to be introduced to give an ideal picture
of the immense and multifarious traffic of the" great city." But as
all natural objects and productions are syrubols of spiritual things,
each of them has a meaning,' and all are arranged according to spiritual
affinities. 1iVhat thus seems at first sight a heaping up of precious
and common things that constitute the wealth and riches of Babylon,
a closer attention will show to contain distinctions and classifications
of a very interesting and instructive character. It has often been re
marked that the imagery of the Apocalypseis taken for the most part

from the J ewish church.' The Revelation 'is like tlie 'Pentateuch.
~he religious worship of the Jews was embodied in various representa
tive forms"; and soverulthlngs were required for 'its proper celebration.
The highest of these was the tabernacle, and" afterwarda the temple,
As Babylon -is a figure of the church, but of 'the church in a 'state of
great corruption, various articles which constituted- the wealth of the
great city answer to those which entered into the construction or were
used in- the {service of the house' of God. The 0,fferincs for theb

tabernacle were "gold, 'and silver, and brass, and blue, and" purple,
and scarlet, and fine linen, and goats' hair, and' rams" skins died red
and. b~dger~'skins, and shittim wood, oil for the light, spices fo;
anointing 011, and for-sweet incense, onyx stones, and stones to be set
in the .ephod, and in the breastplate" (Ex, ·xxv. 3.-7). The thinzs
mentioned in this part of the Revelation are of the SU1110 nature as
these.

First (vor.12), we have gold and silver, precious stones and pearls, and
thyine wood, answering to shittim wood, that entered into the structure
and adornment of the sacred edifice, and the gold and precious stones
that formed Aaron's breastplate j then we have the fine linen and
purple, and silk, and scarlet, that formed its curtains and covcrincs" o ,
and the garments of the high priest; and lastly.vwe have all manner oj
vessels of icorf, and of most precious (wood, and of brass, and iron, and
marble, answering to the sacred vessels of the holy house. When the
church is compared to a woman, the fine linen and purple are, as in the
case of tl~e high priest, consideredto be her gannents, and the gold
and preCIOUS stones her ornaments. The' 'YOIUal1, as seen on the
scarlet b.east, was arrayed in purple and scarlet, and decked with gold
and preCIOUS stonea and pearls; and in this chapter she is lamented as
that groat cit~ that was clothod. in fine Iiuen, and purple, and scarlet,
and decked with gold, and preCIOUS stones, and pearls.

Secondly (ver. 13), we have the cinnamon, and odours, and oint..
mente, and frankincense, answering to the spices that were used for
the holy oil for the lamps, and for incense; then we have the toine,
and oil, and fine flour, and uilieat, that answer to the drink and
meat offerings of the tabernacle; and then we have the beasts and
sheep, that answer to its sacrifices and burnt offerings. 'Ve pass over
for tl:e present the horses, and chariots, and slaves, and souls of men;

Thirdly (ver. 14), we have the fruits, and daiutuamd goodly th£n(Js
answering to the fruits and other produce of the field that, were
dedicated and sanctified to the Lord-a tenth of which was devoted to
His service, for sustaining the priesthood, the rest,". as the fruit and re-
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ward of their Iabours, serving for domestic and social uses, and festive
enjoyments.' "., ' .
. These are not accidental resernblances, but are real analogies, and
answer to the· principal' elements of religion, arranged according to
'their relations and affinities. The first relates to doctrine; the second
to worship, and the- third to their effects in the uses and enjoyments
of life. Under this classification we will consider them,
. 12. The things mentioned in this verse have relation to doctrine.
These thines enumerated are of three kinds-1nerclzandise of[jnld, and
silver· andopl'ecious stones and of pearls j .and fine linen, and lJUJ]J7e,' , ,
and silk, and scarlet j and' all thyine uiood, and all manner vessels of
ivory, and all manner vessels of most precious toood, and of brass, and
-iron, and marble. .While ,consistiilg of three series, each series con
'sists of pairs. .These. are gold and silver, precious stones and pearls;
fi lie linen and purple, silk and scarlet; thyine wood and vessels of
Ivory; vessels of precious wood and ofbrass, and iron and :narble. They
consist of three series, because .there are three degrees In all things ;
and they are .arranged in pairs, because all things have relation to
goodness and truth, All these are sym helical of pril1cip~es of good
.ness and truth of different 'kinds and degrees, from the highest good
which is love to. the .Lord, symbolized by gold, to the lowest truth,
'which is that of the senses, symbolized by marble. And they are
arranged in .pairs, because all doctrine has relation to goodness and
truth as all the law and .the prophets hang upon love to the Lord and
charity to the 'neighbour. The thyine wood and the marble,.which
we have connected as a pair, are not indeed found together 111 the
text. 'The reason isthis,-the thyine wood is mentioned as the first,
'and the marhleas the. last of the things that belong to the natural
.series, or the principles that belong to the natural mind. The highest
good of the natural .mind .is the good of obedienc~, and its Icwest
truth' isthatwhich is adapted to the senses. All higher good closes
in and rests upon the good of obedience, and all higher truth closes
tin and rests upon the truth of appearance, or apparent. truth. .

13.. The things enumerated in this verse have relation to worship,
.and these also are of three kinds, and are arranged in pairs. There
are cinnamon and odours, ointment and frankincense j wine and oil,
fine flour and 'wheat j beasts and sheel:,ho1'ses and.chariots, bodies and
.souls of men. These pairs have relation to what IS good and true, of
·,'the 'three degrees, 'celestial, spiritual, and natural. Thus cinnamon
.signifies worship from love, and incense or perfume is ,vorshi~ from
.wisdom ; for love i~ made frngrant and grateful by means.of wisdom,

Love without wisdom is without perception, and therefore' without
variation, and without consciousness of its nature and use. Ointment
and frankincense signify love to the neighbour, and the truth which
directs and qualifies it. Wine and oil signify truth and good 'vhich
are from a celestial origin, and relate to love to the Lord; and ~ne

flour and wheat signify truth and good which are from a spiritual
origin, and relate to love to the neighbour. Of the three pairs which
foIl0 w, beasts and sheep are truths from a spiritual natural origin,
horses and chariots are truths and goods which are from a rational
origin, and slaves (or bodies) and souls of men are truths and goods
frOID a natural origin. These, although intrinsically more excellent
than the animals that precede, are slaves, and being depri~ed of th,e
rights of humanity, are mere instruments of service.

14. The third class of things that constituted the wealth of Baby 1611,
have relation to the delights and satisfactions of mind which are the
fruits of doctrine and worship, and which -the soul desires as. the result
of its religious convictions and duties. These 'are meant by the fruits
that thy soul lusted. after, and the things that were dainty and goodly.
All those precious things signify the precious things of the Word,
possessed as knowledge and traded in for gain, but of 'which their
owners are deprived in the other life.

, When doctrine is true and worship is sincere, joy of heart and satis
faction of mind' are the fruits. But when self-intelligence underlies
doctrine, and self-love underlies worship, joy is turned into sorrow,
and satisfaction of mind into corroding anxiety and discontent, The
delights of corrupt religion arise from the influence they give over
the minds of men, and the dignity and opulence that this. secures..
And when in the other life all this is ended, what remains but
the, 'wretchedness of spiritual contempt and degradation ~ The
delight of their life is gone, and undelight turns existence into a
living death. ' : ...

15-19. Babylon herself being destroyed, and all her riches and glory
laid ill the dust, and consumed in the fire of her own self-love, the
merchants of tileee things, which were made 'rich by her, shall stand
afar off' for ihe fear of her torment, toeepinq and 'wailing, and salling,
Alas, alc~8 / that great city, that 'was clothed in fine linen, and p?!,rple,
and scarlet, and decked toith. gold, and precious stones, and pearls?
For in one hour 80 great riches is C01ne to nought. And every sh·i.J!
master, and all the cOlnpanl/ in ships, and sailors, and as 'Inany C!-S
trade by sea, stood afar off, and cried, when they saw the smoke ofher
burniiu], saying, lVllat city is like unto this great city I And· they
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cast dust on t~el! heads"and cried, WeelJing ah'Z1{)alling, saying, Alas,
.alas I that g-reatcity".uihereit: 'were made rich all that had eliips in. the
sea by reason of he?" costliness! for h~ one hour 1"S she made desolate.
'I'raders by, sea arid land Iament over the fall of Babylon. The land
and thesea, as we have seen (chap. xiii.), are descriptive of the church
as it consists of two classes-those who, like the clergy, enter interiorly
into .its doctrine and worship, and those who, like the laity, remain
more on the outside; as the merchants were the owners, and the ship
masters were but the carriers, of the wealth of Babylon. Both of these
classes lament. over the fall of the great city; for both have found
their living in her service, and been enriched by her traffic. Babylon
is.here 'called a city, and is yet described as a woman, clothed in fine
linen, and purple, and scarlet, and decked with gold, and precious stones
and pearls. But in one hour so great riches have come to nonght.
Judgment produces no intrinsic change of state, and yet no change
can be greater than it effects. It often reverses the j udgment of the
world, and always the. judgment of the worldly, It strips off all ap
pearances, and brings all things to their true level. Can any change
be greater than this, which is yet no change 1 In the re-adjustment of
things the rich may become poor, and the poor rich, the happy miser
able and the wretched happy, the exalted debased and the humble
exalted. It is the general substitution of the unreal for the real that
brings judgment upon churches. When religion has become a cloak
for .selfishness .and domination; when sanctimoniousness has taken the.
pla?e of holiness, and outward propriety the place of virtue, the end
must be hastened, or religion would die out, leaving no remnant from
which a ne,v commencement could be made and a new church formed,
The end, whenever it comes, must bring weeping and "railing to those
who have lived deliciously and confldcntly, but who have lived to
themselves and the world,

20. But although the end which the judgment brings is a cause of
lamentation to the evil and the false, it is a matter of rejoicing to the
good and the true. Therefore it is said, Iiejoice over her, thou
heaven, and ;yeholy aposiles and prophets / for God hath avenged you
o,n her. Heaven and holy men do not rejoice over the condemnation
of wicked persons, but they rejoice over the condemnation of wicked
principles, and in the triumph of righteousness and truth. Indeed
this rejoicing is the rejoicing of heavenly and holy and right principles
themselves, When evil and error prevail, heavenly influences are
shut out, and the lessons of righteousness and truth, w hich the apostles
and, prophets ~each, are secretly 01' openly contemned. Then hea ven

is shut up, arid the apostles and prophets mourn. 'But when God has
avenged them, vindicated them from the aspersions which sin' and
sinners had: cast upon them, and thus 'delivered them from the
oppression of their enemies, ·they rejoice, and communicate joy of
heart to all \V ho receive them.' " ' .

21. And a n~ighty angel took U1J a stoneIikea great millstone, and.
cast it into the sea, saying, .Thus I{oith oiolence shall that great city
Babylon be ihroum down, and shall be found. no more at all. . The
luighty angel is an emblem of the Divine power, especially of that
po\ver as exercised through heaven. The act itself is emblematieal
not only of the Divine po\ver which was to cast down Babylon, but of
the po\ver of Babylon which was to be cast down, The millstone,
one of the first and commonest signs of civilized life; is symbolical of
one of the first and· commonest signs of spiritual life. Corn, \V hell
produced, must be ground to fit it for its proper use. So must the
corn of heaven, as given in the .Word, be comminuted by reflection to
fit it for the proper uses of spiritual life. Investigation and reflection
are a kind of trituration, for it consists in analyzing, or resolving a
C0111IJound into its constituent elements, or in reducing a whole into
its particular parts. Investigation and reflection on the teaching of
the 'Vord lllay of course have for their eud either the elucidation of
truth or the confirmation of error. The confirmation of error. as the'
means of advancing' selfish ends, is that which is meant by tl;e stone
cast by the angel into the sea. For this stone is not said to be, but"
to be like, a millstone, The faculty of confirming error is not true
reason, but is only like it. Clever but unscrupulous persons who have
cultivated, not the faculty of reason, but the power of reasoning, can
confirm either side of a question, and it is indifferent to them which
side they take, and they espouse that which suits their interest. The
po,ver of confirming error is the great stone like a millstonewhich
was cast down, as an emblem of the destruction of Babylon. The
power of the corrupt church is broken when its false reasoninzs ando
conclusions are exposed. This is not done by human argument, but
by enlightened reasol1,-by light let in. from heaven, after judgment
has dispersed the dark clouds that obstructed the inflowing light and
heat of the Sun of righteousness. The violence with which Babylon
was to be cast down is expressiveof the irresistible powerwith which
the religious principle she represented was to be removed; from the
place it had usurped in the Christian church. For has not the
religions despotism of Popish authority and infallibility hung like a
millstone about the neck of the church, dragging her down into the
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Iowest depth's of spiritual degradation I The law of retaliation, which
is aIaw of order, brings upon the church, as upon the individual, the:
evil which .ehe herself had deliberately' done. And it is for the
welfare of the human race that such a doctrine and crushing despotism
should be found no more at all. .A church which clnimed absolute
property in the bodies and souls of men is inconsistent with the
spiritual and natural freedom, the religious and civil liberty, under.
'which ,true and vital religion can alone flourish.
~~ 22,.23. The po,ver of an ecclesiasticism may be broken, and yet its
form and its. name may remain, So it may be with the modern
Babylon.' There may be outward ponlp and pretension while there
is inward desolation. How strikingly is this represented 'in tho
present instance! And the »oice of harpers, and musicians, and oj
pilJers, and trumpeters, shall beheard no more at all in thee ; and no
craftsman, of 'whatsoever craft he be, shall be found any more 'in thee;
and the sound of a milletoneeliall be heard no more at all in thce ;
and the lighto.f a candle sliall, shine no more at all in thee; and the
ooice of the brideqrooni and of the bride eliall be heard no more at all
in thee: for thy merchants 'were the great men of the earili ; for by thy
sorceries 'were' all nations deceived. The images here presented are
very expressive and easily understood. It is easy to see that the
desolation of Babylon .will be such, that there will be no more the
delight arising from the harmony of the affections for goodness and
truth, meant by the musicians; .there will be no more the intelligence
and wisdom, meant by, the artificer j no 11101'0 the earnest inquiry after
and investigation of goodness and truth, meant by the sound of the
millstone j no, more enlightenment and discernment of truth, meant
by the Iight of a candle jand as a consequence of the absence of all
these, ~10 longer any conjunction of goodness and truth, which con
stitutes: the heavenly marriage and gives heavenly felicity, meant by
the voice of the bridegroom and of the bride. Where these are heard
no more at all, there is indeed desolation and woe. And what is the
cause of this ruin I The merchants of Babylon were the great men of
the earth, arret by her sorceries were all nations deceived. Her priests
desired to be princes, andstrove to acquire ecclesiastical instead of spiri
tual wealth and power, the power of authority to bring men forcibly
.under the dominion of the church, instead of the po\ver of persuasion,
to 'bring them freely under the government of the Lord. To effect
their purpose they used sorcery, poisoning the minds of the people by
their pernicious principles and practices, all tending to suppress free
thought' and' l?araly~e the faculties, by penalties which the church.

assumed the po\ver to inflict in time and in eternity. The assump
tions gave po,ver especially over the simple-minded, who are meant by
the nations, all w hich they" deceived," or led into error.

24.- And in her was found the blood ofprophets, and oj saints, and
of all that uiere slain upon the earth, Prophets and saints, abstractly
considered, are the truths and goods of the Word, whose blood is their
destruction by being falsified and profaned; .and, as the earth is a

symbol of the church, all that were slain in the church are the
principles of the church destroyed. When the principles of the Word
are deprived of their heavenly life, the church must perish. It is
maintained, it is true, both by the Church of Rome and some of the
Protestant branches, that the church is not to be judged by the Word,
but the Word by the church. But this assumption, is the offspring
of that priestly authority which has brought the church to its night
and consummation, .

CHAPTER XIX.

WE have now seen disclosed the nature and results of the two great
evils that arose successively in the Christian church, and that
gradually, and at last entirely, subverted her principles. One of these
evils was self-love, the other was the love of the world, The first
subverted the principle of her love to the Lord, the second subverted
the principle of her love to the neighbour. These are meant by the
great whore, and by the great red dragon. They are not described in the
Revelation in the order in which they arose in the natural world, but in
the order in which they were disclosed in the spiritual world, For
this reason .Babylon, which represents the first great corruption of the
Church's principIes, appears after the dragon,whichrepresents the second.

Although the t,YO evils represented by these signs and symbols
have been exhibited by the two great sections of the Christian church,
yet they belong exclusively to no particular religious communion.
Every church that has hitherto existed in the world has fallen under
their dominion. They are evils inherent in our fallen humanity. As·
a tendency to these evils is inherent in our nature, all have a personal
interest in the subject, since all are liable to fall into the same states,
and practically adopt the same principles.

1, 2. The vision now further unfolds itself, and presents a new
scene. And after these things I heard a great voice of rnuch people in,
hea-ven, saying, Alleluia; Salocdion, and glOTy, and honour, and power,
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unto the L01~d our God; j01' true and, 'righteous al-eHis judg17zents/ for
He hath judged the qreai 'whore, which did corrupt the earili toiih. her

, fornication, and hath avenged the blood of His servants at her hand.
The joy in heaven caused by the fall of Baby lon, is not like the shout
of victory on earth, in which there often is neither justice nor mercy.
The just made perfect, even those in the lower heavens, meant by the
muchpeople in heaven, do not rejoice at the calamity of the unfaith
ful, whether they be churches or men. The only shout of triumph
raised in heaven after the judgments of God, is at the victory of good
over evil, and of truth over error; and on account of the spiritual
benefits resulting from it. Therefore the key-note of the Alleluia is
Salvation. This, with glory, honour, and power, is ascribed to
the .Lord for His true and righteous judgments, in having judged the
great whore, .which had corrupted the earth with her fornications.
·The angels rejoice and glorify the Lord God, because He had by
judgment removed what had been an obstruction to the descent of
light and heat from the' Sun of heaven, or of love and truth from the

, Lord through heaven to the church on earth, and through the church to
the human race, This isa cause of joy to angels, as it should also be
to Olen. .The happiness of angels consists essentially in communicating
of what they possess, not only to each other, but to men upon earth, to
whom they are sent forth as ministering spirits, to minister unto them
who shall be heirs of salvation. In dispensing their blessings to
others, they only imitate the Author of all blessings, whose ministers
they are, and who repays them with increase; for influx is according
to efflux, "Give, and it shall be given unto you; good measure,
pressed down, and shaken together, and running over, shall 111e11
give into your bosom. For with the same measure that ye mote
withal, it shall 1)8 measured to you again" (Luke vi. 38). As
~t is the blessedness of angels to give, it is tho blessedness of men to
receive, When they freely receive the mercies which angels give,
mercy is twice blessed; it blesses those who give, and those who
take. Yet the happiness of .men does not 'consist in receiving only.
Men .are subject to the same law as the angels. Their happiness,
as .much as that of .the angels, consists in giving. .With them, too,
influx is according to efflux. One of the main causes that 111e11 do not
receive is that they do .not give. With the same measure that' they
mete withal it is measured to them again; but they receive that
measure running over. The capacity of receiving is increased by
giving. Heavenly wisdom is not increased by extending the memory,
~ut by enlar~ing the heart; and this can only be done by men doing

their duty as a labour of love.' When men do not receive what is
offered them through heaven, the joy of the angels is diminished.
But there are general and intermediate, as well as particular and direct,
causes .for the diminished reception of angelic influence. The state of
the church on earth, and the condition; of the intermediate state or
world of spirits, have some share in determining the measure of man's
reception of heaven's gifts. When these have become unfit to be
proper instruments of the Lord's saving operations, the influx of
Divine good and truth through heaven is retarded and even perverted;
and the work of salvation would be arrested, were not the hindrances
removed by a work of judgment, Angels rejoice over judgment only
as a necessary means of salvation. Unhappily judgment falls as a
punishment on thosewho have corrupted the ways of judgment. Yet
there is nothing of retribution, much less of vengeance, in the Divine
judgment of the unfaithful. In judging the great whore, who cor
rupted the earth, or the church, with' her fornications, the Lord is
said, indeed, to have' avenged the blood of His servants at her hands,
The Lord's servants, abstractly considered, are the truths of His
\l\rord ; for truths are the servants of goodness, the ministers of love.
The blood of the Lord's servants is shed when the truths of His"rord are falsified and profaned. The Lord avenges the blood of His
servants when He vindicates His truth from the perversions that had
deprived it of its life and usefulness, and restores it to its antiquity as
the guide to righteousness. Personally considered, the servants of
God are those who serve the Lord in truth. Many of these have
suffered martyrdom for bearing testimony to the truth. But the great
sin of those whom Babylon represents, consists in injuring or destroy
ing the spiritual life of others, by perverting their faith and charity,
'Those who are spiritual martyrs are avenged in the judgment by being
delivered from the errors, that had .eeduccd and the evil that had
oppressed them. Their blood is avenged when the truths they had
acquired from the Word are freed from the false interpretations and
interested applications that had turned them into errors, and thus
bent them into compliance with evil. ,

3. When the heavenly multitude had uttered their praise to God, as
the Author of salvation and the righteous Judge, agai'J~ they said,
Alleluia. There are two affections from which praise to God proceeds
-love to the Lord and love to the .neighbour, These are the
beginning and the end of all true worship" whether of prayer or
thnnksgiving. They constitute the sum of .. religion. All religious
corruption resolves itself into a corr~ption of these principles; all
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vindication of them resolves itself into their restoration. The judgment
ofthe great whore was the vindication and deliverance of relicion from
ehe corrupting influence of self-love and the love of dominion. This
deliverance was a cause of joy to the righteous, not only because of its
general results, but because of its particular effects. They rejoiced over
their own deliverance, in being separated from those who had thus
corrupte~, religion, and freed from the influence which they had
exerted over them, both during their abode in the world, and whilo
theyremained "bet\veen death and judgment in the middle state.

But the judgment which delivered the righteous from tho influence
wh~ch had been exercised over them, deprived the evil of the truth
they had perverted and the good they had profaned, and left them a
prey to their own inherent evil and the falsity which belonced to it.
Their state is, .therefore, now described. And her smoke To~e 1(1) for
ever and ever. Evil, when stript of its disguises, by being deprived of
th~ truths which it had falsified, can utter nothing but what is false;
for evil love produces false thoughts as naturally and spontaneously
as fire produces smoke, and in the Word are meant bv them. And
what thus springs from the affections 'of the heart into tIle thouchts of
the understanding, ascends for ever and ever. It not only continues
without end;, i1G enters into all the thoughts, words, and acts, making
them the form and image of itself.
, 4. The glorifi.cation of the Lord by tile multitude in heaven, is now
answered responsively by the elders and, the four beasts. A tul the
four and twenty elders, and-the four beasts, fell down and ioorsliipped
?-od tlz~t sat "" .fl~e, throne, saying, Amen ; Alleluia. l'he responsive
Amen and Alleluia of these higher pow'ers, is the confirmation of the
trp.ths,':Vhich the lower heavens uttered, by those of the higher, and
eve? by the "Word itself, which is above as well as in heaven,
which the four beasts, in the highest sense, represent. In the
particular sense), in which all truth refers to individual experience, the
response of the higher angels to the Alleluias of the lower, is expressive
of the harmony and unity that exist between the lower and hizher
affections and perceptions of, the mind, in those who are in heavenly
states, as well as by ~hose who are in heavenly places. 'I'rue worship
proceeds from, and IS the outward expression of, inward affection.
B:u~ tr~e worship has also the effect of strengthening the affection from
which It springs. If there is no outward act, there can he no inward
response. If the devout feeling fails to put itself forth in acts of out
ward worship, it languishes, and even closes the mind auainst the
influence 01' inflowing of the Spirit of love and truth froIn°the Lord,

If, 'on the .contrary, it comes from the heart in praise and ·prayer, the
mind is opened for the reception of new influences and gifts. 'This
indeed is the result, as it is the end, of all true worship; and of this
we read in wha t now follows. -

5. And a voice carne out from the throne, saying, Praise our God,
all ye His servants, and ye that fear 'Him, both small and great. This
.voice from the throne, in answer to the 'praise of those beneath and
around it, was from the Lord Himself. The Lord does not speak,
even to those in the highest heaven, by an audible voice: He speaks
into the lieart and mind by the inflowing of His Divine Truth, which
is the Holy Spirit. This is the Divine answer to all true worship,
whether of praise or prayer. In relation to. the present subject, the
call to all that serve and fear God to praise Him, is an exhortationto
all in heaven as well as to the faithful upon earth,' to praise God for
having removed out of the ,yay that which had corrupted the church
by falsifying and profaning the truths of the Word.

6. The voice from the throne, calling upon all the servants of God
to praise Him, is answered by a glorification, both the agents and the
subject of which are of deep interest. And I hea1'd as it were the
voice of a great multitude, and as the voice of mans) waters, and as the
ooice of 1nighty thunderinqe, s'ay'ing, Alleluia: for the Lord God
Omnipotent reiqneth, Considered in connection and series, 'the first
Alleluia was raised by those in the lower heavens; meant by the much
people in heaven; the second was raised by the highest, meant by the
elders; and this is raised' by the whole heaven, meant by 'the great
multitude, the sound of many waters, and the voice of mighty thunder
ings. Thus the universal heaven, fromthe affection of truth, meant
by l11uny waters, and from the affection of goodness, meant by the
voice of mighty thunderings, rejoice that tho Lord God Omnipotent
reigns. The Lord reigns in the church and in 'the 'hearts of men
when they acknowledge and come under the government 'ofHis Love,
Wisdom, and Power, these being meant by Lord, God, Omnipotent.
,vVorldly love, wisdom, and power had usurped their authority in and
~mong men. Their reign is now ended, and the Divine government
and kingdom are restored. '

7. The multitude celebrate another event that follows the' com
monceruent of the Lord's reign, Let us be glad and rejoice, .and give
honour to Him : for the marriaqe of the Lamb is come, and His toife
hath made herself reads). The Lamb is the LordJesus Christ; His
wife is the church. The marriage of the Lord 'arid the' church had
taken place long before "the' period to which this 'prophetic vision
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relates, and.'even "before John' heard the rejoicing at their nuptials.
This is, therefore, a new marriage; and a new marriage implies a new
church. The church which the Lord had espoused at His First Advent
had been unfaithful. She had broken the covenant into which the
Lord had entered :with her. The covenant was this: "I will put My
law in their inward parts, and write it ill their hearts." This was the
condition on which the members of the church were to be His people,
and -He. was to be their God. This covenant the church had broken,
bothin the, spirit and the letter, one branch of the church formally
regarding the law itself as a covenant. Besides, how is it possible
there can be true marriage with a church w hich acknowledges three
Personsin the Godhead, each, singly and by Himself, God and Lord 1
Can the church have three husbands ~ Does not such a faith of itself
diss.olve the marriage of the Lord and the church 1 But although the
church as a whole has proved unfaithful, and has left her first love;
in this, as in all other cases, a remnant has been preserved, with w hom
the marriage bond has not been entirely broken. This remnant con
sists'of those who acknowledge the Divinity of J eSHS Christ, and
approach Him, in faith and worship, as their God and Saviour, with
out thinking whether His Humanity be Divine or not. They are not
"in the negation which prevents marriage, but neither are they in the
affirmation that makes marriage complete. They are rather betrothed
than married. With them themarriage of the LA1tIB has not yet CODle;

.His wife has not yetmade herself ready. These nlay enter into the
the marriage, by entering into the church w liich is to be the Lam b's
wife, but they must make themselves ready. How do they make them
selves ready i ,The church.rwhich.Is now called the Lamb's wife, is
the same that was represented by the woman in the wiklerness, whither
she had flown on the wings of a great eagle, to be there nourished for
a time, times, and half a time from the face of the serpent. She 1'0

presents the church as yet Iinrited to a few, undistinguished from
, others among whom she dwells, who have not accepted the message of

the two witnesses, nor placed themselves under the rule and protec
tionof the Man-child, The church in this state makes herself ready,

'when those who are to be of the N ew Church are" collected, initiated,
and. instructed. 17 To be collected, they must be gathered together and
formed into a body; to be initiated and instructed they must have an
~gency and means other than those which they previously possessed.
}Ve can hardly understand this to have any other meaning, or to adulit
ofany other conclusion, than that the N ew Church is to have all
organized existence distinct from the Old, and, as such, to have tho

means and agencies which such a body requires for the instruction of
its members, and, of course, for carrying out, in worship and in life,
the uses which instruction has in view as an end. As distinction
does not necessarily imply separation or division, the distinct organic
existence of the church, as consisting of those who acknowledge the
Lord in His Humanity to be the only God of heaven and earth, and
the only bridegroom and husband of His church, is perfectly consistent
with the idea and the existence of one Catholic church, consisting of
all, throughout the wholeworld, who are possessed 'of any spiritual
goodness.

As there can only be a full marringe of the Lord with the church which
ncknowledgos, not the Lord's Divinity only, but the Divinity of His
Humanity, it may, in a certain sense, be said that a full marriage of
the Lord and the church has never taken place till now. All churches
that existed before the Lord's Coming into the world were represen
tative churches, and saw truth ill the shade. They had only com
munion and conjunction with the Lord through heaven, which is
mediate or indirect. Therefore the Lord always appeared to the
patriarchs and others in the person of an angel. But when the LOI'd
carne into the world by birth of a human mother-s-when "He took
not on Him the nature of angels, but took on Him the seed of
Abraham," His presence and communion with men wr s immediate or
direct. Men saw God face to face, for they who saw Him saw the
Father; and their life wae preserved. And when the Lord had
glorified His Humanity, and made it Divine, although it ceased to be
seen of men by the natural eye, it is even 1110re intimately present
with them than whenthey literally saw and handled of the Word of
life. As, since the 'tVord was made flesh, and dwelt among us, there
is immediate communion with the Lord, so can there be immediate
conjunction with Him, 'I'hore can, therefore, since the Incarnation,
be an actual and full marriage of the Lord with the church. But it
was provided that the Christian church should go on unto perfection"
not only by imperceptible degrees, but by distinctly-marked stages.
The first of these commenced at the Lord's Coming in the flesh j the
second commenced at His Coming in the Spirit. His Coming-in the
Spirit, which is His Second Corning, is commonly understood to be
the end of the world; but we have already seen, and it will still
further appear, that the Lord's Second Advent is indeed to end the
first Christian dispensation, but it is also to commence the second.
Great as were the blessings conferred upon the human race by the Lord's
First COIning, still greater blessings are conferred upon them by His
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Second Corning, The difference may be said 'to consist in this: The
first dispensation received the knowledge of general truths; the second
.receives the knowledge of particular truths. "These are not arbitrary
'vifts but are bestowed by a wise and beneficent Providence, whose
b , • 1
'arrangements are based upon the mental progress of the race, wInc 1

its' own operations produce. As every general truth contains many
particular truths, the' knowledge of particulars enlightens and enlarges
our views of truth; for general views of any subject are relatively
obscure and 'limited. ,Such being the nature of the distinction between
the first and second dispensations of the Christian church) their rela
tion to the Lord Himself is of the same distinctive character. The
same truths belong to both, because they possess the same Revelation,
but the second enters more interiorly into the truths of the Word,
and is therefore able to enter into a more interior conjunction, or into
a more perfect marriage, with theLord than the first. .Rclatively, the
Lord's union with the first church was betrothment ; His union with
the second is marriage. Yet even in this view of the subject, the first
church was the Lord's wife, and her unfaithfulness was deadly sin;
for under the Israelitish economy, in which all things, were repre
sentative, the betrothed virgin was regarded as being the wife of
her affianced, and unfaithfulness to him as her husband was con
sidered adultery, and was punished with death (Deut. xxii. 23, 24).
The, marriage of the Lamb, over which the heavenly multitude
rejoice, is not betrothinent, but marriage, in its full and completed
state, 'a union that,' in regard to the church herself, will never be
dissolved. '

8. When the multitude rejoiced that the marriage was come, and the
'Lamb's wife had made herself ready, it is said, And to her was granted
that she should be arrasjed in fine linen,' clean and uiliite. The truths
in which those who are to 'be of the N ew Church are initiated and in
structed,are the fine linen in which the Lamb's wife was arrayed.
But the church, we must observe, is not arrayed in fine linen simply
1y acquiring a knowledge of the truth, but by bringing the truth into
practice in a holy life: f01· the fine linen is the 'righteousness of saints.
,Saints are those who lead holy lives, and keep their garments un
spotted from the world. Therefore it was granted to the Lamb's wife
that she should be arrayed, not simply in fine linen, but in fine linen,
clean and w hite. Clean and white as th e truths of the VVord are in
themselves, they are not clean in us' until they have cleansed us from
'sin, nor white until they have freed us from error. "Then purified
from .these, righteousness and truth form the saintly garments of th~

true members of the Lord's true church. Then only are they
clothed in the fine linen which is the righteousness of saints.

9. All things being now ready, a most important announcement is
made by the angel to John. And he saiih. unto me, }V1·-ite, Blessed are
they which are called unto the marriaqe SUP1Jer of the Lamb. And he
saith unto me, These are the true sayings oj God. The marriage of
the Lamb, in the fulness and perfection of the Lord's conjunction with
the church which acknowledges Him in His true character, and regards
Him as the only object of her faith, her love, and her worship, is an
event of transcendent glory; and happy indeed are those who are
called to the marriage supper. But does this mean that the call is
limited ~ The call is as limitless as the Lord's love, as free as His
grace. The invitation to the marriage, like the offer of the water of
life is no doubt addressed to all: "Whosoever will, let him come."
But in Scripture those 'who are called do not always mean all
indiscriminately who are invited, but those who are disposed to accept
the invitation. It is said of those who are with the Lord that they
" are called, and chosen, and faithful" (xvii, 14) ; where the" called"
form one of three classes who are on the Lord's side in the spiritual
warfare. It is a blessed thing to know and believe, contrary to the
narrow faith in partial election, that all are invited to the marriage
supper of the Lamb, and that all may freely come; but it is a positive
blessing to those who are in that state 'vhich enables them to hear
the call,not only with the outward ear of sense, but with the inward
ear of willing obedience.

The marriage feast is called a supper because the time of supper is
the end of the old church; and the marriage which then takes place is
the commencement of the new. When one dispensation ends, another
begins. There is no hiatus between them. On the same night and
on the same occasion, the Lord with His disciples kept the last
Passover of the J ewish church and the first Holy Supper of the Chris..
tian church. The one passed, as it were, into the other. So with
the dispensations themselves: all that is preserved of the old passes
into the new, and there acquires new light and life. The marriage
supper of the Lamb is not only the celebration of the Lord's union
with His New Church, but the provision which He has made for
sustaining the spiritual life of those who are called. This provision is
more rich and abundant than that which could be made for any former
dispensation of the church, because the human mind is now prepared
to receive more and higher truth, and in and through it more perfect
goodness, than at any former period of its development. There is, in

y
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consequence, the possibility of a more perfect conjunction of goodness
and truth, which is the heavenly marriage, and is that to "which men
are.called ; for the conjunction of goodness and truth is the ground of
conjunction with the Lord. Well might the angel command John to
write this blessed announcement. For to write it does not mean
merely to record it in this book, important as that is ; but it means to
inscribe in the heart the blessedness itself of being of the number of
those who are not only called outwardly in the letter, but who are
called inwardly in the spirit. These are the true sayings of God j for
it is a truth that a new and true church shall be established upon
earth, which will be faithful to the Lord, and true to the purpose of
her existence. It is an assurance also that those who enter into the
heavenly marriage will be conjoined with the Lord, and be blessed
through eternity.

10. So overcome was the seer with the grandeur of the message,
and with the glory of the angelic messenger who delivered it, that
he offered him Divine worship. And I fell at Ids feet to 1()urslulJ

him, And he said unto me, See thou do it not: I am. thy fellow
eeroani, and of thy brethren that have the tesiimons) of Jesus: uiorship
God It' for the testimons) of Jesus is the epirit of prophecy. It is not
surprising that; the celestial being who commanded John to "write,
declaring the blessedness of being called to the marriage supper of the
Lamb,' should have called forth in the seer something more than the
homage due to a finite being, however exalted. This angel, too, is
described as having great power; and when he came down from
heaven ·the earth was lighted with his glory. Yet John had seen
many angels, some not less glorious than the one who now stood
before him, and had been addressed by several under circumstances
seemingly as impressive as those connected with the presence of this
heavenly messenger, The occasion was no doubt a providential
opportunity of teaching a great lesson, and one which had cspcciul
reference to one of the events with which it was connected, 'I'ho
angel who commissioned John to write the present message was he
who had cried with a mighty voice, saying, " BabyIon the great is
fallen;" and the fall itself is described in the previons chapter.
John's prostration before' the angel may be considered as representing
the' tendency to creature..worship which is inherent in all minds, but
which has m.anifested itself in that condition of the church re
presented by Babylon more than in any other. This natural tendency
was the origin of the apotheosis and worship of departed heroes by
the ancient heathens, and led to the more than human honours

which the Christian 'church came to render to those whom she had
enrolled in the calendar of her saints. All such worship is rebuked
by the words of the angel, "See thou do it not j" and the worship of
the purely Divine is alone 'declared to be lawful in his command,
" Worship God." But who is-God, to whom alone worship is due ~

The Lord Jesus Christ is the only true 0bj ect of worship. All in Him
is God. His Humanity is Divine, and is one with His eternal
Divinity, as the body is one with the soul. In man both soul and
body are finite j in Jesus they are infinite. The Humanity of the
Lord, and therefore the Lord in His Humanity, is the Lamb; and the
Lamb is the husband of His church. And to the church, as the
Lamb's wife, the language of inspiration is: "He is thy Lord j and'
worship thou Him" (Ps. xlv, 11). How different is the angel's state
ment respecting his own rank, and the relation in which he stood to
John, who offered him Divine worship! "I am thy fellow-servant,
and of thy brethren that have the testimony of Jesus: worship God:
for the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy." The words of
this angel afford direct and positive evidence that angels are but the
spirits of glorified men. They teach that angels and men are fellow
servants, and brethren who have the testimony of Jesus. They are
both alike finite, and are both alike worshippers of the Infinite; both
alike indebted for their blessings to the redemption of Jesus; and
both alike interested and active agents in the establishment of His
kingdom. They are both witnesses of the truth as it is in Jesus, to
whom all truth relates. He is the Truth itself. All truth has its
origin in Him, and testifies of Him. The testimony of Jesus is truly
the spirit :of prophecy. Without reference to Him, prophecy would
have' no significance; it would give no promise and. inspire no hope.
Jesus is the very soul of prophecy. His manifestation in the flesh
was its first great fulfilment, and is the foundation and source of its
ultimate nccomplishmont in Ilis Second C0111iIlg, as a further and
still higher means for the salvation of the human race.

11. Another appearance is now presented, which claims our par
ticular attention, for it relates to the leading subject of the prophecy.
And I saw heaven opened, and behold a white horse j and He that sat
upon hin~ uias called Faithful and True, and in rifhieoueneee H~ doth
judge and make toar. He who had just been spoken of as the Lamb,'
whose marriage was come, and whose wife had made herself ready, now
appears as a man of war, with blood-stained garment, followed by
the armies of heaven. This transition resembles, though inversely,
tIHtt 'vhich occurs in the fourth chapter, where the Lion of the tribe
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of Judah is proclaimed as the one who has prevailed to open the
book and loose its seals j and a Lamb appears, and does what the Lion
had. prevailed to do. Sudden and striking transitions are, as we
have had occasion to remark, of frequent occurrence in the course of
thevision. 'This great change in the Lord's appearance is not difficult
to account .. for. The marriage of the Lamb, which is, said to have
come, has tak.en plac_e with the church in heaven; but it has not yet
been effected with the church on earth. The .New Christian Heaven
which is His New Church in heaven, has been formed of those renre
sented by the sealed of the twelve tribes and by the mnltitud~ of
virgins ; and the Lord has entered into conjunction with this church
in heaven as His wife. But the N e1V Church is not yet formed on
earth. .

.The New Jerusalem has not yet descended from God out of heaven,
prepared as a bride adorned for her husband. Between the marriage
of the Lord with the church in the spiritual world, and His marriage
with the church in the natural world, some important works must be
effected. The power which was ready to devour the man-child, which
sent water as a flood after the woman, and went to make war with the
remnant of her seed, must be overcome. It is with this power, which
strives to obstruct the progress of the Lord's work, by preventing, if
possible, the establishment of the church on earth, as the orderly
sequence of its formation in heaven, that the Rider on the white horse
is to make war. And as the Lamb is transformed into the Man of
war, so is the Lamb's wife transformed into the army that follows
Him, and which, under Him, is to be instrumental in overcoming the
opposers of His beneficent worlc,

All this is connected with one great event, the Lord's Second
Advent, which is described by His Coming on the white horse. There
is a great difference between this representation of the Lord's Second

. Advent and the description of it in the Gospel, where it is said He is
to appear in. the clouds of heaven. Both the description and the
representation are to be spiritually understood; and the difference
between them will .be found to be no discrepancy, but will be seen
to express a significant distinction,

'_ The clouds, from their rapid motion, are often in Scripture com
pared with the chariot and the horse. The Lord is spoken of as the
Being" who maketh the clouds His chariot: who walketh upon the
wings of the wind" (Ps. civ. 3); and it is said of Him that He
"rideth upon a swift cloud" (Isa, xix. 1). In the same ,vay the
Lord is spoken of as riding on His horses and chariots of salvation

(Hab, iii. ·8). In the symbolic language of Scripture, both the cloud
and the horse are emblematical of truth; the difference being that a
cloud means the knowledge of truth, and a horse the understanding of
truth. What can be meant 'by the opened heaven disclosing the
Lord riding on a white horse, but that the opening of heaven, both
in relation to the church and the individual, enables them to under
stand Divine Truth, as it is understood in heaven ~ The name of
Him who sat on the white horse indicates this. 'His name is called
THE WORD OF GOD. Jesus Christ is the Eternal Word. But the
written Word is the Eternal Word revealed; and what is true of the
one is true of the other. The written Word is, in its essential nature,
Divine. In its inmost sense it treats of the Lord alone, In its in
ward or heavenly sense it treats of heaven and heavenly things. The
spiritual sense is especially for the use of the church in heaven; as
the natural sense is especially for the use of the church on earth. Yet
the church on earth is capable of understanding the spiritual sense,
although, as compared with the church in heaven, through a glass
darkly. By understanding the Word in its heavenly sense, the
church on earth is brought into a more intimate relation and closer
communion with the church in heaven. The revelation of the
spiritual sense of the Word may be said to constitute the Lord's
Second Coming. The Lord comes in His character of the Word,
the name by which He is here called. His Second Coming, as we
have had occasion to show, is not a personal appearance. If not
personal, how can He come but by revealing Himself in His Word 1
It may indeed be said, He has already revealed Himself there. We
have the Scriptures: has not the church always known what He has
been pleased there to reveal respecting Himself ~ The church, it is
true, has always possessed, and still possesses, the VVord ; but the
church has not always known and understood even its true literal
meaning. This meaning, in regard to doctrine, has, in the course of
ages, been greatly perverted, and requires to be restored. In regard
to the prophecies respecting the Second Coming of the Lord, these
have never been understood, because they have been taken literally.
N or can they be understood but by means of the spiritual sense. Yet
this sense is not confined to prophecy on this subject, but opens to
us a deeper and still more heavenly wisdom than the literal sense,
however well understood and profoundly studied, can yield. In
regard to prophecy, what is known by students of the prophecy
respecting the Lord's Second Advent ~ They believe that the Lord
will come in the clouds, and raise the dead, and judge the world" and
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destroy the heavens and' the earth; and thus make an end of all things.
It was natural that those who understood the Scriptures only in their
Iiteralsense shouldbelieve all this. But this notion, tenable at the time
the ,prophecy was written; modern science has shown to be untenable.
What, has the literalist to fall back upon ~ As with the beginning of
Genesis he will shift his ground by little and little, as he is uri ven
from point to point, so he must gradually lose all he contends for,

.and at last yield to the enemy. Yet the enemy is not science. The
enemy, or rather enemies, are those who assail Scripture by means of
science, and those who defend Scripture against science. 'I'he spiritual
sense of the Word removes the ground of contention. It admits the
objections of science to the literal fulfilment of these prophecies, and
avails itself of the aids which science offers for the better understand
ingof the higher sense which the Word contains. True science and true
.religion are ever concordant; for the same light that shines on the
path of science shines on that of religion. There is but one lr~1e light
which lighteth every man that cometh into the world ; and the

.man of science is as much indebted to it as the man of religion,
whether' he acknowledge it or not. God, who is the Author, is thus
also the Interpreter, both. of Nature and of Revelation. Yet the
true interpretation of nature must precede the true interpretation of
Scripture. The Scriptures were of necessity written in accordance
with the science of the times. How else could they be either under
stood or believed 1 This being the case, they cannot be explained in
.accordence with science until science has appeared. Until scientific
truth is established, the mind cannot be prepared for the reception of
the religious truth to which it points, and to which it corresponds.
So long as it was' understood that the earth was a plane of but small
extent, there was no difficulty in believing that the Lord was to come
in the clouds, and that all nations were to be gathered before Him. So
long as the earth was, as divines delighted to teach, corrupted through
sin and effete through age, it was easy to believe that it was hasten
ing to its end. These no longer form a scientific, that is to say, a
natural basis for spiritual or religious truth. N ew science is prepar
ing the way for a new theology; that is, for a new interpretation of
Scripture, and" in particular, of prophetic language.

But, although parts of Revelation may have apparently to adapt them
selves to new science, it does not follow that Revelation is a debtor to
science. Natural know ledge precedes religious truth, according to tho
law, ~'That was not first which is spiritual, but that which is natural.
and afterward that which is spiritual." But this is the sequence of their

appearance, not of their existence. The natural is first in regard to
time, but the spiritual is first ill regard to end. The spiritual is the
cause, the natural is the effect. The natural is the means by whioh the
spiritual collects the materials with which wisdom builds her house;
for the natural is the receptacle as well as the effect of the spiritual.
For this reason all true science is in a measure sacred, and becomes

'entir<}ly so when consecrated to the service of religion. As a
means of rightly interpreting the Word, and thus ministering to
the spiritual interests of mankind, science does homage to the Author
of Revelation, and performs its highest and noblest use. All re
ligious truth is contained in Scripture, as all scientific truth is con
tained in N atnre. Theology is nothing more than a true inter
pretation of Scripture, as science is of Nature. N either of them has
the power of creating, but only of unfolding. The unfolding of the
V\Tord discloses its inner spiritual meaning. In its spiritual meaning
the Lord comes the second time. His Coming gives, and consists in,
a higher and clearer view of Himself and of His kingdom. It
exhibits more perfectly His person and character. It shows more
clearly what religion is, what the church is, what heaven is. It sheds
a new light upon all the subjects of the Bible; on creation and' pro
vidence; on redemption and salvation. It enables us to see these
subjects in the light of heaven, for heaven is opened. It enables us
to see spiritually what we otherwise could only understand naturally,
and gives an edifying meaning to what, without it, has no intelligible
sense at all. For out of the open heaven proceeds the white horse;
w hich is a sign and a promise that, in the llewage, the Lord will reveal
Himself to the mind of His church through the truths of His Word,
seen by the light in which the angels dwell. But the heaven that is
opened, is not merely the heaven, that is without us, but also the
hea ven that is within us, the heaven of the inner man, the spiritual
mind, Through this heaven the Lord enters into the human mind,
and sheds Ilia light, and gives understanding. Through this opened
heaven He makes His Second Advent into every individual mind.
It was necessary, indeed, that the Lord should come, in the first
instance, into our particular mind, prepared by all available outward
and inward means for His reception. Through one mind, opened and
enlightened to 'understand the Scriptures in their spiritual as well as
their doctrinal sense, the knowledge could be provided by which
others may be prepared to seek and receive the, light of spiritual dis
eernment. All the Divine purposes are wrought, out, by the united
operation of in ward light and outward teaching. Inward, light alone"
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or the operation of the Spirit, is like light without objects to reflect it.
The light shineth in darkness, and the darkness comprehendeth it not.
Outward teaching supplies objects on which inward light falls, and by
whichit is reflected to the eye of the mind. Hence the necessity of
an :'outward Revelmtion. Outward knowledge is objective truth;
inward lizht makes the truth subjective. Without an outward
Revelation, inward light would impart no knowledge; without
inward light, outward Revelation would give no discernment. But
while both are necessary, it is the inward light which explains
the outward Revelation. Those who think they, have exhaustively
explaineclthe Bible 'when they have shown its grammatical sense, and
given its. correct literal meaning, are like those who think they have
exhaustively explained man, when they have described the structure
of his body, and tho functions of its different organs. The soul is I

the man, and the body is only an instrument, though a wonderful and
beautiful instrument, for doing his will. The soul of the Word is its
spiritual sense; the literal sense is its body. The Lord is the life of the
Word as He is of creation. However wonderful and beautiful the literal
sense of theWord may be, it is but the vesture of its spiritual meaning,
and is intended to be its instrument of usefulness. Hitherto the Word
h~s been understood. in its literal sense only. The existence of a
spiritual sense in the Word was generally acknowledged in the
primitive church; but the law of ,fts spiritual interpretation be~ng

then unknown, spiritual expositions of Scripture expressed the mind
of the expositor, but not necessarily the mind of God. The nature of
the spiritual sense of the Word is pointed out in a subsequent ver~e.

This ~treats of the Word as it is in itself. He that sat upon the white
horse was called ":F'aithful and True." Faithfulness and Truth, which
are the same as Goodness and Truth, are the essential principles of the
Divine nature, and thence the essential principles of the Word, The
righteousness, in which He judges and makes war, includes both good
ness and truth in operation. All the Divine judgments, proceeding as
they do from goodness and truth, are the decisions of pe~fect rigl:teo~s

ness or justice. .A.11 the Divine wars are the conflicts of Justice
against injustice, of righteousness against unrighteousness; of good
azainst evil, and of truth against falsity.

b 12, 13. It is further said of Him who sat on the white horse, that
His eyes uiere as a flame of fire, and on His head uiere mans] crowns;
and He had a name writte-n, that no man Icneio, but He Himself, And
He toas clothed ioith. a vesture' dipped in blood.' and His name is
called The Word oJr God. The Lord's eyes are IIis wisdom, and the

fire, the flame of which they resembled, is His love. The many
crowns upon His head are the Divine Truths that proceed from His
Love and Wisdom, and by which He governs His church, and reigns
in the hearts -and minds of His people. These are figures or analogies
we have already explained. Others claim our attention. The name of
the Rider is given, and yet it is a name that none but Himself kno \VS.

This is characteristic both of the personal and of the written Word.
Noone knows the Infinite but the Infinite. Noone knows the
written ""V\Tord but the Eternal Word that revealed it. Its wisdom is
infinite; for. the Eternal Word is in it as its inmost essence; and it is
the inexhaustible fountain of wisdom to angels and men. Although
the Lord alone knows it in its depth and perfection, finite beings are
not excluded from all knowledge of its wisdom. We may say of the
VVord what the Lord said of the Father, " Neither knoweth any man
the Father, save the Son, and he to whomsoever the Son will reveal
Him " (Matt. xi. 27). Yet no man can come to the Son, .except the
Father draw him (John vi. 44). The Lord alone knows and can
teach men His VVord. Men can only understand His revealed wisdom
by the light of the wisdom which revealed it. "In Thy light shall
we see light" (Ps. xxxvi. 9). And they can only receive the light
of the Lord' in their understandings in proportion as they receive His
love in their hearts. There is no true light where there is no true
love. The Lord is Infinite Wisdom. Love, which is the Father, can
alone draw men unto Wisdom, which is the Son; because there is
no finite wisdom, but the wisdom of love. Without love there is no
life or soul in truth. Men lose the understanding of truth, when
they cease to have the love of goodness; and they adopt falsity instead
of truth, when thoy come to love evil instead of goodness, Truth is,
indeed, nothing but goodness intellectually percei ved. 'I'he truth of
God is to us the knowledge of the goodnesa.of God. His light is the
light of His Divine Wisdom from His Divine Love. And as it comes
from love, it is intended to lead us to love. The truth relating-to any
thing is the know ledge and perception of -its goodness or use. The
use of anything is the good we can extract from it, or which we can
acquire and do by means of it. Religious truth has therefore no
other use, as an end, than to guide our steps in the "vay of truth, which
is righteousness. Further than it leads to this, it leads to nothing
useful. As the life of truth is goodness, the life of falsity is evil.
Falsity is the light with which evil clothes itself, and by which it
recommends itself to our acceptance. True, it is a false light; and
being so, it leads to a false good. Those who follow its teaching to
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its consequences, QO.w.~~ ultimately into the state into which they call
evil good, and good evil, and put darkness forJight, and light for

>darkness, I~ may seem severe to say so ; but every religious error has
.:p.ac\,it~: origin in SO~~i evil that shunned the light of truth which con
.demned it, and; sheltered itself under the darkness which concealed or
excused it., Yet among Christians religious errors are dra wn from, or
conflrmed by, the Bible. But they are drawn from or confirmed by
.the Ietter, which killeth separated from the spirit, which giveth life.
.The spirit is to the letter what goodness is to truth, what the end is
to the means, what the essence is to the form. When the letter is
severed from the spirit, it can be made to teach not only what the
spirit does not teach, but what is opposite to its teaching. The t\VO
great errors of the Christian church, of which we have had occasion to
speak, owe their existence to the severing of the letter from the spirit
of the Word, and construing the letter, not according to the spirit of
God, hut according to the spirit of mall. 'I'he po,ver of opening and
shutting heaven would never have been ascribed to a single man, nor
would salvation ever have been assigned to a single grace, if the letter
of the Word had not been severed from the spirit of its teaching, and
forced to support human opinion against some of the 11108t direct
teaching of both the letter and the spirit of the Word. He who sat
on the white horse was therefore clothed in a vesture dipped in blood.
The vesture of the Word is its literal sense, which clothes its spiritual
sense. Human errors and perversions stain it with blood, the blood
of slain truths. Human interpretations that destroy the essential
truths it teaches, deprive it of its life and of its life-giving power,
The r 1 '"'I od-stained vesture of Him who sat upon the white horse, is a
symbo, of the violence done both to the Word of God, and to the souIs
of men. When: •. on the assumed authority of the Scriptures, men are
directed to seek: salvation in that which cannot save, religion has
ceased to be a true guide, and the church has ceased to be a true
church. When this is the 'case, the church comes to its end ; and a
new chu~ch is instituted, that the means of sal vation may be
provided, The Lord's Coming is to effect this object. A.s the' Lord
never leaves Himself without a witness,nor men without a church,
He always provides" that the end of one shall be followed by the
beginning of another; The' crisis is the judgment. Judgment
separates the true from the false members of the church in the spiritual
world,and it separates truth from e~ror among men in the natural
world. This is. the reason the Lord is now represented as corning to
j~'4dgrnent. For the same reason He is described as the 'Vord ; for it

is the Word that judges. Its laws and principles are the tests' by
which the church and its members are tried, the standards by which
they are measured, The Lord, as the Word, is described representa
tively, in relation to both the good and the evil, the true and the false.
His Glorious Person is the aspect He presents to the one; His blood
stained garment is that under which He appears to the other. This
double aspect is characteristic of judgment, which is effected upon
both the righteous and the wicked. In reference to His First
Corning, which was also a time of judgment, He is similarly described:
"Who is this that cometh from Edom, with dyed garments from
Bozrah ~ this that is glorious in His apparel, travelling in the great
ness of His strength ~. I that speak in righteousness, mighty to save.
Wherefore art Thou red in Thine apparel, and Thy garments like him
that treadeth in the wine-fat ~ I have trodden the wine-press alone;
and of the people there was none with 1\f~: for I will tread them in
Mine anger, and trample them in My fury; and their blood shall be
sprinkled upon My garments, and I will stain all My raiment. For
the day of vengeance is in My heart, and the year of My redeemed is
corne" (Is. Ixiii, 1-4). 'I'he anger and vengeance ascribed to the Lord
are of course only apparent. He has no anger: "Fury is not in Me."
It is our anger reflected. So with the blood upon His garments. It
comes from the wine-press j it is the blood of those who are judged;
the false and evil principles by which the falsifiers of. truth have
stained the letter of the Word.

14. And the armies which uiere in heaven followed Hi112 upon ~I)hite

horses, clothed 'ht fine linen, 'l{)hite and clean. A.s the Lord Himself,
immediately after being spoken of as a Lamb, whose marriage was
come, is represented as a man of war, with blood-stained garments, so
those who collectively form His church, which is called His wife, are
represented as the armies in heaven, following Him upon white
horses. These annies do not here mean the entire angelic heaven,
but the Now Christian Heaven, or the Now Church in heaven, as
conjoined to the Lord ill the interior understanding of the Word,
and ,in its pure and genuine truths, He whom they follow being the
Word of God. Their understanding of the Word are the horses on
which they ride; and the pure and genuine truths of" the Word are
the fine linen, white and clean, with which they are clothed. The
identity of these armies of heaven with the wife. 0:( the, Lamb is
indicated by their being, like her, arrayed .in fine linen, white
and clean.

Heaven is described and represented under characters and forms
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according to its different functions and uses. Reaven is called
the Lord's wife, His body, His temple, His kingdom, His army,
Heaven is the Lord's wife, as conjoined to IIim by love; His
body, as the Grand Man, the most perfect image of His own
Glorious Body; His temple, as the place of His more immediate

. presence; His kingdom, as being under the government of His love
and wisdom; His army, as being instrumental, under Him, in
opposing and overcoming evil and falsity. The angels of heaven are
called armies or hosts, as the Lord is called the Lord of hosts, be..
cause, as the recipients of His truth, the ordinated myriads of the
just made perfect are instruments in His hand for assisting the
church on earth, generally and individually, to engage successfully in
the warfare of the Christian life, 1Vhich is a war against self, the
world, and the flesh, these, in their various forms, being the enemies
of the Lord, of heaven, and of the church. Those who confirm them..
selves in and indulge the love of these evils, are personal enemies of
the Lord and of men; and they are represented by the beast, and by
the kings of the earth and their armies, who were gathered together to
make war against Him that sat on the horse, and against His army, As
representative of what took place in the spiritual world, previous to the
Last Judgment, this describes the opposition of those who were in evil
and error to those who were in goodness and truth. Something of the
nature of a conflic~~~ok place between the army of th e kings of the
earth and the armies~ho sat on the white horse.

As the Rider on the white horse is called The Word of God, the
armies of heaven, abstractly considered, represent the truths of the
Word. These are the real instruments of the Lord's power. Indeed,
it is evident that those who are spoken of as the agents of judgment
'are not to be understood as personally judging. When the Lord told
the twelve apostles, that in His kingdom they should sit on twelve
thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel, He spoke to them, and
respecting them, in their representative character, as the truths by
which judgment is effected. The armies that followed Him whose
name is The Word of God, are therefore all the heavenly truths of the
Word, which follow and maintain the cause of the Lord and His
Word, which is the cause of truth and righteousness. These armies
of heaven represent the truths of the Word as they are perceived in
heaven, thus, its spiritual sense; and the fine linen, clean and white,
with which they are clothed, are those truths as outwardly manifested
in their bright intelligence and spotless righteousness. They, too
rode upon horses; representatively teaching, that the spiritual truth

of the Word will be received intellectually by those who form the
New Church, which the Lord now comes to establish.

15, 16. As the leader of His armies, the Lord, as the Word, is
characteristically described as going forth conquering and to conquer.
And out of His mouth goeth a sharp sword, that with it He should smite
the nations: and He shall rule ttiem 'with a rod of iron : and He
ireadetli the wine-press of the fierceness and toraih. of Al1nighty Go~ {
And He hath on H1~S vesture and on His thigh a .name written, !{ing'"of
lcillgs, and Lord of lords. We have already seen (i. @)?/what is
almost self-evident, that the sword that went out of the Lord's mouth
is the Divine Truth that proceeds from Him, and which acts as a
sword, when it comes into conflict with error, and as a rod of iron,
when it comes into conflict with evil, which are meant by the nations
that are ruled with it. His treading the wine-press is the judgment
itself. But here the image is presented of the trampling of enemies
under the feet of the conqueror. Yet these things, which are too real
among sinful men, are only appearances with the righteous God. His
judgments are felt by his enemies as if they were vindictiv:,
although in themselves they are full of mercy. That mercy IS

directed by wisdom, but is never influenced by wrath, because there is
no wrath in the Lord. This 'is expressed symbolically in the name
written on His vesture and on His thigh. For even in the literal
sense of the Word, which is meant by His vesture, but especially in
its spiritual sense, which is meant by His thigh, His Divine character is
shown to be pure Wisdom and Love. As Divine Wisdom He is King;
as Divine Love He is Lord. But He is both King of kings and Lord
of lords. For He is the Supreme Truth and the Supreme Love, the
.Author of all truth and love in and among angels and men. And He
who is the Fountain of love and wisdom to angels and men, is the
One Great Being who made and rules all things.

17, 18. After this John says, And I easo an angel standing in the
eun ; and he cried. toiil: a loud voice, saying to all the jowls that fly in
the midst of heaven, 001ne and gathmt yourselves together unto the
supper of the great .God }" that ye ?nay eat the flesh of kings, and the
flesh of captains, and the flesh of 'Jrdghty rnen, and the flesh of horses,
and of them. that sit on them, and the flesh of all men, both free and
bond both small and great. Again, we have the image of war, the
fowls after the slaughter, feeding on the carcases of the slain. Yet
there is something in this that suggests a deeper meaning. Not
merely the birds of prey, but all the fowls that fly in the midst of
heaven, are called to the supper of the great God. There is a Divine
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meaning, 'which we need to ascertain. ~ The slain of the Lord are not
perso.ns, but principles. Hewars only against evil and error. But evil
and.error'areltheperversions of goodness and truth. When the evil
and' error {are'~slain, the 'goodness and truth, of which they are per
versions, .;remain.~he principles of -the church have been perverted.
Theysmust vbe brought into judgment, that the evil may be severed
from the rgood, the false from the true. When this is effected, the
good' and .true,··whichthose'of the closing dispensation had perverted,
are restored and offered to those 'who shall be of the new, These are
meant by 'the 'Jowls that fly in the midst of heaven. Fowls are
emblems of. those affections which have truth for their object. The
invitation is really to allwho have an affection for truth. It is these
affections,;that are fed. They are spiritual or heavenly affections;
they arerthe fowls ·that fly in the midst rof heaven. And the feast
provided satisfies all the affections; for the invitation is not, as in
human warfare, to the birds of prey, but to all the fowls that fly in the'
midst of heaven. The invitation is given by an angel standing in the
sun. " In heaven 'there is a Sun, whose heat is love and whose light is
wisdom, a Sun which vivifies and enlightens the moral and intellectual
faculties of angels and men. That Sun is the Lord Himself', as the
Sun'of .Righteousness. It may not be necessary to suppose that this
was the sun which -Iohn beheld. He saw at least its representative
image, and in it a representative of the Lord Himself, the angel of
the covenant, the Humanity, which is the great Medium of conjunc
tionbetweenGod and. man. The Lord was now about to enter into a
new-covenant with His .people, This was a marriage covenant j and
this was the marriage supper to which are invited all, whosoever they
be, who love the truth for its own sake, and for the sake of the good
to which it leads. The good of truth is indeed that of which they
are invited to partake; for the fowls are called that they llHty cat the
flesh of kings and of captains. 'Truth is the immediate object of pcr
ception, but good is its end and aim. This supper of the great God
is therefore the provision which the Divine Goodness has made for
those whose affection for truth has its origin and its end in goodness.
Not that the Lord's love is limited or partial; but no others 'will hear
or receive the invitation. Those only who have a sincere affection for
truth are disposed to receive the Lord at His Coming, and to enter into
a covenant with Him lbysacrifice. These are meant by the fowls that
fly' in the midst of heaven, and are' the "effectually called." But
what a .singular feast is that to which the fowls are invited! Yet it is
a rich feast to these whom the fowls represent, when the spiritual

meaning of the food provided for them is understood. Kings mean the
truths of the church as derived from the Word; captains, the
knowledges of good and truth; mighty men, erudition from doctrine :
horses mean the understanding of the Word; those who sit on
horses, wisdom from the understanding of the Word; the free mean
knowledge of truth drawn immediately from the Word, and the bond,
knowledge of truth derived mediately through other channels; and
small and great mean all these principles greater and less in measure.
The eating of the flesh of all, from kings to the least of their people,
means the appropriation of good principles of every kind, and
degree, which the Lord gives, by the truths of the Word and doctrine
derived from it, to those whose affections desire or hunger after them.
These ar~ they who are invited to the supper of the great God, and
this is the provision which is made for them.

19-21. The opposing army is now described. And I saw the beast,
and the kings of the earth, and their armies, gathered together to make
war against Him that sat on the horse, and against His arnu). And
the beast 'was taken, and w,ith liim. the false prophet that 'wrought
miracles before him, with which he deceived them that had receiued the
mark of the beast, and them that toorshipped. his irnage. These both
were cast alive into a lake of fire burning with brimstone. And the
remnani ioere slain uiiih. the suiord of Him that sat upon the horse,
uiliich. sword proceeded out of His mouth: and all the fowls uierefilled
uiiilt their flesh. In the sixteenth chapter we read of three unclean
spirits like frogs, that came out of the mouth of the dragon and of his
beasts, going forth unto the kings of the earth and of the whole world,
to get them into a place called Armageddon, to the battle of the great
day of God Almighty. This is that conflict. Here the hostile armies
are gathered together. It is the last effort of error and evil against the
power of goodness and truth, and therefore against the Word which
teaches them. 'The three unclean spirits like frogs are directly and
violently opposed to the three pure Spirits -of the V\Tora, the Spirit of
love, the Spirit of truth, and the Spirit of righteousness. And those
who maintain and defend those errors against those truths, when the
truth is manifested, as it is in the person of Him who sat on the white
horse, are the enemies who fight against the Word of God. This last
conflict, however, is rather that of evil with the good of the Word
than of falsity with its truth. The opposing armies are formed of
those who have lived, as well as believed, in the dogma of faith al~ne;
and who, trusting to the imputation of the Lord's righteousness, have
neglected to acquire righteousness from Him by doing His will,
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They concern themselves little about practical religion, and live
.securely under the shadow of their creed. They have been deceived,
but willingly, 'by the miracles wrought by the false prophet, who has
lulled the conscience into a dead sleep by the cry of Peace, peace,
where there W~:tS no peace. The result is described symbolically. In
the conflict with Him who sat upon the white horse, whose name is
called The Word of God, the beast and the false prophet were taken,
and were cast alive into the lake of fire ,burning with brimstone. To
know what is meant by their being taken and cast alive into the lake,
we have only to reflect what is to be understood by being killed and
being dead. In regard to the good, death is the extinction in them of
whatever is evil; in regard to the evil, death is the extinction in them
of whatever is good. Judgment effects this separation. Those in
whom this separation is effected are meant by the slain. But there is
a class of evil persons in whom this separation cannot be effected.
Those who are guilty of profanation, which consists in so mixing what
is true with what is false, and what is holy with what is impure, that
they cannot be separated. These are meant by thoso who were taken,
and cast alive into the burning lake. This lake is a state rather than
a place. The fire and the brimstone are the evil love and the false
thought, which constitute the very life of the ungodly. When the un
godly are stript of their disguises and freed from their outward restraints,
they fall, or rather cast themselves, into hell as a place, which is
the outbirth and image of their own state. While the beast and the
false prophet were taken, the remnant were slain with the sword of
Him that sat on the horse. The Divine Truth of the Word disclosed
the true character of the false persuasions, from which the evil opposed
themselves to the truth, and especially of the evil which these falsities
defended. Blain by the sword of truth, all the fowls of the air were
filled with their flesh. These are not the fowls that the angel called
to the supper, nor have they the same meaning, 'Tho flesh of tho first
feast means the principle of goodness; the flesh of tho second feast is
the principle of evil. The fowls invited to the first feast, which are
called the fowls that fly in the midst of heaven, are the heavenly
affections of truth and goodness; those which came to the second are
the opposite affections of evil and falsity.

CHAPTER XX.

THE early and greater part of this chapter treats of what i~ c.nlled
the millennium. It nIay, therefore, be useful to offer a few preliminary
remarks on that subject. .
. Founded upon its merely literal sense, an opinion has been in
troduced by some, almost from the commencement of the church, that
the Lord, at His Second Coming, is to reign personally on the earth
for a thousand years. His Advent is .to be followed by the resur~ec..
tion of the richteous : and these risen saints, with those who are alive,

b , h .
are to form the subjects of His millennial kingdom. During t e time
of this reign Satan, who, like the beast and the false prophet~ had
been taken, is to remain bound, and shut up in the bottomless pit, so
that he shall deceive the nations no more till the thousand years are
pnsb, After a thousand years of peace and ha~piness, .Satan, ~oosed

from his prison, is to go out and deceive the nations which are In the
four corners of the earth; UIHl these, in number as the sand of the sea,
are to come up on the breadth of the earth, and compass the callip of .
the saints and the beloved city, when fire is to come down from
heaven and devour them. The Devil that deceived them is then to be
cast into the lake of fire, where are the beast and the false prophet.
'The second resurrection and the judgment are then to take place j

and the whole drama is to be concluded with the end of the world.
. It would be easy to show that this notion is inconsistent with eve~

the most literal interpretation of the prophecy. In the first place, It
is only those who have been beheaded for the witness of Jesus, and
for the Word of God, and who have not received the mark of the
beast that are to be the subjects of the first resurrection. This de
scription can hardly be supposed to include the whole of the righteous
who have lived since the beginning of the world. In the second
pluco althouuli tho first resurrection is mentioned, thoro is nothing said

, 0 •• t
of a SOCOIU] unless it 00 assuuicd that the second resurroction is mean
by the sea ~ivillg up its dead, and death and hell delivering up ~he
dead which were in them. But this does not answer to a resurrection
of all the wicked of the whole earth from their graves. And what are
we to make of the hordes that Satan is to gather together and lead
auainst the saints ~ For Satan, loosed, goes out to deceive the
"Onations" which are in the four quarters of the earth, Gog and
Mazoz to gather them together to battle. The theory of a personal
rei;n '::f Christ upon the earth, with the risen saints for His sUbjec.ts,
is founded on a literal apprehension of a prophecy that was never Ill..

Z
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tended to be literally understood, and which is impossible to be
literally fulfilled.

We have already had occasion to state that the scene of these
transactions is in the spiritual world. The relation itself is evidence
of this. It is the souls of those who have been beheaded for the
witness of Jesus that are to reign with Christ. They had indeed ob
tained the resurrection; but this, rightly understood, is an additional
evidence of the truth- of what we have now remarked. For, as we
shallhave the, opportunity to show, the Scripture resurrection is not
the rising of the natural body, which, once laid aside, is never resumed,
We-now proceed to consider the contents of the chapter.

1-3. In the previous chapter we read that the beast and the false
prophet were taken, and were cast into the burning lake, and that the
remnant of the army they had gathered to fight against Him that sat
upon the white throne and against His army were slain. But the
dragon himself, in whose cause the beast and his army fought, is still
at large; and of his captivity this part of the vision treats. And I

'saw an angel come doum from heaven, having the key of the bottom
lesslJit and a qreai chain in h1'S hand. It is one of the characteristics
of the Lord that He has the keys of hell and of death (i. 18).
Although the bottomless pit is different from the lake that burns with
tire and brimstone, yet both are parts of the kingdom of darkness,
which is subject to the power of the Universal Ruler. This angel
must therefore represent the Lord. The key and the chain are only
.the symbols of His power, as it acts upon the ungodly. The Divine
po,ver is. ever the same; its different aspects arise from the difference
of those on whom it operates. The Lord draws the righteous with
bands of love (Hosea xi. 4); He binds the wicked with chains of
truth. Yet He does not love one and hate the other. lIe draws the
righteous because they receive His love j He binds the wicked because
they disobey His truth. The truth which is known, but is unloved and
unpractised, lbecomes a chain that binds the soul in fetters of iron to
the kingdom of darkness. Yet, strictly speaking, it is not the truth
that binds the evil as captives to their dark abodes; it is the truth per
verted: for evilturnstruth into falsity, or light into darkness j and if
the light thai; is in men be darkness, })OW great is that darkness! The
light of truth quenched by falsehood is the darkness that reigns in
hell. It is not the darkness of ignorance. This brings no condemnation
or captivity. Those only who, whilo knowing the truth, wilfully live
an evil life, are condemned by it. The chains ofeverlasting darkness
inwhich, according to Peter and Jude, the angels that kept not their

first estate are reserved unto the judgment of the great day, are the
fetters which they themselves had forged from the truth that would
have made them free. If not: the same event, one of the same nature
is describedj.n this place. For, he laid hold on the dragon, that old
serpent, which is the Devil and Satan, and bound liini a tliousatul
years, and cast liim. into the bottomless pit, and shut him U1J, and eei a
seal upon him, that he should deceive the nations no more, till the
thousand years should befulfilled: and after that he must be loosed a
little season. The binding of the dragon is thus temporary. He is
reserved unto the judgment of the great day which is yet to come j he
is not yet cast into the burning hike. ,What, then, are we to under
standby this temporary restraint 1

4. The scene of this transaction is that region of the spiritual world
which is between heaven and hell, which we have spoken of as the
intermediate state. Here all souls enter at death, where those who
have not passed into their final state are reserved unto the judgment
of the great day, and where the judgment itself takes place. The time
to which the prophecy now relates is the eve of judgment. The great
white throne is to be set, and the dead, small and great, are to stand
before the Judge that sits upon it. Events of the nature of judgments
have, indeed, been going forward; but these are the searchings and
separations that 'precede the final judgment. The binding and isola
tion of the old serpent is one of these. It is a separation of the evil
from the good, in order that both may be prepared for the coming
j udgment-e-tho evil that they may be deprived of their assumed good,
and prepared for hell; the good that they may be delivered from their
involuntary evil, and prepared for heaven. The bottomless pit, which
is now opened for the reception of the old dragon, was opened, as we
read in the ninth chapter, by the angel who sounded the fifth
trumpet. But then it was opened to let the ar111Y of locusts C0111e out;
now it is opened to cast the dragon in. The immediate purpoEeto be
answered by the removal of the serpent is, that the saints may be
allowed to reign with the Lord in peace. Of these we have read in
the sixth chapter. It is there recorded that when the fifth seal was
opened, John saw under the altar the souls of them that were slain for
the Word of God and for the testimony which they held.' And when
they cried for deliverance, it was said unto them that they should rest
yet for a little season, until their fellow-servants also and their brethren,
that should be killed as they were, should be fulfilled. The time for
their deliverance has now come, and they are to be brought up out of
their prison and set upon thrones. And I saw tit ranee, and they sat
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upon them, and judgment 'was given unto them : and I eaio the soulsof
them that were beheadedfor the witness of Jesus, and for the lVorrl of
God, and wh~~ch had not toorsliipped the' beast, neither his imaqe,
neither had received his mark upon their foreheads, 01'" in their hands ,
and they lived and reigned with Christ a thousand years. 'I'hese
supposed martyrs are spiritual, though they may also have been
natural, martyrs. Spiritual martyrs are those who, in the Christian
warfare, have been faithful unto death, and are now to receive the
crown of 1m3. They have also suffered from the dominant errors of
their times; and after death they are preserved from the po,ver, of the
seducing spirits of the dragon, till they can be prepared for and raised
into heaven. The thrones to which they were raised are the heavenly
truths in which they have been confirmed and established; and the
judgment they are to exercise is tho j ndgment they are thereby enabled
to form and act upon all matters of truth and goodness, of faith and
love. To live and reign with Christ is to be conjoined to IIiIn by love.
The thousand years of their reign do not mean any definite period of
time; for in the spiritual world there is no time, State is there what

I time is here; and the quality of state is expressed by numbers, A
thousand means therefore the maturity and fulness of the state which
will make them fit for entering into the kingdom of heaven. With
God a thousand years are as one day, and one day as a thousand years.
As with the Eternal, so in the eternal world, there is no fixed
duration of time. Its inhabitants know nothing of time, except as
an appearance, which is the measure of state.

5, 6. BUi~ the rest of the dead l-ived not again until the thousand
years 'were finished, This is tltefirsi resurrection: Blessed and holy
is he that hath part in the firet j tesurltection : on suclt the second death
hath no poioer, but they shall bepriests 0.,1 God and of Christ, and
shall reign with Hint a thousand years. The first resurrection, over
the subjects of which the second death hath no power, is, spiritually,
resurrection from tho death of sin unto the life of rightoousuess,
Death has no more dominion over them, They aro freed froIII sin,
and therefore from that death which is the consequence of sin. The
rest of the dead are not the unrighteous, who are liable to the second
death, but those who have not passed through the same tribulation,
and do not therefore enjoy the same triumph. Those who obtain the
first resurrection-not first in the order of time, but first in rank and
excellence--are the celestial, who are principled in love to the Lord,
and are therefore called priests of God and. of Christ ; the rest are the
spiritual, 'who are principled in love to the neighbour. In the

symbolic language of Scripture these' are called kings; and, though
not so named here, they are so to be understood.

7-10. But uilien the thousand yea1·S are expired, Satan shall be
loosed out of his prison, and shall go out to deceive the nations 'which
ate 1~n the four quarters of the earth, Gog and Magog, to qather them
toqeili er to battle: the number of uihom is as the sand of the sea. The
binding and loosing of Satan are not to be regarded as Divine acts,
which are determined only by the will of God, but as parts of the
general operation of His providence, as it acts in furtherance of His
benevolent work of salvation. Judgment is one of these acts, and
evil spirits have a part to play in the great drama. TIley are but too
willing agents in inciting ~nd tempting the righteous; and their po,ver
is ruled, and their purposes are over-ruled, for some good to the
righteous, and as far as possible to themselves. Their evil use is to
do that work which the Lord declared Satan desired to do to Peter,
when He said, "Sinlon, Simon, behold, Satan hath desired to have
you, that he may sift you as wheat : but I have prayed for thee, that
thy faith fail not: and when thou art converted, strengthen thy
brethren" (Luke xxii. 31). It is to sift the righteous, and remove
the chaff from their wheat, that Satan is permitted to exert his in
fluence with them, When his influence is inconsistent with this evil
use, it is provid entially prevented or moderated, It is solely in com
pliance with this law that the binding and loosing of Satan are
here mentioned as having taken place; But evil spirits not only sift
the righteous, but they devastate the wicked; and this they do by in
citing them to evil, so that they throw off disguises, and manifest
their true character. This is the evil use which Satan is no'v per
mitted to do. Loosed from his prison, he now goeth out to deceive
the nations, and incite them to make war against the saints. The
symbolie character of this part of the Apocalypse, and even its mean
ing, luay be learnt from a similar prediction in Ezekiel, which must
be understood us having received its fulfilment at tho time of tho
Lord's Firs! Advent, In chapters thirty-eight and thirty-nine wo
flnd a prophecy against Gog and Magog. While the Lord's people
Israel dwell in safety, Gog comes from his place out of the north
parts, with a mighty army, which covers the land as a cloud. The
end of this mighty and terrible host is the. same as that of the
Apocalyptic anuy. The Lord rains upon it an overflowing rain, and
great hailstones, and fire, and brimstone. This is a prophecy of what
"shall be in the latter days." These were the latter days of the J ewish
church, as those of the Revelation are the latter days of the Christian
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church. 'Vhat can these armies be but a flood of error and ungodli..
ness invading the church and threatening its destruction 1 And this
is equally true of the latter days of both the J ewish and the Christian
dispensations. When we know that the earth means the church, lye
can see in these predictions the condition of the church at the time
of its end, "J3ecause iniquity shall abound, the love of 1110,ny shull wax
cold." "","Then the Son of Man cometh, shall He find faith 011 tho
earth ~ " vVben love and faith fail from al1l0ng the sons of l11e11, the
church among them fails also; for 'without these 'vhat is the church
but a form and a name 1 Yet the church itself never ceases to exist.
vVhen it fails with one generation, it is providentially raised up in
another. Evil and error, tlie Gog and l\fagog of the latter days, 111ay
come U1J on the breadth oj the earth, and C01JlpaSS the CCl1J11) of the
saints about, and the beloocd city, but only tho assailants themselves
are destroyed. However widespread the desolation, a remnant is pre
served. This, though invisible to human eyes, is the case with the
church on earth, and is exhibited openly in the spiritual world, before
those who are in the spirit, and have their spiritual sigh t opened to be
hold it. TIllechurch on earth is there in those who Iinvo passed f1'o111 it
into the eternal world, The righ teous w ho huve passed au t of til;lO
into eternity are the sealed of the twelve tribes, and tho cOlllpallY hy
the sea of glass, and the armies of heaven upon white horses, and the
camp of the saints. And the unrighteous who have passed out of
time into eternity are the locusts, and the dragon, and the scarlet
woman, and the armies of Gog and Magog, In the calnp of the saints,
and the armies of the nations, we see the two opposite sides of the
church presented in their ultimate condition, and in their actual and
relative state. Truth is compassed by error, good by evil. 'This is
the state of the church in the latter days. As it is exhibited ill the
spiritual world, so is it spiritually in the natural world, It is to the
vision which appeared in the world of spirits that we direct our
attention. W~e have said that the permitted operation of evil spirits
is for the purpose of laying open the states of the evil as well as of
the good. This effect is described by their being devoured by fire
from heaven. The appearance is the effect of the state of the minds
of those who are said to be consumed by the fire. The fire that de
vours the wicked is the fire of their own evil hearts,-the love or lust
of evil. That heaven fro In which it comes down is in themselvcs,
The interior of the mind of everyone is created to be an image of
heaven, and the exterior of the mind is created to be an imasre of the
world, When the interior of the mind of a wicked man is laid open,

and acts "without restraint, as it is sure to do in the spiritual world,
it rains down snares, and fire and brimstone, which devour the fair
appearances and seeming moralities that may have adorned the out
'yard man, while the passions were held in check. 'I'his was the
effect on those who had been deceived by Satan. The Deoil, that
deceived them, was cast into the lake oj' fire and brimstone, 'where the
beast and the false prophet are, and shall be tormented day and night
for eoerand coer. The dragon is called the Devil and Satan, as uniting
in himself the two elements of sin and of hell itself, evil and false
hood. When the dragon goes out to deceive the nations, he is calleel
Satan; when he has deceived them, he is called the Devil, and under
this name he is 110'V cast into the lake. Falsehood seduces, and it
seduces to evil. Evil seduces by 1110nns of what is false. Evil is that
which casts into the burning lake. Error may be innocent, for it may
be unintentional. It ll1ay even be virtuous, for it may be the object
of sincere belief. But evil, when it is known to be evil, and united
to falsehood, is intentional, and is the state and the fruit of a corrupt
heart. When this is brought ont, it casts the soul into the lake which
is but the ultimated condition of its own interior state.

11. But we come now to the judgment itself, which is deeply im
pressive and instructive, in both its general and its individual aspect.
And I sa1£0 a great 'White throne, and Him that sat on it, from tohose face
the earth and the heaven fled away,. and there 1V(lS found no place for
them. rnthe fourth chapter John saw a throne set in heaven, and
Him that sat on it. In treating of that part of the vision, we stated
that the throne there set was an emblem of judgment ; but that it
there represented judgment in its beginning, while the great white
throne which the Seer now beheld represented judgment in its com
pletion. All the intervening words have been the searchings, unfold
ings, and separations which are tho 111CaUS of reducing all to that
singleness of state, of either good or evil, which brings them to a stato
of final judgment, Separation, which precedes judgment, is described in
the Gospel by the separation of the tares and the wheat, of the faithful
and the unfaithful servants, of the wise and the' foolish virgins, of the
sheep and the goats. The subject which now comes before us is not
the separation of the good and the evil, but their removal from the middle
state to their final abode; the good to heaven, answering to the state
which has been perfected in them, the evil to the opposite place, which
is but the outward condition, answering to their inward state. The
Judge and the judgment are sufficient at present to engage our
attention. The throne is the emblem of judgment. "The Lord
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shall endure for ever r He .hath prepared His throne for j ndgment ;
and .He shall judge the world in righteousness; lIe shall minister
judgment to the people in uprightness" (Ps. ix, 7, 8). " The Lord is
known by the judgment which He executeth" (Ps. ix. 16). His
judgments are the decisions of infinite love and wisdom, These are
written in symbolic characters on the throne itself. Its greatness
symbolizes the love, and its whiteness, the wisdom of the judgments
that proceed from it. "True and righteous are l"hy judgrnents '
(Rev. xvi, 7). We will not at present speak of the passing away
of heaven and. earth, further than to say, that it predicts, in
symbolic language, the passing away of the imaginary heaven and its
earth in the world of spirits, of which we have already spoken, and of
the church 011 earth, both internal and external. The new heaven
and new earth which succeed the old will afford an opportunity of
further considering both of these subjects.

12. And I eaio the dead, small and great, stand before God; and
the books uiere opened : and another book uias opened, toliicli is the book
of l-ife: and the dead (were judged out of those things ioliicli wereioritien
in the books, according to their 'works. Before we consider the
judgment, let us regard the Judge. God is the Judge. But" we
must all appear before the judgment-seat of Christ" (2 Cor. v, 10).
Therefore God and Christ are one. In another statement by the same
apostle, the two names are used indifferently. " We shall all stand
before the judgment-seat of CHRIST. For it is written, As I live, saith
the LORD, every knee shall bow to Me, and every tongue shall confess
to GOD. So then everyone of us shall give account of himself
to GOD" (Rom. xiv. 10-12). God alone can judge Il10n; for lIe
alone knows the secrets of the heart j and" it is because Jesus Christ
is God, and needeth not that any should testify of man, for He
knows what is in man (John ii. 25), that He can judge the world,
Before Him therefore stand the dead, small and great. 'I'ho dead, 110Vt

assembled before the throne of jndgrnout, are thORO who luul IHlRRCII
through natural death, and were now in the middlo At.IlLn, where all
judgment takes place. 'I'hoy do not include all wlio had over Ii vcd
in the world, nor even all who had lived from the beginning of the
Christian church. The openly wicked had been cast into the lake,
and the confirmed good had been carried to Mount Zion. Those only
of a mixed character, and who could therefore live together in outward
communion, and remain in the middle state, were subjected to the
general judgment, These, small and great, of whatever condition and
quality, now stand before God. The means and the process of

judgment are subjects of deep interest; for they are the samein all
cases ; the same therefore to which each one of us shall be subjected.
The books were opened. What books were these 1 The human mind
itself is a book in which every thought, word, and action is written,
When opened and read in that light which makes all things manifest,
every act 'which has been done, ever with the motive which prompted
and the thought which directed it, will be found traced in characters
more clear than those of a written book, and with a meaning more
precise and certain than any that human language could express.
This results from the nature of the mind itself. As an active power,
the mind is just what it has become by the use or abuse of its
faculties. Affections and thoughts are not things laid up in the mind,
but states and forms of the mind itself. These are capable of being
modified or changed during the life of the body. After death they
become fixed, as if crystallized or indurated, and so remain for ever.
These are the books that are opened at the judgment, and from
the records of which all are judged.

But another book was opened, which is the book of life. The books
first men tioned are the books of men; this book is the book of Gael.
Men arc judged out of those things which are written in their own
books; but their judgment is according to the agreement or disagree
ment of the things written in their own books with the things that are
written in the book of God. Those whose books agree with the book of
God, or, what is the same, those whose minds agree with the mind of
God, are judged to life; but those whose books or minds disagree with
the book and mind of God, are judged to death. The book of God, it
deserves to "be remarked, is called the book of life. It is never called
the book of death. Men's books are the books of death when they
disacree with Gael's book, which is the book of life. The nantes of
men are 'written in the book of life, 'when their characters are in agree
mcnt "with its principlcs of life, which are love to God and charity to
111011. "1 enl.ren] thoo also, true yoke-fellow, help those 'VOIHcn which
Inbourod with 11lO ill tho gm'1po], with CIOl11011t also, ruul witl: other
my fullo\\'-lalJouL'ol'S, whoso IHUllOS are ill tho book of lifo" (Phil. iv,
3). It is only by being written in this book that we can stand in the
judgment. Daniel, speaking of the last times, says, "At that time
Thy people shall be delivered, everyone that shall be found written in
the book" (xii. 1). In one respect all are written in the book of life.
All are designed for heaven. All from the moment of their birth are
written in the book of life; and all who die in childhood enter
into life. Only by living contrary to the Iaw of life are their names
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blotted out of the book of life. " Whosoever hath sinned against Me,
him will I blot out of My book" (Ex. xxxii, 33). "Let them he
blotted out of the book of the living, and not be written with tho
righteous " (Ps, Ixix, 28). On the same principle that the living arc
written in the book of life, and the dead are not the hcavcnlv have
their names written in heaven (Luke x, 20), a'ntl the carLl:ly arc
written in the earth (J ere xvii, 13).

If the book of life is regarded as being the revealed Word of Gall,
only those to whom it has been known will be judged by it. Yet 'we
are to reflect, that the laws of God are universal laws. As written in
the Word, they are but a clearer revelation of laws which lIe has, in
some way and to some extent, written on the human heart" and w Iiich
are more or less clearly recognized by every existing religion, " For
the invisible things of' Him from the creation of the world are clearly
seen, being understood by the things that are made, even Jlis eternal
power and Godhead j so that they are without excuse" (Iiom. i. 20).
This we know, that God is infinitely wise and gooel, anel that j nstice
and judgment are the habitation of His throne.

13, 14. In conformity with the imagery of the prophecy \YO find
that those who are to be judged como from places where they had
lain/or been confined. And the sea [lave up the dead ioliicl: iccrc in it;
and death and hell deiioered up the dead uiliicli were in tliem : and
they toere Judged erers) man according to their VJ01'ks. It would seem
as if those who had previously risen had come out of the earth ; and
that these now raised up come from the sea and from hell. The
symbolic character of the description may be inferred from this fU110ng

other particulars. On the principle that places signify states, the
places from which the dead come to be judged evidently describe their
character. In Scripture the sea is considered as surrounding the land,
and those w ho live on its islands are spoken of as being "far off"
upon the sea. The dead 'VhOl11 the sea gave up are those 'rho have
been in a state of comparative ignol'ance and simplicity, people not
evil but ignorant, not careless but superficial, good natural or external
men, But those whom death and hell deliver up are the wicked and
impious, "who are dead in trespasses and sins, and who are in the
'false .persuasion that COUles from evil. The word hades, rendered
hell, and, in the margin, the grave, does not here properly 1110an

either. It evidently means a state rather than a place, and refers
to a particular class of the wicked in the middle state. Death and
hell are therefore the evil and the false, the wicked and the un
believing. These were judged everyone according to their works,

The standard of duty, by which everyone is judged, is a purely
practical one. Not faith, nor piety, nor even love, but 'York is the
true criterion of character. All religion has relation to life. Every
thing else which religion enjoins has this for its end. Even love to
God, the highest Christian grace, finds its true end only in practical
love to the neighbour. The love of God is the love of the highest,
purest, most disinterested goodness. Only so far as we love these do
we love God. Only so far as we practise these do we 'York the works
of God. And only by working the works of Goel can we enter into
the kingdom of God. Those whose works were evil are said to be
cast into the lake of fire. Their final state is one of confirmed self
love and self-delusion. The love of self is the hatred of others.
It is the opposite of love to God. And as love to the Lord is heaven,
the love of self is hell. One is the fire that re-creates and gladdens;
the other is the fire that disintegrates and torments. This is truly
and awfully the second death.

15. But not only these, but ichosoecerioas not found soritten in the
book o.f life was cast into the lake oj fire. How true and how im
pressive is this simple statcmcnt l God keeps no book of dOOB1. In
Iris VOIUBlO all are written for life. All whose life is in conformity
with its Divine laws are written therein, and enter into life eternal.
All who are not written in that hook, all whose character is not in
harmony with its laws of love and eluty, are of necessity cast, or rather
cast themselves, into the lake of tire. He who wills not the death of
a sinner, but rather that all should turn from their wickedness and
live, desires the exclusion of 110ne from the book of life. lIe 'Yho came
that men might have life, and that they might have it more abun
dantly, can desire nothing else than that all should be found written
in His book of life, and thus have their names written also in heaven.
Nothing but their own evil and unrighteous life can make them sub
jects of the kingdom of darkness. How solemn and yet how salutary
is the reflection, that even infinite pow"er, acting from infinite love,
cannot save the unrighteous ! Nor is this the case because, as is
assumed, justice compels God to condemn and eternally punish the'
wicked, It is not God's justice, but their own injustice: that is the
cause of their condemnation. If they could cease to be unjust, they
would cease to be unhappy. Divine justice would then no longer
be opposed to them, because they would 110 longer be opposed to
it. All its supposed claims against them for their past debts would
be cancelled in a moment, But these debts, which have cast them
into prison, keep them there, because they are written, not in the book
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of God's remembrance, but in the book of the rnemorv of their own
essential life, the life of their ruling love, and thence of their thought,
and of their words and actions.

CI-IAPTER XXI.

,\VE now come to the concluding act of the great Apocalyptic drama,
to which everything has been tending, in which every mysterious
circumstance finds its solution, and which crowns the whole with
'more than dramatic grandeur and effect.

1. And I saw a new heaven and a neto earth: for the first lieaccn
and the first earth ioerepassed away j and there teas no more sea. So
numerous are the instances in Scripture of great changes, national and
ecclesiastical, being described by changes in the earth and the heavens,
and even in some cases by their destruction and re-creation, that ]10

thoughtful reader of the Revelation can entertain a doubt of the
figurative or spiritual character of this prophetic declaration. Yet it
may be necessary" if not for proof, at least for explanation, to show
how clearly the Scriptures themselves point to this conclusion, and
how much light they afford to guide us to the true and exact meaning
of the sublime imagery of a new heaven and a new earth. The best
and most satisfactory ,vay of ascertaining the meaning of a prophecy
is to compare it with similar predictions which have received their
explanation in their fulfilment.

We need not dwell on the passages which spenk of the heavens
b~!.ng shaken, and the earth being moved out of her place (18a.
XU!. 13); of the earth reeling to and fro like a drunkard, and the
moon being confounded, and the sun ashamed (XXIV. 20, 23); of the
earth being without form and void, and the heavens having no light;
of the earth mourning, and the heavens above heing black (Jere i v.
23, ~8); of the heaven and earth being shaken w hen tho Lord roars
from Zion and utters His voico from J crusulcru (Joel iii. 1G) . of
heaven being rolled together as a scroll, and all their host falling
down (Isa. xxxiv, 4). In all these instances heaven and earth have
evidently what is called a figurative, or what we call a spiritual
meaning, the same meaning they have everywhere in Scripture, and
therefore here in the Revelation; but it is not so evident from the
context, or from the events to which they relate, what that meaninrr
is. One other passage in Isaiah gives a more certain light, since it

forms part of a prophecy respecting the Coming of the Lord, and the
establishment of the Christian church, ,\Yhen the J ewish church had
come to its end, "Lift up your eyes to the heavens, and look upon
the earth beneath j for the heavens shall vanish a·way like smoke, and
the earth shall wax old like a garment, and they that dwell therein
shall die in like manner: but My salvation shall be for ever, and My
righteousness shall not be abolished.... I have put My words in
thy mouth, and have covered thee in theehadow of Mine hand, that
I Inay plant the heavens, and lay the foundations of the earth, and
say unto Zion, Thou art l\ly people" (Ii, 6, 16). Heaven and earth
are evidently employed here as figures of the church j the heavens
that passed a,vay, and the earth that waxed old, meaning the Jewish
church j and the heavens which the Lord was to plant, and the earth
whose foundations He was to lay, meaning the Christian church.
But the most exact parallel to the statement in the Revelation is that
in the sixty-fifth chapter of Isaiah, "For, behold, I create new
heavens and a new earth: and the former shall not be remembered,
nor come into mind, But be ye glad and rejoice for ever in that
which I create: for, behold, I create Jerusalem a rejoicing, and her
people a joy.... For as the new heavens and the new earth, which
I will make, shall remain before Me, saith the Lord, so shall your
seed and your name remain" (lxv. 17, 18; lxvi. 22). It is clear
from the context that this prophecy relates to the time of the Lord's
Coming in the flesh. The change which is predicted can therefore
mean nothing but the commencement of the Christian church, to
succeed the J ewish, which had come to its end or consummation.

With these passages before us, the creation of a new heaven and a
new earth, as announced in this part of the Revelation, can con
sistently be understood to refer only to the establishmenb of a N ew
Christian church, when that which succeeded the -Tewish had fled
away from the face of IIiIn that sat 011 the great white throne. There
is commonly somcl.lring in tho form of a prediction, which enables us
to nscortain w hothor, at least, it is to bo understood literally or
figuratively. Predictions of the end of the world, vesicles tho internal
evidence they afford of their spirituality, are always connected with
the prediction, either expressed or understood, of another event, which
hardly any imagine is to be accomplished literally. When the world
is destroyed; it is to be replaced by a new creation. The famous pre
diction of the end of the world by the Apostle Peter has both these
evidences of its figurative character. In his Second Epistle (iii. 10), he
tells us that "the day of the Lord will come as a thief in the night;
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in the which the heavens shall pass a,vay wit]; a great noise, and tho
elements shall melt "with fervent heat, the earth also and the works
that are therein shall be burned up." This has, more than perhaps
any other, the appearance of being a matter-of-fact description. Yet
it does not, even taken literally, teach the total destruction of the
earth. The apostle compares the "last days" to those of Noah, and
tells us that" the world that then was, being overflowed with water,
'perished: but the heavens and the earth \V hich are now, by the same
word are kept in store, reserved unto fire against the day of judgment
and perdition of ungodly men" (verses 6, 7). If the two events arc of
the same nature, there is no reason to fear, or to expect, the final
destruction which some look for j since in the days of Noah it was not
the heavens and the earth but the people that perished. But the
flood of Noah was not a natural deluge; and the fire of the days of
the Son of Man is not a natural element, Both are" figures" of tho
end of which the Epistle to the Hebrews speaks: "NO\V once in the
end of the world hath He appeared to put a,vay sin by the sacrifice
of Himself " (ix, 26). The difference is that one perished by a flood
of falsities, and the other by the fire of ovil love. But while he
declares the co:ming destruction of the heaven and tho earth which now
a!e, Peter in his second Epistle, like J olin in the Icevclation, gives the
certain hope of a new creation, " Nevertheless we, according to IIis
promise, look for new heavens and a new earth, wherein dwelleth
righteousness" (iii. 13).

It is the common belief that there will be an end of the present
world; but few ever think of the creation of a new earth; and 'vhen
they do, they find the new earth to be onlyun embnrrassmcnt, Tho
destruction of the world, according to the C0l1lll1011 faith, is to end the
race of Adana, and complete the family of Christ. The Lord's
mediatorial reign is then to end, The Son is to give up tho kingdolll
to the Father, that God nuty be all in all. For what pnrpose then is
this new creation ~ S0111e suppose that the new earth is to be tho
abode of the risen saints; others, willing to take this part of the
prophecy spiritually, while they adhere to the literal sense of the
other part, think that the new earth means the new earthly bodies of
the risen saints! There is another indication that the creation of a
new earth, as announced by John, is not to be literally understood.
On the new earth there is to be no more sea. An earth witliou t
water could not be inhabited by human beings, unless they were
entirely different from those who live on the present earth. But if
the new earth is to be more perfect than the old, and its inhabitants

11101'0 happy, the absence of a sea must be understood to be an
advantage, as contributing to their convenience and enjoyment.
This to us is inconceivable. If, however, we regard the new earth
as the figure of a new church, we may find that the absence of a sea is
the absence of an imperfection. In treating of the sea that gave up
its dead, we remarked that the sea is symbolic of the Gentiles, and of
those in a Gentile state, within as 'Yell as out of the church. In the
time of the Lord's Second Ad vent there shall be no more Gentiles.
The knowledge of the Lord shall cover the earth as thewaters now
cover the sea. They shall no more teach every man his neighbour,
saying, Know the Lord j for they shall all know Him from the least
even un to the greatest of them. There shall be one fold and one
Shepherll. Indeed the prophecy itself tells us that the Gentiles shall
cease to be Gentiles, "The nations of thorn which are saved shall
walk in the light of it: and the kings of the earth do bring their
glory and honour into it" (ver.24). Or as it is expressed by Isaiah
in the very imagery of the present declaration, "The abundance of the
sea shall be converted unto Thee, the forces of the Gentiles shall
come unto Thee" (Ix, 5). The promise, then, of an earth on which
will be no 11101'e SOft, is the promise of a church in which there shall
be no more ignorance, no more superstition, no more idolatry, 110

longer an outlying region of nominal or of practical heathenism, but
the tabernacle of God shall be with men universally, and the Lord
shall be their God, and they shall be His people. In regard to the
members of the church, the absence of a sea on the new earth is an
admonition as well as a promise, In the N ew Church there shall be
none who are in dead worship, like those of whom it is said, at the
time of the judgment, that the sea gave up the dead which were in it.
In this sense, too, there is no more sea.

The new heaven and the new earth arc therefore nothing less than
a new order or condition of religious lifo, that is, of spiritual vitality,
muong 111e11. A generation of men 1l0\V in principle nud now in
practice; these are the new heaven and the new earth, and these
constitute the N ew Church. We have had occasion to say, and have
endeavoured to show that, individually applied, heaven is the inner
DIan, or the spiritual mind, which is an image of heaven, and that
the earth is the outer man, or the natural mind, which is an image of
the world, When these are created anew, or born from above, this
sublime announcement is realized in its most practical sense. For
there is nothing in God's creation more glorious than a re-created or
regenerated human soul. The re-creation of man is the final cause
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and the ultimate effect of all the Lord's great and marvellous works,
A.II His other works have relation to it. A 11 Iris other works are
types of it. For that which is in the end is in all the means, and in
all the progression from the first cause to the ultimate effect. 'Ibis is
the reason that nature is full of analogies of 11l[Ul and of his re
creation, and that in His "rord God describes theru so much by their
representatives in His works,

Although the Lord's church can have no actual existence al11011g
111en except so far as it exists in them, we Inay still regard the N ew
Church, meant by the new heaven and the new earth, in reference to
the church as a general dispensation.. In the 1110St comprehensive
general view, the Dew heaven is the New Church in heaven, and the
new earth is the New Church on earth. The church in heaven, or the
new Christian heaven, was formed of all the righteous who had lived
during the time of the Christian dispensation, being those 'who were
found written in the Lamb's book of life. The N ew Church on earth
will consist of all who live according to the principles of the church
as now made known to men ; and in its uuivcrsal form it will include
the good :in all churches, and in all nations, whatever their creed nlay
be. In a less extensive sense the new heaven and the new earth
mean the internal and the external of the church on earth. The in
ternal of the church consists of its principles, and the external of the
church consists of its accordant practice. Its internal is love to the
Lord, its external is love to the neighbour; for love to the Lord is
manifested in love to men. Such love knows nothing of sectarianism.
Regarding all from love, the N ew Church recognizes love in others,
when manifested in love to others, as the work of Christian character,
and the bond of Christian brotherhood. As 111en will be judged not
by their faith but by their works, so she judges of all. " By their
fruits ye shall know them."

2. After John had seen the 110'V heaven and the now earth, he then
saw the holy city, New Je1'USale71~, comiuq douni j}'(nn God out oj
heaven,lJ:,'elJa1'ed as a bride adorned for her lnislnuul, :It is gPllentlly
acknowledged that tho N ow J'crusnlcm is n. SYlll bol of tho churcli ; huf
it is the general belief that the holy city is a figure not of tho church
on earth lbut of the church in heaven. The passing away of heaven
and earth being understood to mean the end of the world, after which
no other material world is to exist, it was necessary to place the N ew
Jerusalem in heaven. But this is obviously doing violence to the
prophecy, which provides a new earth as well as a new heaven; and
plainly states that the holy city was seen corning down from God out

of the new heaven to the new earth. The Apostle Paul, it is true,
speaks of the church in heaven as the "Jerusalem which is above."
But this does not affect the present question, Heaven is the church in
its glorified state and in its highest perfection. III an earlier part of
this prophecy the church is represented as a woman in heaven, clothed
with the sun, Here it is represented as corning down out of heaven.
Indeed, we have seen that the church begins in heaven ; and must
therefore come down from God out of heaven in order to exist on
earth. St. Paul therefore speaks of the heavenly J erusalem as being
" the mother of us all." Does not the apostle here teach that the
church in heaven is the parent of the church on earth ~ 'The most
obvious meaning of the language is, that the N ew Jerusalem means
the church on earth. In the Old Testament, J erusalem is COll

stautly spoken of as a type of the church, What can the New
Jerusalem menu but a New Church 1, In the spiritual sense, the
church is represented both by the new earth and the new city. The
earth represents the church in regard to its general principles; the
city represents the church in regard to its doctrine. 'I'he church, as
it carne down from heaven, was itself presented under two vcry
different appearances-as a city, and as a bride. In the Old Testa
mont, the church is often spoken of both as a city and as a virgin.
There, as here, these images express two different ideas. Doctrine
and all the other externals of religion are, in thernselYes, considered
distinctly from their indwelling affections, like Zion without in
haLitants,-beautiful for situation, and adorned with towers and
palaces; still, with all its grandeur, without inhabitants it would
be but a splendid solitude or desolation. So is the doctrine of
the church, unless it be the dwelling-place of Iiving affections,
~'hcse affections combined, are personified by the prophets as the
(laughter of Zion and J erusalem, and are here personified as the bride,
the Lamb's wife, These affections constitute the lifo of doctrine, By
these tho church has conjunction with tho 1..ord, It is in virtue of
tho nllcctions of goutIJlcSS and truth, HIH1 in regard to them, that the
church is tho bri.lo und wife or the Lamb. Tho allccl.ion which
eminently makes tho N ow Church a bride and wife is tho affection of
Jove to the Lord. The grand doctrine of the N ewChurch is the sole
Divinity of Jesus Christ; and the only affection that can dwell in
this doctrine, and can animate it with its own true life, is love to
Him as the sole object of adoration. Love to the Lord is connected
with, .and manifested in, love to the neighbour. Those who have the
primary love cannot be without the secondary love j so that love to

~ A,., .n.
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the Lord may be said to be the aflection which makes the church tho
bride and wife of the Lord. This living affection, as distinguished
from the doctri~le in 'which it c1 wells, is, therefore, that which John

. saw as the holy city N ew ,Jerusalem, corning down 1'1'0111 God out of
heaven, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband.

If the affection of lovo, and especially of love to the Lord, makes
the church His bride, what are the adoruings oy which she is pre
pared for her nuptials?

When, after the fall of Babylon, it was announced tllat the
marriage of the Lamb had come, and His wife had made herself really,
it was given her to be arrayed in fine linen, clean and white. Here,
she is said, not simply to have made herself ready, and to be arrayed,
but to he adorned. In the previous instance, the church made her
self ready, as we huve seen, by those who then formed the church
being instructed in the pure and genuine truths of the 'Yon], which
were the fine linen, clean and white, in which the Lumb's wife wus
afterwards arrayed. Love is the essential of marriago ; but love 11111st
be founded npon a knowledge of the person and character of UlO
object loved. 'I'his is tho knowledge by which the church mnkes
herself ready for her marringe with her Divino 11usband. She musb
know His person as J ohovah-Josus, the 0110 Lorrl, whoso ]1:1.1110 is one,
She must know Ilis character, as Love itself, and Wisdom itself.
Without a knowledge of the Lor.l's person and character, lIe cannot
be the object of true love. This knowledge is one of the distinguish
ing excellences of the N ew Ch urch ; therefore tho Lord's bride can 1.o
arrayed in the garment of fine linen, clean and white. But besides
the raiment of fine linen, ·\vhich the church first puts 011, as the result
and outward manifestation of her initiation and instruction in holy
truth and saintly righteousness, she 110'V appears adorned as becomes
a bride prepared for her husband. The adornings of tho church are

. the graces and virtues which she acquires by cultivating the disposi
tions and doing the works which the truths of the "rord enjoin, as
necessary to form the Christian character, and secure conjunction with
the Lord. In the 45th Psalm, that magnificent epithalrunium, which,
spiritually understood, celebrates the marriage of the Lord and IIi~

church, the bride, the king's daughter: is "all glorious within : her cloth
ing is of wrought gold. She shall be brought unto the king in raiment
of needle-work." The bridal garment of wrought gold and needle
-work is formed of the truths of love and intelligence. Love clothes
itself with these, as with a garment, al \yays understanding them to be
-truths of the heart and life as ,re11 as of the nJind. ~rhese truths are

t!~e "beautiful garments " 'which -Ierusalem is exhorted to put on (18a.
Ill. 1): they are the gnnnents of salvation with which the Lord
clothes the faithful, the robe of righteousness withwhich lIe covers
them, as a bridegroom decketh himself with ornaments, and as a bride
adorneth herself with jewels (Isa. lxi, 10). This symbolism is still
more perfect ill nature, where the earth clothes herself with verdure
ruul the plants and trees adorn themsel ves with blosS0111S as so many
gems, and all to prepare for the nuptials, from which corne the golden
harvest, and the delicious fruit whose end is in itself. l'he prophet
therefore follows up his statement respecting the ganuent of salvation,
and the jewels with which the bride covers herself; with these words,
" For as the earth bringeth forth her bud, and as the garden eauseth
the things that are SO\V11 in it to spring forth; so the Lord God will
cause righteousness and praise to spring forth before all the nations"
(vel'. 11). But this truth is still further impressed upon us in a sub
sequent part of the prophecy.

3. When John had seen the church as a city 811<1 as a bride, he heard
a great voice out of heaven saying, Behold, the tabernacle of God
is 'With men, aml I Ie toill dwell with tlicm, and they shall be Ills people,
caul God llhuse!! shall ue toitl: tlicm, aiul lJe their Clod. '1'110
tabcrnnclo nw,y be considered an essential part, as being indeed the
sacred centre, of the holy city, and to have come down with it from
God out of heaven. But the tabernacle, which is here singled out as
an 0 bj ect of especial attention in the N ew J erusalcm, has already been
seen as a separate object inheavell j and it is from its having been
previously seen in heaven that it is now said to be among men upon
earth. In the 15th chapter, J Oh11 says, "I looked, and behold,
the temple of the tabernacle of the testimony in heaven was opened."
'],11e opening of the temple of the tabernacle of the testimony in
heaven, before the tabernacle appeared. on earth, was part of that pro
vidcntial arraugement by which the new is always comrnenoed before
the COllIplete consummation of the old. The opening of the temple of
the tabernacle of the tesbimony was the opening of the spiritual sense
of the "rord, by which its interior truth was revealed. The Word
is revealed interiorly, or as to the spiritual sense, before the church is
fully devastated, because the N ew Church will then be established,
into which those of the former church are invited ; and for the
N ew Church interior Divine Truths are revealed. These interior
truths, which are for the use of the New Church, must be revealed
before the end of the old, since it is by means of them that the
new is to have its commencement, The remains of the old must
forIll the beginni.ng of the new. The last of the J e\vs ,vere the firSt
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of the Christians. The truths of the Christian church were addressed
to the whole Jewish people j but they were only received by those
w ho had preserved in themsel ves the remains of what was good and
true in the church of their fathers, on which tlie new and higher prin
ciples of the' Christian church could be engrafted. In the highest
sense, the tabernacle, like the temple, represents the Lord Himself in
His Divine Humanity ; with this difference, that the temple represents
the Lord's Humanity as Divine Truth or Wisdom, and the tabernacle
represents the Lord's Humanity as Divine Goodness or Love. The
Lord is presented in connection with the N ew Jerusalem by the
higher representative; because in the New Church the Lord will
be regarded and worshipped as the Supreme Good even more than as
the Supreme Truth. When seen in beaven, the temple and the taber
nacle were combined. In the N ew Jerusalem the tabernacle was seen
alone'; and. it alone was visible, for ,John saw no temple therein. The
great voice that was heard out of heaven, saying, Behold, the
tabernacle of God is with men, was the voice of Divine Love itself;
which is meant by a great voice proclaiming through heaven the
glad tidings that the Lord Himself will be present anlong 1110n in

His Divine Humanity.
But the tabernacle, while it represents the Lord's own glorious

body, represents also His mystical body, the church. And here the
tabernacle is to be regarded in relation to the city on the one hand,
and in relation to the temple on the other. The holy city, we have
seen, means the church in regard to its doctrine, and the tabernacle
means the church in regard to its worship ; and this is one of the
reasons why the tabernacle is mentioned as well as the city. 13ut the
worship of the church was represented by the temple as well as by the
tabernacle. The difference between the tabernacle and the temple, as
representing the worship of the church, is similar to that which they
have in relation to the Lord as the object of worship. The tnbernac]o

roprcsents the church in regal',l to ils worship 1'1'0111 love, nn.l tho
1emple represents the church in regard to iis 'VOI'Rli il' frOIH Iuil.h.
There can be no true worship, as there can be no true church, without
both of these heavenly graces; but the character of the church's
worship, like that of the church itself, depends upon the place which
these graces occupy in relation to each other. In the spiritual church
faith has the first place, and love the second; in the celestial church
love occupies the first place, and faith tho second. This difference
arises from, and expresses, the order of progression in the Christian
life j and, as a general result, the order of progression in the Christian

church. The Christian acquires the graee of faith before he acquires
the grace of love. His faith, even in the first stage of his progress, is
not indeed without love; but love is not his highest grace. He is
striving after the state in 'which love wil] be the SUpre111e affection of
his heart. When love is his highest affection, he has reached the
highest state of the Christian character and life, and has entered into
its purest joys. In this state, faith is lost in love, and love is all
in all. Then there is no temple there; the tabernacle of God is with
him . nay, he himself is ~ tabernacle of the 1\iost Hich ,. for the Lord

• 0

d wells with him ill love to Himself
'I'he progression of the Christian church has been like that of

the Christian life. The first Christian church was the ten}pIe of the
Lord ; the second is His tabernacle. The succession of these states in
the Christian church has not been similar to that of their types in the
Israelitish church. The tabernacle was before the temple. Before the
Incarnation, the church gradually and successively declined; since
that event, the progress of the church has been upward, The first
Christian church was more perfect than the J ewish ; the second Chris
tian church is more perfect than the first. The higher character of the
second Christian dispensation is a matter of prophecy as well as

of inference. In it are to be realized the promises, given through the
prophets, of the glorious and peaceful states of the church of the latter
days j when religious knowledge and righteousness shall be universal;
when men and nations will see it to be their spiritual interest as well as
their religious duty to love and help each other; and when they will

strive not only to be rich and great, but to be wise and good. This is
a lesson which even the people and nations of Christendom have Jet
to learn. Their mutual jealousies and conflicting interests show how
far they are from having a just apprehension of the true nature
of Christianity, and how little they are influenced by its benign
and disinterested spirit. This state of things will disappear when tho
tuborunclc of n<Hl iR wil.l: 111011. ()IlO of tho blo8siIlgs }'('HulLillg Irom
the tuhorunclo or UOll bloillg with mon ia, that ][0 will dwell with
them, uud they shall La I lis people, uud God Ll.imsolf shall Lo with
them, and be their God, The presence of God is universal and
11l0St intiuiate ; for lIe is the Creator and Sustainer of all. But
this presence does not secure to us any but the C01111110n blessings of
existence. It does not make us virtuous or happy; but it preserves us
in the faculty and po,ver of being so. That which makes us holy and
happy is the Divine presence in us; and this is meant in the VVord .
by the Divine presence being 'With us. God d wells with us, in the
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Scripture sense, when He dwells in our hearts and minds, or in our
wills and understandings. The regenerate will is, i ndivid ually con
sidered, the new tabernacle which God promises to set up and establish
for ever, and in which He is to dwell perpetually with meu; and
when the will is new the understanding is new, "Thine eyes shall
see Jerusalem a quiet habitation, a tabernacle that shall not be taken
down ; not one of the stakes thereof shall ever bo removed, neither
shall any of the cords thereof be broken " (Isn, xxxiii. 20). "I wil]
make a covenant of peace with them ; it shall be an everlasting
covenant with thern : and I will place then), and multiply them, and
will set My sanctuary in the midst of them for evermore, 1\Jy taber
nacle also shall be with thern : yea, I will be their God, and they shall
be l\fy peoJple" (Ezek. xxxvii. 26, 27). Our Lord teaches the same
doctrine in plain language :" If ye keep My commnndmcnts, ye shall
abide in My love " (John xv. 10). " If a 111an love Me, he will keep
11y words ; and 1\fy Father will love him, and we will come unto

him, and make our abode with him" (xiv. 23). "rC ]l1ny say with the
Psalnlist, "Lord, who shall abide in Thy tabernacle 1 w110 shall <I well

in Thy holy 11i111 He that walketh uprightly.und worketh rightcous
ness, and speaketh the truth in his heart.... 1[0 that doeth these
things shall never be moved " (1)8. xv.), The Lord's presence with us
is unconditional: "He maketh IIis sun to rise 011 the evil and 011 the
good, and sendeth rain on the just and 011 the unjust" (l\Iatt. v, 45).
His presence in us is dependent on our entering into and keeping
covenant with Him. A covenant is a mutual agreement, and only
continues while the conditions are observed on both sides, The

. Divine law' contains the conditions of the covenant between (jot! and
His people. The letter of the law is the old covcnnnt ; the spirit of
the Iaw is the new, The COVCl1ant is this: "I will put 1\Iy lnw in
their inward parts, and write it in their hearts; and will lJC their Go<1,
and they shall be My people " (Jcr. xxxi. 33). This is the Christian
covenant. 1'his is the condition on which rests the prolll ise, They
shall be His people, and God Himself shall be with them au.l be their
GoJ. All conjunction with the Lord is effected by the reciprocation
of' His love. He loves all, and desires to be' conjoined to them,
If men could be saved by the Lord's loving them, all would he saved;
hut they are saved, not only by His loving theIn, but by Uleir lovillg
I-lim; that is, by their returning 1fis love. l"he Lord dwells in all; but
n1ell are not saved by the Lord's d,velling in theI11, but by their uwell
ing in Hinl. This is a great truth. It strikes at the fountlation of all
false hopes founded upon the notion of inlmediute 111crcy anu in-

stantaneous sal vation, The Lord taught the doctrine of reciprocation
in the beautiful parable of the vine and the branches: "I am
the vine, ye are the branches: He that abidcth in Me, and I in him,
the same bringeth forth much fruit; for without Me :ye can do
nothing. If ye abide in Me, and My words abide in you, :ye shall
ask w hat ye 'will, and it shall be done unto you " (John xv. 5).
This abiding in Him makes us His people, and makes God 11il118e1f,
e ven our Lord Jesus Christ, be with us and be our God.

4. Another blessed effect of the Lord's tabernacle being with InCH,

and the immediate result of His d welling with them, is 110'V described,
And God shall uiipe a~l'ay all teats franz the-ir eyes; and there shall be
no 7n01'e death, neither sorrow, nor cr!Jl~ng, neither shall there be any
more pain. : for the f01"171er things are passed away. If this were to be
understood literally, it would certainly lend support to the view that
the N ew J erusalem means the church in heaven; for there only can
tll is state of things be fully realized. There is, indeed, an approxima
tion to the truth in the COll11110n idea, The promise of immunity from
allliction and death has immediate reference to the state of the faithful
in the world of spirits or middle state. The judgment which has there
Leon performed has brought the former things to an end. There can
1)0 no In01'O death, for death has been cast into the lake of fire; there
can be no more SOlTO\V, nor crying, 1101' toil, for the dragon that
persecuted the 'V0111an, and went to make war with the remnant of her
seed, has been finally consigned to his own habitation. Those whorn
the spirits of error and evil had thus infested in the middle state, have
been raised into heaven, and are therefore freed for ever from the
80rrO\V and suffering which their enemies inflicted. But 'while this
prediction relates immediately to the state of the faithful in the world
of spirits as the effect of the judgment, it refers to the altered state of
things, resulting from the same event, in the natural world also. In
the general sense, heaven and earth mean the church in heaven and
the church on earth; therefore a new heaven means a New Church in
heaven, and a new earth means a N ew Church on earth. In tho New
Church on earth, which conies down from the N ew Christian Church
in heaven, which is the church in heaven meant here, there will be
no more tears, nor death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall be
any 1110re pain, for the former things which produced them are
passed a,vay. vVe are not, however, to understand that under the Ne,v
I)ispensation sorro\v and death in every sense shall cease. So long
as 111en are born natural and inclined to evil, and require to be re-born
and made spiritual and heavenly, there ,vill·be Borro,vand crying, Ul1U
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even death: for there is a sorrow that en.ls in joy, and a death
that ends in life. Not, therefore, in the natural sense are these si t rus

of sin and mortality to be abolishcd; .nor arc all tilO trials of ~he
Christian life to be unknown : but there shall be no 1110re of tho
sorrow and death which the evils and errors of the former dispeusa
tion have produced. The cause being removed, its effects must cease.

There is, however, a sense in which this promise will receive its com
plete fulfilment, The dispensation itself will never die; nor will
it ever show those symptoms of disease or signs of decay w Iiich all
former dispensations have exhibited. .As tho descent of the ~e\v

J erusalem is the crowning scene of the apocalyptic vision and of 1be
sacred volume itself, the N ew Church is to be the crowning dispensu
tion of God upon earth. In it will he gradually and fully aCCOl11
plished the Lord's Divine purpose, "that lIe might present it to IIi 111

self a glorious church, not having spot, or wri nk le, or allY such
thing j but that it should be holy and without blemish " (Eph. v. 27).

But let us see what the language of this proruise means in reference
to the church on earth. Here, again, we shall find Scripture its own
interpreter. Isaiah, speaking of the Lord's work at Ilis COIning into
the world, says, "lIe will destroy in this mountain the face of the
covering cast over all people, and the vail that is spread over all nations.
lIe will swallow up death in victory; and the Lord God will wipe
away tears from oif all faces j and the rebuke of Ilis people shall
He take a,vuy from off all the earth: for the Lord hath spoken it"
(xxv, 7:, 8). The Lord's victory over death was His victory over him
that had the po,ver of death (IIeb. ii. 14), by which lIe effecte.l
the great work of human Redemption. The state from which the Lord
delivered mankind is described in the prophets as one of aflliction,
and sorrow, and pain, and even death; and the beneficent works Jl e
performed when on earth, of curing the diseased and comforting Llic
afflicted, and even raising the dead, represented the far greater works uf
restoring the soul to spiritual health and life. '!'he ch urch which Llie

Lord then established was to carry 011 the great and goo(l work which
lIe had begun. For a time the church went forth conquering and to
conquer. But the days of single-minded faith, aud disinterested love,
and unwearied labour did not continue. The Revelution discloses the
beginning and progress of evil and error, till the pale horse, ridden by
Death and followed by Hell, trampled down all that was beautiful and
goodly, which the early church had plan ted, and which she left as an
inheritance to her children. As all this was foreseen and predicted, a
remedy was provided and promised, The Lord was to COlne a sccOllLl

time, and establish a second church. This N ew Dispensation was l.o
be preceded by the first resurrection and the removal of the second
death. The church was to rise again in newness of life, and there was
to be no .more death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither any 1110re pain,
for the former things were passed away. But these particulars have
each a meuniug, in which the members of the church may find comfort
and edification. The death which is to be no 1110re is spiritual death.
As spiritual death is the extinction of spiritual life, which is the lire
of love and faith; the tears and sorrow and crying and pain, which
arc to cease, are, so to speak, parts of death; for they are the effects uf
sin, of w hich death is the "rages. They are instalments of that of
which death is the full sum, When death is abolished, these cease.
Jf death is a confirmed state of evil and falsity, these lesser ills are
the beginnings, of which this state is the end. But, to be fully under
stood, these 111USt be traced to their causes. That which lies at the
Toot of sorrow is evil in the will ; and that which produces tears
and crying is falsity in the understanding; while pain, or toil, arises
from both together in the life. Tears and crying, which seem to have
the same meaning, are both mentioned, because, in the penitent tears

. 'are expreSSIve of mourning over the loss of truth, and crying is
expressive of Inmentation over tho loss of the good which is in truth.
III the regenerate life there arc gollly sorrow, nnd tearful l'r-pentall CC,

and the labour of resisting evil. These, as we have remarked, will
never be absolutely abolished in this life. But, in this case the. . '
prolll1sels to those who overcome, To them there shall be no more of
t~1e sorrowful experience that arises from unconquered evil and Sill.
] or the death, and sorrow, and crying that shall be no more, are not
t~10se 'Y~lich the penitent suffer during the progress of the regenerate
Iife, which have a happy issue j but those which the impenitent suffer
when this life is ended, as the consequences of nnrepented sin.
it time is COIning when these shall be no In01'O.

5. When God had given tho promise of wiping tho tears from all
eyes, and declared tho end of tho reign of death, and tho cessation of
SOlTO\V and cry illg and toil, lIe announced the bccinnine of Ilis new
kingdom, in which tho positive blessings of lifo a71o. hetJth and peace
should be enjoyed. And He that sat upon the throne said, Behold
I make all things new. A new heaven and a new earth have appeared;
the N ew Jerusalem has been seen COIning down from God out of
heaven, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband ; the tabernacle of
Gael has been declared to be with men ; death and sorrow are to be no
more, for the former things are passed a,vaJ. '\That, then, is meant
by all things being nutde lle\V1
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This Divine announcement, like that w liich precedes it, has
immediate reference to the entirely new condition of things in
the intermediate state, produced by the judgment, which raised the
good into heaven and cast the evil into hell. The state of things,
meant by the former things which arc passed away, arose from the
spirits of the just not yet made perfect, and the spirits of tho unjust
not yeii knowing shame, being mingled together. Daniel describes
the nature and effects of the change: "J\[any shall be purified, and
made white, and tried ; but the wicked shall do wicked ly " (xii. 10).
When all, both the good and the evil, are thus IJl'ougl1t to the
simple state of their inward and essential life, and arc gathered to
their 0"7n, the former state of things is ended, And w i th the end of
the old conies the beginning of the new, Ilut the passing away oft-he
former things, and the making of all tlrings new, though they first take
place in the spiritual world, which is tho world of causes, are con tinned
in the natural world, which is the world of effects. Causes are Bot,
however, always seen in their effects; and changes ill the spiritual world
produce corresponding changes in the natural world, OIl1y by degrees.
This is expressed in the announcement itself; for lIe w Ito sat upOll tho
throne speaks of Himself, not as having mrule, but as mak ing, all
things new, This accords 'with what ,Joliu says of the dcsceut of tho
N ew Jerusalem, He saw it corning clown 1'1'0111 God out of hen ven ; to
express the continual descent of the truth it represents into receptive
human minds, and thus into the world, in which therefore the Lord is
constantly operating, by His Spirit and His Word, to make all thinus
new, But when even great changes take place in t.lie natural world,
it is not, to be expected that their connection with tho spiritual causes
in which they originate will be recognized, such a COll nect.ion being all
but unknown. Besides, the effects of great ruul beneficial changes in
the spiritual world Iuay not always be of a directly spiritual cluuuctur ;
nor nlay they al "rays appear to indicate a heavenly cause. There are
two reasons for this. In the first place, in the nutural w0 rld , as
in the spiritual, the making of all things new must be preceded by the
passing a,vay of former things; and old things cannot be brought to an
end without something of the nature of a j udgmcnt, Our Lord speaks
of His Coining being preceded by wars, and can vulsions, and great
tribulation. Whatever tenus to rnake clear the distinction between the
real and the seeming, the true and the false, and between good and evil,
and whatever tends to separate them, and exalt the good and cast do,,~n

the evil, is of the nature of a juugillent; and is selL10111 effected
,vithout something of conflict and tribulatioll. ,Ybatever therefore

tnkes place in the world that has this effect is a promise of the reign
of righteousness. In the second place, the spiritual states of l110n

enter into and manifest themselves in the affairs of their moral and
civiI life, as well as in their religious views and conduct. Arid
spiritual causes produce effects in that phase of life which is most
active, and in which the motives and intelligence of the 11l1l11an mind
works out its ends hy congenial means, Although, therefore, the
cause is spiritual, the immediate and visible effects nlay be natural.
Indeed, it is reasonable to expect that the natural effects of spiritual
causes should appear first; because, in the order of progression, that
is not first which is spiritual, but that which is natural, and afterwards
that which is spiritual. The world, like the individual, must pass from
the lower to the higher attainments and interests of life. And
they must do so, that the higher nlay afterwards enter into and employ
the lower as instruments for effecting their own I1101'e exalted uses; as
life upon earth is the appointed means of ascending into the life of
heaven. '

·V{e have spoken of the presence in the middle state, previous to the
judgment, of multitudes of spirits, whose darkened states of mind
obscured and obstructed tho light of truth in its descent from God out of
heaven into the human Blind, as dark clouds interrupt the sun's rays ill
passing to the earth, and we have referred to tho mental obscurity which
this produced. 'I'his obstruction having been removed, light from the
Sun of Righteousness can now flow into the human mind, without any
hindrance but that which it meets with in the mind itself. Con
current with this inflowing light of truth, in which there is the fire of
love, there is a new revelation of the knowledge of truth. So that by
the COInbilled action of the in ward influence and the outward means n
now impulse and direction Illay be given to the mind, 10 aspire and
strive after a truer faith, a purer love, and a holier life. It is not,
however, as we have said, by the action of these on the religious
sentiments alone that the Divine purpose is carried out. The light,
which shines alike into the minds of the evil and the good, of natural
and of spiritual men, enlightens them on whatever subject or pursuit
11H1Y form their peculiar study. All intellectual light is Divine in its
origin and spiritual in il.s nature; so that on whatever subject true
light)s shed, that Iight, however natural it nlay become in the mind
that employs it,.is spiritual; and, when rightly directed, is conducive
to the uses of spiritual life, and aids in advancing the cause of religious
truth and goodness. l\Ien of science and learning, 'vhatever motives
lllUy prolllpt theul in their pursuits, and ,vhatever conclusions they
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nlay draw from the results and the subjects of their labours, are
nevertheless the Egyptians, whose spoils will enrich Israel; tho
Gibeonites whose doom it is to be hewers of wood and drawers of

"Tater to the house of God. Tho progress of science unrl the diffusion
of knowledge are alnong the effects of the new influx of Divine light;
and those who labour in producing and dispensing knowledge are the
pioneers of a still higher civilization than that which l11allY of them
regard as the highest object of a laudable HIll bition to promote,

One of the innuediate results, and one of the clearest ind icutions, of

the change which has been effected in the spiritual world, by which all
things are to be made new, is, greater freedom of thought, on all
subjects of interest, especially of spiritual and eternal interest, to the
human race. Regarding the new light as extending its influence to
the whole circle of human affairs, the advance which lins been niude ill
everything that marks 11l1l11an progress is so great, that it is gellerall'y
acknowledged 'V~ live in a new nge. This progress has, it is true,
been greatest, or at least, 1110st obvious and striking, on the material
side of human life. In S0111e departments of IHll11Hll knowledge an.l
the economy of life an entire revolution has been effected; au.I
entirely new po,vcrs have been added to the intellectual alit 1
physical nature of man, 'I'he greatest of mnu's achievements ill these

respects have been made in a way that shows forth tho Divino
beneficence and wisdom. Tho murvcllous !lowers which the Creator
has treasured up in His works have, by the intelligence which lIe lIi111
self bestows, been turned into the UlOSt potent instruments of intellec
tual and physical service to man. Not only, however, OIl the
physical and intellectual, but on the mornl and religious side of human
nature has progress been 111:1t1e. The abolition of slavery and scrfdoin
shows that the conscience as well as the intelligence of Christendom
has made an important ad vance. The cause of humanity has Illude
undoubted progress; and civil and religious liberty has greatly
increased. Ecclesiastics are perhaps, or nll Io.ulcrs of human opinion,
the most conservativo ; yet there arc Bot wan Ling signs of progress
even ~111l011g thorn, 1\101'0 enlightened views of Christian doctrino
from time to time appear. There are also general as well as particular
indications of advancement, . The harder features of the 01(1 theology
are gradually softening, and the deep Iiues that bespoke old age are
beginning to disappear. The same influence tlw,t acts upon the minds
of the clergy acts upon the minds of the laity. The clergy cannot
continue to preach what the laity will not continue to hear. TIllJ
dOgU1US of faith alone, und partial election, nnd irresistible grace, aud

instantaneous salvation, and the joys of an outward heaven, and the
miseries of an outward hell, are now more seldom presented in their
severe simplicity ; but are either modified so as to bring them more
into harmony with the growing intelligence of the age, or are tacitly
ignored by the practical teachings of the Gospel. 'I'his indeed they
al ways have been; but there are now fewer laboured attempts to
reconcile the two irreconcilable doctrines of the all-determining "rill
and irresistible po,,,cr of God and the accountability of Ulan for
Ids will and actions, Besides the signs of intellectual advancement,
there are indications of a still more vital change. Religion has
experienced a gradual revival, indicating the infusion of new life.
Sectarianism has lost much of its exclusiveness and bitterness; and
Christians are less disposed to apply to each other the negative pole of
repellent creeds, and more disposed to turn to each other the positive
pole of attractive and uniting charity. The only body that refuses to
yield to the new influence, commonly recognized as the spirit of the
nge, is the Papacy, which seems indeed to have taken a step backward,
in formally claiming the infallibility which it has long assumed to
possess. But this very immobility, while it saves its credit for
consistency, is undermining its authority and ruining its cause. For
although the Catholic hierarchy persists ill standing still, Catholic
countries cannot 1101I' moving on; and thus drifting away further and
further fro 111 their moorings, but only to find a safer anchorage
elsewhere, The very claim which was designed more firmly to
establish the authority and increase the po,ver of the church, has
lessened them, by causing dissent and producing a schism in its own
body ; for, besides its O'V11 disapproving members, to this we owe the
Old Catholic movement, which has thrown off allegiance to the Pope.

It Inay be admitted that against these, which we claim as signs and
instances of progress, nlay be placed some things that indicate re
trogression. "re have heard much of rationalism, and 110\V we hear
a good deal of scientific infidelity. All newly-acquired liberty is
accompanied with some licentiousness, aud every onward 1110VCIllCUt is
attended by S0111e excess. Ilut liberty and progress are not the cause
of these evils, but only the occasion. 'I'he Iieformation of Luther
was accompanied by the licentiousness of the Anabaptists, but did
not surely produce it. It is not the new movement, but the old
stagnation that gives birth to these excesses, which break forth when
the artificial pressure is removed, and a new stimulus is given to
ncti vity. The irrational doctrines of the church Lave done much
to produce rationalism j the consequent weak and unhealthy faith
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of its mombel's has had its share in causing infidelity. As tho
doctrines: of the N ew Church, which arc as rational as they are scri I"
tural, extend, and obtain a finn hold upon the minds of 111e11 ,
naturalism in all its forms will gradually disappear. Nature nnd
l~evelation will be seen to be in perfect hnrmouy ; UIH.! therefore
science and theology will ne vcr be at variance. "\Vhcn all nnl.urnl
and spiritual knowledge, and all tern poral and eternal ill tcrcsts,
are reconciled, then will be perceived the true i mport of the Di vine
announcement, "Behold I make all tLings new."

When all things had been declared to ha ve been nuule new, .Iolm
.wns commanded to llTrite: for these words are true and faithful.
V\Triting is. confinnation ; for what is written is settled an:1fixed, .A.11<1
in regard to man, when his principles have come into action and Ids
states of thought and affection arc confirmed, they arc inscribed upon
the table of his heart or in the book of his life, and there remain for
ever. With those who have lJCC0111e new creatures, "lTaithful aud
'I'rue " are written upon their whole being. The words arc the Lord's,
and they are written by the hand of John; for Di vine truths are
written on the heart by the po,ver of love.

6. \VIH3n John had written the momentous an nounccmcnt, " ]~eholu,

I make ull things new," He who had uttered tho words said, It 1'S done.
The Divine declaration, "It is done," is of the same import as the
Lord's dying exclamation, "It is finished !" But the Divino voice
now comes, not from the cross, but from the throne; not fr0111 tho
Lord's suffering, but from His glorified, Humanity, Yet the two
exclamations relate to similar events. When J esns on the cross

, exclaimed, " It is finished!" JIe declared the end of the ~Tewish church,
.When from the throne He exclaimed, "It is done!" JIe declared
the end of the first Christian church. nut the end of oue d ispensa

. tion is the beginning of another. When the Jewish church culled,
the Christian church began. So, in like manner, the end of the first

. Christian church 'was the beginning of the second. When the church
of the First Advent had passed a,vay, the church of the Second
Advent appeared. The t,YO events are of the same nuturo, and are
analogous, The nature of the. second 111ay therefore be seen in that of
the first. Let us briefly C0111pare them,

. .Although, when the Lord declared, "It is finished," there was an
end of the J ewish church, there was not an end of the Jewish Scri p
tures. 'They were not abolished; but their whole aspect was changed,
The law and the prophets remained; but the J ewish idea passed a,-ray,
and the Christian idea came ill its place. 'I'he ceremonial law was

indeed abolished in the letter, but it 'was established in the spirit.
.I'he law of ordinances found its highest fulfilment in the sacrifice
of Christ; and He removed it out of the "Tay, nailing it to His cross;
and it is spirituallyfulfilled in us when ,YO offer ourselves, in worship
and 11 uty, li ving sacrifices to God. 'The moral law remained j but
instead of being only a rule, as it was alnong the J ews, it became a pri n
ci ple also, as it is, 01' ought to be, among Christians. ..t\. higher and purer
righteousness succeeded a Iower, The shadow gave ,yay to the
substance. J udaistn passed a,vay, and Christianity arose in its stead.
J uduism had indeed been corrupted. But even had it remained in its
integrity it would not have continued without end. It was never
more than a temporary dispensation, designed to prepare the \vay
for another and better. It was only a schoolmaster to bring l11e11
to Christ.

\Vl1at has been said, and is generally admitted, of the Jewish
church in relation to the Christian, Inay to a great extent be said of
the first Christian church in relation to the second. Christianity
itself is indeed a finality j but the Christian church as at first
established was not the full measure of its perfection. Although from
the Iirst the Christian church stood on a distinctly higher level than
the (Tewish, it. dill not at ouce attain its highest possible elevation.
Man kind had been spiritually descending for ages, .and were in their
1110St degraded state when Christ appeared. They could not at once
grasp the whole truth, or realize the highest excellences, of His Divino
religion. According to His o,vn wise and beneficent plan, the Lord
gave them His truth as they were able to hear it, And He told His
disciples, and thus His church, "I have many things to say unto
you, but ye cannot hear them now." But admitting that the church
was to rise to higher states of intelligence and virtue, it nluy seem that
this is to be attained, not by any higher development of Christianity
itself, but only by a clearer discernment of its truth and a I110re perfect
exhibition of its goodness. But great changes are effected, not only
by imperceptible but by distinct degrees. In nature, life works out its
mature results, not only by continuous but also by discrete degrees of
advancement, Tho child becomes a luan, not by mere growth of body
and expansion of mind, but by the development of pre-existing
powers, and an elevation of the mind into a distinctly higher degree
of life and intelligence. It is in this ,vay that a higher dispensation
succeeds a lower, The second church was in the first, as the man is
in the child. The second is the first in a state of greater perfection
and in a higher stage of development, Old things have passed rL\vay ;
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all things have bccome new. The first Christian Church had become
corrupted,and for that reason, had there been no other, a New Church
"was required. But had it never fallen, it still would have corne to its
end and would have been succeeded by another. Its fall wns not,
therefore, the essential but the accidental cause of its consummation.

When the Lord from the throne said, " It is done," He addcrl, I ani
A71Jha and Omeqa, the beginning and the end. 'This decluration,
which we also find in the first chapter and in the last, is no doubt

introduced here for the purpose of expressing the connection of the
.new order of things with Him who is the stun of all perfection, the
Infinite Love and the Infinite Wisdom, the origin and end of the
principles of the church, the Author and Finisher ?f our faith. I~e
therefore continues, I tcill gire unto Iiini that is aili irsi of the fountain.
of the uiaier of life freely. The Lord is the Source, IIis w~rcl is .the
Fountain, of the Truth as a living principle, and as that which glves
life. The life of truth is love. Truth in its origin is Ii ving; for in its

source Divine Truth is united to Divine Love. III the humnn Blind
only can they be separated. Their separation is the cause. of their
destruction; that is, of their destruction in tho humnn 111UHl, and
hence in the church. As it is by the separation of lore and truth t lint
the church is destroyed, it is by the union of Iove and truth that tho
church is restored. To the restored church the Lord again reveals l l im
self as the Giver of living water. But it is given to him that is athirst;
for it is given to those who have a desire for truth. Every one '''h.o
desires truth for its own sake, which is for the sake of the good It
teaches, receives it. No others can receive the .,va~er of life. Love.less
truth is not truth in its active usefulness. It IS Iike water frozen Into
ice. it never fulfils its use till warmth sets it free. " He causoth Ilis
wind to blow and the waters flow " (Ps. cxlvii. 18). Then the waters
have free course to run and be glorified in 1110ral growth and fruitful
ness. But what is the meaning of these waters being freely givcn to
the thirsty ~ God can no more withholJ Iris gifts than. the SUll can
'withhold IIis influence. The gifts of God are free, as being bestowed
",vithout money and wil.hout price" (Isn. Iv, 1). Wo have 110 cluiin
to them : 'we can (rive no equivalent for thcm ; nor, when we have
rcceived'thenl, cant) we regard them as our OW11. ~'he absence of
all ideas of self-righteousness, and of the feelings they cngcnL1er, are to
be among the distinguishing characteristics of the sU:ljects of th?L~I:d's
new kinadom. They will ever look upon the gifts of their I\.lng
as free, dispensed to them in pure and u.nme~it~d mercy. 1'his Sftl.ne

truth was taught by the Lord to His disciples, when He said,

" Freely ye have received, freely give" (Mutt, x. 8). But that truth
] IUS become perverted. It is admitted that grace conies free to men,
hut it is maintained that it does not corne free from God. Christ has
purchased it. Jesus having paid the full price, men receive the
purchased gift through faith in Him, God is thus deprived of the
glory of His free gift, and men are led to depend for salvation npon
faith in another's righteousness.

7. The truth which comes as a free gift from its Author is to be used
l)y those who receive it. Its first use is to overcome error and evil, as
the necessary means of acquiring actual and eternal possession of
goodness and truth. Therefore the free gift is followed by the declara
tion, 1-1e that ooercometli shall inherit all things; and I ioill be his
God, and he shall be !tty son. vVe have seen "what is meant by over
coming j for this duty is laid upon all the seven churches, We need
only, in this place, point to the happy result-the inheritance of aU
things. All things good and true are inherited by him who overcomes
all things evil and false. This is a law of eternal and immutable
order. It nuty seem to some a strange and even a dangerous doctrine,
that it is of more importance to desire and strive to cease from evil
than it is evcn to strive to do good. Rut tho reason shows its truth.
So long as evil occupies the ground of tho human heart, 110 good thing
can take root and gro,v in it. But if evil be removed, the seed is
received into good ground, and brings forth abundantly. The re
moval of evil is, therefore, a necessary means of receiving and doing
good. Men 11lay do outward good without overcoming inward evil,
but such good is either spurious or hypocritical. It is not done
for the love of good, but only for the appearance, or the reputation 01
goodness. It is, therefore, those who overcome that inherit all things.
They will have the inward inheritance of all heavenly graces, am I
then tho outward inheritance of heaven itsclf, if that can he cnlle.l
outward which is the habitation of purity and virtue. He who
overcomes evil in himself has the Lord for his God, and is a son
of Gad. A son of God is 0110 who is born of GOt1. The new birth is
that complete chango, by which old things are dono n,vay, and all
thinge aro become new. This individual change is that for the sake
of which all others are made. It is, therefore, added to tho general
changes indicated by the passing a,vay of heaven and earth, and
the creation of a new heaven and a new earth, and all things being
made new,

8. While the promise of the inheritance of all good is given to the
faithful and self-denying, the unfaithful are threatened with the

2n
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terrible consequences of their sins. But the fearful, and unbelieving,
and the abominable, and 1nurderers, and w!Lore17l0'7luerS, and sorcerers,
and idolatere, and all liars, shall have their 1)((1't in the lake which
burnetlt unih. fire and brimsioue : wh-ich is the second death. Opposcll
to those who overcome their evils of heart and life are those who
:ndulge them; and opposcd to the heavenly inheritance is the lake
burninz 'with fire and brimstone ; and opposed to being born of Go(1

o 1 '
is the sec:ond death. These two classes and states are broug it into
sharp contrast to teach another lesson. The new state of things
brings ou.t the distinction betvveell good and evil, truth and falsehood.
In the decadence of the church or religion, this distinction LOC01ll0S
less and less clearly seen, till it is almost entirely lost. And 1l10St of
all do the members of the church lose that self-knowledge, w hjch con
sists essentially in distinguishing in their own hearts bel.ween gooll
and evil, and between w hat is of God and what is of theillsolvcs.
Before they can overcome evil, they m list know it as sin; and before
they can fight determinedly against it, they must be July iInpresseLl
with the terrible consequences of romaining under its yoke. All errol'
has a tendency to obscure the understanding, blunt the conscience,
and induce a state of false security; in other words, to obliterate the
distinction between good and evil, life and death. All truth has
a tendency to au opposite condition of things. Errol' pro.luees Lhis
effect either by exalting faith above works, or by exalLillg formal
above essential piety. Truth is precious, because it tears away the
veil that, false persuasions have spread over the unuerstallding, and
reveals the true state of the heart j and detects the sophistries
by which evil endeavours to conceal or defend itself. Truth is the
counsellor and the minister of gooLIness. It has 110 other functiou,
and perfornls no other usc. A passage si milur to this occurs ill the
next chapter (verse 15), where the other particulars w ill be oxpluiucd.

9, 1O. John had already seen'the holy city, N ew J erusnlein, COIning
down fro III God out of heaven. He is now to see it from another
point of view, 'which will enable him to perceive and describe it in
all its parts. Alu1 there came uuio me one of the seven an(/cls tcliicl: luu!
the seven vials j~'llll oj the seven last pla!Jucs, and talked with 171C, sayiu!!,
Conic hithcr, I will show thee tlte bride, the 1~u.1Jd/8 'lc./j'e. And he
carried me away -in the spirit to a great and hiyh nuntutuln; and
showed 'l11B that qrecd city, the holy Jerusoleni, descending out of lieacen
froni God. It can hardly be doubted that this new view of the city,
and the eircuIllstances connectecl with it, have an instructive meaning.
Why should the Seer have to be taken to the top of a great and high

mountain, to be shown the city he had been able to see on the plain
below ~ Because this, with everything else that J ohn did and ex
perienced, represented some corresponding act and change of state
which are necessary for enabling the members of the church to se~
spiritually "what John saw in the spirit. The view which J ohn
first had of the .New Jerusalem was a general one: he saw it as a
w hole. The view he is now called up to take is a particular one: he
is to see its various parts. This is' the case with all who see or
understand the doctrine of the church. Their first apprehension is
g8nel'al, their second ,is particular. 'I'his more interior view can only
be obtained by a more interior degree of spiritual perception being
opened in the mind, .This interior state is the great and hich moun-

• i b

tain to which the seer was carried; for what is high in nature- is the
symbol of what is interior in spirit. But the account which the seer
g.ives of his elovation vis itself instructive. An angel talked with
John, and called him, saying, "CoBle hither." This was ODe of the
seven angels who had the vials containing the seven last plagues.
These angels carne out of the temple of the tabernacle of the testi
111011Y that was opened in heaven. These were angels of the highest
heaven, which is the heaven of celestial love, which is love to the
Lord. This heaven, 'with tho love by which it is distinguished, is the
great and high mountain to which John was called, and to which he
wns carried. vVhy should he have been called and carried thither,
except to teach us that, to see the truth as it is in its highest per
fection, as it is in the highest heaven, we 111Ust be raised into the
highest state of love in which the angels of heaven are principled 1
'I'he angels of that heaven into which John was raised are above
all others, in love to the Lord. As they are in the hichest iove so

1
• o ,

are t lCy III the purest light; for love and light are ever correspondent,
The angel still invites those who have obtained the first sicht of the
holy city to C0111e up higher, that they lllay see it in the fulness of its
light and glory. And those who are "Tilling and waiting he carries.
They cannot ascend in their own strength, or by their OvVl1 intelli
gence; they 111Ust be drawn by angelic influence, and guided by
angelic wisdom, nay, by Divine influence and wisdom ; for the angel
wns tho messenger and representative of the Lord 11i111se1f. Tho
duty of ascending tho mountain, and the vantage-ground it affords
for seeing the holy city, are both expressed in its being great and high;
great being expressive of goodness, and high of truth. We cannot
attain to a state of love but by acquiring goodness and truth. We
love the Lord when we love Him as Truth and Goodness. We must,
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therefore, ascend by truth ana goodness into love. And 'when we
have been carried through the means to the end, and stand upon the
(Treat and hich mountain of love to the Lord, then are we able to see
b b

what John saw.
This mountainof love occupies a prominent place in the Scriptures.

Moses went up to the top of Mount Sinai to receive the law of love;
for such the Decalogue is, not,vithstanding the tables having been
broken throuzh the sins of the people. Moses went up to the top of

o .
Piscah and viewed 'the holy land, as John went up to the mountain
to see the holy city. Jesus took His three disciples up with Him to
the mount of transfiguration. In the opposite sense, in wh ich a
mountain means self-love, which is the perversion of love to God, the
Devil took ,Tesus up into an exceeding high mountain, and showed
Him all the kingdoms of the world, and the glory of thorn, promising
Him the possession of them if He would fall down and worshjp him.

Before John was carried np to the high mountain he had seen the
church as a bride; the angel is to show him the church as a bride
and as a wife-the bride and wife of the Lamb. 'The church is a
bride when she is prepared for conjunction with the Lord; she is a
wife when conjunction is effected. The city was at first called holy,
now it is also called great; for holy is expressive of its state in regard
to truth and faith, but great is expressive of its state ill rcgar<l to
goodness and love. These additions to its oxoellencca arc therefore
expressive of the higher states that arise froIII greater olevation of
mind. What seems singular, the holy J erusalem is still seen descend
ing. FOJr the church, or the principles of 'which it consists, are con
tinually descending out of heaven from God into the hearts and Blinds
of men. The church has, indeed, its organic forms of doctrine and
worship, law and order; but these, like all organislns, are intended
for the reception of the living principles of love and wisdom from the
Lord, which flow into them as heat and light flow from the sun into
the organized forms of nature.

There is one other distinction in the two statements w hich is not
unworthy of notice. In the first, the holy city is said to como down
from God out of heaven; in the second, it is snid to como (10Wll out·
of heaven from God. Literally, there is 110 II i Il'crence, except that
the terms of the sentence are transposed. But in tho spiritual sense
.!here is a, transposition, not of words, but of ideas. In one case God
is named first, in the other He is n11111ed last, to express the idea
that He is the first and the last in all things of heaven and the church,
ond in those who pass from faith to charity, from wisdom to love.

11. The particulars which enter into and constitute the church,
the harmonious combination of whichrnakes her a form of transcen
dent beauty, come no\v to be described. She is first spoken of as having
the glory of God : and her light 'was like unto a stone most precious.
even like a jasper stone, clear as c'J·ystal. Glory and light are so familial
as images, and so expressive as analogies, that we need do little more
than point out their distinct yet similar meanings. Glory is the
radiance of light. The glory and light of the city answer, as we learn
f1'OIH verse 23, to the light of the sun and the light of the mOOD.

Light is the emblem of truth; the radiance of light is the emblem of
love. The glory of God, so much spoken of in Scripture, is the
Lord's Divine Truth radiant with Divine Love. Without heat light
is destitute of glory. The cold light of the moon, beautiful as it is,
has no radiance. The warm light of the sun irradiates all that it
falls upon. The splendour of the rising and setting sun, the fervid
brightness of its noonday rays, are faint images of the glory of God
which lightens the N ew Jerusalem. The light of the holy city, as
distinguished from its glory, is like a stone most precious, even a
jasper stone, clear as crystal. vVe shall have occasion to speak of the
jasper stone, as one of the foundations of the N ew Jerusalem. It is
sulllcicnt for our present purpose to regard it as a stone most precious
and clear as crystal. Stones are emblematio of truth. The Lord. is
called, by ,vay of eminence, the SLone, ns being the Truth itself.
When understood of the Word of truth, from which the church im
mediately derives its light and glory;' stones are emblematical of its
literal sense, while light means its spiritual sense, and glory its
celestial sense. Among the literal truths of the Word, there are some
common and some precious, and' some of these more precious than
others. Precious stones are those w hich transmit the light, or reflect
it in beautiful colours; and the more perfect the transmission and
reflection the more precious the stone. So with the literal truths of
the vVord. The more perfectly they transmit or reflect to the mental
eye the light of the spiritual sense, or rather the light of the indwell
ing Sun of Ilighteousnoss, which shines perpetually within, tho 11101'0

prociouaLhcy are. Yot the quality of truth, ill this respect, is not
entirely intrinsic, but is partly relative. 'I'ho smuo truth in tho Word
is dillerent ill different minus. III some minds all truths are common,
in some all are precious. N 011e but precious stones enter into the
structure of the New Jerusalem. In the New Church all the truths
of the VVord are translucent. The letter of the Word is no longer
a covering that conceals its glory, but a medium which transmits it.
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It is the stone most precious, even the jasper stone, clear as crystal.
The jasper stone expresses the general character of the literal sense of
the Word, as, lightened by its spiritual sense. For this reason the
jasper enters more than any other into the structure of the city; in
deed the building of its walls is said to be of jasper (verse 18). It is
to be remembered, however, that those only are inhabitants of the
city, thus rich and glorious, who have its riches and its glories ill
themselves j in whose minds its walls are founded in humility and
built up in righteousness.

12-14. 'The city, so magnificent, had a uxil! ureal ani! hiUh, and
had twelve gates, andsit the gates twelve angels, and nauiee icrilieu
thereon, ioliicli are the names of the twel-ve tribes of tlie children of
Israel. On the east, three qates ; on the north, tilree [latcs/ on the south,
three qaies ; and on the ueet, three gates. And the wall of the cify Iuul
twelve foundations, and in them the names of the twelve apostles (~f the
La11~b. Cities were walled for security. The church needs protection,
and is therefore provided with the means of defence. This Heed of pro
tection is not entirely the result of sin, nor are the means of defence the
fruits of human contrivance. They are shadowed forth, not only in
the works of man, but in the works of God, Throughout nature, and
not least in man, the inward and vital parts are ,vnlpp ed in delicate
coverings and defended by strong "ralls. 'I'lie inward null vital prin
ciples of the church, 'which are love and charity, are 110 less in need of
being provided with the means of protection. Tho saine luw presides
over the whole world of mind, and extends even to the throne of God,
around which are the cherubim; heaven, which is God's throne,
requiring for its preservation a protective, as well as a sustaining
providence. If heaven needs protection, how III uch 11101'0 the eliurch,
Zion is, th erefore, described as having walls and bulwarks (Ps. xl vii i. 13),
and the Lord COlllpares t1~Jilllgdonl of heaven to a man who planted
a vineyard, and, while he<digged a winepress and buil t a tower, hedged
it round about. The Lord Himself, in His temptation, employed
means of defence against His great adversary. And what were the
means lIe ernployed 1 The Lord defended Himselr against the wiles
and assaults of Satan by the truths of His O'V11 "written VVord. These
same truths f01'111 the wall which surrounds the church, and makes it a
city that is COllIpact together, and defends it agninst tho assaul Is of its
enemies, These enemies of the church consist not ouly of wicked men
and 'evil spirits, who seek to effect her ruin by subverting her prin
ciples and corrupting the hearts of her children, they include also the
evil inclinations and false suggestions 'which belong to the natural miud

o! the mell~bel'S of the church themselves, and which are ever ready to
rise up against and assail the heavenly principles of the spiritual mind,

The holy.truths of the Word, by which the church defends herself,
are the preCIOUS stones that garnish the t,velve foundations of the wall
of the N ew .Jerusalem, and the jasper that forms the wall itself. The
truths that protect the inward and vital principles of the church are
those of the literal sense of the Word. And, indeed, the literal sense
of the Word forms a wall of defence around its inward spiritual sense.
"'Vhat Inay be said of the church luay also be said of the "VVT ord, The
church exists from tho Word, and her character is accordinc to her
~lnderstandingof the ',,"ord. Love and charity, which constitute the
inward and vital principles of the church, constitute the inward and
Iiving principles of the VVord, and the truths of the literal sense
enclose, and th.us protect and preserve them. The wall of the city
was great and lugh. In the New Church the means for the protection,
defence, and preservation of her inward and vital principles are more
con~plete and perfect than in any former dispensation. The truths
which form a defence to the church are those contained in the
literal sense of the Word ; for these form a coverinrr and defence
to its inward spiritual truths. The wall is said to be gr~at and high to
express those two essential elements, the good and the true, which the
Word everywhere, even to its lowest literal sense, contains. Great is
cxprcssivo of good, and high is expressivo of truth, Theso must also
be in every mind as a defence against evil and falsity; for what is true
~,f the church in general is also true of the church in particular.
I'ho ,trnths. of the Word are now 1110re clearly seen than under any
preVIOUS dispensation. 'I'he genuine truths of the letter of the Word
are l~O'V made known. And all the truths of the letter) whether
gcnumo or apparent, are made clear as crystal by the inward Iiaht of
the spiritual sense shining through them. All these truths are

b
now

seen to have relation to love and charity, for on these two eternal
immutable con1111anc1nlents hang all the law and the prophets.

The wall had twelve gates, and at (or over) the gates twelve angels,
and n~17zes written thereon, toliich. are the names of the twelve tribes oj'
~he children of Israel. 'The gates of walled cities were for egress and
Ingress, and yot were strong enough to serve for defence. As the walls
of the city find. their analogies in nature, and especially ill the human
frame, so do the 'gates. The senses are the gateways of the soul as
well as of the body; by them the soul corumunicates with the outer
world, and the outer world with the soul. They are sentinels as well
as avenues. They distinguish between friends Dud enemies, between
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'what is useful and what is hurtful, both to the body and the mind. A
pleasurable sensation tells them what to admit, and an unpleasant sensa
tion tells them what to refuse. "\V"e ascribe perception and the pO'wer
of judging to the senses; but this po,ver really belongs to the soul,
which perceives and judges through the senses, and the faculties of
which are 'within the senses, as. the angels were over the gates. "That
the senses are to luau, perceptive knowledge is to the church. Such
knowledge is not religion, but there can be no religion wit.hout it.
Knowledge and faith are distinct; but we cannot believe what we do
not know and perceive. Knowledge is the gate. It is introductory.
It enables us to discriminate and judge between what is good arid evil,
true and false, that we may choose the one and refuse the other. But
the knowledge 'which enables us to judge of heavenly things is tI18

knowledge of the truths of Scripture. Secular knowledge cultivates
the mind, but human learning may oppose as well us favour religion.
The knowledge which is derived from the Word is alone introductory
to the church; it is the gate of the holy city. But there were twelve
gates. The number twelve, which enters so largely into the form and
structure of the N e\v Jerusalem, has evident reference to the twelve
patriarchs and twelve apostles. And as the patriarchs and apostles
represent the whole church, and, abstractly, nll the principles of the
church, tho twelve gates represent tho complete knowledge of these
principles ; complete, we III call, not as exhaustivo, out cOlllpru
hensive and various, OT suited, as we shall sec, to all cnpacitics aud
states of mind, Religious knowledge, as an outward acquisition, has of
itself no saving po\\'er. Knowledge comes from without ; faith and
love come from within. " Truth springeth out of the earth; righteous
ness looketh down f1'Ol11 heaven." Their union produces faith. 'Vo
believe, not from knowledge, but according to it. "re have spoken of
the senses as having the power of perceiving and jUJgillg. Bub this
power really belongs to the mind, which perceives and judges through
the senses. So it is with that which is analogous to the senses,
Knowledge is not so much a pO'V01' as an instrument, It is the aflcc
tion for what is true and good that prompts tho mind to ncquire
knowledge, and to use it us tho menus of effecting its own ends nurl
purposes. Allcctious and though ts uro tho inner lifo nud soul of
knowledge. They are the angels at tho gates. They aro tho ministers
and guardians of the soul, who, by means of kuowledgcs, distinguish
tetween good and evil, truth and error, that they 111ay allow or
prohibit accordingly. Only, we l11USt reflect that those of which we
now speak are good affections and true thoughts, or, abstractly, goods

and truths themselves. ,-~~~seoIlJ.Y.~.~.!:~w,J!J1g,elic_...an1L~Jl~~IL~~~!
these only are fit to stand a,{"·tIis....gates, and guard the \vay of the tree
of life. But the perceptive knowledges themselves, that form the
gates of admission into the church, are the knowledges of what is good
and true; and therefore the gates of the N ew J erusalem had names
written on tbem, which are the names of the twelve tribes of the
children of Israel. The qualities of good and truth are inscribed on
the knowledge of them when that knowledge is more than science,
when it is cognition. The twelve angels and the twelve tribes of
the children of Israel are both symbolical of the principles of good
ness and truth, but angels are symbolic of these principles as they
are in heaven, and 'tribes are symbolic of these principles as
they are in the church. The church in heaven and the church on
earth are one, but they are one like soul and body, like the spirit and
the letter. They meet together in the letter and spirit of the Word,
and therefore in the gates of the N ew Jerusalem; for the knowledge
which introduces into the New Church is the knowledge of the Word
both in the letter and the spirit.

Of the twelve gates there were on the east, three gates/on the
north, three gates J on the south, three gates; and on the 'west, three
gates. Tho gates giving entrance to the city on all sides proclaim, in
tho expressive languago of symbolism, that the knowledge which
opens a ,vay into tho church of God is. udapted to all capacities and
states of mind-s-to those at least who havo any sincere affection for
what is good and true, and any desire for salvation and eternal life.
'1'0 be truly catholic or universal, the church must be capable of
receiving within its walls all w ho have any affection for goodness and
tru tho And the church can only receive them wi thin its walls by
bringing the knowledge of its principles down to their apprehension j

for 111e11 are only introduced into the church by the principles of tho
church being introduced into them and grafted in their hearts. So
far as religion is an unexplained mystery, and adhesion to it a blind
faith, it is Bob real but only nominal religion, it is in fact only super
stition, Tho church in this case has but ono gate-tho gnto of un
quesl.iouiug obedience to human authority, through which all aliko
are compelled to OIl tel'. 'I'hut one gute is 011 tho north, and all Blust
go round to that region of shade and cold bofore they can be adiuitted.
The true church is open on all sides. It is adapted to all minds, and
ministers to all states. It can satisfy all the demands of the intellect}
and all the desires of the heart. All these are included in the four
sides of the city, with its gates on every side. The north and tho
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south include all intellectual states, the east and the west all moral
states. All who are led by the understanding go in at the north and
the south gates; all who are led by the will go in at the east und west
gates. The symbolic meaning of the four quarters to which the gates
look, derives its origin from the sun, which is an image of God, and
whose heat is emblematical of His love, and its light of IIis wisdom,
East and west give us the idea of morning and evening: south and
north give us the idea of midday and midnight, East and west give
us only the idea of day: north and south give us, besides, the idea of
night. East and west comprehend in their menuing all drgrees of love,
from its rise in the heart to its close in the life; and south and north
include in their meaning all degrees of wisdom, from its greatest clear
ness to its greatest obscurity in the understanding. One of the uses
of the gates is to admit the snrrounding nations into the city; and
1hese, we learn, are to come from the east and from the west, from the
north and from the south (Luke xiii. 29). Even to those ,,"110 (1\ve11
in the "north country," and "in the sides of the north," it presents
its gates, and offers free admission. Night is syrn bolic both of the
darkness of ignorance and the darkness of error. Those w ho arc in
the darkness of ignorance are the people of the north, who enter the
city of the Lord by the north gate. Those only indeed will enter on
any side who, whatever their state, have an allection for goodness
and truth. On the north, as on every other side, there nrc Lhrco
gates, not only because every general state has its pruticular states,
but because the number three is expressive of the trine, which con
tains in itself every thing relating to the subject or state of which
it is predicted. In every general state there arc three particular
states, and therefore three classes of persons who f01'I11 tho general
class. For there are S0111e who are 11101'0 in tho will, sorue 'who
are more in the understanding, and some who are 1110re in the life, of
religion; and this is true of every class. The same is true of the
twelve gates as of the twelve tribes who were sealed. They consisted
of four classes, each consisting of three tribes. Each of tlieso three
tribes represented the three principles which unite to form 0110

will, understanding, and life; or what is the same, one love, faith, and
. 0 bedienceo

And the uxill of the c'Uy had iuieloc fontulaiions, anil in them
the names of the twelve apostles of the Lamb. St. Paul says to those
who.are of the household of God, ye "are built upon the foundation of
the apostles and prophets, Jesns Christ Himself being the chief corner
stone; in WhODl all the building, fitly framed together, gr( weth unto an

holy temple in the Lord: in whom ye also are builded together for
an habitation of God through the Spirit" (Eph, ii. 20-22). This is said
of the members themselves of the household of faith. But these
really constitute the church. For although the body of doctrine as
revealed in the Word constitutes the church intell ectually considered,
yet the church, as a living communion, consists of those in whom the
principles of the Word have been received, and built up into a living
t81np10 or tabernacle. Whether, therefore, we regard the church as
consisting of principles or of persons, it is founded upon the teaching
of the apostles and prophets, and thus essentially and primarily upon
the teaching of the Lord Himself It is only the wall of the city on
whose foundations are the names of the twelve apostles; but the wall
is so important a part of this "building" that without it, as an
enclosure and protection, the city itself could not continue to exist.
The wall is to the holy city 'what the letter of the Word is to its
spirit. The literal sense of the Word encloses and protects, and thus
preserves its spiritual sense. The literal sense is that in '\vhich the
spiritual sense terminates, and on which it rests. In the literal
sense of the Word, Divine Truth is in its fulness, its holiness, and
its po,ver. All the doctrine of the church is to be drawn from the
literal sense of the v'rord, and to be confirmed and defended by it.
Therefore, it is in the 'wall of tho city and at its gates that wo find
all tho holy agollcics by which tho church oxists and is prcservcd-c
nugcls, patriarchs, and apostles. \tYithin tho city are tho Lord God
Almighty and the Lamb, which are, or rather who is, its temple and
its light and glory. These constitute the very life of the church;
and it is to preserve its Divine life of love and wisdom that the church
has its wall of protective doctrine and its gates of introductory know
ledge; that at its gates are guardian angels, and on them are the
names of the patriarchal tribes; and that at its twelve foundations are
the names of the twelve apostles. The twelve apostles may be con
sidered as representing the truths and doctrines of the N ew Testament,
and the twelve tribes as representing the truths and doctrines of the
Old. Yet these are essentially the same, The difference is that the
Old is introductory to the N ew, The law was, and still is, our school
master to bring us to Christ. The names of the tribes of Israel arc
therefore written on tho gates through which there was entrance into
the city. 'The apostles were .the immediate instruments by whom tho
Lord founded and established His church, and therefore their names
are in the foundations of the wall of the N ew Jerusalem. The apostles
are, however, but types of the doctrines they taught. Their teaching
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was essentially that which John the Baptist cornmencecl-" Behold
the Lamb of God, which taketh' away the sin of the world l " They
are still the apostles of the Lamb, as they were on earth; but they
are now His apostles, not in His humility, but in His exaltation, as
He is, in the glorified Humanity, in the midst of the throne, "over
all, God blessed for ever."

15. The angel, who had thus far enabled J olin to see the N ew
Jerusalem in its various parts, DO\V proceeds himself to take its
dimensions. And he that talked ioitli me luul a gulden reed to
measure the city, and the gates thereof, and the wall thereof. ,Ve
have already seen, in explaining the eleventh chapter, where John is
commanded to measure the temple, that measuring means to estimate,
to ascertain the quality of a thing by applying a rule. There are some
differences between these two acts of measuring that are deserving of
attention. In the first instance, the angel required John to measure
the temple ; in this case, the angel himself measured the holy city.
The temple which John measured means the church in heaven; the
city which the angel measured means the church on earth: for that
which John measured was the temple which he saw opened in
heaven; and that which the angel measured was the city 'which J olin
saw coming down out of heaven. The man measures the heavenly,
the nngel measures the earthly. These are like the two modes of in
vestigating and judging, the analytic and the synthetic. And these
indeed obtain in spiritual as well as in natural things. Analysis
is that process by which we ascend intellectually from tho natural
to the spiritual; synthesis is that by which we descend from the
spiritual to the natural. These processes are carried on reciprocally by
men and angels, and by the external and internal Ulan. 111e external
estimates the quality of the internal by the measure of its own
capacity for receiving internal truth; and the internal estimntos the
quality of the external by the measure of conformity or corrcspondonco

between the external and itself. The po\ver and prerogative of the
lower to judge of the higher the apostle recognizes where he says,
" Know yo not that we shall judge angels 7" AJ1l1 1ho apostles them
selves, as angelA, are 8pO](011 of as jlHlgillg men. .In ri·d,iJllatiJlg HJI<1

judging of heavenly states and things, we nmst if \\'0 would esl.imnto
and judge rightly, be in the good of charity, which -Iolm represented,
and, like him, receive our measuring' rod from heaven; for if we j udge
from natural good, and by the standard of natural truth, our con
clusions respecting spiritual and heavenly things will be natural and
therefore erroneous. Another difference between tho t\VO acts of

measuring the temple and the city is in the instruments. J ohn measured
the temple with a reed like unto a rod or staff; the angel measured
with a golden reed. This is expressive of the difference, Dot only
between the human and the angelic mode of estimating qualities, but
also between the quality of the objects they were, in these instances,
to estimate. 'The temple which John was C0111111Unded to measure
represented the church in heaven; but that church consisted of those
who had belonged to the church on earth, and therefore represented it.
But the church which the temple in heaven represented was a spiri
tual church, and that which the holy city represented is a celestial
church. The distinguishing quality of the first is love to the
neia hbour : that of the second is love to the Lord. This difference iso ,

expressed by the difference in the reeds by which the temple and the
city were measured. The measures nlay have been the same, for each
was required to be perfect in its degree; but the different qualities of
the measuring reeds tell us in the language of correspondence that one
was estimated by the standard of love to tho neighbour, and the
other by the standard of love to the Lord. This love is the golden
reed with which the angel measured the holy city. And what other
measure than the golden reed of celestial love can be rightly applied
to a city which itself is pure gold, like unto clear glass1 But
tho nngcl was about to measure, not only the city, but its gates
and its wall. Not only the internal and essential princi ples of tho
church, meant by the city itself, but the truths that are introductory
to, and the external truths that enclose and defend, its inward prin
ciples, are to be estimated by the same rule j for those things which
are to be regarded as means, must be of the same character as those
which are to be regarded as ends. If the essentials of the church and
religion are love to the Lord and the neighbour, all the truths which
lead to, and which protect and preserve, these principles must be of
the same character.

16. The angel who had the golden reed now proceeds to measure
the city. And the city lieth. four-square, and the length. is as la1've as
ilu: brcadil: .. asul 11.0 1UCltHUnul tho cUll wUh tho reed, lwel'l)o tlumsiuu]
furlonst», Tlu: leJl[/lh, aull ilto llJ'(,!(ulIh, aiul tho hei[/ltt of it art) equal.
This measure, it JUtS often boon remarked, canuob bo tho dimensions of
any earthly city. A city about fifteen hundred miles square is not
to be thought of as a city. The equality of its length, breadth, and
height does not by any means give the idea of architectural symmetry.
It only and obviously gives the idea of uniformity. Of geometrical
figures the circle and the square give us the idea of the greatest unity
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and strength.' The figurative idea of the square, founded on the
geometrical, is that of moral excellence, where the different elements
of .man's nature are so well adjusted as to form a perfect character.
'The religious idea differs from the moral only in being more elevated
and better defined. Religion is spiritual morality, as moral ity is
natural religion. There ate two elements that enter into the forma
tion of religious character. These are goodness and truth. Goodness
belongs to the heart, truth to the mind ; or what is the same, to the
will and to the understanding. Perfection of character is the result of
their equality. When the heart loves what the understanding
approves, the character is, perfect. Tho will and understanding are
then equal and united. The conscience is satisfied, the mind is
tranquil, the life is consistent. These t\VO eicments of character are
the length and the breadth of the holy city. When the sides of
a figure are equal we cannot speak of length and breadth. But length,
in regard to the holy city, is from east to west, and breadth is from
north to south. And .these, we have seen, have respect to love
and wisdom, or goodness and truth. We have spoken of them in
reference to the individual Christian; but they are also elements
of the church and the principles of revealed religion. All things
which God has created and revealed have their origin in, and indeed con
sist of; goodness and truth, because all things arose from Cod, and are
more or less in the image of Ilim who is Goodness itself and Truth
itself. Tlie perfection of God, as well as that of 1110n and ullge]8, con
sists in the equality and union of these t\VO eterunl priuciples, God
alone is absolutely perfect, because He is infinitely perfect. 'The
perfection of angels and men is nothing more than an imago of His,
Their perfection can be measured. His is immensurable, The perfec
tion, both of men and angels, has its degrees. Even in heaven there
are diversities of gifts, and therefore varieties of character and function,
In the Father's house are nlany mansions, There are not ouly
individual but collective differences. There are higher and lower
heavens. There are' corresponding differences in the church. But
whatever the degree of perfection men or angels 111ay attain, there is

.unity of character, arising from the harmonious relation of tho will,
, the understanding, and tho lifo; tho length, the breadth, and the

height are equal. There nlay be IuOI'e perfect equality in these spirit
ual measures in S0111e than in others j hut equality there must be:
'without it no one can be a true member of the church, to be which, he
must be a church in its least form. This threefold equality is found
also in the principles of the church. Their length and breadth and

height are eqt.al, . They are, therefore, capable of making their
recipients equal, as they are themselves, And those who conform to
the principles of theNew Church will be found, when measured with
the golden reed, to answer to the measures of the N ew J erusalem, 'I'he
twelve thousand furlongs are the perfect measures j twelve the perfect
measure of truth, and thousands of goodness. The furlongs are
expressive of progression in the life of goodness and truth; for
natural spaces are analogous to spiritual states, and, as we formerly
remarked (xiv. 20), when these spaces are measured by furlongs, they
mean progressive advancement in states of life.

17. Besides the common measure of the length, breadth, and height
of the city, there is a special measure of the wall, And he measured
the wall thereof, an hundred and forty and four cubits, according to
the measure of a man, that is, of the angel. The "vall included all
that had reference to the defence and preservation of the church,
which are effected by the truths of the letter of the Word, whence all
its doctrine is derived; and this measure of the wall expresses the har
mony of the Divine testimony as given in the letter of the Word.
l'he twelve twelves, which make the mystical number of a hundred
and forty-four, are expressive of the same quality and equality that
are implied in the length and breadth of tho city; for tho doctrine of
good and truth is the exposition or defence of tho principles them
solvos which constitute tho church. 'I'ho measure is snid to bo accord
iug to tho IllCaSUl'O of n. man, that is, of the angel. Tho HUUl and tho
angel unite in the lp.2ssellger that measured the N ew J erusalem. The
church on earth and the church in heaven unite in the holy city. It
came down from heaven. It is at once angelic and human in its
nature. The golden reed of love to God is the standard of character
in the church triumphant and in the church militant, The church
is the Lord's kingdom on earth, and makes one by correspondence and
conjunction with His kingdom in heaven. The church is a true
church when the measure of the man is the measure of the angel.
For, as angels were once men, and n1e11 are designed to become angels,
the measure of the man and of the angel is the same.

18. ,Yo llO\V come to a description of the composition of tho wall and
of tho city. And tho building of the 'wall of it was of[aeper : atul the
(~ity ioas purc gold, like unto clear glass. We need not now speak of
the wall, except as regards the difference of the materials of which the
wall and the city itself consist. The "vall is of jasper, the city is
of pure gold. The wall, which encloses and defends the city, is of
jasper, because this orecious stone.. which forma the wall and one of its
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foundations, is the symbol of Divine Truth as we possess it in the
literal sense of the Word. And the literal truths of the "rord form
the external of the church, as they do of the W ord itself; and jasper,
we shall see, is emblematical of the literal sense of the "Tord, and of
Divine Truth itself in ultimates. Gold, of which the city itself con
sists, is, as 'we have said, ernblematic of love. It is very obvious
from Scripture that the metals are employed a~ the SYll1bols of re
ligious graces. In Isaiah, where the glory of the church is pro
phetically described, the Lord sass, "For brass I will lll'illg gol<l, and
for iron I will bring silver, and for wood brass, and for stones iron"
(lx, 17). Lower graces were to be exchanged for higher under the
higher dispensation, of which the prophet there treats. And as these
metals are figures of Christian graces, gold, the most precious of the
metals, must be the symbol of the highest Christian grace. But the
city was entirely of gold. A city of pure gold! howcxtraordinnry,
yet how expressive! The church which it represents is nothing but
pure love, love untarnished by error, unalloyed by evil. This is
descriptive of the church, as it is in itself, and as it wi11 ever remain
ill its pure and heavenly doctrines. The Lord's N ew Church is
nothing but love; its doctrines teach nothing but love. The true
church is love to the Lord and' the neighbour; its doctrines teach
love to the .Lord and the neighbour. God Himself is Love. The
church, which is His mystical body, must be .lcve ; and the doctrine,
whose teaching can make the members of the body images of Him
whose very nature is Love, must be love also. True, God is Wisdom
as well as Love. And the church must be the imago of the Lord in
respect to this also. But the Divine Wisdom is only the Divine Love
in another form, or rather wisdom is itself the form of luve, the ex
'press image of its substance. Wisdom has the same relation to love
that flame has to light, or light to heat. They are distinct, indeed, but
they are one. Love is the life that clothes itself with light; so that the
life is the essence of the light, which is but the manifestation of
itself. It is therefore said of the Lord as the eternal 'Vord, "In Him
was life; and the life was the light of men " (John i. 3). So, in 'its
measure, is it true of the church, that her life is her light, pure love
is her wisdom. So far as she has the Lord's love as her life, so far
she has His 'ViSUOll1 as her light. While, therefore, the holy city is
of pure gold, it is like unto clear, transparent glass. Strange COlll

bination of qualities, auriferous and crystalline! ..And yet it represents
a combination of spiritual qualities that exists in the church and in
the mind, which have been created anew in the image and likeness of

the perfect One. When love is in the heart, light is in the under
standing. When the affection is pure, the perception is clear.
"Blessed are the pure in heart: for they sha1l see Goel."

19, 20. IIaving described the structure of the wall of the city and
of the city itself, John now proceeds to describe the garniture of the
twelve foundations of the wall, And the foundations of the mall
oj the city uiere garnished uiiih, all manner of precious stones.
Ttie first foumdation was jasper j the second, sapphire ; the third, a
chalcedony; the fourth, an emerald ; the fifth, eardonptc; the sixth,
surdius ; the seventh, chrysolyte,. the eiqluh; berfi ; the ninth, a topaz;
the tenth, a Ch1 t!/sOj )raslls ,. the eleventh, a [acintb ; the ttoelfth, an
ameilujet. As we are now about to consider the foundations and
structure of the wall of the holy city, it 111ay be useful to inquire into
the symbolism of the precious stones which composed them. l'he
philosophy of nature shows the ground of the imagery which, in this
i~stance, it signifies. Precious stones owe their transparency, bril
liancy, and colour to their power of refracting and reflecting light. The
beauty which they exhibit is not in themselves but in the lizht
which they transmit. Their texture is all that can be called their o:n.
Their various and beautiful colours are the sun's white lisht whicht> ,

they have the power of breaking up into its innumerable prismatic rays.
'1'0 the SUll they are indeed indebted for their original structure, as
well as. for ther present appearance. The luminary, whose light they
transmit or reflect in rainbow hues, and with more than rainbow
splendour, formed them for displaying his glories before the eyes of
beholders. In speaking thus of the sun, we speak indirectly of Him
~\"ho made the sun, and w110 acts through it as His instrument and
l,luage. !t is this relation which makes nature and revelation so per
fectly akin, that each is an exponent of the other. The Word of God
is like His works, The truths of the Word, like the objects of
creation, have been produced by that very light, which they have the
power of transmitting to the human understanding. The light
received and transmitted consists of t\VO principles-causticity and
lncidity-a burning quality and a shining quality. These are the
origin of the red and of the white rays, of which all colours with the
. . '
intervention of black, are modificntiona L'I'he causticity and lucidity
of the sun's rays are ernbleius, as they are effects, of Love and Wisdom
in the Deity ; and these, presented on the dark ground of the human
mind, give birth to all the varieties of human and ansrelic affections
and ideas, as the rainbow is painted on the dark cloud. As the
rain-drops that fall from the cloud in the eastern skyrefract the rays

2 0
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of the setting sun, and present them to the eye in the innumerable
combined and harmonious hues of the rainbow ; so do the truths of
the written "Word, as they descend from the cloud of the latter, which
has been raised into the higher affections of the natural mind, divide
the inflowing light of the spiritual sun into its component parts, and
present themtothe mental apprehension in the varied beauty of dis
tinct but harmonious intellectual ideas. It is the same with the Word,
considered as it is in itself. Its literal sense is the cloud, the truths
of which are the rain-drops, by which .the inflowing light of the spiri
tual sun isbroken into its innumerable component parts; so that the
Sun of Heaven, which, even as it shines in the spiritual sense of the
Word, is too pure for us to look upon, and would blind us by excess
of light, is brought down to our natural apprehension in the literal
sense of the Word, in and through which the light of spiritual truth
may shine with a milder lustre to us, and with more distinctive quali
ties. It is for this reason that precious stones, and those in particular
which form the foundations of the wall of the holy city, are emblematic
of the literal truths of the Word, as to their po,ver of transmitting the
light of its spiritual/s.ense,-th~_spiritualsense _~~21g the light of the
DivineSun, aaucoommoduted to the apprehel1siol;~"~erS,,VlJich
are~-tlie-spmf;s of th~'··jttst made perfect. Yet the Divine Sun consists
of Love and Wisdom; and these find their irnages in the heat and
light of the' natural sun, which are the origin of all tho diversifier!
colours that exist in nature, in particular of the 1'0(1 and 1V11 ito. 1.'110
Divine Love is imaged in the sun's heat, and the Di ville Wisdom in
the sun's light. In nature, therefore, red is emblematic of love, and
white of wisdom ; and so far as the red and white are blended, they are
emblematic of love and wisdom united. It is on this reason that
the symbolism of the precious stones of Scripture rests, and that their
general and particular meaning is to us a matter of so much interest
and importance. The twelve foundations of the N ew Jerusalem, or
thetwelve precious stones of which they consist, have the same mean
ing as the twelve precious stones in the breastplate of Aaron, and the
twelve tribes of Israel, 'the sealing of which is described in the seventh
chapter. In both cases the twelve are divided into threes, and the
signification is the same in both. The brensbplato, consisting, like
the foundations of the holy city, of precious stones, affords tho closest
resemblunce to it. Tho twelve procious stones represent all tho truths
of the Word that form the foundation of tho church; and therefore
they all have reference to the two universal principles of love and
.charity, and thus to the two kingdoms of which heaven and the

church consist. The first six stones represent truths of the celestial
kingdom, where love to the Lord reigns; and the other six represent
truths of the spiritual kingdom, where charity to the neighbour
reigns. In 'each of these kingdoms there is an internal and an ex
ternal, and in each of these there is a trine. The first three stones
represent the celestial love of good, and the second three the celestial
love of truth; the next three represent the spiritual love of good, and
the last three the spiritual love of truth. The character of the
different orders of the stones answers to these principles. The,
dominant colour of the first three stones is red; in the second
three it is blue from red; in the next three the colour is
blue from white j and in the last three it is white from blue. Red
corresponds to the celestial love of good, and blue from red to the
celestial love of truth; blue from white corresponds to the spiritual
love of good, and white from blue to the spiritual love of truth.
Celestial love is love to the Lord; spiritual love is love to the neigh
bour, or charity. Such is briefly the, meaning of the stones in the
breastplate of Aaron, and such is the meaning of the stones in the
foundation of the wall of the N ew Jerusalem. The twelve tribes of
Israel, whose names were engraven on the stones of the breastplate,
and the twelve apostles, whose names were engraven on the stones of
the wall of the holy city, have a similar meaning, .

In comparing the stones in the breastplate of Aaron and those that
form the foundations of the wall of' the New J orusalem, the arrange
rnonts are partly the inverse of each other, as if they described a
descending and an ascending series. One begins where the other
ends. The jasper, which is the last stone in the ephod, is the first
in the wall of the holy city. Yet in each it occupies its proper place;
for the first foundation is the Iowest, But although the last stone in
the ephod is the first in the wall of the holy city, the last stone in
the wall is not the first in the ephod. The first stone in the ephod is
the fire-red sardius, and the Iast is the milk-white jasper, representing
the entire descending series; from the highest form of love to the
lowest form of truth, which we find united in Him who is the First
and the Last. In the foundations of the wall, the first is the jasper,
and the last is the. amethyst, Nor do the two series ill all-other
respects correspond. Indeed, thoro are SOIHe stones in each that are not
found ill tho other; and those that ure common to both do not always
occupy the same relative place. On this there are three things to be
observed. Descending and ascending .series do .nobalways precisely
answer to each other in substance or form. The first cf every series
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zives a character to the whole, The same thing may have a different
7neaning in a different relative place. Add "to these, that in regard
to the series: of precious stones in the wall of the New Jerusalelll,
it is not. in every case known with absolute certainty what precious
stone is meant.

The labours of learned and diligent investigators give these
results :-

1. Jasper : of various colours-·white, purple, cornelian, green;
opaque.

2. Sapphire: sky-blue; transparent.
3. Chalcedony: generally whitish or bluish; scrni-transparent.
4. Emerald: grass-green; transparent.
5. Sardonyx: the red-veined onyx, exhibiting the red of tIle

cornelian with the white of the chalcedony, intermingled in
alternate layers j semi-transparent.

6. Sardins, or ruby: fire-red; transparent.
7. Chrysolite: olive-green j transparent.
8. Beryl: pale sea-green, inclining sometimes to blue ; semi-trans-

parent.
9. Topaz: wine or golden yellow ; transparent.

10. Chrysoprasus: golden green; transparent.
11. Jacinth: pomegranate yellow; transparen t.
12. Amethyst : deep purple or violet; transparent.
"'1'he first foundation was jasper." Of tho stones whose precise

nature is doubtful the jasper is one, A writer, spoaking of tho precious
stones in the Revelation, and of the jasper in particular, rcmurks:
"There is considerable difficulty in always ascertaining the precious
stones of the ancients, as the original names in some instances have
been transferred to others. The jasper of antiquity is of this descrip
tion. The jasper of the Greeks has the same appellation in the
.Hebrew ; but not being derived from any verb, the leading idea
cannot be deduced from that source. Some colour is obviously, in
the passage before us (iv. 3), intended to be the ernblematic idea
of the nature or character of the Deity; but jaspers are found of
various colours j and it is not easy to ascertain the prcvnlout colour
assigned by St. John. The milk-white jasper seems tho most probable.'
Swedenborg, in treating of ·the stonos in the breastplate of Aaron (Ex.
xxviii, 20), speaks of the jasper us 'white and pellucid. And this
certainly answers to John's description of it, as being clear as crystal.
Its colour may be inferred from the fact, recorded in chapter iv., that
He that sat upon the throne was to look upon like a jasper and a

sardine stone. The Lord is there described representatively as pure
Wisdom and Love. And the milk-white jasper and the fire-Jed
sardius answer to this idea, as precious stones of no other colours
could.

vVhat then, may we conclude, is the meaning of the jasper, which
forms the first foundation of the wall of the New Jerusalem, and
what apostle's name may we suppose to be written upon it 1 The
twelve precious stones that form the twelve foundations of the wall of
the holy city, representing the fundamental truths or doctrines on
which the church is built, and on which it rests, what truth is that
which forms the first foundation, and on which all the others in
a measure rest ~ .. "7J,6 I 7

The church is "built upon t e foundation of the apostles and pro
phets, Jesus Christ Himself b eng the chief corner-stone" (Eph. ii, 20).
" Behold, I lay in Zion for foundation a stone, a tried stone, a pre
cious corner-stone, a sure fou dation: he that believeth shall not make
haste. Judgment also will lay to the line, and righteousness to the
plummet" (Isa. xxviii.~ 1 Peter ii. 6). The church is built
upon the truths and principles which the apostles and prophets
revealed and represented, and which the Lord Himself is. But among
all the truths which the apostles and prophets revealed, there is one
that Iorms the first and chief foundation of the church, and enters,
besides, into its whole superstructuro ; as tho jasper is said to form tho
wall of tho city, as well as its first foundation. 'I'hat one is tho truth
which is expressed in the fauious confession of Peter. When the
Lord inquired of His apostles, "WhOlll do men say that I, .the Son of
man, am ~ And they said, Some say that thou art John the Baptist:
some, Elias; and others, J eremias, or one of the prophets. He saith
unto them, But whom say ye that I,.am ~ And Simon Peter answered
and said, Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living God. And Jesus
answered and said unto him, Blessed art thou, Simon Bar-jolla: for
flesh and blood hath not revealed it unto thee, but My Father which
is in heaven. And I say also unto thee, That thou art Peter, and
upon this rock I w ill build My church; and the gates of hell shall not
prevail against it" (Matt. xvi. 13-18). This precious truth, that the
Son of man is also the SOIl of God, is the first, tho chief, and tho iui
movable foundation on which the doctrinal wall of the New J eruaalem
is built, and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it. This doctrine
teaches not only the sole Divinity of Jesus Christ, but the Divinity of
His Humanity. For Jesus was the twice-begotten Son of God. He
was begotten in the womb of the virgin, and He was begotten from
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the dead. His glorification, completed in His resurrection, was His
second birth, the Archetype of our second birth; for the Lord's
glorification. answers to our regeneration. As we become sons of God
by regeneration, He became the Son of God by glorification. By
glorification. He was born of God. All that He had derived from His
human and finite mother He put off; and He arose the Son of the
living God, even as to His very Humanity, now wholly Divine. Faith in
this great truth, or this truth received in faith, is the chief foundation
of the church in the human mind, Without this faith the truth of
Jesus is not in us, either as a principle of life or a po\ver of defence.
Peter, who made this grand confession of faith in the Saviour, became
thenceforward a type of faith in general and of that faith in particular.
As such he was named Peter, the rock. 'I'he truth he confessed was
the first foundation of the church, as he himself was the first
appointed of the twelve apostles. In his mind, we may suppose, the
first foundation of the Christian church was laid. '1'0 hinl, in his
representative character, were given the keys of the kingdom of
heaven, and to him was committed the care of the Lord's sheep. The
great truth which he confessed, when established in the human mind
as a truth of. faith, is the jasper stone, that forms the first foundation
of the .,vall.~ and of which the wall itself is built. The symbolism of
the stone is further evidenced by the pervading light of the New
Jerusalem being compared to a jasper stone; for truth is the light of
the church, and it shines in the Christian's mind through faith. We
conclude, therefore, that the jasper, being emblematic of the doctrine
of the Lord, as God-Man, the Creator and Itedeemer of the world, is
the stone' on which the name of Peter was inscribed; understanding
the apostle in his representative character, as the type of the truth he
confessed, and of the faith in it~ which he held, and which he was
the first on earth fully to declare.

The next two stones after the jasper are the sapphire and the
chalcedony. We must here remark that the precious stones in
the wall of the New Jerusalem, like those in the breastplate of Aaron,
are to be divided into four particular series, each consisting of three.
If the jasper represents the doctrine of the Lord, we may conclude
that the first three foundations represent the fundamental principles
of faith in the Lord, as the God and Saviour of men. 111e sapphire,
which is the middle stone of this first series here, occupies the middle
place in th.e second series of stones in the ephod, and the group to
which it there belongs signifies the celestial love of truth. But the
sapphire has a large signification, as it is mentioned several times in

the Word, both historical and prophetical. When seventy of the
elders of Israel saw the G-od of Israel, under His feet was as the work
of the sapphire stone, and as it were the body of heaven in his clear'
ness (Exod. xxiv. 10); and the same was seen by Ezekiel (i. 26, x, 1).
The sapphire there represents the literal sense of the VVord, translucent
from the Divine and heavenly senses 'which it contains, which are
meant by the Lord, under whose feet it was, and the body in heaven,
whose clearness it resembled. In explaining this appearance of the
Divine Being, the author cites the' words, "The foundations of the
wall of the city were garnished with all manner of precious stones;
the first foundation was a jasper, the second a sapphire, the third a
chalcedony ;" and remarks that truth divine in the ultimate of order,
which is the 'tV01'<1 in the letter, is principally signified by the sap
phire; in illustration of which he quotes Isaiah : :" 0 thou afflicted,
tossed with tempests and not comforted, behold, I lay thy stones with
{air colours, and lay thy foundations with sapphires" (liv.'11 ). These
stones are the truths of the Word, and the foundations laid in sap
phires are the truths translucent in its literal sense. As among all
the precious stones the sapphire is especially representative of the
truths of the literal sense of the Word, translucent fromthe truths of
its spiritual sense; and as it was seen under the feet of the Lord, who
Himself afterwards appeared as a jasper and a sardine stone, we may
conclude that the sapphire, as the second of the foundations of the
wall of the holy city, represents the truths of the VVord that support
or confirm the doctrine of the Lord, which is meant by the first
foundation of jasper. The chalcedony is not mentioned 'in.any other
part of Scripture, and is never explained in the Writings, vVe may,
however, judge of its meaning from its colour, and from its. being the
last of three in the particular series to which it belongs. The first
stone in every particular series represents a leading principle, the
second represents the truths 'which support- and unfold' it, and the
third represents the use· which· results from it; in other words, the
three represent the principle as it exists in the will, in the understand
ing, and in the life. These are the essence, form, and use 'which con
stitute every sacred trine. It may be difficult to connect thename of
every individual apostle with a particular precious stone, as that which
is said to contain his name, Nor -is this of so muchimportance as to
know tho moaning of tho stones themselves, In this instance, how..
ever, we lllay venture to say that the second and third stones in this
particular series are to be identified with Philip and Andrew ; these,
with Peter, forming together the constituents of a trine. These three
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men appear indeed to have been the first three disciples of the Lord.
Andrew, when a disciple of John the Baptist, went 'with a fellow
disciple to seB'where Jesus dwelt. Returning, after a short sojourn with
Jesus, "I-Ie}:irst findeth His own brother Simon, and saith uuto him,
We have found the Mesias, which is, being interpreted, the Christ.
And he brought hirn to Jesus. And when Jesus beheld him, He said,
':rl1?~~rtSinlon the son of J ona: thou shalt be called Cephas, which

,~~;..{~~"interpretation, a stone. The day following Jesus would go
forthjntoGa.lil~e, and findeth Philip, and saith unto hill), Follow Me'
(John i. 41-4:3). Between Andrew and Philip themselves there seems
to hav~ been. what we may call an outward doctrinal connection, as
being-of the same city, Bethsaida (verse 44), and an inward affinity
of character; as we may infer from a circumstance recorded of them.
When. certain Greek converts expressed to Philip a desire to see J esus,
"Philip cometh and telleth Andrew : and again Andrew and Philip
tell Jesus" (tTohn xii. 22). Besides this historical connection of these
disciples, there is an account of the state and direction of Philip's
mind, which shows how well he was qualified to represent the truths
of the V\Tord which relate to the Lord, and testify his sole Divinity.
To this apostle we owe, humanly speaking, that most complete of all
our Lord's statements respecting His Personal Unity with the Father.
In answer to Thomas, Jesus had said, "If ye had known 1\1e, ye should
have known My Father also: and from henceforth ve have known
Him, and have seen Him, Philip saith unto Him, I.J~rll, show us tho
Father, and :it sufficeth us. Jesus saith un to him, I [avo I boon so
long time with you, and yet thou hast not known 1\1'0, Philip? he that
hath seen Me hath seen the Father ; and how sayest thou then, Show us
the Father1 Believest thou not that I am in the Father, and the Father
in Me 1 the words that I speak unto you, I speak not of Myself': but
the Father that dwelleth in Me, 1-Ie doeth the works, Believe 7\1e
that I am in the Father, and the Father in Me" (John xiv. 7-11). It
is true that Philip's question shows a very imperfect knowledge of the
Lord; but his desire to be instructed respecting what he did not
know, and his yearning to obtain an intellectual sight of what he did
not understand, show how well prepared he was to receive and appre
ciate the truth; and when he had received how fit he was to represent it.

In regard to Andrew, he, as the brother of Peter, represents the
obedience of faith, which is faith us exemplified in uso. This is in
some measure evident from the precious stone itself, with which we
connect his name. I The chalcedony is of a whitish or bluish tint, and
being withou.t the warmth of red, which is the emblem of love, it

belongs to the class of gems that represent truth. And this is the
character of its symbolism here j for Andrew does not represent the
good of love, but the good which is the obedience of faith.

There is one circumstance connected with Andrew, in his relation
to the Lord on the one hand and to Peter on the other, 'vhich is
interesting and instructive. Although Peter was the first of the Lord's
apostles, Andrew was the first of His disciples j and it was, as we
have seen, through Andrew that Peter became a disciple of Jesus.
Andrew, therefore, represents faith in the will as well as faith in act.
We read in Scripture of believing with the heart, and of the opposite
state of an evil heart of unbelief. Faith in the will, which Andrew
represents, is that affirmative state of the heart which disposes the
mind to' receive: and which brings the understanding to believe,
the truth, as Andrew brought his brother Simon to the Lord; and
which ultimately comes, through faith, into the outward life, which
is the obedience of faith. It-is-in this last character that Andrew is
to be understood as having his name inscribed on the third foundation
of the wall of the N ew Jerusalem.

The jasper, the sapphire, and the chalcedony represent, therefore,
the doctrine of the Lord, the truth that bears witness to it, and the
life in which it is exemplified, .

The next three stones that enter into the foundations of the wall
of the New J erusalem are the emerald, the sardonyx, and the
sardine,

According to the Authorized Version, tho emerald is the first stone
in the second l'O'V of precious stones in the breastplate of Aaron. In
this and the other three places in the Hebrew Scriptures where this
word occurs (Ex. xxxix. 11 jEzek. xxvi. 17, xxviii. 13), Swedenborg
translates it chrysoprasus. We therefore derive no aid from his
explanation of .the meaning of the stone in the ephod which the
English Bible calls an emerald. The only other instance in which
the emerald is named is where the singular phenomenon of a rainbow
like an emerald is seen around the throne on which the Lord was
seated, when He was to look upon as a jasper and a sardine stone
(Rev. iv, 3). In that instance, we have seen, the emerald signifies the
external sphere of the Lord's Love and Wisdom. The colour, indeed, as
being that which prevails in nature, indicates this. Green, the central
colour in the rainbow, was once considered to be produced by the blend
ing of blue and yellow, which appeal' on either side of it in tho celes
tial arch ; which would have led us to believe that green would signify
the conjunction of goodness and truth in the natural degree. But
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science shows that the mingled rays of yellow and blue produce white ;
which is, OIlL a smaller scale, what all the colours mingled together
resolve themselves into. We speak now of the prismatic colours.
The green of arf may be obtained by compounding blue and yellow ;
but this is d.ue to the pigments employed.

But although green has an external signification, yet, as the colour
of the robe in which nature is arrayed, it is the sign and the e1ub1e111
of life. And as the tender grass, whichhas more of the yellow tint,
comes, and is associated in our minds with spring, the season of youth,
and freshness, and hope, both to nature and human life, we luay see
in this grass-green coloured stone the em blem of the beginning of a
series of doctrinal truths that Inay, both simply and combined,
have in their character and results a very exalted meaning. The other
two stones, the sardonyx and sardius, are emblems of the high~r and
the highest of all the grasses. The sardonyx is named from its' being
streaked with red; and the sardius or ruby is "well known to be of a
glowing red colour. This series of colours nlay be com pared to spring,
summer, and autumn; and its progressive gro\vth and development
onward to its ultimate use, may be expressed by that analogy by which
our Lord describes three stages of the regenerate life-first the blade,
then the ear" after that the full corn in the' ear. The emerald is like
spring and the blade, the sardonyx is like summer and the ear, the
sardius like autumn and the full corn in the ear. In this trine, there
fore, we have an .embleDl of the elements of love, which is life, in its
beginning, progress, and final result which is use. As the first series
of stones belongs to the principles and progress of faith in the Lord,
this series symbolizes the principles and progress of love to the Lord.
Of the last two stones of this trine, the sardonyx does not appear in
the enumeration of those in the Urim and Thummim ; but the onyx,
of which the sardonyx is a species, does. The onyx is the middle
stone of the last three, and comes between the beryl and the jasper.
The sardonyx is the red-veined onyx, as if it were a mixture of the
onyx and the sardius, next to which it stands.

The three apostles whose names we connect with these three stones,
as representing the qualities of which they are emblems, are Bar
tholomew, James, and John. N othing is said in the Gospels respect
ing Bartholomew, except that his name, as one of the apostles, occurs
in the first three Gospels and in the Acts. But it is generally under
stood that the Bartholomew of the synoptic Gospels and the Acts is
the Nathaniel of the Gospel of St. John; and respecting his character
we have the testimony of an infallible witness, The same narrative

that records the acknowledgment of the Lord as the Messiah by
...Andrew, Peter, and Philip, informs us how Nathaniel became a dis
ciple. As Andrew, after being himself convinced that Jesus was the
Christ, found his own brother Simon, and brought him to Jesus,
so Philip, after his acceptance of Jesus as the Messiah, found his friend
Nathaniel, and prevailed on him to come and see, what he was little
disposed to believe, that some good thing could come out of Nazareth.
Jesus, seeing Nathaniel coming to Him, said of him, "Behold an
Israelite indeed, in whom is no guile I" When, in reply to Nathaniel's
wondering inquiry how He could know him, Jesus answered, "Before
that Philip called thee, when thou wast under the fig-tree, I saw thee,"
he exclaimed, "Rabbi, Thou art the Son of God; Thou art the King
of Israel." Both the character which Jesus gave of Nathaniel, and
Nathaniel's ready and unreserved and heartfelt acknowledgment of
Jesus, show how well that apostle. was qualified torepresent the begin
ning of the grace of love to the Lord. For a spiritual Israelite is one
who is principled in spiritual love ; and when this love is without dis
simulation, how pure it must be! The character which Peter gives
of the Lord is, that He " did no sin, neither was guile found in His
mouth" (1 Peter ii. 22). To be pronounced guileless by Him who
Himself had no guile, is the highest testimony that is possible to his
singleness of character. It is unnecessary to say anything regarding
the"personal and representative character of James and John. They
are the well-known apostles and representatives of love j'' which was
manifested in all its tenderness, devotedness, and virtue in J ohn, tho
impersonation as well as the type of the good of love to tho Lord.

Of the six 'stones which form the two particular series we have now
considered, the first is the jasper and the last is the sardius; and these
two stones are the last and the first of the twelve stones in thebreast
plate of Aaron. Here we regard them as the first and the last, or the
lowest and highest of the foundation stones that' relate immediately
to the Lord. The jasper, as the last stone in the 'breastplate of Aaron,
and the first foundation in the wall of the N ew Jerusalem, is em
blematic of Divine Truth in ultimates. This is what our Lord was
when He came into the world, As the Word made flesh, He was the
Last, as from eternity He had been the First. The truth relating to
IIim, as God manifest in tho flesh, is the first foundation of the i church
in the human mind ; and love to Him is the last of- the foundations
that relate to the Lord as the object of Christian faith and love, and
therefore of worship. As the first six foundations represent funda..
mental principles relating to the Lord, the last six which no,v follow,
represent fundamental principles relating to the neighbour,
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The next three stones which come. now to be considered, are the
chrysolite, the beryl, and the topaz. The chrysolite does not appear
to have been among the stones in the ephod. The topaz is the middle
stone of the first row, and the beryl is the first stone of the last row,
These two stones, which are in the first and last series in the ephod, are
here brought together, and form the third foundation of the wall of the
holy city. According to the authorities we have quoted, the chrysolite
is olive-green, the beryl is sea-green, and the topaz is wine or golden
yellow. The chrysolite is not, under that name at least, al110ng the
stones of the ephod. The beryl, which our quoted authorities say is
sea-green, the author of the A1'cana Ccelestia classes with the onyx
and the jasper, as stones approaching in colour to white derived from
blue. The topaz, though the derivation of the name is unknown, IH~

thinks was of a red flaming colour. This he concludes from what Job
(xxviii. 19) says respecting wisdom, that "the topaz of Ethiopia shall
not equal it, neither shall it be valued with pure gold." Job's argu
ment requires that the topaz should indeed be a precious stone, but
does not require that it should be of any particular hue. The author
does not assert, but conjectures, giving reasons, however, for its pro
bable colour.". He did not receive natural knowledge- by inspiration i
yet his inferences respecting the colours of SODle of the stones nlay bl
as near the truth as the conclusions or traditional knowledge of others
on this subject, where the light is dim and uncertain. While he
speaks of the topaz, where it occupies the highest rank in the ephod,
as belonging to the celestial class, and signifying the good of celestial
love, he speaks of the beryl, where it occupies tho lowest rank, as
belonging to the spiritual class, and signifying the spiritual love of
truth. Although an object does not change its meaning when it
changes its place or enters into a new combination, it changes its rank
and acquires a modified signification. And this is the case with the
precious stones ; as it is with the apostles, whose names they bear, and
with the tribes of Israel, whose names were engraven on the stones of
the ephod. If we are right in regarding the last six stones as repre
senting fundamental principles of love to the neighbour, as the first six
represent thefundamental principles of love to the Lord, the precious
stones we have now to consider are emblematic of these principles, or
of the doctrines that unfold the secondary law, "Thon shalt love thy
neighbour as thyself." For love to the Lord and love to the neigh
bour are the sum of all the Divine laws. Every precept, every truth,
whether it relate to faith or love, to worshiP or life, has no other end
than practical love to God and to man. But as, in order that we may

love God, we must know Him and believe in Him; SD, that we may
love our neighbour, we must know who is our neighbour, and what
constitutes love to him, We must even have faith in our neighbour
before we can love him j and faith in the efficacy as well as in the
duty of i.cighbourly love, before we can truly exercise it. The first
three stones of what we may regard as the second division of the twelve
foundations, symbolize those fundamental truths whose varied lights
show us who and what our neighbour is, what neighbourly love is,
and what are the uses that result from loving him. The truths of the
Word, as presented in their concentrated light in the doctrines of the
New Church on the subject of love to the neighbour, are some of the
1110St precious stones in the foundation of the wall of the New
Jerusalem.

All men are included in the name of the neighbour we are to love
as ourselves; and we are to love all without exception;' for we are to
love our enemies as well as our friends. But true doctrine obviates
the serious evils which arise from undiscriminating love and indis
criminate charity. Although we are to love the evil as well as the
good, we are not to love the evil as well as the good that is in them,
It is not the persons of men, but the good that is in them, which
makes them our neighbours. Good itself is essentially the neighbour'
we are to love. On this principle we can love all, and love them for
the good .that is in them, and for the good we can do them. It may
be thought that there are some persons who have no good in them for
the good to love. But all men have some remains of goodness: and
that goodness, however small it be, is the quality in evil 111e11 which
the good are to regard as the neighbour they are to love. As good ill
a person is essentially our neighbour, his person is our neighbour in a
secondary sense; for we cannot love the good in a person without lov~

ing the person himself; therefore every person is to' be regarded as
our neighbour, but still with discrimination as to the, quality, and for
the sake, of the good he possesses.

If good is the neighbour we are to love, what is the love .of which
he is to be the object ~ Considered in itself, love to the neighbour,
which is charity, is goodwill towards him. "Good,vill towardsmen" is
the end, and is to be the fruit, of the gospel of peace. But goodwill,
'vhich is good in the 'will, must be united to truth in the understand
ing; for true love is love enlightened, and therefore guided and
guarded, by truth. Without this guiding power, neighbourly love
is simply a good impulse, that may be excited by' any object that
appeals to it, and which may be exerted not only without any bene
ficial, but even with injurious, results.
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Everything that God has created, or that H~ bestows, has use or good
for its end. He especially created human beings to be useful to each
other. No creatures are so dependent upon each other's help as human
beings, for all that is comprehended in t~e term life. Even if pl:ysical
existence could be maintained, mental Improvement would be Im~os

sible without the constant action of mind upon mind. And the mind
is'th~ reaim2~n. The faculties of liberty and reason, which distinguish
man from all other creatures, are potential humanity. Only by their
w~ll-directeddevelopment does their possessor become actually.hunlau.
Unlike mere animals, man inherits nothing but the faculties that
belong to his nature; and but for the agency of others, ,vhos~ minds
have been enriched by the accumulated knowledge and experienceof
ages, they would remain undeveloped. If human ag~ncy is neces~~ry

for fashioninz the mind to the image of the world, still more requisite
is 'it for forming it to the .image of heaven. Revelation is indeed the
source of relizious knowledge, as God is the Giver of spiritual p~\ver.

'But here human agency is even more necessary than in the affairs of
temporal life; forin the human mind, as it now i~, there i~ no~n.
herent inclination for the acquirement of spiritual things or the attain
ment of eternal life. The noblest office of charity is to aid in
promotingthis hicher life. If God has created the world for the sake
of heaven and 'bestowed temporal for the sake of eternal life, we can
only be w'orkers together with Him by promoting His plan; a.nd. thus,
like Him, making the temporal a means to the eternal. ThIS IS the
hizhest use which charity can render to the neighbour.

The apostles whose names we connect with the precious stones of
this order, and who represent the principles which the stones signify,
are ThomasyMatthew, and J ames the son of Alpheus. 'I'hese, .accordZ
ing to Matthew, are the seventh, eighth, and ninth of the ap.ostles,
as the chrysolite, the beryl, and the topaz are of,th.e ,stQnes.mt.~.e

foundations of the wall. But we are to look to their .representative
character for their fituess to occupy the place we have assignedthem,

Thomas, the fir~t of this trine, .is better .known. as an apos,t+e~han.
either Matthewor ofumes. We read of Thomas ,on the \occasion
of the death of Lazarus, when Jesus declared His Intention f~O

go, and invited His disciples toaccompall~H~m, to ,th~,plaA,~.

where Lazarus was.: "Then said 'I'homas, which IS called.Didymus,
unto-his fellow-disciples, Let us, also go, that we may die with hi~~~

,(Joh~ xi. 16). It has been remarked that this appeal Lsh9}~~
great devotion. to .the Lord, .but littleknowl~dgeof His .9hM'a,(}t~~

or faith inRis power.' The small, extent, of hIS knowledge \,~as;"A~lU

more plainly exhibited in his bewildered answer to the Lord's state
ment to His disciples, "I go to prepare a place for you . . . and
whither I go.ye know, and the way ye know, Thomas saith unto Him,
Lord, we know not whither Thou goest, and' bow can we know the
,vay ~" But an instance not only of his want of knowledge but of his
want of belief, is afforded by his refusing to believe in the Lord's
resurrection, when assured of it by those who had seen Him, until he
should put his fingers into the print of the nails, and thrust his hand
into His side. But when that evidencewas offered him, how complete
and sincere his faith was he showed by his exclamation : "My Lord and
nlYGod." Such was the utterance of the awakened and confirmed faith
of the previously faithless Thomas. One other incident in the history
of this disciple is his being with Peter, Nathaniel, the two SOl1S 01
Zebedee, and two other of the disciples, engaged in the fruitless toil of
fishing, 'vhen the Lord, after His resurrection, appeared to them at the
sea of Tiberius, and became known to them by the multitude of fishes
they obtained by following His advice, to cast the neton the right
side of the ship; teaching them and all other fishers of men to seek
results by labouring, under the Lord's influence .and direction, in the
spirit of charity or neighbourly love, which is the right side of the
ship. Besides the inference that may be drawn from the particulars
of his history,his name is expressive of his representative character.
Thomas and Didymus both express the fact of his being atwin. The
instances of two at a birth, as in the cases of Esau and Jacob (Gen.
xxv, 25, 26), Pharez and Zarah (Gen. xxxviii. 30), relate to the con
nection between charity and faith. These singular cases, in which the
firstborn was really the younger, were Divinely ordered to teach us that
although faith is born first, charity has really the birthright. Charity
is the elder brother in reality j faith only apparently. Charity, which
comes after faith, is really before it-before it as a motive, though not as
an act. Thomas, we may venture to conclude, was the elder brother,
that he might be the representative of charity. But Thomas seems to
unite in himself some of the elements both of charity and faith, of
love to the Lord and of love 'to man; and may be considered as a
suitable representative of love to the neighbour as derived fromlove
to the Lord; or of love to 'the Lord passing into love 'to the neighbour.
As all real faith comes from charity, all vital charity comes fromIove.
Difference in. Christian character arises from difference in the stages of
the development of these graces., In thosewho go on unto perfection,
faith yields the dominion to charity, 'and' .charity finally yields the
dominion to love; ..as Jacob finally yielded ,the dominion to Esau.



'I'here is not much said of Matthew in the Gospels. Matthew is, of
course, well known as an evangelist j but it is as an apostle that we
are at pre3eJ'.t ~o regard him. It is true that what we learn of him is
more in his relation to the Lord than to his fellow-disciples, yet the
sacred history shows him to have had a strong feeling of charity for
his fellow-sinners. When, after his call, he made a great feast for
Jesus and His disciples, they were not his only guests, but" there was
a great company of publicans, and of others, that sat down with them"
(Luke v. 29); showing the willingness, if not the desire, of the con
verted publican that others like him should share in the feast of love
and wisdom, into which the Lord was sure to turn the feast of gratitude
and joy which JEIis new disciple had prepared for IIil11. If there is any
thing to direct or assist us in determining the representative character of
a person in the signification of his name, wo have a double advantage in
this respect in the case of this apostle. The name Matthew is derived
from a word that signifies to give, which is sufficiently expressive of the
affection of charity, which is a willingness to impart, not only temporal
but spiritual good to others. But Matthew is called by another name,
which is equally expressive. In Mark (ii. 14) and Luke (v. 27, 29) he
is named Levi. Levi means joined; and this name was given by Leah
to her third son, because she said, "Now this time will 111y husband
be joined unto me." The import of this name was further exemplified
when the tribe of Levi was divinely appointed to the priesthood. In
the highest sense, Levi represented love, as the uniting medium
between the Lord and the church; and in tho secondary souse, he
represented charity, as the common bond of union ftl110ng tho lllClllhers
of the church itself, as the tribe of Levi was alllong tho tribes of
Israel. " Charity is the bond of perfectness " (Col. iii. 14); hy which
not only the members of the true church, but the sincere 111el11bo1's of
every church and of all churches, are united, and form the one
universal church, and by which, under the New Dispensation, all
nations are to be united into one common brotherhood. This is the
charity 01' Iove of the neighbour which these precious stones signify,
and which the apostle 'with the others of the same trine represent.

,With regard to the third apostle, it is still an undecided question
whether James the son of Alpheus and James the brother of the
Lord (Gal. i, 19) are the same person; and, if they are different,
which of them was the author of the Epistle of J nmes, The epistle is
certainly highly characteristic of one whom we regard as representing
the practical part, or the doctrine of the practical part, of love to the
neighbour; since it is a perfect demonstration of the duty and saving

efficacy of good works, in opposition to salvation by faith alone.' As
we cannot positively claim for James, the son of .Alpheus, the author-.
ship of the epistle, we must assume his representative character from
the place he occupies among the other apostles.

The three precious stones we have now considered, and the three
apostles we have connected with them, 'we regard as representing the
different elements of love to the neighbour, but of that love as it exists
in the internal man; the three that remain to be considered we under
stand to represent the corresponding elements of the same love as it
exists in the external man. For the internal man is first regenerated,
and the external after it and from it.

The last three precious stones that form the last three foundations
of the wall of the holy city are the chrysoprasus, the jacinth, and the
amethyst. The first, as its name imports, is of a golden green, the
colour of the leek; the second is hyacinth, and the third is purple.
Such at least are the colours usually assigned to them. According
to the Authorized Version, neither the chrysoprasus nor the jacinth
was in the breastplate of Aaron; and the amethyst, which is the.
last stone in the foundations of the wall of the holy city, was the
ninth in the Urim and Thummim. In the Arcana, we have seen, the
chrysoprasus is mentioned as the fourth stone, in place of the emerald.
Its colour is there said to be blue derived from red; and, as one of the
second trine, it signifies the celestial love of good; and the amethyst
is there said to be blue derived from white, and to signify spiritual
good, or the spiritual love of good. The author thoro 'also says, in
giving this signification of tho auiethyst, that the spiritual love of
good which it signifles, is charity towards the neighbour; which is
the meaning we understand it to have here. The jacinth is mentioned
in a previous part of this book. Speaking of the great army, and of the
four angels that were loosed in the great river Euphrates, John says,
" And thus I saw the horses in the vision, and them that sat on them,
having breastplates of fire, and of jacinth, and brimstone." .Jacinth,
we there learn, signifies, in a good sense, intelligence from spiritual
love, but, ill the opposite sense, intelligence from infernal love,
which is self-derived intelligence. The jacinth in the wall of the
holy city is intelligence from spiritual love, which is love to the
neighbour. The first of the three stones is spiritual love ; the jacinth
is intelligence derived from it; and the last is the practical good or USf;

that spiritual good produces by spiritual intelligence.
The three apostles whose names we connect with the last three

stones are Thaddeus, Simon Canaanite, and Judas Iscariot. Thad
2n
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deus is the apostle who is called Judas, the brother, or, as there is
some authority for believing, the son, of James. He is the " Jude,
the servant" of Jesus Christ," who wrote the epistle addressed" to
them that are sanctified by God the Father, and preserved in Jesus
Christ," and concluded by ascribing "to the only wise God our
Saviour, glo:ry and majesty, dominion and po\ver, both now and
ever." In that epistle he not only exhorts his readers to contend
earnestly for the faith once delivered to the saints; but tells them that
the evil among them are spots in their feasts of charity, and exhorts
them to keep themselves in 'the love of God, looking for the Inercy of
our Lord Jesus Christ unto eternal life. His name, too, as a form of
J udah, indicates his representative character as being that of love.
Judah and his tribe are indeed representative of love to the Lord;
but that which in the celestial degree is love to the Lord, in the
spiritual degree becomes love to the neighbour. Of Simon nothing
is recorded but the name, except that he is also called Simon Zelotes;
which may mean, either that he had belonged to the sect of Zealots, or
that he was distinguished for his zeal. His name, however, may be
considered as expressive of the same principle as that of his fellow
apostle, Simon Peter, but occupying a less distinguished place.
But it may seem inconsistent to suppose that the name of Judas
Iscariot should be written on anyone of the precious stones in the
foundations of the wall of the Holy Jerusalem.· In reading of the
names of the twelve apostles being on the twelve foundations, we
are to understand that their names mean the various priuci ples which
they represent. The twelve apostles represented all the principles of
love and truth and goodness, or all the ,.gm.Q.~'§ and virtues which con-
stitute the church. Judas, as chosen bJ the )iieof-
the principles necessary to complete the church; but as the betrayer
of the Lord, he represented that principle perverted. In the spiritual
idea, .the natural namea of the apostles are not written in the founda
tions of the church, but their spiritual names, which are the various
celestial and spiritual principles they represented; and in this re
presentation the idea and the meaning of Judas, as a Divinely
appointed apostle, is to be separated from the idea and meaning of
Judas, as the traitor. It is also to be understood that, considered
simply as an apostle, Judas is, in his representative character, a very
important element of the church and of religion. Of the parts that
form anyone thing, the first and the last are the most important; for
they include and hold together all the intermediate parts, so as to make
and preserve their- unity. Judas, always mentioned as the last of the.

apostles, represented the last of its principles, or that in which the
inner or higher principles of the church find their last and therefore
completest manifestation. Regeneration is completest, and the religious
life is most perfect, when the very senses are so purified as to cease to
allure or betray, and are the compliant and delighted instruments of
a new heart and a right spirit. In the internal historical sense, Judas,
as the traitor, represented the Jewish Church; the bag, of which
he was the keeper, represented the Word, of which the J ews were the
custodians; and the thief, which he was, represented the spiritual
robbery of which the J ews were guilty, in employing the truths of the
Word, as Judas employed the money in the bag, not for the use of its
true owner, but for their own.

We have taken the names of the twel ve apostles from the Gospels,
as appointed and sent forth by the Lord; but if there be any who
cannot easily distinguish a personal from a representative character,
they can in their own minds substitute for the name of Judas that
of the successor to his office.

From the explanation we have offered, it will be seen that the two
series of precious stones, in the breastplate of Aaron and in the foun
dations of the wall of the New J erusalem, differ chiefly in this: In
the first, the series of graces begins with the love of God; in the
second, the series begins 'with the faith of Jesus Christ, as God in
His Divine Humunity ; and from faith in Him it ascends into love 10

Him ; then, us in tho first series, love to the Lord proceeds to mani
fest itself in love to the neighbour.

Having examined the foundations of the wall ~f the holy city, we
now come to look at its gates.
. 21. And the twelve gates were ttoeloe pearls; every several gate 'was

of one pearl: and the street of the city 'was pure gold, as it were trans
parent glass. Jesus is the door of the sheep; and if any enter by
this door he shall be saved; and the single pearl which formed each
several gate of the New J erusalem is the knowledge of Jesus. This
knowledge is the pearl of great price. It is the most precious of all
truths. It is the one universal truth which comprehends all others,
as Jesus Himself is the Infinite and Eternal Truth, from which all
truth is derived, and to which it returns. 'rho knowledge of Jesus,
which admits and introduces into the church, is not the intellectual
knowledge which informs the mind only, but the knowledge which
reforms it also. Or, if we regard the gate as theknowledge which
admits into the city, we must remember that it is only by our entering
in at the «ate that we can be introduced into the city. By walking in
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the truth, not by merely knowing it, can we enter in and be saved, By
entering in at the gate we are introduced into the holy city of the
saved. By entering into the city through its gates, we are brought
within it· and then we are introduced into its streets, that we may. , . .
walk therein. Its gates are at the entrance of its streets, as the strait
gate is the entrance into the narrow ,yay that leadeth unto life. V\Te
therefore find the streets of the N ew Jerusalem mentioned in con
nection with its gates. Its gates of pearl open into its streets of gold.
Strictly speaking, the gates of the city, as distinguished from its
streets, represent knowledge as distinguished from truth; for know
Iedge is not truth, but is only the gateway through which we obtain
entrance into it. Knowledge belongs to the memory, truth to the
understanding. But even the streets of gold do not represent truths
of the understanding, but truths of the heart or will, They represent
truths of wisdom; and wisdom belongs to the heart rather than to the
head. Wisdom is truth united to goodness, faith united to love.
We are not wise simply by knowing and understanding truth, but by
loving the truth, and turning it into goodness by doing it. These truths
are the streets of gold; for streets are emblematic of truths, and gold
of love and goodness. The Lord's truth opens the ,vay to His love.
Knowledge opens the way to goodness, faith to charity. Like that of
the city itself, the gold of the streets is like clear glass; for pure love
is also pure light. A.II true love is united to truth or wisdorn; for only
that is true love which is wise love.

22. The streets of the city of God lead to the ten}ple of God ; and
yet John says of the holy city, N ew J erusnlem, And I saw no temple
therein ': for the Lord God Al?nighty and the Lamb are the temple of
it. The temple was a figure of the Lord. Weare not to understand
the absence of a temple to imply the absence of worship. There is
worship in the church in heaven: there must also be worship in
the church on earth. There was no temple in the holy Jerusalem,
and yet there was a temple: the Lord Himself was its temple. This
teaches us a great and beautiful truth. All true worship terminates
in the Being who is worshipped, The Lord is both the Object and
the Author of worship, The very faculties which enable us to know
and love Him are Hia gifts; the truths which we know are His revela
tion; tho desires we fool are lIis iuspiratiou, N otliing f1SCOIHls up to
heaven but that which has come down from heaven, that is, through
heaven from the Father of light. True worship is not only from the
Lord, but it is the Lord in us. Could we strip worship of all~ts,

outward circumstances and instrumental agencies, we should stagg

face to face with the Object"of our worship, and see the Lord alone in
the holy temple of His Divine Humanity. V\re are not to imagine
that we can ever see this with our outward eyes; for even the seraphim
veil their faces when they fall down before Him. But this vision of
John tells what every true worshipper inwardly beholds and realizes
-that the Lord is the All of worship. He alone is the Temple of the
New Jerusalem. Those who enter there and dwell therein know and
acknowledge that neither men nor angels, neither individuals nor
communities have any thing of the worship of the Lord but what
they derive from Him. When the eye of their faith has pierced the
veil of appearances, the Lord God Ahnighty and the Lamb-s-the Eternal
Divinity and the Divine Humanity, the Divine Love and the Divine
Wisdom, are seen to be the origin and the essence of all true worship.
The three names, Lord, God, Almighty, are expressive of love, wisdom,
and power, the three essentials of the Deity; while the Lamb is ex
pressive of their manifestation in relation to mankind in the person
of the Lord Jesus Christ.

23. As the city had no temple but the Lord, it had no need of the
sun, neither of the moon, to shine in ii ; for the glory of God did
lighten it, and the Lamb is the light thereof. The idea presented
here is similar to that expressed in the previous verse. The New
Church knows and acknowledges no light but the One true Light that
lighteth every man that cometh into the world. He is the Sun of
Righteousness, who arises with healing in His 'wings; and that Sun
having risen, will 110 more go down, but will shine more and more
unto the perfect day. Tho N ew Church is not to be without those
intermediate lights that other churches have required to enlighten and
direct them. The light of science, natural, moral, and spiritual, the
light of reason and revelation, will shine in the N ew Jerusalem more
brightly than in any former church or religious dispensation: but there
will be this great difference-that light will not be regarded as having
a separate existence or power of enlightenment; it will not be re
garded as being independent of the light of revelation j but it will be
seen and acknowledged to be only a derivation from the One Supreme
and only true Liglit. For is not the book of Nature as well as the
book of Revelation written by the fingor of God 1 And is not tho
light of Nature from the smuo source as tho light of Rovclutiou i All
light; all knowledge, all truth, has 011e source. It is men that separate
the light of Nature and the light of Revelation, and set them up in
opposition to each other. There is. science that excommunicates
religion, and there is religion that excommunicates science. But both



of these are blind leaders of the blind. The true church harmonizes
and unites. them, or, rather, recognizes their necessary harn1011Y and.
unity.

24. When'the light of nature and the light of. Revelation are seen
to 'be in harmony, religion enlightens science, and' science enriches
religion. .And the nations of them 'which are saved shall 'walle in the
llght oj ii : and the kilzgs of the earth do bring their glory and honour
into it. The nations that are saved are those who are healed by the
leaves of the tree of life (chap. xxii, 2). To be healed is to be saved.
The word salvation means health. In our natural state we are
diseased: when made spiritual we are restored to health. In our
natural state we walk in the darkness either of ignorance or 01'1'01';

in a spiritual state we walk in the light of truth. The kings of the
earth bring their glory and honour into the holy city, when the rulers
of the intellectual world ascribe the glory and honour of their intel
lectual wealth and power to Him who bestows them. Viewed more
abstractly, nations are the natural affections and kinas are th~ natural

, 'b

thoughts, or the natural will and understanding. 'I'he natural will
and its affections are purified and saved by truth, which guides and
directs them, as the light in which they walk, And when the natural
understanding and its thoughts come under the influence of religion,
all their acquisitions are sanctified by it, and are devoted to its service.
And not only do the affections and thoughts bring their own glory
and honour to exalt religion, but they aeknow ledge that all the glory
and honour of truth is to be ascribed to Him who is its Author.

25. The gates through which the nations and killers of tho earth
enter into the city shall not be shut at all by day j .fu~ there shall be
no night there. That which serves especially to introduce those who
have a sincere affection for goodness and truth into the church or
religion is the knowledge of God in Christ. This, we have seen, is
the gate. of pearl through which the nations and kings of the earth
enter. In the New Jerusalem the gates are continually open. In
ancient walled cities the gates were sometimes closed even during the
day, but were always shut at night. In the holy city there is no
night, and the gates are never shut during the day. In the New
Church the gates stand wide open. The great truths respecting
the Lord's Divinity, and His sole po\ver to saVO, are made s~
plain, and are placed before the mind ill a form of such beautiful sim
plicity, as to invite the sincere and earnest truth-seeker to enter
through it into the city, where the light shines in the full glory of
Divine Revelation. .The gates are no longer closed by inscrutable

mysteries, unnatural decrees, or impossible conditions. The .person
and character and ways of God are placed so directly in the light of
genuine truth, that they no longer repel, but invite the well-disposed
and sincere. But the opening of the gates of the holy city results
from, and therefore includes and implies, the opening of all the
channels of salvation. The Word of God, 'which contains all the
truths of the church and heaven, is now opened j and its interior light
and glory are made accessible to all who desire to enter and behold
them. Connected with the opening of the Word, there is an opening
of the human mind to admit and perceive its light. When the
mind is compared to a city, the gates are the symbols of its rational
faculty, through which there is a communication with heaven
within, and with the world without. The rational faculty is also
intermediate between the spiritual mind and the natural, and is
the medium of communication and conjunction between them. This
simultaneous opening of all the avenues which lead to the Lord and
heaven is but the effect of a universal progression, originating in the
Divine Love, and conducted by the Divine Wisdom. The Word and
the church and the human mind must advance together. They are
the corresponding parts of one whole, and have a mutual action and
dependence upon each other. The opening of one cannot be effected
without the opening of the others. Since the Coming of the Lord,
the Word, and heaven, and the church, and the human mind, which
evil had closed, have been gradually and simultaneously opened.
And now, under His Second Ad vent, all have entered on a higher
stage of development, which will continue gradually and simultan
eously to increase through. the one unending day which has now
dawned upon the world.

26. And they shall britu; the glo1·y and honour of the nations into
it. It was said before that the nations that should be saved would
walk in the light of the holy city, and that the kings should bring
their glory and honour into it. What was said of the kings is now
said also of the nations. The nations, we have seen, represent the
upright Gentiles, or those who are in simple good. The Gentiles, or
nations, mentioned in the 24th verse, are those who have good natural
dispositions; those now spoken of are those who do good works,
Religion progresses in this way. First, the good disposition leads to
the acquisition of truth, and then the purifying' and enlightening in
fluence of truth leads to the doing of good. 'Thus we first have
nations, then kings, and after them nations again. When good in
the will has passed through truth in the understanding into good in
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the life, the Christian disciple brings the glory of his truth and the
honour of his goodness into the. church to enrich and exalt it. For
the regenerate Christian 'Jives, not for himself, but for others; and
especially does 'he live for others 'when he ascribes the merit of his
worksto the Lord as their real Author.

27.. But the Christian disciple not only delights to do good, but
he strives to shun evil. He knows that there eliall in no 10ieB enter
into it any thing that defileth, neither whatsoever icorlceili abominaiiou,
or maketh. a lie: but they iohich. are ioriiten in the LC17nl/s book oj'
life. Whether,ve speak of evil entering into the church or into the
Christian mind, it amounts to the same. Whatever evil or error exists
in the church' has entered through the human mind, But the ex
clusion from the church of these opposing elements is given here as a
promise. There shall in no wise enter into it either defilement, or
abomination, or lying. In regard to the' general church, this, no
doubt, conveys a promise that the New Dispensation will never become
corrupted, as all previous dispensations have. Individuals nlay fall
into error or evil; but the general body of the church will remain
sound. Error and evil are too clearly seen to admit of their ever finding
a refuge within its holy precincts. In regard to its individual ruem
bers, this promise does not exclude the idea of the presence of natural
and hereditary infirmities. These are the C01111110n inheritance of our
fallen race; and there is no reason to expect that theywill ever die
out of our common nature. But these involuntary evils will never,
in the church, come to be permitted sins; for no fOTl11 of error will
ever exist under which evil can find shelter. When the light of truth
shines clearly and continuously, there is no conccahneut for deeds
of darkness. 'I'he church can preserve her doctrines puro and un
defiled, her practice free from iniquity and dissimulation. But the
greatest advantage of the light is, that it enables the members of the
church to judge themselves, so that nothing that defileth lllay lurk
unknown in the heart, nor anything that worketh abomination and a
lie may enter into the life. N one will enter but those who are
written in the Lamb's book of life. Love to the Lord and the neigh
bour are the principles of spiritual and eternal life. The Gospel, as well
as the law and the prophets, hangs upon them. The Lord's work in the
world had no other end than to make men love Him above all things, and
each other as themselves. And as love and charity are the only prin
ciples that enter into the minds of the regenerate, thoso who love God
and the neighbour are the only persons who are true 1110111bor8 of tho
New Jerusalem on earth; and 110 others can enter into the church in

heaven. One great safeguard against the admission of evil and false
hood into the church of the New Age is the truth, clear and sharp as
the "terrible crystal," that the defilement of profaned goodness, and
the abomination of wilful evil, and the lie of falsehood that would
palliate sin, are seen to be of so deadly a nature, that no deliverance
from them can be 0 btained by any act of Divine clemency or exercise
of Divine power, except as they operate upon the mind and life, so as
to effect their removal by sincere repentance, and to produce an entire
change in the ends and the state of life. When the members of the
church see, in the clear light of Him who 'is the Light of the church,
showing that all that infinite love and mercy has done for them in the
great work of redemption can do nothing to save them except by re
deeming them from all iniquity, and creating in them a new heart
and a right spirit, all self-deception is at an end; and Divine mercy
and goodness can only be hoped for in their being wrought into their
affections and thoughts as an entirely new nature. And how gracious
and encouraging is this inevitable truth to those who sincerely receive
it! This truth is a safeguard against the evil and falsity that corrupt
the heart and pervert the understanding. Those only who have this
truth written in their hearts can enter into the New Jerusalem; for
they only are written in the Lamb's book of life. Others may enter
into communion with the faithful; but 'none but they can be within
the church, as it is in itself, and as it is in the sight of the Lord, and
in consociation with the angels of heaven. But those who, by
having the Lord's lovo and truth in them, are really within the sacred

, walls of the holy city, shall be safe from the intrusion of any of tho
elements of corruption or deception that exist in those who are
without,

CH.APTEI~ XXII.

1. THE angel who showed John the holy Jerusalem, now turns his
attention to another sight connected with it. And he showed me a
pure river of ioaier of life, clear as crystal, proceedinq out of the throne
of God and of the Lamb. As the holy city comes down from God
out of heaven, so do the means of its support. The church on earth
not only comes down from, but lives in connection with, the church
in heaven: 111en with angels, and through angels with tho Lord. t11
tho church, as in nature, snstentation is perpetual creation. What tho
Word creates, tho Spirit fills with life. The pouring out of the Spirit
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is the crowning act of every Divine work. When God had created
the heaven and the earth, the spirit moved upon the face of the
waters ; when Adam was created, God breathed into his nostrils, and
lie became a living soul. When the dry bones were covered with Ilesh
and became a host, the spirit caine into them and they lived. So
when the Lord had completed Iris work in the flesh, and established
His church on earth, and ascended on high, He poured ont His Spirit
on His disciples on the day of Pentecost. And now, when the church
of the Second Advent is established in the world, the spirit of truth
flows down into it as a river of water of life, clear as crystal, to carry
life and fruitfulness wherever it goes. These are the waters that issue
out from under the threshold of the mystic temple (Ezek. xl vii. 1) ; the
living waters that go out from J erusalern (Zech. xiv. 8); this the river,
the streams whereof make glad the city of God, the holy place of the
tabernacles of the Most High (Ps. xlvi, 4). The Spirit of truth acts in
connection with the Word of truth. The influence of the Spirit vivi
fies the teachings of the Word. Without the Spirit, the Word is as
a body without a soul j without the Word, the Spirit is as a soul
without a body, The Spirit comes to us through the "Tord. The
"Tord gives UB knowledge, the Spirit gives us life and light,-the life
of love, the light of wisdom. It is love that makes the waters living;
it is wisdom that gives them crystalline clearness. And thence the
Divine Truth, which proceeds from the Lord's Divinity and Humanity,
or ,froln the throne of God and of the Lamb, has in its bosom
both His 10vH and wisdom. Heaven is God's throne,because it is
under His government, And the Lord's love and 'ViSa01l1 come to the
church through heaven, that they luay be adapted to its state, and that
His will may be done on earth as it is done in heaven, There is
indeed both mediate and immediate influx from the Lord into the

. human mind; mediate through heaven, and immediate from His own
Spirit. The Holy Spirit enters into the inmost of the mind, and acts
upon the very thoughts and intents of the heart. Angelic influences
act upon lower affections and thoughts, so as to dispose and prepare
them for the descent of the Holy Spirit; while human agencies act
upon the more exterior thoughts and feelings. Yet all that men and
angels do is but to prepare the ,vay for the inflowing light and life
from the Spirit; of the Lord. The Spirit is .ever acting from within,
while men and angels are acting from without, And in truth, all true
action upon the human mind is the Lord's; for He acts mediately
through angels and men, as well as immediately by His own Spirit.
Everything good and true which men and angels possess is from the

Lord j and all its right action is from His presence in it, and is His
influence acting upon it and by it. He is therefore the Author of all,
and to Him belongs the merit. '

2. Besides the river of the water of life flowing out from the throne,
In the midst of the street of it, and on either side of the ricer, was
there the tree of life, ~ohich bare twelve manner of fruits, and yielded
her fruit every monih : and the leaves of the tree uiere, for the healing
of the nations. The tree of life was first planted on earth by the hand
of God, and was in the midst of the garden of Eden. N ow it is in the
midst of the street of the New Jerusalem. In the last church, as in the
first, the Lordas Love, and therefore love to the Lord, is the centre
and the life of all its principles. Love is life. The Lord is Life
itself, because He is Love itself; as He is Light itself, because He is
Wisdom itself. Love to Him, which is His love in us, is spiritual
and heavenly life. "God is love j and he that dwellcth in love
dwelleth in God, and God in him" (1 John iv, 16). As love is the
highest grace of religion, it "ought to be the inmost in every human
heart. When it is inmost, it diffuses itself through the whole mind,
filling all its other graces with its own sweet life, and transforming
them to its own beautiful image. It was feeding the intellect with
the fruit of the tree of knowledge, instead of feeding the heart with
the fruit of the. tree of life, that caused the Fall and expelled man
from Eden, and that closed against him the gate of Paradise, and made
him a wanderer and even a fugitive and a vagabond upon the earth,
until the second Adam had bruised the serpent's head, and opened
again the way to the tree of lifo, This was effected by the Lord's
great work of redemption, which gave to every one the po,ver to return
and live. But those who had departed so far from the perfect life,
could only by degrees be brought back to it again. Much has been doue
through the church of the First Advent to restore to man his lost
estate, and still more will be done by the church of the Second Advent
to give him possession of his lost inheritance. The gates are opened,
never again to be shut; the tree of life is restored, never again to be
withdrawn, Yet the tree and its place are changed, answering no doubt
to the changed condition of man. It is not now in a garden, but in a
street ; and it now not only yields fruit for food, but produces leaves
for medicine. How expressive of the changed condition and state of
the human race! Civilization has taken the place of nature, and sin
of innocence. Yet civilization is not necessarily opposed to nature, as
sin is to innocence. The tree of life may be planted, and nlay thrive,
as well in the crowded street. as in the solitary grove-in the most
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'active 'hives of human industry as in' the greatest retirement of con
templative life. But wherever that tree is planted, it must be in the
midst. Business and pleasure are not inimical to religion; but to
preserve its,own vitality and purity, and impart to them of its virtue,
religion must occupy the centre. It must be within them as a living
principle; not without them as a dead form. The church has greatly
erred in giving und ue importance to the form of life, to the neglect of
its essential nature. She has, like Eve, by listening to the serpent,
placed the tree of knowledge "Vhere the tree of life had been-in the
midst of the garden. A false science of life has usurped the place of
true practical wisdom. The true order, which had been lost, is now
restored. The tree of life is again in th e midst. Love is the central
grace of religion; and all the other graces and their virtues are around
it, and receive their life from it. The present form of human life, however
different from that of primeval times, is not less receptive of the life
of love, and of being sanctified and exalted by it. Let religion occupy
the centre, give it its true place in the heart, and all around will
become holy. But the religion which sanctifies and dignifies all the
duties of life must be pure; the love that gives life to all the graces of
religion must be wise. So the tree- of life "vas not only in the midst
of the street; of the holy city, but was on either side of the river of
the water of life. In the primeval paradise the river that "vent out
of Eden was to water the garden; so in the holy city the river that
proceeds. out of the throne is to water the tree of life. Love is purified
and nourished by truth,-outwardly by the truth of the written Word ;
inwardly by the Spirit of truth proceeding from Him who is at 011ce
God and the Lamb, the Eternal Divinity and the Divine Humanity,
The water of this river is that of which the Lord said, "lIe that be
lieveth on Me, as the Scripture hath said, out of his belly shall flow
rivers of living water, But this spake He of the Spirit, which they
that believe on Him should receive" (John vii. 38).

The tree of life, watered by the river of water of life, bare twelve man
ner of fruits, and yielded her fruit every month; and the leaves of the
tree were for the healing of the nations. Fruit is the tree's primary use,
for the sake of which it exists; and every tree is known by its fruit.
Rizhteousness is the fruit of the tree of life. Goodness is the fruit ofo .
love. We cannot think of love separate from loving, which is the
useful and beneficent activity of love. Love is the highest happiness;
but it is also the highest duty. Love is the fulfilling of the law j but
the law is fulfilled in a loving performance of its requirements, "For
this is the love of .God, that we keep His commandments" (1 John

v, 3). " If a man love Me, he 'will keep My words" (John xiv, 23).
" He that hath My commandments, and keepeth them, he it is that
loveth Me" (xiv. 21). It is this practical love that feeds the mind,
and sustains its spiritual life. For the fruit of the tree of life is
for meat, as its leaf is for medicine, The Lord J esus, who was
Himself the tree of life, as well as the true vine, of which His
disciples are the branches, said, "My meat is to do the will of Him
that sent Me, and to finish His work " (iv, 34). Spiritual as well as
natural food is the fruit of labour. The labour of truth and of trial
precedes the labour of love. This is true of the individual as of the
race. Adam, shut out from the tree of life, was to eat bread in the
sweat of his face, till he returned to the ground whence he was taken.
And even now, when the tree of life is restored, men mnst make their
way to it, as the life of love, through a life of self-denial. It is these
progressive states of life that give the fruit of the tree of life its rich
ness and variety. The virtues of all preceding states are combined in
the last state. All the other graces of religion meet in love, because
all have led and contributed to this last and highest of Christian
attainments. In this respect, perhaps, the love and life of the .last
church will be more varied and excellent than those of the first. The
tree in the first Eden is presented to us as if producing but one kind
of fruit; the tree in the second is represented ~s bearing twelve
manner of fruits. The first tree is presented to us in but one state;
the second is presented to us as passing through a succession of states,
as yielding her fruit eY(3!'i.l.!l:9~th. We are not indeed to suppose that
the first church started, or that primeval man had the capacity to start,
rn~l.~d its life at once ('but the succession of states which led
them to this highest grace must have boon diilorcnt f1'0111 that by
which their fallen posterity have to struggle upward to its attainment.
They had their states of faith as well as of love,-their moon to rule
by night as well as their sun to rule by day. But those states were
different from ours. Faith then was but the attendant of love, reflect
ing its light when the shades of their evening gratefully succeeded
the brighter state and active labours of their day. With us faith is
something more. Some indeed invert th~L~an..d-.tJ:~r.d~r,

and regard love as the attendant and refl13·eti()fr-oi··-r{itth:·_·""······:But~n

when we recognize their true relation, faith is not always with us the
lamp of love, but is sometimes, and with every regenerating one for a
time, a seemingly independent light. No real faith can exist without
love; but in the earlier states of the religious life, faith is primary an.l
love is secondary. Yet while faith seems to lead us up to love, love
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really leads us by faith up to herself. In all real life-progress love is
the active, faith the reactive power, However remote it is, and how
ever imperceptible its influence, love is there; nor can there be either
life or progress without it. The light of faith can never be more than
the reflected light of love. In the progress of the regenerate life,
a time comes, indeed, when the light of the moon becomes, as the light
of the sun, and the light of the sun becomes sevenfold, as the light of
seven days: when the cold light of faith is changed into the warm
light of love, and love itself is perfected in holiness. Yet it is love
that secretly works out this change, that gradually increases our faith,
and leads us through states of faith to acts of righteousness. What,
from appearance, men call the fruits of faith, are truly fruits of love
differing in their quality according to the states of the faith throuzh
,v~ich they are produced. Love is the fruit bearer; but its fruitagebis
according to the states of faith. The tree of life yielded its fruit every
month. 'I'hese were lunar months, and the moon is the Scripture
emblem of faith. A circle of the seasons and a harvest every month.
H01v singular! But how edifying is is. to be taught by it, that every
state of living faith is a state of love, yielding the peaceable fruits
of righteousness. " Faith without works is dead."

But the tree of life produced, besides fruit, something not less neces
sary for us in our present state. We need to be cured as well as to be fed.
And, indeed, we need to be cured that we may be fed. We cannot be
nourished while a deadly disease is undermining our constitution.
Love cannot be strengthened while the power of hatred is unbroken.
Good cannot increase while the power of evil remains in its strength.
But th.8 persistence of e.vil is incompatible, not only with the progress,
but WIth the very existence of goodness. When the tree of life
is planted in the heart, it will produce its health-giving leaves as well
as its life-sustaining fruit. And as the leaves come before the fruit so
will the remedial virtues of the tree be experienced before its fruit is
ready for our use. For we are here speaking, not of the nominal, but
of the ~eal Christian; therefore not of the religious know ledge acguired
from WIthout, but of the spiritual truth put forth from within : not of
that which is gathered into the memory, but of that which gr~ws out
of the heart. There only can the tree of life take root; thence only'
can its healing leaves and nourishing fruit proceed. The leaves put
forth by the tree of life are therefore the truths that come forth from
the will into the intellect, or from the affection into the thoughts j and
th~se truths are not facts but perceptions; they are spiritual truths
rationally apprehended. Spiritual truths are always rational, althougt!!

what are called rational truths are not always spiritual, In the New
Jerusalem nothing can be recognized as true which is contrary to
reason. The test of truth, however, is not so much its reasonableness
as its utility. Truth is still more opposed to evil than to error. The
greatest certainty we have of the truth is, that it convinces us of sin.
Such is the truth imaged by the leaves of the tree of life which are
for the healing of the nations. As the Lord is Himself eminently the
tree of life, from whom we receive the food of spiritual life,' so is He
the Physician, by whom we are healed of our spiritual diseases. In a .
secondary sense the tree of life is His revealed Word j the love and
goodness which it teaches are its fruits that are for food; and the
truths of faith which it teaches are its leaves which are for medicine.
Medicines correspond to truths, and physicians to those who administer
them. The truths that are for healing, under the New Dispensation,
are spiritual truths rationally explained; but they do not heal unless
they are rationally understood. By their means the reason is satisfied
and the mind convinced; and evils are removed by them when they are
applied to life. All truths, however, are not for medicine. Truthhas
two functions, it teaches us to cease from doing evil, and it teaches us
to do good. Prohibitive and corrective truths are the medicinal leaves
of the tree; teaching and guiding truths are those that perfect soul and
life in goodness.

3, 4. Death, and sorrow, and disease being removed, we have
the Divine promise that there shall be no more curse. Cursing is
directly opposed to blessing. In the 14th verse it is said, "Blessed
are they that do His commandments," The curse is upon them
that do not keep His commandments. This is the teaching of the
Word, which is found summed up in the solemn words of Moses to
the sons of Israel: "Behold, I set before you this day a blessing and
a curse: a blessing, if ye obey the commandments of the Lord your
God; and a curse, if ye will not obey" (Deut, xi. 26). There is
no difference between the teaching of the Old and of the New Testa
ment on this subject; but there is a difference in the understanding of
the Old Testament church and of the New respecting the origin and
nature of the curse and the blessing.' The Jews understood these
to be judicial, outward, and temporal. Christians, although inclined
to lean to the Jewish idea, have changed temporal into eternal.
Th e blessing and the cursing have been understood as reward
and punishment. The light of the New Jerusalem gives a deeper
insight into this important subject. It clearly shows that God never
bestows mere 'outward reward, never inflicts outward punishment.
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Blessing and cursing are the outward effects of inward states. Bless..
ing is the effect of inward goodness, cursing is the effect of inward
evil. We are not rewarded for our goodness, but ihrouqh. it; we are
not punished for our evil, hut by it. God is the giver of blessing,
because He is the Author of goodness; He is not the Dispenser of
cursing, because He is not the Autilor of evil. The good cannot be
unrewarded, for goodness is its own reward ; the evil cannot go un
punished, for- evil contains its own punishment. This is not so
obvious in this world, for the present is a life of probation; hereafter
it will be a blessed and a dread reality, for that is a life of fruition.
Still, the nature and origin of the blessing and the curse will be more
distinctly seen and, felt even in this world, as the origin and nature of
good and evil are mora clearly perceived. For there is still some
lingering notion that good and evil, righteousness and sin, are not, or
are not always, determined by their own nature, but by the law which
commands and prohibits them. So long as this opinion prevails, men
will not sufficiently inquire into or attend to the nature of good and
evil, so as to Bee clearly their essentially and eternally opposite character.
So inherent is their nature, that no decree of God could make that
good which is evil, or make that evil which is good. Whatever
is agreeable to His will is good; whatever is contrary to His will
is evil. BU1G this is only another ,vay of saying that whatever is
agreeable to His nature is good, and whatever is opposed to His nature
is evil; for His nature and His will are one. To avoid the curse and
secure the 'blessing, we must know the nature and the necessary
results of evil and good, that .we may shun the evil and do the good.

In the N ew J'erusalem there shall be 110 more curse ; but the throne
of God and of the Lamb shall be in it j and 11l."1 servants shall serve
Him j and they shall see His face j and 11i8 nauie shall be in thebe
foreheads. The Divine throne is opposed to the curse, or cursed
thing. Heaven is God's throne, and it is established upon justice and
judgment. Wherever there are justice and judgment, whether in the
church or in the hearts and minds of individual men, there is the
habitation of His throne (Ps. lxxxix. 44). When, the' Lord is
enthroned upon justice and judgment in the heart and mind, the reign
of evil and falsehood is ended, and the reign of 'goodness and truth is
at least begun. That is the curse; this is the blessing. When the
curse of disobedience is removed, the Lord's throne is established, and
His servants serve Him, Ills servants ~ ,V'e read of t\VO as occupy~

ing the throne, and yet they are, spoken of as one.' This is another
instance of the teaching of the Word-that the Lord God Almighty

and the Lamb ~are but one Divine Person, consisting of Divinii
and Humanity, these being one Christ, as soul and body are or
man. But this duality and oneness are set forth here, and requii
to be noticed, for a practical as well as for a doctrinal reason. ]
is indeed of the first imp.ortance that men should have a just view (
the object of their worship, and be able to think, not only withal]
confusion and distraction, but with distinctness and satisfaction of th
Trinity in unity. This great truth should shine as a lamp in the min
of every member of the church. But the dogmatic truth contain
another, which is yet the same under another aspect, or different modi
of apprehension. What, under one aspect, are Divinity and Humanity
under another aspect are Love and Wisdom; as, under one aspect, mar
consists ·of soul and body, while, under another, he consists of will
and understanding. In the Lord, Love and Wisdom are distinct, and
yet are one. This is the reason that two are mentioned as occupying
the throne, and yet these two are spoken of as one. As Love and
Wisdom are.one in the Lord, so should they be one in us. We have
no true love but what we derive from the love of God ;we have
no true wisdom but what/we derive from, the wisdom of God. And
we are only images of God when our love and wisdom, charity and
faith, are united in good works. It is then only that we are His
servants, and see His face, and have His name written on our
foreheads. We serve Him when we do His commandments; we see
His face when we perceive His wisdom in our understanding; and
we have His name written in our foreheads when we feel the po\vel'
of His love in our heart, when we will, and think; and do what is agree
able to IIis will.

Ii, Whero tho servants of' tho Lord ace His face, which, on tho
mount, shone as the sun (Matt. xvii, 2), there sholl be no night there j

and they need no candle, neither light of the sun ; for the Lord God
giveth 'them light. Similar statements occur in the previous chapter,
but in another order, form, and connection. We may suppose they
would not so soon have been repeated but for a sufficient reason, one,
therefore, from which we may derive instruction. The previous chapter
relates to those who have not yet entered, or are only entering into
the holy city-the nations and kings who are to bring their glory and
honour into it; the present chapter relates to those who are actually
in it-the servants of the Lord, who serve Him. Those who are only
entering into the church, and those who have entered, sec things dif
ferently. In the progress of the regenerate life, the relative importance,

2E
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and therefore the relative order, of spiritual things and states are so
changed, that what was first becomes last, and what was last, first.
This is markedly expressed in the previous and in the present relation.
There, "no night" follows the perpetual shining of the Divine light;
here, it precedes it. There it is mentioned in connection with the

,gates of the city; here it is mentioned in connection with the city
itself. Thus as seen by proselytes of the gate and by the inhabitants
of the city. 'The images and expressions, too, are varied. Instead of
the city haying no need of the sun, neither of the moon to shine in it,
the Lord's servants need no candle, neither light of the sun; where
both the image and the order are changed. Instead of the glory of
God lighting the city, the Lamb is the Lamp thereof, and the Lord
God giveth them light. In the New J erusalem there is thus neither
the natural light of the moon nor the artificial light of the lamp. In
the New Church men will derive their faith neither from the light of
nature nor from the light of their own intelligence, but from the light
which the Lord is, and which He gives them in His "rOl'U and by His
Spirit. ThH light of nature will not enable them to enter into its
gates; the light of their own intelligence will .not avail them within
its walls. As all lesser lights fade from the sight, or are shorn of their
lustre, when the sun has risen, so all that is of nature or of man is
lost in the beams of the Sun of Righteousness. It is only when the Lord
is acknowledged as the Fountain and Giver of light, and when the
throne of His dominion is set up in the hearts of His servants, that
they shall1Y:Jign for ever and ever. It is promised to those who over
come that they shall sit down with tTesus in His throne, even as He
overcame and is set down with His Father in ] lis throne j una those
who had been redeemed praise the Redeemer for having made thorn
unto God kings and priests. But what is this eternal reign of the
saints 1 Is it their reign as members of the church trium phant in
heaven 1 The light of the New Jerusalem gives us a deeper insight
into this subject. They who reign in heaven are those in whom
heaven. reigns. They who overcome sit down with Jesus in His
throne: As their conquest is over themselves, so is their reign. Their
mind is their kingdom; their thoughts and affections, passions and

.'appetites; are their subjects; and when they rule these in righteous
ness, they reign; and if they continue steadfast in the love of God
and the neighbour, they reign for ever and ever.

6-9. Ancl he said unto me, These say/n{7s are faUllfal and true: and
.the Lord God of the holy prophets sent His angel to sluno unto His
servants the things 'which must shortly bedone. Behold, I CO'J1~e q'lticlcly:·

blessed is he that keepeih. the savings of the prophecy oj this book. Anc
FJoh» saw these things, and heard them. And iohen. I had heard anc
seen, I fell down to worship before the feet of the angel 'which ehouiec
me these things. Then saith he unto me, See thou do it not: for I an.
thy fellou-seroant, and of thy brethren the prophets, and of theni 11,7zicl~

keep the sayings of this book: worship God. Most of the particulars
that occur in these verses appear in previous parts of the book, though
with the qualification remarked respecting the words we have just
now considered. We may again state that these repetitions are not
superfluities. Nor can they be intended merely to refresh the memory,
or impress the same truth more deeply on the mind. Three times,
within a brief space, we are assured that "these sayings are faithful
and true." Four times in this chapter we find the declaration, first made
in the third, that the Lord is to come quickly. And twice, at no great
interval,John falls down to worship the angel who showed him these
wonderful sights. Regarded as the inspiration of" God, and not as a
work of human skill, the W ord contains no vain, no useless, repetitions.
Where repetitions occur, they are the enunciation of the same truth
under different circumstances, and in reference to different states .of
men.· For although the Word is Divine, its truths, like the sun's rays,
are bent and modified by the mediums through which they pass.
Thus, the first statement in these verses comes to us in three different
forms: "These are the true sayings of God" (xix. 9); "These words
are true and faithful" (xxi. 5); "These sayings are faithful and true"
(xxii, 6). We rpay see in this the signs of an advancing state. The
sayings of God are flrst seen to be true, then true and faithful, and
lastly, faithful and true. The in version of. the terms in the last two
instances expresses an inversion of state. Truth leads to good, and
then good acts by truth.

After affirming the truth and faithfulnessof his sayings, J ohn's
guide and instructor adds: "And the Lord God of the. holy prophets
sent His angel to show unto His servants the things that must shortly
be done." The things to be done include the events of the whole
apocalyptic prophecy; and these, under a comprehensive. view, 'are
three-laying open the state of the church, bringing it to an end by a
genel'al judgment, and instituting a new church in its stead. In~

separably connected with these is the Coming of the Lord. He comes
by visitation, by judgment, and by restoration. In the prophecies of
the Old Testament these are found in constant succession and connec
tion, as they are in the prophecies of the New, and most fully in this
prophecy of St. John. Therefore theLord God of the holy prophets
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sent His angel to show John these things. Thostates through which
the Christian Church has passed are essentially the same as these
which mark the successive stages of all former dispensations. This is
assuming that the Christian Church has, like all preceding churches,
declined and come to its end. .All will allow that it has not preserved
its primitive purity and simplicity; but fe,v will confess that it has
been seriously corrupted, except as a charge by the different sections of
the church against each other. A.ll indeed admit that in the last days
antichrist, and scoffers 'walking after their O'V11 lusts, will appear. But
the end which these corruptions of doctrine and life portend is sup
posed to be the end of the world. Translate this into its corresponding
spiritual or religious meaning, and the end of the world becomes the
end of the church" Reason and science, as they always will, when the
one is sound and the other is true, confirm the real sense of Scripture.
Compare this prophet of the New Testament with the prophets of the
Old, and give his language the same spiritual interpretation, and its

(natural. images will ,be changed into spiritual truths, which will raise
our views of the meaning of his words as far above the prevailing
conception of them, as the views of the Lord's disciples on the
subjects of prophecy were above those of the Jews. The need
for a spiritual interpretation is pressed upon us in the simple assur
ance, "Behold, I come quickly." The church has waited in expect
ancy for nearly two thousand years; and yet to most there is no sign
of the Lord's Coming. True, Peter, speaking of the mockers who
say, " Where is the promise of His coming 1 for since the fathers fell
asleep, all things continue as they were from the beginning of the
creation," reminds us that "one day is with the Lord. as a thousand
years, and a thousand years as one day," and. that "the Lord is not
slack concerning His promise, as .some men count slackness; but is
long-suffering to us-ward, not 'willing that any should perish, but that
all should come to repentance." ~et the repeated assurance that He
will come quickly, might suggest to us that FIe who is above time,
and to whom its longest and shortest periods are the 'same, intended
to convey in that temporal expression an idea not limited by time.
Strictly speaking, time is a material idea. It does not exist in the
spiritual world .or in .spiritual things. In heaven and in the church
there is state, as in the world there is time. In the natural world the
progress of state has some coincidence with the progress of time; for
here states are formed and advance in time. But although they enter
into time, time does not enter into them, They are within it, yet above
it, like the mind in relation to the body. If time is the analogue of

state, what is analogous to a short time, or to an event coming quickly 1
Quickness in relation to time is, we have seen, certainty in relation to
state. The Lord's promise to COllie quickly is the promise that He will
certainly come. But this assurance of the certainty of His Corning, is'
the promise of the glory and blessedness of the state which His Coming
was to introduce. Therefore this promise is followed by the declaration,
" Blessed is he that keepeth the sayings of the prophecy of this book."
It is they who receive the Lord at His Coming. These are the faithful
and wise stewards that feed the Lord's household while they watch for
His Coming; the good and faithful servants that in their Lord's absence
employ His talents; the wise virgins who take their lamps, not forgetting
their oil, and go forth to meet the bridegroom. "Blessed is that servant
whom his Lord. when He cometh shall find so doing." "Blessed is he
that keepeth the sayings of the prophecy of this book." Yet what are the
prophecies of the book that are to be kept, and what is the keeping of
them ~ Predictions are seldom understood till they are fulfilled, and
can hardly therefore be acted upon, or the events prepared for, by
anticipation. And even if we regard prophesying in the New Testa- ~..~
ment sense of teaching, there is little ill the book of Revelation that is i
directly practical in its tendency. But if we accept in its full ·bid
ficance and importance the declaration of thi~ itse ; lat" the
testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy" xvii, ), we can see that
the spirit, if not the letter, of the sayings 0 this· prophecy maJ be
kept, and indeed must be kept, as the condition of securing the bless-
ing of being a citizen of the New Jerusalem. The testimony of Jesus
is not only the evidence which all prophecy bears to Jesus, as the Lord
and Saviour of men, but it is also the inward testimony which J esns
gives of Himself to every true believer, the witness of a new heart and
a right spirit, which is salvation and eternal life. As it, is Jesus who,
by the creation of a new will and understanding, makes us new crea
tnres, it is He who gives us this inward testimony, and enables us to,
keep the sayings of this crowning book of Revelation, whose main
design is to introduce the crowning dispensation of His love,.the New
Jerusalem. The sayings of the book, which introduces the New
Church, are the doctrines and principles of that church. These prin
ciples, as we have seen, in our exposition of the book itself, are love
to the Lord and love to man, as distinguished from dead works and a
dead faith. The sayings, not only of this book, but of the whole Book
of God, when inwardly viewed, are nothing but love and charity. There-
fore the angel himself, 'vho, from these things, showed he was a being
so glorious that John fell down at his feet to worship him, declared
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himself to be of them that keep the sayings of this book. Love and
charity are the principles of heaven as well as of the church. He had
been a prophet. Supposing him to have been Isaiah or Daniel, who
had prophesied of the Lord's First Corning and. kingdom, as John pro
phesied of His Second, he was now able to see his own prophecy in
a new and. more resplendent light. What he had uttered in the dark
sayings of prophetic language, he now saw in the .Iight of angelic
wisdom. And even the things which the angel showed unto John,
and which John saw and heard in vision, were open to the angel, and
were seen so far as angelic sight could reach. He was already in the
heavenly Jerusalem, the pattern of the earthly, and knew its sub
stance and. its form after a celestial manner.
, But although his wisdom and perception were angelic, they were far
from being Divine. For although the wisdom of angels is so ineffable to
men that it would seem to them to be Divine, and they would fall down
and worship before it, as John did to the angel, yet angels themselves
see their infinite distance from God, and know still more perfectly than
men that they are as nothing before Him. They know that there is no
proportion between the finite and the infinite; and that the highest
angelic wisdom is nothing more than a finite apprehension of infinite
wisdom, as they themselves are finite images of the Infinite. Angels
have, no doubt, a clearer perception of their infinite distance from the
All-wise and All-good, and therefore a deeper sense of their own im
perfection. They see and feel, too, more truly than men, not only
that all their wisdom and goodness is from God, and that they
are dependent upon Him for every gift and every enjoyment, No
wonder, then, that when John fell down to worship the celestial being
more dazzlingly beautiful than the sights that had filled the seer's soul
with wonder and admiration, the angel should shrink with holy fear
from the offered Divine honour, and exclaim, "See thou do it not."
For however superior angels may be in comparison with men, in this
they are alike: angels and men are fellow-servants ; they are brethren;
they are both subject to the same laws of life. They have one Divine
Master, one heavenly Father, whose will they are both alike required
to obey. That Master and Father is the Lord Jesus Christ, the God
whom the angel directed John to worship, He whom all the angels
worship.

10. The angel having showed John the blessedness of keeping the
sayings of the prophecy, now said unto him, Seal not the sayings of the
propliecs) of this book: f07~ the time is at hand. When Daniel had
seen a vision, which received its fulfilment at the time of th~~/iord'a

First Advent, it was said unto him, "Shut up the vision; for it shall
be for many days" (viii. 26). Yet these many days were not nearly
so long as the time which is here said to be at hand, a proof that time
is but a name for state. But why was Daniel's vision to be shut, and
John's to remain open ~ The circumstances and states connected
with the two visions were extremely different. The Jewish church
gradually declined into the gross darkness of the letter which killeth,
so that the Word became to them altogether a sealed book. The
Christian church, though fallen from its primitive purity, and from
the true understanding of the VVord, has never closed it to the same
extent or in the same way as the Jewish. The Jewish church closed
the Word, especially the prophetic Word, entirely, and perhaps for
ever, against itself, by denying and rejecting the Messiah. The
Christian church has so far closed the VVord, as to refuse its testimony
to the sole Divinity of the Lord and the Divinity of His Humanity;
but has left it so far open as to acknowledge Him to be a Divine
Person, though not the only Divine Being. The command of the
angel seems, however, only to relate to the book of Revelation.
Directly, it does; indirectly, it relates to the whole Word ; for the
testimony of Scripture is one. In regard to the Revelation, the com
mand to tJohn does not seem very intelligible. In what sense could
John shut it or keep it open ~ His function seems to have been to
reveal, not to interpret. As he left the prophecy it may be said to
havebeen neither shut nor open; not sealed, yet not unsealed. Its
being left unsealed is a promise as well as a command-a promise
that the time was at hand, that the state of the church to which the
prophecy referred would certainly come, and that when that state was
consummated the opening of the book would take place. Indeed, the
opening takes place before the final consummation, even 'vhen the
time is at hand, but not yet fully come. And this is the time to
which the Apocalypse chiefly relates. This prophecy, as formerly re
marked, is not historical, but spiritual. It treats not of times, but of
states; and it describes the states of the church, not as they arose, but
as they were laid open and disclosed, when they had reached that
stage which made them ripe for the day of decision. In considering
the language of the prophecy, and even the words of the angel, we
should not carry our thoughts back to the time when the Revelation
was given, but forward to the time to which it relates, so far as state
has its manifestation in time. The very expressions, "I come quickly,"
"The time is at hand," may thus be understood as pronounced 011 the
eve of the event itself to which they relate.



11. The time which the angel declared to be at hand is the time
of thaLord's Coming, and of the Last Judgment. J udgment takes
place when the church has so far declined as to be no longer able. to
meet the spiritual requirements of the human race. Churche~,._,~~~ke

individuals, may be carried off by disease, or pass a,vay by the natural
process of decay, or come to their end by the combined agenc~,of

both. I'o' churches, as to individuals, it is appointed-after death
the judgment, But to them also is the promise of a resurrection from
the dead. The New Dispensation promised in the Revelation is the
previous Dispensation risen into new and higher life, more spiritual,:
more youthful, and more vigorous. This is the resurrection; unto life.
l;?p.tthefe is also a resurrection unto death. And as there i~ a resurrection,
so istherea judgment, unto life and unto death. At the time of the end,

.t all who have lived under the dispensation are judged ; Bome to ever
lasting life, and some to shame and everlasting contempt (Dan, xii. 2).
The stat€I of all is then fixed for ever. Then is realized the truth,
He that is unjust, let hi'Jn be unjust still: and he 'whichis jilthV, let him.
befilthy still.' and he that is righteous, let him. be riqhieous still: and
he that is holy, let him be holy still. Solemn is the thought that the
state of the soul, whatever it has been made in this world, in the
other world remains unchanged to all eternity, It is not fixed by a
Divine decree. Divine judgment is not a formal sentence of acquittal
or guilt,· and of reward or punishment, as in human judicature.
It is the removal, on the one hand, of the last covering, and, on the
other, the stripping off of the last disguise, so that the soul stands
forth in its unjustness and filthiness, or in its righteousness and holi
ness : and is borne down into hell by the irresistible tendency of its, ,
evil and falsity, or carried up into heaven by the irrepressible buoy..
ancy of its goodness and truth. " Many' shall be purified, and made
white, and tried; but the wicked ,shall do wickedly: and none of
the wicked shall understand; but the wise shall understand.
And they that be wise shall shine as the brightnoss of the
firmament; and they that turn many to righteousness as the
stars for ever and ever " (Dan. xii. 10, 3). The discrimination
and separation of the good and the evil, .the true and the false,
in the other world, have the effect of discriminating and separating
good and evil, truth and falsity, in the natural world ; so that injus
tice and Impurity, righteousness and holiness, are seen in their true
character. Unchangeable in their nature, and opposite in their char
acter, as heaven and hell, yet good and evil, truth and falsity, are im
perfectly differenced, and are even in SOl11e instances confounded, when
errf\~ and evil prevail. J udgment removes the causes of this judicial
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blindness. When the Divine jUdgmen4the eart~, the inhabit
ants of the world learn righteousness\,{xxvl. 9). For Judgment the
Lord came into the world, that they which see not might see, and that
they which see might be made blind (John ix, 39). The ultimate
purpose of all Divine judgment is to purify the moral atmosphere and
clear the mental sicht that the eternal distinction between good and

b " •
evil nlay be made more plain and unmistakable. This is included In
the decision, "He that is unjust, let him be unjuststill ; and he which is
filthy, let him be filthy still: and he that is righteous, let him be
righteous still; and he that is holy let him be holy still."

12. The certainty of judgment is one of the greatest deterrents
from evil and incentives to goodness. And, behold, I C01ne quickly,
and JJ:fy reward is with Me, to give every man accordinq as his 'work
shall be. Quickly is certainly. "Thinkest thou, 0 man, that thou
shalt escape the judgment of God, who 'will render t~), every m~n

according to his deeds" (Rom. ii. 3, 6). The present assura~ce .1S,

however, rather a promise than a threat; and is calculated to InspIre
hope rather than to excite fear. "My reward is with Me." In the
sublimely expressed promise of the Lord's First Corning, this is an
nounced under the encouraging. address, "Comfort· ye, comfort ye
My people, saith your God. . . . Behold, the Lord God will COl11e
with strong hand, and His arm shall rule for Him: behold, His reward
is with Him, and His work before Him. He shall feed His flock like
a shepherd: He shall gather' the lambs with His arm, and carry them
in His bosom" (Isa, xl. 1, 10, 11). In the sixty-second chapter, the
church is addressed in the same comforting language. "Say ye to the
daughter of Zion, Behold, thy salvation cometh; Behold, His reward
is with Him, and His 'York before Him. And they shall call them,
'I'he holy people, The redeemed of the Lord: and thou shalt be
called, Sought out,· A city not forsaken." -To" give every man
according as his work shall be," is no doubt a form of expressing
judgment on the evil and the good. But the preceding words, "My
reward is 'with Me," show that in the present case it is intended only
as a promise to the righteous, as it evidently is in the other i~st.ances

in which it is used. But what comfort and encouragement IS It for
the rizhteous that when the Lord comes to them by death or judgment, 
His 'reward is with Him, to give every man according as his work
shall be 1 We are so accustomed to think of reward as an outward
recompense, that we may have some .. .difficulty in realizing its t~ue

nature, or appreciating its true value. We .caunot be too deeply 1n1

pressed with the conviction that the Christian'~ reward is. an inward
possession, and that the Lord bestows the highest possible reward
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when He gives Himself. The Lord said to Abraham, "I am thy
shield, and thy exceeding great re"ward" (Gen. xv, 1). This may be
understood to mean that He was his great Rewarder j but it expresses
the plainest and severest truth. The Lord is Himself the reward as,
well as the rewarder of those who diligently seek Him, especially in
the way of holiness. There are outward means and signs of happiness
in heaven as well as upon earth; but there happiness comes still more
andmore perceptibly than on earth, through inward holiness. If even
we think of spiritual and eternal reward as happiness bestowed upon
us, yet we nlay be convinced that the Lord can only make us happy by
bestowing upon us a measure of His own happiness. And as His
happiness is the result of. His goodness, He can only bestow His
happiness in and through His goodness. Therefore JIe gives to every
man according to his work, Work, in the Scri pture sonse, is practical
goodness; goodness of the heart COIning into goodness in tho lifo.
This goodness is from the Lord; so is its reward. V\Tork thus viewed
is the capacity of reward-the measure of happiness. The Christian
is therefore rewarded, not for his work, but according to it. The
Lord's reward is with Him; and those who receive Him receive His
reward,

13. To those who receive the Lord into the heart as goodness, and
manifest that goodness in the life, the Lord is Alplui and Omeqa, the
beginning and the end, the first and the last. In His O"WU person,
Jesus is the First as the Eternal Divinity, and the Last as the Divine
Rumanity,--as the Creator and the Redeemer. But in heaven, in the
church, and in the human mind, He is the first and the last as tho
Author and Finisher of their. faith. Every good work is begun nnd
.ended in Him, He inspires the motive, enlightens tho judgment, and
directs the life. He is the Alpha and the Omega, as the origin and
end of love in the heart: He is the beginning. and the end as the
origin, and end of wisdom in the mind : and He is the first and the
last as the origin and end of good in the life. Love, wisdom, and
use, or charity, faith, and works, are the three elements which con..

, stitute religion,' and which therefore constitute the church, and heaven.
. 14. While these three elements constitute religion, peculiar import-

'ance is attached to works. Blessed are they that do [lis command
ments, that they mas) have right to the tree oj life, and mas) enter
in thrf1ugll the gates into the city. This is the teaching of the Gospel.
To the question, "What good thing shall I do, that I may have
eternal life 1" the Lord answered, "If thou 'Yilt enter into life, keep
the commandments ' (Matt. xix, 16, 17). Consistenbly with this, it is

constantly declared that men will be judged according to their works.
The keeping of the commandments gives a right to the tree of life;
because all religion has relation to life, and the life of religion is to do
good. Every created thing, as well as men, exists for the sake of some
use, and the character and nature of everything are determined by it :
in its use the whole nature and quality of a thing is embodied. The
nature and structure of a tree are contained in its seed, and therefore
in its fruit, which exists for the sake of its seed. For this reason,
a tree is known by its fruit ; a man by his works. There can, it
is true, be no works without love and faith; but neither can there be
any love and faith without works, Doing includes loving and
believing j doing is loving and believing in act; and unless loving and
believing exist in act, they have no actual existence. This is the
reason that so much stress is laid upon doing and keeping the com
ruandiuents, and that loving and doing are so inseparable, that loving
is doing, and doing is loving. " If a man love 11e he will keep My
words " (John xiv. 23). And on the other hand, "He that hath My
commandments, and keepeth them, he it is that loveth Me" (vel'.21): or,
as expressed by John in his first epistle, "This is the love of God that we
keep His commandments" (v, 3). The self-same truth is here declared
through John in the Apocalypse. They that do His commandments
have a right to the tree of life. The tree of life is the grace of love
the Lord's love in the heart, or the Lord dwelling in the heart by love.
Love is life; and the commandments are the Iaws of life-not of the
outward life only, as the Jewa believed, but of the inward life also, as
tho Lord explained, 'I'ho conunanduients of God are considered by
Sallie as the demands of justice, threatening death. They are rathe
the expressions of love, promising life. They teach us what to shun
to escape death, and what to do to obtain life. But what is life ~ Ii
is love. Love contains heaven within itself, and there is no heaven
without it. Those who obtain love obtain life j and they obtain and
preserve love by keeping the commandments. .As the commandments
are an expression and evidence of God's love to us, keeping the com
mandments is an expression and evidence of our love to Him.
Loving without doing is a barren sentiment, which benefits neither its
possessor nor others. It is a spring without verdure, a summer'
without flowers, an autumn without fruit. vVe express our love to
God by acts of love to our neighbour. "Inasmuch as ye have done it
unto one of the least of these my brethren, ye have done it unto 1\1e.»
Acts of love to the neighbour, done from the love of God, diffuse that
love around us, and strengthen and conflrm that love in our hearts,



'Vhere there are no acts of love to the neighbour, there is not even an
approach to the love of God. Only those w ho keep the connnand
ments have a right to the tree of life, or, as it might he rendered, have
power to obtain it. Those who do not keep the commandments
cannot even enter in through the gates into the city. " Not every
one that saith unto 1\1e, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of
heaven; but .he that doeth the will of l\fy Father which is in
}leaven" (Matt. vii. 21). Only by keeping the commnndments can
we even acquire certain and saving knowledge of the doctrines of the
Gospel in general, and the doctrine of the Lord in particular, through
which we enter into the church, as through the pearly gates of the
holy city. " ..A good understanding have all they that do His com
mandments ' (P's. cxi. 10). "If any man will do Ilis will, he shall
know of the doctrine, whether it be of God " (John vii. 17). Tho \vay
of the commandments is the way of truth and of life. Blessed are
'they that k.eep His commandments. They are within the 'walls of the
New Jerusalem, which, being a city of holiness, is the abode of happi-

'ness. Thus as it was by disobedience that man forfeited his right to
the tree of life, and closed against himself the gate of paradise, and
brought the curse upon his own head; so it is by keeping the command
ments that his right to the tree of life is restored; and the gates of the
paradisiacal city are opened to him, and the long-lost blessing is again
secured.

15. How different is the state, and how different must be the
experience, of those who are without. For ioiilund. are dogs, and
sorcerers, and uhoremotujere, and murderers, and idolaters, and whoso
ever loveth and 1naketh a lie. 1'110 difloronco between thoso \V]lO aro
within and those who 0.1'0 without is tho dillurunce bolwccn kooping'
andnot keeping the connunndmcuts. Theso aro aUlong the evils for
bidden in the ten commandments. They are included, with one
exception, in the list in the 'previous chapter (ver. 8), of those classes
of evil-doers, who shall have their part in the lake that burns with fire
and brimstone. No mention is there made of dogs, which here occupy
the first place, Dogs are frequently, though not always, spoken of in
Scripture in an evil sense. We are not to give that which is holy

'unto the dogs (Matt. vii. 6) j yet the clogs eat the crumbs that fall
from their master's table (Matt, xv, 27) j and the very uncleanness
of their appetite (2 Peter ii. 22) makes them lick and cleanse the
sores of Lazarus (Luke xvi, 21). The dog is an ernblern of the lower
desires and appetites of our animal nature. ~rh080 who live to the
gratification of their senses, especially of tho grosser appetites, are the

dogs that are 'without. The sensual are tho most directly opposed to
the spiritual. "The sensual, having not the Spirit" (Jude 19), are
those who live after the flesh. But the sensual who belong to the
church are more opposed to' the spiritual than those who do not; as sin
against the light of Revelation is more grievous than sin against the
light of nature. In the two instances in which the dog occurs in the
New Testament in a not unfavourable sense, is in reference to the
Gentiles. The woman, whose daughter was cured for her saying that
the dogs eat of the children's crumbs, was a Gentile; and Lazarus of
the parable, whose sores the dogs licked, was a figure of the Gentiles.
Even in reference to those within the church the dog has in one
instance an implied favourable meaning. Isaiah says of the pastors of
the church, "His watchmen are all dumb dogs, they cannot bark j

yea, they are greedy dogs which can never have enough, and they are
shepherds that cannot 'understand" (lvi. 10, 11). The symbolism of
the dog is well exemplified ill this instance. The senses were designed to
be sentinels as well as ministers; to warn us of danger as well as to
supply us with the means of life. In all cases they were intended to
be servants and not masters. It is when the sensual nature rules over
the spiritual that it is dumb and greedy; 'and silent, when it should
warn against what is hurtful to the inner life; and~ insatiably self
indulgent, when it should watch over and defend the person and
property of its master. It is sensual persons of this character who are
designated dogs that are without. And they are the first in the roll
of evil-doers to indicate the predominance of the sensual nature in all
the others; for that which has the first place is first in all that follow,
Tho other evil-doors wo have already considered, Thoro is ono diller
onco between tho two casos, Instead of liars we hnvo hero whosoever
loveth and inakoth u lio, SOIno 0111ploy falsehood as a moaus ; S01l10

love it as an end, and make it because they love it. The Devil is
called the father of lies. "When he speaketh a lie, he speaketh of his
own: for he is a liar, and the father of it." And those who are of
their father the Devil will do the lusts of their father (John viii. 44).
The Devil is another name for evil; and evil is the parent of falsehood.
It is evil that loves and makes a lie.

16. We now come to the peroration of this sublime discourse,
in which the deepest mysteries are revealed. I Jesus have sent Mine
angel to testify unto you these things in the churches. I am the root
and the offspring of David, and the bright and moniinq star. Jesus
is tho beginning ana tho end of this prophecy, 110 it was who sent
tho angel to show John these things, and to testify unto him these
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things in the churches. The greatest and grandest of tl1:e things which
,Jesus testified by the angel were those respecting Himself 110 is the
central figure in the panoramic vision; and, while all around is dark
and troubled, and changes and passes a·way, He remains in the bright
ness of His glory and undisturbed repose, withoutvnriablencss or shadow
of turning, the same yesterday, to-day, and for ever, replacing vanished
worlds by a new creation. But these were not change, and dissolution,
and renewal of the outward creation, but of the church. It is in His
relation to the church, not to the world, that Jesus now reveals and
describes Himself " I am the root and the offspring of David." As
the root of David He was the Creator; as the offspring of David He was
the Redee:mer. In Him the Divine and the Human natures were
united. This is .the plain moaning of the title. Ilut this is not
its only meaning, It is not even its exact literal meaning. The
union of the Divine and the Human in tho person of .l CRUS <lacs not
mean the union in His pcrson of the Creator and the crcnturc. As
born of the virgin Mary, Jesus was by natural descent tho son of
.Abraham, the son of David, as well as the Son of God. 13y birth of the
virgin His Humanity was like that of another man. But when He was
glorified, His Humanity was no longer frail, or material, or even finite.
All that He had originally derived from Ilis human parent had passed
away with His sufferings and death, and He arose in a Humanity that
could neither suffer nor die. That Humanity is not only immortal,
but alone hath immortality (1 'rim. vi. 16). Not only is it living,
but it alone has life. " For as the Father hath life in Himself"; so hath
He given to .the Son to have life in IIinlself" (John v. 26). Such
being the nature of the Lord's Humnnity, in whnt respect, and in what
sense, is He the offspring of David ~ Not in the ordinary natural
sense in which the child is the offspring of his Father. Jesus has one
Father, that is, God. JIe never, even in the days of IIis flesh, acknow
ledged Himself to be the son of David, as Jfe novel' acknowledged
Himself to be the son of Mary, When He demanded of the Pharisees,
"What think ye of Christ ~ whose son is He ~ They say unto
Him, The son of David. He saith unto them, How then doth
David in spirit call Him Lord, saying, The Lord said unto nlY
Lord, Sit Thou on My right hand, till I make Thine enemies
Thy footstool ~ If David then call Him Lord, how is He his son 1
And 110 man was able to answer Him a word.' (Matt. xxii, 42-46).
Christians answer this question by saying, Christ was both David's
Lord and David's son; his Lord as to His Divine nature; his
son as to His hurnnn nature. Most true it is that -Icsus was and'

is truly God and truly man. IIe was before David, and He was
descended from David. But He was descended from David through
His human mother, He had 110 human father. Here is the (no great
and essential difference between Jesus as a man and all other men.
Our human nature does not consist in what we derive from one parent,
but in what we inherit from both. The mother supplies but one part
of our nature, and that the outer and lower. vVhat we derive
from our father is more interior, more powerful, more enduring. vVe
are by nature our father's sons and daughters still more than we are
our mother's. For the same reason, Jesus, in respect to His human
nature, was, even from His birth, much more the son of His Father
than of His mother. If in our case there is a difference between what
wo inherit from our father and what we inherit from our mother, iru
measurably greater 111Ust have been the difference in His case. Both
our parents are finite and sinful; one of His waa infinite and all
perfect. Many Christians think of Jcsus as being the Son of God as
to IIis Divine nature," begotten from eternity." They do not think
of His IIumanity begotten in time as being the only begotten SOIl of
God. Yet this is the teaching of the Scri ptures. Jesus, as born of
the virgin Mary, was the only begotten Son of God. That in Him
which lIe derived by conception from His Divine Father was the Son
of God. The Divinity which dwelt within Him was distinct from
this, and was the Father Himself There were in Him the pure Divine
nature-the Father that dwelt within Him; the inner human nature
derived by conception from the Father, and in which theFathe~~
dwelt ; and the outer human nature, taken from the mother, th'e flesh
in which He dwelt, or tabernacled, among men, and through the veil
of which they behold His glory, the glory of the only begotten of the
Father, full of grace and truth (John i. 14). Jesus thought, and
desired, and spoke, and acted both as the Son of God and as the Son
of man, Ilut there was this distinction, J eRUS thought and desired
from Iris inner Humanity but in His outer Humanity. The root of all
His thoughts and desires was in His inner man, but they unfolded
themselves in, and manifested themselves by, His outer man. This
indeed is true of every human being. Thought and language are dis
tinct. Thought belongs to the inner man, ancllanguage to the outer.
But those who think, think in words; although thought must have
originated language, as the means of thinking and as the vehicle
of thought. But although the Lord's human nature acted accordin cr

b
to the same law as ours acts, there was as iuuoh difference between Ilis
thinking and loving and ours, as there was between His paternal
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humanity and ours. Of Him, in compnrison with us, it 111l1y be said,
" As the heaven is' higher, than the earth, so were IIis ,vays higher
than our ways, and His thoughts higher than our thoughts." He
thought as a Divine luau. His thoughts were thonghts of love aud
wisdom, love for the "whole human race, wisdom as the pCHver of love
for their redemption and salvation.

It was because Jesus thought as a Divine man, that He never spoke
of Himself as the son of Mary, and did not acknowledge Himself to be
the son of David. The humanity which He inherited from Mary, and
which was of the seed of David, was but a temporary habitation, a
tabernacle that was to be taken down, a temple that was to be
destroyed. The Hamanity in which Jesus arose from the sepulchre
was no longer material. It was spiritual, nay, Divine. In that
Humanity J ohnbeheld Jesus in the midst of the seven golden candle
sticks, and, overw helmed by the glory of His person, fell down at His
feet as dead" Can such a one be either the son of Mary or the son of
David ~

Yet J eSUEl here declares Himself to be the offspring of David. 'I'he
Lord calls Himself the offspring, and even the root, of David, not
according to the letter, but according to the spirit. David was a
type of the Lord. He represented Him as a king. Tho Lord is a
king as the ruler of His kingdom, in heaven, in the church, and in
the hearts of men. It is in relation to His kingdom that Jesus now
speaks of Himself as the root and the offspring of David. His
love is the root of David, His truth is the offspring of David.
When the Lord's love rules in the heart, and His truth rules in the
understanding, Jesus is to us the root :111<1 the offspring of David.
Love is the root of truth; truth is tho oflRpring of lnvo. (»). what iH tho
same, charity is the root of faith; faith is tho oHspring of' clmrity.

Jesus, the root and the offspring of David, is also tho bright and morn
ing star. The star of Jacob and the star of Bethlehem both point to
Jesus as the light of knowledge that precedes the light of intelligence
and wisdom, The bright and morning star that heralds the sun and
ushers in the dawn is highly appropriate hero, where the N ew Dis
pensation in its beginning is the subject. It is to this event. that
Peter alludes when he says, " We have also a more sure word of pro
phecy; whereunto ye do well that ye take heed, as unto a light that
shineth in ft dark place, until the day dawn, and the day-star arise in
your hearts" (2 Peter i, 19). The beginning of the new life in the
believer is to him a new dispensation of light nnd love. A new day
may have dawned upon the world, tho morning star Illny hnvo given

tho bright promise of a COIning day of general enli~Jltenmen~, b~t not
until tho day dawn in our own minds, and the d~y-star anse :11 our
own hearts, docs the COIning of the Lord bring us the possession or
oven tho hope of joy.' .

17. The message of Jesus by His angel is followed by this response
and exhortation: .And the Spirit and the bride .'lay, Come. And let
liirn that Iiearcili sas], Come. And let himiiliat is athirst COl1~e. And
ioliosoeoer will, let 7~in~ take'the water of life freely. The Spirit and
the bride siznifv heaven and the church. The Spirit speaks in andb OJ

throuch those in whom He dwells. "The Spirit itself beareth witness
with our spirit that we are the children of God. Likewise the Spirit
also helpeth our infirmities: for we know not what we shoul~ pI~ay

for as we oueht " (Rom. viii. 16, 26). Angels and men are alike 111

debted to th; Spirit for every holy desire expressed in prayer. The
bride, the Lamb's wife, would not herself pray for the Co~ing of the
Bridecroom unless His indwelling Spirit gave her the desire to meet
her beloved. Yet the Spirit and the bride are both named, not only
to express the united prayer of the church in heaven and the chu~ch

on earth, but also to express the united prayer of the understanding
and the heart of every member of the church, militant and.triumphant.
The Spirit is the spirit of truth in the lll~;~id, and the :)ride ~s the
affection of love in the heart. Where these/are, the Lord s testimony
finds a faithful witness, and. the promise of His Corning an earnest
and fervent response. These spontaneously pray for the Lord's
Coming ; for from the abundance of the heart the u:o~th ~peaketh.

There is another faculty and another class who are distinguiahed by
it, t.hat arc exhorted to respond, "-Lot him that hcarol.h say, CC)}110."

To hom-ia to hearken nud obey. BuL to hour H.IH1 l'opnatj what others
f::ly, is to receive and act on the aubhority of others rather than from
their own conviction. This is characteristic of persons of an external
character. In its application to one person it refers to the external or
natural mind which hears and responds to the spiritual mind. To the, . .
inner man belong will and understanding, or thought and affection ;
and to the outer man speech and action.

But there is another important element in this operation. It is
not only necessary for us to pray that the Lord will come to us, we
muat also go to Him. While the virgins waited for the Bridegroom,
a cry was raised at midnight, "Behold, the Bridegroom cometh; go ye
out to meet Him." So in the present case: while the Spirit and the
bride say, Como, nud he that honrcth is exhorted to say, C01110; ho
that; is athirst is invited to COllH_~, and whosoover will is assured that

2 .If
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he may take of the water of life freely. Iieciprocation is nn essential
condition of salvation because it is an esscntial means of l'rgoneration.
vVe must pray for the Lord to come to us; hut vv o l1111st preparo our
selves to receive Him, and even go out to meet JLim, This truth is
generally admitted, but appears to be imperfectly understood. The
statements of Scripture, unless carefully compared nnrl comhiucd so as to
lead to one intelligent conclusion, mny leave nco) I fused illlpression 011

the mind. Salvation is spoken of as the 'work of Goel, as the 'work of
man, and as the "work of both. All these reprcsentatio]}s rHO true; but
their equal truth is not clearly seen. Tho pl'nvailiJlg i.lea SCClllS to be,
that as' God is omnipotent, and muu is illlpotent, f~nl ration rests much
more "with God than wibh man. Yet the truth is, HIHllllllSt he, that
salvation, as an individual work, rests much 1110 nl, 'with man than with
God. "The grace of God hath appeare(l, brillging salvntion to all
men " (Titua ii. 11). "(jou. our SftViOlll' 'will hav« all muu to lln snvcd "
(1 Tim. ii. /1); and is "not wi ll ing that any slJ1luld Iwl'i:::} I "(~ Peter
iii. 9). So far, then, as it depClltls on the will (d' "(loll our Saviour,"
all men will be saved.. But in all tJ1CSO illSianc('A, our Saviour wills,
not the end only, but tho moans, 110 w ills thnt we shouhl deny our
selves ungodly lusts; should COlllO unto tho knowlcelgc of the truth;
should come to repentance. It is not sufficient that God wills our
salvation ~'I we must will to be saved, and must do our part, and work
out our salvation with fear and trembling (Phil. ii. 12). Still it is
true that it is God who workebh in us both to "will and to do of His
good pleasure _{Phili-rr63J. IIe1'e comes in the difficulty. If our
,vill-an-cr""e-our""acts are the work of God, where are our choice and
~ver1 Our natural life, happily, aids us in the solution of this

seeming elliguHt. "In God we live, and move, and hnvo our lIning"
(Acts xvii.. 28). And yet wo a1'O Iree to tli}'(leL oUI' llaLl1l'allll()VClll~~IlLs

and regulate our natural life, ns is atllnitted even hy those who believe
that we have no choice or control over our spiritual activities and
states. There are, no doubt, Il1ysteries in these, as in all the works and
,Yays of God. However far our investigations may carry us, we see
but in part. Wonders on wonders lie beyond our ken. This should
make us modest, but need not make us sceptical. What we do know
'is sufficient to direct our faith. v"~{e know that God oddresees us as
creatures that are free to choose, and accountable to Hirn for the choice

, we make. Nor is there any insuperable difficulty in reconciling the
all-sufficiency of God ,vith the freeJcIll of nlan. Ifor has not the
Creator ECimself conferred the gift of freedolll upon us 1 .A.nd must
lIe not constantly preserve 'vhat JIe originally oesto'wed 1 The all-

sufficiency of God and the free-will of man are not therefore antagon
istic ideas; but both «ire equally reasonable and necessary truths.
.As there is but one source of life, there is but one source of good, that
is, God. Without Him we can do nothing. ,Ve are branches of the
'tine; and only in virtue of our connection with it can we spiritually
Jive and flourish and bear fruit. But it is in our choice to abide in
the Vine or to be severed from it. " I am the Vine, ye are the
hrnnches : he that abideth in Me, and I in him the same brinceth
forth 11111C11 fruit; for without 1\1e ye can do nothi~g. If a man abide
not in ],\,10, he is cast forth as a branch, and is withered" (John xv. 5, 6).
J [ore is our high privilege and our deep responsibility. And while we
nbide in our living and omnipotent Saviour, ours is not a passive life.
J[0 works in us, but "'0 111U8t work with IIin1. His operation does
not save 118 without our co-operation, Yet what is our co-operation hut
f'xcl'ting tho faculties ] To bestows, llsillg the menus ITe provides, and
roturning Ollis gifts to Jl im by dispcnsing them to athol'S1 Wha] ground
is thcre in this for self-righteousness and merit 1 There is great cause
for gratit.ude and love, for faithfulness and obedience, for meekness
anrl Iowliness of heart, but none for pride and vain-glory. The desire
which draws us to ,Jesus He Himself inspires. He creates the thirst
as well as supplies the water to quench it. And yet the desire is as
much our own as if it had its first origin in the depths of our own
consciousness. How marvell ous, yet beneficent, is this seeming inde
pendence! But while consciousness claims it for self, reason, en
lightened by Revelation, ascribes it to Goel. Thus natural perception
is balanced by spiritual faith; and God has the glory while we have
the benefit, 'I'he duty, and we 111ay say the blessedness, of ascrihint;
ovory go{)(l to tho Lord, is revealed to ua in l.h« cOllellldillg words :
"A]l<l whosoever will, lot him tnko the wntor of lifo freely.' For lh is
teachos that tho gift lllay 1>0 taken, but cannot be purchased. It is
ollerod without I11011ey and without price. It is a free gift, and must
b~ receivec~ as such. It is undeserved, yet freely offered; priceless, yet
without pnco, There is indeed an opinion that it has been purchased
for us, therefore free to the receiver, though not free from the Giver.
This is an opinion that owes its existence to a dark age, and fades
a\vay before the light of God as it shines in the .New -Ierusalem.
Jesus, who offers the gift, was Himself its original Possessor. vVhat
He came in the flesh to do, ,and now comes in the Spirit to cOllfirl1l,
,vas, not to enable God to give, but to enable men to take, the ,vater
of life freely. There ,vas one ,vay, it is trne, in ,vhich the Crcator
incroased Iris po,Y(~r in relation to nlOH. 110 nSS111110el and glol'ifipel
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human nature, and brought Himself into a 1l0\V and nearer relationship

with His creatures. ".IToraS11lUch as the chjldren are partakers of
flesh and blood He also Himself Iikowise took pnrt of tho s.unc ; that
through death ire might destroy him that hn.l tho power or dl~ath, that
is the devil' and deliver them who through fear of death \V01'O all, )

their lifetime subject to bondage. For in that He Himself hath sullered

being tempted, He is able to succour them that are tetuptcd " (lIeb. ii.
14, 15). " ..And being made perfect, He became the Author of eternal
salvation unto all them that oboy Hiui" (v. U).

18, 19. The invitation to take the water of life freely is followed hy
a caution. ]jIO]' I te8tiJ~lJ unto every nuui that hcarctli the toonle (~f tli«
prophecuof this book, If any nuin shall add uuio these til ings, (joel
shall add unto liin: the plaquee that are toriiieu in this l.ook : U'}7.rl 1)
any mast eluill take away front the iconl» of the 1wok (~f this })}'OlJhcc!J,

God shall takeaway Ids part out o.t the book (~t lIfe, and out (~l the
holy city, andfrom the thing8 roliich «re written in tlii» book. This is
commonly understood to be a solemn warniug ngainst adlling to or
takinc away from the completed canon of Scripturo. Tho srnue wam
ing w~s given by Moses (Dent. iv. 2, xii. 32). The t~stili?atioll.ill the
Apocalypse refers, therefore, only to the j\..p0.calypse itself. .Jt IS pos
sible that from interested1110tives men Jllay lutcl'poln.te, mutilntc, and
corrupt the sacred text; and some arc known to have done so. Those
who are guilty of such a crime incur a heavy responsibility. " Every
word of God is pure: add thou not unto His words, lest H e reprove
thee" (Prov. xxx, 5, 6). Critics 111ay, frol:1 orrol'~ of judgment, e~o injury
to the text of Scripture; but these are S1118 of Ignorancc, and incur no
guilt. But in the warnings ,YO have menl.ioncd, tho snored "Titers
refer not so much to tho preservation of' thos:v',red LcxL, as to tho
mnintonance of tho purity of its truths and. tho authority of its teach
ina. The Word has suffered much, aiul I}O part of.' it more than tho
Book of llevelntion, from tho labours of nnl.urnl-mindcd expositors. 'The
function of the expositor is to bring out the meaning of the sacred text.
No expositor can do this fully, and only one inspired can do it fault
lessly. Everyone 111USt to some extent both add and take. away ; he
must add somethinz of his own, and tuko awny something of the
Lord's. Such a resulb is inseparable from tho moral and intellectual
imperfections of the best and wisest cOllllllentator~.. But there .are
others ,vho actuated by intellectual pride, or party SpU'lt, or theologIcal
zeal folIo,,; a vicious method, or exercise their O'Vll ingenuity, to bring
out 'a meaning 1vhich is favourable to their o,vn idcas. Such persons
study the 'Vord, not so Dluch to learn its teaching as to confirnl

their O'Vll.

These, however, are but superficial and partial applications of the"
passage we are mow considering. 'I'hey include only certain classes
and a cornpnrntivcly Iimitcd number of men. -Icsus testifies unto overy
0110 that hoaruth tho words of tho prophecy of this book, To every
hearer and reader of the words, therefore, the warning is given. The
things of this book, which are to be preserved in their simplicity and
integrity, are the great truths and principles which relate to our
Christian faith and practice. Two great truths run like threads
of gold through the whole texture of this prophecy. The Lord and
the Law, or faith in Jesus Christ as the God and Saviour of men, and
a life according to Iris commandmeuts, appear in it in ever-varying
f01'111s. These are the two essential principles of the Christian religion,
as in a less developed state they had been of the J owish, and' of every
other, since the world began, for they are the pillars of the church and
of heaven. They are the two connnnndments on which hang all the
Inw and the prophets. 1'0 the Christian, as to the J ew, there is but
oiic Lord. Israel's God is our God. 'fhat God is Jesus Christ. To
love lIim above all things, and to love our neighbour as ourselves, is
indeed the fulfilling of the law nnd the prophets. These two corn
mnudments, including the knowledge of who the Lord is, and who is
our neighl)()ur, aro the sum of all l'cligioll; for they are tho sum of all
the laws of the spiritnallife.

How do men add to and take ~nYay from the words of the prophecy
of this book, in regard to its teaching on these two great subjects ~

I Iow did the J.e,vs act in respect to the same warning ? So scrupu
lously did the ,Jewish scribes gnard the text of their Scriptnres, that
they counted the words nnd letters of every book. Yet, while thus
(~:1l'ld'1I1 of tho \Vor<18, thnt Lhey llliglli; ol)(\y 1·ho counnunrl neither to
:ul(l 1101' take nwuy, they so entirely llPgl(~et{\ll tho spirit, that they
mn.Io the couunruulmcnt.s of none effect hy their traditions. They took
a\yay fr01H the law the force of its esseutial requirements, and burdened
it with all oppressive load of useless ceremouials. With a laudable
reverence au d care for the sacred text, Christians, it is to be feared,
have not been sufficiently careful to, preserve the purity of its sacred
truths. To these they have added, and f1'o111 these they have taken
fl,,yay. According to the teaching of the 'Vord, the Lord Jesus
Christ is the Creator and Recleerner of the world, l\fen have added
to this siluple and sublinle truth by teaching the doctrine of a Tri
porsnllal God, adding two other Persons to I-linl in 1vho111 cl\velleth all
the fnlness of the Godhead bodily (Col. ii. 9). Sonle havo also takcll
awny 1'1'01)) this truth l>y lleuying tho LO~ll's ])ivinity, rcgarding IUIll
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as an incarnate angel or a mere man, And oven those 'Yho nckuowledge

His Divine nature have taken a'way from the truth rcspccting Him by
denying the Divinity of His Humanity. In Tegard to the commanrl
ments and obedience to th8111, men hnve ~l(l(le(l to them in two dillcrent

ways, which are seemingly opposite, butwhich arc cx l.rcmcs that meet,
Some regard the commandments as so easy of fulfilment, that the
faithful Christian 11lay do 1110re than they n~(pliro. Uthers believe
that to fulfil the commandmente is not only dillicult but impossible,
Once established by the authority of the church, men luny hold these

as theological opinions without incnrring the guilt of ftclclillg or taking
away. Opinions do not of themselves COnd8111ll. Yet all error, though
not itself condemnatory, leads indirectly to contlcmnntiun. So far as
it favours evil, error brings upon us the plagllc~8 of sin; so jill' as it
undervalues good, it takes a,vay our part out of the book of life, and
out of the holy city, a11<1 Irom tho tllillgs which nrn wril.lon ill Lhis
book. Truth is to be desired bccnnso, lH\,illg Pllt'l~, it ](la<18 to purity.
" Every word of God. is puro: add thou HuL nnto 1Iis words, lest 110
reprove thee" (Prov. xxx. 5).

Although it is not easy to see how" tIlo ~Hl(lillg to or taking a\vay
from the words of this book, or of the Scriptures generally, should be
so great a crime and deserve so severe a punisluueut, it is easy to per
ceive how great and fatal an evil it is wilfully to depart, ill faith and
practice, from the essential truths, which the hook reveals, 01' which it
presents anew to the church. The waming which is 1101'0 given is
addressed to the men of the church in our time as III He h as to those of
a past age--" to every man that heareth.' Ifat ]1101'(\,1y to those who
hear, but to those w ho understaud, and even to thosn 'W 110 consent to
what they hoar and undorataud, is the ,yarning .giv(~ll. To Lhoso who
add to tho words of tho book, plagues arB to llP :l( I(1(lll; from Lhos«

who take £1'0111 them, their part is to he taken Irorn t.hc Jrook of life.
The plagues that are written in this booknre, as ,YO have seen, Hot the
infliction of outward punisluncnts, but tho manifestntiou of inward
states. And. removal from the book of life is the result of the removal

of the principles of the book of life from the mind and heart. No one is
ever blotted out of the -book of life till he has blotted its contents from
the book of his own life. The whole contents of the book of life are
comprehended in the t\VO commandments of love to the Lord and love
to the neighbour. When these are taken a,vay ant of the heart, our part
is taken a'way out of the book of life. This fact is not less strikingly
taught if we adopt ,vhat critics generally regard as t.he trne reuc1ing
God shall take a\vay his part jj'o1n the tree of l(~j'e. If those ,,,lto keep

IIis counuandments have a right to the tree of life, those who do not
keep Iris commandments forfeit that right. In the literal sense the
t,YO evil acts and their threatened consequences seem to refer to dif
fereut persons. In the spiritual sense they relate to two connected
states ill the same person. So far as we love and do evil, we cease to
love a.llel do good. So far as we add, so far we take a,vuy; so far as
we l)l'll1g up~n ourselves the plagues of sin, so far we lose our part in
the book or In the tree of life.

But there are two other calamities which befall those who take away

frcm t!le words of the book. God takes away their' part out of the
holy CIty, and from the things which are written in this book. The
hoty city is the church, the things written in this book are the truths
of the church. vVhen we speak of the church we mean the principles
of the church; and when we speak of the truths of the church we
mran, not matters of ecclesiastical belief, hut matters of vital faith and
pr.ctico. 'Vo aro only in tho church so fur as the church is in us .

011 Y in its truths so far as they build us up into habitations of the
l,iv.ng God. 1\..11 these possessions Inay be lost, and are taken a\vay
i run us by tho very act of onr taking a\vay from the faith of Jesus
Clrist and the life of love and charity. Two dangers attend those
'VID are of the N e\v Church. Allowed to enter rationally into the
tnths of faith, they are in danger of being the victims of intellectual
prile, And as others have erred in keeping the understaudino in
sulj~ction to faith, so they are liable to run iI~to the opposite err~r of
koping faith in .subjection to the understanding; not duly reflecting
th:t the Word IS yea, yea; nay, nay; and that whatsoever is 11101'e

tli.n these co~neth of evil. Thus ~re they in danger of adding to the
puc and perfect truth of Clod. l~,e(lnil'o(l to keep the connnnndmont»
:l~,t cOIl<1i.Lioll, or ral.lrur as a menus, of sulvntion, thoy arc ill dallger

(l.f regal'llIllg tho reward to be, not of grace hut of work ; thus their
l'lPl tOOU811CSS bCCOIUCS meritorious : and merit is a thief that 1'0bs the
Lrd of Iris glory and depli:es man of his salvation. How carefully,
I.hn, ought we to guard against these great evils!

. e;)o. Again and finally, He which iestifietli these things saith, Surely, I
tvvi' CO~f] quickly. To this there is a response. AlIwn. Even so, come Lord
)fl e.p..'7J~us. For Jesus speaks as the Bridegroom coming to the church as
• _,t-, 1-3s Bride. The Lord expresses His will, the church her desire. The

\" O.{mrriage of the .Lam~ has come; His wife hath made herself ready,
~/S>ViJ'- Gstacles to .thelr union ha~e been gradually removed. Preparations
~ \1'1 ~, fc the llup~la~s ~r~ advancing. The Lord cannot make either I-lis

,e"'llrLf gneral or IllS IIllhvlllllal Advent, except so far as there is a general or
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individual desire and preparation for His Coming. ~Boforo the Lord's
First Advent there was a general sense of want which no ono of the
existing systems could supply, a craving w hich nouo of them could
satisfy. The Saviour had bOC01Jle the dcsiro or all unl.ions. The luuunn
mind had outgrown tho means of its im provcnu-nl. Nneh a stat.u is not
inconsistent with great moral degradation. The disenscd spirit desires
health, and craves the means of restoration even when living in
violation of the laws of health. Tho S~ll11D cOllditiuns preceded the
Lord's Second Advent. 'I'he church had lost its purity, religion its
power, the Scriptures their authority. They had lost in the clark ages
what they did not recover with the restoration of Ienruing. ,V]IOl: a
church has begun to decline it never can be restored to its original
state; and even if doctrinally it could, it would ho unsuited to the
altered condition of the human mind. 'I'Iie miru] }'I1(111i1'CS and craves

something 111o~'e. It has outgrown the menus of its advuuccmcrt.
Provision is t.hnrcloro mnrlo for wlui! itN IIIII'(I,l;~~ij,i(I~-1 1'(I(ll l il'(I. (1(1
thillgS nro <.10110 :nvay, all things are m.u l« nnw. \'(~L 1,110 Idd sl'llJdillH
the gerlll of tho new, for it contains it, as t.lic s(I(I(1 (~ullLaill~ L1l(~ g(~IJIl

of the plant. But the new does not spring into lifo till tho old f:Us

into the ~roun:l and ~ies. ~'he living power, aicl.c~(~ by th.e 8].101':1'S e
and sunshine of returning sprIng, protlucc~ a ll:'\T .iUllll, which III cue &~~
time clothes itself with leaves and decks itself 1\~lth flowers, as ~\'Lh \J:> ~ :
the adornings of a bride; for these are tlio wcdlllllg garltlcnts 01 110 ~y ;vJ

virgin plant, as she turns herself to the sun, or as tho sun turns licito '" o..Y
himself. Things in which man is concerned arc. Hot made new ~I'ithrutV>"t
some new state or condition of mind, from 1V]I;eh liD can I:ccelvomd ,~.xQ,

return the new influence and the new gifts. ,\ hero thero IS no <1(ISre~~i,
there can be no reception; 1Vhere tliorc is no re(~(\ption thoro can 1)(\ lO MO

. t' 'l A"t,return; where there is no return there call 1JO ]l() conjuu« .ron. to '\''11' c\
Lord loves tho church, but tho cliu rch l1111SL n~(~t·i \On II is ]0\°1 1

, :1,( I o'..f\ c,\.f\. &~,

must return it to Him again. The .Lor: l is (\V'".cum i lI.g to L1.le ch 1I,\'~·I.; c-"'~'7
but He cannot actually come till the church desires Il is cOllllllg. J lIN x,f\I\t.-
coming i.s evidcntly representcd in this chapter as progr~~ssivc, as ~f h\ ~~ t.'

time ,vere nearer and more near. Once before lIas It lllct 1Vltha v' .. {i.~-t
responsive answer, but now the response is more il.lstant allll carl.ld. .tL.~~-I\o.~ ~
"Come, Lord Jesus," is the ilnpassioned expressIon of the lJnd(s ~y ..
desire for the pronlised conling of the I3ridegrocHll. lIe is saluted, to, ~ ;
by the title and name more expressive of Ilis love and goollncss. TIE i{\I\'-\~. \t\
indicates corresponding graces in the responsive bride; for the churQ t \\iJ'.yv
can only love the Lord as love and goodness, frolll II is love antI goo~ (1 0" v\';
ness in herself.

In the particular sense, which speaks of the Corning of the Lord to
the regenerate, by His descent into their hearts and minds, we are to
regard the BriJegrooHl and the bride as the graces of love and faith,
the union of which constitutes the heavenly marriage. Love within
and faith without is the first condition in relation to each other. Love
comes directly through the inmost of the mind; faith comes by hear
ing, and hearing by the Word of Gael. As love in the heart is
received and reciprocated by faith in the understanding, they gradually
approach each other until they beC0111e united. Their union in the
Christian mind is the truest covenant, and the beginning and ground
of the Christian's union with the Lord, and of the Lord's union with
the church. The whole is made up of its parts, and is such as the
1.arts are. The church consists of love and wisdom, goodness and
truth, charity and faith, not as abstract principles, but as graces of tho
honrt and 111111(1, nn.l virtues of tho Ch ristinu lifo. Of those whoso
ru iiula Inn olll'i(',l\(~d w i l.h l.lu: gl'a(I,('~, and whw~n Iivos nro ndol'llt'tl w il.l:
1.110 viI'Ll\(I,S, or LlIO l'nligioll or LlIO Lord ,J('.HUN (~hl'isli, t.lIO church aH It

collccti vn Lody consists, considered as it appcars before God, what
over appearance it nHl,y present before men, The human mind is,
therefore, the scene and the subject of all the transactions recorded in
this book; and not the least of the marriage of the La111b. Here it is
that 110 testifies, " Surely I COIne quickly;" and here the response is
given, "]~von so, come Lord -Iesus." Love speaks within the heart,
and the faith of love answers from the understanding.

21. With this blessed state of reciprocated love, which forms the
essential condition of, and preparation for, the heavenly marriage, in
which heaven consists, and from which its exalted uses and ineffable
bcntitudcs spring, tho apocalyptic vision closes. 'I'lio benediction
which is atltlotl, :rl/(~ flj'((('e 0./o u r Lord Jesus Christ lJf] u-it]! f/O/(. ((11, is
nn tdl'oeL as wr.ll as n cnucl usion, a (lndl1(',LioJl as well :t8 a Lcruiinntion.
Tho graeo of OlU' Lord is not His favour only but Iris Iovo. It is Iris
JEvine l-iove brought llcar to us ill JIis Divine IIunlanity. It is the
graco of 1vhich the I)sahuist speaks, 1vhell treating prophetically of the
Lord's incarnation and IIis marriage "with the church: "Thou art
fairer than the children of men; grace is poured into Thy lips: there
fore God hath blessed thee for ever" (xlv. 2). The Son of Man, yet
fairer than the children of Ilien; the recipient of Divine grace, yet its
true Source j the ever-blessed, yet the ever-blessing ; Jesus is the
pattern of perfection, the Giver of good, the Dispenser of happi
ncss. In Hilll all the Divine perfections d,voll, because in frinl all
I)ivinity a"wells, and dwells in a perfected, and therofore, l)ivillo
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Humanity, in.which He is Immanuel, Gael with us. The grace of Jesus
is the grace of God, but of God-Man, the grace of infinite and eternal
Love, offered unto all TIleD. It is the Lord's desire that Iris grace
should be with us and in us. If not with tho inspired p0l111Ull1,

at least with all saints, we nuty devoutly and heartily say, J1 men.
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